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Anyone who has ever embarked upon a writing expedition such as this is aware that the enterprise will almost
certainly take longer than anticipated. In addition, it will
accumulate a long list of debts cf gratitude which the authors can easily acknwaledge hilt cannot adequately repay. I” neither of these respects is our effort an exception.
We expected our revision project to take about six
months. In a fruitless attempt to avoid becoming yet another case of tardy completion, we adopted a one-year
horizon as a fail safe target. But fate is “01 easily trifled
with, we are well into a one and one half years time as
completion appears as a proverbial light at the end of the
tunnel.
Over this period of time we were heiped in many
ways by macy people. First, our editors at Sierra Club
Books, Jo” Beck”xnn and Jim Cohee, played a critical
role by supplying generous suppat and seemingly unlimited patience to see us through our tasks.
in addition, we were dependent
upon many colleagues and associates for factual materials and for the
work of catching errors and omissions in what we had
written. There were others whose work went well beyond
that; they undertook responsibility for locating and obtaining mate:ials and organizing information. For example, Bob Wenzlau was of en~xn~ous help in developing
materials for the waste handling chapter. The contributions of Angelas Find&&s to the water power section of
the electiicity chapter are gmtefulfy acknowledged. In the
solar chapter the do-it-yourself coUector design was developed by John Randolph and his students at The Evergreen State College in Washington.
Special thanks to
Lynne Baxter for her skill and imagination in visually
bringing t” life much of the book with her excellent illustrations and drawings. We also thank l:ene Findikakfs and
Bonnie Russell for their contributions.
In addition we are deeply indebted to others for their
assistance with our work: Al Umafia, Costa Halvadakis,
Fnk
Zalatel, Frank Carroll, and Marty Jackson.
J. C,. Leckie
G. Masters
L. Y. Young
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Pleface to the Revised Edition

Mankind’s haphazard interventions
in nature in the industrial-technological
em have progressively undermined
the stability of the natural systems on which cur life and
well-being depend. We can no !onger take the abundance
of natural resources, the stabiiity of climate, or the prity
of air and water fe? granted. Given the increase in OUT
numbers and in the power 0,: modem technology, the
nature that cnce appeared so awescrne is now known to
be fragile and limited.
The crowding of cur planet in the context of accelerating industrialiition
has caused a set of distinctive and
uncertain hazards that are interlinked: population growth,
limited rescurces, unstable ecosystems, po!itical unrest,
economic strains. Our failure to adjust cur scale of human
activity within these constraints has led to unnecessary
suffering, ultimately deteriorates the life experience of individuals and groups, and worse, endangers life prospects
for future generations.
Our initial efforts in writing the first edition of Other
Homes and Garbage were stimulated by the enthusiasm
and good spirit of many pecple who wished to alter their
lifestyles but did not have access to much of the infcrmation that would aUcw ihem to choose intelligently from
arnoog the available cpticns. Our first effort has met with
wide acceptance, but the alternative lifestyle movement
has noi expanded as rapidly as cur naive optimism led us
to believe it would. Still, we avoid assuming what Kurt
Vonnegut has described as the appropriate stance toward
the future-“terminal
pessimism.”
We have also avoided the technophtlic optimism of
those who continue to regard technology as the ground
from which ultimate solutions to cur global problems will
spring. That approach by itself is dangerously irrespcnsble. A mere compelling optimism, which we have adopted, is associated with the repudiation of the high technology @h. This optimism is expressed in many different
forms, all essentially converging toward the need to revive
the spiritual-philosophic
center of human experience with
emphasis on what E. F. Schumacher has called “vcluntaly
simplicity.” We believe thzt the alternative lifestyle mcvement remains underappreciated
as a new force for
change. Moreover, with cur effort represented
by this

book, we again reaffirm our concunence
Hesse’s statement in Stepperwolf.
hey

age, every culture, euey

in Hermann

custom and fi idition

,hx i?s a~,n c.horncter, i& WL~.C
weakncs on, ::‘; own
strength, its beauties and ugliness; accepti ‘., Iin
sufferings as nmtter of course, puts up patfe.~:.~cywith
cetidn evils. Human fije is reduced to rcaf .:;.jeting, to
hell, only when two ages, two cultures on.? wf@ons
ouerlap.
Now there we times when a ~,:hole

genemtion is caught in this uray between TWOages, two
modes of life, with the consequence
that it loses all
power to understand itselj and has no standard, no

secwily, no simple acquiescence,
It is now apparent for all tc cbsewe that there is a
growing resistance to all aspects of the long-term modernization of industrialized
society. The modernization
trend has led to ever-increasing use and waste of precious
rescwces and diminishing personal control cve~ many
aspects of cur lives. A counterfoxe
is visible in the environmental movement. The past irend has been toward
high technology that is big, centralized, explcitive, intimidating, and that displaces people; the countertrend is intermediate or appropriate technology-a
technology that
is small-scale, decentmliied,
ccnsexves resources, is environmentally
hen@
enhances individuals’ lives, uses
renewable wscurces, and places a larger share of cur lives
under cur contml.
Against this background, cur overriding ccncem has
been to bring :wether a large body of technical infcrmation and data in a format readable by the interested
nontechnical layman-you.
We remain working optimists for the future of us all.
April, 1980
Mexico City, Mexico
Palo Alto, California
New York, New York
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So then always that knowledge is worthiest.
which considereth the simple jorws or dijjerences of
things, which are jew in number, and the degrees and
cowdinations

whereof make all this variety

Fmncis BWXI
ix

tfumm needs and attitudes and
the earth’s potential
Se!f-sufScienc:ad self-reliance:
changing cr?x:nt trends
Creating your awn iiring environment
Desi@ng
to fit
your specific lrquirements
Fitting engineering to smafl-scsle
indivtdusl needs

WHERE WE ARE GOING

WfnatThis Rook ZrjAbout
he booi. advc.l:are on which you are about to
embark owes 1,. existence to a rather unusual set
,-Lcircumstances. It may be of some interest (and
perhays provide some encouragement)
icr us to spend
a %.L :noments here desaibing the birth process. During
the :aU quarter, 1973. a group of us from the School of
Engineering at Stanford began talking about organizing
a small experimental
workshop on self-sufficient living
systems. We offered the course in the winter quarter
through Stanford’s Workshop on Political and Social Issues but, instead of the twenty or twenty-five stu&nts
that we expected, over one hundred interested stiidents
and community people showed up on the first night. Consequentiy, we had to redesign cur small workshop framework into sub-courses centered around the themes of the
various chapters found in this book; with the general dissemination of information to ~:ccur through the format of
a final consolidated report. It ‘was on the basis of the initial
rough sub-course reports thz: this book had its beginning.
The original m&erial has teen reworked considerably,
and a substantial amoont of ;lew material has been added
by the coauthors. We want to acknowledge the student
energy and enthus&?
which carried the original idea to
fruition.
This book represents an attempt by engineers and
other technically tmined people to communicate
practical, useful technical information in an interesting fcrrnat
and in terms that are comprehensible
to nonspecialized
people-you!
We wan! to help you gain the ability to
desigr-for
and by yourse!f-technologies
which will allow you to establish a lifestyle which is energetically and

materially more consewativr than those most of us now
lead. We hope to help peopie realize that such simpiified
lifestyles are possible without sacrificing the things that
give quality to cur lives.
rjf am cmtent with little, then enough is as good
as a feat.-Dean
Swiit
It is inherent in human nature to vmnl: to be selfsufficient and self-reliant. Modem society has removed
many of the opportunities for self-reliance by burying in
technological jargon and terminology much of the i&rmation needed by noniechnical
people for deveiopment
of intelligent choices. We are here tryizg to remove many
of the artificial barriers which can de!er you from designing your own methane digester, sola:- heater, or whatever.
What we cannot remove is your expense of time and
energy to acquire the necessay
information for altemative choices. It may be of scuw help if we develop some
of cur guiding philosc?hy to set the general context of
cur overall effort.
The distance is nothing; it is only the first step that
is difficult.-Marqoise du Deffaud

In modem times we have treated the earth as if its
reserves of usable matter and energy were in neverending supply, and as if time would quickly heal all
wounds caused by cur exploitation. As long as the huma?
population was small and cur activities constrained by
limited access to energy, the damage we inflicted upon
the environment
was limited and usually correctable

1

:c;
,,,
::
1~;;
,,
,,~

through the earth’s natural cycles. Now, however, the demands made on the environment
are often beyond nature’s regenerative capacities. Humankind’s narrow understanding
of conservation
and our shortsighted
technolcgical approach to satisfying only our immediately
perceived needs have begun to seriously deplete stored
reserves. Fossil fuels are being used at increasing rates,
and the steady dwindling of accessible supplies is becoming apparent. Vast quantities of water are being used injudiciously and contaminated
before their return to large
water systems; pollution has nearly destroyed such rivers
as the Hudson and such lakes as Erie. Even more farreaching effects are being realized as the damage makes
its way through food chains and into groundwaters. The
Aswzn Dam, built as a necessary instrument for Egypt’s
economic growth, prevents the Nile from depositing its
rich silt on the surrounding agricultural w&y during seasonal fioods. As a result the Awan reservoir is filling with
sediment, human parasites are increasing in the stored
water. crops downstream are suffering, and the Mediterranean Sea is lacking a major nutrient source. What is the
real gain in situations like these?

have enough energy if only we enter into a rational, ecological relationship with the earth We must recognize the
complexity of the natural world and acknowledge the limits of our understanding.
The natural environment
in its
diversity can be viewed as a unique library of genetic
information.
From this library can be drawn new food
crops, nau drugs and vaccines, and new biological pest
controls. The loss of a species is the loss forever of an
opportunity
to improve human welfare. The “ptlblicservice” possibilities of the global environment cannot be
replaced by technology either now or in tb Gxeseeable
future, in scme cases because the proces: +, which the
service is provided is not understood scientifically, in other
cases because no technological equivalent for the natural
process has yet been devised. In almost all cases there
would be no need to create technological substitutes if
only we would learn to live in harmony with our natural
environment.

To be sew-sufj%zingis the greatest >f all wealth.Porphyry

Choosing among a multiplicity of hivial options has
bwn a constant burden to mankind. We can all generate
a long list of choices which have caused us to waste much
time and emotional energy. Modern technologies and
distribution practices have increased the range of different
deodorants. but have had little impact on the choices involving the real and unchangeable
values of life-the
attitudes, needs, and desires that determine happiness or
suffering, hope or despair. We must all still shuggle with
the same appetites, passions, and hopes that motivated
Homer’s or Shakespeare’s heroes. The genetic code acquired by the human species more than 50,000 years ago
is so stable that it still determines the conditions necessay
for human health, comfort, and happiness, regardless of
ephemeral changes in technological and political systems.
Even though modem technolos
provides us with synthetic fabrics and electrical heaters, we still hy to achieve
the sane body temperature as the Eskimos with their fur
parkas and igloos, and as Stone Age people sought to
achieve with animal skins in their caves. Regardless of
whether we live in isolated free-standing houses or on top
of skyscrapers, we still seek to relate in a personal way to
the number of peopie once present in primitive hunting
tribes or neolithic villages. AU the social and technological
futures we invent turn out to be mere reformulations. in
a contemporay
context, of the ancient ways of life; when
Old Stone Age people, in the semitropical Savannah, had
achieved fitness to their biological and social environment-the
natural harmony with nature we have lost.
Beginning with the great migrations of the Stcne Age
from their semitropical Arcadia, human beings have suffered from various levels of Future Shock. In the half

The earth’s ecosystems are balanced
and its resources are finite. With our present consumptive
atttudes, fossil fuels will run out. Water systems will fail from
pollution. Fertile soil will deteriomte and be eroded into
sterile desert. These effects will alter catastrophically
every dependent organic system, including our own.
It is true ihat more fossil fuels can form over the next
few millions of years, and many damaged forests and
lakes can heal in !ess than a thousand. But on a timescale of human dimensions we must look toward shorter
regeneration cycles to supply a larger part of our energy
needs. AU regenerative cycles, including those for water
and fossil fuels. are dependent
upon steady radiation
from the sun. Each system thrives only when this energy
is used efficiently. Specialization and bio-simplificationmonoculturing,
for example-decrease
efficiency since a
single species cannot utilize all available energy as effectively as a diversified commutity
So, while “excellent
mngeland” in the United St&s may .yield 5000 kilograms
of cattle per square kilometer per year, an &ican savannab community may yield closer to 35,000 kilograms of
large edible animals in the same area, and the American
bison herds of two hundred years ago had an even larger
yield. Yet the swamah
and prairie communities,
including the thriving indigenous flora, were self-sustaining and
did not require extensive artificial energy investments to
continue to be productive.
If there is sufficient energy for a large natural community to maintain a stable existence, then we also can
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century

between

1850 and 1900, we have seen the intro-

duction of r&roads, steamships, and electricity; of the
telephone, telegraph, and photography;
of antisepsis,
vaccinations, anesthesia, mdiogmphy, and most of the
innovations which have revolutionized
the practices of
p*ub!ic health and medicine. All of these advances have
penetrated deeply and rapid!y into the Western world.
More recently we have seen the assimilation of aviation,
television, the tmnsistor radio, antibiotics,
hormones,
tmnquilizers, contraceptive pills, and pesticides. It is not
the development
of these technolcgies which we regret
but rather t!!eir mistise. Wz have allowed synthetic barriers to come between us and nature. Five thousand years
ago, the Sumerians recorded on clay tablets their anguish
about the generation gap, the breakdown of the social
order, the corruption of public and domestic servants~
They asked themselves a question that has been asked
by evey age: Where ore we going? There seems to be
B strong resistance to accepting the vey simple anwer
impiied in TS. Eliot’s words:
The end of all our exploring
Will be to oniue where we started
And knoru the place for the first time.
To those of us involved in the effort represented
by
this book, Eliot’s words mean that we shall continue to
question our values_ extend our knowledge, develop new
technological
forms. rediscover old txhnological
answers, and experiment with new ways of life. Change
there will be and change there must be, because this is
an essential condition of life. But we are now discovering
that spectacular innovations are not the best approach to
the improvement
of iife and indeed commonly
create
more problems than they solve. We believe that the emphasis in the future wili be ;ess on the development
of
es&ric technologies than on the development
of a conservatively decent world, designed to satisfy those needs
of haman .lature that were woven into our genetic fabric
during our evolutionary
past. To state the obvious, in
terms of humankind, evolution is not the solution to environmental disruption.
It is not pessimism to believe that there is no lasting
security-it
is simple realism. Fortunately, man has displayed a remarkable abili@ to change the course of social
trends and start new ventures, often taking advantage of
apparently hopeless situations to develop entirely new
formats for livir,g. Trends are not necessarily destinjl
Whatever the circumstances,
we must use our minds to
select among the conditions and materials availab!e in a
given environment
and organize them into new, humanized forms. With this in mind, we have brought together
here some of the tools and information which will help
individuals such as yourselves to begin the process of
change.

the brilliant young intellects of our age
make their homes
in geometn’cally decorated apartments
and conduct their lives algebraically
in oristotelian fashion
they pursue their precise plemms
eating only

in medically approved restaurants
and in an objective scientific manner

do everything to their liues
except live them

Roy Hamilton

Preparing for the Trip
The journey of o thousand miles begins with one
step.-Lao-Tsze
If you are a single man or woman with a demanding job
in the city, you probably require living quarters quite different than those of a farmer in Colorado or a fisherman
living in Maine. If you have a family of six children, each
one demanding accommodation
for his or her dog, cat,
rabbit, or gerbil, you will want a place with amenities
different from those you would find just right if you were
a bachelor whose hobby is playing the piano. The ideal
size, location, and design of a home are different in almost
evey case. Yei whoever you are and whatever your circumstances, you can be sure that if you have the understanding aad willingness to take the time, you can design
to fit your requirements.
Design is the making of plans which we know-or
think we know-how
to carry out. In this it differs from
prophecy, speculation, and fantasy, though all of these
may enter into desigx. Most often, we think of design as
being concerned with physical objects, with a chair, a
house, a city, or an energy system. But the broader the
scope of our plans, the less feasible it is to separate the
tangible object from the less tangible system of values or
way of life which it is intended to support or complement.
Politics and education enter into such broader plans not
only as means, as part of the essential “how,” but also as
ends, as factors which modify the character of these plans.
We do not, after all, make plans for the fun of it (at least
most of us!). Fantasy is fun; design is hard work. We do
it because we want to increase or encourage the things
we like and remove or reduce the features of !hing+of
our environment,
of our lives-which
we dislike. In this
sense eveyone is a designer, though only a few are professionals. Wr all seek not only to understand the world
around us but to change it, to bring it nearer to an ideal
and, in this way, create our own living environment.
Design is thus always fundamentally
both ethical and
aesthetic.
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Don’t poti with your illusions. When they ore gone,

you may still exist, but you hone ceased to liue-Mark
Tiuain
It may not be so obvious that the design process is
also bound up with knowledge, and thus with science and
engineering. Design is not fantasy alone; we must know
how to achieve what we imagine and desire. Engineering
and scientific information and tools are the means by
which we change the situation we have to the one we
would like to have. The histoy of science, technology,
and design, at least in the sense we are discussing it, is a
story of extraordinary success; to a great extent it is, in
fact, the story of the human race. Yet this is not necessarily
a fashionable view It is more usual these days to say that
science, technology, and design have failed. fn part, this
view stems from a wealmess of the historical imagination;
the full horror of the general condition of life, eve” but
a hundred years ago, is simply not grasped by most of us
who rail against the present. However, the criticism is also
true-because
design always fails to some degree.
From a philosophical point of view, it is not a paradox
to say that desig” can succeed grandly and yet must fail.
That is, the success of desig” does not relieve anxiety,
because the satisfaction of a prknary need nearly always
aUows secondary drives to come into play. So, relieved
of the constant threat of star&ion
and other perils, we
uwry about economic crtses or, more humanely, about
the stawation and suffering of people remote from us.
The relief of anxiety is accompliihed
not by the practiral
life, of which destg” is a” important part, but by the contemplative life, which is often but quite mistakenly seen
as oppcwd to design. whereas in fact it is desig”‘s netessay complement.
Thus happiness
Lea on at&or

depends, as Nature shows,
things than most suppose.

On a more tiedtate
level, it tz important to reccgniz that, even on its own terms, destg” is likely to fail.
Designerj are human, as are we all, and there are vey
severe limitations on our capatity to imagine many facton
sknultmeously.
The “side effects” of a d&g”-those
unintentional results which follow upon the i”ten&d;
the
difftculty of imagini”g the needs and feelings of many
different people; the effects of technical, social, and poIitkA change-these
are common and indeed notorious
causes of failure. Computers cannot solve these problems. Computers
are man&us
tools, but, like other
tools, they can magnify n-&takes and errors of judgment
just as much as they can assist v.ejl-co”:&ed
plans. And
each of these potential pitfalls of design is enlarged and
deepened as the SC& on which we attempt to design is
increased. A” individual designing a solar unit for his or
4

her specific needs is more likely to succeed than the designer of an individual building; tow” planning runs more
risks than planning an individual building. We want to
encourage you to become your own designer. The basic
purpose of this book is to place design tools and information in the hands of the nonspecialist. Only the individual can set the context and limits of his specific design
project. Individual design is not only possible but usually
successful, if only we choose our problems according to
our capacities, abstain from putting all our eggs in one
basket, and generally adopt the principle that engineering
can be suited to small-scale individual needs, always
keeping in mind the overall objective of compatibility with
nature. Our designs and, ultimately, our living and working environments
will approach a more harmonious level
if we design within the framework of the principle of interdependency,
remembering
that everything we do affects something of someol~e else.
The information and design examples presented in
this book should help you add a new dimension to your
daily existence; to do intensive gardening in your urban
backyard, to design and construct a solar preheater for
your suburban hot-water system, 01 to design a totally
independent
electrical system for your county
home.
Whatever your living context and lifestyle, you wiU find
ideas and information to allow you to gain a little more
co”lIol over your own existence.
Out of the light that blinds my eyes
White as a lobomtoy coat,
I thank the test-tube gads so wise,
For r.ou~ my psychic soul can’t gloat.
In the fell clutch of modem

hands
I hove been twisted by the crowd.

Under envimnment’s strong commands
My head is perfumed but not proud.
Beyond this place of gas and gems
Looms (I horizon yet unknoum,
And yet 5 uar comes in my years
1’11
find 1’11not go there alone.
It matters not how others wait,
How charged with fees 1 get my bill,
1 om yourpatient,

DoctorFate:

Let me tell you my troubles still.

Luis Miguel Valdez, ‘Victus: A Parody”

From the may types of low-impact technologies
described in the following chapters. you rn~st select the ones
appropriate for yr,ur situation, for existing and/or proposed buildings or stmch~es into which the alternative
technology must be integrated in a compatible manner.
In Chapter 2 (Alternative Architecture), we have provided a technical and visual foundation for the incorporation of alternative technology m?thin a single structure.
However, we also feel that we should explore the sociological implications behind an alternative lifestyle movement. The origin of this movement, we believe, is the

inetinct to survive--survive
the environmental
and psychoiosical degradations created by a technology of conssumer convenience
and infinite indusixial gwwth. In the
beginning, those making use of alternative technologies
will be a small minority, the vanguard of a group which
may lead us away from world destruction. In creating the
forms to put alternative technology to use. we must allow
for the variety of these people who are willing to change.
We feel the idea of “optimum” solutions is too inflexible
in the sense that a transitional movement is essential$
experimental;
and so we attempt where possible to provide criteria which wiil guide the user to his or her own
best solution.

Low-impact
technology
must include ways and
means by which natural, renewable energy sources may
be used on a small scale to provide electricity for a single
home or a small cluster of homes. In Chapter 3 we first
discuss the fundamental concepts of electricity which are
essential to the design of a home elechical system, including methods for estimating your own electrical energy
demand. While there are presently only two economically
realistic technologies using renewable sources of energy
which can be used to meet that electrical demand-wind
power and water power-it
is quite likely that photocoltaics which convert sunlight directly into electricity will
soon be useable. All three technologies are discussed in
this chapter.
In the section on wind, techniques for measuring
wind speeds and &imating
the energy available are
given. ~The functions of each piece of elect&al equipment
necessary in a complete wind-elxtric
system are described. as well as techniques for calculating the necessay
component specifications. Similar design calculations are
then given for photovoltaics and water power systems.
The intent is to lead you through sufficient amounts of
material to allow you to design a generating system that
is suited to the conditions of your own locale.
Providing for the thermal needs oi a househo!d is an
especially important aspect of any dwelling design. Chapter 4 covers use of the sun for space heating. The chapter
begins with the description of the solar resource which is
simply the amount of sunlight that can be expected at any
given location at any time of the year.
The ins and outs of capturing that sunlight with flat
piate solar collectors is then described in considerable detail. You will be shown how to select the most suitable

collector design for any given application in any given
location and then how to predict the performance of that
collector. Col!ector efficiency curves are important but
potentially confusing so considerable attention is directed
to their proper interpretation. This section concludes with
collector installation details-how
to attach co!lectors that
will not be blown off in a high wind or cause roo( leaks
in a storm
The most important use of flat plate collectors is for
domestic water heating, so they are covered next. Compadsons are made behueen a number of system design
options to help you select the proper one to meet your
needs. Emphasis is given to collector freeze protec!ionthe most crucial aspect of any hydronic system design.
Flat plate collectors are also used for swimming pool and
hot tub heating and these applications are explored.
When most people think of solar, they think of space
heating and this important topic is covered at length. The
mechanisms of heat loss are first described qualitatively
but the real heart of the section is the review of ahniques
for quantitatively predicting the thermal requirements of
a house. Many examples are prcwided, not only to illusbate the procedures but also to demonstrate the tremendous reductions in energy demands that can be realized
in a thoroughly weatherized house.
Once space heating requirements have been reduced
to their minimum we then show how to design solar systems to supply a good fraction if not all of the remaining
demand. Simple but effective passive measures such as
use of south-facing ~windows to let sunlight into the house,
overhangs for shade control, and thermal mass ior energy
retentiorl are discussed along with more exotic passive
architectural ideas such as Trombe walls, attached green-

houses and underground housing. You wiU be shaun how
to design active solar space heating systems that use collectors, controls, pipes, dxts, pumps. blowers, thermal
storage and so on. Finally we’ll review the economics of
solar energy systems. It’s a long chapter but the explosion
of new information in this field necessitates the extent of
the coverage given. We hope this material will take you
well beyond the basics and into the finer details of actual
practical design.
Chapter 5 deals with methods and aspects of recycling organic waste. Since the average individual in the
United States produces five pounds of solid municiple
waste per day (agric~&mal wastes are still greater), there
is considemble energy available here from conversion, in
addition to the possible return of nutrients to the food
cycle. Four conversion systems are described and analyzed: the methane digester, which produces bio-gas and
high-nutrient sludge through anaerobic bacterial action;
systems for recyclir.3 greywater; the Chvus Multmm and
outhouse
arrangements;
anacobic
decomposition
in
septic tanks. md bacterial-algal
symbiosis in oxidation

has aimed toward supplying the needs of a single family
or small cluster of families on limited acreage. Attempts
have been made to allow for various climatic and soil
conditions, and much of the information can be applied
to both u&n and suburban settings, as well as rural.
We Gsh you well on your journey through these
pages and bust that you will enjoy learning and creating
as much as we did in the preparation
of the materia!.
Remember:
worthwhile thing:. seldom come easy. We
only hope that we have made the job somewhat easier
and more enjoyable.
He who would aniue ot the appointed end must
joibw a single rood and not wmdrr through many
woys.Seneca

With the growing consumption
of fre& water in the
Uni!ed States approaching 50 percent of the supply flowing in rivers daily, cleansing ar.d recycling of water is nec*;’ essay if severe depletion and pollution are to be avoided.
2:;
In Chapter 6 several areas of the problem are studied for
ri, small-demand users: thp sources (open-body, ground, re*:”
of
,-,’ cycled, and artificially collected) and transportation
_i,,
;:2zT
:, ‘~,water; impurity types and levels, disease sources, and
$j;;,:,, available treatment options; and finally storage, in terms
:I:?::” ‘of water quality, intended -9,
and the recharge rate of
,‘:
: ‘~, a given system. In each area the systems are considered
“:I for three- and fifteen-person
units living an alternative
lifestyle, but the methods and analyses are applicable to
specific situations through extrapolation. Immediate expenditures in time and energy may be higher than for
conventional
systems, but the long-range cost should
prove to be far less.
A self-sufficient living unit must be able to feed itself.
In the chapter on agriculture and aquaculture
(Chapter 7), we explain how this goal may be achieved, in some
instances using waste material. Agricultural crops and
techniques are covered in some detail, though not exhaustively There are hundreds of other crops and techniques for their culture, but we have chosen to describe
a few which we feel can be applied successfuUy to creating
a self-sufficient home. We also consider whether aquaculture can be used to supply significant amounts of food.
Aquaculture is aquatic agriculture, in which the crops are
fish, shellfish, or algae. Aquaculture has existed for centuries and, although it is not practiced extensively in the
United States, it should not be ignored because its foodproducing potential is generally geater for a given area
than that of agriculture. As in the other chapten, our study
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CIWTECTURE
Changing energy practices:
the philosophy of transition
Land, wind, water. sun:
determining the best site
Light, natural and man-made
Your house and what goes into it
Homes of yesterday;
consciousness
of tomorrow

ITECTURE

merican building technologies
snd practices
have developed under a natural blessing: abundan: land on which to scatter our homes;
abundant materials with which to build and rebuild almost
at will; abundant energy to process, transport, fabricate,
and demolish these materi&; and yet more energy to
heat, cool, light, and power our buildings at heretofore
:.m&aiaab:e Ieve!s of comfort and dependability
This
abundance
has shaped the whole of our culture. Furthermore, the notion that this abundance is unlirni:ed has
given legitimacy to the unrestrained depletion of OUTnatural resources: we move to the suburbs rather than maintain or improve existing urban environments;
we build
houses to last twenty years instead of two hundred; to
condition our sin~ctures, we adjust a thermostat rather
than open a windcw or pull a drape. And so disappear
the ‘mnd, the materials. and the energy.
It is now possible to detect a growing disillusionment
in the United States with the shortsighted, self-interested
technology of the past. We have or.!y begun to feel the
effects of the depletion of once-abundant
resources, and
to see and smeii the aftermath of their misuse, but it has
been enough to raise to consciousness the desirability of
changing our technologies and attendant lifestyles: from
the energy-intensive
practices which created modern
society, to the energy-conseruotfue
technology which will
be needed, not only to repair the damage (where possble). but merely to maintain our viability.
The goal of alternative architecture is an end to rex)urce depletion. But its successful adoption involves far
more than facts and figures. A new relationship to our
world is called for, characterized by both respect and rev-

erence for the place we inhabit. We cannot “rule the
world” without paying a heavy price; far better to enter
into a symbiotic relationship and preserve both th.z world
and ourselves. An alternative lifestyle may weU be the first
step in an evolutionary process which might eventually
bring about a more reasonable approach to the environment by society in general. Indeed, we now face an alternative technology which grows in a new context, stemming less from a concern with comfort and efficiency than
from a need to reduce ttL? undesirable impacts of our old
technology
For the first time, our new tools did not develop in response to a lifestyle; rather, a wau lifestyle
evolved and is evolving as a response to old tools.
Architectural design is traditionally a response to a
modeled use. Essential to the design of any living unit
is a program, an orientation to the task, which supplies
both’objectives and constraints. For example, the five-day
work week constrains all systems which require mafntenance: no homeowner existing in that current lifestyle
model WiU easily adapt to the increased investment of
time tailed for by most aquaculture
schemes. Certain
constraints seem to be almost universal (dependence on
a car, the work week, the ne<,d for sleep), while others
are less easily generalized (the size and composition of
the “family;’ the extent of personal flexibility, and so on).
Given the difficulties regarding goals and constraints, it is
not surprising to find differences of opinion among designers. Some, like Ken Kern, Art Boericke, and Barry
Shapiro, are convinced that alternatives can only (or best)
grow in the context of the forest and its iiiesyies. Others,
including Soleri and Kenzo Tange, interpret “alternative”
as a lifesty!e based on self-sufficiency in an urban co’ntext.
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What seems clear is that, in an era of rapidly altering roles
and models. alternative architecture must place a premium on design flexibility.
New technologies will demand some significat departures from accepted cultural norms. Some may require a degree of social reorganization. For example, to
conserve the most energy, the heat source should be 10~
cated in the center of a room. Americans, however, have
traditionally relied upon perimeter heating, which keeps
walls and corners warm. Consider the extent to which our
room arrangements
utilize the walls and corners. Unlike
the Japanese, who focus their attention on the center of
a room. Americans tend to line the waUs of rooms with
furniture and reserve the cenkal areas as a circulation
buffer. A single heat source placed at the cer.:er of a room
or house will require that this longstanding, almost subconscious cultural norm be modified. Or if, for instance,
the economics of heat loss demand a reduction of natural
light in the house (fewer windows), we may see the rebirth, in appropr’ate climates, of the outdoor porch, with
all its possibilities for more communication
between
neighbors.
To some degree our current atmosphere of experimentation calls for structural flexibility as well. Errors and
failures sometimes demand a change in room organization or the capacity to install new or modify old mechanical systems. For this reason, designers should aim to
develop a flexible anangement
which would allow some
physical modification of the budding, perhaps clustering
the mechanical systems in a “core” area with easy access.
Generally we can view the philosophy of an alternative lifestyle as a philosophy of transition. When faced
with a new technology, we must be capable of creatively
adapting both the forms of our buildings and the forms
of our lives. The kinds of architecture, the physical forms
that wiU be generated in creating a resource-conservative
relationship between the building and its environment,
are still iU defined and experimental. But in other cultures
and at previous times in our culture, architectures have
existed and still exist which make both conservative use
of consumable resources and maximum use of renewable
resources.
As inspiration for an alternative architecture, we can
look to what Bernard Rudofsky has termed “architedure
without architects,” the primitive architectures
of the
world that have, more often than not, developed in response to shortages of material and energy resources. In
the absence of mechanical techno!ogies, indigenous societies have depended on the ability of their building techniques to make the most effective use of landscape,
climate, and architectural form, and the most permanent
and economic use of materials in providing a habitable
environment.
We marvel at the ability of these builders
who take a few materialsearth,
stone, wood, grasses
to shape and assemble by hand, and yet who produce an
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architecture
that adapts incredibly well to daily and
seasonal climatic variations and that maintains a delicate
balance of consumption
and regeneration with its environment.
We cannot turn our backs on the fact that we live in
a highly indusl&lized
society Where sophisticated technologies serve our goal and can be used effectively to
reduce the depletion of resources, they should become
a pa,‘; of our alternative architecture. But we advocate an
architecture that relates to its environment
in the some
way that primitive architecture does: symbiotically. To reduce energy and material waste, we must design simpler,
smaller structures that use less highly processed building
materials, that reuse discarded materials, and that make
more permanent
use of both We must use fewer machines in the construction of our dwellings. We must learn
to use fewer mechanical appliances to service our houses.
And we must, above all, be willing to adjust our habits,
physiology, and psychology, opening ourselves to tile
wonders and limits of the earth where we abide our little
while.
Although our focus here is on the design nf a new
structure, much of the discussion and many of the ideas
are directly applicable to the modification and improvement of existing sbuctures, in both rural and urban settings. The scope of this chapter is limited to general
relationships, concepts, and ideas; only occasionally do
we touch on specific designs or solutions. The material is
rather more integrative than differential-specific
details
on various technologies can be found in Chapters 3
through 7. Here we try to provide a general framework
for the more detailed information to come.

Site Determinants In House Design
Elemesnis of the natural environment were of vital concern
in the design of early dwellings, placing major restrictions
on the form of these sbuctures. But upon the advent of
cheap energy sources and high-density housing developments, the only environmental
inputs attended to were
maximum and minimum temperatures, for determination
of the amount of insulation and the size of any necessary
heating or cooling plants. It was difficult to design in harmony with nature simply because there was very little that
was natural in the typical neighborhood.
That situation is changing. No longer is the abundance of concenhated energy resources so apparent, and
there is a generally increasing awareness of ways in which
the human sphere of activity interacts with the natural
realm, as well as a growing desire for more direct interaction. In the field of domestic architecture, we are encouraged to take advantage of the topographical and climatic features of a given site to the fullest possible extent,

minimizing the energy requirements
of our houses and
maximizing human comfort and pleasure within the home
environment.
The site on which a house is located commits the
house and its occupants to a physical and climatic environment. In the design of the alternative house, we are
seeking two objectives in the relationship between the
physical and climatic site characteristics and the house
itself. The first and by far the more important, is to use
these characteristics to provide natural conditicningnon-resource
depleting-cooling,
heating, lighting, and
powering. Also, if possible, we can try to use the site as
a source of materials with which to build and maintain
our shuchxe.
Subsurface

Characteristics

The composition of soils may influence the design of the
house in severai respects. Soil composition
2ffects the
design of building foundations.
In general, this is an engineering question related to foundation size and reinforcing. But in some cases, adverse soil compositions, or
water tables near the ground surface (as in marshy areas),
may prohibit building or limit buildable area (Figure 2.1).
Both conditions also determine the ease and practicality
of subsurface excavation, either for the constiction
of
buried or semi-buried structures, or for the benching of
a sloped site to provide a flat building area. This is particularly important if hand excavation is anticipated. Excavation may also be limited or eliminated entirely because of the presence of subsurface rock, to the dismay
of an ambitious planner. A high water table considerably
complicates construction
work and poses problems in
waterproofing buried walls and in providing proper subsurface drainage around the building. And. if your soil
happens to lend itself to adobe construction, this is a useful fact to note. For soil and water-table testing techniques,
see Site Planning by Kevin Lynch.

Topwwhy
Landforms determine the natural water runoff patterns
and, wherever possible, these drainage patterns should
be avoided in siting the house. to reduce the need to
divert water runoff around the building and to lower the
risk of a flooded house in a particularly wet season. Extremely flat areas or slightly depressed areas, where ponding is likely to occur, should also be avoided. Ideally,
building sites should have slopes from 2 to 4 percent; that
is. enough slope to provide good drainage but not so
steep that the building process is complicated.
The angle of the slope determines where building is
or isn’t practical. Building on steep slopes, above 10 percent, is considerably more difficult, consuming far more
material, time, and money than building on flatter slopes.
The inclination and orientation of the slope also affect
both the amount of sunlight received and the resulting air
temperature on the site. As you might suppose, southern
slopes are generally warmer in winter.
Topography affects wind patterns by constricting the
wind (Figure 2.2), increasing its velocities in certain areas.
while sheltering others protectively. Slopes to the leeward
side of winter ivinds are preferable for building sites (Figure 2.3). Hill crests, where wind ve:odties are increased,
should be avoided in all but
. humid climates. The
bottoms of valleys and ravir,
well as topographic
depressions, are likely to channc: ..nd trap cold air masses
during the night and winter, and so should be avoided as
building sites.
I

I
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As we will see in later chapters, soil composition and
groundwater conditions may indirectly affect the location
of a house on a site when the positioning of wells or onsite sewage systems is considered.

2.2

Wind channeled by hills.

1

I
figure 2.3

Building on slopes.

surfacewater
Because of their ability to absorb heat during warm periods and release it during cold periods, large water bodies
such as lakes or the ocean exert a moderating influence
on air temperatures,
throughout the day as well as the
year Even small stieams and ponds, in the prxess of
evaporation, cool air temperat.xes
in summer. In addition, there are usually breezes weeping across the surface
of a lake or down a river valley. Where pcssible, site water
courses and water bodies, such as aquaculture
ponds,
should be wed in conjunction
with prevailing summer
winds as conditioning elements for the house (Figure 2.4).
A further effect from unshaded bodies of wter is added
heat from reflected light; thoughtful siting and use of
stmtegic shading devices can offset this gain when it is
undesirable. It is always best to build on high ground
when close to large water sources, for both drainage DUTposes and protection against flooding.
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Natural vegetation has numerous influences on the microclimate near the house (Figure 2.5). Healthy trees and
shrubs provide shade, reduce glare, and in dense configurations are effective windbreaks. They also have a
cooling effect in the summer, using heat for evapotmnspirational processes in their foliage. They reduce the albedo (reflectivity) of the land surface, thereby reducing
the possible heat gain of a house from outdoor reflection.
Dense growths effectively absorb samd, enhance privacy, and are remarkably efficient air filters for dust and
other particles Vegetation -nerally
looks nice and often
smells betters !t can support an animal population, which
may or may not be desirable. However, in order to permit
access to summer breezes, aid drainage, and reduce
problems from pests, it is advisable to discourage forests
or extensive vegetation too near the house.
One of the major contributions
of trees on a site is
the shade that they provide. Deciduous trees are ideal in
this regard because shading is needed in summer, but is
generally undesirable in winter when solar radiation is a
benefit; and the leaf-bearing period of deciduous trees
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Vegetation as a sound barTier.
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natiire to any particular latitude spans exactly the period
when shading is required for that latitude. These trees
have the added advantage
that, in an unusually cold
spring or warm autumn, the leaves appear late and remain later, correspondingly,
which is highly desirable.
Trees are primarily effective at low sun angles, which
makes them useful for intercepting early morning and late
afternoon sun. Hence, for these purposes, their positioning on the east-southeast and west-southwest s-ides of the
house is most efficient in northern latitudes. At higher sun
angles, stru&xal features of the house. such as louvers
or screens, ..a~ provide needed shade.
The other classic functiw of vegetation is to provide
a windbreak. In this respect. the ideal arrangement al!ows
in summer breezes and blocks out cold winter winds.
Obviously, this is not always possible. In many localities,
however, the prevailing winds in summer and winter
come from different directions, which makes the placement problem for hedges or row of trees relatively simple. For thii situation, evergreens are highly desirable, as
they maintain dense grav<h in the winter. In other situations, it is possible to use deciduous hedges or deciduous
trees with a low, open branch structure to direct summer
air flow into your house; while these same plantings
would present little obstruction to air flow in the winter.
In some cases, it is possible to place strategic plantings
to combine shading and wind-directing benefits for optimum effect. In most cases, however, compromise is necessary. The full spectrum of p!ant use in house design is
presented in Plants, People, and Enuironmental
Quality
by Gary Robinette. See also “Wind Protection” in this
chapter for diagrams.

climatic Factors In House Design
Climatic factors are obviously very important and, of
these, temperature has the greatest impact. The extremes
and averages of temperature as well as the duration of
the various temperature ranges, in terms of both daiiy
and yearly cycles, influence the size of the temperaturecontrolling facilities a house requires. They also dictate
whether a house must be designed for optimum efficiency
of cold exclusion or of heat dissipation, or whether some
compromise of the two will prevail.
The other climatic, factor which most affects human
comfort is humidity Tl>e amount of humidity has sign&
cance when it is tied to air temperature. Within the range
of variation of these two factors, a human “comfort zone”
can be described. Figure 2.7, a schematic diagram of Victor Olgyay’s Bioclimatic Chart, depicts this zone and also
shows corrective measures to be taken when conditions
fall outside its limits. This diagram is naturally subject to
variation on an individual basis, but gives workable guidelines. The shading line represents a limit above which
shadins is necessarv and below which solar mdiation be-

Man-made Characteristics

The man-made environment
on and surrounding
your
site also influences the air temperature, sun, and wind.
Air temperatures are raised by an abundance
of hard,
reflective surfaces like those of building or paving (Figure
2.6). Buildings, fences, and high walls also channel air
movements and change wind p&ems
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Figure2.7

Figure2.6

Tempemtuie raised by re”ective sulfates.
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The major effect contributed
by solar radiation is
heat, but light and consequent glare also have to be considered. Solar angles; during different hours and seasons
and the distribution Iof sunny and cloudy periods are important, particular!y in terms of the feasibility of solar
heating for the house. Wind is significant as a potential
ventilation aid and coolirg agent, as well as a potentially
destructive force. Maximum velocities, average velocities,
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directions. and daily and yearly variations of all these
factors are important, especially if you are considering a
windmill as a power source. Finally, seasonal variations
in rates of precipitation, total amounts, predominant
direction (if any), and maximum snow loads (if any) influence the structural design
In design, we encounter these climatic variables in
three distinct relationships. The first is geneml climate,
which determines the overall climatic character of a stmctire. While the differences in general climate are myriad,
we usually refer to four distinct types in discussing specific
design ideas: cold climates, in which our emphasis is principally on heat conservation, sun uti!ization, wind protection, and rain and snow protection; temperate climates,
in which the emphasis is on striking a balance of all conditions; hot, arid climates, where our concern is with heat
and sun control, wind utilti!ion,
rain utilization, and increased humidity: and lastly, hot, humid climates. where
we try to promote heat, sun, and rain protection, wind
utilization, and humidity reduction. Olgyay (Design with
Climate) gives detailed methods for designing in response
to climatic conditions, as well as specific design responses
based on these four regional types.
The second relationship consists of the climatic variables as they interact with particular site characteristics to
produce the microclimate of each individual site. It is
these micrcclimatic conditions that are used in the conditioning of the resource-conservative
house. The classic
study of microclimate seems to be Geiger’s The Climate
Near the Ground, from which Olgyay and Lynch dra.u
much of their information.
The third relationship consists of the microclimate as
it affects our feelings of environmental
comfort. We are
reacting to this bioclimote when we feel hot and sticky on
a summer day. (Additional discussion on bioclimate and
climatology can be found in Chapter 4.) One purpose of
design is to provide a comfortable bioclimate for our bodies, “comfortable”
being somewhere between 70” and
804 and 20 to 80 percent relative humidity (Figure 2.7).
Where we refer to “warm” and “cool” periods of the year,
rue mean those times when climatic conditions fall either
above or below this comfort zone.
Temperature and the Reduction
Transfer

of Heat

Temperature averages and etiemes throughout the year
dictate important design considerations
of your house.
Regional information is generally sufficient and can be
found in the Climatic Atlas of the United States, as well
as other sources. During at least a portion of each day,
a difference in temperature will exist between the bioclimate you wish to maintain and the actual microclimate.
This temperature differential encourages a process of heat
transfer (convection) through the building materials of the
house, heat kaveling from higher to lower temperature
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areas. Building materials and forms may be used to prevent unwanted heat transfer, since they have different
transfer resistances. Where we wish to reduce heat transfer, those materials and techniques offering high resistance should be used. Resistances of various building
materials and methods of calculating heat txmsfer are presented in Chapter 4. Climatic factors surrounding
the
house can also be controlled
to reduce temperature
differentials. Examp!es of no-cost/low-cost techniques for
conserving
energy in the typical home are given in
Technical Note 789, issued by the National Bureau of
Standards.
Insulation
Building insulation gu,?rally refers to materials of
high resistance-glass
fiber or mineral wool blankets and
fill, polystyrene
and polyurethane
foam boards, vermiculite and perlite fill-that
are effective because of
small cellular voids in their structure. They are generally
highly processed materials designed to be .xsed with standard consbuction
techniques,
particularly to fill large
structural cavities in stud-frame and concrete-block conshuction.
Good insulation conserves energy otherwise spent on
heating and cooling, not only by reducing heat transfer,
but by making available energy more useful. In winter, a
person feels colder in an uninsulated house than in an
insulated one, even ifthe internal air temperatures are the
same. This is due to the cold-wall phenomenon.
The cold
interior surfaces of uninsulated walls absorb radiant heat
rather than reflect it as the warm surfaces of ins&ted
walk do, consequently causing a greater loss of body heat.
Most people compensate for this chilling effect by raising
the heat. This adjustment is unnecessary with good insulation. In summer, cold wall surfaces are desirable;
insulating
accomplishes
this effect and also reduces,
yearlong, drafts produced by temperahw
differences between walls and air. Finally, it reduces rwm-to-room
and
floor-to-ceiling temperature contrasts.
An insulating air space within a wall or roof is not as
effective as that Same space filled with an insulating material (Figure 2.8): temperature
differences across the
space cause the air to circulate and transfer heat. In standard wood-frame
construction,
the most common,
cheapest manufactured
insulation is mineral wool or fiberglass. It is furnished in widths suited to 16.inch and
24inch
stud and joist spacing, in blanket rolls 3 to 7
inches thick (available with reflective foil or vapor barrier
on one side). Fiberglass has the advantage of being highly
fire resistant and the disadvantage
of being itchingly uncomfortable to work with.
Inch for inch, the best insulating material is polyurethane foam. One inch of urethane is equivalent to about
two inches of fiberglass. An extremely versatile construction material, it is available in rigid sheets one-half to two
inches thick or in liquid form with a catalyst for on-the-
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Heat cD”“ection in an attic.

job foaming. The liquid may be poured into forms or
sprayed on with special equipment.
In the hands of a
skilied applicator, this material can be rendered into almost any sculptural form and will provide considerable
stmctural support. In the hands of an unskilled applicator.
it can easily turn into an utter mess and its high price
makes experimentation.
a serious venture. If ignited, urethane bums explosively and emits noxious gsses; it
should be covered on the inside with a fireproof wall of
plaster or sheet rock.
In house constmction,
a common tVpe of rigid insulation is sheathing board made of processed wood or vegetable products, impregnated with an asphalt compound
to provide water resistance. It is usually affixed to the
exterior of a stud frame often in addition to flexible insulation applied between the studs. Sheathing board aisc
selves as a main structural component of ine wall.
Loose-fill insulations like vermiculite, sawdust, shavings, shredded redwood bark, or blown-in fiberglass can
be used in walls of existing houses that were not insulated
during construction. They are aiso commonly added between ceiling joists in unheated attics. Vermiculite and
perlite are often mixed with concrete aggregates to reduce
heat loss.
Insulating was a common practice long before the
advent of moden
.aanufactured materials, and we might
do well to consiwr the use of less energy-intensive
materials than those commonly used in modem constiction. Any shelter sunk into the earth is cheaply insulated.
About thirty inches of packed dry earth is equivalent to
one inch of urethane, but a lot cheaper. Although the
earth may absorb a considerable
amount of heat from
the room during the day, this energy is not entirely lost,
since the warmed earth will keep the room at a more
uniform temperature throughout the cold night. Blocks of
sod and moss are commonly used in northern countries
where insulation is particularly important. Not to be overlooked for its insulation value is wood: as siding it is significantly better than plaster, and, as we mentioned
earlier, sawdust is almost as good as fiberglass although
it tends to settle in vertical wall cavities. Dried grass and
straw matting work well as roof insulation when sandwiched between layers of plastic, although their fire haard is great. Other useiul examples are given in Kahn>
Shelter.
The air inside a house normally contains much more
water vapor than the outside air, due to cooking, laun-

dering, bathing, znd other domestic activities. In cold
weather the vapor may pass through wall and ceiling materials and condense inside the wall or attic space, damaging finish or even causing decay of structural members.
To prevent this penetration. a vapor barrier should be
app!red on the interior side of insulation, the most effective being asphalt-laminated
paper, aluminum foil, and
plastic film. Some building materials, such as fiberglass
insulation and gypsum board, are available with vapor
bamiers factory affixed.
Surface Area
Heat transfer that occurs between the interior and
exterior of your house is principally dependent on the
surface area of materials separating inside from outside
spaces. In extreme climates, we try to reduce these aposed surface areas. Simple, compact forms-domes,
cubes, and other regular polygonal structures-offer
less
surface area for a given floor area than elongated or complex forms. Clustering of housing units, both horizontally
and vertically, also reduces exposed surface areas of walls
and roofs (Figtire 2.9). In reasonably dy soils, buried,
semi-buried,
or excavated houses are feasible and have
obvious insulation advantages.
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Window glass has veng little resistance to heat trans.
fer; it transmits about twelve times as much heat per
square foot as a fiberglass-insulated
stud wall. When designing to prevent heat transfer, reduce window areas to
the limit of your psychological need for visual contact with
the outdoors. Minimum window-area
standards (based
on floor area) for dwellings are found in section 1405 of
the Uniform Building Code. New recommendations
which incorporate floor area and window types are described in Technical Note 789, issued by the National
Bureau of Standards. Techniques for making the best use
of a limited amount of window area, both for natural
lighting and for visual contact. are presented later in this
chapter.
When your psychological needs won’t allow for a
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great deal of reduction in window area, a half-inch air
space between two sheets of glass can cut heat transfer
in half. Also, two separate windows, one to four inches
apart, produce the same reduction (Figure 2.10). When
only a rough sense of visual contact is needed, glass
blocks perform the identical sewice. But the most common and least expensive method is the use of curtains,
^.
blinds. or shutters on all window areas. Similar to double
glazing, they reduce heat kmsfer by creating a dead air
space between you and the outside environment.
They
are also useful for con&cuing light penetration into your
house.
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Figure 2.11
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Orient the short side of he house toward the west.

Shade
(a) r:ngie“An&m
Figure *.10

,b, dude window

Heat waansferthrough windows.

Window frames are also points of heat transfer,
throuah cracks between window and frame and. if metal
frames are used. throuah the frame itself. Weaihenkioping and wood fkmes should be wed throughout.
.
Solar

South walls can be shaded with roof overhangs but,
due to early morning and late afternoon sun angles,
overhangs are less effective on east and west walls (Figure 2.13). In hot climates, you can use porches, verandas,
arcades, or double roofs to shade your walls and provide
coo!er outdoor spaces. Howexxer, their use in temperate
and cool climates obsbucts direct solar radiation, a point
to consider in winter.

Protectton

All sunlight, whether direct or reflected, whether striking
directly the outer surfaces of your house or streaming
through windows onto the floors or walls, is converted to
heat. Light striking nearby ground surfaces and objects
heats these materials, which also warms the air immediately surrounding the house. However, such heat ioads
can be minimized using several techniques.
House Orient&inn
The critical period for solar heat gain is usually a late
summer afternoon when the sun is low. Orient the shorter
side of your house toward the west (Figure 2.11j, put
rooms that require small windows on the western side, or
locate here your storage, garage, and toilet facilities as
thermal buffed (Figure 2.12).
In rooms with large windows, the windows should
open to the south, where summer sun penetration can be
controlled by overhangs or other shading devices; in climates where heat loss is not critical, they can open both
to the north and south

Figure 4.13

Overhangsare insofficientfor ea* and west walls.

Deciduous trees and bushes provide shade in the
summer and allow sun penetration
in winter (Figure
2.14). Trees located to the southeast and southwest of <he
house wi!l provide shade for both the roof and walls (Figure 2.15). East and west walls may be screened with low
bees or bushes. A horizontal trellis with deciduous vines
(such as grapes) can provide the same seasonal protective

variability (Figure 2.16). Tree and bush sizes and shapes
are shown in Ramsey’s Architetiurol Graphic Standards
and Lynch’s Site Planning.
The heat gain from sunlight, like that caused by
air temperature, is directly dependent upon the exposed
surface area of your house; hence the same control
techniques are applicable. In hot, arid climates, it is passible to cluster housing units (Figure 2.17) and to use
minimum-surface
structures Buried or semi-buried (Figure 2.18) structures are aiso fezsib!e.
Techniques for shading exterior surfaces are also
obviously applicable for shading iuindows. In addition,
specific window devices can be used. On a southern aposure, where incident sunlight is predominantly
vertical,
horizontal shading
devices are most effective (Figure 2.19). On eastern and western aposures,
vertical or
parallel devices are required for the low sun angles. For
maximum protection, use combinations
of various devices. If these are a fixed part of your house, they should
be sized to exclude sun only during the summer. Remwable or retractable awnings, movable exterior louvers or
shutters can be adjusted to the season. See Design with
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A semi-buried s+m,cture.

Climote (Olgyayj, Sun Protection (Dam), and Architectural Graphic Stondords (Ramsey) for detailed discussions
and examples of technoiogy
Exterior shading devices are seldom completely effective; curtains, blinds, shades, and shutters are recommended.
Curtains uniformly reduce sunlight while
blinds allow both a reduction in intensity and a redistribution of light. Heat penetition
may be reduced by up
to 50 percent with either blinds or curtains, and by up to
75 percent with roller shades.

Shading by deciduous tiea
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Shading SE or SW walls of the house
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Figure 2.16

A deciduous vine arbor.

Horizontal shading devices.

The effective use of shading devices as a means of
solar control will depend on the designer’s ability to caculate the sun’s posttion. Sun paths and altitudes for various latitudes in the United States can be determined by
using the Sun Angle Calculator produced by LibbyOwens-Ford and provided with Climate and House Design, published by the United Nations. They may also be
calculated by means shown in Architectural Graphic
Standards.
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Reflectivity
Glare from nearby water bodies or a sea of parked
cars can be controlled both by proper siting of your house
and by stitegic use of bushes. berms, and fences (Figure 2.20). You can minimize excess glare from unshaded
ground surfaces near the house by the use of ground
cover (grass, ivy) that absorbs a fair amount of light. Reflectivities of varies ground surfaces are shown in Plants,
People, and Environmenial
Quality (Robinette)

your part of the country, or else the percentage of time
that skies are clear during sunlight hours. Derek Phillips
(Lighting in Architectuml Design) devotes one chapter to
daylighting. giving a method to calculate daylight levels
in interior spaces and also general suggestions for the
design and placement of windows.
Window Location
Because the reflectivit; of the sky is generally much
higher than that of the lands.z?oz, the quantity of light
entering a window is directly related to the amount of sky
visible through the window. Low windows transmit little
light, and this light is at a poor angle for most activities
(Figure 2.21). Raising most of your window area, but still
keeping it low enough for a standing adult to see out, best
compromises
conflicting needs for visual contact and
maximum
light (Figure 2.22). Small, lower windows
should then be provided only at specific sitting areas, wch
as in dining or living morns.
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Figure 2.21
Figure 2.20

Light from high and low windows.

Reducing gfare from objectsand water-bodies.

The more sunlight is reflected off the surface of your
how,
the less will be absorbed into building materials,
In hot ciimates, use white or metallic surfaces; even in
temperate areas, light colors should be used for protection
during warm speUs.
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I

Solar Lighting

Figure 2.22

A we&integrated lighting system in any simcture must
make the best use of both natural and artificial light
sources. To use daylight for inside lighting, the first obvious requirement is that the sky be bright enough to
provide some lighting potential. Before going further, it
would be wise to define the difference between sunlight
and daylight. SunZght comes in a stiaight line while dayright is reflected or refracted (also called glare). There are
several factors that affect sky brightness for each particular location: latitude, altitude, time of year, time of day,
amount of air pollution, and relative humidity. For any
particular lot, the effect of the local terrain, landscaping,
and nearby buildings must also be considered. It is handy
to research the average number of clear days per year in

Overhead skylights, clewtories,
and monitors, which
are less apt to be affected by obstructions surrounding
the house, efficiently admit light into interior spaces. They
can be used in such areas as bathrooms or bedrooms,
where light is necessary but visual contact is not (Figure 2.23). Diffusing glass can be used to bathe the room
with light and reduce over-contrast.
Kitchens, reading and writing areas, and work spaces
all require intensive lighting and should be located near
large windows. Areas requiring less intensive lightinliving or dining areas, toilets, bathrooms and bedroomsshould have correspondingly
smaller windows (see also
“Artificial Lighting” in this chapter).
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Specific uses of high and fw windows

Figure 2.23

A skylight,

Window Efficiency

”
”
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There are three general classifications of glasses; each
one has different advantages and disadvatages,
but any
choice must be made with heat-loss characteristics somewhere in mind. High-tmnsmittance
materials pass light
easily ard allow clear vision in either direction. Low-trans.
mittance materials have brightness control, which increases as tmnsmittance decreases. Finally, diffusing materials (suggested for skylight use) include opal and
surface-coated or patterned glass ar.d plastic. They are
directionally nonselective:
brightness is nearly constant
from any viewing angle. This property is especially pronounced in highly diffused materials, but transmittance
and brightness decrease as the level of diffusion increases.
In other words, to get a uniform diffusion of light through
a skylight with diffosion glass, yog must sacrifice the level
of brightieess in the room and a sharp vision of the sky
overhead.
The light tnnsmission of windows is also impaired by
external or internal shading devices. But compensations
can be made. Permanent external shades should be sized
to exclude sunlight only during warm periods. Even then,
they can be designed to exclude direct sunlight, but to
include some reflected and diffused light (Figure 2.24).
Light reflected from the ground, from reflective window
sills, and from adjustable or removable reflectors can also
be used to increase diffused light entering interior spaces.

can cause the discomforts of glare and eye fatigue S;Svow
eyes constantly adjust from one lighting condition to another. This contrast can be reduced by using light-colored
window frames, walls, ceilings, and floors throughout the
interior of the house, becaase &ese reflective objects increase overall brightness in any space (see else “Interior
Coio:ing” in this chapter).
Windows may be placed adjacent to perpendicu!ar
interior walls, so that the light reflected from those walls
produczs a contrast-reducing
transition in light intensities (Figure 2.253 rather than a brilliant hole of light surrounded b;l an unlit !&I. Where svails Ilaw considerable
thickness, as in adobe construction, windows should bc
located on the walis outer surface. The window opening
should then be beveled, to form a tmnsit;on surface between window and interior wall surface and als? to a!low
more light penetration
(Figure 2.26:. This technique is
also useful for skylights. Curtains and blin&, by reducing
and redirecting sunlight, can also be used to reduce conlast and illuminate dark areas.

Fisure 2.25

The transition of light provided by a wall,

Figure 2.26

Reflected light from beveled openings.

Contrast behveen the outside environment
viewed
through a window and the darkness of an interior space

Solar Heating

F@ure 2.24

Stig

of a shading device to &xv re”ected light

Around the country there are many homes and busnesses that use solar power in some significant way,
whether to heat a swimming pool or power an entire strutture. As an abundant and nonpolluting source of energy,
sunlight should be used as a principal method of heating

a rescurce-consewative
house. Chapter 4 offers an extended discussion of this topic, but we mention here a
fey2 seenem points in passing.
Site Orientatiorl
The skme of vow site affects its solar potential at
different tin& of !he yes!. During the summer, total daily
so!ar radiation will be approximately the same for northem, sou+hem, eastern, or western grades of up to i0
percenr. But in winter. southern slopes receive more sunlight beo:ae
of low sun angle; this also raises microclimatic air temperatures. Southern slopes are preferred as
h&ding sites for regions with cold winters.
Solar Penetration
During cool periods, direct sunlight can be used as
a method of heating. If fixed sunshades are used for protection during warm periods, they should be sized to allow
partial light penetration during spring and fall and completf light penetration during winter (Figure 2.27).
r

Figure 2.28

Heat hansfer in msis~~e constr”c60” materials

caves and other underground
dwellings maintain almost
uwtant
temperatures.
Sunny-day/cool-night
climatic conditions are most
prevalent in hot, arid regions where, unsurprisingly, we
find, even today, extensive use of stone and earth as
building materials and the indigenous use of underground
housing. But; by incorporating thermal masses with other
forms of heating and ventilating, and with the proper use
of insulating materials, the range of climatic conditions in
which they are applicable as space conditioners can be
broadened. Chapter 4 presents several examples of contemporary houses that rely on this method of heat transfer
for conditioning.
Solar Heaters
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The ~@.ngof a fixed shading device.

Heat Transfer
The capacity of certain materials to absorb heat has
been used for centuries in certain climates to both heat
and cool buildings. The method depends first on the use
of such *massive” mate:i& as earth, stone, brick, or concrete to enclose space; and second on a climate of predominantly warm or sunny days and cool nights. The
massive material absorbs the heat of outside air temperature and incident sunlight during the day. stores the hear
within its mass, and then reradiates the heat to the cool
night air (Figure 2.28). As the quantity of a thermal mass
surrounding any space is increased, and hence, as its ability to store heat is increased, the temperature variation
within the enclosed space will diminish, coming closer to
daily and seasonal temperature averages. For this reason,
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Ultimately, we seek a more predictable use of sunlight than primitive techniques may be able to supply.
One solution was the development
of a solar “heatcollection and storage” machine: a solar heater. The principle behind the heater is simple--a sheet of black, heatabsorbent
matei II backed with heavy insulation
to
prevent therm=! !eakage is positioned to face the sun.
Glass covers this collector to keep heat from reflecting
back into space. Air or water pumped through the enclosed space is warmed and flows down into e ;uellinsulated storage tank. The stored heat is then recirculated into interior spaces as needed.
Wind Protection

In contrast to the sun, wind should be utilized duing
warm periods and blocked during cool periods to aid in
the natural conditioning of the house. In designing for
wind protection and wind use, directions and velocities
of the wind should be known in relation to cool ad warm
periods of the day and year. Of all climatic variables, wind
is the most affected by your individual site conditions;
general climatic data will probably be insufficient. Air
movement along the outer surfaces of your house COT:.
vects heat away from those surfaces and increases the
heat transfer through building materials. Knowing the prevailing wind direction during the cool period, you can
take steps to provide protection. Techniques for deter-

mining wind velocities
Chapter 3.

and directions

are discussed

in

Wind Paths
Both natural and man-made
landforms and stmctires channel different climatic air movements into particular patterns. In all bet hot, humid climates, these
natural wind paths should be avoided when locating your
house. On small sites there may not be much choice. If
the site is hiUy. the mid-portions of slopes are best, away
from both hiqh winds at the crests and cold air movements
along the vaiey floors (Figure 2.29)

side (Figure 2.30). Wind acting perpendicular to a more
solid windbreak (a wall, earth berm, or building) is reduced in velocity from 100 percent at the break to about
50 percent at distances equivalent to about 10 or 15
heights from the break. Open windbreaks, such as @ees
and bushes, offer a maximum reduction in wind velocity
of about 50 percent at a distance equivalent to about
5 heights. Evergreens, which retain their foliage throughout the year, are best for tinter protection.
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Air movement pattern around a house.
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The location of a house on a hiiijr site.

Windbreaks may also be an integral part of the house
shllcture. Such protrusions as parapets or fin walls on the
windward side of a house divert air movement away from
other wall and roof surfaces (Figure 2.31).

House Orientation
In areas of cold or constant winds, the house should
offer as little exposed surface area to the wind as possible.
Designs should be compact and clustering of houses may
be considered to reduce exposed wall area. In suitable
soils, semi-buried structures are a possibility. Also, where
cold winds are severe, your house plan should be organized so that it turns its back on the wind. The wall facing
the wind should be windowless and well insulated. Closets, storage areas, toilets, laundry, and garage can also be
used as buffers on the windward side. House entmnces,
large windows, and outdoor areas should then be located
on the protected side.
Heat losses through building materials and through
door and window cracks are directly dependent
on exposure to and velocity of wind. As you can see, all the
various techniques discussed under solar protection and
heat transfer are appropriate for wind protection.
Tornadoes, hurricanes, and other destructive winds
cm demolish your house. In hurricane regions (generally
the same hot, humid climatic regions that require light,
open structures), enclosures can be designed that allow
solar protection when open and wind protection when
closed. In tornado and severe wind regions, use shutters
to protect your glass.
Windbreaks
Fences, bushes, trees, and other site objects acting as
wind barriers create areas of relative calm on their leeward

Fimre

2.31

Windbreaks integmted into house constmction.

Wind Use

Channeling

Wind

Wind convects heat away from roof and wall surfaces.
Consequently,
windbreaks should be used to channel
wind toward your house during warm periods (Figure
2.32). Where prevailing summer and winter winds come
from the same direction, deciduous trees and bushes may
be used to direct summer winds toward the house (when
foliage acts as a barrier to wind movement); their winter
bare branches allow cold winds to pass by, undeflected
(Figure 2.33;. Where summer and winter winds come
from different directions, ventilation openings and windows should be placed in the direction of summer winds
(Figure 2.34). If, however, such a window ammgement
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configurations of trees and hedges and their use in modifying air movements into and around the house (see
Bibliography).
Ventilation

I

I
Fi!pre 2.32

Channeling urn? by hexS.

The use of natural ventilation in cooling the altemative home is advisable because this is one of the few
existing techniques which can replace the modem air conditioner. Air conditioning is not only expensive and a terrible energy drain, but can also damage your health since
unnatural
temperature
differences are created. Proper
ventilation both evacuates warm or stale air from your
house and cools yoiir body by encoumging ewpaation
of moisture from the skin. TSO n&ml circulation techniques can be used: wind-induced
cross-uentilotion
and
gmvity ventilation.
Two openings are necessay
for proper cross-ventilation: one as an inlet, preferably on the windward side
of the house where air pressures are high; and the other
as an outlet on the leeward side where air pressures are
low. Because of these pressure differences, roams are
most effectively ventilated by using a small inlet located
near the bottom or middle of the windward wall and
a large outlet in any position on the leeward wall (Figure 2.36)
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The deflection of summer winds into a house.

conflicts with proper solar protection, summer winds can
be directed into the house by additional windbreaks (Figure 2.35).
in hot, humid climates, where maximum ventilation is required, the velocity of the wind, and hence its
effectiveness as a cooling agent, can be increased by
using windbreaks to constrict and accelemte wind flow
in the vicinity of the house. Robert White shows many
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Effective ventihtion

The pattern and velocity of cross-ventilation
within
a room is modified by the location of vegetation, roof
overhangs, and sunshades placed near the air inlets, and
also by the type of inlets used. In general, use exterior
elements to increase the wind pressure in the vicinity of
your inlets. For example, proper location of trees near the
house increases the velocity of air movement at ground
level, and hence, air pressure. Roof overhangs and sun
protectors tend to trap the wind, similarly creating higher
air pressures. As shown in Figure 2.37, different types of
wrndow inlets can be used to direct air either into or above
living areas. And if there are no winds to use, or If the
house, even with large vents, still feels too stuffy, you cm
resort to the use of electric fans, to be mounted in either
the exhaust vent or the ceiling.
Gravity ventilation of spaces is dependent on the fact
that cool, dense air displaces warm, less dense air, forcing

Figure 2.37

Air mO”eme”t with different hlpes of inlets

the warm air to rise. By placing vents at different levels in
interior spaces; cool air is drawn in thr-ugh the lower inlet,
while warm air is forced out through the higher outlet.
The rate at which air circulates is directly dependent on
the difference in air temperature,
the height difference
between the two vents, and the sizes of the two apertures.
Air inlets should be as low as possible in areas likely to
have the lowest air temperature, such as the north wall of
the house. Keep these vents ;iear of shrubbery. Outlets
should be located as high as possible and preferably in
areas where wind movement can be used to create a
suction or “stack” effect to aid in ‘he ventilating rrocess.
Gravity ventilation can be used for summer cooling,
or in specific locations, such as bathrooms and kitchens,
where air exchange rather than cooling is required. In all
cases, the inlets and outlets should be closable to prevent
heat tinsfer during cool periods.
We can also make direct use of the wind with airscoop
ventilation. In this method, various types of scoops are
placed on the roof or at the wind-blown sides of the
house, with piping to circulate air into the home. Simple,
low-power ventilating fans can successfully rep!ace Ihe
use of such a system, usually eliminating the necessity for
intricate &ping arrangements.
By using; electric fans in
conjunction with gravity air flow and intelligent shading
and oriwtation techniques. the air temperatire
within a
house can be significantly lowered.
The key to this claim lies in effective attic insulation
and ventila!ion. During th course of the day the roof
becomes very hot, radiating heat ir.to the attic. An oven
effect ~zwated :. this hot air in not allowed to escape; as
night comes, it continues to radiate heat into the rooms
below This phenomenon
is known as heat log. With
proper ventilation
the attic acts as an insulator by day

and heat lag is eliminated at night. Roofs with a high pitch
(and so a tall attic) can be ventilated adequately by placing
vents at the upper and lower extremes of the attic. This
method of gravity ventilation is employed when the attic
height exceeds 5 feet, since height differences are importaqt in determining air flow rates; on flatter roofs electric
fans must be used. Although electric fans can be mounted
on the roof in the same manner as vents, to simply pump
air out of the attic, in yet another installation air is pumped
from the interior of the house into the attic, where the air
escapes through vents. Thus the whole house is cooled.
Here the fan should be centrally located in your attic so
that uniform air circulation is promoted. It is also advisable
that the underside of the roof be insulated, preferably by
reflective insulation. A successful approach to roof ventilation without attics is the use of a double roof.
The fans mentioned earlier should be the slow type.
These are quieter, more efficient, and weU worth the extra
price. Never use cheap fans, since they often need frequent repairs. Large attic fans should be wired to a thermostat, to prevent unnecessary operation. Do not forget
that screens and louvers cut down on fan efficiency, so
vent openings must be increased.
In warm climates it is imperative that the walls of the
house remain cool, due to the fact that people cool themselves by radiating heat to the walls. When wall temperatures exceed 83°F (skin temperature),
people become
very uncomfortable
even if breezes are introduced into
the room. The most efficient means of cooling walls is to
insulate them properly. A relatively new and unlried way
of cooling walls is to ventilate them through their core.
Since hot air rises al-d the wails have considerable height,
openings at the bottom and the top of the wall generate
.
..
,
,
a strong air cure*:. it is sti?: ~mportanr mar mese vennlated walls be heavily insulated, and all openings should
be screened to prcJent insects and small animals from
entering. Ventilated walls should be used only in warm
climates, since heat loss can be quite severe in cold
weather.
Crawl space ventilation is of only minor importance.
Minimum requirements are intended to drive off moisture
accumulated under t!le house. During hot weather, the
air in crawl spaces is generally cooler than the o&door
sirs so thorough venting is actually undesirable.
In all climatic regions some ventilation is needed, but
in cold, temperate and hot, arid climates this requirement
should have little effect on the p!an of your house. However, in hot, humid climates, plan your house around the
need to maximize ventilation. Rooms should be open and
elongated perpendicular to the wind. Areas that generate
humidity, heat, and odors-kitchens
and bathrooms
should be separated from other areas and also be wel
ventilated (Figure 2.38). Floors should be raised I~*.,*re
the warm ground to allow circulation under the I.
(Figure 2.39).
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Ventilate odorous areas separately
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Air circulation with a raised floor.

time the circuit is turned on and the time the lamp produces light. The current is allowed through the cathodes
to heat them; when this is accomplished
the starter automatically opens the circuit so the light can start. In the
instant-start variety, enough voltage is immediately supplied between the cathodes to operate the light as your
fingers hit the switch. The rapid-start type, now the most
common, uses lowresistance
cathodes which are continually heated with but small energy losses. This variation
requires lower starting voltages than instant-start lamps,
and produces light in one to two seconds.
In a resource-conservative
home, the sacrifice of one
or two seconds certainly does not warrant the use of
instant-start lamps. The rapid-start lamp appean to be
your best choice of the three. Keep in mind that the frequency of starting a lamp is a major factor governing its
lifespan. Lamp sties range from 6 to 96 inches in length
and from % to 2% inches in diameter. By the way, if a
windmill provides your energy, both incandescent
and
fluorescent lamps are available which run off direct cur-

Equipment
Artificial Lighting

The two most widely used artificial light sources today
are incandescent and fluorescent lamps. In homes, incandescent lights are by far the more popular. The principle
behind incandescent
lighting is to heat metal to such a
degree that it gives off white light, a wasteful process at
best.
Fluorescent

Light

Fluorescent lights work on a more complicated basis:
light is produced by fluorescent powders which are excited by ultmviolet energy But it is less important to
understand how fluorescent lights work than it is to understand their efficiency, an efficiency on the order of
20 percent, compared to about 5 percent for incandescent lamps. Hence they use only a quarter the power for
the same amount of light. Prove to yourself which source
creates more waste heat by touching both types (be careful with the incandexe2t
one).
In economic terms, the controlling factor in choosing
a light source is not the initial cost or even the lifespan of
the lamp, but rather the cost of operation. Since the initial
cost and lifespans of incandescent
and fluorescent lights
are comparable, it is a wise choice to we fluorescent lights
for general lighting needs. In the winter do not be fooled
into thinking you can use the waste heat for warmth, solar
power does the same job far more efficiently.
There are three general categories of hot cathode
fluorescent lamps: preheat, instant-start, and rapid-start.
In the preheat type, there is a short delay between the
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The location of kitchen lighting.

Lighting Techniques
In lighting your house, first consider the activities for
which any space is used. Second, choose a means of
lighting which is most practical. Direct lighting (or task
lighting) should be used wherever possible. For example,
one 60-w&t bulb provides plenty of light to read byeven if the rest of the room is fairly dark. This procedure
is far more sensible than putting lights all over the ceiling,
lighting every corner of a room to the intensity necessary
forreading in one specific spot. The same concept applies
to living areas and bedrooms. There will be times, however, when small islands of light do not suffice; here indirect lighting can be used.
In kitchens, most activity is concentrated
on the
counter tops. Common
sense suggests that lighting
should be concentrated there, but kitchens haditionally

have been lit with one central light of staggering intensity
Instead, smaller fluorescent lights should be placed underneath the upper cabinets as shown in Figure 2.40, an
arrangement less wasteful and which avoids any problems
with shadows over your ’ Jerk area.
The rule for artificial lighting is use direct fight whereoerpossible,
especially in all stationary activities-reading, kitchen work, sewing, and so on. Another good idea
is to place low-intensity light bulbs in closets to eliminate
the need to turn on all the lights in your bedroom to
choose a wardrobe. (It might also please any others who
are ixying to sleep at the time.)
For other activities where more general lighting is
needed, our tendency has been to overlight. One of the
most pleasant commodities we may discover in an alternative lifestyle is a’mosphere. It takes only enough light
to be abie to read expressions to carry on a conversation.
There are many satisfying ways to achieve indirect lighting, a few of which are shown in Figure 2.41. And, if we
can enjoy any “inconveniences”
which may occur as a
result of using naturaIly supplied commodities,
it will all
be worthwhile. If the windmiU should be calm for too iong
and there is no power for lighting, candles give ample
light, bum cleanly, and provide wonderful atmosphere.
Use common sense and iake advantage of nature’s surprises to produce a well-lit home.

Table 2.1

ReBectiuih,

of Co,ors~

Color

Light Re”ected

white
Pale pMe?l ,ye!bw, rose)
Pale pastel (beige. lilac,
ccd colors (tiue. gwm pastets,
Full yellow hue tnrustardl
Medium biown
Blue and green
l3lack

swm%
80%
70%
70-E%
35%
35%
20-30%
10%

NLWS: s Fmn K~KG?”

being cold, while colors with longer wavelengths (yellow,
orange, red) appear warm. Use warm colors on the north
side of your house, or areas where there is minimal sunlight; on the south side, cool colors should be used.
Appearance is markedly affected by contrast. Thus
a centml chromatic area appears brighter if surrounded
by a sufficiently large and relatively dark area, but dimmer
if surrounded by a relatively light one. Interior glare content, for this reason. becomes an important category to
be evaluated, since 1 percent contrast lost by dare requires a 15 percent increase in illumination. Comfortable
reading on a glossy table requires considerably greater
illumination than on a dull surface.
Lighting Standards
There has been a tendency over the years to continually raise the recommended
light values for various
tasks. Largely as a result of an intensive campaign financed and conducted by the electrical industry, these
high recommendations
have been followed closely. We
can examine the standards in Table 2.2 as a representative
example. Ken Kern, author of The Owner Built Home,
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CD)ewelighting

Table 2.2
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Lighting techniques.
Tadi

Interior Coloring
The cheapest and most pleasant interior lighting during daytiie hours is through natural sources. But in considering a sel&.ufflcIent system, we must also consider
heat loss; windows, which account for approximately 15
percent of the overall heat loss, should be kept to a min.
imum. This is why interior coloring is so important. Light
colors, because of their reflective capedties, spread the
light around, giving you the best “mileage” from any particular light source (see Table 2.1). White, naturally, is the
best color for thii purpose, but other reflective colors can
be used to re!ieve monotony.
Colors can atso control your “psychological” room
temperature to some extent. That is, colors with shorter
wavelengths (green, blue, violet) create an impression of

FootcandlesRequired

Kitcheen.4tivilies:
sink
70
Working surfaces . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...50
Table games . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..x
Reading and Lwing:
Books. magadnes, newspapen
.30
Handwiling. reproduction, poor copies .70
De& (study purposes).
70
Music
Reading simple scores..
30
Advanced scores . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...70
Grwming........................................?Q
General nghtig:
Pas3gaays
IO
Relax&m and recreation..
10
Areas involtig -,imal tasks
xl
hbter: a. FromEs

%dds

,or “dour Horn Aames
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writes: “Illumination experts specify an artificial light ins
tens@ of from 50 to 100 footcandles for most visual tasks.
But experts in the field of light and color conditioning
warn against the use of more than 30 to 35 footcandles.
Further light intensity is apt to cause visual
distraction.”
So what exactly is the minimum amount of light a
person needs to be comfortable? William Lam, a lighting
,:onsultant in Cambridge, Massachusetts, has a very simple definition: “Good lighting is lighting which creates a
visual environment
appropriate and comfortable for the
purpose. This is a criterion that is measurable
only by
people using their own eyes and brains.” He summarized
his insights concerning lighting in six points:
First: we see well ouer (1 tremendous
levels.

range of light

Second: we see by the balance of light more than by
the quantity.
Third: once IO-15 footcandles
has been achieved,
task visibility con be improved for more easily through
quality changes rather than adding quantity.
Fourth: oppurent brightness is determined
ness relationships, not absolute v&es.

by bright-

A healthy fire uses a tremendous amount of air both
to bum its fuel and to dispose of waste gases and smoke.
In order to accommodate this demand, the fire is raised
above the hearth by means of a grate. Studies have shown
that this step increases burning efficiency by 15 percent.
Vents or windows must also bring air into the room from
the outside; lacking air in a house weatherstripped
and
insulated properly, a fire does not bum well and smoke
ebbs into the room.
Equally important is the exhaust of hot gases and
smoke. Here we are concerned with the design of the
chimney breast, throat, and flue. The required depth of
the chimney throat for all fireplaces is between four and
five inches. The small size of the throat, which can be
adjusted by a damper, prevents drafts of cold air from
blowing down your flue; yet it permits smoke and waste
gas& to rise (Figure 2.42). Because smoke spirals as it
rises, round flues are more effective than square OT COTnered ones. The strength of the draft is also related to the
temperature of the flue lining, so your flue should be well
insulated. Architectural Graphic Standards (Ramsey and
Sleeper) features data by which flue diameters can be
calculated.
The only usable warmth escaping from the ordinary
fireplace is radiant heat. Rough!y three-quarters
of the

Fifth: we look at tasks only Q smcllpoti of the time, but
react to the enuironmenl
00 of the time.
me

Sixth: whether OUTresponse to the environment
is to
be favorable or unfauomble cannot be forecasted or
explained by numbers-but
by the exact design of
eueything in relation to what we wont to see.

fire-clay h”l”Q

mmat

To set absolute personal lighting standards is impossible;
therefore test for yourself the minimum amount of lighting
you need for different activities.

cemen, fill
dampei

Fireplace Design

Many of the changes made in creating the alternative
home concern combining
older, simpler, less energyintensive designs with the technological advances of the
present. A typical modem home makes scant use of its
fireplace as a heat source, a waste implicit in the rather
crude fireplaces now being installed. We are principally
interested in heat-ventilating and free-standing ftreplaces,
both exceptional finds today. Few people are even familiar with some of the basic principles of fireplace operation.
Perhaps one of the most critical aspects of efficient
use is the correct tending of the fire. A fire should always
bum brightly and briskly. Whenever starting a fire, use a
small amount of wood. Add more timber only after this
initial wood is burning vigorously. Never force a fire to eat
its way through a pile of wood. Obviously, other fuels
should be burned with the same diligence and economy.
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ash mute

Figure 2.42

The conshudion of a typical Greplace.

heat produced by the fire is used to heat up exhaust gases,
smoke, and the wall of the fireplace. In addition, a fire
needs air to bum properly, so cold air is necessarily sucked
into the roan. Through the extensive use of ducting, heatventilating fireplaces (Figure 2.43) take advantage of this
situation. They not only heat the fresh air entering the
room, but also utilize 40 percent of the heat given off
directly by the fire. The basic arrangement
involves an
intake vent connected to ducting which leads air across
the back of the firebox. This hot air is then ducted to vents
above the mantel. A natural air current is created by the
hot air rising in the ducts as well as by suction created
through the burning fire. A number of commercial models
are available. They are provided with only a minimum of
fireproof ducting, so if you wish to heat other rooms, cost
for this rather expensive item must be considered. Fans
can alsO be installed to accelerate the air flow.
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Although the construction of i;replaces appean to be
fairly rigid, fireplaces have been built chiefly out of MIvaged materials, using, for example, a discarded weter boiler as a fire box. For details see The Owner Built
Home (Kern). Another effective heating device is the freestanding fireplace with a metal hood. Heat radiates in all
directions from the fire, and once the hood is warm, it too
gives off tremendous heat.

Materials
Due to our once-abundant
supply of energy, there developed a tendency to use building materialsaluminum,
steel, concrete, and plastics-which
require intensive
processing. Until this last century, the process of converting raw materials into building materials was accomplished principally by human labor. Because of this direct
relationship between human effort and its product, the
materials were used economically and constructed to last.
We can still find wooden houses erected over two centuries ago, or stone houses dating back tva millennia.
Despite the fact that highly processed materials are inherently more durable, their high initial cost (attributable
to expensive processing) requires that they be used in the
smallest quantities possible. Today, most structures are
designed and built under the guideline of lowest initial
cost; consequently,
they have a very short useful life.
Where building ordinances are not a problem, natural
or alternative materials can be incorporated into design
and used, with a little know-how, to produce sound construction. There are various sources for these low-cost
and usually low-energy materials. Scrounge secon.dhard
building materials--bricks.
timber, steel, and glass-from
demolition sites and dumps. One enterprising couple obtained enough timber to build their own home by offering
to demolish dilapidated stictores
for other people, in
exchange for the timber they could salvages Or use
processed materials that are ccnaidered waste products.
Scrap bins in lumber yards are a good source. And bottles
make excellent translucent bricks, you get not only a wall
but light penetration as well. Tin cans have produced shelter. Sulphur, a waste product from oil and coal production, can be used for cement, and with sand aggregate,
produces
sulphur concrete
(see Rybczynski’s xticle,
“From Pollution to Housing;’ listed in the Bibliogmphy).
One architecture student in London constructed a fourroom dwelling from scrap materials and garbage collected
within one mile of where the dwelling was built.
Nahual materials that are readily available--stone,
earth, driftwood, trees-require
only manual energy. For
centuries, people made stone cottages, log cabins, and
adobe homes. These techniques,
although a lost art
among urban dwellers, can still provide structures that are
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as sound as conventional homes and often have superior
insulating properties. However, some knowledge of their
limitations is necessary, and some skill is required if they
are to be used effectively.
The energy required to produce and transport the
materials of a typical house is equal to about ten years of
household energy consumption.
To reduce the need for
transporting
materials, wood should be the dominant
building material in forested areas, earth in dry climates,
stone where it is available, grasses where they grow rapidly and easily, and so forth Where possible, materials
from the building site itself should be incorporated. Useful
information on design and construction techniques is contained in The Owner Built I-lame (Kern), and Your
Engineered
House (Robert). The National Bureau of
Standards has also undertaken extensive experiments to
establish the structure, sound reduction, heat transfer,
water permeability,
and other relevant properties
of
house constmction for a wide range of materials. Their
work is especially valuable because of an emphasis on
materials for low-cost construction.
Primitive

Architecture

There are four general tits which characterize primitive
architecture: unsupplemented
use of natural, locally available building materials and local construction skills; planning and mating as a result of specific functional requirements and site conditions, regardless of symmetry and
generally accepted taste; an absence of ornamentation
which is not part of the structure; and the identity of enclosing form and enclosed space. This architecture is a
simple and original response. the most economic shaping
of space and form for the mzdmum benefit of body and
soul. Several interesting examples are found in Notiue
Genius in Anonymous Anhitedure
(Moholy-Nag& Shelter (Kahn), Architecture Without Architects (Rudofsky),
and in an article by Suzanne Stephens, “Before the Virgin

Met the Dynamo.”
next section.

We men:ion

a few general types in the

Types and Techniques
Troglodytic Shelters:
In areas where soil and climate
conditionsaresuitable,
men havelivedincaves
throughout
histoy. Simple caves can be enlarged and altered if the
local rock or earth is sufficiently soft and porous. Because
these shelters are below ground and thus insulated by
the earth, they are usually cool in surnrner and warm in
winter.
Nomadic Architecture:
Nomadic structures must be
readily portable as the lifestyle of the nomad is above all
one of transience and motion, moving and changing with
trade, livestock, and the seasons. Some examples include
the tipi of the American Indian, the tents of the Bedouin,
the yurts of the tribes of Asia and Asia Minor, and the
igloo of the Eskimo.
Aquatic Architecture:
The proximity of a body of water
has always been an important consideration
in siting a
community.
For thousands of years people have been
living in houseboats, in pile dwellings, and in more conventional structures in canal cities linked by waterways
rather than streets. An expanse of water sewes as a cooling plant during the hot season: a bath or drink is never
far away. On a houseboat your home is also your transportation.
Tree Houses
People of mi‘rry cultures have lived in and
amongst the tree tops in tropical and near-tropical zones.
In cooler zones one is shaded from the summer sun by
a leafy parasol while the bare branches of winter let the
sun shine through. Air circulation is excellent.
Mouoble i-fouses:
In some parts of the world, when a
family or community moves, the house i3 either completely disassembled or picked up in large sections and
then moved to a new location, provided the distance is
not too far. These structures are usually lightweight and
are often made from grasses or reed.
Towers:
The usual function of towers has been either
symbolic or defensive. They oflen express religious sentiments: grief, faith, hope. or prayer. In some agricultural
cultures they are used for grain storage or as pigeon
roosts.
Arcades ond Covered Streets:
Arcades and covered
streets are an example of private property given over to
ail entire community. Their presence reminds us that city
streets exist for people. They provide shelter from the
elements, offering shade from the summer sun and protection from winter wind and rains.

little rainfall; wet climate may erode an adobe structure
into a pile of mud. It is best used on a well-drained site.
Walls are sho:t and also thick for strength and insulation;
doors and windows are placed away from comers and
the roof is supported by rafters.
Rammed Earth:
To make ramme&earth
blows, one
uses a dampened
mixture of humus-:ree soil and a stabilizing agent (usually portland cement) which is formed
in!o blocks in a hand-operated
press. (The Cinva-Ram
press is commercially available.) Walls of rammed earth
must be reinforced by a comer or pillar every ten feet. As
with adobe, it is best to build on dry, flat. solid ground or
rock as the compression of block upon block can cause
sir,king or settling.
Stone:
There is little information available on laying up
stone, partly because of the traditional secrecy of stone
masons and partly because stone differs so much from
area to area. Stonework is heavy and time-consuming
but the materials are a @ft of the earth and the structure
often blends unobhusiveiy
with the landscape. One can
use mortar or simply pile stone upon stone as did the
ancient Egyptians in their pyrxmids.

Building Materials
Materials and climate determine what is possible in
terms of shelter within a partlcu!ar context. The fact that
over three hundred house forms have emerged from nine
basic climate zones suggests that these specific forms derive more directly from socio-cultural factors than from
restraints of either climate or materials. In spite of this
diversity, aimost all examples of vernacular architecture
emphasize simple yet profound solutions to the problems
of human comfort, using e!ementay
building materials which require little or no basic transformation
to be
utilized.
The cost of a building material is roughly proportional
to the ecological damage caused by its removal and refinement. In aesthetic terms, the less molecular rearrangement a material has undergone, the better it feels
to be around and the more gracefully it will age. More
often than not. natural, locally available building materials
are the least refined and least polluting; they may also be
self-regenerating.
Adobe:
Adobe is the world’s most abundant
building
material since its primary ingredient is earth. It is also
the oldest and most popular form of earth construction.
Ingredients vay but usually consist of clay soil mixed
with sand, shredded grass, roots, straw, pottery shards, or
gravel. These are iormed into bricks and set out to bake
in the sun. Adobe houses are most practical in areas with

Sod:
Sod is a good buildin? naterial for tree!ess grasslands. It is usually cut directly fror 1 the earth in long solid
ribbons which are then sectionea into blocks measuring
about 4by-24.by-36
inches with a sharp spade. The sods
are laid without mortar, grass down like huge bricks. Walls
are two or three sods thick, tith staggered joints. Evey
third or fourth layer is set crosswise to the vertical pilings
for stabiiity. The walls, which are excellent inwlators, settle about six to eight inches in the first year. Sod roofs are
also excellent insulators, but miserable water repellers; a
wooden roof is best.

a9

Snow:
Although s-ox can, be used only in the polar
regions, there it has proved to be an instantly available
building material with sriperior insulating qualities. After
a bit of experience, one need only cut blocks of suitably
dense mow and lay them in an upward spiraling fashion
to form a dome. With a little body heat and a small heat
source, the interior walls form an ice glaze which solidifies
the structure. In subzero exterior conditions, Eskimos are
often stripped to the waist in the warm interior of their
igloo.
Wood: Wood is an ideal building material for many climates and cultures as it is relatively light, strong, durable.
pleasant smelling, easy to work, readily available, and can
be regenerated. Forms vary from simple twig and brush
shelters and log cabins to the most elaborate, ornate struttures conceivable. It is also a material which lends itself
to recycling if one salvages from old buildings and other
discards of the twentieth centuy.

Grosses:
Various grasses have been employed as building materials throughout history. Reed has b,een used for
frameworks, walls, and roofs; it insulates well and is light
and easy to work with. Drawbacks include easy flammability and a relatively short life. Bamboo is fiexible yet
tough, light but very strong. This versatile plant splits easily in only one direction; it is pliant or rigid as the situation
demands; it can be compressed sufficiently to remain sturdily in place in holes; after heating, it will bend and retain
its new shape; one of the world’s fastest growing plants,
it also grows straight. As with reed, typical construction
must include lashing of structural members.
In tropical climates woven grasses are often formed
into houses. Here woven matti:ng is supported by a simple
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sapling superstructure to form walls and a roof. Thatch is
perhaps the worldS most commonly used roofing material. Although it is a time-consuming
process to thatch a
roof. the end product is a waterproof, insulated, biodegradable roof of reeds. straw, or fronds. Truly waterproof
thatch requires a steep pitch and the overlap of all its
elements
Baled hay was used as a building material in arid
grassland regions of the United States where the soil is
too sandy for sod houses. Most of these structures now
have concrete foundations or wooden floors. The best
hay to use is halvested in the fall: it is tough and woody.
The bales are two to four feet long and about two feet
square. They are stacked like bricks. one bale deep v%th
the joints staggered. Mortar can be used; man-high wooden poles are driven through the bales to hold them firmly
together The roof is usually a wooden frame with shingles. The insulati,ng properties of baled hay are obvious,
Equally obvious drawbacks include its fire hazard and the
fact that hay is a choice breeding ground for many insects.

Skin and Fabric:
Skins OT woven fabrics stretched over
a light portable framework have provided shelter for nomadic people throughout the ages. In the summer fabric
tents are cooler than skin tents, although in the rainy season skin tents are far more waterproof. Typical materials
include buffalo hide, woven sheep and goat hair, felt and
canvas, and sheep and goat skin. Commonly available in
the United States, canvas is easy to work with, cheap,
covers space quickly, and lights with a translucent glow.
It is relatively short-lived (five to ten years), biodegradable, and can be rendered water- and fire-resistant. Cool
in the summer, canvas can also be adapted to winter conditions with proper insulation and a heat source.
Implications
The more we do for ourselves, the greater our individual freedom and independence.
But ra+&e: than turn
our backs compleiely on present-day
technology. we
should seek a responsible and sensitive balance between
the skills and wisdom of the past and the sustainable products of the hventieth centuy. To strike this balance, we

have mush to learn from the past. These so-called “primitive” DT“vernacular” structures. built by self-taught people on the basis of experience acquired through generations, were in one sense ideal: they usually fulfilled the
needs and aspirations of a community in a design which
was both serviceable and timelessly beautiful.
All architecture testifies to the essential nature of its
creators; revealing through physical expression the private histoy of a cultwe, i’s ongoing struggle for material
and spiritual survival. If the maintenance
of human life is
based on economy, the first premise of community life is
the organization and upkeep of OUTresources, taking into
account both human needs and environmental
factors.
Most vernacular architecture reflects an organic relationship to its setting; the buildings and inhabitants felt no
need either to dominate or to submit to their surroundings. They achieved a sort of mutual coexistence in accord
with the basic functions of both man and nature, a spontaneous and continuing experience of peoplehood within
a community of experience quite a bit larger than merely
human. We of the twentieth centuy have a long way to
go in reordering our priorities. We have yet to learn that
any significant departure from that greater community of
experience is, ir fat, pollution.
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ELECTRICITY
Windmills.

dams and solar cells

Demythologizing

volts and watts

Figuring your electrical needs
Messwing wind and water:
what you need to know and how to know it
Choosing

equipment:

what you need to get and where to get it
Getting ready for the day
when photovoltaics are cheap

SMALL-SCALE GENERATION OF ELECTRICITY
FROM RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES

Generating Your Own Electricity
ost of us living in the United States have become so accustomed to cheap, abundant electrical power, available at the flich of a witch,
t&t it is us~A!y considered an absolute necessity While
it would probably be quite easy for some people to give
up air conditioners, dishwashers, trash compactors, and
that array of silly electric gadgets that are supposed to
make our lives easier-electric
toothbrushes,
cawing
knives, can-openers,
tie racks, and the like-it
is more
painful to contemplate
doing without the hi-fi, electric
:tghts, sfid mfrigerator. People, of i~iirse, have done .without aU these things during most of our county’s history,
and indeed the majori
of the world’s people still does
without them today. So they aren’t necessary-but
they
are nick?.
The question is, do we have to contribute to the long
and growing list of environmental
insults associated with
the centraliied production of electricity just to enjoy a few
relatively simple pleasures? Isn’t there some way to avoid
not only the inflationary spiral in the price of er.ergy but
also help turn this country away from our dangerous dependence on imported arid nxclear fuels?
This chapter explores in some detail three ways of
doing jilst that. SmaLscale generation of electricity from
the wind or from a s&earn can be a realistic alternative
right now, given the right geographic conditions, and electricity from the sun, generated with photovoltaics, is just
around :be corner.
At this point it is aeful to point out that electricity is
a very high-quality form of energy By this we mean that
it is extremely versatile; it can be used, for example, to
power a motor, process information in a computer, heat

and illuminate our rooms, electroplate the chrome onto
our bumpers, and create sound and images in our entertainment equipment.
Ty to imagine doing all that with
any other form of energy (low-temperature
heat, for example) and you’ll get an idea of what a marvelous tool
electricity is.
In order to be as energy-efficient
as possible, it is
important to try to match the quality of an energy source
to the particular task that we have at hand. It makes little
sense to generate high-quality electricity in order to meet
a !ow-quality energy demand such as beating water. For
cooking and space heating, you should turn to alternatives such as solar power and methane, saving the
electricity for tasks where its unique properties are required. In other words, plan on using as little electricity
as possible.
Obviously, something as useful as electricity is not
without its price, even if you generate it yourself. The
price combines doilars with physical and mental effort,
and the three can be traded off, one against the other. To
produce it cheaply, you must become involved with your
energy. Some of you will now be receiving your first aposure to electrical theory; it may not be the easiest of all
exercises, but hang in there. The concepts are relatively
simple and the calculations will be kept on a level that
you should be able to handle with a minimum of pain.

Some Basic Electicity

The amount of theory required to design a home electrcal system is fortunately small. One need only understand
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the relationships between five basic concepts: cumept,
voltage, resistance, power, and energy
Consider the very simple electrical circuit of Figure
3.1, which consists of a battery and a resistance load (e.g.,
a lightbulb) connected together by some wire conductors.
The battery forces electrons to move through the circuit
and, as the electrons move through the load, work is done
(in this case the bulb emits heat and light). The number
of electrons passing a given point in the circuit per unit
time is called the current. Current is measured in amperes
(amps, for short) where one amp corresponds to the flow
of 6.24 x lOI* elecb-ens per second.

the voltage across a given load will increase the current
through the load. Voltages are measured. handily enough,
in volts and these may also be either ac or dc. A car
battey typically puts out 12 volts dc and the wall socket
voltage is somewhere between 110 and 120 volts ac.
The load in our circuit is characterized by its resistance to the flow of electrons. The amount of this resistance depends
upon the material, its composition,
thickness, density, temperature, etc. Insulators have vey
high resistances while conductors have vey much lower
resistances. The resistance is measured in ohms (and given the symbol fi).
So now we have voltages, currents, and resistances.
The equation relating the three is known as Ohm’s law
and states that
E.3.1

r
current/ (amps)
I---

,“;;:;,
-J-y

c-

f

‘““;:
;zzzy

,tq
Cl,C””
diagram

V = IR

V is voltage in volts, I is current in amps, and R is r&stance in ohms. For example, a 12.volt battey will supply
6 amps to a 2.ohm load.
As electrons move through a load, they do work:
lighting a lightbulb, turning a motor, heating a toaster,
etc. The rate at which work is done is known as power
and it is measured in watts or kilowatts (KW), where 1
KW equals 1000 watts (some useful conversions: 1 KW
equals 1.34 horsepower equals 3412 Bti/hr). It is interesting to note that the power equivalent of consuming
3000 food calories per day is about 150 watts--so
you
might say the human body is ywghly equivalent to a 150.
watt machine.
The electrical power (P) consumed in a load is equal
to the product of the current ixough the load multiplied
by the voltage across the load:
E. 3.2

P=vl

Rgure 3.1 A simpie
electrical
circuit

In this batterydriven
circuit, the electrons are always
moving in the same direction down the wire; this is called
direct cumnt (dc). The current that you get out of the
wall plug at home is &mating
current (ac), in which the
electrons head in one direction for a short time, then
turn around and head back the other .way for a while.
This back-and-forth movement is characterized by its freqwncy.
how many times it changes direction; in the
United St&es thzt frequency is 60 cycles per second (now
called 60 Hertz). Power companies prefer to work with
ac because it is easier to generate and because it is easier
to change the voltage from one level to another, which
they must do to avoid heavy losses in their txa~smfssion
lines.
Back to our circuit. The battey supplies a certain
amount of u&age. Voltage is a measure of the “pressure”
that is laying to force elecimns down the wire. Increasing
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Ahemative forms, P = PR and P = Vz/R, can be derived
from Ohm’s Law.
The final parameter of importance
is electrical energy. Energy is simply the product of paver and the
length of time that the power is being consumed. Electicai energy is measured in Watt-hours or kilcwatt-hours
(1000 watt-hours equals 1 kilowati-hour equals 1 KWH).
For example, a 100~watt bulb burning for 5 hours uses
500 watt-hours or 0.5 KWH of energy. A typiml house in
the United States consumes about 550 KWH per month;
hopefully you will be designing your system to supply
much less than this.
And that’s about it! With this smali amount or theory
we can go a long way, so let’s get started.
Resistance

Losses in the Wire

Let us illuslmte the r~;lationships from the last section by
considering an ofte: overlooked, but important, aspect

of electrical design-the
losses in the wires which connect
a power ~cmrce (e.g., a battey) to the load. We will see
the advantages
of using high-voltage swrces.
heavy
connecting wires, and short distances between sauce
and load.
Example:

Calculate the current in the circuit of Figure
3.1 when the battery voltage is 12 volts and the Iaad is
receiving 120 watts of power. Compare the current to that
which would result if the same amount of power, 120
watts, is being delivered from a 120.volt battery.
Solution:

copper for the most common types of insulation, Types
T, Tw, RH, RHW, and THW. The most common tire in
use is Type T, though Type RHW is often used for heavy
currents You must not use tire that is too small; it can
overheat, damage its insulation, and perhaps even cause
a fire. Moreover, tire that is too small will cause you to
lose voltage in the tire 50 less power will be delivered to
the load. To calculate the maximum voltage drop in the
wire, you need to know the wire gauge, the length of the
wire, and the maximum current that it will carry.

For a 12.volt battery:
Table 3.1
[ = P = 120 ~~~

V

= 10 amps

12 volts

In the case of a 120.volt battery:
120

watts

120

oolts

=

1 amp

Now, compare the losses which would be encountered in the connecting wires in each of the two above
cases. The wires have some resistance to them, cali it R,
Then the power lost in the wires, which is given by
Pw = I*R,, will be 100 times as much in a circuit with I
equaling 10 amps as in one carrying only 1 amp! By
raising the system voltage by a factor of 10: from 12 volts
tn 120 volts, losses in the connecting wires have been
decreased by a factor of 100. In other words, the higher
the system voltage, the lower the line losses. This is why
electic companies,
which must transmit power we?
‘nur-,dre& oi &m&
of mjjq rr;-:a, t&j* “&&ze: 3”
the transmission lines as high as they possibly can-some
lines today cany 756,000 volts and lines are under development that will carry two million volts! And this is
why, in your home electrical system, 120 volts is recommended over a 12-v& system, especially if you intend to
supply a fair amount of power.
Huw much resistance is there in the connecting wire?
That depends on the length of the wire, the diameter of
the wire, and whether the wire is made of copper or aluminum. Wires are specified by their gauge-the
smaller
the gxge (or wire number), then the bigger its diameter
and, consequently, the lower its resistance. House wiring
is usually No. 12 or No. 14, about the same size as the
iead in an ordinary pencil. To connect your windmill to
your house, you may end up having to use very heavy,
vey expensive wire, such as No. 0 or No. 00 (sometimes
written as l/O or 2/O), with a diameter of around onethird of an inch. Table 3.1 gives some values of wire
resistance, in ohms per 100 feet, for various gauges of
copper and aluminum. Copper is standard and preferred,
though aluminum is sometimes substituted because it is
cheaper. Also given is the maximum allowable current for

w&e
Gav!p momeler
A.W.G. (Inches,
003
00
0
2
4
6
8
10
12
14

0.4096
0.3648
0.3249
0.2576
0.2043
0.1620
0.1285
0.1019
0.0808
0.0641

ctmracteris,tcs

of ware

Mar cvnent “ox cvnrnr
Redsranee
,ohms per mefi
awes f.?w ryp .Q”,RNW
?“Hwcopper
(It aiT!
CWFcopper Al”lni”“nr iomlnpst
(am4
0.0062
0.0078
0.0098
0.0156
0.0249
0.0395
0.0628
0.0999
0.1582
0.2525

0.0101
0.0128
0.0161
0.0256
0.0408
0.0648
0.103
0.164
0.261
0.414

195
165
125
95
70
55
40
30
20
15

200
175
150
115
85
65
45
30
20
15

Example:

Suppose our voltage source (battery or generator) is delivering 20 amps through No. 12 copper wire
to a load 100 feet away. Calculate the voltage drop in the
wire.
C&g&n:
From T=hlo
-2 1 Nn
-_.. _-.-,
.._. 12 copper tire has R
resistance of 0.159 ohms per 100 feet. Since the load is
100 feet away from the source, there must be 200 feet of
wire (to the load and back) with a total resistance of
R, = 2 x 0.159

= 0.32 ohms

The voltage drop in the wire is therefore
V, = IR, = 20 amps x 0.32 ohms = 6.4 uolts
If our voltage source in this example were 120 volts,
then we would be losing about 5 percent of the voltage
in the wires (leaving 113.6 volts for the load)-quite
a bit
of loss, but perhaps acceptable. If the source were only
12 volts, then more than half would be lost in the wire+clearly unacceptable!
As an aid to choosing the proper wire gauge, we have
prepared Figure 3.2, based on allowing a 4 percent voltage drop in the connecting wires (electricians customarily
shoot for a 2 percent drop, but we’ll ease up a little here).
A 4 percent voltage drop in a 120.volt system is about
5 volts; in the 12.volt system it is about half a volt. In
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either case, the load wiil receive about 8 percent less power than it would if it were located right next to fne ?.xrce.
Figure 3.2 gives the maximtim distance between :.wrce
and load, for varying wire gauges, which keeps the wire
voltage drop under 4 percent. The vertical axis on the left
gives distances for a 120.volt sys:em, -‘nd the axis on tile
right gives it for a 1Zvolt system. If yw *war,: to allow
some other voltage drop you can still use this graph-for
example, if you want only 8 2 percent voltage drcp, multiply the distances on the graph bv 0.5: fo. a 6 Dercent
drop, multiply distance by 1.5.
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you can pick the cheapest system to meet those needs
adequately. It would be extravagant to install a systecm that
can supply 600 KWH per mor,th if you are only going to
use 100 KWH~ And it would w frustrating to spend a lot
of money on a system that
too small, so that your ice
cream keeps melting in the refrigerator.
This section, then, is on estimating how n,,xh electric
energy you may need. We will then turn to choosing an
appropriate wind, water, or photovoltaic system to meet
those needs.
The place to start your demand estimate is with some
old utility bills. Tiiey will tell you, month by month, how
man%. kilowatt-hours you presently consume. Examine at
least one full year’s worth of bills since demands vary
considerably
with the seasons. Mess you have an air
conditioner, summer demands are probably much lower
than tinter demands, a suggested in Figure 3.3. If your
present lifestyle is comparable to that for which you are
designing, then you have taken a big step towards a reaiistic estimate. If you don’t have a year’s worth of old
bills lying around, phone your utility company and they
will supply you with the required information fmm their
records. Blit be prepared to cut a lot of waste out of your
consumption.
For example, on rhe first pass you may
decide you want about 300 KWH per month to be supplied by a wind-powered system-but
when you discover
that wind systems cost about $3000 per 100 KWH, you
may just back off a bit and start thinking small
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Maw”“rnCu;icn,
&“DS)
Figure 3.2 Maximum distance from voltage source to had for 4 wrcent voltage drop in connecting wires; for 12.volt and X0-volt systems
using copper wire ,see also Table 3.71.

&mnple:

Choose the right wire to allow 20 amps to
be delivered to a load 100 feet away from a 120.volt
source, .&wing a 4 percent voltage drop.
Solution:

From Figure 3.2 at 20 amps, we see that
No. 12 wire is good only to about 80 feet, but that No.
10 can go to 120 feet. So choose No. 10 wire.
Cdculating

Your Energy Requirements

The “design” of a small-scale electrical generation system
is going to be a matter of matching your needs and your
money supply to equipment (which you may be able to
build, but which you are likely to have to buy). When you
plugged into your aant utility company, you never had
to worry about overloading their generators when you
turned on an appliance. The home systems we are talking
about here are different. If you want to spend lots of
money, you can set yourself up with a system able to
meet all conceiwxble demands. If you want to get by,
spending as little as possible, you must have a cl&r idea
just what your energy demands are likely to be, so that
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Figure 3.3
A sample of monthly electicai energy demands (summer
demand is usually lower than winter).

The second approach to figuring your monthly energy demand is to calculatz it horn the energy demands
of each appliance. Table 3.2 lists typical power requirements for a number of electrical appliances.
To figure
energy demand for an appliawz, you must &irate
the
number of hours the appliance is used in a month and
mu!tiply that by the number of watts that the appliance

equals watt-hours. 9ut there are some refinements which
we can make to this procedure. First, the wattage figures
given in Tabie 3.2 are averages; when at all possible, you
should use the actual ratings that aie given on your own
appliances. There is usually a nameplate somewhere with
the power consumption stamped :ight on it. Sometimes.
instead of giving the watts required, the nameplate

Adiances
Table 3.2 .4pp,o.‘“late xonthiy KWH c onsumotion of Household
L-

“~“ldldd
Applfonce
Ail con&io”oer(windowi
Blanket.electric
@ier
Llwx

Clothes dyer
Co”ee make‘
Cooker (egg)
Deei, tat fryer
Dehljmidifier
Mshuasher
E,ectr&atic cleaner
Fan k!cic)
Fan ,circuh*ting)
Fan !fumace)
Fan (rall-abo”t)
Fan ,tindou.i
Flwr yiisher
Fd blender
&cd freezer (18 ft?
l&d mixel
Food waste disposer
hit juicer
,~ Frying pa”
Gemicidd lamp
: Gdl (mdtich)
Sir dryer
Heat lamp (infmedl
Heat pump
Heater wiznt,
Heating pad
Hot plate
Humidifier
Incinerator
Iron (hand)
Iron (manglei

Rote*
wrt*
1300
170
nis
?
48w
850
500
1380
240
i 190
M
375
8.5
270
20s
19”
31s
290
300
12s
420
IW
1170
20
1050
300
250
96m
1300
60
17.50
70

1sfi

HOUSddd
*pph”Ce

MO”ChlV
KW”
105
12
8
1.5
80
8
A
32
28
2:
26
3
30
9
12
1
1
130
1
2
0.5
16
11
2.5
0.5
1

Under Normal Usage

01, burner or stoker
Radio
Radio-phonogmph
Range
Rnarter
Refrigerator (12 ff)
Rekigerator C:eezer,I5 W
Refrigemtor-freezer Mrostless.15 it31
Sewing machine
Shaver
Sun lamp
Televinon ,b,ack and while, solid state1
yk,;fy
(color, solid state)
Vacuum cleaner
VIaMe iron
Washing machine (automatic)
Washing machine (nonautomaticI
Waterbed heater
Water heater Wandardl
W&r heater (quick recovery)
Water pump
,” the SbP
Bandsaw
Drill ,ptible,
%“,
IP~~~)
Lathe (12-inch)
Router
Sander +xbital)
(polisher)
saw (circulars
(saber)
I. ., I
,ld”W

draws during operation. For example, if you play a radio
(80 watts) an average of 1 hour per day, then during a
month’s time (30 days) it would consume 30 times 80
watt-hours or about 2.4 KWH. If you do this calculation
for each appliance aqd add up the xsults, you can come
up with the needed figure.
As an example of how the procedure goes, consider
Tabls 3.3, modeled for a quite modest home. Some of
the big uses of electricity-electric
stove, water heater,
or space heater-are
not on this list since their energy
should come from other sources (the sun or methane gas
perhaps). The total of : 42 KWH per month works out to
about 5 KWH per day, which is about one-fourth of the
American average.
So, this is the b&c procedure-watts
times hours

Roted
VJotLp
260
80
105
11.720
134s
235
330
425
75
15
290
75
115
1103
540
1080
375
280
300
3000
4500
335
mltors:ze
,*onepowr,

0.50
0.20
0.50
0.33
0.75
0.20
1.50
1.66
0.25
1‘.60
--

Monthly
KWH
31
7
9
102
17
58
70
135
1
0.1
1
9
14
3
3
2
5.5
4
loo
450
480
17
Rated
wotLI
z
660
660
720
ml
1080
1080
288
950

will give the current drawn; for example, “2A” would
mean 2 amps. To get power, multiply that current by 115
volts (e.g., 2 amps x 115 volts = 230 watts). Another
sowce of power ratings for appliances not in our list
are department store catalogs such as the one Sears distributes.
You can ah use your home’s watt-hour meter to
measure the actual power consumption
of any given appliance. The horizontal disk in your meter rotates at a
speed which is proportional to power consumption. If you
look at the meter face (see Figure 3.4) you will see a
calibration factor K, that is equal to the watt-hours
of
energy consumed per revolution of the disk. So by timing
the rate at which the disk turns and using the K, factor
you can determine the power consumption.
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Table

3.3

Example

of Monthly

Pmoer
(IwIts,

*ppthnce

Enemy

Demand

“SClW
(ho”rd”mn*h,

Clock
R&igemtO~-FWe2e~
Sewing machine
Radkyhonograph

2
330
75
105

720

plevsyl
Washing machine
Table saw
Lights (5 at 6o-wat‘I

1100
115
375
950
300

z

k

;
5
140

Calculation

paver consumed. This shouldn’t be the case for a singlefamily residence, so for most of us Equation 3.3 is fine.

Energy
,Kwflmon*h,
1.4
70
1.1
6.3
10.4
5.5
0.8
4.8
42.0

With alj other appliances off, and just a table
sw running, we time the elech.ic meter and find it takes
7% seconds per revolution of the disk. The meter says
K, is 2. What power is being consumed?

Eromple:

S&&ion:

P(was)

Total 142 Kiutih”o”th

Using Equation

=

A$

x 60:

3.3
watt-hr

x 2---

rev

= 96Owaits

gum 3.4
per revolution

Tlye”$nr

Kh on a wan-hour meter equals watt-hours

0‘ the diw

Ty it. Turn off all your lights and unplug all your
app!iances so that your meter completely stops. Then
turn on several lights with known power demand, say four
100-w&t light bulbs, and with a watch measure the number of revolutions per minute (Nj. See if it checks out with
this formula:
E. 3.3

P(watk,)

= N(z)

x KhrG)

x 60 (T)

With that reassurance you can go ahead and measure
the power consumption
of any other electrical device in
your home. It is important to go through the extra step
of comparing a fairly well known load like a lightbulb
against the formula because for buildings with large power
demands the meter sometimes records only a fixed fraction of the total power consumption.
In those cases you
need to multiply K, by a “transformer factor” to get actual
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Measuring watts and multiplying by OUTestimates of
how many hours a month the appliance is used is fine for
appliances that consume power when we turn them on
and stop when we turn them off. Thermostatically
controlled appliances,
such as a refrigerator, are another
matter. L\ refrigerator is turned on all the time but the
compressor motor only runs some fraction of the time,
so knowing its power rating alone does not let us calculate
the energy consumed. As you can see from the sample
calculation in Table 3.3, the refrigerator is liable to be the
biggest single user of electricity in thz house, which makes
it particularly unfortunate to have to rely on a single “aerage” value given in a table. Energy consumption
in
refrigeraton varies considerably, from brand to brand and
model to model, and you may have a refrigerator that
uses a lot more or a lot less than is given in the table. In
1961, the average :efrigerator in the United States consumed about 70 KWH per month; but, by 1969, with
increased size and such new gadgets as automatic temperature control, automatic ice-cube makers, and automatic defrosting, the average had increased mc:z than
50 percent to about 110 KWH per month.
Most refrigerators today use quite a bit more than
that-some
use nearly 250 KWH per month-but
the
trend is reversing and there are now available a number
of quite efficient 17.cubic-foot
refrigerator-freezers
that
us2 less than 100 KWH per month.
A good sauce of energy consumption data for nearly
1000 different models of refrigerators and freezers is the
annual “Directoy of Certified Refrigerator/Freezer”
of
the Association
of Home Appliance
Manufacturers
(AHAM), available for 51 fromAHAM, 20 N. Wacker Dr.,
Chicago, Illinois 60606. And, at last, wch energy data are
finally being required on appliances as part of the Department of Commerce’s Energy Labeling Program.
You can, of course, measure the energy consumption
of your refrigerator by simply unplugging all of your
home’s appliances except for the refrigerator for say a 24.
hour period and use the indicator dials on your electricity
meter to measure the daily KWH used.
Since the refrigerator may dominate your electric energy consumption
estimates, you may want to consider

one powered by liquid propane (LP) gas instead. Such
refrigerators have been used for years and are common
now in the recreational vehicle indusw. Not only can a
gas refrigerator cut your electric energy demands but it
can also save you money by reducing your peak power
requirement. This is especially important if you are casing
an inverter to convert dc from a battery set to ac for the
refrigerator. At $1 to $2 per watt of inverter capacity, the
2000 watts or so of start-up power that the refrigerator
compressor motor demands may cost you several thousand e&a dollars in electronic equipment.
We can further refine our demand calculations by
estimating their variation from month to manth, or at least
from season to season. This will be necessary in Qrder to
see bow well matched our monthly supply (wind, sun.
stream flow) is to our load. If you’re lucky, months with
higher demands (winter, probably) will correspond
to
months with higher supplies (storm winds?).
Unless you are relying on the utility for backup
power, you may need to separate your demands into
“essential” and “convenience”
categories. You may want
to design your main electrical suppiy system to always
meet the essential portion of demand and to meet the
convenience portion whenevcr conditions are reasonably
good. During those periods when the main system can’t
supply all of the convenience
load, you can either do
without or you can switch to a small auxiliary back-up
unit to supply the power. Using this approach, you can
get by with the smallest expenditure of money and still
have a very reliable system. Later, when we work through
some designs for a wind system, you’ll see how to handle
this calculation.
Finally-we’ll
mention it here and discuss it later
when we look at invertersyou
may have to identify separately those appliances which con run on dc or be modified to run on dc from those that must be supplied with
ac. If your energy storage mechanism is batteries and
batteries supply dc only, any appliance requiring ac will
require a special piece of equipment called a dc-to-x
inverter. These invertax take power themselves, so we
must raise our estimate of energy required by any ac
appliances anywhere from 10 to 70 percent to include
losses in the inverter. Consequently,
to minimize energy
requirements, you may want to run as much on dc as you
can. But, don’t worry about this factor yet; wait until we
get to inverten.
That sums up the technique for calculating energy
demand. You will probably run through the calculation
several times as you balance apparent needs with what
is available and what you can afford.
One final step remains: to estimate the maximum
power to be drawn at any one time. We need this figure
to pick our wire size and also as a check on the maximum
cunent drain from the batteries. Furthermore,
the same
technique will be used for picking the proper inverter. It
is simple-just
look through your list of appliances and

estimate the total number of gadgets liable to be turned
on at the same time. For example, suppose that it is evening and the TV is on (115 watts); five 60-w&t light bulbs
are burning (300 watts); the refrigerator is on (330 watts);
the blender is blending (290 watts); and someone starts
using the table saw in the shop (950 watts). The total
power demand will be
P mox = 115 + 300 + 330 + 290 + 950 = 1985 watts
If we have a 120.volt system, the r.waimum
be

current will

P
1985 watts
= 16.5omps
I“‘ox = 7 “,- =
120 uoh
From Table 3.1 we see that No. 14 wire cairies a maximum current of 15 amps, but No. 12 will cany 20; choose
No. 12 wire. Checking Figure 3.2, we see that No. 12
wire will allow the source and load to be about 80 feet
apart and still lose less than 4 percent of the voltage in
the wires.
Notice that a 1Zvolt system would be entirely impractical for this much power. The wire would have to
carry 165 amps, so you’d probably need to use No. 3/O
wire, which is 0.4 inches in diameter-imagine
wiring
your house with that!

Electricity From the Wind
Humankind has been utilizing the energy in the winds for
thousands of years, to propel sailboats, grind grain, and
pump water; and, perhaps surprisingly, we have been using it intermittently for the generation of electricity for
over seventy-five years. During the 1930s and 194Os,
hundreds
of thousands of small-capacity wind-electric
systems were successfully used on farms and homesteads
in the United States, before the spread of the rural electrification program in the early 19505. In 1941 one of the
largest wind-powered systems ever built went into operation at Grandpa’s Knob in Vermont. Designed to produce 1250 kilowatts of electricity from a 175-footdiameter, two-bladed prop, the unit had withstood winds
as high as 115 miles an hour before it catastrophically
failed in 1945 in a 25.mph wind (one of its S-ton blades
broke loose and was hurled 750 feet away).
The ease and cheapness with which electricity cou!d
be generated using fossil fuels caused interest in windelectic systems to decline; it has only been in the last few
years that interest has revived-for
use in both small-scale
home systems and large cenhal utilities. When the first
edition of this book was written only a few wind-electric
systems were on the market, but by the beginning of 1980
there were at least two dozen manufacturers of small sys-
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terns. In addition the government
and utilities have
become interested and machines with rotors as large as
300 feet in diameter, capable of generating as much as
3 megawatts each, are now operating. Wind farms
consisting of hundreds of such units will soon be feeding
the utility grids with electric@ that will be as cheap as can
presently be obtained from fossil and nuclear plants.
Our interest here, however, is in small systems capable of supplying a modest amount of electricity, to one
house or maybe a small cluster of houses. Before we get
into details, let us state some general conclusions. First,
it is quite unlikely that you are going to be able to generate
electricity at a cost that is competitive with the current
price of utiiity-generated
electricity. Even in areas with
quite high windspeeds, even if you install the system yourself, and even if you include state and federal income tax
credits, you will be lucky to generate electricity for less
than about 10 to 15 cents per KWH. Compared to electricity which, across the United States, ranges from about
3 to 10 cents per KWH, on the surface it would appear
that the economics are something less than spectacular.
If, however, you are willing to include in your calculation the likelihood of substantial increases in f!!ture electricity costs, a wind-electric system in many circumstances
may represent a sound economic investment.
For example if you want to provide electricity to a
rural site presently without it and your choice is between
a wind-electric system, a fossil-fueled engine-generator
set, or getting the power company to bring in several
thousand feet of wire and poles (at roughly $5000 to
$10,000 per mile), then the wind generator will not only
be the most ecologically gentle system, but it will probably
also be the most economical. As a rough rule of thumb,
if wind speeds average at least 10 miles per hour, and
power lines are at least a half mile away, then wind-electric
systems are economically sensible alternatives.
What about homebuilt versus off-the-shelf component systems? Homebuilt systems are reasonably cheap
and provide a great deal of invaluable practical experience. They teach you to appreciate the “f&ures”
in a
commercial system, but they take a great deal of time to
build, are not nearly as reliable, and won’t last as long as
commercial units. They also provide only a very limited
amount of electricity per month. If you want to provide
only enough energy to run a few lights and maybe a
stereo or TV a few hours a day, a homemade
system
assembled out of quite readily available parts (automobile
alternators, telephone pole towers, hand-crafted propellers, etc.) can be sufficient. You may be able to generzte
20 to 30 KWH per month for a total system cost of under
$1000.
To go into sufficient detail to enable you actually to
build such a system takes more space than we have available here; such plans are quite readily available elsewhere
(see Biblicgraphyj. We will, however, be sketching out
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most of the considerations
that are involved in planning
small homebuilt units.
If you add a refrigerator to your load. along with a
few lights and some entertainment
equipment, then you
are out of the do-it-yourself categoy and into the commercial products market. We’ll present later a surnmay
of precisely what’s available, along with approximate
COSts.

Finally, a note here about what to call these windelectric systems. Strictly speaking, a “windmill” is a windpowered mill used for grinding grain into flour; calling a
machine which pumps water or generates electricity a
“windmill” is somewhat of a misnomer. Instead, people
are using more accurate, but generally clumsier, terminology: “wind-driven generator,” “wind generator;’ “wind
turbine,” “wind turbine generator” (WTG), and so on, but
it looks like “Wind Energy Conversion System” (WECS)
is going to win out as the official term. A small system of
the sort we’re interested in here is then referred to as
a SWECS.
Wind Energy Conversion

Systems

Before we begin looking in detail at each of the components that make up a complete system capable of converting wind into electricity available at the wall outlet, let
us briefly consider major system types as diagrammed in
Figures 3.5 to 3.9.
Figure 3.5 illustrates a completely self-contained system for use in a remote site where utlity power is not
available. It includes battery storage and a standby generator to cove: periods when the load demands more
electricity than the wind is currently providing. The batteries provide direct current only and, while some loads
can run directly on dc, many cannot and it is therefore
necessary to include an inserter. An inverter converts dc
to ac with the proper voltage and frequency to run such
loads as tvs and ac motors. Since the inverter is costly
and itself consumes energy, it is usually desirable to design
the system to minimize the inverter size by running as
many appliances as possible on dc. The house must then
be wired with separate wall plugs for dc and ac.
The control box contains the necessay electionics to
interface the generator with the battery bank as well as
monitor the performance of the system. Included would
be a voltage regulator, which adjusts the output of the
generator $0 !hat it akuays supplies the proper voltage to
the batteries. Without this reg&tion,
the generator voltage would vay with the speed of the rotor and the batteries could be damaged.
Control boxes also often include provisions for
dumping excess power into a resistance load (such as an
electric water heater) once the batteries become fully
charged so that the energy is not wasted. Fina!ly, to prevent excessive discharge of the batteries, the control box

pi-

3.5

Self contained tid-zfeckic

system.

should either disconnect the load or automatically start
the auxiliay -when battey voltage drops to a preset level.
Figure 3.6 illustrates a much simpler system which
can be used when utility electricity is a&able to supplement the wind system. Notice that the batteries, standby
system, and inverter are replaced by what is called a synchronous inverter and, moreover, that the need for separate ac and dc wiring systems within the house is eliminated (write to Windworks
Inc., Rt. 3, Box ‘-MA.
Mukwcnagq
Wisconsin 53149 for further information).
These are significant simplifications that gxeatiy reduce
the total cost of the system and make even city systems
economically feasible. The synchrcnous inverter converts
: ,’dc power from the WECS into ac and feeds as much
power as is needed at that time to the load. Any excess
,‘~,power gets fed back into the utility grid giving you a KWH
credit; any deficit power is made up by the utility. In essence you are using the grid for your energy storage and
auxiliary backup.

F@UM 3.7
For ringfe phase loads of less than 40 amp the Gemini
q,,chronous inverter can simp,y be plugged into an electric range
O”ti&

the inverter automatically shuts down thereby ensuring
that your WECS will not energize utility power lines during a paver outage. While this feature is essential for safety when lines may be down or under repair. it also leaves
you without any electricity during a utility outage.
With at least one synchronous inverter, the Sine-Sync
(Real Gas and Electric, P.0. Box F, Santa Rosa, California
95402), it is possible to combine the fares
of battey
storage and utility backup as shown in Figure 3.8. The
advantage here is that during utility outages the synchronous inverter acts like a conventional
inverter and generates ac power from the dc battery storage bank so you
are not left without electricity. Finally, another advantage
occurs if you are billed by the utility according to the time
of day that you Iutilize their power. By locking out utility
backup power during pezk generating times you can
avoid the high casts of peak power.

I
&,,re

3.6

A Simplified VE.3

using a synchronousinvetier.
Figure 3.8

The synchronous
inverter can either be wired permanentfy to the circuit breaker box in the house or, for
small systems, it can be plugged into a standard electrical
range outlet as shown in Figure 3.7.
The synchronous
inverter utilizes a coni~cl signal,
taken from the utility lines, to establish the frequency and
phase of the inverter output. Without this conirol input

A WECS utibing a synchronous inverta with battery

sromw.
Obviously any of these schemes for utiliing the utility for backup and storage requires their cooperation.
They must buy your surplus electricity by law; however,
they do have a right to require any safety features and
paver matching characteristics in the equipment that they
deem necessary. A special electric rate schedule needs to
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contained in the wind and the amount of that power that
can be extracted by a WECS.
The kinetic energy (E) contained in a mass (m) of air
moving at a particular velocity (u) is simply E = Yzmu2.
If we consider the mass of air pzsslng !hrw<gh an area
swept out by the windplant fan (A) in an amount of time
(t), then m = pAut, where p is the air-mass density. Since
po-.ver is energy divided by time, the final expression for
the paver (P) contained in the wind is

be applied; mtcheted watt-hour meters that separately
measure energy Sold to them and energy bought from
them may be required. Well before you get heavily into
the design of VGX system you should contact the utility
and develop a cooperative relationship.
One way to reduce the possibility of utility interfacing
difficulties is to use than only as a backup for your equipment and not as a means of energy storage. Rather than
sel!ing them excess energy you may choose to utilize it
yourself in a lower priority load such as a water heater.
Figure 3.9 shows one way that this can be done. This
system utilizes a modified synchronous
inverter and a
prioritized set of loads. The first priority load would typ
ically consist of lights and appliances within the home. If
at any iime the WECS is not supplgng enough power for
this first priority load, then the synchronous inverter acts
in its normal fashion to draw power from the utility to
make up the deficit. If, however, the windplant is generating power in excess of this demand, then instead of
sending it back onto the grid, the power gets dumped into
a lower priority load such as a large hot-water storage
tank used in the home’s solar water or space heating system. Second priority loads differ from first priority loads
in that they never call on the utility for backup.
I

pAu3
E. 3.4

I

P=2

Notice the power goes up as the cube of the wind speed,
so that doubling the wind speed results in eight times the
available power! Thus if some cross-sectional area of wind
contains 10 watts at 5 mph, then it contains 80 watts at
10 mph; 640 watts at 20 mph; and 5120 watts at 40 mph.
Or, another way to look at it is that one hour of wind at
say 20 mph has the energy equivalent of 8 hours of wind
at 10 mph or 64 hours of wind at 5 mph. A one-hour shot
of 20 mph wind thus has more energy than overtwo-andone-half days of 5 mph wind!
In order to evaluate this equation we’ll wed to know
something about the density of air, p. At sea level and
60°F the density, call it p,,, is 0.00237 slugs per cubic foot
(or 0.0763 pounds per cubic foot or 1.22 kilograms per
cubic meter). Letting KA represent an altitude correction,
and K, a temperature correction, we can write
E. 3.5

hOi
water
Storage
1

I

Figure 3.9 A synchronous invzrter modified to send extra WECS
energy to a secorni priority load rather than back to the utility.

Complementing
an active solar water or space heating system with the excess WECS output can be an incredibly effective ploy. In clear weather the solar system
heats the house, but during those stormy periods when
the solar collectors are useless the wind system may be
cranking out enough power to carry the house through.
This leads us to the question of just how much ~GXGZ
is available from the wind. After we have answered that
one we will be able to proceed with the process of matching components to the needs of your house.

Power
!nt!ae
Wind
Since it is a relatively stmightfonvard caicuiation, let us
sketch out the derivation of the formula for the power
44

P =

PJMT

Table 3.4 summarizes these factors. Notice the importance of the altitude correction factors. For example, the
power in a given cross-sectional area of wind at 7500 feet
is only about three-quarters
the power at ground ievel,
which will reduce the output from your wind machine
considerably. On the other hand, the temperature corrections are more modest, affecting the answer by maybe
10 percent one way IX another as we stray ,from the 60°F
“O”Il.
So far we have only dealt with the paver in the wind.
How much of that power can we actial!y cowert to electricity? If we let e represent that conversion effklen~~ WE
can write the following equation for electrical power generated:
E. 3.6

P,e.

= %epAo3 = ‘/zep,K,,KTAu3

Plugging in c, convenient but mixed set of units, if we let
A-be expressed in square feet, u in mph, andP,,
in watt%
our equation reduces to
E. 3.7

Pge, = 0.005eKAKrAu3

Or for a horizontal axis wind machine

with prop diameter

Table 3.4

Air Denany Correction

Attllude (ft)

0

*500

1

0.912

Factors’

mm
/

KA

Tenlpeml”~fT,
KT

0

20

1.130 1.083

0.832

40

60

BO

loa

1.040

1.00

0.963

0.929

I

II
II
16
IB

800” I

22
30
30
5”

51”23111 i

as5 580 1380
?,5 1M idji0 ,610 Blm
,a0 iy~ (:rzi Y+
ii/
390
27

ii

IX

264

d50

N0te.zB.ATer
pahv&d Paver
forFarms,
HOma
andSmall
lhdumy

D, in feet, equation
E.3.8

P,,

3.8 becomes
= 0.00k&K~Dzu3

3000

Notice that power generated goes up as the square of the
prop diameter, so doubling the diameter quadruples the
output.
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Example:

For a wind machine with a 13.6.foot &ameter prop and an overal\ efficiency of 25 percent. er:imate
the electrical power generated at 7500 feet and 2c”F if
the wind speed is 22 mph.

S&&ion:
Using altitude and temperature
correction
factors from Table 3.4 in equation 3.8 results in
P,.” = 0.004 x 0.25 x 0.756
P,.

=

x 1.083 x [13.6)* x ~22~3

1612wot&

It is possible to show that the maximum efficiexy
‘, that any windmii can have is e = 0.593 or 59.3 percent,
:, and that this occurs when the wind speed is slowed by
two-thirds as it passes through the blades. Actual wind‘: hills, of course, have much iower zfiicienctes than this
maximum. A u&designed
rotor, for example, till extract
about 70 percent of the theoretic& maximum wind power. Furthermore, some power is lost in the gearing, which
is about 90 percent efficient. And then thz generator itself
;may be only 80 percent effictent (and that’s a pretty good
one). Since efficiencies are multiplicative, we can say as
a reascnabfe estimate that wind generators are at best
only about 30 percent efficient (e = 0.593 x 0.7 x 0.9
x 0.8 = 0.3) in converting wind power to electrical pow&x Or, stated another way, windplants have efficiencies of
about 50 percent of their theoretical maximum (0.7 x
0.9 x 0.8 = 0.5). Both of these wavs of expressing efficiencies are com’monly used, so it is.impor&t
to know
whether it is the percent of total wind power or of the
theoretical maximum that is being referred to.
Making the assumption
of a system efficiency, e,
equai to 30 percent, we have plotted power generated for
various rotor diameters in Figwe 3.10. Notice the rapid
increase in power output at the higher wind speeds and
also note how little power is lost if a system simply “throws
,away” winds under eIxut 8 mph (which most do).
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Example:

The Whirlwind “Mcdel-P;’ wind-driven generator has a IO-foot diameter pro? and is rated at 2000
watts in a 25.mph wind at sea level and 60°F What is the
system efficiency, e, under those conditions? If e h&is
constant for other wind speeds, estimate the power this
machine would produce in a lo-mph wind at 7500 feet
with the temperature at 20°F
Solution:
gives us

Solving

equation

3.8 for the efficiency, e,

P
= =

0.0MK:kDzv3
2000
=0.32

==

= 32%

iiOf.Mx1x1x1O2x253

Assuming this efficiency toIds, we estimate
under the new cwr!itinns ‘to be
P,,,

the output

= 0.004eK,K,D2v3
=

0.004

=

105umtt.s

Since

x 0.32

x 0.756

wind generators

x 1.083

x 10"

are so responsive

x lo3

to higher

wind speeds, it makes sense to try to locate the plant in
the best possible winds. One way is to place it on top of
a tall tower, since wind speeds increase with altitude. The
amount of increase is, of course. dependent on conditions
at your own site; but to gtve you sane idea of hour much
might be gained, Standard Handbook for Mec.!wnicol
Engineers
(Baumeister) gives the following relationship
for the variation in wind velocity (u), with increasing height
(H) on an unobstructed plain:
E. 3.9

u=
4

u, is the velocitv at some reference height H,, and n is an
exponent that varies with wind speeds, but for OUTrange
of interest (5 to 35 mph) can be taken to be 0.2.
Since paver varies as the cube of velocity, we can
rewrite the above as a power ratio, where P is the power
at height H and PO is the power at height Ho:
E. 3.10

Without a pocket calculator it is tricky to work with
fractional exponents, so we have plotted this last equation
in Figure 3.11, using a reference height of 5 feet. The
figure indicates, for example, that there is about 3 times
the wind power at 30 feet than there is at 5 feet, even
though the wind speed is only about 1.4 times as great.
Notice that we can use this graph to help estimate the
marginal gain which might be obtained in going from one
height to another.

0123456
Figure 3.11
Increase in wind veloci~ and pwer with increasing
height (unobstructedplain, referenced to 5.foot height).
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Exampke:

Use Figure 3.11 to estimate the incwwe in
power which might be expected by increasing tower
height from 30 feet to 80 feet.

At 80 feet there is about 5.2 times the power
Solution:
as at 5 feet; at 30 feet there is 3 times the power. Hence
by going from 30 feet to 80 feet we gain by a fxtor of
about y,

or about 1.8.

Now for a warning and some trade-offs. The warning
is that our formula is approximate and holds for an unobstructed plain only. Your site may be hilly and have bushes, trees, and buildings scattered around. So, before designing around thii height bonus factor, you should make
confirming wind-speed measurements
at various heights
on your own site.
The trade-offs are the increased cost of taller towers
and increased losses in the connecting wires. The latter
is less important and can be compensated
for by using
heavier (more expensive) wire. But towers are quite expensive, running somewhere around $20 per foot for a
typical guyed tower in the 30- to 80.foot range (1980
prices).
Energy

from the Wind

Now that we know how to estimate the power (watts), that
a wind-driven
generator will deliver at any given wind
speed, we can move on to techniques for estimating the
amount of energy (watt-hours) that a system will deliver
each month. We have already leaned how to calculate
our monthly energy requirements,
and now we’ll learn
how to use local wind information to match a wind-driven
generator to those requirements. This section of the chapter presents the real heart of the wind-driven generator
design procedure. We are going to take a bit of a zigzag
route but, by the end of this section, we’ll have a simple
technique.
You’re going to need to know something about the
winds at your chosen site, but precisely what information
do you need and how can it be obtained? Skipping over
the last half of the question for the moment, let us look
first at the kind of data that would be the most useful.
What you would like to have is a month-by-month
incication of how many hours the wind blows at each wind
speed. If you had this data, you could calculate the power
output (watts) at each irrind speed, multiply this figure by
the number of hours the wind blows at that speed, and
then sum up the watt-hours from all the winds. This would
@ve the monthly energy that could be supplied.
This kind of data is routinely accumulated at meteorological stations all across the country and is usually
summarized in either table or graph form. An example is
given in Figure 3.12, based on a 5-year average for Januaries in Minneapolis. The graph may be a bit tricky to

interpret if you’re not used to statisiics; it says, for example, that the wind-speed equals or exceeds 15 mph
about 20 percent of the time, 10.5 mph about 50 percent
of the time, and so on.
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Let us calcuiate the amount of energy that we might
get from this wind. The exercise may be a bit tedious for
some, but don’t worry; we ze going to have a much
simpler procedure a bit later on. For those that are still
interested, there are some instructive points to be gained
from this example.
We need to introduce hue facts at this point. First,
real wind-driven generators produce no output power
until the wind reaches a certain minimum value c&led the
d the generator shaft isn’t
cut-in speed. Below this spee-~
turning fast enough to produce a charging current. And
second, real generators are not able to produce more
power than their rated capacity without being damaged.
The speed at which the generator produces rated power
is called the rated wind speed, which we’ll denote by uR.
For winds which exceed the rated speed, commercial systems are usually designed so that the rotor spills some of
the wind; output power thus remains at roughly the rated
capacity,‘preventing
damage to the generator. When people talk about a ZOO&watt generator, for example, they
are referring to the power output at the rated wind speed
(which is usually somewhere around 25 mph). Finally, for
winds above the furling knd speed, the machine must
be completely shut down to prevent damage. Figure 3.13
shows the comparison between the maximum power theoretically available and the actual power out of a typical
wind system.
Calculate the energy that a 6C30.watt wind
generator, having a cut-in speed of 8 mph and a rated
speed of 25 mph, would produce in January in Minneapolis. The rotor is 18 feet in diameter.
Example:

compared to

Solution:
We first need to estimate the efficiency of
this particular machine using Equation 3.8 at rated conditions:
6000
= 0.296
e =

&.x4

x 1 x

1 x (18J2

x (2.p

We’ll assume this efficierxy holds so that we can calculate
the power output at other wind speeds using Equation
3.8 (notice in this case the efficiency is close enough to
the 30 percent assumed in Figure 3.10 that we cou!d read
power outputs directly from the graph).
For each of the wind speed intervals given in the table
in Figure 3.12, estimate the following: (1) the number of
hours the wind blows in that intewal (percent obsenmtions x 720 hours per month, (2) the average wind speed
in that interval, (3) the power delivered by the machine
at that average speed (Equation 3.8), and finally (4) the
KWH delivered from wind in that interval (power times
hours). Sum the resulting KWH as has been done in Table 3.5. Notice that there is no output below cut-in and
the output remains at 6 KW for winds higher than 25
mph.
So a little over 600 KWH could be expected. Not
much energy has been lost by not picking up winds below
8 mph. The amount of this lost energy turns out to be
only 12.8 KWH, very small in comparison to 607 KWH.
Now we could do this calculation month by month,
but the drawbacks to this approach are fairly obvious: a
lot of calculation is involved and everything depends on
the required wind-distribution
data. These data are often
available from a nearby airport or weather bureau. Also,
a number of years ago, the United States Department of
Commerce published a series of reports called Summoy
of Hourly Observations for 112 cities across the counhy
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Cd,10 3.5

hhneapolis

Wind

Data

Am.
Wl”d
Speed

HOW9

(mph)

“Zh

(6.KW

Ovtpvt
Kw
,E. 3.8,

57
195
245
165
50
14
0

1.5
5.5
10.0

15.5
21.5
28.0
35.0

E. 3.11

Plant)

Energy
IKWW

0

0
0

i.4
1.4
3.9
6.0
6.0

energy delivered

capuciiyfactor x

=

rated power

x hours

Figure 3.14, based on correlations by Justus (see Bibliography) is just what we need to predict capacity factors
and hence monthly energy delivered.

2:

195
84
0

Tota,: 607 KWH

(that’s where oilr Mlimea-@Iis data came from), containing month-by-month
wind summaries. That information
rnay be helpful if you live near one of the chosen cities,
but even then its usefulness is limited if you live on a site
where wind conditions are considerably different. You
might also by to get this wind data for your site by direct
measurement,
but it would take years to accumulate
enough data to be statistlcaUy signiftcant and the equipment required to do the job is quite expensive.
But let us regain some perspective. There is no way
that we vdl ever be able to calculate accumtefy the
amount of energy that the wind wUI provide. Wind is unpredictable. -We’re going to have to live with a great deal
of uncertainty in our estimates, so it doesn’t make much
sense to calculate things out to the last decimal point.
There is a simple way to estimate energy obtainable when
only~the oueroge wind speed is known. It is based on the
observation that wind-velocity duration curves such as the
one in Figure 3.12 tend to have verg similar shapes; by
knowing only the auemge wind speed, the rest of the
distribution is more or less predictable.
It ti possible, then, to apply some fancy computerized
mathematical
techniques,
based on wind distribution
characteristics measure:
at many different locations, to
correlate expected wind-generator
energy outputs with
average wind speeds.
Before we can apply this simple technique we need
to introduce the notion of the windplant’s capacity factor
(CF). The capacity factor is the ratio of the energy delivered over a given period of time to the energy that would
have been delivered if the generator were supplying rated
poxer over the same time interval. To ilk&ate, our previous example predicted that a certain 6.KW machine
would deliver 607 KWH over a 720-hour period in Minneapolis. Therefore its capacity factor would be
CF

=

607 KWH
6KLV

x

720 hr

= 0.14
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F‘gure 3.14
Capacity factor a5 a function of average windspeed for
differing rated windspeeds. (Bared on reyesion by Justis, 1978,
with cut-in windspeed = 0.4 V,).

In the figure, capacity factor is plotted against average
wind speed with rated wind speed as a parameter. While
the correlation assumes a cut-in wind speed of 0.4~~ (for
example, an 8 mph cut-in for a machine rated at 20 mph),
if your machine has a different cut-in speed it won’t
change the results significantly.
Example:
Estimate the energy which a 6.KW genemtor, with rated wind speed of 25 mph, would supply in a
month’s time when the average wind speed is 10.5 mph.
(This is our Minneapolis example again. j
Solution:
Interpolating within Figure 3.14 for vR = 25
mph, it looks like the capacity factor will be abput 0.13.
A 6.KW generator would therefore be expected to supply
about
6 KW

x 0.13 x 720 hrlmo

= 562 KWHlmo

This estimate is about 11 percent lower than the 607
KWH per month calculated earlier. Such differences
should further remind us that all predictions of windplant
performance are going to be at best fairly crude.

= 14%
Example:

If we had a way to predict capacity factors, energy
delivered could be easily obtained with the following
equation:
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,

0~20

What size generator rated at 24 mph should
be chosen to supply 200 KWH per month when average
wind speeds are 12 mph? with a 30 percent efficient plant
what prop diameter would be required?

Solution:

From Figure 3.14, the capacity factor at 12
mph is 0.2, therefore
genemtor

200 KWHimo
mting = o.2 x 720 hr,mo

= 1.4 KW

From Equation 3.8,
1400
D =

0.004

1
il

x 0.3 x (24j3

= 92feet
Measuring

Example:

Which wind generator will deliver more energy in an area where winds average 12 mph: a 1.KW
machine rated at 20 mph, or a 2.5.KW machine rated at
28 mph?

Solution:
According to Figure 3.14,
chine should deliver about

the I-KW

ma-

0.31 x I KW x 720 hrlmo = 223 KWHlmo
while the 2.5-KW machin:

paver and wind speed makes speeds greater than the
average have much more importance than speeds less
than the average, such an estimating technique will give
answers which are too low. There is a crude rule of thumb
which suggests that energy per month is about two to
two-and-one-half
times the value which would be obtained by multiplying the power output at the average
wind speed by the number of hours in the month.

would deliver about

0.12 x 2.5 KW x 720 hrimo = 216 KWHlmo
The two machines put out approximately
the same
amount of mergy in spite of the fact that one generator
is much bigger than the other! Don’t be mis!,?d by considering only generator mtings--they must ofway~ hi considered in conjunction with the rated wind speed of the
whole plant in order to make ony comprnison valid.
This last example points out the importance
of the
rated wind speed of a generator. The lower the rated wind
speed, the greater will be the energy output per kilowatt
of generator. So why don’t manufacturers use much lower
ratings? To lower the rated wind speed, a manufacturer
must use a bigger (and hence more expensive) fan and
must increase the gearing ratio (which also increases the
cost). Also, if the average wind speed is fairly high, then
a low rated speed means that much of the high-powered
winds will be dumped and wasted because the generator
is too small. There is, then, a problem in optimization
when it comes to designing a windplant from scratch. One
study indicates that, for sites with average winds around
10 mph, a low rated wind speed-around
15 to 20
mph-is
best. For average wind speeds of 15 mph, it is
best to use a 25-mph rating.
If you’re not designing from scratch (very likely) and
merely picking components,
then you must simply compare windplant costs for equal monthly KWH delivered,
following the technique outlined in the last example. To
further assist you we have prepared Table 3.10, which
lists a number of machines along with their likely KWH
output for 12.mph average wind speeds.
Notice that you cannot estimate monthly energy
merely by calculating the power out of the generator at
the average wind speed and then multiplying this figure
by 720 hours per month. The cubic relationship between

the Wind

While month-by-month
velocity duration curves for your
site (averaged over several years) would provide the best
information for determining what energy the wind could
supply, such data are rather difficult to obtain. The required instrumentation
is expensive and the time required
to obtain statistically significant data is probably prohibitive. Moreover, the year-to-year variation in actual winds
is enough to invalidate any precise calculations. So we
may as well do something less precise, but easier.
We have seen that good energy estimates can be obtained from average wind speedsdata
which are quite
a bit easier to obtain. We recommend
that you attempt
to determine monthly average wind speeds over as many
months as you can and then with the use of data from
any nearby weather stations (such as airports, U.S.
Weather Service stations, military installations, National
Park Services, local air pollution agencies. and so on)
estimate likely long-term averages for your site.
The procedure would be as follows. For each month
that you measure an average wind speed find out whether
the average wind speeds being recorded at the nearest
official station are running ahove or below normal, and
by how much. You adjust your measurements up or down
accordingljr under the assumption
that if it was windier
than normal at the local station it has probably been tindier than normal at your site. This will enable you to
crudely approximate many years’ worth of measurements
for a given month with only one month’s worth of data.
If you can do this comparison for all 12 months of
the year then you should have a reasonable data base
from which to estimate likely windmill outputs. If you can
only take a few months’ worth of data then see if there
is a correlation between your measurements and the local
station’s measurements.
Both sets of data should be consistent with respect to each other. Maybe yours is always,
say, 20 percent higher than theirs. Then you may take
their long-tern, average wind data for the months you’ve
missed and adjust it to your site !in this example, by raising
it 20 percent). This way you get the benefit of many years’
worth of measurements
rwithout having to accumulate
them yourself.
By careful examin%ion of Figure 3.14, we can see
the importance of obtaining a fairly accurate estimate of
average wind speeds. Very roughly, the amount of energy
which can be supplied doubles for a 3.mph increase in
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average wind speed. The difference behveen a successful
design and a disappointing one can therefore rest upon
the difference of only a few miles per hour in our estima!e.
There are several approaches
to masuring
wind
speeds, vaying from crude estimates based on the observation of physical phenomena
to accurate and expensive measurement equipment. Table 3.6 gives some qualitative descriptions which may be helpful to get a feel for
various wind speeds quickly.
Table 5.6
Whd Sped
(mph)
o-1
2-3
4-7
8-12
13-18
19-24
25-31

32-38

Qualitative Description of Wind speed’
WindEJfest
Calm: cnoke rises “t?rticauy
Direction o! wind shown by smoke drift but
“d by wind vanes
Wind felt on face; leaves rustle; ordinary vane
moved by wind.
Leaws and wigs in co”*nt motion; V,i”d
extends light Eag.
Raises dust. Iwse paper; rrdl branches are
moved.
Small trees in leaf begin to sway: crested
LElWkh form on inland waters
Large branches in motion; whistling heard in

telepmph
tires,
umbreksusedwith
difficulty
Wholek.zs in motion:inconvenience
felt in
wdkng rgainrtwind.

A better approach is to buy a simple hand-held wind
gauge., Gayer markets one for about $10 which is available from many boating, hobby, and scientific instrument
supply houses as well as your local wind equipment dktibutor.
About the most you can hope to do with such simple
techniques, though, is to try to train yourself to estimate
wind speeds by their feel fairly accurately. Then you can
call upon your previous experience at the site to help
decide whether the winds are sufficiently strong to warrant
further, more accurate measurements.
Fortunately, the accurate measurement
of average
wind speeds over a specified period of time not only yields
one of the most useful pieces of information we could
hope to get but it also happens to be one of the easiest
measurements
to make.
A rotating cup anemometer spins at a rate that is very
nearly proportional to wind speed. This property not only
means that we can determine instantaneous
wind speeds
by measuring the rpm of the cups, but more importantly
the average wind speed over a given period-a
month,
for example-will
be proportional to the total number of
revo!utions during that time period. So if we have a cup
anemometer,
attached to a counter that is calibrated to
indicate miles of wind that have blown by, we merely
divide the counter reading (in miles) by the number of
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hours that have elapsed between readings to get the average mph over ‘hat time period. if the counter has sufficient capacity we may need to record data only once a
month if monthly a~vemges are all that is desired.
Such a device is sometimes referred to as a wind
odometer or a wind data accumu!ator, and they are commercially available for anywhere from about $100 to
$200. Several manufacturers
(such as Sencenbaugh
Wind E!e&ic, PC). Box 1174: Palo Alto, California
94306; and Natural Power, Inc., New Boston, New
Hampshire 03070) will even rent you one for about $15
to $20 per month.
It is possible, however, to make one of your own with
less than a day’s worth of your time and a few dollars.
Basically the idea is to connect the rotating cups to a
counter The lounter can be a simple mechanical one
capable of holding at least six digits and preferably seven,
with the shaft of the rotor directly connected to the counter as shown in Figure 3.15. The disadvantage of this dcsign is that with the anemometer mounted on a high pole
it may be impossible to read the counter without taking

Figure

3.15

A rotating

cup a”emOmeter

with mechanical

counters

It is highly desirable to be able to leave the anemometer at the proposed height of the windplant and still
take data at ground level. The sketch given in Figure 3.16
will help you to build such an odometer using a cheap
hand calculator modified both to count the revolutions
and to display them.
The mechanical portion of the anemometer,
up on
the pole, is made with two foot-long X6-inch-diameter
brass tubes pushed through a i%-inch long, ?&inch
square brass tube, all of which is mounted on a shaft with
some bearings. You can use a small model car motor, as

we have suggested in the figure. The motor is used only
for its bearings, so find one that spins fairly easily. The
tubes and motor can be obtained at most good hobby
shops. The cups are readily available containers from
L’eggs pantyhose. A weather-protecting
shroud over the
motor is made from an aluminum beer can, cut off and
turned over. (Don’t use a steel can a: it will adversely
affect the magnetic field which is used to sense rotations.)
To put this part of the anemometer together, first drill
the holes in the square center tube and the aluminum
can. Stagger t!!e holes in the square tube so the cross
arms pass one over the other. Push the cross arms through
one side of the can, then through the square tube and
out the other side of the can. Solder the tube joints and
seal the can penetrations with glue. Drill holes in the cups,
slide them over the arms, and glue them in place.
Turn the anemometer over and melt some solder into
the square tube. Insert the shaft of the motor, being careful to obtain as accurate an alignment as possible. Stick
the motor housing into a hole on the end of a 1%.inch
diameter wood pole and glue it in place. The mechanical
portion is now finished.
The electrical portion of the anemometer consists of
a reed switch and magnet coupled to a modified hand
calculator. The reed switch is glued or taped to the top of
the pole within the rotating aluminum can. The magnet
is glued to the inside of the can so that when it passes
over the reed switch it pulls the contacts together, “mak-

ing” the circuit. With every rotation of the can the witch
contacts make and break once, and what we need is a
way to count these pulses.
There are electromechanical
counters on the market
for about $25 that could count these pulses, but such
counters typically consume about 5 watts of power continuously. While that may not sound like much, it is
enough to drain most car batteries in about a week’s time,
which would make it pretty difficult for us to make our
system totally portable.
We could build up a low-power-consumption
oiectronic circuit to count and display these pulses, but tc do
this, even with sophisticated integrated circuits and lightemitting diode (LED) displays, would be fairly time-consuming and expensive.
A really slick solution is to modify an inexpensive
hand calculator to make it add up the counts and display
the total. Some of these calculators go for only $5 to $10,
which is a real bargain considering the sophisticated circuitry that you get. The modifications that you’ll need to
make to the calculator take only a few minutes and do
not affect its continued use as a calculator. We will see
that we can use the calculator not only to add the revolutions of the anemometer, but we can also automatically
work in a calibration factor that lets the display read out
in miles of wind directly if we want.
First, what kind of calculator can you use? You need
one that has the right kind of logic. Tzy this on your calculator before you bust into it. Push the “1” key then ;he
“ + ” key then a string of ” = ” signs. If every time you hit
the “=” button the display adds one to the total then
you’ve got the right kind of logic. What we’re going to do
is have the closing of the reed switch, ir. essence, push
the “ = ” button each time the anemometer
revolves.
The second factor to consider in choosing a calculator
is how fast it drains i& batteries. If the anemometer is to
be located where you can simply plug the calculator into
a socket then you needn’t be concerned about battey
life. In that case a calculator with either an LED display
(red numbers) or a fluorescent display (green numbers)
is best. These calculators can keep up with the anemometer at wind speeds of up to about 40 or 50 mph. They
do draw about 0.2 to 0.3 watts, though, which means
they’ll run their own batteries down in only a day or so.
You can buy a hefty rechargeable battery of the proper
voltage and get about a month’s use between charges,
which is a satisfactory solution.
On the other hand a liquid-crystal display (LCD) calculator uses vey little power, and its tiny batteries are
usually good for anywhere from about one-and-one-half
to three months’ worth of constant use before needing to
be replaced. For a totally portable anemometer an LCD
calculator is probably the way to go. The problem with
LCD calculators is that they begin to lose accuracy for
wind speeds above about 25 mph. If you’re in a very
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windy spot the anemometer
will slightly underestimate
the average wind speed as a result. If an LCD is your
preference. be sure to get one that doesn’t have an automatic paver-off feature. Many do.
Having picked your calculator, you need to open it
up (carefuUy) and peer inside. Your task is to figure out
what happens in there when the equal key is pushed. If
you are using an LED or fluorescent display calculator
what you’ll see is illustrated in Figure 3.17. The keyboard
will be connected to the logic board with about 16 wireall lined up next to each other. Set a multimeter to read
ohms of resistance and with the two probes determine
which pair of these 16 wires has high resistance with no
keys pushed and zero resistance when the “=” key is
pushed. With 16 wires there are potentially 120 pairs to
test, and if it takes more than 5 minutes to find the right
pair you’re unlucky

circuit board to convenient nodes for making your solder
connections.
Solder your two wires, being careful to not
overheat the board. Run the wires to the reed switch and
you’re done.
Calibration of your anemometer
couldn’t be easier.
Put it on a pole so it extends at least three feet above your
car, note the odometer reading in your car, and set the
counter to zero. Now go for about a 10.mile drive varying
your speed over the range of wind speeds you expect at
your site. Do a lot of lo-mph driving mixed with some

t%gvre 3.13

Connections on an LCD cakulatm are made directly

totheprinted
circuit
board.

When you think you’ve found the pair check it out
by pushing the “1” followed by “+” and then short the
pair of wires together several times to be sure it is counting. If it checks out, solder a pair of wires to the two you
have found. Run the new ieads out of the calculator and
connect them to the reed switch. Spin the anemometer
and check to see that the calculator properly totals the
number of revolutions.
An LCD calculator looks a little bit different inside but
is even easier to modify than the LED or fluorescent units.
As shown in Figure 3.18, when a key is pushed it physically short circuits a pair of interlocking fingers on a printed circuit board. Find the interlocking fingers corresponding to the “=” key and trace their wiring on the printed
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runs up to 30 or 40 mph. When you get back divide the
counter reading by the miles driven, and you have your
calibration factor in counts per mile.
There will be a wind speed above which your anemometer will lose accuracy due to the input-data frequency limitations associated with the calculator electronics. You could determine this upper limit by making higher
and higher speed runs until the calibration factor starts to
drop off.
Example:

Suppose in calibrating your anemometer
you record 10,000 revolutions in a 13.mile drive (these
are realistic numbers by the way). What is the calibration
factor? If the anemometer is set up at your site and records

100 revolutions per minute, what is the wind speed? If in
a month’s time it accumulates 5 mlion revolutions, what
is the monthly average wind speed?
Solution:

The calibration

10’ooo

reuo’utions

factor is
=

770

*e~o~~~o~~~~i~e

13 miles
At 100 ‘pm, the wind speed would be:
100 revolutions

mile

)i:

390,000

hour

= 7.8 mph
The monthly average wind speed would be:
5 x lo6 revolutions

x

month

mile
770 raJolutions

month

x 720 hours

= 9.0 mph
If you want to be clever yasu can work the calibration
factor directly into the calculator so that the output will be
miles of wind that have past rather than a total which is
just anemometer revolutions.
For the above anemometer
with 770 revolutions per mile calibration factor, how can we get the
counter to indicate miles of wind directly?

Example:

Solution:

One revolution corresponds to 0.0013 miles
of wind (%m). On the calculator enter 0.0013 followed
by “ +” followed by ” - ” Now each revolution will add
0.0013 to the display and the accumulated total will be
in miles of wind passing the anemometer.
For most commercially available wind odometers, the
counters are calibmted to indicate the number of ‘lb+ of
a mile that have passed. This makes it convenient to obtain current wind speed by merely measuring the number
of counts per minute. For example if in one minuteS time
the counter adds 16 to the total then the wind speed was
16 counts
minute

x

1 miles

x 60 minutes

60 count

hour

That is, 16 counts per minute corresponds
wind, and so on.

count.9 x

month

x 60 minutes

770 reuolutions

minute

If we enter “0.078” foUowed by “ + ” followed by “ = ”
then evey revolution will add 0.078 to the total, which
is equivalent to the addition of ‘/a of a mile of wind.
For example, if the counter total is increasing at say
12 counts per minute then the wind speed is 12 mph. If
in a month’s time the counter indicates say 390,000 more
than it did at the beginning of the month, then the average
wind speed for the month would have been
1 mile
60 count

month
x

720 hours

=

9.0

mph

Finally it should be mentioned
that rather sophisticated commercially available wind-measurement
equipment is becoming cheaper and more readily available.
Natural Power, Inc. in New Hampshire, for example, markets wind-speed compilers for around $1000 that enable
velocity duration curves to be prepared easily. They also
manufacture a wind-energy monitor for under $500 that
you program with the power versus wind speed characteristics of the wind generator you are going to use, and
the output is in KWH that the windplant would have produced from your wind. Also, you can buy just the anemometer head itself from Maximum, Inc. (42 South
Avenue, Natick, Mass. 01760).
When it comes time to set up the anemometer
at
your chosen site, we recommend using a telescoping TV
mast with guy wires, turnbuckles, and ground anchors for
support. Be sure to set the bottom of the mast on a flat,
rigid surface with at least one square foot of area (like a
board), or else the downward force of the mast will gradually push it into the earth. Figure 3.19 shows a typical
inst&ation.

= 16 mph

to a 16 mph

For our anemometer
how can ‘we get the
counter to read with units of %I of a mile?

t3~.2

3.19

Example of a mast installation.

ISample:

Solution:

Using the calibration
tions per mile we can write

factor of 770 revolu-

,;; ;:(;;;zF;;e = 0.078
(*~y$)

Besides determining
a-Jemge wind speeds on a
month-by-month
basis, it is important to know something
about the highest wind speeds you may encounter. Most
windplants are designed to withstand winds as high as 80
mph and, if higher wind speeds are expected, there are
extra-cost automatic controls which can be purchased.

Protection for winds of up to 140 mph can be provided
with these devices.

Choosing the best site for the windplant involves a tradeoff between conflicting demands: keeping it near enough
to the house to minimize power loss in the connecting
tires, yet placing it far enough away from such obstictions as building: and trees to get it into the best winds.
Obstructions which are higher than the windplant can
disturb the wind for several hundred yards behind the
obstacle and perhaps even 50 to 100 yards in front of the
obstacle. The plant should therefore be located out of
these disturbance zones. In hilly areas, the best spot is
probably close to the top of a hill; but if this is impossible,
it might be best to stay away from the hi!! altcgether.
The plant should be located as high as possible and
at least 15 to 20 feet higher than any nearby obstuctions.
It should not be placed on a roof; it co&d overstress the
stmch~re and probably will cause an unpleasant
vibrational noise. Figure 3.11 indicated the advantages of tall
towers; it is recommended
that any tower be at least 40
feet high. At that height, minds may be 50 percent greater
than at ground level and the power output may be several
times as great.
These generalities cannot replace your own observations of the conditions
that prevail on your land.
Chances arep_ither that your house is already b:ilt or that
you will be picking your house site based on other criteria
(solar exposure, privacy, etc.); if you keep the windplant
within about 1000 feet of the house, then the number of
good sites in that range is probably limited. You might
hang ribbons or ping-pong ba!!s on strings from poles
erected at these considered sites and then watch their
deflections with binoculars to see which site has the greatest winds. Since you are now only interested in relative
conditions, you needn’t wary about actual mile-per-hour
comparisons.
The site should not be too far from the house, to
avoid long line losses or the expense of very heavy wire.
We have already seen how line losses can be computed
once the current and wire gauge are known. Our earlier
Table

Wire
NO.

ConnecYne

Copper
P-Wire
SlmJA

000
00
0
2
+i
8

10

54

3.7

360
ml
220
140
95
65
45

28

*Wire “oltase,

Power

Less~.,

and Boush

wire “oltoge
Aium’n;&
wrre
NO.
SmlDfl
0000

000
0
2
4
6
-

110
95
70
42
33
2.5
-

i

conclusion was that batteries and load should be kept as
close together as possible to avoid losing too much battey
voltage in the line. (In fact, the batteries should probably
be located in or adjacent to the house.! We can perform
the same calculations to estimate losses from the generator to the batteries. The maximum current to expect from
your generator can be estimated by dividing the generator
rated power by its voltage. It is then an easy matter to
calculate line voltage drop (IR) and line power loss PR)
where R can be obtained from Table 3.1. To save you
that trouble we have prepared Table 3.7, which gives line
voltage and power losses for various values of current for
both copper and aluminum wire. Also a rough estimate
of wire costs has been included. Notice that aluminum
wtre of a given gauge number is approximately equivalent
(in resistance) to copper wire two gauge number: higher
and costs roughly half as much (e.g., No. 4 aluminum
costs half of what No. 6 copper costs and has the same
amount of resistance). Therefore, when carytng :arge
currents over long distances, you will probably want to
use aluminum wire because it is cheaper. Let’s do some
examples to get a feel for these numbers.
Example:

Estimate the line losses for a 6.KW generator
in a 120.voit system if the generator is 1000 feet from the
batteries and No. 0 copper wire is used.
Maximum current will be about

Solution:

1ma, =

6000

watts

120

uolt.5

= 50 amps

From Table 3.7 we see that, at 50 amps, line losses
amount to about 10 volts (meaning the generator would
have to produce 130 volts to supply 120-volt batteries)
and about 500 watts (out of 6000 generated). And your
wallet would lose something like $2200 just to pay for ‘he
wire! If instead we choose No. 3/O aluminum wire, losses
are the same but now the price is about $950. Spending
nearly $1000 on wire and still losing nearly 10 percent of
our power suggests that 1000 feet is probably about the
maximum distance that you could afford to place this big
machine from its load.

Costs

per 100.foot

Separation

between

Generator

and Batteries

wh? Paloer Loor ,vJotlri*00,*,

Drop ,“oltsmlO,*,

,=
,=m4

10onlpr

20*

3OA

‘Xl.4

50.4

6OA

70.4

0.12

0.24

0.38

0.5

0.62

0.74

0.86

1.2

0.16
0.2
0.32
0.5
0.8
1.2
2.0

0.32
0.4
0.62
1.0
1.6
2.4
4.0

0.46
0.6
0.94
1.5
2.4
3.8
6.0

0.62
0.8
1.2
2.0
3.2
5.0
-

0.78
1.0
1.6
2.5
4.G
-

0.94
1.2
1.9
3.0
4.8
-

1.1
1.4
2.2
3.5
~
-

1.6
2.0
3.2
5.0
8.0
12.0
20.0

*m

30.4

5.0 11
6.2 14
8.0 18
12.0 28
20.0 44
32.0 72
50.0 112
80.0 180

PO.4

50.4

6OA

20
32
44
26
40
56
32
50
72
50
7R 102
80 124 180
128 204, 288
200 ~
~

70*

60
76
98
144
240
-

Example:

Pick a wire size which would result in no
more than a 2.volt drop from generator to baney in a
750-w&t, 12.volt system. The tower is 50 feet high and
is 100 feet from the batteries.

Solution:
The tote! distance
ies is 150 feet so the drop is
2 u0lt.s
__
150 feet

from generator

to batter-

= 1.3 uolt.9 per 100 feet

The generator voltage is 14 volts (12 + 2), so maximum
current is about

1m&x =

750
watts
14IJOlt.

=

54

omps

In the table we see that No. 0 copper wire or No. 310
aluminum wire has a loss of 1.2 volts per 100 feet at 60
amps; this will be satisfactov. Our example suggests that
to keep a reasonable voltage drop in 12.volt systems,
they need to be much closer to the load (probably not
much more than 100 feet away).
Rotors
There are many Ldnds of rotors which can extrxt power
from the wind. One way to classify them is whether they
rotate about a vertical or horizontal axis. The two verticalaxis machines which are receiving the most attention
:: t!wse daysthc
Savonius rotor and the Darrieus rotor
‘~ (figure 3.20)-are
actua!!y rather old ideas, developed
in the late 1920s. These rotors are interesting because
‘: they are always “headed into the wind”; there is no problem tmcktng gusty winds which constantly shift directions.
Moreover, the heavy generator can be securely mounted
on the ground and there is no need for slip rings to cany
current from the generator to the wires connecting
the
load.
The Savonius, or S-rotor, rotates much slower than

(a,%“““i”E
Ro13:

Fmre
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Two vertical-axis

Cb)
mrrieus
mm
wind machines.

a modem two- or three-bladed propeller and is less than
half as efficient in capturing the wind’s energy It must,
therefore, be geared up considerably to match the speeds
required by a generator and its cross-sectional area (to
intercept the wind) must be quite large to make up for its
inefficiency. The machines require a large surface area of
material and so are heavy and hard to balance. Small doit-yourself units can be made out of 55.gallon drums (see
Hackleman’s nice booklet in the Bibliography), but they
deliver so little power that they hardly seem worthwhile.
For example, a machine made from three 55.gallon
drums stacked one on top of the other,, having a crosssectional area of about 27 square feet and an efficiency
of about 20 percent of the theoretical maximum, produces about the same amount of power as a simple highspeed prop with a diameter of less than 4 feet. Hackleman’s f!gures indicate that one such stack will probably
yield less than 10 KWH per month in lo-mph average
winds. Figure 3.10, in case you hadn’t noticed, includes
an approximate power-outPut curve for such a unit. Srotors are not particularly appropriate for the generation
of electricity, although their good-torque,
slow-speed
characteristics make them useful for such applications as
pumping water.
The other vertical-axis machine, the Darrieus rotor,
resembles a giant eggbeater. It has performance characteristics that approach a propeller-type rotor and there is
reason to hope that present research efforts on these machines may won result in a practical, economical design.
However, they do have a problem with very low starting
torque, so some sort of auxiliay starting system is required.
There are many different designs for horizontal-axis
wind machines, but the one that probably springs to mind
when you hear the word %ndmill”
is that romantic old,
multibladed,
slow-speed machine used a!! across the
counhy for pumping water. Because these machines have
many blades, they can develop a lot of torque (twist) in
low-speed winds and are well-suited to their application.
But they aren’t designed to utilize high-speed winds efficientky, where the real power existsto
harness them you
must have fewer blades. The fewer the blades, the faster
the prope!!er rotates to be able to e&act power from the
passing wind. A high-speed prop having only two or three
blades provides the best answer to the high rpm requirements of a generator, consequently,
this is what most
modem wtndpknts have.
The efficiency of any rotor depends on the ratio of
the speed of the tip of the rotor to the speed of the wind.
This important quantity, called the tip speed rctio, is by
definition

E.3.12

2TVN

tip speed ratio = -

v

where r is the radius of the rotor, N is the rotational speed
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(rpm), and u is the undisturbed wind speed ahead of the
rotor. Figure 3.21 shows the power coefficients of various
rotors as a fwction oi their tip speed ratio, where the
power coefficient is simply that fraction of the wind’s power which tix rotor actually extracts. While we indicated
earlier that the maximum possible power coefficient is
0.593, Figure 3.21 shows that for lower tip speed ratios
even this cannot be achieved. As you can see, the Savonius rotor and the American multiblade windplants
produce maximum power at a tip speed ratio of about 1.
The high speed two and three blade props in the figure
reach their maximum output at a tip speed ratio of around
4 to 6 and their efficiency is more than double that of a

RatNo
0, Bra& T,pSpeedto W,“dSpeed

sure 3.21

Typical paver coe&cients andtip
speedratios

Knowing that a well-designed prop operates with a
t’p speed ratio of somewhere around 4 to 6 can give us
some help in estimating the gearing that is required to
match the prap to a generator.
Example:
Calculate the rotational speed of a lo-foot
propeller in 25.mph winds if the tip speed ratio is 4. What
gear ratio should be used to match it to a generator which
puts out its maximum power at 2500 rpm?
Solution:
arranged),
N

From the definition of tip speed ratio (rethe speed of the rotor in 25.mph winds is
=

u x tip speed

2m
25 miles/hr
60 minlhr

ratio

x 5280ftimile
x 2n

x 4

x 5 ft/reu

= 280 rpm

Commercial systems are usually designed so that the generator turns much more slowly than the 2500 ‘pm in this
example. This design feature greatly increases generator
lifetime and reduces the gear ratio, but at the expense of
increased generator size and cost. Dunlite, for example,
uses a gear ratio of 5:l to match a prop~tuming at 150
rpm to a generator which produces maximum power at
750 rpm. And Elektro, on all but its largest unit, avoids
the problems of gearing altogether by running the propeller shaft directly into their very slow-speed generators.
Whatever kind of rotor you use, provision must be
made to keep the machine from reaching dangerous
speeds in high winds. Although there are many ways this
can be accomplished, the techniques actually used for the
most part are based either on the idea of swinging the
whole machine more and more off the wind as wind
speeds increase or on some sort of mechanism
that
changes the pitch of the blades.
Machines
manufactured
by Sencenbaugh
WindElectric utilize a very simple but effective technique to
swing them out of high-speed winds. The machine is
mounted to the side of the main axis of the tower, and as
winds increase the thrust acting along the axis of the propeller-generator
assembly simply pushes the assembly
around the tower and out of the wind. One of his machines under test at the Rocky Flats test center in 1977
survived winds in excess of 117 mph with no damage
whatsoever.
Another way to have the machine swing off the wind
is with an auxiliay pilot vane set parallel to the prop and
perpendicular
to the main vane. As the wind builds up,
the force on this pilot vane eventually overcomes the
guiding force of the main vane and the whole machine
swings off wind.
Most bigger machines use the centrifugal force that
is created at higher lpms to change the pitch of the blades
automatically as the rated wind speed is neared, thereby
spilling the excess wind. Dunlite (Quirk’s), for example,
uses spring-loaded weights attached to each prop shaft as
shown in Figure 3.22. As the prop speed approaches the
desired maximum, the centrifugal force ai the weights
overcomes the restraining effect of a magnetic latching
system and the weights sting outward, thus moving the
blades to a coarser pitch.
In addition to feathering or off-wind speed controls,
some safety mechanism must be included so that you can
halt the machine completely at any time. This can be
accomplished with a folding tail vane which will place the
propellers 90 degrees out of the wind.
Generators.

The gear ratio should be 2500280,

which is about 91.

This example gives some rough values for rotor
speed, generator speed, and gear ratios that are fairly
representative of homebuilt systems using car alternators.
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Alternators.

and Voltage

R@gul@MS

So the wind gets the rotor spinning and the rotor’s shaft
is coupled into the generator and the generator produces
electricity We know that a generator is characterized by

<
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,
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be supplied with a small amount of control current (electrical currents create magne!ic fields); and (3) a way to
create relative motion betwew the armature and the field.
That motion is created by spinning a shaft called the rotor
within the stationav housing called the stator.
The big difference between an alternator and a dc
generator (Figure 3.23) is in the location of the armature-whether
it is spinning with the rotor (dc generator)
or attached to the stationay stator (alternator). The xmature, which carries maybe ten or twenty times as much
current as the field, must somehow be connected to the
staticmay wires which carry the current to the batteries.
In an alternator, the connection is direct since ihe amxture is not rotating and this greatly simplifies the problem.
In a dc generator, however, the connection must be made

br”s”er
and
‘amm”falor
connecllon
13
lolafi”g
armature

I

i(carmature
current

smonaiy
fNdd

g,re 3.22

Dunlite centrifugal-weightblade feathering system.

e number of watts that it produces at its rated wind
eed, and we know how to choose the correct generator
ting for our energy needs. We also know that two difrent generators can put out the same amount of power
a given wind speed, bu: one may be loafing along at
couple of hundred tpm and tie other is zooming at
veraI thousand ‘pm. The slower the speed of the genator, the longer it’s going to last, the heavier it is, the less
aring it requires to match the rotor, and the more it
1st~. In other words, a generator specific&y designed for
wind machine is going to look quite a bit different than
e small high-speed jobs in your car.
We also know that an alternator is a special kind of
generator; but to understand why alternators are recommended over other kinds of generators, we need to know
something about how they work. Whenever a conductor
(such as copper tire) passes through a magnetic field,
the electmns in the conductor experience a force which
tries to push them down the wire (creating a current). Any
generator requires these three components: (1) some wire
windings, called the armature, which cay the output current; (2) a source of a magnetic field, which in very small
generators may be simply a permanent magnet, but in
wind genemta
is always somefield windings which must

/a) a dC9eneraiar

Figure 3.23
A dc generator (a) has a sertiona~ field and a rotating
armature, and an alternator (b) has a rotating field and a stationmy

arnawe
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from the spinning rotor via commutator segments and
brushes. The commutator and brushes take a lot of wear
supplying the large currents from the armature; to give a
reasonable lifetime between servicings, they must be
we&designed-which
means expensive. So for reasons
of economy, lightness, and durability, alternators have the
advantage. Moreover, for homebuilt systems, car alternators have further advantages: they are able to charge
batteries at a lower rpm (typically 750-950
‘pm, compared to over 1000 rprn for a car generat+
and they also
can supply more current (45-55 amps, compared to
around 25-30 amps).
In an alternator, the current generated in the stationay armature is ac and its frequency varies as the rotor
speed varies. Because it is variable frequency, we can’t
use it directly ir. appliances that require 60.cycle current;
so we’U send it off to a battey instead. But if we sent ac
directly to a battery, it would charge the battey hz” the
time and discharge it the other half-no
good. To avoid
this problem, the current is rectified (converted to dc) by
silicon diodes mounted in the housing itself so that what
comes out of the alternator terminals is dc. (For you electrical engineers, Figure 3.24 is included, which shows how
the 3.phase ac in the alternator is converted to dc.)
This takes care of the biggest part of the difficulty,
namely picking off the large armature currents. But what
aboui the small control current for the field which is spinning with the rotor? It can be supplied via slip rings and
brushes and, since so little current is involved, this is not
much of a problem; you must only check and replace the
brushes periodically. Better still are the newer “brushless”
alternators. (Current in stationay field windings creates
a magnetic field which causes an ac current to flow in
exciter windings on the rotor. Thii ac is rectified to dc by
diodes mounted on the rotor and the dc creates the necessay magnetic field for the stationary armature.) They
eliminate one of the few maintenance problems that wind
generaton have.
But where does the field current come from? A dc
generator has enough residual magnetism in the field
poles so that some current is generated even if there is no

Fiswe 3.24
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field current. This makes it possible to derive the field
current right from the output of the generator itself (a
shunt-connected
generator).
However, alternators and
some dc generators get their field current from the battey;
this presents a problem since, if the wind is not blowing,
the batteries can simply discharge through the field windings. To prevent this discharge, expensive systems use a
“reverse current relay,” while in the homebuilt system
some monitoring device, capable of sensing either propeller rpm or wind speed, is used to turn on the field.
The device that controls the operation of the generator and regulates transactions
between generator and
batteries is the voltage regulator. The v&g+
regulator
regulates the output of the generatot by ra:idly witching
the f&Id current on and of?. When the field is “on,” the
generator puts out as much currt::. as it can; when it is
“off,” the output drops toward zero. The average output
is determined
by how .nuch of the time the regulator
allows the field to be on.
The regulator insures that the generator output will
never be so great as to damage either the batteries or the
generator itself. Batteries can be damaged and their useful
!ifetime shortened by charging them too rapidly or overcharging them. The rate at which batteries should Le
charged depsnds on the state of the charge already in
them-they
can take a lot without heating and gassing
when they are discharged, but the charging rate must
taper off as they approach full charge. This is handled
automaticaily by the v&g@ regulator.
The other function of the regulator is to allow the
generator output voltage to be adjusted to the proper
level to compensate for the voltage drop in the lines connecting it to the batteries.

EnergyStorage
Since we can’t count on the wind to be blowing whenever
we want to use electricity, and since the generator doesn’t
supply nice 60.cyde current at the proper voltage, a selfcontained system must include some way to store energy
While a number of storage techniques are theoretically

Circuit diagram far an alternator showing the rectificationof the 3 phase armature curcent

possible-flywheels,
electmlysis of water to produce hy,, drogen, pumped storage. and compressed-air
storageit is the old standby, the battery, that presently offers the
cheapest, most efficient, most convenient, and most readily available storage option for home usage. It is certainly
to be hoped that some better storage mechanism will soon
be available since batteries are a long way from being
idea!; they’re expensive, bulky, and require a fair amount
of “tending to.”
For ?he time being. then, we are stuck with batteries
and our chow is primarily between lead-acid batteries
similar to rhe ones wed in automobiles and nickel-cadmium (P&Cad) ba%ries iike those used in aircraft While
Ni-Cads have certzin advsntagecthey
;1re not damaged
by moderzte overcharging, are smaller, lighter and more
rugged, and are not affected radically by cold weatherthey are so apensive
that lead-acid batteries are generally recommended.
W%le lead-acid ctr batteries could be used, these
have besn designed ta provide short bursts of high current; subjated to the freque It deep discharging common
in a wind gistan, their lifetir meis seriously reduced. The
most practical altema..ve is 1,IC long-life “stationay”
or
“home lighting” tvpe of bat’.zy, designed for repeated

cycling from fully charged to fuUy discharged states. These
batteries will last for more than ten years under normal
windplant use and some claim lifetimes of nearly twenty
years under minimal discharge rates.
Batteries are rated according to their voltage and their
storage capacity Each cell of a lead-acid battery nominally
produces close to 2 volh and, by arranging cells in sericj
(connecting the terminals plus to minus to plus to minus,
etc.), the cell voltages are additive so that any (even)
voltage can be obtained. For example, a 12.volt car battey has 6 cells in series: to obtain 120 volts, we would
need 60 cells in series or 10 12.volt batteries, or 20 6.volt
batteries, and so on.
The most important characteristic of a battey is its
storage capacity, and determining tl~xeproper amount of
storage for a home system is one of the most important
parts of the design. The storage capacity of a battery is
measured in amp-hours at a given discharge rate. For
example, a 240.amp-hour
battery with an 8.hour discharge rate is capable of delivering 30 amps for 8 hours
before its output voltage drops below a specified level; it
would then have to be recharged. For discharge rates
longer than the specified 8 hours, tile storage capacity is
increased (e.g., 20 amps could be drawn far longer than
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12 hours); for faster discharges, the capacity is decrease~~;
(e.g.. 40 amps could not be drawn for 6 hours). Figun
3.25 shows an example of how much the capacity of in
battery can change for differing discharge rates. Batteries
are usually specified for discharge rates of 8, 10, or 20
hours and it is, of course, important to know which you
have.

as the prolonged charge or discharge current dots not
exceed 15 percent of the amp-hour rating, you’ll get maximum battey life. So you can use the maximum cunent
that the generator puts out to fix the minimum battery
capacity. As the following example demon&&es,
you
simply multiply the maximum current by 7 to get minimum amp-how.
Example:

Suppose we have a 2-KW, 120~volt generator what minimum storage capacity should be used? If
our load is estimated at 150 KWH per month, how many
days of stomge does this correspond to7

Solution:
will be

The maximum

2000 watt.s
120 volts

F&ure 3.25 The MriatiD” in amp hour baltay capad@ for differing
ckr:mrge rates with the S-hour rate equaling 100%.

While it is the capacity in amp-hours that is usuaU$!
given, we are really more interested in the amount of
energy stored. Energy has units of watt-hours (or KWH)
and, since watts are obtained hy multiplying volts times
amps, we can figure the energy stored in a battery by
multiplying its amp-hour capacity by its rated voltage. For
example a 120~volt, 240-amp-hour
battey setup stores
28,800 watt-hours (120 x 240 = 28,800) or28.8 KWH.
If we were to use 7 KWH per day, the batteries would
store a bit over 4 days’ worth of electricity.
Calculate the batteycapacityrequiredtoprovide 4 days of storage if we have calculated our monthly
er.ergy demand to be 150 KWH for a 120.volt system.

Solution:
150 KWH per month equals about 5 KWH
per day so we want to provide
5 KWHlday

x 4 days = 20 KWH

which, at 120 volts, works out to be
20,000

watt-hours

120 volts

= 167 amp-hours

So we need a 120.volt battery setup rated at 167 nmphours. If we are using 6-volt batteries, then we will need
20 of them, each rated at 167 amp-hours.
There are several guidelines concerning how many
days of storage you should attempt to provide; if too small
a storage capacity is provided, the batteries will be
charged and discharged at so rapid a rate that their lifetime wilf be reduced. As a rough rule of thumb, as long

60

from the generator

= 16.7omps

By the rule of thumb, batteries should have a capacity of
at least
16.7
= 16.7 x 7 = 117omp-hours
0.15
which, at 120 volts, is equivalent
117

amp-hours

At the demand
would supply

to

x 120 volts = 14,000 watt-hours
= 14KWH

rate of 5 KWH per day (150/30),

14 KWH
Ewmple:

current

5 KWHldoy

this

- 2.8 days

Thii answer is fairly typical and indicates that you
should probably figure on providing at least two or three
days of storage. On the other hand, you should probably
not figure on storing more than about four or five days’
worth of energy for severei reasons: (1) storage is expensive (somewhere around 580 per KWH); (2) if your winds
are that bad, you should have a back-up system, a cheaper proposition than adding extra days of storage; and (3)
if you have too much storage capacity, the batteries will
be fully charged only infrequently
and this will reduce
their lifetime. They should be allowed to charge folly at
least once evey several weeks.
Finally, we should say something about location of
“the battey setup. We already know it should be as close
to the load (house,) as possible, to reduce line voltage
losses. Moreover, balteries are sensitive to temperaturewhen cold, they cannot deliver as much of their rated
capacity as when warm (you’ve experienced this on cold
mornings in your car). For optimum performance they
should be kept at around 75-80°F. Given line voltage

losses and temperature considerations, batteries probably
should be kept in the house or in a well-insulated shed
adjacent to the house.
They should also be well ventilated since, during
charging, batteries release hydrogen and oxygen (gasing) and hydrogen can be explosive. Finally, batteries
should be kept clean and dy, off the floor, and only distied water should be used to maintain the proper level
of electrolyte.
DC-to-AC

Power Invertem

Batteries supply only dc; if all of your appliances could
operate with just dc, there would be no need for a dc-toac power inverter. And, in fact, a surprising number of
typical home loads can run directly off of 110 to 120 volt
dc: appliances which provide resistive heating (irons.
toasters, electric blankets, coffee makers, fy pans. hot
plates, waffle irons, and curling irons); incandescent
lights; and small appliances with “universal” motors, having brushes 2nd runnir.g on either ac or dc (vacuum cleaners, sewing machines, food mixers, shavers, and many
w,i&,~e~.,and’--‘-~
,“~,a,. r---.l-l:ri-,,I uuvxuv.., xiii= !@a& can be modified to use dc: fluorescent lights (which, by the way, put
out something like three times as much light per watt as
incandescent4
and motor-driven loads where the ac motor can be replaced with an equivalent dc motor.
There still remain some important appliances which
need ac. Anything that uses a bansformer (a hi-fi, TV, or
those high-intensity lights) needs ac; synchronous motors
(used in electric clocks and record players) and induction
motors (split-phase motors, capacitor-start motors--used
in heavier loads such as refrigerators and washing machines) must have ac. To handle such loads, an inverter
is necessay.
There are two kinds of inverters: the older, less efficient, but decidedly cheaper rotary inverten which consist
of a dc motor driving an ac alternator; and the newer
solid-state electionic inverters. The biggest problem with
rotary iwaters is their low efficiency, which may be only
about 60 percent even when they are putting out their
rated power; their efficiency drops even further for smaller loads. If an appliance requires, say, 100 watts of ac
power which it gets from a 60 percent efficient inverter,
then the actual power drain from the battey is 167 watts
f100/0.60 = 167). Thus our estimate of energy demand
by appliances which require ac would have to be upped
by almost 70 percent! Roiay inverters are a bit hard to
find except at surplus electronic supply houses-the
special Wind Power Access issues (such as Winter 1979) of
Wind Power Digest list some.
Electronic inverters are quite a bit more efficient and
require no maintenance,
but they are fairly expensivesomething like 5200 for a fairly small 300.watt, 12.volt
model to something like $5000 for a 3000.watt device.
Prices of inverters of a given size can vary considerably,

depending
on how “smooth” the output is. The output
of less expensive units may more closely resemble a
square wave than the true sinusoidal ac that some sensitive electronic loads may require. Electronic inverters
have fairly high efficiencies, usually ranging from about
80 to 95 percent. At 80 percent efficiency, the energy
estimate for ac appliances should be increased by 25 percent (l/O.8 = 1.25) to account for inverter losses. Eleckonic inverten are available for either 12.volt or 115.volt
dc inputs.
Whether you choose a rotay or electronic inverter,
there is a certain amount of standby power that is lost any
time an inverter is turned on-even
if there are no ac
appliances drawing power. Hence it is desirable to include
a switch ;manual or automatic) which will turn the inverter
on only when ac is needed.
Now, what size inverter should you buy and should
you get more than one? There are enough trade-offs here
between convenience, efficiency, and costs so that no absolute solutions exist-you’ll
have to weigh the factors
and make your own decision. The least efficient but most
convenient system would be an inverter iarge enough to
sopp!y your entire load with ac. Simply add up the maximum number of watts that are liable to be on at one time
(hopefully rot more than 2000 or 3000 watts), chunk out
about $5000. and you can then wire your house entirely
for ac. No messing around with modified appliances or
separately wired sockets for dc.
A cheaper variation is to separate your lozds into
those that can run directly off battery-supplied
dc and
those that must use ac. Then figure the maximum ac
power that will be on at any one time and pick an ;nverter
which can supply that power. Obviously the invzrter will
be smaller and cheaper than it was in the first example,
and less power will be wasted because most of the load
operates from dc. But you must wire the house with separate outlets; also, you must be sure never to plug an ac
appliance into a dc socket, a mistake which can des&oy
yoor appliance.
A third way to design a system is with separate small
inverten for each ac load or outlet. This can be the most
efficient choice, since inverter efficiency is highest when
it is supplying maximum power. If you have one 1000.
watt inverter and most of the time it is only putting out
100 watts for your hi-fi, then its efficiency will be poor
(and will drain those precious KWH you worked so hard
to accumulate).
If instead you have two or three small
inverters of a few ‘umdred watt.. each, each turned on
only as the demawl arises, then efficiency is maximized.
To know whether this latter approach is worth it, you’ll
need to determine-from
manufacturers’
spec sheetsthe efficiency characteristics of inverters you are considering.
Besides such important specifications as power out.
put, standby power drain, efficiency characteristics, volt.
age and freqtdency re:ulaiion, and wave shape. you need
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The concept is not new--elevators,
for example, have
long used similar devices for regenerative braking. During
downward travel the kinetic energy of the elevator is used
to turn a generator which returns power to the grid. Use
in wind energy systems began with the introduction of
the Gemini synchronous inverter manufactured by Windworks in Wisconsin. The Gemini is available in hco sizes
a 4.KW unit and an 8.KW unit-at
about one-sixth the
per KW cost of conventional inverters. The capital cost of
the entire WECS system is usually only a bit more than
half that of a self-contained system with battery storage.
It should also be noted that synchronous
inverters
can be used with other nonconventional
generating
sources such as photovoltaics, and in fact this is likely to
be their more important application.
While these cost reductions are tmly significant, we
must realize that these systems must compete with utility
prices. A self-sufficient system, on the other hand, costs
more but competes against higher cost diesel-generator
sets. so the relative economics are not much different.

to determine the amount of surge power that the inverter
can handle. Motors on such heavy-duty appliances as
refrigerators and large shop tools have starting currents
which may be many times greater than their non& operating currents (you’ve noticed your house lights dim as
the refrigerator kicks on?); you must be sure your inverter
can handle those tiansients (good ones can). Batteries,
by the way, handle such surges with ease. Table 3.8 compares the surge power to running power for various sizes
of induction motors and you can see the large increase
during starting. Universal motors, we might note, require
the same power to run as to start.

Table

3.8

Stating

Power

Compared

to Running

Power

for Various Motors’

275
4cil

600
850
975
1300
1900
2500

Auxiliary Power

Et
850
1100

For a completely reliable system in the absence of utility
backup, you may need to include an auxiliay enginegenerator to charge the batteries during prolonged periods of inadequate winds. Even if you are willing to do
without electricity occasionally, this back-up unit may be
necessary to return the batteries to their fully charged
condition periodically; by this precaution, the batteries’
useful lifetime is not decreased. Small auxiliary paverplants usually bum gasoline, but some are available which
run on LF-gas. diesel, or natural gas, and it should be
relatively easy to get one to mn on methane from a digester.
Answering the questions of whether or not to include
a back-up power generator, and if you do, how big it

Finally, in what is probably the most significant recent
change in the viability of small WECS, if utility power is
wallable then you now have the option to replace the
batteries, separate ac and dc wiring systems, expensive
power inverter, and auxiliay backup with a single, relatively inexpensive unit-the
synchronous
inverter (see
Figure 3.6).

Table 3.9

Montf

Energy

Sup,,lies

‘mm

2.KW

Wind

Generator

in San Frmckx,

and Minneqc.lis

Scln Fmncbco

“0”lh
Jan
Feb
Mar
April
May
June
JdY
Aw
SW
!3ct
NO-J
Dee
M0dlly
AvemSe
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EnelBy
Denmad
www
::
180
170
140
120
110
100
90
120
::
138

W”d
S&led
fwh)
8.2
8.8
11.2
12.6
14.0
15.0
14.2
13.2
12.5
10.0
7.6
8.4
11.3

300
260
150

SUPPSY
Minus Demmd
NW
-64
-60
+10
+90
+210
+320
f250
+200
+170
c30

1::

1:

Wnd
.%.%?d
Ovh)
10.5
11.0
12.1
12.8
12.5
11.7
9.8
9.5
10.6
11.0
12.0
11.1

225

-

11.3

Sunwfyfmm
2-Kw Ol”.
O”W
:z
:?I
350
z

:

Sw~lVlmm
9.Kw @en.
V”W
:z

140
130
170
180
230
190

SWPb
Ml”ua fkmmd
IKWH)
0
+10
+60
+1w
+110
+ml
t30
+30
+80
+60
+90
+30

197

-

240
270
;ii

should be will in part depend on your analysis of monthby-month wind speeds and load requirements.
For example, if your monthly winds and power demands are
relatively in balance, then a small backup unit would be
all that you would need. !f, however, there is a big mis
match and some months the windplant is just not going
to be enough, then a larger backup would be required.
To illustrate this point, consider the problem of meeting the month-by-month,
demands given in Figure 3.3 in
both San Francisco and Minneapolis (both cities iwvz the
same average wind speed). Table 3.9 gives mon&Jy demand and monthly winds for each of the two cities and
the corresponding KWH outputs of a 2.KW wind generator, and lists the differences behueen supply and demand.
As you can see from the table, the 2.KW generator
would be sufficient in every month in Minneapolis and,
in most months, there is a good deal of extra power available. This “extra power” could help take the system
through months when the winds are less than average.
(Remember, when you see a long-term “average” wind
speed for some location for some month, approximately
half the time the real monthly average will be less than
the long-term average-so
overdesign is essential if you
want to mmimize the use of standby power.) Our conclusion is that, in Minneapoiis, the 2-KW generator would
almost always handle the entire load and an auxiliary
power source, if you had one at all, could be small. A
standby source of 1000 watts (about as small as they
come) would boost the supply by 30 KWH per month,
running only one hour per day, and that boost would
probably be sufficient.
On the other hand, in San Francisco the load and
supply are terribly mismatched. Winds ATE high in the
summer, when demand is low. In the winter, demand is
high and winds are low; there are four months for which
the generator alone is insufficient. You could increase the
size of the wind generator to meet winter demands but
the 2.KW unit is already capable of supplying two to three
times the summer demand. (With so much extra capacity
during the summer, you might consider using some of it
to heat water for your solar home. Each 100 KWH of
exti capacity per month is enough to raise the temperature of 20 gallons of water by about 70°F evey dayeasily one person’s hot-water needs.) It would be cheaper
to include a fair-sized auxiliary power unit and then figure
on running it an hour or so per day during the winter. You
should probably not choose a standby unit with greater
capacity than the wind generator: you may charge the
batteries at too fast a rate. In our example, a 2.KW standby unit running one hour per day would give an extra 60
KWH per month, enough to carry us through the winter.
Gasoline-powered
standby powerplants of appropriate size (1000 to 6000 watts) cost on the order of $200
to $400 per 1000 watts. Prices vary, depending on such
quality factors as whether the model runs at 1800 rpm or

rpm (the 1800.t-pm units last lcmger and are more
expensive) or whether it has manual or electric starting.
All of these unils are generally unpleasant (they are noisy,
require maintenance,
produce pollution, have relatively
short lifespans, and consume fossil fuels) and it would
seem advisable to plan your system so that the standby
is needed as little as possible.
These units produce good 60.cycle, 115.volt ac power, but if you want to connect one directly to your load,
remember that it must have enough capacity to handle
the maximum power drawn at any one time, including
the large sage currents required by some motors to start
(Tab!e 3.8). Frequently the standby till be too small to
be used in this way and instead will see service recharging
your battery setup. In this case, you’ll need to include a
fuLwe
bridge rectifier using silicon diodes to convert
the auxiliary ac to the dc required by bstteries.
3600

What is Available?

Since the “design” of most wind-electric systems consists
of matching component
specifications to perceived requirements,
it is important to know what’s available. As
was mentioned earlier, the number of small-WECS manufacturers has increased at a fairly rapid rate over the last
few years, so any listing that we can provide here will
undoubtedly
become outdated in the next few years. The
magazine Kr,d Power Digest periodically publishes special Wind Access Catalog issues and that is your best
source of current information. At any rate, Table 3.10 will
give you an idea of the equipment available in 1980 as
well as the addresses that you can write to for detailed
information.
Economic

Evaluation

OK, you’ve decided you have consistently strong winds
close enough to your homesite to deliver enough energy
to meet your spartan needs. The key question remaining
then, is how much do these systems cost and do they
represent a reasonable investment for your money compared to other altematines?
Obtiiously, with inflation nxxing along at its recen:
high clip, any cost estimates that we puhlish here will need
to be increased considerably in a few years. At the same
time, however, the value of the energy your WECS will
produce will correspondingly
look better and better as
inflation continues, more than cancelling out the rising
equipment costs.
At the risk of these figures looking ridiculously low in
the near future, given inflation, let us at least lay out the
bare bones 1980 cost of components for a modest system
in both remote and utility-backup settings. This will give
us a chance to demonstite
some economic analysis techniques; techniques which you can duplicate with more
recent costs.
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Table

3.10

!hnmary

of Avalhbfe

Wind

Machines

Rated
W,“d Speed

Model

fwh)

0%

Nolnlnol
“OllOgc
,oow

RDtO.
Lxonetn

AppmrtlMte
m~.no
I”
12mph ooe~ge lo,“*

Aero Power Systems
2398 Fourth Street
Berkeley, California 97410

sl. 1500

1430

25

10

14128

185

Altos
PO. Box 905
Boulder, Co!omdo 80302

BWP-8B
BWP-12A
BWP-12B

1500
2200
zouo

;i

28

7.6
11.5
11.5

24
1151200
24

130
190
170

Amerien Wind Turbine
1016 E. Airport Rd.
Sti!lwater, Oklahoma 74074

12-h
16-h

;E

20
20

11.5
15.3

-

220
445

Dakota Sun c?zWind
P.O. Box 178
Aberdeen, South Dakota 57401

BC4

4ONl

27

14

110

400

Dunlite da Enertech Corp.
PO. Box 420
Nowich, Vermont 05055

81 002550

2ooo

25

13.5

12124132
48,110

260

Dynergy Corp.
P.O. Box 428
1269 Union Ave.
Laconia, New Hamphire 03246

5-*&a
Darrieur

3300

24

15

-

475

Energy Development Co.
179 E. R.D. 2
?,ambuq, Pennsylvania 19526

440
445

20,000
WmJ

;z

38
40

240
-

2600
58al

Enetiech Corp.
PO, Box 420
Nowich, Vermont 050%

1500

1500

22

13.2

115

270

Kedco Inc.
9016 Aviation Blvd.
l”gleuld. California 90301

1200
1600
1620

1200
19w.l
3OrM

ii
25

12
16
16

1428
14
o-180

215
425

t.liUvilleWind & Solar
10335 Old Drive
Miuville. cdifo”,;;r 96062

IO-3.lnd

10,0043

25

25

220

North Wind Power Co.
iJo. Box 31S
Warren, Vermont 05674

2KW Eagle
3KW

zoo0
3owl

;:

13.6
13.6

32,110
32/110

305

C2E
(VertiCalI

2OOil

24

12

1201240

290

7

90
75
160
635

~omyqj

Corp.

1300

Mrmbn Mil!+ Massachusetts02648
Sencenbaugh Wind Elecbic
PO. Box 1174
Palo Alto. California 94336

400.14HDS
500
loo0

400

20

500
1oW

;t

:z

14
14/28
14!28

Independent Energy Systems Inc
6043 Stmettania Road
Failview, Pennsylvania 16415

Skyhawk

4oca

23

15

-

Whidtind Power Co.
Box 18530
Denver, Colorado 80218

Model A

2cGu

25

10

12124
32148
1201240

Wince-Wincharger
78.50 M&o Parkway
Minneapolii, Minnesota 55420

1222H

200

23

6

Wind Paver Systems, Inc.
PO. Box 17323
San Diego, Califomia 92117

Storm-Master 10

KOO

18

32.8

64

12

-

260

32

1650

8@3”

ZKW, 22 mph, &mote

A:

Synem

$3500
1200
700
3500
1000

Rotor, generator, contiols
15 KWH battey bank
404 guyed tower
1500-w&t inverter
Miscelhneow,
wiring, etc.

$9900

Suppose a 20.year, 12 percent loan is used
Exannple:
to pay off system A in a region where winds average 11
mph. Include existing federal tax credits. Calculate the
average cost per KWH.
Figure
Solution:

3.14 indicates a capacity factor for this
2-Kw, 22.mph system of about 0.2. In a year’s time then
i8760 hours) we would expect about
0.2

ZKW, ZZmph, Utilitp Backup

SystemB

$3500
1000
700
1000

Rotor, genemtor, contmls
4KW synchronous inverter
4%ft guyed tower
Miscelianeous, wiring, etc.

E.3.13 A = p i(l+i)”
[ (I+i)“-1 I

= P X~(capital recouey
= P x CRF

0.1339

hrlyr

= 3500

KWHlyr

x $5940

= $795/yr

Neglecting any added costs due to maintenance,
insurance, and so forth, the cost of electricity over the next 20
years would be
$795/yr
3500 KWHlyr

= 0.23

= 23cIKWH

Table3.11 CapitalRecovoryF.ctor.A,P
7~
I
II

8X

9%

10%

11%

12%

13%

14%

15%

1.1100 0.5917
1.0800 0.5685
1.0900 0.5762
1.1000 0.5829
1.1200 0.5995
1.1300'1.1400~1.1500
21 0.5608
0.6073 0.6151
3 0.3830 0.3951 0.4021 0.4092 0.4164 0.4235 0.4307 0.4380
4 0.3019 0.3@!37 0.3155 0.3223 0.3292 0.3362 0.3432 0.3503
5 0.2505 0.2571 0.2638 0.2706 0.2774 0.2843 0.2913 0.2983
6
7
8
9
10

0.2163
0.1921
0.1740
01601
0.1490

0.2229
01987
a1807
0.1658
0.1559

0.2296
0.20.54
0.1874
0.1736
0.1628

0.2364
0.2122
0.1943
0.1806
0.1698

0.2432
0.2191
0.2013
0.1877
0.1770

0.2502
0.2261
0.2084
0.1949
0.1843

0.2572
0.2332
0.2156
0.2022
0.1917

0.2642
0.2404
0.2229
0.2096
0.1993

15 0.1168 0.1241 0.1315 0.1391 0.1468 0.1547 0.?628 0.1710
20 0.10?9 0.1055 O.il75

0.1256 0.1339 0.1424 0.1510 0.1598

25 0.0937 0.1018 0.1102 01187

0.1275 0.1364 0.1455 0.1547

30 0.0888 0.0973 0.1061 01150

0.1241 0.1334 0.1428 0.1523

This is quite a bit more than any of us is paying for
utility electricity now, but is considerably less than-it would
cost you if you used a gasoline-driven
generator. And
remember, this example is for a remote system where
cheap utility power is not available.
We should also note that it has been more or less
assumed that the components
would all haire the same
lifetime as the loan period (20 years). If the system outlasts the loan then it delivers free energy in those final
years. If it doesn’t last as long then we need to modify our
calculation.
Assume the batteries in
10 years but the rest of the system
battery set is purchased for 52500,lO
a lo-year, 14 percent loan, compute
Example:

/actor)

x 8760

Table 3.11 indicates a capital recovey factor of 0.1339,
so the annual payments on this $5940 remote system
would be:

$6200
These figures should be adjusted upward if you do
not plan to do the design and installation yourself, and
the9 should be adjusted downward to account for various
state and federal tax credits. The current version of the
federal tax credit lets you subtract from your federal income tax 40 percent of the first $10,000 of cost, for a
maximum credit of $4000.
System A would have an after-federal-tax cost then
of $9900 - (0.4 x 9900) = $5940. System B would
have an after-tax cost of $3720. In addition, a number of
states have tax credits as well. California’s credit, for example, would bring the final cost of system A down to
$4455 and system B down to $2790. Since the tax credits
vay from state to state, you should check with your local
agencies to determine their current status.
How can we decide whether or not these costs represent a reasonable investment? There are many ways to
tJy to compare an initial outlay of money to savings that
will accrue over the lifetime of the equipment, including
we of life-cycle costs, payback periods, and annual costing. We’ll discuss the first two approaches kier, in the
chapter on solar energy. For new we will illustrate the
annual costs technique, which is based on the premise
that you borrow the money for the system at some interest
rate, i, over some number of years, n. The annual payments on the loan plus any money spent on maintenance
becomes your annual cost, which can then be divided by
the annual KWH delivered to give a cost per KWH that
can be compared to other alternatives.
All we need for this approach is a way to ca!culate
annual payments A required to pay off a loan P gtven
interest i and term n. Equation 3.13 gives us the required
relationship, and Table 3.11 summarizes some typical
values of A/P (the capital recovery factor).

x 2 KW

system A only last
lasts 20. If a new
years from now, on
the annual costs.
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Our initial 20.year loan costs us $795 per
Solution:
year, so for the first 10 years our electrici@ costs 23 cents
per KWH as above. The second loan, whose payments
will be (Table 3.11)
A = $2500

x 0.1917

= $479/year

makes the annual cost during the last 10 years be
$795

t

$479

3500

KWHiyr

= 0.36

= 36cIKWH

which is about what a gasoline-powered
to operate today.

generator

costs

For what cost does system B deliver elecExample:
tricity under the same conditions as in the previous example?
Solution:

Borrowing the $3720 after-tax-credit cost on
a 12 percent 20-year loan means our xmual payments
wiild be (Table 3.11):
$3720

x 0.1339

= $498lyr

In 1 l-mph average winds, the system delivers 3500 KWH
per year so the cost per KWH is
$498
3500 KWHiyr

=

0.14

=

I4cIKWH

It should be pointed out that this last figure of 14
cents per KWH assumes the utility buys back power at
the same price that it sells it to you for. If they don’t pay
that much then you will not get the full dollar savings
anticipated above. On the other hand, given a very significant new piece of legislation called the Public Utilities
Regulatory Policy Act (PURPA), it may very well be %;lt
utilities will pay you more for your electricity thar you
pay them when you buy it back. The dust hasn’t settled
on this issue yet, but it looks like utilities will have to pay
you the avoided cost of new energy while they only
charge you a rolled-in average cost of new and old
sources, which is considerably less. Your equivalent~cost
of electricity generated by your WECS will therefore potentially be a bit cheaper than this calculation would indicate.
The cost of WECS electricity seems high only until
you compare it to the rapidly rising cost of utility electricity If utility prices increase at only 15 percent per year
then they double every 5 years. At these rates electiicity
that now
costs 6cents per KWH would cost 12 cents in
5years,
24cents
in 10 years, 48 cents in 15 years, and
96 cents in 20. Over the life of the WECS it will easily pay
for itself and in those later years will seem an incredible
bargain.
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Design
Summaq
1. Locate your best site, set up an anemometer, and with
the acquired data, attempt to determine a montt-bymonth estimate of average wind speed.
2. Estimate your energy requirements
using old bills or
the “watts times hours” approach. Do it for at least
each season and, better :ti!l, for each month. You may
want to divide the demand into “essential” and “convenience” components and design the wnd system to
always supply at least the essential portion.
If yours is a remote site then for ac appliances you’ll
need to increase the demand according to the efficiency of the inverter. It is also recommended
that all estimates be increased by about 30 percent to allow for
battery inefficiencies, line losses, and less-than-average
winds.
3. IJsing Figure 3.14 and the section “What is Available,’
pick a generator that will meet your needs. If you have
a relatively good match between monthly winds and
monthly demands,
the generator can be picked to
meet at least the essential portion and perhaps most
of the convenience
demand. There are certain tideoffs involving auxiliay power sources and flexibility in
your requirements,
so hard and fast rules cannot be
given here. If it seems that in some months there will
be a fair amount of surplus power generated, you may
want to use that surplus to augment a solar water-heating system.
4. If you are going to use a synchronous
inverter, you
must check with your utility to establish the costs and
conditions of service. Pick an inverter with a rating at
least as high as that of your generator and one capable
of meeting your peak demands.
5. If !-au are going to have an auxiliay power source,
you can pick its size based on estimates of the shortfall
between wind-generator
output and demand. The
standby should probably be smaller in watts generated
than the wind generator, but large enough so that you
won’t have to run it more than an hour or so a day
during months with light winds.
6. If batteries are to be used,
capacity at least 7 times the
eretor will supply. You may
age figure if it doesn’t give
during any given month.

pick an amp-hour storage
maximum current the genwant to increase that storsufficient days of capacity

7. Pick the power rating of the inverter(s)
handle all the ac loads.

to be able to

You will undoubtedly
work through several designs
as you evaluate the trade-offs between costs, convenience, and reliability; but no matter what design you
settle on, there are a few things to keep in mind. Always.

First, stay conservative-always
overestimate the load
and underestimate the supply. It is better to be surprised
at how little you need to use that auxiliary power unit than
to be disappointed at how often it is running. Second,
when you advance to the assembly and operating stages,
you must constantly be concerned with safety The mechanical forces that build up when one of tiles= units starts
operating in high winds are very dangerous
and the
amounts of electrical power generated can be lethal.
I hope this presentation has given you enough information to get your design well under way. Additional information can be obtained from the manufactixers listed
in Table 3.10 or from the list of useful references at the
end of the chapter. Final details can be checked out with
the distributor from whom you purchase your components. The energy is there-it’s
not exactly free, but it will
never run out and it’s c!ean. Let’s use it.

Electricity From Photovoltaics
If only they were cheap. Photovoltaic cells, or “solar cells,”
at a low enough cost, could revolutionize energy production and consumption
p&ems around the world. No
moving parts, quiet, safe, reliable, long-!&ing,
modular
y;;
,;
in nature so they can be used for the smallest as well as
the largest applications, easy to handle and install, polp,,
lution-free in operation. and running on the free energy
!,>f,:
;;c,~
from the sun, these cells are ideally suited for onsite ap$,N,,,
plications.
Photovoltaic cells are semiconductor
devices that
;:;,,
convert sunlight directly into electricity While the first
practical cells were manufactured back in the 195Os, their
::,,~,“’
high cost has limited their usefulness to the space program
_::, ‘,
and certain remote applications where only small amounts
of power are required., That seems about to change.
The price of photovoltaics is most often expressed in
dollars per watt of electricity that would be generated
when the cells are exposed to full sunlight-full
sunlight
being defined as 1000 watts per square meter, or 100
milliwatts per square centimeter
(which is roughly 317
Btulhr per square foot or 93 watts per square foot). Government purchases of photovoltaic arrays, fully encapsulated to protect them from the weather, ran around
$100 per peak watt in 1970; they are now (1980) running
about $8 per watt, and the Department of Energy’s goals
indicate $1. to @per-watt arrays by the end of 1982 and
50-cents-per-watt
arrays by 1986 (all in 1975 dollars).
To translate these prices into more meaningful terms,
en array that costs 50-cents-per-watt
that produces the
equivalent of full output for 6 hours per day ail year
round, and is financed with a 20.year, 11 percent loan
would produce electricity costing less than 2.9 cents per
KWH. Even adding the costs of power conditioning, storage, and mounting hardware, this suggests that the falling

price of photovoltaics will cross the rising cost of utility
generated electricity by the mid-1980s.
Brief Theory of Operation

When a photon of light collides with an atom in a semiconductor, it can transfer that energy to one of the atom’s
elech-ens. If the photon’s energy is sufficient (greater than
the “band gap” of the materin!), then the negatively
charged electron can be freed of its attachment to any
particular atom and is able to move randomly through
the semiconductor.
Meanwhile, the atom left behind has a vacancy or
“hole” where the electron used to be, and since it lacks
one of its electrons the atom is left with a net positive
charge. A neighboring electron can leave its atom to fill
the hole, but that has the effect of merely moving the hole
to the next atom, Holes, then, can be treated as positive
charges which are free to move around in much the Same
way as their partoers, the freed electrons.
An electrical current can be created if these hole-electron pairs can be separated from each other before they
have a chance to recombine. This separation is accomplished by a small electric field, or force, created within
the semiconductor
at the junction between dissimilar sections of the material.
Almost all of the solar cells now in use start with a
single cystal of highly purified silicon to which carefully
controlled amounts of impurities (or dopants) are added.
Referring to Figure 3.26. the rear of the cell is doped
with an impurity such as boron that contributes a few
extra holes of its own (holes are positive and this side is
referred to as being made of p-type material); the front
is doped with arsenic or phosphorus, which contributes
free electrons, and this side is then n-type (negative) material. Within the immediate vicinity of the pn junction
thus formed there exists a permanent electric field created
by the initial migration of the holes and electrons contributed by the dopants.
When light strikes the cell, hole-electron
pairs are
formed in both the p and n regions. Holes which migrate
into the electric field at the junction are pushed into the

Fknue 3.26

Examp:e of a silicon photovoltaic cell
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P-side and similarly electrons are pushed into the n-side.
If an elechic load is connected between the metal contacts
on the two surfaces, an amount of current will flow that
is directly proportional to the intensity of the sunlight.
Historically, the manufacture of silicon photovoltaics
has involved a number of expensive processes. First a 2.
to 3.inch-diameter
cylinder of pure single-cystal silicon
is grown by slowly pu!ling a seed cystal out of a crucible
filled with molten silicon. The cylinder is then saum into
thin wafers, with about ‘half of the cylinder being lost as
sawdust. Polishing the wafer, creating the junction, adding the metal contacts, and applying an antireflective coating require many hours of hand labor. These processes
will obviously have to be streamlined and automated if
the Department of Energy’s cost goals are to be achieved
with silicon cells.
While most solar ce!ls are made this way, a good deal
of attention is being directed toward “heterojunction”
photovoltaics made by joining two dissimi!ar semiconductors, such as cadmium sulfide (CdSj and copper sulfide (C&S). Due to their much better light absorption
properties, such cells can be made much thinner than
their silicon counterpartsso
thin that it is likely they will
be produced with relatively simple spray or vapor deepssition processes. These thin-R!m cells, while potentially
much cheaper than silicon cells, have been less atimctive
in the past due to their lower efficiencies and shorter iifetimes, but rapid progress is being made to combat both
of these shortcomings.
Progress is also being made with cells made of polycystalline silicon, and even amorphous sil!con, as well as
gallium arsenide cells that are particularly effective when
solar concentration is utilized.
Voltage-Cunent

Characteristics

Before we can design photovoltaic power systems we
must know something about the eleticai
characteristics
of individual cells. Then we can start stacking,the cells up
in arrays to meet any voltage, current, power, or energy
requirements desired.
Figure 3.27 shows the relationship betieen
voltage
produced and current generated for a tvpical silicon solar
cell-this one being a 3-inch-diameter
disk exposed to full
sun. There are several important quantities that need to
be defined.
One is the open-circuit voltage, !I,,, that corresponds
to the voltage produced when no current is allowed to
flow. For silicon cells V,, is about 0.56 volts in full sun at
25°C. Another is the short-circuit awent, I*, which is the
current that flows from the ceU if the leads are shorted
together 50 that the voltage across the ceil is zero. In full
sun at a temperature of 25”C, I,, is typically about 0.2
amps per square inch or 0.03 amps per square centimeter
(30 miUiimps per square centimeter). This 3-inch-diameter cell has an d. of 1.4 amps.
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We can operate the ceU anywhere along this V versus
1 characteristic
curve. Which combination
of V and I
would resu!t in the maximum paver output, P,,,: from the
solar cell? Since power is the product of V and I we certainly don’t want to operate with V = V,, or I 7 I,,, since
the power delivered at either point would be zero. Geometrically, power can be thought of as the area of the
rectangle formed under the characteristic curve with voltage as one side and current the other, with the operating
point locating the upper right corner. Maximum power
then corresponds to the biggest rectangle we can fit under
the curve.

The solar ceU may be forced to operate at this maximum power paint either by connecting the leads directly
to a voltage V, (such as a battey that we may want to
charge) or tji connecting the ceU to a load with resistance
R = V&
ohms.
Another term of interest is the fill factor, which in
Figure 3.27 is the ratio of the area of the crosshatched
maximum power rectangle to the area of the larger rectangle formed with V., and C, as sides. Knowing that silicon cells typically have fill factors of 70 to 80 percent
means we can estimate a given array’s power output by
merely measuring its V., and &-two
very simple measurements-and
multiplying their product by about 75
percent.
For the 3-inch diarneter silicon cell in Figure
timpIe:
3.27, what is the ceU efficiency at the maximum power
output and whet is the fill factor?
From the figure, V, = 0.45 volts (about 80
Solution:
percent of V.,,j and 1, = 1.3 amps. The cell area is 45
square centimeters so
cell power
eficiency

=

solar power

=-

(0.45 uolts x 1.3 ompsl
0.1 wottkm~ x 45 cm2

= 13%
which is typical for a silicon photovoltaic, though
are as high as 15 percent. The fill factor is
fin jxtor

=

max

power

v,J,,

which is fairly common,
percent.

0.45

out

= 0.56

though

some

x 1.3
x 1.4 = 75%

some cells exceed

80

So far we’ve only shown perfomwce
at full sun and
nominal solar ceU temperature.
Figure 3.28 shows the
effect of variations in solar intensity with the axes normalized to the conditions of full sunlight. Notice the shortcircuit current .Yaries linearly with changes in intens@ but
V,, shifts only modestly. In fact, if the cell is operated with
its voltage fffed at about 80 percent of V,, (or about 0.45
volts oer cell). the power output will be nearly optimum
for q?;ite a range of solar intensities

Figure 3.29
i”creases.

not only generate electricity but can also pick up some
“waste” thermal energy which could be used elsewhere.
Th;s “cogenemtion”
increases the overall efficiency of
converting sunlight into useful energy and could help
bring economic viability just that much sooner.
One way to avoid decreases in current delivered as
temperatures rise is to operate the cell at roughly 60 percent of the open circuit voltage instead of 80 percent.
This lets us design with an assured cunent delivery rate
without regard to temperature, but obviously it results in
lower cell efficiencies when temperatures
are low. This
conservative design philosophy is frequently used for remote battey charging operations, as we’ll see later.
Photovdtaic

P@Qre 3.18
cllmaeristic

Showing VariatiO” in nllco” ptmto”onaIc ourpur
a5 solar intensity changes.

The variation in cell characteristics with changes in
temperature is very important. As shown in Figure 3.29,
f*<barely changes as the cell heats up but V.,, changes
considerably. For example, suppose we had been operating at the maximum power point at 25°C (77°F) with LL
= 0.8 on the normaliied scale; should the cell heat up to
60°C (1407), the output cunent and power would drop
nearly 50 percent!
To help maintain performance, then, the array should
be kept cool. One way to help do this is to mount it on
an aluminum heat sink to help dissipate the incoming energy that is not being converted to electricity. Another is
to coal it with flowing air or water, in which case we can

Arrays

Wiien photovoltaics are wired in series, as shown in Figure 3.30(a), the voltages add and current through each
cell is the same; when they are wired in parallel [Figure
3.30(b)] the voltage stays the same as for an individual
cell but the currents add. Sing arrays thus involves determining the number of cells in series, forming a module,
to give proper voltage, and determining the number of
modules in parallel to give proper current or power [Figure 3.3O(c)l.

To avoid diurnal variations in power to the load, such
arrays are usually used as battery chargers and the
batteries then provide nighttime power. To prevent the
batteries from discharging back through the photovoltaic
array at night, it is newssay
to use a one-way current
valve, called a diode, placed in the circuit as shown in
Figure 3.31. If this is a silicon diode (typically), then while
it is conducting current it has a voltage drop of about 0.6
volts which must be accounted for when the photovoltaic
array is being sized. Many manufacturers
are including
Schottky diodes in their arrays because such diodes lose
only about half the voltage drop of their silicon counterparts.
The characteristics of the batteries to be charged also
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A shunt regulator protects the batterieshorn being

regulator may be called for to protect the batteries from
overcharging, as is suggested in Figure 3.32.
Ni-Cad batteries have a noninal discharge voltage of
1.25 volts per ceU and a typical charging voltage (at 25°C)
of about 1.45 volts pei cell, so our photovoltaic array will
have a different number of solar cells in series when chorging Ni-Cads than when cha#ng
lead-acids.
Exmnple:

De&n a siiiccn photovoltaic array to deliver
10 amps peak to a 12~volt lead-acid battey at 25°C. Assume 3-inch silicon ceUs with the characteristics given in
Figure 3.27.

Solution:
The 12.volt lead-acid battey has six cells,
which means the charging voltage should be about

‘[;
T!::,‘*,
k;

6 x 2.3 = 13.8 volts

g,
1:;:
r

3.31

A photovoltaic battery charger requires a blocking

need to be included in the sizing of our array. The two
most likely candidates for charging are lead-acid batteries
and nickel-cadmium
(N&Cad) batteries.
Lead-acid batteries consist of a number of cells arranged in series with each cell having a nominal discharge
voltage of about 2.1 volts. We must therefore apply more
than 2.1 volts per cell from the array in order for the
current to run into the battey to give it its recharge. Leadacid batteries are generally charged with a constant-voltage source that supplies a float charge of about 2.3 volts
per ceU (at 25°C). As the battey comes UT to full charge,
its voltage rises and the charging current correspondingly
decreases to a low enoilgh !evel that overcharging does
not occur.
When solar cells are used to charge lead-acid batteries, they can usually be connected directly to the batteries
with just the blocking diode between them as long as the
maximum current (in amps) delivered by the array in full
sunlight is less than about 15 percent of the amp-hour
rating of the batteries. In some circumstances a voltage
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The solar cells should supply this much voltage plus an
exlm 0.6 volts to cover the drop in the blocking diode. A
module must have then, in series,
(13.8 + 0.6Joofts
0.45 voltsh?fl

= 32 ce,,~

The maximum-power-point
current in full sunlight is 1.3
amps per cell, so to deliver 10 amps we’ll n,eed 8 modules
in parallel (10 + 1.3 = 7.7). The full array then would
have a total of 256 cells arranged with 32 cells per module
in series, with 8 parallel modules.
The above army was designed for cell temperatures
of only 25°C (777). If we were to use it to charge batteries
the year round, then during the summer months, unless
special cooling measures were taken, the cells would undoubtedly reach higher temperatures.
As solar cell temperatures increase, their characteristic curve shifts to the
left by about 2.2 millivolts per Centigrade degree, as was
shown in Figure 3.29. If a battey is holding the photovolt& voltage constant and if we have designed the array
to operate at the 25°C maximum power point, then as
temperatures
increase cell ?‘~tput current may have to
drop.

Fortunately lead-acid batteries also exhibit a voltage
drop as temperatures increase, though not as much es
the solar cells do (about 30 millivolts per Centigrade degree for a 12~voit battey). so to a modest degree the two
offset each other.
Many photovoltaic manufacturers design their 12.~volt
modules with more cells in series than the 32 we just
caiculated, 50 that each cell can operate at a iower voitage
and hence be less subject to current changes as temperatures increase.
A frequently used ambient design temperature
is
40°C (104°F). At this elevated temperawe
the recommended charging voltage for a 12.volt lead-acid battey
drops to about 13.3 vo!ts and the design voltage for the
photovoltaics drops to around 0.38 volts per cell, which
results in arrays having 36 or 37 cells in series.

annual capacity factors in the United States range from
about 20 to 25 percents
Once the capacity factor for a given month, or year,
is known sc!ar pzfiel energy stitput is easiiy calculable
from Equation 3.14.
Example:

Calculate thp monthly and annual energy
delivered by a solar cell array rated at 18 watts peak if the
panel is located in Santa Maria. California. faces south,
and has a 60” tilt angle. Solar radiation is given in Table
3. i2.
~_~Table 3.12

Solar Radiation on a 60” Surface In Santa Maria
hoio”on

don

F.?b

Mar

Ap.

47

46

54

50

,103 BtYl,*hnDn*h:

MOY J”nc

46

‘I3

July

*ug

sept

@et

NO”

Dee

46

50

50

52

46

47

Annual Performaace

The previous examples have shown how we can design
an array to deliver, under peak sunlight conditions, any
amount of voltage, current, and power that we want. If
such an array is put out in the sun all year round, a key
question to ask is, what total amount of energ could be
de!ivered? The answer to the question depends not only
on the individual ceU characteristics but the tilt angle of
the array and local insolation (sunshine) conditions as
they vary from hour to hour and month to month.
To calculate monthly or yearly performance of a solar
cell array it is useful to reintroduce the notion of a capacity
factor (CF). The capacity f&or over a given period of
time is the ratio of the amount of energy actually delivered
,, to the amount that would have been delivered if the system were putting out full power the whole time. Moving
terms around, we can say that
E. 3.14

energy delivered

Since photovoltaics deliver an amount of current that
varies linearly with incident sunlight and since their operating voltage is relatively constant, the capacity factor
can be approximated, merely by taking the ratio of sunshine striking the array (the insolation) to the amount of
sun that would be available if we had ful! sunlight (100
milliwatts per square centimeter) 24 hours s d3.y. Typical
Czix,city Factor ad

Let’s work out the numbers for January insolation on the panel is given as 47,000 Eta per square
foot. Earlier we stated that full sun was defined as 100
milliwatts per square centimeter or 317 Btuihr per square
foot, so the Januay capacity factor works out to be
actual insolation
cF

=

full

sun

insolation

47,000
317

Btuihr-f&*

BtuifP-mo

x 24hrldoy

x 31 doyimo

= 0.20
Since the array delivers 18 watts in full sun, then by Equation 3.14 the January energy delivered would be:
energy

= capacity factor x
rated power x
total hours

Table 3.13

Solution:

=

0.20

:

2680

x 18 watts

x 24

watt-hou&mo

hr/doy x 31 daylmo
= 2.68KWHimo

‘The calculations for the rest of the months are presented
in Table 3.13~
The annual capacity factor of 0.209 means that on
the average the ceUs receive the equivalent of about 5
hours per day of full sunlight. Notice that by having
picked such a steep tilt angle for the array we have rninimized the month-to-month
variation in energy delivered.
If this array were to be powering a remote site with a
constant demand for paver we would have to even up

Energy Delivered by an 18.watt Anay in Santa Maria
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those output fluctuations with a battery storage bank capable of carrying excess energy from the good months on
into the poorer months. The steep tilt angie therefore
helps keep the necessary battery storage capacity to a
minimc:n.
Photovoltaics

with Synckonous

peak power

=

KWHlmo
0.2

x

x 8760

12 molyr

= 3,4

KW

hrlyr

At 12 percent efficiency and 93 watts/ftz (full sun) the area
of cells would be:
3400 waus

Inverter

If futility power is available, the most exciting prospect for
a home electric system is to combine a solar-ceil array
with a synchronous inverter as shown in Figure 3.33. Reca!l from the wind-electric
system discussion that synchronous inverters convert dc power to ac with the proper
voltage, frequency, and phase to match the electricity
coming from the utility If more power is being generated
by your solar cells than is needed by the load, the excess
is fed back to the utility (in essence running you: electric
meter backwards giving you the equivalent KWH credit).
If insufficient power is being generated, the utUity makes
up the deficit. Thus your home always has the electricity
it needs without the need for any separate battery storage.
For many utilities, !he peak demand for power comes
during the summer on hot, sunny days when everyone
hum on their air conditioners. This is just when your photmolttc
arroy .*ilillbe putting out its maximum amount
of power and hence you may actuaiiy heip the utilities
shave their peak demand and reduce their need for new
generating Capacity

500

0.12

= 3@5 Jl*

x 93 wattslfi~

The total system cost would then be
Solar ceus, 3400 watt @ $l/watt
Mounting Hardware, 305ft* @ $21ftz
Synchronoa
inverter, 3400 watt

s34Qo
613

@$0.25lwati

Mtscellaneous

850

wiring

500

Total

$5360

From Table 3.11 the capital recovey factor for a 12
20.year loan is 0.1339 50 the annual payments
would be
percent,

A = P x CRF

= 5360

x 0.1339

= $7171~~

Over a year’s period this system would sell the utility as
much electricity during the days as it buys back during
the nights, for a net exchange of zero. If the utility would
buy back electricity et the same price that they sell it, our
cost per KWH would be
9717lyr

5OOKWHlmo

x 12 molyr

=

I1.9cIKWH

As an average cost of electricity for the next 20 years, tbii
is not bad. With the various state and federal tax credits
applicable nau, that cost would be reduced to a level that
is comparable to the price utilities charge today

I

SynChrOnO”S
inYeller

F&m

3.33

sizing Battely storage

Residential photovoltaicsarray with synchronous

inverta.
Example:
Size a photovoltaic
system which will generate an average of 500 KWH per month Nypicai for a
single family residence) in an area with an annual capacity
factor of 0.2, using 12 percent efficient silicon cells.
At $1 per watt for the cells, 52 per square foot of cells
for the mounting hardwam, $0.25 per watt for the synchronous inverter, and $sOO for miscellaneous
tiring,
estimate the cost of the system. If the system is financed
with a 2Oyear, 12 percent loan, what woxld be the cost
per KWFF?

Rearranging E+atlon
peak power of the array gives

Solution:
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3.14 to solve for the

In sizing battery storage we must distinguish between applications where an atiliay
electric energy source is
avaiiable to supplement the photovoltaic array (such as
a diesel-generator
set) and lruly remote app!ications
where the photovoltaics must reliably supply 100 percent
of the year-in year-out demand (such as a lighted buoy
floating in the ocean somewhere).
There is no “right” way to size storage when auxiliay
energy is available, though there are sane guidelines that
should be adhered to. For example, the fuil-sunlight
charging cwent from the photovoltaic army should not
exceed the recommended
charging rate for the batteries.
This constraint should cause no difficulty since you’ll want
to have enough battey capacity to hold at last one long
sunny day’s worth of enevg afiyway. Tiiat means you
won’t be charging the batteries at anything much faster

than an 8.hour rate, which is sufficiently slow to avoid
overheating of the batteries.
Another factor to remember is that batteries should
not be discharged below about 40 percent of their rated
capacity if battery lifetime is to be maximized. Also note
that, especially in the winter, the solar cell amay may not
be able to fully charge a large battery bank and the auUiary may periodically have to be used to bring them up
to a full charge condition.
The more difficult design job involves sizing battey
storage when no auxiliary power is available. The following example Ulrrstraies a straightforward design approach
!hat gives reasonable results. We’ll follow it with a more
elegant procedure if you want to get fancy.
Example:
Size an array and determine the storage re.
quirements
for a remote system capable of delivering
0.25 watts continuously into a 9.volt load in Santa Maria,
California. This could be the po\*rer supply for the ha+
calculator used with the anemometer we designed in the
wind measurement
section of this chapter. Size the storage 50 that fully charged batteries would be no more than
60 percent discharged after five days with no solar input.
Sdution:

Let’s use a 60” tilt angle for the ar.zy so that
we can use the capacity $ctors from the previous aemple. The worst month is June, with a capacity factor
of 0.19. Using Equation 3.14. OUTarray must have a peak
power rating of
0.25 watts x 720 howsslmo
0.19 x 720 hounlmo

= l,? watts
-

Let’s add a safety factor of 30 percent, giving 3s an array
capable of delivering 1.3 x 1.3 = 1.7 peak watts.
To charge a 9-&t battery we’ll need to supply roughly 10 volts peak (al1otir.g for the diode drop, and so on),
which, at 0.45 volts per cell (silicon), wrmld require
---

10 itJOlts

= 22 ce!ls in se%?.5

0.45 L~oltsl~~eli

In addition we’ll need enotigh cells L!Ipamllel to supply
1.7 ura~;/lO volts = 0.17 amps. In&idual
cells about
olne square inch etch can do’ thal:. The maximum battey
discharge ;uiU be
5 days x 24 hridoy

x 0.25 warts == 30 watt-hours

To be no more than 60 percent discharged, the batteries
must be rated at 30 watt-hours/li).6 = 50 watt-hours, or
(& 9 volts) 5.5 amp-hours.
The above erample used capacity factors to detersine the worst month, anti the array sizing was based on
zzeting that worst-case condition. You can sometimes do

a better job of sizing by trading off battery storage capacity
for photovoltaic area. That is, by inciuding more storage
capacity, energy from the good months may be carried
over into the poorer months, making it possible to use a
somewhat smaller solar cell array. The following procedure can be used for such longer-storage designs.
1. Using Equation 3.14, calculate the peak power rating
of the solar cell army that would deliver the annual
energy required by the load. it is best to do this cdlculation for a steep tilt angle, say the latitude plus 20
as a starting point.
2. Set up a table with month-to-month
insolations, resulting capacity factors, solar cell array energy outputs,
and energy demands.
3. For each month calculate the excess (or deficit) energy
generated by the photovoltaics sized in step 1.
4. To start the storage requirement
calculation, assume
the batteries are fully ch,arged at the beginning of the
year. Then keep a running total, month by month, of
the state of discharge of the batteries. In months where
there is more energy delivered from the array than the
batteries need to be brought to full charge, the accumulated discharge doesn’t go positive but is fixed at
zero. Continue this running total through the jisar ald
into the next year until the pattern of monthly discharges begins to repeat itse!f (this puts us into a steady
state solution that is independent of our initial assumption of fully charged batteries on Januay
1).
5. Find the month with the greatest level of hattey discharge, given as so many KWH. This capacity should
be augrnentcd
by an amount of storage that corresponds to a string of no-sun days the! might happen
to occur zt the end of *he worst month found above.
6. For maximum
lifetime, the batteries must be big
encugh M that they never drop below a 40 percent
+arge. Therefore dividing the maximum KWH of dischaq
found in step 5 by 0.6 will teU UE the battey
c-a-p&y needed to cover the monthly variation in solar
flux plus a string of rainy days and still haw a tolerable
level of charge in the batteries. The capacity can also
be expressed in the more usual amp-hours of storage
by dividing the watt-hotire by the system voltage.
7. To account for the variation in insolation from year to
year and the losses in charging and discharging the
battery bank, the solar cell array should be increased
beyond the size calculated in step 1 by about 30 percent.
8. Repeat the procedae
compare total costs.
Notice this procedure

for a larger solar cell array and

starts by finding the smallec!

TB

solar cell array to cover the annual load and then the
resulting battery capacity to carry us from month-tomonth. If ‘we increase the array size we can decrease the
storage capacity required. If we reduce the tilt angle we
can probably use a smaller anay but more storage would
be required. To find the economically optimum solution
would require several iterations of this procedure and
hence could require a computer. Suffice it to say that as
long as solar-cell prices are high, an array slightly larger
than the minimum will usually work out quite well.
Example:

Size a solar-cell array and battery storage
bank to reliably deliver 3 KWH per day to a load in Santa
Maria, California (this could be a small house, for example). Allow storage for five continuous days of no sun.

Solution:
Let us ruse a 60” tilt for the array since we
already have the monthljr capacity factors worked out
from a previous example.
First we must size the array in terms of its rated (peak)
p0.%,:
rated power

=

annual

energy deliuered

onnuol CF x 8760 hrlur
= 3000 watt-hrlday x 385 dayiyr
0.209 x 8760 hriyr
= 598 peak watts

January

output

demand

T;al,le

“0!7lh

J?,"
Feb
Mar
b
May
June

July
Aug
Sept
ckt
NO”

D%
Annual

74

,mima

31
28
31
$I
30
31
31
30
31
30
31
365

=
=
=
=
:=
=
3.14

rated power x CF x
24 hriday x 31 daysimo
598 x 0.20 x 24 x 31
88,900 won-hours
88.9KWH
31 doysimo x 3 KWHlday
93KWH
Calculating

the Aceomukated

CF

Enrrgy
Denuered
,KWH,tnnoi

0.20
0.22
0.23
0.22
0.20
O.lY
0.20
0.21
0.22
0.22
0.20
0.20

RX.9
88.4
102~3
94.7
88.9
S1.8
88.9
93.4
94.8
97.9
86.1
88.9

0.209

1095

excess generozrd

DeHcft

Energy
Danond
,KWH,mo,

2
93
90
;i
93
;i
93
90
93
1095

= 88.9

=

93

4.1 KWH (deficit)

Filling in the table for the other months fellows this same
procedure (Table 3.14). Notice how the accumulated deficit adds up. If the batteries are fully charged on Januay
1, then at the end of Jan~y
they have been discharged
by 4.1 KWH. In February 4.4 KWH can be added to the
charge, which means they regain full charge (no deficit)
at the end of February By the end of the first year the
accumulated
discharge is 14.3 KWH. Thus the end of
Januay in the second year leaves the batteries discharged
by 18.4 KWH. By the end of April, however, they are
fully charged again and the steady state monthly discharge pattern begins to repeat itself.
The maximum discharge is 18.4 KWH due to monthly variations in sunshine; we must then add 5 days x 3
KWHiday or 15 KWH of storage to allow for a string of
rainy weather at the end of Januay
when the batteries
are at their lowest charge. The maximum total discharge
then becomes 18.4 + 15 = 33.4 KWH. For this to be
60 percent of the total storage capacity (leaving a 40 percent charge) we divide by 0.6 to get 33.410.6 = 55 KWH
total capacity. For a 120.volt system this can be transla!ed
to
55,000

The succeeding steps require month-by-month
cal-~
culations. Let’s work them oi;! for January and just present
the results for the other months in a table.
January

Jonuoy

watt-hours
= 458

120 uolts

amp-hours

Finally, step 7 recommends a safety factor of 30 perten! for the photovoltaic array, which makes its final power rating 777 peak watts (1.3 x 598). At 1979 prices of
$8 per watt for photovoltaics and $60 per KWH for batteries, the total system would cost $6200 ior cells and
$3300 for batteries for a total of about $9500. That’s pretty steep for roughly 90 KWH per month!
It is a good idea to repeat the procedure with a larger
array size to reduce the amount of storage required.
for Sat?ery

Stwage

Sizing.

Excus
Generared
~XWH,IflOl

-,4.1
4.4
9.3
4.7
-4.1
-8.2
-4.1
0.4
4.8
4.9
-3.9
-4~1
0

Santa

Waria

l-

Aecumd
.wst
Yeor
mm,,

-4.1
0
0
0
-4.1
- 12.3
16.4
- 16.0
- 11.2
- 6.3
- 10.2
14.3

Example
I oejleit
Second
Yew
WWH)

- 18.4
.- 14.0
-4.7
-04.1
-12.3
16.4
- 16.0
-11.2
-6.3
-10.2
i4.3

Redo the previous example with a 10 percent larger solar cell array and compare the total costs

Exampk:

which of course already heats and cools i&elf with the sun
but now even provides for its own electrical needs.

Solution:

Instead of using 598 watts peak output for
the basic array size, let’s try 660 watts. The presentation
of the ca!cu!ation in Table 3.15 shows that the array always meets the required demand. Batteries are required
only for a five-day string of bad weather, that is, 15 KWH.
For battey lifetime, dividing by 0.6 gives the total storage
requirement as 25 KWH or 2080 amp-hours at 12 volts
Table 3.15

Reworking the Santa Maria Example witk a
fibrger Array

GaY”hno,

Energy
Demand
,KWHiino,

98
97
113
104
98
90
98
103
104
iO8
95
98

93
84
93
90
93
90
93
93
‘90
93
90
93

E”fr4-Y
De,lue.!d

IHonth CF
Jan
Feb
Mar
APr
May
June
July
Aug
Sept
0.3
NO”
Dee

:

20
22
.23
.22
20
.l?
.20
21
.22
.22
20
.20

EXCesY
Generaied Acc”m”,orod
,Kl!lHhm, DeJ%,t. KW”
5
7
10
14
5
0
5
10
14
15
5
5

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Increasing the array size by 30 percent as a safety
factor gives an 858-w&t array. At $8 per watt and $60 per
KWH this system costs $6864 for cells and $1500 for
batteries for a total of $8364, a considerable savings over
the initial design.
TheFuture

Once cells drop below about $1 per watt the cost of remote systems will no longer be critically dependent
on
cell prices but rather will be dominated by batteries, support racks, design a.nd installation costs, inverten, and
miscellaneous
electronic equipment.
For many installations, especially those in areas where utility elechicity is
available, many of the:<@ fixed costs cm be eliminated.
Home generated electricity can be fed back into the grid
with a synchronous
inverter, eliminating battery costs;
conventional
electric-driven
air conditioning
equipment
could be run directly off the photovoltaic‘here
demand
and supply are roughly coincident and storage requirements are minimal or eliminated entirely; electric cars
could get their energy from photw;o!taics, shifting the battery costs to the vehicle itself rather than the photovoltaic
system.
Imagine driving your pollution-free
electric car to
work and plugging hito the solar cell atmy mounted on
the parking structure, while you go about your business
in a building whose air conditioning system runs directly
off the cells on the roof, then returning to your home,

Electricity From A Stream
If you are fortunate enough to have a sma!l stream flowing
through your property, you may be able to use it to generate electiicity for your home. If your needs are modest,
you will probably be amazed at how small a flow is required. A meandering stream, rotting along at only a couple of miles per hour and having a cross section of only
h few square feet, gives up more energy in falling several
feet than you are likely to need to power all your electrical
appliances. In this section you Mili learn how to estimate
the energy that your s&earn can supply and some methods by which that energy can be captured, stored, and
converted into electricity.
Power

and Energy

fromWater

A stream contains two kinds of energy: by virtue of its
vekxity, it has kinetic energy; and by virtue of its elevation
it contains potmtioi
energy. The kinetic energy in most
streams is not great enough to be useful; it is the potential
energy between hue sites of differing elevations that we
try to exploit. Very simply, the idea is to divert some of
the water from a site upstream, transport it along an elevated conduit, and then let it fall through a waterwheel
or hydraulic turbine located at a lower elevation downstream. The turbine (or waterwheel) turns a generator
which produces electricity. The water then returns to the
stream.
The amount of power obtainable from a stream is
proportional to the rate at which the water flows and the
vertical distance which the water drops (called the head).
The basic formula is
E. 3.15

p3&!!g

where P is the power obtained from the stream in kilowa.ts; Q is the flow of water in cubic feet per second (cfs);
A is the average cros+sectional
area of the stream in
square feet; u is the average velocity of the &-earn in feet
per second; His the height the water falls (head) in feet;
11.8 is a constant which accounts for the density of water
and the conversion from ft-lbisec to KW; and e is the
ovzmll conversion efficiency.
The above relationship tells us how much power a
srream has to offer. To account for the various losses
which occur during the conversion to electricity, we have
included in the above estimate an efficiency factor, e,
which includes the conversion efficiency oi the turbine or
water wheel, as well as losses associated with the generator and any gearing. Table 3.16 gives some represen-
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tative values for conversion efficiencies of various types
of prime mover (to be described later); these efficiencies
should be multiplied by about 0.75 to account for generator and gearing losses. As can be seen waterwheels
are considerably less efficient than turbines with owrall
efficiencies, e, of probably around 0.4 at best, while turbines may achieve an e of something closer to 0.6.
Table3.16 ffe,msntas,v~
Effkier.ctes
for“amus lLpesof
Waterwho& and Tm,bines’
PrimeMow,

Z-45%
35-G%
4660%
e&75%

Turbines: Reaction
hp”k
CKXSflOW

80%
80X35%
GO-80%

Example:

At 50 percent conversion
efficiency, how
much power could be obtained from a flow of water having a cross-sectional
area of 1 square foot, a velocity of
1 foot per second, and a fall of 10 feet?
Solution:

EHi.knsyRonee

Waterwheels: Undershot
Breast
PO”d3
Overshot

In order to use Equation 3.15, the stream flow rate
(Q), or the velocity (~1 and cross-sectional area (A), must
be determined. In a later section we indicate how to measure these important quantities, but for now let’s look at
some example calcuiations.

We “se our formula and find that
P = AuHe
-=
11.8

I x 1 x 10 x 0.5
11.8

-

Note.: a~ Fromhfirm-HYdrn
Power:Re”ie!“ing
A” CM coocep~.
by R. Aiwardet a,.

= 0.42 KW = 420 wms
Now 420 watts may not seem like much until you
realize that if this power can be obtained 24 hours a day,
in a month’s time we could accumulate about
0.42 KW x 2G hridoy x 30 days/month
= 300 KWHlmonth
This is enough elech.ical energy to run lights, refrigerator,
freezer, power tools, pumps, hi-fi, and so on; probably all
you would need unless you used an electric water heater
or electric space heating. (See “Calculating Your Energy
Requirements”
in this chapter. )

This example points out how little the oueroge flow
can be and yet be sufficient to mee! our monthly auerage
electrical-energy
demand. You will recall. however, that
we must be concerned not only with average electrical
demand, but also with peok power demand. While our
sample stream can deliver 420 watts continuously, what
happens when we flip on a few appliances and demand
jumps to several thousand watts? Either we must always
have sufficient flow in the stream to provide that peak
power demand or we need a way to s!ore up energy when
it is not needed to provide for these peaks. With a wind
system it was recommended
that such storage be provided by batteries or, if possible, the utility grid. For a water
system we have the additional alternative of storing potential energy in a reservoir of water behind a dam and
drawing the reservoir down as necessary to meet peak
demands.
System

Considerations

There are some fundamenal
differences between one
water-power system and another. The key determinants
include the physical characteristics of your site (do yoil
have large tlows and a small head or vice versa or something in behveen?); for what pwpose are you generating
the power (to run some lowspeed mechanical loads or
to generate electricity); and whether it is a truly remote
site or is utility backup power close at hand.
If your requirement
is to generate power for lowspeed, high-torque, mechanical loads such as for milling
and grinding operations or heavy shop machinery like
saws, lathes, and drill presses, then in some circumstances

a big, slow-turning waterwheel may be appropriate. Later
we will describe various types of waterwheels.
For electrical loads, a highly geared-up waterwheel
may work fine, but in most circumstances. a high-speed,
hydraulic turbine such as the one shown in Figure 3.34
makes much more sense.
For such electrical applications. the tyl>e of turbine to
use is highly dependent on the combination of head and
flow available. Obviously, the higher the head available
the lower the flow required to produce a given amount
of power, and this consideration will dictate the size and
type of turbine to use. Later we will describe the various
turbines available and the proper circumstances for their
“Se.
“High head” installations, by definition, are typically
considered to be those with at least 50 feet of available
head, while “low head” installations have lesssome
as
little as 5 to 10 feet. One advantage of high head installations is that less water needs to be moved around, which
means smaller diameter piping can be used and the physical size of the turbine is reduced, both factors helping to

I

piwe

Figure 3.34

3.33

T,@m, low head installation.

A hydraulicturbineconnectedto an electrical
ragwe 3.36

Typical high head in~tallatio”

reduce installed costs. For example, one turbine, the Hydromite described later, is so small it weighs only 6.5
pounds and could fit into a shoe box, yet it can deliver
enough energy to meet the electrical appliance demands
of most households.
Figure 3.35 illustmtes a typical low head installation
with a relatively short iarge-diameter
closed conduit
(called a penstock), while Figure 3.36 illustiates the high
head counterpart. In both cases the intake is shown coming directly from the stream, though a dam could be used
to increase available head. The intake should be protected with a imsh rack of spaced iron bars to screen; incoming debris, and it is also a good idea to build a small
holding chamber to allow silt to settle out.
The final key consideration in the initial planning of
a microhydro installation is whether or not you will need
some means of storage, and, if so, what type.
Systems

With

No

Storage

If flows are sufficient, it may be desirable to design the
system with no storage-everything
gets sized to meet
peak power demands and the excess power potential at
any given time is simply not utilized. A dam may be incorporated, but its purpose is merely to increase head;
the pond does not get drained down to meet peak demands.
Example:
What flow rate, Q, is required to meet a peak
power demand of 6 KW from a 5C percent efficier.t system with 10 feet of available head?
Suilution:

Rearranging

Q=.e=

11.8

P

Equation

3.15 $wzs us

11.8 x 6
10 x 0.5 =

If this much flow is wailable
much as

14.2

cfs

then we could generate

as

guro 3.31

the generator rather than the turbine. The generator governor can either act simply as a voltage regulator, varying
the field current (see “Wind Energy Conversion Systems”
in this chapter) according to load, or can be even nicer
and divert excess power to secondary loads such as your
solar hot-water storage tank (we did this in the wind section as well, if you recall).
Systems

6 KW x 720 hrlmo

With

Storage

= 4320 KWHlmo

but this probably greatly (exceeds our electric energy requirements (wdess the house uses electric space heating).
Some means :must be provided then to track the demand
for power so titmt our turbine-generator
delivers only what
is needed. This is accomplished with a governor.
Governors can be mechanical (or electrical. The mechanical ones control power either by diverting flow on
and off of the turbine blades or by regulating the amount
of flow through the turbine. ‘The speed of the turbine shaft
may thereby be controlled, making possible the use of a
synchronous generator which puts out 60-cycle ac ready
for home use. An exxnple of this type of setup is the
Hoppes Hydroelectric Unit manufactured by James Leffel
and Company, which is shown in Figure 3.37.
Electronic governors regulate output by controlling
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Happes hydmlecixic unit with mechanical governor.

For most small hydra systems som,e form cf energy storage will be required to meet peak demends, and the
choices are three: a dam can be built and the resulting
pond can be drawn dosn as needed; a battery storage
bank with inverter can be used; and finally, if it is available,
the utility grid can be used wtth a synchronous inverter.
Traditionally, storage, has been accomplished with a
pond. The energy that can be delivered from such storage
is given by the following expression:
VHe
E.

3.16

E =

42,500

where E is given in KWH; V equals the pond volume in
cubic feet; e is the conversion efficiency; and H is the
average head, in feet, over the period of generation.

Example:

What volume of
to provide 10 KWH of storage
energy for a small household)
able is 12 feet and the overall

Solution:

Rearranging
[I

=

42,500

water would be necessary
(about one day’s worth of
if the average head availefficienc;r is 50 percent?

Equation
x 10

12 x 0.5

3.16 gives

The average power demand
400 KWHlmo

=

720 hrlmo

0.55

Twould be

KM/

50 our generator needs to have at least this capacity
flow rate, from equation 3.15, is

The

= 70,830fi3

A pond 120 feet by 120 feet and 5 feet deep wo->ld have
this volume, so you can see this is a fairly large body of
water.
There are a number of reasons why drawing down a reservoir to meet peak demands is less than ideal. It would
make downstream flow sporadic, which could upset the
local ecology, your downstream
neighbors. and could
ewn be a violation of local water laws. The pond, too,
would be constantly filling and emptying, which from the
point of view of aesthetics and recreational benefits is less
than desirable. And you have to build a dam, which can
be an extensive undertaking that will change the character
of your stream. Finally, the penstock, turbine, and generator all have to be sized for peak flows, which makes
them bigger and hence more expensive than if they’re
designed for average flows.
A better alternative is to use a system designed for
average power demands and use batteries for storage.
Such a system, as shown in Figure 3.36, is entirely analogous to the self-sufficient wind system of Figure 3.5. A
dc generator charges batteries which supply dc to some
loads and, by means of an inverte$ ac to others. The
major difference has to do with sizing*ihe battery storage;
while wind systems may have to rely on the batteries for
days on end with no charging cunent, hydra systems are
always delivering some current to the batteries. This not
only means increased battery lifetime, but it also means
much less battey storage capacity needs to he provided.
The amout of battey storage required depends on
the usage pattern throughout the day Clearly if the daily
load cu:we is, flat, meaning the power demand is cc&ant
and equal to the power being generaled, there is no need
for any storage. It is when there are large peaks separated
by periods of low demand that the most storage is required. In most household circumstances if the batteries
are sized to store somewhere between one-half of a day’s
average energy demand and a full day’s demand, then
they will easily cover any peak pol,veer periods without
excessive discharge.
Example:

Solution:

What flow rate would be required to supply
400 KWH per month from a 60 percent efficient system
with a 50.foot head? What size generator should be used
and what battey storage capacity would give a half day’s
worth of storage in a 32-volt system?

11.8

11.8P

Q=.e=

x 0.55

50 x 0.6

or about

100 gallons per minute.

One-half

day’s energy demand

%

x

400

KWHimo

= 0.22 cfs

is

= 6.7 K WHlday

30 dayslmo

so a 32.volt battery bank would be rated at
6700 won-hour
32 volt

=

209

amp-hour

Figure 3.38 shows the state of battery chsrge through
a sample day with a rather peaked demand curve as
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shown. In this fairly extreme case, the batteries sized at a
half day’s storage drop to a low of 30 percent of full charge
at 7 P.M. It would be better if the state of charge could be
held to at least 40 or 50 percent, so a slightly larger capa&y should be specified.
Finally, as was true with wind systems, if utility power
is available, and if the utility will go along with it, then you
can eliminate the battey storage entirely by coupling
your system through a synchronous inverter as is shown
in Figure 3.39. This is the cheapest system of all since
penstock, turbine, and generator are sized for average
power demands rather than peak and no expensive battey and inverter system is required.

the irregularity of the cross section, but five or ten should
do. The cross-secticnal area is then determined by multiplying the width of the stream times the average depth.
Do this at several “typical” points and average your results
to obtain a more accurate answer.
To estimate the velocity, first measure the distance
between two fixed points along the length of the stream
where the cros!x&ional
area measurements were made.
Then toss something that will float--a piece of wood or
a small bottle-into
the center of the stream and measure
the length of time required for it to travel between the two
fixed markers. Dividing the distance by the time gives you
the average velocity of the float. But since the stream itself
encounters drag along its sides and bottom, the float will
travel a bit faster than the average velocity of the stream.
By muitiplying the float velocity by a correctional factor
of about 0.8, an estimate of average stream velocity is
obtained.
Estimate the flow rate Q for the stream
whose cross section is shown in Figure 3.40. The width
is 6 feet and the five depth measurements
are (in feet)
0.3, 0.5. 1.0, 1.2, and 0.5. A float traveled a distance of
100 feet a!ong the stream in 50 seconds.

Example:

solar
home
I

Figure 3.39

Estimating

A hydra system couple$ to the

Water

utility grid.

Flows

It is quite important to know not only average stream
flows, but also minimum and maximums to be expected~
You’ll need to estimate minimum flows in order to be sure
you’ll always have enough power; you’ll need maximum
flows to be able to design your struch~res so that they will
not create a danger during peak flooding. If you have
lived on the property for a long time, you may be able
to recall past conditions; o: you may have to gather this
sort of information from neighbon who are more familiar
with the area.
Looking at the flow is one thing, but actually measuring it is something else. We will now describe two ways
to go about measuring s&earn flows: the float method and
the weir method.
Float Method
As we saw in our equation, the flow Q through the
stream equals the cross-sectional area, of the stream (A)
measured at any site multiplied by the average velocity
(u) of the water through that site (Q =: Au). To apply the
float method, first pick a section of strwm about 100 feet
iong where the cross section is relatively constant and the
stream is relatively straight.
To estimate the cross-sectional area of the stream at
a @ven site, measure the depth of the water at a number
of equally spaced points across the stream and calculate
their average. The number of points needed depends on
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F,-

Detmining

3.40

Solution:
d=

a stream’s moss-sectionalarea

The average depth is
0.3 + 0.5 + 1.0 + 1.2 + 0.5
5

The cross-sectional

= 0.7ft

area is therefore

A = 6 x 0.7 = 4.2,ftz
The stream
0.8, is

veloc:ity, includi.ng the correctional

factor of

loop

u = __
x 0.8 = l.~5ft!sec
50 se<
The flow r&e is thus
Q = Ao = 4.2 x 1.6 = 6.7 cfs
Weir Method
This method gives more accurate results than the float
method, but it requires a bit more work in that a weir must
be constructed. Figure 3.41 shows the basic arrangement.

A water-tight, rectangular-notched
dam is constructed and
provision is made for measuring <he height of the water
surface above the notch. The weir should be located in
the center of the stream, its crest should be sharp (as
shown in the f&we), and the streambed in front of the
weir must be as fiat as possible. The head H is measured
sevaal feet upsbeam from the weir, as shown. The dimesons
of the weir and the head are all that are needed
to I ,btain accurate flow measurements,
using the foUowing
hydn.ulic relation:

where Q equals the flow in cfs; L equals the width of the
weir opening in feet; C equals a discharge coefficient; and
H equals the head above the weir in feet.
The discharge coefficient (C) can be determined from
Figure 3.42, given the head (H) and the dimensions of
the weir (P is the height from the streambed to the weir
opening; b is the width of the stream),
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flow
Example:
A rectang,ular-notched,
sharp-crested
wei,r
having a crest 0.5 feet above t!,le streambed and a width
of 2.4 feet sits in a channel
4 feet wide. The head is
determined to be 0.6 feet. Calculate :be flv~.
To get the coefficient
we need the following ratios:

Solprtion:
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Fig,n,.z 3.42
Discharge caefficient for a notched, sharp-crestedweir
(after King and Brater, ,963).

Q = CLH-

E. 3.17

Y

C from Figure 3.42.

0.6

= o.5

=

1.2

From Figure 3.42, the coefficient
= 3.3. So the flow is
Q = 3.3

x 2.4

is determined

x (0.6j3’2

= 3.7

to be C

cfs

If you install the weir permanently
and put a scale on
the measuring stick for the head, you can easily prepare
a discharge chart. Then. any time you want to measure
flow, you just read your stick and find the flow on your
chart.

To take advantage of the upstream head, the water must
be transported to the powerhouse in some sort of conduit.
The conduit can be an open channel, as is usually the
case when a waterwheel is used. or a full-pressure conduit
(pipe), which is usually required for turbines. Sometimes
both are used.
Water is conveyed through conduits at the expense
of part of its energy, which is lost mostly because of the
friction between the water and the walls of the conduit.
These losses are reduced as conduit size increases, but
costs increase correspondingly.
Also, in open channels,
reducing the slope decreases the water’s velocity, thereby
reducing head losses; but again, this requires larger channels to provide the same total flow rate. There are tradeoffs involved in any design. In most circumstances you’ll
be using a turbine which requires water to be delivered
under pressure and the best conduit choice is PVC pipe,
which has less head loss and is cheaper than its steel or
concrete count,erparts.
To help you size the conduit, Table 3.17 gives flow
capacity and friction loss for straight Schedule 40 PVC
thermoplastic pipe. Steel piF,e in fair condition will have
about double the head loss iihown.
To determine the head kxs associated with ‘valves and
elbows in the pipe, you can use Table 3.18. The values
given are the length of straight pipe which wuld have the
same head loss as the valve or fitting. So you just add
these equivalent lengths to the actual length of straight
pipe to get total head loss.
As a general design guideline you should try to keep

Table 3.17

Head Loos per 100 Feet of Schedule Ql eve

Ptpe

now Rote ,gpm,

P,pe
.s,IE
2”
2’W
3”
4’
5”
8
8’
1w
IT

50

100

5.79
2.42
0.81
0.21
0.07
0.03

20.9
3.72
2.93
0.76
0.24
0.10
0

:
0

:

150

200

250

300

400

500

7.50

*mo

**cl0

mall

4000

18.5
6.20
I.61
0.52
0.22
0.05
0
0

10.6
2.75
0.88
0.37
0.09
0.04
0

4.16
1.34
0.56
0.14
0.0:
0

5.83
1.87
0.73
0.20
0.07
0

9.93
3.19
1.33
0.34
0.11
0.05

4.82
2.00
0.51
0.17
0.07

4..!5
1.0x
0.36
0.15

7.23
1.34
0.61
0~26

2.19
0.94

1.99

3.41

flow speeds in pipe to something less than about 5 feet
per second and your overall head loss in the pipe to less
than 10 percent of the available head.

inch PVC pipe of the last example carrying 0.22 cfs, what
power would be generated by a 60 percent efficient systern?

Example:

Solution:

Dete:ine
the head loss with 0.22 cubic feet
per second of flow through 400 feet of 4.inch PVC pipe
containing four 45” elbows and one gate valve, threequarters open.

The net head is 50 - 3.3 = 46.7 feet, so,
using Equation 3.i5, the power generated would be
0.22

PS&

x 46.7

x 0.6

= o,52

KW

11.8

Solution:
Each elbow is equivaient to 5.4 feet of pipe
and the gate valve adds another 11.7 feet, so the total
equivalent length of pipe is 4 x 5.4 + 11.7 + 400 =
433 feet. Our flew rate is
0.22

ft3isec

x

7.5 gal/f@

x 60 secimin

=

100

gpm

so from Table 3.17 the head loss is 0.76 feet per 100 feet
of pipe. Our total losj is then
0.76
-

x 433

100

= 3.3feet

It is important to remember to use the net head (available vertical head minus pipe friction head loss) for H in
Equation 3.15.
Exampk

iilith a vertical head of 50 feet and the 4.

The loss of head in the pipe has cost us~about 7 percent
of the available power, which seems acceptable.
If your channei is an open one, then we need to be
able to pick its size and slope to deliver the amount of
water required with a tolerable head loss.
If the channel is simply a ditch in the ground, its slope
will be largely determined by the terrain. But if you have
a choice, a slope of about 0.1 to 0.3 percent (corresponding to a head loss of 1 to 3 feet per 1000 feet of conduit)
is to be recommended.
As a rough guideline, channels
should be designed to produce f!c*; v&xities on the cr.
der of 3 to 6 feet per second (less if there may be an
erosion problem in the channel).
The design of a conduit consists of picking the dimensions of both the conduit cross section and the ccnduit’s slope so that it transports a given flow of water with

--,

.-Table i3.18

Equfvafent Lengths of Fittings. in, Feet of Pipe.
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.=,tthg
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Globe ‘Jalve.
Conuer!iona,
fully open
A&

Valve. fully open

~wa;;~euw.~~;;
half open
quarter open
90” Standard Elbow
45” Standard Elbow
90” Long Radius Elbow
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48.6

73.3

96.4

121~1

144.3
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P
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58.6
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78.0

25.0
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P,pe Dl‘meteer

27.6
155.0

32.9
185.2

40.9
320.1

53.7
302.0

80.9
454.9

106.4
598.6

133.6
751.5

12.9
34.8
159.2
895.4

5.5
2.8
4.3

6.2
3.3
5.1

7.7
4.1
6.3

10.1
5.4
8.3

15.2
8.1
12.5

20.0
10.6
16.5

25.1
13.4
20.7

29.8
15.9
24.7

minimal head loss. The head loss in an open channel is
equal to the slope; while in a pressure conduit, the head
loss depends only on the velocity of the water and the
diameter and material of the pipe. The nomograph
of
Figure 3.43, which applies to both the channel and the
pipe cases, enables us to work cut gmphically the required calculations.
Example:
Find the slope needed to convey 7 cfs in the
trapezoidal rock channel whose base has a width (D) of
2 feet, whose sides are inclined at 1:1.5, with water flcwlag at a depth (d) of 1 foot (Figure 3.43).

Solution:
The solution is worked out on the nomograph as follows: on the right-hand graph, locate the point
corresponding to (d/D) = 0.5 for the cross section with
z = 1.5, and project it horizontally to the left edge of the
graph. From there, the line is drawn down through the
point corresponding to D = 2 on the width line to the
Center Reference Line. From the Center Reference Line,
project up through the Discharge point Q = 7 cfs to the
Friction Loss scale, where we read off a value of about
4 feet of head for every 1000 feet of channel. So the
slope is 0.4 percent.
This example indicates how to calculate the amount
of head lost in conveying water from the dam site to a
distant powerhouse. You will need to do this sort of calculation in order tc,decide
whether it makes sense to
locate the powerhouse near the dam or whether sufficient
extra head can be gained to locate it elsewhere.
Twbines

/

The most logical way to generate electricity from water is
with a lurbine; their efficiency is typically in the 80 percent
range imd their high rotational speed provides a good
match to the needs of an electrical generator. Fortunately
in the last few years a number of new small turbines have
been introduced to the marketplace End, coupled with
sophisticated electronic controls and storage schemes, it
is now possible to utilize micrchydrc power with little
change in your stream and quite reasonable ecc#nomics.
Turbines are classified its either impulse or reaction
types. Impulse turbines use the kinetic energy of water
squirting out of a nozzle at high speed to’ turn the turbine
wheel (called the runner). It is usually turbines of the impulse type that are utilized in high head situations. The
Peitcn wheel, the Turgc wheel, and the cross-flow turbine
are all examples of impulse turbines.
In reaction turbines, part of the available head is ccnverted to kinetic energy and the rest remains as pressure
head. The flew takes place under pressure, which means
the wbcle unit is enclosed in a case as opposed to the
open housing of an impulse turbine, Reaction turbines
are classified as of the Francis design or propeller design
and are useful in low to medium head installations.

Pelton Wheel

The Pelton wheel, which was first developed in America
and patented back in 1880, is the most common impulse
turbine. The turbine in Figure 3.34 is a Peltcn wheel, and
as can be seen, a nozzle shoots a high-speed stream of
water against a series of curved paddles or buckets attached to a small wheel.
These turbines are used only in high head situations
(above 50 feet) where their efficiencies, while typically
closer to 80 percent, can in some cases be in the low 9IIsAs high head devices they can be physically quite small,
which means ihey rciate at high speed and are th-s well
matched to the demands of an electric generator.
Independent
Power Developers,
Inc. (Rt. 3, Box
174,-l, Sandpoint,
Idaho 83864) manufacture a tiny 4
inch Peltcn wheel. The turbine is directly coupled to a 32volt dc generator which can produce up to 2000 watts or
about 1400 KWH per month. The turbine-generator
set
sells for around $1000, while a complete inst?Jlation with
turbine. generator, batteries, inverter, and pipe probably
runs closer to $5000. Table 3.19 gives some representative monthly energy productions from this unit.

Table3.19 EnergyOutput(KWHlmo) from Independent
Pmucr Developers’
4.lncbP&on Wheel/Generator
“Wd
(It)

noloRole(gprn,
25
20

:"a
is0
50
200
250

400

30

325
215
110

440
270
-

325

430
540

540
670

800

Another manufacturer of Peltcn wheels is Small Hydroelectric Systems & Equipment (15220 S.R. 530, Arlington, Washington 98223). They have been producing
4.5., 9., and 18-inch wheels designed for outputs from
a few hundred watts to !50,000 watts. Systems with outputs exceeding 2000 waits can be purchased with Wcodward governors and synchrcucus
generat~xs for direct
conversion to 60.cycle iac. Their turbines have been designed to acccmmodatt? as many as four j,ets, so that a
given turbine can b,z used in a variety of head and flow
combinations.
For example, supplying 20 gpm onto their
4%inch
wheel wit’7 a 50..fcot head delivers 100, 200,
300, CT 400 watts, depending on how many jets are utilized.
Table 3.20 @es some idea of the many combinations
that these systems a!lcw; notice when four jets are used
on the 9. and 18.inch wheels,, two wheels are stacked
together. The cost of the turbines alone runs somewhere
around $700 for the 4%inch wheel to $1500 for a pair
of V-inch wheels; a complete I:5 KW system with alternator and governor stats at about $6000. They are now
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Example of Power Outputs from Three P&on

Turbines from Small Hydroelectric

125
180
216
252
306
356

introducing a new line cf wheels with improved characteristics. Write them for their newest catalog.
Other sources of Pelton wheels include Alaska Wind
l& Water Power (PO. Box G, Chilgiak, Alaska 99567);
Pumps, Pipe and Power (Kingston Village, Austin, Nevada 89310); and Elektro GmbH (St. Gallerstrasse 27,
Winterthur, Switzerland).
There is another impulse turbine called a Turgo wheel
that is similar to a Pelton, but the runner has a different
shape and the jet comes in from the side rather than dead
center. The Tirgo spins faster than a Pelton and has a
smaiier size for the same output, which -,atentially means
the product could cost less and be better matched to the
requirements
cf a high-speed generator. It is wai!able
from one manufacturer, Gilbert Gilkes and Gordon, Ltd.
(Kendal, Westmorland, England).
Banki/Michell

(Cross-Flow)

Turbine

The Banki/Michell turbine was first iwented by the Australian engineer A. Michell in the begin,:ing of thil; centwy.
Later, the Hungarian professor D. Banki improved and
patented it. Today it is most widely known by his name,

F&sue 3.44

Two Y~.US of a Ran!,iiMichell turbine Iafter i iamm).

Systems & Equipment-

250
ml
1750
25cO
5oca
75oa

although sometimes it is called a Michell or cross-flow
turbine. Banki turbines have been built for heads horn 3
to 660 feet, with rotational speeds of between 50 and
2000 ‘pm; they are especially recommended
in medium
head situations (about 15 to 50 feet).
The main parts of a Banki turbine are the mnner and
the nozzle (Figure 3.44). A jet discharged from the rectangular nozzle strikes the blades on the rim of the runner,
flows over the blade, passes throtigh the inner space of
the runner, and then strikes the bl,adns for a second time.
Efficiencies of manufactured units are on the order of 80
to 88 percent and, unlike reaction tvpes, these turbines
are efficient over a wide range of flows.
Banki turbines can be buiit at home by a fairly skilled
person. Shrdents at Oregon State University nearly thirty
years ago built such a turbine, which turned out to have
an efficiency of 68 percent. And H. W. Hamm describes
how to build a 1%inch Banki tirbir;e (see Bibliography).
The Ossberger-Turbinenfabril
(D-8832 Weissenburg
1. Bay, Postfach 425, West Germany), which has installed
thousands of these hrrbines, is now joined in the marketplace by an American company, Bell Hydroelectric (3
Leatherstocking St., Cooperstown,
New York 13326).

Reaction Turbines

For low head installations reaction turbines are the ones
most commonly used. Rather than having the runner be
shot at by a &earn of water as is the case with impulse
turbines, reaction itirbine cursers are comp!ete!y inmersed in water and derive their power from the water’s
mass rather than its velocity (see Figure 3.45)

of from about $7000 to $13,000. Table 3.21 gives several
available sizes.
There is a new miniturbine available now from Canyen Industries (5346 Mosquito Lake Road, Deming, Wyoming 98244). Called the Hydromite; it will produce 150
to 700 watts with flows of 30 to 40 cfm on quite modest
heads of 15 to 34 feet. The turbine itself costs less than
$500.

Table3.21 Sample Hoppea H~droelecmc Unitv
c.plcuy
fKW
0.5
1.0
2.0
3.0
5.0
7.5
10.0

IlOW .eg”lat<on
meC”msm,

~

wmerIbe, meam

-

lurblne5na,,

Kmge o,Heds
fir)
8-12
8-25
8-25
8-25
8-25
11-25
12-25
~.-

Kong.o,Fhus
W)
1.7-1.1
3.2-1.1
5.5-1.8
7.8-2.6
12.7-4.3
1.x3-.6.3
16.3-8.0

N.tr*: a. Available
fro”,h”er LdlPlandCmpany,

Other sources of reaction turbines include: G & C
Associates (233 Katonah Ave, Katonah, New York 10536j,
Barber Hydraulic Turbines Ltd. (Barber Point, P.O. Box
340, Port Colbome, Ontario, Canada, L3K5Wl); Elektro
GmbH (St. Gallersttasse 27, Winterthur, Switzerland);
Jyoti Ltd. (R. C. Dutt Rd. Baroda - 390 005, India); and
Land and Leisure Services, Inc. (Prioy Lane, St. Thomas,
Launceston, Cornwall, England).
Waterwheels
F,gure3.45

Sampson

Example of a small hydraelectric facility using a
turbine from James Leffel and Co.

A commonly used reaction turbine design has a runner that looks like an outboard motor propeller. Many
large (megawatt) installations use a propeller type runner
with variable-pitch blades which can be adjusted according to flow (Kaplan turbine), but on small installations this
degree of sophistication would be too expensive.
Independent
Power Developers, Inc. of Idaho manufactures a fixed-pitch propeller turbine designed for
heads of from 5 to 50 feet. Their basic 3 KW sy:;tem
includi,ng batteries and irwerter costs something
like
$4000.
,James lxffel and Company (Springfield, Ohio 45501)
has been manufacturing
reaction turbines since 1862.
Their Hoppes Hydroelectric system (Figure 3.37) ir. well
suited to the low-power applications being considered
here. It is a very compact unit with a generator mounted
on the same shaft as the turbine. It comes with a governor
for regulation of the rotational speed and is avaiiable with
either ac or dc generators. Standard sizes deliver from 0.5
KW to 10 KW with heads of from 8 to 25 feet at a cost
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Waterwheels are turned both by the weight of wter in
their buckets and by impulse. Their efficiency, which may
be anywhere from 35 to 85 percent, is little affected by
vaying flow rates and the] are not damaged by sand and
silt in the stieam. Watenvheefs are categorized according
to the location at which the water strikes the wheel. An
overshot wheel (Figure 3.46) accepts water at the top of
its rotation; its downward-moving
side is &erbalanced
by
the water and this overbalance keeps it in slow rotation.
The breast wheel receives water h&way up ilx height
(Figure 3.47) and turns in the oppc,site direction as an
overshot type. Breast wheels are not recommended
because they are relatively inefficient and are harder to build
and maintain than overshot wheels. Lastly, the undershot
wheel (Figure 3.48a) is powered by water as it passes
under the wheel. One version of the undershot wheel is
the Ponce& wheel of Figure 3.48b. By cuw;ng the vanes
to reduce the shock and turbulence as the water strikes
the blades, a Poncelet wheel is able to achieve much
higher efficiencies than an ordinay undershot.
Waterwheels are a rather “low” technology; they can
be built without much in the way of special &Us, materials. or tools. The shaft of a waterwheel can be coupled

,I
-~~-~
Sl”<cx
gate
1
1
Ak
I

Figure3.47 A breast
wheel.
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by means of belts and pulleys directly into such low-speed
mechanical loads as saws, lathes, water pumps, and mills;
but their low turning speed makes it difficult to couple
them into electrical generators. A typical waterwheel turns
at something like 5 to 15 rpm and, since ail automob’.le
generator needs 2000 to 3000 rpm to put out much curent, a gear ratio of about 30011 would be required. Such
high gear ratios are quite difficult to attain, which severely
limits the usefulness
of the watenuheel-automobilegenerator combination.
There are generators, used in
commercial wind-electric plants, which put out significant
power at lower ~pms; however they are considerably more
expensive.
To speed up the rotation of a shaft, pulleys and belts
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can be used, as shown in Figure 3.49. The ratio of the
speeds of the shafts is equal to the ratio of the diameters
of the pulleys:

There are several formulas which can be used to help
design an overshot wheel. The variables are defined below, as well as in Figure 3.46:

-1

of the waterwheel (ft)

D = diameter

of the buckets (,ft)

wb = width

w, = width of the sluice gate (ft)
b = depth

of the buckets Ift)

N = wheel rotational sptzd
a = height

(tpm)

of sluice gate opening (ftl

h, = head on the sluice gate, measured
surfwe to center of opening (ftl

from

h,

in flume

=

top

vertical

of wheel

distance from

water

surface

water

to

(jt)

h, = vertical distance between
tailwater surface and
point where buckets start to empty (ftl

gum 3.49

Slav tuning water wheels need to be geared up.

E. 3.18

3
N

1

N> _
--x-D.
J%
DZ

= effective

(jt)

Q = flow rate (cfs)

4
De

The overshot wheel was one of the most widefy used
watewheels in olden times. It has a number of sheet iron
or wooden buckets around its periphery and is supplied
with water from a flume over its top. If the buckets ar?
smoothly curved and designed so that the water remains
in them until the lowest possible point in the.wheel’s rotation, then relatively high efficiencies on the order of 60
to 75 percent are possible.
Overshot wheels can be used when~ the available
head ranges from 5 to 30 feet; the diameter of the wheel
is usually selected to be about three-fourths of the available fall. The flow through the flume is controlled with a
sluice gate. The width of the wheel is usually 4 to 8 inches
greater than the width of the sluice gate and the depth of
the buckets is usually 10 to 16 inches. It is more efficient
to have the buckets only about one-half to two-thirds full,
to minimize water spillage.

,,,,,,,

Gf water in

for generatingpower

head

The rotational

speed of the wheel is given by
N=70vKi

E. 3.20

D

The width of the buckets, assum’!:g they are about twothirds full, is given by
304

E. 3.21

wb =

Overshot Wheels

88

of wheel to toil-

H = total available head, from surface
flume to tailwotersurfoce
fft)
H,

= 9
4

To obtain a speed increase of, say, 20 to 1, the diameter
of one pulley would have to be 20 times the diameter of
the other. For large speed increases, the step-up should
be done in stages, as shown in Figure 3.49. In this case,
the total increase in speed is equal to the product of each
pulley ratio:
E. 3.19

h, = vertical distance from bottom
water surface (ft)

The dimensions
related by

(D - b)bN

of the sluice gate opening,

a and w,, are

Q

E. 3.22

ws =

6cim

The effective head that the wheel sees is
E. 3.23

H,

= H

and the power generated
E. 3.24

_

(h3 2’ ha)

in kilowatts is given by

‘D=E$

where the efficiency e is roughly 0.65 to 0.75

I
Figure 4.103
Putting tile boiler in Eerie5rrith the ia”k an.3 bad is
not re;ommended, since it may heat the solar Br.k.
F@xe

4.102

A typical baseboard unit.

solar loop, forcir,g the water to circulate through the auxiliay boiler, which then heats the interior.
Control of a lrydronic baseboard distribution loop is
best accomplished with what is called a two-stage tb,ermostat. L.ike any thermostat, a two-sage stat le’s you dial
in whatever worn temperature you want. Whenever the
room temperature drops below that set poin? the first stage
of the thermostat turns on the pump, which circulates
water from the solar storage tank through the baseboard
loop. If the room temperature drops another degree or
two, the second stage of the thermostat energizes the motar-valve, which diverts the baseboard flow through the
auxiliay boiler, which then heats the house.
This is a vey effectit.%?contmi s&Mew that maximizes
the ~tiiiition
of the solar heat Less effective control
schemes usually make the decision to fall back on the
boiler based on some arbiharily fixed minimum ‘torage
tempemkue even though under mild heating !oads a lower water temperature might sttll do an adequate job.
You might wonder, why net put the boiler in series
with the solar storage tank instead of in parallel? If you
did, you could avoid the use of the three-way valve and
the more expensive two-stzge thermostat;
the boiler
would always insure that plenty of hot water would run
through the distribution Imp. The problem is that the
boiler can end up heating the solar tank as well as the
house, as the example in Figure 4.103 indicates. Let’s say
the water in storage is 100°F and the boiler boosts it fo
150% As it passes through the distribution loop, it drops
typically 20” in the process of heating the irouse, which
means 130°F.water is being returned to storage while only
lOO”F-water is being taken from storage. T’ne solar storage
tank till then be heated to 130” by the boiler. ‘i-hat reduces the collector efficiency the next day, since the coilectors are always starting with a vey high source temperature. The parallel boiler scheme is much mo;e
effitient, automatically squeezing the most Mu possible
out of the solar system.
Tk forced-air auxiliay system is similar in strategy
to the hydronic loop just described. The soiar-heated
water runs through a water-to-air heat exchanger, called

190

a hot-water coil (F@u-e 4.104! nn the inlet or “return”
side of a conventional
furnace. The solar-heated w:s,
preheats the air before it passes through the furnace. ”
idol is again best accomplished with a two-stage thermostat that turns on the circulating pump and furnace blower
with the first stage and the auxiltay with the second.

J
F&ure 4.104
ry@cai wateriair beat exhnger nr ho+was3 heating
oil biter K&e-Dn coik manufa+,red by Dunham-Bush, Inc.).

Once the system schematic is decided upon, you can
move on to sizing the individual components,
the most
important of which are the collector array and storage
tank, so let’s start there.
Colleeeor

sizing

There are a number of analytical techniques that can be
used to evaluate the perfmmance
of a collector array.
ranging from intelligent guessing to quite sophisticated
and involved modeling. The more factors you try to include the more involve&be
c&ulations
become. What
we do in this section should be viewed as reasonable but
not something to bet your iast dollar on.
Perhaps the place to begin is by asking the question,
just what fraction of your heating demands do you want
to supply with solar equipment? Very small collector areas

result in low equipment costs but high autiliar?, fuel bills.
Large collector arrays cost a lot of money but resul! in low
auxiliary fuel costs. Wiih appropriate estimates of equipment costs and future costs of auxiliary heating fuel we
can imagt?e that there might be an optimum co!leclor
area that would result in rhe lowest combined cost of fuel
and equipment. These t-elationships arz illushated in Figure 4.105. Pne location of the optimum is very closely
tied to your estimate of the future costs of fuel to run your
auxiliay
equipment.
If conventional
fuels only go up
modestly in cost, then a low solar heating fraction would
be optimum; if they go out of sight, then a high percentage
solar il oest. Most now consider the optimum collector
area to be one that supplies about two-thirds to threefourths of the annua! space-heating
demand. Roughly
translated, that means that if you can supply something
like 40 or 50 percent of the Januay load, then the annual
coverage will typically be in the two-thirds to three-fourths
optimum range.

solar water heater, which can do some useful heating in
cloudy weather since it gets to start tith L.old tap water at
something like 50°F The space heater stors$z tank will
seldom be telow about 90” to 100°F and that is too high
for most collectors to reach in cold, cloudy weather.
So we need to estimate a clear sky daily collector
efficiency. We can do this very carefully or we can use the
broad brash app:oazh. L.et’s relax and do it fairly casually.
We of course need a collector efficiency cuL;,e to work
with, obtainable
from the collector manufacturer. Most
likely you’ll be using either a panel with a flat black absorber coating and doub!e giazing or one wtth a selective
surface and single or double glazirg. For purposes of illustration, let’s use the co!lector efficiency curve of Figure
4.106. This is an ASHRAE curve, which means the fluid
parameter is in terns of collector in!et temperature rather
than average fiuid temperat;lre. The curve corresponds
roughly to a single-glazed, selective surface panel.
r-
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Solar systenl ew”olnics.

Let’s work out a simple procedure that can be used
to estimate the collector area required to supply a given
fraction of the Janaay
load. Once that area has been
found we will use a procedure known a- f-chart to estimate the monthly and annual solar heatmg fractions.
Our simple procedure involves estimating the average
coliector efficiency on a clear day, multiplying that by the
insolation on a clear day, then multiplying that by the days
per month and the monthly percentage sunshine. The
result is an estimate of the average energy collected in a
month’s time per square foot of panel, which can be used
to choose a collector area.
The key assumotion here is that the paneis collect no
energy when it is cloudy. That turns out to be a pretty
good estimation, since the critical insolation required to
raise water above the storage tank temperature in the winter is usually more than is coming ihrough the clouds.
Notice that this assumption would not be true for a simple
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We need average values for collector inlet tempemture, daytime ambient temperature, and insolation on the
panel. From those we can find an average efficiency.
The inlet temperature to the panels is the temperature
of the water being taken from storage, so we need an
average storage temperature during the day. With storage
sized the usual way at about two gallons of water per
square foot of collector, a storage tank will swing iir remperature by about 40°F per day. That means the average
storage temperature will be about 20°F above its morning
low. How low you can let the tank fall before it isn’t useful
for space heating depends on the characteristics of the
heat distribution system. Reasonable values are 90°F for
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a radiant system, 100°F for a forced-air system, and 120°F
for a baseboard system. So we shall assume an average
inlet temperature to the panels of 110°F for a radiant slab;
120°F for a forced-air system; and 140” for a baseboard
lwp.
To estimate average daytime ambient iemperatures
you can use the values given in Appendix 4F if your city
is listed; otherwise, estimate it from degree-days, by adding say 5°F to the 24.hour temperature. That is, use

If 838 Btu!ft* are coliected on a clear day, we can get
a rough estimate of monthly energy collected by multiplying that value by the days per month and the monthly
percent sunshine. Thus for Rena, \vitith 66 percent sunshine in January (Table 4.41, we would estimate that 1
square foot would collect
BtU
Q, = 838-

days
x 31 m.

x 0.66

= 17,150 BtulftZ-mo
Td = 70 - 7

E. 4.72

where T., is the average daytime temperature,
(DD) is
degree-days
for the month, and d is the number of days
in the month.
The last factor to estimate is average hourly insolation
on the panels on a clear day. Appendix 4C lists hour-byhour values of insolation along with daily totals for various
latitudes and tilt angles. It’s a little sloppy, but reasonable
values for average insolation can be obtained by dividing
the clear day total insolation by the number of hours that
the insolation is above about 80 Btu/hr-ftz. That number
of hours is easy to estimate from the tables.

We are about ready to tie this aU together. We can
estimate monthly solar energy required b!, adding the hotwater load to the space-heating load. From these we can
estimate collector area required.
Example:
Estimate the collector area required to deliver 50 percent of the energy required in Janauy
by a
house in Renr with a heat load factor of 505 Btu/hr-OF
and a hot-water load of 80 gallons per day brought from
60” up to 140°F. Assume a forced-air system.
Solution:

First determine

the loads:
IBti

hotwater=80$44~xExample:
Estimate the
uay day in Rena (39%”
efficiency gtven in Figure
surne a forced-air heating

energy collected on a clear Jannorth latitude) by a panel with
4.106, tilted at a 50” angle. A.system.

Solution:
Since it’s a forced-air system, we’ll assure
an average inlet temperature,
T,, of 120°F Let’s use the
degree-day approach to estimating the average daytime
ambient temperature.
7,

= 70 -

!Jf = 70 - i!?$

= 35

(The 1073 degree-days came from Appendtx4B.j Checking Appendix 4C at 40” north latitude and 50” tilt, we see
that there are 1906 Btu/ftz on a clear day and that insclation exceeds 80 Stuihr-ftz from 8~00 AM. to 400 P.M.
Our estimate for average insolation is thus
T = 1906 Bhdftz-day

= 238

8 hrldoy

7, - 7,

i

of

= 120 - 35 = o,36 “F-hr-ftz
238

Btu

From Ftgure 4.106 we estimate the daylong efficiency at
44 percent and the energy collected, Q,, to be
Q, = 0.44 x 1906

days
x (140 - 6fJ)“F x 31 Ill0

= 1.6 x 106Btulmo
space heai = 505 FF
= 13.0

x 24 &

x 1065

“F-day
,x 1073 m0

mo

Letting L be the total load, we have
L = (1.6 + 13.0) x 106 = 14.6

x 106Bhdmo

The collector area, A,, to deliver half that energy with a
panel that deliven 17,150 Btu/ft*-mo would be
A _ 0.5L
G

Q,

_ 0.5 x 14.6 x 106Btulmo
17,150 Btulff-mo

= 425fcz

ftZ-hr

giving us an average fluid parameter
ST=

Bfu

lbm +

= 838 BtuljPday.

So we have an estimate for the collector area required
to deliver half of January’s hot-water and space-heating
load (and therefore probably three fourths of our annual
load). The procedure was simple enough to tempt us to
.use it month-by-month
to evaluate the annual solar heating fraction. To do so would invite more error than we
should feel comfortable with. As monthly solar heating
fractions approach 100 percent the accuracy of this procedure drops off. Doubling the above collector area, for
example, will not yield 100 percent solar heating in Jan-
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my, but something mole like 80 percent, (the aid law of
diminishing returns), so we need to be careful.
The most popular method used today to estimate
monthly solar heating fractions was deveioped at the
University of Wisconsin by Beckman, Klein, and Duffie
(for a complete description of the procedure see their
book. Solor Heating Design By the f-Chart Method).
Called the f-chart procedure,
it is the result of many
hundreds of computer simulations performed for both liquid and air systems. The procedure requires calculation
of two dimensionless parameters, X and Y, which integrate basic information on the collector design, the building load, and local environmental
conditions. These parameters are then used in Figure 4.107 (for liquid systems)
o: Figure 4.119 (for air systems) to find the monthly fraction, f.

or0
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10 12 14 16

gum 4.107
f-chart for liquid system (from SolarHeating Design by
zf-chart
Method).

The two parameters
E. 4.73

and FRTu, factors which can be read off of the collector
efficiency curve (see Figure 4.106 or 4.29):
= the vertical axis intercept of ASHRAE efficiency
curve
FHIJi = the slope of the ASHRAE eficiency culue
F,m

The transmittance-absolptance
product, xx, obtained
from a collector efficiency curve really applies to sunlight
coming in at a nearly perpendicular angle to the collector
plate. The value (7a) is a monthly average transmittanceabsorptance prodvct that has been adjusted to account
for the times that incidence is not near normal. Klein recommends an approximation:
(67) = 0.93 701

E. 4.75

The other unusual term is FR’, which is the collector
heat-removal factor, Fn, multiplied by il penalty factor if
there is a heat exchanger in the collector loop. Analysis
of the heat exchanger penalty is beyond our means here,
bbi if there is a fairly well-designed heat exchanger in the
collec!or loop, we can use a penalty factor of about 0.95.
No heat exchanger, no penalty factor and FR’ = Fe.
Thus, for our purposes we have the adjustments
shown in Table 4.39. Let’s use the f-chart to work out the
performance of the col!ector array that we sized awhile
ago.

Table 4.39

Adjustments to Efficiency
“se inj.Chart

are defined ilc

x = FR’QAD-.

- T.,Af

F,’ 64
F/U,

Curve Parameters for

No CoNeetor Loop
“cot Exchon~ecr

Wllh COl,ee*arLo.w
Heat Edlonge.

0.93F,m
F&L

O.SSF,m
0.95F&

L
and
E. 4.74

y = .%‘(&%Hr
L

Most of the factors in X and Y are quite straightforward:
A, = grass collector oreo (fi’)
HT = monthly oueroge insolation on the cdlectorsurfoce
(Btulftz-mo)
L
= combined hot-woterondspoce-heating load.
(Btui
mo)
1, = reference temperature
= 212°F
T, = monthly ouemge 24-hour temperature (“F)
L\t = total number of hours in the month
There are a pair of termshat
need a few words of explanation. FR’IJ, and Ffi’(nx). They almost look like FRUL

Example:
Estimate the January solar heating fraction
for a house in Reno with a load of 14.6 x lo6 Btu using
425 square feet of collector with efficiency given in Figure
4.106. Assume no heat exchanger in the collector loop.
Average monthly insolation on the collector is 41,000 Btu!
ftz-mo; January has 1073 degree-days.
Solution:
4
J-L
L
T,

The parameters
=
=
=
=

425ft*
41,000 Btuift*-mo
14.6 x Io~Btulmo
212°F

To =,,-!g=
At

we need for X and Y are

31°F

= 31 x 24 = 744 hr

FR’ (;)
= 0.93 F,wv = 0.93
FR’IJ, = F,U, = 0.84

x 0.76 = 0.70
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Plugging in,
x

y

as is given in Equation 4.74. but a new definition for X is
used:

= OS4

x 425(212

= 0.70

14.6 x 10”
x 425 x 41,000
14.6

~~-31)VM
-

x 10‘

= 3.3

E. 4.76

= 0.83

x = FR’KA,

(11.6

+ 1.18Tw + 3.867,,

- 2.32TJAt

L
From Figure 4.107 at these coordinates. we find f = 0.5;
that is, a 50 percent solar heating fraction. We certainly
would have hoped for it to be about 50 percent, since that
was how we found the collector area in the first place
using the percent sunshine method. In Table 4.40 the rest
of the months are calculated using the f-chart, and the
final annual fraction works out to be
SHF = (1

,,,

,‘,Z’,
:‘~
,,
,,,
,:

- z)

= 74.4%

So it is as we suggested: sizing for 50 percent of the January load resulted in vey nearly 75 percent of the annual
!oad.
The f-chart in Figure 4.137 has been developed for
a nominal value of collector flow rate equal to 0.02 g~rn
per square foot of collector, and a storage volume equivalent to 2 gallons of water per square foot of collector.
Account is also taken of the effectiveness of the heat exchanger th*t heats the house. Variations in these parameters about these nominal values must be fairly large before the annual solar heating factor changes significantly.
Interested readers are referred to So/or Heating Design
By the f-Chart Method.
Tine f-chart can also be used to predict monthly solar
fractions for a solar domestic water heater with collector
loop heat exchanger as a separate s! urn without the
space-heating function. The value of Y to use is t!!e same
Table 4.40

‘,,
Month
JCI”
Feb
Mar
AP
Kay
JUM
July
AW2
sept

cm

Nov
Dee
TOTA!

Deane
Dvys
(%doY~
1073
823
729
510
357
189
43
87
:z
801
iO26
6332

Sp.X.
He@*
Loa*
,*wBtY,

“.9-b
Ivote.
hod
,*wItu,

13.0
9.9
8.8

6.2
4.3
2.3
0.5
1.0
2.5
5.9
9.7
12.4
7b.i

Not.*:a~Heat-10s
factor
= 12.LOOBwde~oe-day,
by80 ga”day
horn6W 1014oT
c.FromIhecd,oomhS0l.i
DOtaM.a”“d.
‘50~
tilt.
d.“dues0,x > 180:Y > 3 imply,= 1.0.
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1.6
1.6
1.5
1.6
1.6
I.6
1.6
1.6

1.6
1.6

1.6
1.6
19.2

where
T,
T,
L

So if we were ambitious enough, we could do a
month-by-month
calculation that would result in an annual solar fraction that shouid bear greater resemblance
to reality than the crude approach suggested way back in
Figure 4.53.
Considerations

Simage

Liquid systems invariably use a tank of water for solar
energy storage. By eleating the temperature of storage,
T,, above its minimum useful temperature, T,,,, we will
store an amount of energy Q, equal to
E. 4.77

Q, = PC, V (I-, - T,,,)

where PC, is the product (62.4 IbmM x 1 btu/lbm”F
= 62.4 Btulft3-“F) and V is the storage volume in cubic
feet. Since PC, is fixed by the characteristics of water and
T,*, is essentially determined by the characteristics of the
storage-to-load distribution system, the amount of energy
stored depends entirely on the volume of storage and
hoiu hot we make it.

Anf-chart
MCWlI,p
fmOd t.
,1om”,
14.6
11.5
10.4
7.8
5.9
3.9
2.1
2.6
4.1
7.5
11.3
14.0
95.9

= hot water tempemture (e.g., 140°F)
= temperature of the cold water mains (e.g., 60°F)
= monthly hot water load (Btuimo)

Example for Rena,

4’
,fo%t”,
ii
56
6”
61
55
2:
60
55
39
37
631

7.
(‘I3
31
ii
46
54
61
69
z
50
40
33
49

sota+
Fraction,

A”#
(IwBt”,

x

Y

3.3
3.6
4.4
5.5
7.1
9.9
18.1
14.8
9.5
5.7
3.9
3.4

0.83
1.14
1.60
2.29
3.08
4.20
8.64

0.5
0.7
0.85
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

7.3
3.5
1.6
0
Cl
0

6.98

1.0

::

4.35
2.18
1.03
0.78

1.0
0.95

0.62
0.47

E.4
4.3
7.4
24.5

These two factors, storage volume and temperature
swing, can be traded off against each ottxar. We can have
a sma!l tank that gets very hot or a large tank that is hardly
elevated above its n%imum useful temperature, and both
can be storing the same amount of enetg;r Which is better? In terms of system performance, the big tank is better.
since a :ower storage temperature means lower inlet temperature to the collectors, which increases their efficiency.
Studies of the improvement
in system performance
as
storage volume increases indicate that there should not
be less than 1 gallon of storage per square foot of collector.
and moreover that not much will be gained by increasing
storage beyond about 2 gallons of water per square foot
of collector. The recommended
amount of storage is 2
gallons per square foot.
If you recall. j-chart was derived with an assumed
storage volume of 2 gallons per square foot. For other
storage volumes, the correction factor of Figure 4.108 is
multiphed times the X parameter to get a new value,
which can be used in the chart.
cum 1,rebbles;rq
11CmeClm (a,8
sys,emn)
0375075 0125 15 1575 ‘252.525 30 3,315
,E I’
I
I
(
I
!
I

i

~,_~-;-~~~- ~~~-~L-~-_&-~~I~~~~~~-~~
I~~~
~~c-~~~+~~+ ~1~ ~+ ~~~~1 ~~
1
2
3
4
5
8
7 8
9
10
Ga,,o”s 0, Walerlsg~FI Colleclor lilqulc Based systems,

Figure 4.10s
vo,umes. (from So,w “eating Design by fhe f-chart Method).

Example:
Recalculate the January solar fraction for the
previous example assuming 1 gallon of storage and 4
gailons of storage per square foot of collector.
Solution: The Y value stays the same, namely Y =
0.83 The correction factor for X at 1 gallon per foot (Figure 4.108) is 1.22, so the appropriate value to use is X
= 1.22 x 3.3 = 4.0. The resu!ts for all three storage
volumes are assembled in Table 4.41. As ca be seen,
the performance changes are modest enough that we can
generally skip this refinement.
Storage tanks sized at 2 gallons per square foot of
collector have enough capacity to cany the house through
about one day’s heating demand. If you want to siz the
tank to give you several days’ carryover, then the array
must be large enough to capture more energy on a clear

da, i,h+r, is required :3 he8 t+,~. i~wse for the d,ay. That
uaj. ASyw pa% throuon .7 shins of clear da;;s the excess
can be accumulating
in storage, waiting for the cloudy
period that will folloti.
Another reason for deviating from the rule of thumb
in storage sizing would be if your design strategy is to heat
the house passively in clear weather but to heat from accumulated storage in cloudy weather. A relatively small
active array with a large storage volume could be putting
away Btu on clear days, to be withdrawn only during
cloudy weather.
Disixtbution Loop Coassidewtions
As was mentioned before, liquid systems are compatible
with most hea! distribution systems. While the detailed
design of such distribution systems is beyond the scope
of this chapter, there are some basic considerations
that
we can explo:e. Fortunately: there is considerable literature on heating-system
design and a great deal of accumulated knowledge among heating contractors and mechanical engineers to refer to for a more careful exposition.
Consider first the use of baseboard heaters of the sort
&own in Figure 4.102. Many people rank baseboards as
one of the quietest, most comfortable heat distiibution
systems. They are, however, usually sized for 180°F circulating water, which we certainly aren’t going to try to
achieve with a solar system. If we expect to use them with
solar water down around 120°F or so, we must expect to
put in a considerably longer distribution loop. Usually
manufacturers list performance of their baseboard units
down to 150% but we woL!ld like to know what they’ll
put out at even lower temperatures. One major manufacturer (Slant/Fin Corporation, 100 Forest Dr., Greenvale,
New York 11548) has Tested their units at temperatures
down to 90°F and published de-rating factors that we have
reproduced in Table 4.42. By multiplying the rated output
at 150°F by the de-rating factor at the temperature of
concern, we can determine the output at the lower tempe*dU*e.
For example, the SkmVFin model 83A has a rated
output at 15OOof 490 Btuihr-ft. With 12117 water running
through it, the output would be reduced to 0.55 X 490
= 270 Btuihr-ft At this low temperature, depending on
design loads, it may or may not be possible to heat the
house without an unacceptably long length of baseboard.
That doesn’t rule out their use, however, since the auxi!-
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Td,k

4.42

WMer Tmp.
PF)
150
140
130
120
110
1CQ
90

De-Bating F.,etor for Copper-Aluminum
Fin-Tube
Buebmrd
..~
O”tprs ot I gpm ,BS”/h,.ft,
““IUpllU
Mcdd R”lnber’
Thnes 1507
m-75
Rclmg
30-50
83A
81A
1.0
0.84
0.69
0.55
0.41
0.28
0.17

380
319
262
209
155
106
65

420
352
290
231
I’,*
118
71

490
4il
338
270
201
137
83

520
437
359
286
213
146
88

iay boiler can always be set at a high enough temperature
to assure edequate heating under the worst conditions of
low solar temperature and high heating demand.
Example:
Suppose a house with heat-loss factor of 505
Btuihr-“F is located in an area with a design temperature
of 10°F. What length of 83A baseboard would be requir~ld
if the average loop temperature is 12o”F?
Solution:

The design load is

q = U,@T= 5o5
h*-“FBhrx
The required baseboard
30,300

(70 -

lOj”F = 30,300B$

length would be
Btulhr

270Btu/ft-hr

= 112ft

Rguro 4.109

A

one-pipe bydmnicr loop for a rmaUbudding.

dwelling is sketched in Figure 4.109. This configuration
is known as the “one-pipe” scheme, probably the most
popular for small systems. Hot water leaves the storage
tank and traverses the circulation loop, returning anywhere from 10 to 30°F cooler than when it left. Each
room in the house has one or more baseboard registers
which perform the actual transfer of heat into the room
air. An uninsulated length of pipe would do the job, but
finned pipe is much more efficient.
Figure 4.110 ilk&&es some of the piping details

If only 90 feet could be conveniently located around
the house, what temperature water would be required to
heat the house under the worst conditions? The baseboard would need to put out
30,300 Btuihr

= 336 Stulhr-ft

WYTable 4.42 indicates that Model 83A can put out that much
if its temperature is 130°F. The parallel auxiliary boiler
should therefore be set at 130°F 50 it will handle the load
if the solar water can’t. With this shot ter baseboard sometimes the solar water could handle the design load and
sometimes not, and the beauty of the two-stage thermostat control described earlier is that the switching back
and forth is done automatically in such a way as to maximize the use of the solar-heated water. If it is 50°F outside
and it only takes 100°F water to heat the house, and if
that’s available in the tank, that is what will be ased. The
auxiliary only comes on when the combination
of solar
temperature, outdoor temperature, and baseboard length
are insufficient to do the job.
A typical hydrdnic distribution
system for a small
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Ftguro 4.110
cowector.

Details of plumbing to and from a baseboard

used with this type of baseboard heater. The valve shown
is wed to control the heat flow into the room. Alternatively, many units have a louvered control which resticts
natural convection around the fins, thus reducing beat
transfer. The pipe tee returning from the heater is of a
special “venturi” de@ to encourage circulation through
the unit. Finally, a small air vent is provided to r&move
trapped air whenever necessary.
Placement of the heating uniti is based on the requirements in specified parts of the dwelling. They are
usually located along outside walls, often directly under
windows to compensate for the higher iocal losses. The
number and/or length of the baseboard convector units
in any given room depends on the design heat loss from
that room. Earlier, we computed the total design heat loss
from an entire building. This figure can be subdivided into
individual components reflecting different rooms OT sections of the house and the total feet of baseboard dishib
uted accordingly.
Baseboard convectors aren’t the only way to distribute heat throughout the dwelling. Especially in colder climates where the length of baseboard might be prohibitive
and in areas where air conditioning
is also required,
forced-air systems make an attractive alternative.
The key design problem in such a system is the choice
of the hot-water coil. You would like to choose one that
allows adequate heating with the lowest possible solar
:,‘,
storage temperature. That usually requires a pretty hefty
~, coil with a larger than normal air-circulation rate.
You will need to look at manufacturers’ specs to pick
i,,:,
the coil. Specifications for some of the units by Magic
;:,I~ Aire (F’.O. Box 5148, Wichita Falls, Texas 76307) are
‘~:’ presented in Table 4.43 to give you an idea of what is
available.
For example, our house with a design load of 30,300
Btw’hr could be heated with only 100°F water from storage if model HW3 is chosen. Let’s see if we can’t check
zome of the numbers @en in the table for this model. If
the water flow rate is the specified 7.2 gpm and if it enters
at 100°F and leaves at 91.1”F, then we would expect the
unit to have extracted

Table 4.43

Chzzacterbtics

7.2 g

x 60 y

0.018 ;k

x 1200 2

R.ted
cfn,

w-3
hW-4
Hw5
W-7%

1%
1600
:E

GP”
4.8
7.2
9.6
12.0
18.0

PD.*
flu
3.43
7.65
2.89
3.98
5.01

Not.?.:
a.PD. Irprasure
dropatdesign
yvller
“au rate.
b. LATisloming
ajr
ter”POramre
au”“,696cP‘“fP.i”S
Bk
C~WT isIwr”iw&I f.rnp...f”.e.

20,926
34112
41,637
51,808
92.243

E;;

x 60 !$

(84.6

- 6O)“F

= 32&H;+

Again, the numbers are reassuringly close to values we
wouid have expected. That should give us some coddence in predicting the performance of the unit at other
conditions.
There is a measure of heat exchanger perfomxmce
that we can intioduce at this point, called the effectiveness,
E. The heat exchanger effectiveness is simply the ratio of
the actual amount of heat transferred to the air &earn to
the amount that would have been hansfened
if the air
had been heated all the way up to the tempemture 01 the
entering water. It is a vety intuitive notion that plays a
ceniml role in heat exchanger analysis. Since the cnergg
imnsferred to he air stream is proportional tc its temperature change, the effectiveness boils down to a simple
ratio of temperatures:
L4T

E. 4.78

E=EWT

- EAT
-EAT

where LAT is leaving air temperature, EWT is enGng
water temperahue,
and EAT is entering air temperattire.
For heat exchanger HW3 at an entering w&r temperature of 100-F, the effectiverw
would be
84.6 - 60 = &5~
’ = 100- 60

Solar Hot-Water

Enterhg Ivoter 1cwF

Model
mml*e,
HW-2

= 32,065

- 91.I)“F

That’s pretty close to their rating of 32,112 Btuihr. On the
airflow side, we ran also estimate the ‘&II delivered:

of Some Harimnta,

HeD*l”g
c.pcMy
,BL”,h,,

Btu
x (100
x ! ~
Ibm”F

x 8.34 2

IATb
(“4
840
84.6
83.9
83.4
88.2

LWF
(“FJ
91.3
91.1
91.3
91.4
89.8

Coils by Magic Alre

Ti~:ere is another unit on the market that combines
the convenience of a baseboard convector with the greater heat-transfer rates that are possible when air is blown
across the heat exchanger. Called a Chil! Chaser (Turbon&, Inc., 11200 Madison Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio
44102), the device is a one-room heater designed to run
off any source of hot water (Figure 4.111 j. It contains its
own thretspeed
pump, fan, and heat exchanger designed to interface with a hot-water heater, boiler, or solar
storage tank. It is especially useful when used with a slightly oversized solar hot-water system as a heater for a back
room or some area of the house no! adequately warmed
by the central heating system. Table 4.44 gives some of
the specifications.
Table 4.44

Outpat 01 a Ttionirs

Chill Chaser’

SF.ae.i

gpm

EDterhS Water Tenlperature
II”7
l.sOT
12WF
16WF

Med
Med
Med
High
High

0.8
1.0
1.2
1.5
2.0

3600
4oeo
4300
5150
Mxx

5200
5600
:z
8509

a pump tn *i.~ chancteristic cuwti ;:! r’a ?ystcm that :he
fluid is cirial&iny t!:z:~$
n,e characteristics of both
pump and sysiem are apre%srd in terms of prasur~s and
flow rates The greater the flow rate desired, the more
pressure the p:xnp has to exert against the retarding friction (pressure “drops”) of the fluid passages. Flow rates
are usually expressed in gallons per minute (gpmj, while
pressures are measured either in pounds per square inch
(psi) or in “feet of water.” The conversion factor between
feet of water and psi is easy enough to remember if you
just picture a cube of water one foot high exerting its
weight of 62.4 pounds onto its base of 144 square inches.
One foot of wa!er exerts a pressure of 62.4 lbm!144
square inches or 0.433 psi. So one foot of water pressure
equals 0.433 psi and 1 psi equais about 2.3 feet of water.

6700
7200
;z
11,cm

;;FJg
-i

11%
13:ow

Note.: a. ““its UPmuihr

21
2
:
E
8
e
E
I-0
1,

Example pump cFimme 4.112
Gmndfw 8’38 is a Richdel pumpl.

(25-64.2542,

and 25-18 are

A Chill Chaser”

Pump Sizing
Collector-to-storage
and storage-to-load
loops require
pumps to force the liquid from one place to another
through combinations
of pipes, valves, elbows, storage
tanks, collecton, heat exchangen,
and so on. An important aspect of every liquid system design is the choice of
pump and pipe diameter to insure that the flow rate is
sufficient to meet the design goals. A pump that is too
small won’t do the job and one that is too big will waste
electricity unnecessarily.
The problem is to match the characteristic cwve of
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Figure 4.112 gives performance
curves for several
small pumps frequently used in solar work. The pump
la,beled 25-18, for example, is a Grundfos stainless steel
%s horsepower, 75-w&t pump that is very often wed in
solar water heater systems. As the curve indicates, at no
flow conditions this pump would be able to raise water
only about 6 feet against gravity; at the other extreme, if
there wne no resistance to flow, this pump would deliver
water at about 11 gpm. In actual operation in a closed
loop it will operate somewhere between these extremes.
Just where is what we need to find out.
The resistance of water pipe depends on water flow
rate and pipe diameter; representative values are @ven in

Table 4.45. The units are feet of bead per 100 feet of
pipe. For example, at 2 gpm, V-inch pipe loses 6.4 feet
of head for each 100 feet of pipe, so that 50 feet of such
pipe would drop the pressure by 3,2 feci of head at 2
gpm~ It may sound a bit confusing 20 talk in terms of feet
of head and fee; of pipe, so we must keep them straight.
Table 4.45

Pressure Loss Due to Friction in Type M Copper
T”bC

F,Ou,
m-p”
1
2
3
4
5
10
15

hrnhd
Y“’

%”
1.8
6.4
13.1
21.6
31.7

diamelr?,
1”

0.5
1.2
2.3
4.1
6.0
19.8
40.5

1%’

OS
0.i
1.2
1.6
5.8
11.5

1
L
0.2
O.?
2.1

x 181 ft =
2 gpm:

6.4 $$;

3.3ft.H,@~

x 181 ft = Il..5 ,@,&G

A plot of these v&es of flow rate’and pressure drops
is called the characteristic curve of, the plumbing system.
or just the system curve. If ,we,piot the system cwve 01’
the smw set of axe:, as the pynp awes. the intersection
points tell us the flow rate,:.zhat each pump wouid oraduce. We have done thi?‘in Figure 4. ii 3 ar .i can nw~
read off the answers: ,,,~

w,trs: a~ Copp., D.“Piopmenl
Arrocilion.““if3 areitGb0 wr IOUled 0, tub

Table 4.46 gives the pressure drop of various plumbing fittings expressed as equivalent lengths of pipe. For
example, each Y-inch 90” Eli in a plumbing run adds to
the pressure drop the Same amount as would one foot of
straight pipe. So we can add up all the bends and valves
in a pipe run and find what equivalent length of straight
pipe would have the same drop.
~a&

4.46

~ricnan Rosa in Valves and Fltthws ErprDssed as
Equivafent Length of Tube’
90” Tee

mu,ng
.§32$ii”.)

%
%
1
1%

Sfondord Ells
3a*
4.7
1.0
1.25
1.5
2.5

0.6
0.75
1.0
1.5

Sf&
Branch

strdght
Run

1.5
2
2.5
3.5

0.3
0.4
0.45
0.8

Gate Globe
“elm “ahe
0~2
0.25
0.3
0.5

7.5
10
12.5
23

L
Figure 4.113
cum shws res,,,ting ““id “ow rate.

mars:
a.
c0pp.r
Development
Ariociatlon:
““its
811
fed
Example:
Calculate the pressure drop in a plumbing
run that includes 150 feet of %-inch copper pipe, 30 90.
degree elbows, and 5 open gate valves for flow rates of
1 gpm, 2 gpm, and 3 gpm.
Solution:
Adding
using Table 4.46

up the equivalent

length

of tube

150 feet of %-inch tube
30 %-inch Ells @ 1.0
5 %-inch gate valves @ 0.2

150 feet
30 feet
1 foot

Total equivalent

181 feet of pipe

length

Using Table 4.45 we can now figure the total pressure
drop for this plumbing run at the given flow rates:

pump 25-18
pump 25-42
pump 25-64

flow rate = 1.4 gpm
flow rate = 2.1 gpm
flow rate = 2.7 gpm

Let’s make this into a little more realistic exercise by
sizing a pump for a closed loop domestic water-heating
system with three collector panels and a hot-water ‘ank
with internal heat exchanger. Figure 4.114 gives the manufacturer-supplied
cuves for the heat exchanger and a
single collector, along with a sketch of the system. We will
assume we have the same plumbing run as in the previous
example-that
is, the equivalent of 181 feet of %-inch
copper tubing.
We need to derive a new system characteristic curve
to include the storage tank and collector panels. We can
once again pick several flow rates and calculate resulting
total loop pressure drops. We have already done it for the
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T3>,
6
25
I”
xv
20
Ge
E
1,s
:aLO
~~
0,s
00’
plumbing run at 1, 2, and 3 gpm so let’s use those values
and add in the effects of panels and tank. The heat exchanger is straightforward. For each flow rate, just read
off the pressure drop from Figure 4.114: 1 gpm, 0.4 fiH,O; 2 gpm, 1.6 fi-H,O; 3 gpm, 3.5 fi-HZO.
What about the collectors? If the flows are balanced
(and we did plumb them in reverse return fashion to help
balance them), then the flow through each panel is only
one-third of the total loop flow. Since the collectors are
all in parallel they have the same pressure drop across
each of them. We can read the collector array pressure
drop then by reading the values off Figure 4.114 at values
of flow equal to one-third the loop flow:

to the roof? Don’t we have to add the feet of head corresponding to the feet up to the top of the collectors?
The answer is no. As long as the collector Iwp is
completely filled with water, the energy required to lift the
fluid on the supply side till be returned when it falls down
the return side. It is a siphon. All the pump has to do is
overcome the friction in the loop, which will let us get
away with a very smau pump.
Getting back to our example, what flow rate would
we like? It is usual to recommend flow rates of from about
0.02 to 0.03 gprn per square foot of collector. At such
rates the water will be heated by about 10 to 15°F on each
pass through the collectors. Since this is a three-panel
system, it probably is roughly 50 to 60 square feet in area,
which means we should shoot for anywhere from about
1.0 to 1.8 gpm.
Plotting the system curve from the values in Table
4.47 onto the pump curves results in Figure 4.115. The
25-18 pump will produce about 1.3 gpm of flow while
the 25-42 will yield about 1.9 gpm. Either would be fine
for this application so we might as weU pick the one with
the lower power consumption,
the 25.18.
While the example just worked was specific to a domestic water loop, the procedure is applicable to any of
the hydronic loops in a liquid system. You must obtain
the pressure drop curves for each of the various components of the loop and from them cakxlate total pressure
drops in the loop for various flow rates. When these are
plotted, the intersection of :he resulting system curve with

loop = 1 gprn, coflector @ % gpm, drop = 0.1 ft-Hz0
loop = 2 ~pr”, colfector @ z/i gpm, drop = 0.3 ft.H,O
100~ = 3 swn, collector @ 1 gpm, drop = 0.5 ft.H,O
These results are sumrnartzed in Table 4.47. As can be
seen, the collector pressure drop is neglig’rble in relation
to the plumbing and heat exchanger. Now we can plot
these points on the pump curves and find the pump that
gives us whatever flow rate we desire. But what about the
pumping power required to get the water all the way up
Table 1147

Loop
fern)
1
:

Pressure Drops for a Three-Collector
Internal Heat Exchanger Em,&
Plmbhg
3.3
11.5
23.7

Ame+ and

“Cd
Exchmser

Three
Calrecrom

Tota,

0.4
1.6
3.5

0.1
0.3
0.5

3.8
13.4
27.7
System cuwe and pump curves for a 3-panel. heat
Fiatw 4.115
exchanger domestic water Imp.

a00

-

the pump curve gives the flow rate that would result.
Often if a single pump cannot be found which produces just the right flow r&e, then a combination of pumps
in series or in parallel may be used. Two equal pumps in
series produce double the head for any given flow rate,
and two equ,al pumps in parallel produce double the flow
for any given head.
Solar-Assisted Heat Pumps
Since it is unlikely that your design will result in 100 percent solar heating, you will need to pick an auxiliary unit
to supplement your solar gains. We have indicated rather
conventional
approaches in Figures 4.98 and 4.99, but
there is an alternative that is especially attractive if you
need summer cooling as well. The alternative is a solarassisted water-source heat pump.
Heat pumps are not new, but they are enjoying a
renewed interest in the marketplace. A heat pump can
extract heat from a cold place and put it into a warmer
place, which may sound a little strange until you realize
that all refrigeration devices do the same thing. Your refrigerator, for example, takes heat out of the cool sixpack that you just brcught home from the markef and
rejects that heat out the condenser coils on the back of
the refrigerator, heating the kitchen.
Imagine, if you will, removing the door of your refrigerator and moving the box to an open window. You
would extract heat from the cold outdoors and pump it
into the room. You could even reverSe the process in the
summer, turn the refrigrator around, and take heat out of
the kitchen, rejecting it to the warmer outdoors. (Unfortunately, home refrigerators are not designed to handle
the high heat loads of a house so our scheme is impractical.) This is just what a heat pump does, though. with an
internal reversing valve arrangement,
M the same unit
heats in the winter and cools in the summer.
Now a heat pump doesn’t do all this for free, of
course; energy has a tendency to resist moving from a
cold place to a warmer one so it must be forced. In a heat
pump that forcing is accomplished
with a motor-driven
compressor. In the winter the key question, then, is how
much heating we get compared to the energy required to
run the compressor. The ratio of the rate at which heat is
delivered to the energy required to power the system (in
the same units) is called the coefficient of performance
(COP):
E. 4.79

COP =

heat to living space
energy

input to heat pump

In other words, the COP is the ratio of what you get
out to what you but in. The COP is closely tied to the
temperature of the heat source: the warmer it is, the better
the COP. The COP with a source temperature down
around 0°F may be about 1.5, but with a source at 4c 3r
50°F it may be up around 2 or 3.

Heat pumps that extxct energy from outside air and
deliver it to the house as hot air are known as air-to-air
heat pumps. Some heat pumps exlm-art energy from a
water source and are known as water-to-air heat pumps.
Either can be used as a simp!e backup heater for a solar
system, acting independen,tly
without being physically
tied into the solar tank. Of the two, water-source heat
pumps (for example. Vanguard Heat Pump, 9133 Chesapeake Dr., San Diego, California 92123) are perhaps the
more interesting since they can extract heat from such
relatively warm places as a nearby lake, or groundwater
pumped from a well, or even from the ground itself if a
heat exchanger is buried in the soil. And of course, if
coupled with a solar system, the heat source could be a
tank of solar-heated water as suggested in Figure 4.116.

mainsiorage

Fipe
4.116
A heat pump used in conjunction with a low
tempemture thermal-storage device.

In milder climates, for those fortunate enough to have
a swimming pool, a solar-assisted water-source heat pump
would seem to have great potential (Figure 4.117). In the
winter, your unglazed collector array along with a solar
pool cover may not be able to get the pool to swimmable
temperatires,
but it can probably hold it at a much wmner temperature than ambient. Even with the heat pump
drawing energy out of the pool, the solar system may be
able to hold the temperature well above the night air temperature, which means the heat pump COP can remain
fairly high. In the summer, the heat pump uses the pool
as a heat sink, supplementing
the solar heating system.
While systems of this sort are in operation now, they
need to be quite carefully designed, meaning you would
be -well advised to seek the assistance of a qualified professional before proceeding.
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A salar-assisted water-source heat pump with
Figure 4.11,
Swimming pool.

Air Systems
Air systems are conceptually similar to the water-based
systems already described. There is a collector-to-storage
loop and a storage-to-load
distribution loop, but in addition, there is almost always a mode that allows direct
heating of the house from the collector array during sunny
days.
As is the case with water-based systems, there are a
number of ways to accomplish the same goals of collecting, storing, and dishibuting heat. Figure 4.118 shows
one such system. The principal components include the
collector array; a heat storage unit; an air handler containing a blower, a hot-water coil, and two motorized
dampers; two manually operated dampers that are set
twice a year; a couple of automatic back-draft dampers
that insure one way flow of air; and finally, an auxiliary
furnace perhaps with an air-conditioning
coil. All of these
components are connected with ducts and are contmlled
by various thermostats and temperature-sensing
devices.
To describe the system’s operation. let us begin in the
winter heating season. Manually operated bypass damper
D-2 is closed and damper D-l is opened. There are three
modes of operation possible: direct heating of space from
the collector array during the day when the house calls
for heat; storage of heat in the rock bin during the day
when the house thermostat is satisfied; and space heating
from storage while the collectors are not operating.
To heat directly from the collectors, both the furnace
fan and the air handler fan are turned on and motorized
dampers MD-l and MD-2 are opened. Return air from
the house passes through t!re co!lectors, the air handler,
and the furnace and emerges back in the house. If air
from the collectors is not hot enough to maintain the desired interior temperature, the secocd stage of the house
thermostat kicks in the auxiliary heating unit in the furnace.
If the thermostat is satisfied and sensors indicate a
warmer temperature at the collector outlet than the bottom of the rock storage bin, the system switches to its
collector-to-.stomge mode. The air handler is turned on
and motorized damper MD-l is opened and MD-2 is
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Figure 4.118
storage.

An air collection and distribution system with mk

closed. The warm air frcm the collector is forced through
the rock bin from top to bottom. As the air passes through
the bin, the rocks near the top receive the greatest amount
of heating and rocks progressively deeper in the pile receive less and less. If the bin is well designed (which means
deep enough), the air emerging from the bottom of the
rock pile will have lost all its heat and be back at room
temperature. The air returning to the collectors, then, is
almost always relatively cool, roughly 70°F. With such low
inlet temperatures,
air coilectors can perform with equal
or better efficiency than their water counterparts,
which
usually must operate with much higher inlet temperatures.
The third mode of operation corresponds
to the
house calling for heat when the collectors can’t provide
any. Heating is from storage, drawn by the furnace fan
with MD-1 closed and MD-2 open. Notice that the air
movement during discharge of storage is from the bottom
up. Cool roan return air gets warmer and warmer as it
passes thmugh the bin, emer@ng at its hottest possible
temperature, usually within a few degrees of the hottest
rocks. One of the distinct advantages of rock storage is its
inherent ability to maintain thermal stratification, keeping
the hottest temperatures at the top of the bin for maximum
heating of the room space and the coziest temperatures
at the bottom, which assures coolest collector inlet temperatures and hence maximum array efficiency. This highly desirable thermal stratification is not nearly as effective
in a water-storage tank due to the convective currents,
which distribute the heat rather easily.
Service hot-water heating is accomplished with a hotwater coil in the air handler or somewhere in the duct on
the outlet side of the col!cctors. A small pump circulates
water through the coil and back to a solar preheat storage
tank. In the tinter it is commcm for about half of the hotwater demands to be met with this arrangemer.t.
As the heating season comes to an end, it ma, no

longer be desirable to heat the rock storage bin, since its
losses may add unwanted heat to the house. At this same
time, however, there is still a requirement for domestic
hot water. This is the time to go down to the basement
and close bypass damper D-l and open D-2. Now with
the motorized damper MD-l open and MD-2 closed, the
air handler will short-circuit the house and rock storage,
circulating air from collectors through the hot-water coil
and back to the collectors. While the hot-water demands
can usually nearly all be met in this mode, the large
amount of power drawn by the blower is a distinct disadvantage. A V-horsepower
blower drawing 850 watts
for eight hours a day will eat up enough electricity to heat
nearly half the water usually required by a family of four.
The final aspect to this particular air system is the
optional bypass duct indicated by broken lines in Figure
4.118. It serves two functions. One is to allow the user to
include air conditioning in the auxiliary unit. With bypass
damper D-3 down, the air conditioner can draw return air
directly from the house, cool it, and supply it back to the
living space without interference from the solar system.
The bypass duct can also serve a function in the winter
heating season by allowing a different air flow rate through
the collectors than goes through the heat-distribution
system. The ideal air flow rate through the panels is about 2
cubic feet of air per minute (cfmj per square foot of collector, which means, for example. that a 400.square-foot
array would require about 800 cfm. I! the auxiliary furnace/air conditioner has been designed to require 1200
cfm, then the additional 400 cfm would flow through the
bypass duct.

assumed rock storage bin sized at the recommended value
of %cubic foot of rock per square foot of col’ector area.
For other storage volumes, the X factor can be multiplied
by the correction factor gtven back in Figure 4.108. The
standard flow rate used in the derivation was 2 cfm per
square foot of collector. Different flow rates can be carrected by using Figure 4.120. Neither of these comection
factors till affect estimates of annual solar heating fraction
by much until your design is considerably different from
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~: Sizing Considerations
Thef-chart procedure that we described in the section on
liquid systems can also be applied to air systems with only
minor modifications. The f-chart for air systems is given
in Figure 4.119. The variables X and Y are defined as
before:

x = F&Ad-r - t,)At
L
y = FRF&LHT
L
where A, is coll_ector area (AZ), T, is a reference temperature (212”F), T,, is the 24.hour average ambient temperature (“F), HT is average insolation on the panels (Bttti
f&no),
At is the hours per month, L is the combined
water and space heating load (Btuimo), F& is the slope
of the ASHRAE collector efficiency curve. and FR(701)can
be taken as 0.93 times the Y-axis intercept of the collector
efficiency curve. Notice that the collector heat removal
factor FR doesn’t have a prime on it for air systems. That’s
because Zhere is no heat exchanger in the collector loop.
The f-chart for air systems has been derived with an

Rsum.4.120 Collector
air“owratecorrection
fa&x
Let’s work the sirme example that we did back in the
liquid system section, but ihis time we’ll use air collectors
for comparison. We need a typical air-collector efficiency
curve, and one is given in Figure 4.121.
Example: Find the January Solar Heating Fraction for
a house in Rena with a load of 14.6 x lo6 Btu using 425
square feet of air collector with efficiency given in Figure
4.121.
Solution:
k”OW

From the last time we did this problem

we
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Typical efficiency cuwe for double-glazed flat back air

H_r = 4L,OOOf3tulfi~-mo
To = 31°F
At = 744 hr
and from the efficiency curve
F.&-x) = 0.93F,(m)
= 0.93
F,fJ, = 0.53 Btulhr-.ftZ-“F

x 0.5 = 0.47

Plugging in:
x = WJA(T,
= 0.53

Ffgurp 4.122
2wo cfm

- ?JAt

x 4& (212 - 31)744
14.6 x I@

= 2,1

y = FR(%HT
L
0.47
x 425 x 41,000
=
14.6 x 106

= o.57

From Figure 4.119, the value of f can be found to be
0.45, which is slightly less than the water collector d&vwed.
With the f-chart technique to help size the collector
array, we can move on to some of the other system components. The air-flow rate should be designed for 2 cfm
per square foot of collector. At this flow rate the air will be
heated from 70°F to roughly 140” on one pass through
the collectors during the best parts of the day. With the
flow rate determined, the ducts to and from the collectors
can be sized using Figure 4.122. In the figure flow rates
in cfm are plotted along the y-axis with iriction losses in
tbe dud in inches of water per 100 feet of duct along the
x-axis. Notice the pressure drops in ducts are expressed
in similar units to the ones used for the water pipe. To
minimize fan power requirements
and duct noise, it is

Friction of air in straightduck for volumes of 10 to

Basedon Standardairof0.075Itw density
“awinglhxgh awr?.ge.
clean,
Qalva”ird
metalductshavingapproximately
40 joirIs
pr 100 n.Caution:
Do notoxbapolat.?
belwlchart.

recommended
that the ducts be designed with pressure
drops of 0.08 inches of water per 100 feet. That puts us
into the graph at a gtven point and the duct size can be
read directly,
For instance, suppose we wanted to size the ducts for
that 425~square-foot
array from the previous example.
That means we need a flow rate of 850 cfm. At 0.08
inches of water and 850 cfm, Figure 4.122 indicates a
duct size of about 13% inches, with a duct speed of between 800 and 900 feet per minute. That duct size refers
to the diameter of round galvanized ducts. Very often
rectangular ducts are more convenient. ASHRAE comes
to the rescue again and provides us with Table 4.48, which
lets you find rectangular ducts witi: equivalent pressure
drops to their circular counterparts. For example, suppose
we only have room to accommodate a g-inch-high duct;
the table indicates a 9-by-Binch
rectangular duct is
equivalent to a 13.7.inch round duct, so let’s use that.
We can now comment on the design of the rock storage unit, an example of which is shown in Figure 4.123.
The container itself can be constructed with 2-by-4-inch

,’

Table 4.48

Ducts for Equal Ftiction and Capact-

Side
kcIP”.
g”hW
Duet

4.0

4.5

5.0

5.5

6.0

6.5

7.0

7.5

8.0

9.0

10.0

11.0

12.”

13.0

14.0

15.0 _____
16.0

3.0
3.5
4.0

3.8
4.1
4.4

4.0
4.3
4.6

4.2
4.6
4.9

4.4
4.8
5.1

4.6
5.0
5.3

4.8
5.2
5.5

4.9
5.3
5.7

5.1
5.5
5.9

5.2
5.7
6.1

5.5
6.0
6.4

5.7
6.1
6.8

6.0
6.5
7.1

6.2
6.8
7.3

6.4’.
7.0
7.6

6.6
7.2
7.8

6.8
7.4
8.1

7.0
7.6
5.3

4.5
5.0
5.5

4.6
4.9
5.1

4.9
3.2
5.4

5.2
5.5
5.5

5.4
5.7
6.0

5.6
6.0
6.3

5.9
6.2
6.5

6.1
6.4
6.8
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or 2-by-6inch
stud walls filled with fiberglass insulation
and covered with %-inch plywood. Alternatively, a reinforced concrete box with 2 inches of rigid fiberglass board
insulation on the interior can be used. Above and below
the actual rock volume an air chamber, or plenum, must
be provided to help the air distribute itself mere even15
as it passes through the pile. The top plenum is provided
by simply leaving about an B-inch air space between the
rocks and the lid. The bottom plenum is created by laying
me&al lath on top of two- OTthree-web bond beam blocks
which are spaced every few inches across the floor. The
lath and blocks hold the rock off the floor and allow relatively free circulation within the bottom plenum.

to the flow, these guidelines place some bounds on the
dimensions of the overall unit. For example, wtth our air
flow rate of 850 cfm, a 6.fpm velocity would result from
an area of 141 square feet (850 + 6) and a 25.fpm ve!ocity would result from an area of 34 square feet (850
+ 25). If we made our box 7 by 7 feet across, it woilld
have a superficial velocity of about 17 fpm, which is a
good rate, and the resulting box height would be 6% feet.
The rocks themselves should be hard and dense.
Round riverbed granite rock is the best, though crushed
gravel aggregates normally used for concrete rna~‘ also be
used. The rocks should be relatively uniform in size so
that little ones don’t fill up the necessay
air spaces between the bigger ones. Rocks that will pass through a 1%.
inch screen but not a Y-inch screen .xe ideally sized.
Larger rocks aren’t as efficient in capturing and releasing
heat and smal!er ones pack too densely, which unnecessarily increases the power required to force air through
the bin. The rocks should be washed before they are it
in the bin.
The remaining component to be sized is the fan. The
technique is similar to that used in the sizing of pumps in
liquid systems and involves determining the overall pressure drop thmugh the ducting, collecton, and rock bin
and matching it to the fan characteristics. The collector
manufacturer can help you there.
If you are interested in the design details for air systems, the best reference is the DesigniApplicotion
ErgneeringManuol,
available from Solaron Corporation (300
Galleria Tower, 720 South Cclcradc Blvd., Denver, Cclcredo 80222).
The Economics of Solar Energy Systems

Rack bed heat storage unit (km, Colorado State
4.123
ltidty, 1977).

The recommended volume of rock pile is behveen %
and 1 cubic foot of rock per square foot of collector area.
If we use V-foot per square foot es a norm, then our 425square-foot collector array would require a rock bin of
about 320 cubic feet. If the bin were a perfect cube, it
would be nearly 7 feet on a side. While the actual dimensions are somewhat flexible, the maximum depth of the
rock pile should be no less than about 2% feet to assure
good thermal stratification.
The speed with which the air moves through the rocks
should be no less than about 6 feet per minute @pm) or
else the heat-transfer rate will be poor and the crcss-sectional area required will be awkwardly large. On the other
hand, flow speeds should not be in excess of about 25
feet per minute or the pressure drop will be high, causing
excessive power consumption
by the fan. Since the air
speed (called “supetficial velocity”) is just the air flow rate
in cfm divided by the cross-sectional area perpendicular
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There are several approaches that we might take to evaluating the economics of a @en solar energy system that
vary from extremely simple to extremely ccmplex. At the
simple end of the scale, we might ask “how much does
it cost, how much will it save me in fuel in the first year,
and at that rate, how many years will it take to pay for
itself?” That sort of payback analysis is understandable
to
anyone and is the usual way lay people think about solar
economics. It is, unfortunately, the least effective way to
view solar savings. I! the payback is longer than about five
years. most people r’on’t think it is a good investment.
They would rather bvdy stocks or something and earn 10
to 15 percent iz!rrest on their money even though, in
reality, the solar investment gtves a much greater rate of
return.
If you must deal in payback periods, you should add
at least two important parameters into your calculation.
The first is fuel escalation. If, by having installed a solar
system, you save $100 in fuel bills this year, then next
year you will undoubtedly save more, and so on through
each succeeding year. Let’s use r to stand for the annual
rate of increase in the cost of the conventional
fuel that

you are displacing with solar. Let’s leave it as a parameter
that we can change at will. We may think that fuel oil is
going to increase at 30 percent per year, but someone
else may think only 10 percent, so we will leave this as
somethtng to be plugged in at the end.
The second variable that needs to be included is the
time value of money, or interest. i. By taking money out
of the bank or some other investment to pay for the solar
equipment,
you are 2G.d to lose the interest that you
could have been earning. That is an added, hidden cost
of the solar system that needs lo be included. And, of
course, if you borrow the money instead of taking it out
of another investment, you still have an interest charge to
contend with.
If we neglect fuel escalation and lost interest, the payback period is simply the initial cost, call it G, divided by
the ftrst year’s fuel savings, czll it S,. If we include fuel
escalation and interest the payback period, N, (years) becomes
logil
E. 4.80

N, =

+ 2.f~

log
ND =

=

I + 2 (r - i)
log R

k?

1

2000
2oo
1 + x (0.08log 1.059

0.02) 1

= 8.1 yecn

So the payback declined by a few years because of
the rapidly rising costs of electiicity
To simplity this procedure, we have prepared a plot
of payback versus the cost-to-fint-yearS-sings
ratio (real
payback versus “simple” payback) in Figure 4.124. Notice that the parameter on the graph is (r - i), which
simplifies matters while introducing only slight errors in
the solution

- ill

log R

where
E. 4.81

R=1+’
l+i

Before we can plug into these equations, we need to
say something about inflation. Inflation affects both the
fuel escalation rate and the interest rate. The real due of
an investment is not what interest rate it earns, but what
interest rate it earns in excess of the inflation rate. And
while the cost of fuel may go up next year7 what is most
important is how much it goes up beyond the general rate
of inflation. We are talking about what economists call
“constant d&xs.” What it boils down to is that the values
we use for i and r in Equations 4.80 and 4.81 should have
inflation rates subtracted out before being used.
Example:
A solar hot-water
heating system costs
$2,000 and saves $200 in electric costs in the first year.
Electric rates are predicted to go up at 18 percent per
year, the best alternative investment would earn 12 percent, and inflation is running at 10 percent. If these rates
hold, what would be the payback period?
Solution:
In simple terms, the payback is just $2,000
divided by $200 a year savings, or 10 years. Including the
other factors, we have
r = 0.18
i = 0.12

- 0.10 = 0.08
- 0.10 = 0.02
1.08
R=l+r
= = 1.059
1 +i
1.02
and plugging
would be

into Equation

4.80,

the payback

period

Figure .?.,%I hyback periodsare shorterwhen hlelewalation
exceeds interest.

While payback periods are perhaps the most understandable, they are the least effective way to present the
economic advantages of solar. Other approaches include
life-cycle costing, wherein costs of using solar are compared to the cost of not using it over the life of the system.
Sizable savings are generally easy to show, but the case
is still less than convincing. Saying that the system saves
55,847
over the next 20 years is likely to meet with the
response, “What good does that do me if I move three
years from now?”
The annual cash floiu approach to showing solar
economics is generally the most effective. It also allows
many additional factors such as operation and maintenance costs, tax deductible interest payments, loan payments, tax rebates, down payments, property taxes, insurance costs, and so on to be clearly spelled out. The
process involves setting up a table with year-by-year listings for all of the factors involved with a total net cash
flow for each year.
Let’s set up an example to gtve you the idea. Suppose
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you decide to have a $2,500 solar hot-water heater added
to a house at the time of purchase. The $2,500 becomes
part of the total cost of the house and so gets thrown in
with yaw mortgage. !f we assume the loan terms are 20
percent down with 30.year financing at 12 percent interest, then we must come up with an e&a $500 down
payment.
Our additional annual mortgage payments can be
found using the capital recovery factors (CRF) introduced
in the last chapter (Table 3.11) or by the Equation
A=P

percent, which we will also throw into the first year’s calculation. That is $1,000. Table 4.49 shows the combination of all these factors. Notice that with this presentatkm, the system has a positive cash flow every single year!
Compxe that to a simple payback analysis, which would
have said it takes 7l% years to break even. Which is more
convincing?

1

(l+ilnplfi

=PxCRF

where A is the annual payment on a principal of P,
borrowed at interest rate i for a term of n years. The added
xncmnt oi our loan is $2,500 iess the $500 down payment, or $2,000. The CRF is 0.1241 so our extra mortgage payments amount to
A = 2000

‘:,’

x 0.1241

= $248peryeor

The interest portion of that payment in the first year is 12
percent of the $2,000, or $240. Now interest is deductible
from your income when it comes to paying your federal
and state taxes, so your tax obligation is reduced by an
amount that corresponds to your tax bracket. If you are
in ?he 35 percent hx bracket, for example, then reducing
your taxable income by $240 will save you $84 in taxes
in the first year.
The next year your loan balance is down to $1,992
(you paid off $8 in principal in the first year), so the interest portion of the second year’s payment is $239. As
you can see, interest accounts for the biggest chunk of
your loan payment for a good number of years.
LetS assume the cost of maintenance
of the system
is 1 percent or $25 in the first year, which we will escalate
at 20 percent per year (including inflation). Let’s assume
the system saves $200 in fuel in the first year and that this
ftgure escalates by 20 percent per year (including inflation). Finally, we will include the federal tax credit of 40

Table 4.49

Yeor

Fuel
soohgs

Lcmn
P,yment

Loan
,“,.WCd

1

+2Oil

-248

3
4
5

iii
346
414

iii
2

238
237
235
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Where can you go from here? Given the rapidity of
change in the solar field, a list of articies or manufachxers
and dealers would be out of date by the time you read
this, so it seems more important to help you tap into the
flow of information rather tian gtve you specifics.
For a list of local businesses involved in the design
and sale of solar systems, you can’t beat the yellow pages
of your phone directory. Just look under “Solar.” (At the
rate that solar companies emerge and then fade back into

An Exxampl~ of P Cash Flow Pressntatlon’

239
240

lwu:

Concluding Remarks

Tar
.sovl”gs
+84
34
83
a3
82

o&M
-25
2
43
52

Tar
Credll
+ 1000
-

Down
Poymnent
-500
-

a. 12.500wtem tort 20% down.x-year, 12%loa”: 35%b3l:tmc!st; $200*mtYea’saavirgr.
malatingaI20%; 40% fM.ralIax“edit.

r4.9
Cash
BeneP*
516
46
87
138
198

the bushes, you’d better get the very latest edition.)
To keep up on new products and tips on everything
from solar leg;slation to design and instaijation of systems,
there are sorne very goat magazines around, including
Solar Age (Box 4934, Manchester, New Hampshire
03108) and Solar Engineering
Megtine
(GPO Box
1736, Brooklyn, New York 11202). Other magaztnes such
as Sunset, Popular Science, and Co-Euolution Quarterly
regufarly feature articles on innovative solar applications.
If you are interested in more technical litexture, the journal in the solar fieid is called s!mp:y Solar Energy (Pergamon Press, Maxwell House, F&view Park, Elmsford,
New York 10523).
There are annual conferences
cf the International
Solar Energy Society with published proceedings
that
should be available in a good university library. Many
regions of the coun@~ have their own local solar energy
associations
with periodic meetings, newsletters,
and
tours of iocal installations.
Local, state, and federal government
agencies involved in energy are good sources of information. The
Nationat Solar Heating and Cooling Information Center,
for example, maintains a toll-free telephone number to
t*elp you with solar-related questions (80/523-2929).
If your interest is in the quantitative side of this chapter, there are several good textbooks out now that cover
this material much more carefully and in much greater
depth, including K. Kretth and J. Kreider, Ptinciples of
Solar Engineering, 1978; P J. Lcnde, Solar Thermal Engineering, 1980; J. Duffte and W. Beckman, Solar Engineeting of Thermal Processes, 1980, and A. Meinel and
M. Meinei, Applied Solar Energy, 1976. And, of course,
the ASHUAE Handbook of Fundamentals,
Applications,
and Systems are the bibles for designers of heating, ventilating, and air-conditioning systems.
With what you have picked up in this chapter, you
should be able to rtid the literature, critically evaluate
solar products and claims, and most of all, do a dam good
job of spedfytng exactly the kind of system that most
closely meets your needs.
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Livcrmore
Lompoe,“n.denburgAFI
Long Beach AP..
Los Angek AP.
LosAllgekCO...~.~..
Mewed-Cc&k AFB. ....
Modsti ...............
Monte:ey ..........
..
Napa .................
NeedlesAP ............
Oakland AP ............
Oceanside ..............
Ontario ................
OxnardAFB ...........
Palmdale AP ...........
Palm Springs ..........
Pasadens ..............
Petahma. ............
i’mIons co ...........
Redding AP. .........

Redhnds.............
Kchmand ............

RivenideMsreh
AFB
Sacramento AP ........
Salinns AP ...........
S~“BWW3~d;“O,NOrtollA
San Diego AP .........
San Fernando ........
San FrsneiscaAP ......
San Fra”oiaco co ......
Sar.JoseAP..
........
*an Luia Obispo. ......
sants Ana AP .........
Santa Barbars co. .....
S*“tSl Ck"Z.............
Santn Maria AP ........
Santa Monica co. ......
Santa Pauls. ...........
Eht.3 Bcma
............
StoektonAP ...........
Ukiah .................
Visalis................
Y&S3 .................
Yuba City. ............
coIoRADcl
Alamosa AP ............
Boulder. ..............
Colorado Springs AP ....

Fort Collins.
..........
Grand Junction AP ....
Oreeley...............
La Juets AP ..........
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Puebto AP ......
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Sterling ...............
Trinidad AP. .........
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A”““.
i Er/heme!

i
)
CONNEcnCU*
Bridgeport AP..
Hartford, Brainard Field.
New Haven AP.
New London..

4,
4,
4,
4,

Norwalk
.’ / 4,
Norwich...
/1 4,
Wsterbury.. ~,
~. ~,
4,
Windscr LockQradleyField
12
DELAWARE
Dover AFB..
39
Wilmington AP..
39
DISmCT OF COLVMBIA
Andrew APB..
38
Washington Natimd AP.
38
FtORlDA
Belle Glade.
26
Cape Kennedy AP..
28
Dsytoaa Beach AP.
22
Fort Lauderdale..
26
Fort Myers AP..
26
Fart Pierce .............
Gainesville AP. ..........
Jackmwille AP. .........
Key West AP., ..........
Lakelsnd CO .............

27
29
30
24
28

Miami AP. ..............
Miami Beach CO .........
Ocala. ..................
OrlmdoAP ..............
Panama City, Tyndall AFB

25
25
29
28
30

Pensacola co. ...........
St. Augustine. ...........
St. Petersburg ............
Sanford. ................

Brunswick.
Columbus, Lawson AFB..
Dsltm..
Dublin..................
Gainesville..
Griuin...................
Ln CrallgP..
~.
Macon Al’.
Mariett~a. lhhbiss AFB.
Moultrie
RomeAP
Savannah-Travis AP
Valdoata-Moody AFB
wsycrass...............~
HAWAII
Hi,oAP...
Honolulu AP
K~“eohe.................
Wahiawa. ~.

30
29
28
, 28

3,
32
34
32
34
33
33
82
31
3,
34
32
3,
31
19
2,
2,
2,

-

Oki
de”,
Wd
“a-

-

,
i

Boise AP.
Burlav..~~ ~~~ .,.~~
coeu; #Alme AP
Idaho Falls AP.. ~, ~.
Lewiston AP

0
- 5
1 :
-

4AXontinued

Moscow
~.~~~
Mountain Hrme AFB
Poebtello AP..
~.
Twin Fslls APT
~.
IIUtm1S
Aurora..~~,~~.,.,......
Belleville, Scott APB..
Blwmington
Carhondale..~
.,.~.
Chsmpaigs/llrhmm
~.

7

37
28
2
35

Chicago, Midway AP
Chicago, O’Hare AP.
Chieego,CO..~.~~
.,.,.
“anville..
~.
oeratur........~~~.....
Dixon ..................
Elgin ...................
Freeport ................
Galesburg. .............
Greenville. .............
J&t AP. ..............
Kankakee ..............
La Salle/?eiu. ..........
Macomb.....~~.......~.
Moline AP ..............
Mt. Vernon ..
......
Peoria AP. .........
..
QuiueyAP ..............
Ran+.& Chanute AFB
Rmkford...........
...
Springfield AP. .........
Waukegan.....~.~
......
IHOmN*
Anderson. ..
.........
Bedford. ..............
Bloomington. ...........
Columbus, Bakalar AFB
Cretiordsville. ..........

-8
-8
--i
--13
-1:

Evansville AP ......
....
Fort Wayne AP. ........
Gashen AP. ... .......
Hobart .................
Hunt%: x. ............
Indianapolis AP. ..
Jeffersonville. ....
Kokomo......~......~~.
Lafayette........~~

....
.....
.....

La Porte ................
Mar+, .................
F2YiiUniii
Hiii AFB .....
Ri&ondAP........~
Shelbyvilk............~.
South Bend AP. ........
Terre Haute AP .....
Vdpamiso..............
Vincennes. . ...........
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4A<ontinued

sto,s ad. sidim

IOWA
Ames
Burlingta” AP ..........
Cede Rapids AP. .......
Clinton ................
Council Bluffs~...
.....
Des Moines AP ..........
Dubuque ...............
Fort Dodge. ...........

3
2

Iowa City. ..............
Kwkuk ................
Marsh&own.
..........
Mason City AP ..........

4
.:
9

Newton. .. ..........
OttumwnAP ...........
&our City AP. .........
wyster,Tx ..............
KANSAS
Atchison.
............
cbmute AP. ...........
Dodge C;ty AP. ........
EI Domd”. ............

-15
-12
-17
-18

GsrdenCityAP
........
Goodland AP. .........
Great Bend ............
Hutohinso” AP .........
Liberal. ...............

-10
-10

@“battan,
Fort Riley
Pa” 30”s ................
Russel IlAP.. ...........
SalintL.................
aAP ............
‘iohityaAP ............

-1
-2
-i

Ashlar,d ...............
AP ......
Bowlil lPGree”
_
Cwbi” AP
C0vi”gta” AP..
Hopkinsville,CampbellAl
Led”@o”AP
~. ~..
Inuisville AP.
Madisonville.
Owensbow. ............
Paducsh AP. ..........
LO”lSIANA
Alexandris AP. ........
Bston Rouse AP. ......
Bogalusa. .-. ...........
Houma ................
Lafayette AP. ...
.....
Lake Charles AP. ......
Minden. ..............
Mmm AP ............
Natcbitoches..~ ........
New OdeF.“s AP ........
Shreveport AP. ........
MAINE
Augusts AP ............
Bangor, Dow APB ......
Caribou AP ............
Lewiston. .............
Mibmcket AP .. ......
Portland AP. ..........
WSterVill~.............
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MARYLAND
Baltimore AP. ...........
Baltimore CO. .........
Cumberhnd.. ...........
Frederick AP ......
..
Hagerstow”. ............
Salishuw ...............

1:
0
2
1;
-1
7:
1:
-12
1;

m*ssAcnu~ms
BastonAP..............
Clint4m................~
Fa” River. .............
Framingham. ...........
Gloucester ..............

Greenfield. .............
Lawrenre..............
L”we”.....~~...~
......
New Bcdhrd ............

:;
::

3

Pitwield AP ... ........
Sp,rio&ld, We&aver AFB
Taun+.ou. .............
Worcester AP ...........
MICHIGAN
Adrii” .................
AlpenaAP ..............
Battle Creek AP .........
Bento” Harbor AP ......
Detmit Met. CAP. .....
Es~“*ba ...............

--II
x;
-8

Flint AP. .. ..........
Grand Rapids AP. ......
Holland.
............
JsokmuAP .............
KalsI”UfJ0. ............

Duluth AP.
Fmibs”lt
Fergus Falls.
International Fe& AP.
Manbto ...............
Mi”“espoli/St.
Paul AP.
Rochester AP. ..........
St. Cloud AP ............
vkgf”is ................
wiiar ................
Winona ......
..........
MISSISSIPPI
Bifoxi, Keeler APB ......
Chuksdsle. .............
Columbus AFB ..........
GreewiUe AFB .........
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-31
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-17
-24
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1:
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4:
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afi
9
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Lansing AP. ............
Mm uette CO. .........
rat. 1 leassnt ............
MuskegonAP ...........
Pontiac .................
Port Rum”. ............
fSagfusw AP .............
Sa”ltSt,?.Mti~AP
.....
Traverse City AP. .......
Y~ilauti ...............
MINNESOTA
Albert Lea ..............
Alexandria AP. .........
Bemidji AP .............
Bminerd. ...............
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MISSISSIPPI
,continued,
Greenwood. ............
Hat&burg .............
Jackson AP...~ .........
Laurel. .................
McComb AP ............
Meridian AP ............
Nstchez ................
T"pt?lO.................
VieksburgC” ...........
MWOURI
Cape Girardesu.........
ColumbiaAP ...........
Fmmingtan AP. ........
Hannib., .........
....
.JelIerson city.
......
Joplin AP ...............
KanaasCityAP .........

IissoulaAP..........
tAsKA
eatriee.......~ ........

...
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39
38
;;
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411
’ -13
39 -7
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-32
-27
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2
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1,:
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-19
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-14
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1::
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-16
-17
2
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-15
-13
1,:

I :-13
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ii
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24 L
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20
22

45
45
46
4x
4x
47
47

Grand IslandAP. .......
Hastinga.. ...........
..
Kearney.........~.~
....
Lincoln CO ..........
MeCook.
Norfolk.
North Platte AP.
Onuahs AP.,
scattsbl”ll AP..
Sidney AP..
NEVADA
Camm City..
Elko AP.
ElyAP .._.
LanVegasAP
Lovetook AP..

/

g

z:

Ra iwr.?
..................
A .+napp_
............
Ka,,spe,,
AP.
Lewiston AP..
Livingston AP..
FesCityAP
“‘E
Chad, ,0” AP. ...........
Columbus. .....
...
Fremont.. ..............

18
I8
I.5
18

SM. ad *,.,im

‘I-f
/

19

%

SF.Jo’eph AP..
UG. 8L.""E
;.4p.....~......
st.Lo"isC"~
Lxdalia, Whitenmn APB..
Sikeston................
Springlield AP.
MONTANA
gpnr JSAP..
~~ ...........
wenm".......... ....
Butte AP .......
.......
CutBankAP..
.........
c+sg~wAP..
Cileadive
Great FallsAP.

1

::
::
bz
31

...

97$%

Irene,
/
I

I

Ki&B”i”~ AP. ..........
Mexico.............~
Mob+.
...............
Poplar Bluff. ...........
Rolla ........
..........

n
/a&i

E

-!: ii
I: ii
1; K
-:

VL

-2
26
11

2.
YL
“L

Roswr,,, Wslker AFB.
Santa Fe CO ..........
##Eli
Silver city AP. .......
Fxam AP. ..........
Tuoumcari AP. .......
NBW wxu
Aibany AP. ..........
z
Albany CO. ..........
Auburn ...............
Batwia ..............,.. z
42
Binghamton co .......
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Buea,oAP ..............
Cotiland .................
,YW,kirk .................
$k%Ap
...............
.Jeleva.. ................

43
42
42
42
42

- 3
-11
- 2
- 5
- 8

Glens Falls. .............
Gloverwille ..............
Home”. .................

43
43
42

-17
-12
-1.5

-II

Ithsca ...................
.Ia*estiwn ...............
Kington ................
Lockport ...............
Mssena AP .............

42
42
42
43
45

-10
- 5
- 8
- 4
-22

-1

Newburgb-Stewart AFB..
NYC-Central Park.
NY‘!-Kennedy
AP.
NYGLaGusrdia
AP......
NiiraFsUsAP
OlesP...................

41
40
40
40
43
42
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4
I
_ 5
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NEW YORK k.“kudl
Oneanti ...............
osw,?go co. ...........
Plattsburg AFB. .......
Poughkeepaie ..........
Rochester AP. .........
Rome-Gri6iss AFB .....
Bcbenectady ...........
Suffolk County AFB ....
Syracuse AP. ..........
Utica. ................
Watertown. ............
NOPTH CAROLINA
Asheville AP. ..........
Charlotte AP. .........
D"r,Mm ...............
Elizabeth City AP ......
Fayetteville, Pow AFB

,~,‘:
1,,
,~
>,;,
,.

Go,&bom, Seymaur AFB
Greensborn AP .........
Greenvi”e. ............
Henderson. ............
Hickory ...............
Jaoksonville ............

L.$ M edimn
0‘
A“““.I
El.
b‘eme,
.-

-13
1,:
-6
112
-1,
ii
-,i
2 -I2
44 -30
*
zz
::
36
:3”
3”:
14
i:
12
i:
:
17
5
42
2
z
43

:,,

L”lnberb3”. ...........
New Bern AP .........
Raleigh/Durham AP
Rocky Mount .........
,._)
Wilmington AP ........
Winston-Salem AP .....
*t;,!;$‘,
_:
NO*” DAKOTA
BismarckAP ..........
my ~,
Devil’s Lske. .........
Dickinson AP. ........
;;::g
,,::
,:
Fargo AP .............
z,~;;,,
Grand Forks AP .......
hmestown AP. .......
Mimt AP. ...........
Wi,,iSto~ .............
OHIO
Akron,Ca”to”
AP .....
Asbtabti ............
Athens ...............
Bowling Green. .......
Cambridge. ...........
ChiUicothe ............
Cincinnati CO .........
C,w&“d
AP .........
Columbus AF .........
Ibyton !.P. ..........
,MS”ce ..............
Findlay AP. ..........
FF?lllO”t ..............
HS”dti”.
............
Lanoaster .............
Lb”& .................
Mansfield AP.
Marion..
Middletorsn
Newark..............
NCXWalk.
Portsmouth..
Saodwky CO.
Sptigfeld
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M
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Steubenville ..............
Toledo AP ...............
Wsrren.. ................
Wooster .................
Youngstown AP ..........
Zanesville AP ............
DILAHOt&A.
**a .....................
Altw AFB.. .............
Ardmore .................
Bsrtlewille ..............
Cbickasba. ..............
Enid-Vanoe AFB. ........
Lawton AP ..............
McAlester...............
MuskogeeAP ............
Norman .................
Oklahoms City AP. ......
Ponca City. .............
semi”ole .................
Stul5vater................
TulmAP..
..............
Wwdward ...............
OREGON
Albany ..................
Astoria AP ..............
BakerAP.. ..............
Bend.. ..................
CarvsJlis. ...............
Eugene AP ..............
Grants Pass..............
Khmatb Falls AP ........
Medf”rdAP.
............
PendletmAP..
..........
P”rt,md AP .............
Portkmd CO. ............
Roseburg AP .............
SalemAP ................
TheD?.~
...............
PENNS”L”AM*
mtom AP. ...........
.co..
............
Butler... _.
_.
_.
Chambersbun _...__.....
ErieAP.....~
...........
Harrisburg AP. ..........
.loh”stovm ...............
I.. ..............
B:...............
Nera caat,e..
Pbiladelphis AP.
Pittsburgb AP .___
PittabuqhCO.
_.
IeadingCO. ............
Ikm”t,9nplkes-Barre
....
StsteCollege .............
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RHODE
lSUND

H

::
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:i M
1.5 ;
1.5

2
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4
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-3
-2

ti

2;

i:

i
*
1

E

2

.- 2
-

i

::
:i
19
::
1: H

‘i

zf
-3

2
-10
-,;

45
45
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45
4.5

;
i
z
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;
9
1
5

36
34
34
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35
/ 35
36
35
36
36
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99% / 971% F’ e
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4A--Continued
w me,

Wi”h,
coinci-

10; MdiO”

SW4 .d Sblh

A$.l
-SOUTH CAROLINA
Anderson................
Charleston AFB..
Chsrlestm CO.
yumbis~ AP..

W%

971%

:i
23
16

18
z,
2:
23

Greenville AP.
Greenwood.
Orsngeburg...,
RockHill
.~..~,..
Spartanburg AP.
Sumter-Shaw AFB
bO”TH DAKOTA
AberdeenAP~.........
Brookings..
~. ~.
Huror.AP
~.
Mitehe”...~~~.~ .,....
.~.
Pierre AP.. ~. ~.

“’ ii:
E
;i

Rapid City AP
Sioux Falls AP..
Watertown AP.
Yankton.
TENNESSEE
Athens......~........
Bristol-Tri City AP..
Chat~naoga AP..
Clarlwville.......~....
Columbia.
Dyersburg. ... ..........
GrcenviUe. ............
Jaekwn AP .. ...........
Knoxville AP. ...........
Memohii .AP..
Murf~esboro.
p+il”
AP
-I.
TEXAS

2
:;
:i

43
44
44
43
44

-29
-26
-24
-22
-21

44
43
45
43

-17
-21
-27
-18

19
2:
:7
2
-22
-19
-16
-15
-13
11:
-2”
-11

33
36
35

1”

14

17

t:

ii

:

:;

36
35
2’5
/ 35 I
I 3.5 I
.I ii
,I 36

./ iT 1
.. 35
30
._. .,I 29 1

z

:i

i

::

1,

17
:;
13

is

:i

1:
23

2
29

Beaumont. ..............
Beeville .................
Big Spring AP ............
Brownsville AP ...........
Brownwood. .............
Bryan AP ...............

30
28
32
25
3,
30

CorpusChtiti AP ........
Comiwma ................
Daufs AP ... ...........
Del Rio, Laughlin AFB

21
32
32
29

23

Denton ......
...........
Eagle Pan .............
El Paso AP ..............
Fort Worth AP .........
Gdveston AP ............

33
28
3,
32
21)

12
23

Greenville.
Harlingen ..............................
Houston AP .............
Houston CO ............
Hunkwille. ...........

33
26
29
29
30

2
18
ii
27

t:
24

t:
as
;:
12
22

$j

22 L
27 L
t;
::
25
26 L”
;i
::
25
21 ::
22 L
26 L
-18 L
-15
- 12 Y?
-11
-9
E
-1:
-16
-7
?8
16
I!’
:;
:z
::
21
:zi
17

p:::I:::::l:::::::l
:;I ,: ;;

Abile
~Q,,.P
...............
AmyiUr3_AP. .........
Rumn AK.
Bay City..

.%,a .nd S!.hm

kC*

treme,

34
32
32
34

L.I. edi.,
0
.a‘
mYa/J 9%
EX.
l#“Fl

Ei
ii
ii
3”:

z

k
I.
L
L
L
1,
L
ii
iti
M
ii
iti

2:
16
4

k1
21
11

::
‘2.5
15

~. 31
26
31
3?
3,

I!,
30
13
I?
I6

::
19

:i
i3
22
2’:;

Pampa........,~......,.
35
Pecos.......~,~.....~~~~
3,
Plai,,iew..
! 34
PortArthurAP
~.‘3”
San Angelo,Goodfellow*FB
31
San Antonio AP..
~.
Sherman-Pemin AFB
Snyder......~.~~
~~~~...
Temple..
Tyler AP.
~.

29
33
32
31
31?

1:
2:
15

::
7
15
10

t:
fi
25
ii
19

2

25
18
15
23
2”

i:

ii

2:
16
9

:t
21
15

:i
26
19

ii
M
”

- 1

6
7

“L

22
12
9

-10
-7

,;

-i
-7

:

2

F!f
ii

ii

t:
7

Y::
“L
1.

i
26

::
“L

40
33
37
40
40

11:
*a
-2
-2”

-::
33
-10” -;

;L

44
44
43

-23
-a
-18

-17
-12
-12

iii
L

L nchburp; AP. ..........
ii”orfolk AP ......
.....
Petersburp .. ........
...

37
36
37

38
36
33
38

;
Ei
::
1”

:
1

Fl

ii

L

Provo ...................
Ricb~eld ................
St. George co ............
Salt Lake City AP ........
Vernal AP ...............
VEWONT
Barre. ..................
Burlington AP. ..........
Rutland .................
vllGlNI*
CharlottwiSe. ...........
DunnviSeAP. ............
Fmdaricksburg...........
Harrisanbu~. .......
....

‘Cl

L”
L

2
ki
hf
M
?A
M
ii
M
ii
tv!

2

1’:
-8

::
10
5

:::
14
9

k

a:
I5

ii?
18

h
L

ii

E
25
E

if

26

:

2
a*
m
32

2

Y2

::

E

32

,i

L

2
2

ii

Lufkb, AP. ~,
MeAllen..
~.
~.
Midland AP.
MineralWellsAP.~...~~.
Palestine co..

/

97‘t%

3,
.,.
3%
~~. 27
32
~. 33

ii

if
I9
28

19

TEXAS,...,h.dl
Killeen-Gray AFB..
Lamms,..~..~~~~~.~.
LaredoAFB.
.,.....,
Longview..
Lubbock AP,

I
.l:

D,“Cl.
k”,
Yb.4
“e,c;fY
-

19
8
-:i
Kennewiek.
Longview.
Moses Lake, Larson AFB..
Olympia AP.
Port Angeles..
Seattle-Boeing Fld..

46
46
47
47
48
47

4

:

:;
10

24

27

i:

i:

1:

3:

11
-“V

-::
ai
17

15

:i

2
33

-

2
2
z

1

?

::
::
F
:L
L
XL
YL
kl
L
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WASHINGTON
b”~~““ed,
Seattleco..
Sesttle-Tacoma
Spoksne AP

:: -'i
.7

.,

Huntingtonco ..........

;!:
‘:>
z,;;,
IF>;;,
I$:$;:,
\;Q
z;;;,,
;$y.,,
r&
@;z,:
#/$
#JJ:
&
“:
&4;
g#
fjg
jg
&
igj
lfg;;
.,
;;;;
.,;<:,
;,,,
,‘:,
,~i,

,‘;,‘,

‘

It
-:
;

:

4

i,

- ,E

ii -2i
-12
g -21
:i
2
15

Milwaukee AP. ........
Baeine, ...............
Sheboygsn .............
Stevens Point...........
Waukesha .............
WawauAP ............
WlOMlNG
Cssper AP .............
Cheyenne AP. .........
Cod” AP. .............
E”&tL?n ..............
Lander AP .............
Larmie AP ............

216

14

-,i

Green Bsv AP
La Cross;AP ..........
Madison AP. ..........
Manitowoe ............

Newcastle. ............
Bawlins. ..............
Rook Springs AP. ......
Sheridan AP ...........
Torrington. ............

:,,,,i:

:

Martinsburg AP .........
Morgantown AP .........
Parkersburg CO. ........
Wheeling. ..............
WISCONSIN
Appleton. ..............
Ashland. ...............
B&it. .................
Eau Claire AP. .........
Fond du Lsc ............

22

:i
-;
: :i -,
3:7 -4
?I7
TI8
E
1;
i I”,

i

..!

:c
2
ii
::
44
2
a
E
ii
42

?“l

99%

llenleI

4
4
4

AP..

Tacoma-MeChord AFB.
;a,la Wslle AP..
enatchee..............
Yakima AP..
WEST “IRcxNI*
Bed&y. ...............
Bluefreld AP. ...........
Charleston AP. .........
Clarkiburg ..............
Elkins AP. .............
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E
M
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M
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Average

Monthly

P,*g.
”“i”,W
I‘emp
Bimh,gham ............
HU”t.3dlS3. ............
Mobile. ...............
Montgomery. ..........

Ark.
1~:’
:

calif.

:i,:
&
{ij~f;
$,;,I
$Z;,j,,

,f;&
f&,::,
:f;v,
;g
ti,:,
i,;:,
‘,‘,
;,,,’

COIO.

;;I;

Yearly

Degree-Days

Oct.

ur*

h”.

6

::

213
330

i

i
0

..A
A
. ..A
.A

23.0
6.7
32.1
‘3.1

45

391
132
138
L96

Flagstaff ...............
Phoenix ................
Tucson. ...............
Winslow ...............
Yuma ..................

.A
.A
.A
.A
A

35.6
58.5
58.1
13.0
t54.2

46

Fort Smith .............
Little Rock. ...........
Texarkma. ............

.A
.A
.A

50.3
50.5
54.2

0
ii

:
0

Bakersfield.
Bishop .......
..........
Blue m)rm ...........
Burbank ...............
Eureka. ...............

.A
A
.A
.A
.C

:i:i
12.2
58.6
t9.9

Fl
28

i
37

7:

35:

Fresno. ................
Long Beach ............
Los Angeles.
...........
Los Angeles. ...........
Mt. Shasta .............

.A
.A
.A
.C
.C

53.3
57.8
57.4
;60.3
41.2

i
28

i
23

:
42

2:

304

.2

Oakland.
Red BM.
SaCES”l~“tO.
Sacramento.
Sandberg.

.A
.A
.A
c
.C

E:i
53.9
54.4
46.8

53

50

127

i

:

z

:

:

2::

iii

San Diem..
San Fra&.m.
San Frsneisco.
Santa Maria...

.A
.A
.C !
.A

59.5
53.4
55.1
54.3

1::
118
146

:i:
231
270

El

ii:
819
714

Mamoss. ...............
Colorado Sprine .........
Denver. ...............
Denver ...............
Grand Junction .........
Pueblo .................

A
A
.A
..c
.A
.A

29.7
37.3
37.6
40.8
39.3
40.4

0

::
81

i

:i
65
:

~i2
725
694

68
0

0
78
174
93

:

2:
329

I%
Lo2
96

hr

United

h.

%
;;
406

iif+
313
326

:2
345
282
576
594
177
114

367
527

592
694
22

1316
,901
,070
LB66

,073
415

991
328

911
217

264

1169
474
471
LO54
367

%
190

2::
90

,004
716
561

781
756
626

596

g

E
896
366
546

“$
795
277
470

gi

426
311
302

301
499
577

309
318
321

481
556
546
5.33
691

527
605
58.3

236

298
508
443
459

iit
229
902

iFi

310
983

G%

379
%
314
551
2
291
15
:g
106

i
0

1560
2291

i.g
is1
i73

Ei
9076
4171

l37
0

::z

9:
0

22
974

22

3292
E2

;:

LO5
I?138
138

3:

2122
4275

‘ii
!85

%
4643
2611
1803
2061
1349
5722

z

2870
2515

z
414
SW
661

E
4209
214
2
363

til;:
1209
LO85

986
,101
Loll

,079
,190
,097

966
1042
991

it::
905
1113
986

1476
1123

770

zi

1162
938
938
851
907
8771

,420

;;

LGz
3070

0

316

1631
23.59
1237
1879

354
171
180
132
396

%

417

,572
!254
,135
,820

.%

VW*
Told

Feb.h 4-r.
363
Iii;
300
%

135
379
279
282
%
558

1;:
180
165

1458
3015
3001
2967
8529
6423
6283
5524
5641
5462

ii?
429

$2
288
254
146
174

tif
871

510
519
543

208
205
245

2
45

5617
6235
5897

iia
if:
729
772

615

E

z

276

588

927

980

874

735

387

112

6

4930

217

519

834

871

762

626

288

74

0

4224

16

153

i

1308
879

2
144

260
190
101
246

i

:
12

347
24E
146
332

:i

z

319
211
109
310

2:

ii

ii

1%

i
0

:
1

28
164
65

40
195
74

1%
56

:
0

:
0

.A
.A
A

39.9
37.3
39.0

:
0

1:
12

,E
87

Del.

Wilmington.

...........

.A

42.5

0

0

51

D. C.

W’ashington. ...........

.A

45.7

0

0

33

Fh.

Apalschieols. ...........
DaytonaBeaeh ........
Fait Myers. .. ........
Jacksonville. ............

C
..A
.A
A

61.2
64.5
68.6
61.9

II

:

i

i

.A
.C
.A

i3.l
66.T
71.1

:
0

:
a

it!
156

E

States’”

307

Bridgeport. ............
Hartford ...............
New Hsven .............

l!
0

127
127
78
37
260

i

i

:
0

12

378
(32
I17
90
30
54

99
25

184

tii
231
ill
LO8

i
0

:

8:

i16
142
183
93

CO”“.

Key West.. ............
Lakeland ...............
niiami .................

for the

-

0

59.9
55.4

Anehorsge ............
Fairbanks. ..............
Juneau ..............
Nome. ................
Ati.

.A
.A
.A
.A

and

0
jll

i
0

108
661
214

Noter: a. FlmnAsmAE Guided cata &ok bs temmom 65-F.
b.Ah%~tPS~‘oldrata*.
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sfoto
Fla.
(Cont’d)

Miami Beach..
Orlando..
P~“S~Cdh. ..............
Tallshasee.

.............

%2%~~B&h:.
Gn.

Hawaii

Athens. ...............
*t,nnta ...............
Augusta. .. ..........
Columbus ............
M.¶C”“........~
...
Rome...........~~~.~
Sevsnnah~. ......
Thomasville. ......

.C
.A
A

72.5
65.7
60.4

A

60.1

..~

,;

51.8
51.7

4
.A
A

i2.7
74.2
71.9

:.A
.A
... .A

39.7
41.0
34.8

Lihue. ..................
Honolulu. ...........
Hik...................~
B&C.. ...............
Leakton. _. ............
Poestello.
.......

111.

Cniro..
~.
Chicago (O’Hare)~
Chiesgo (Midwsy)
~.
Chieaeo..
MoI&. ...........
...
Peoria.. ................
Rockford. ..............
Spring&Id ..............

g:g
56.2
49.9
57.8
60.0

.C
A
.A
.C
.A
.
A
A

47.9
35.8
37.5
38.9
36.4
38.1
34.8
40.6

.A
.A
A
~.~~A

45.0
37.3
39.6
36.6

.A
~~.A
.A
.A
A

37.6
35.5
32.7
34.0
32.6

Conedis ...............A
Dodge City. ...........
.A
Goodland ...............
A
Topeka ...............
..A
Wichita. ...............
.A

40.4
42.5
37.8
41.7
44.2

CWi"gto" ..............

A
..A
.A

41.4

Aiexandris. ............
Baton Rouge ...........
Lake Charles ...........
New Orleans. ..........
New Orleans. ..........
Shreveport. .............

.A
.A
.A
.A
.c
A

57.5
59.8
60.5
61.0
61.8
56.2

Me.

Csribau. ................
Portlsnd ...............

A
.A

24.4
33.0

Md.

Baltimore. .............
Baltimore. .............
Fredench .............

.A
.C
..A

43.7
46.2
42.0

Boston. ...............
Nantucket. ............
Pitt&Id ...............
Worcester ...............

.P
.A
.A
A

2:;
32.6
34.7

Evansvik.
............
Fort Wayne
............
Indiana&s
.............
SouthBend..
.......
Bur!ington. ............
DesMoin~
.........
Dub” ue. .............
Sioux E ity. ............
Waterloo. ..............

Kans.

KY.

La.

Ma.

Laingtan
I,miwi”e.

.............
.............

0
72
195
28

E

A
.A
A
,.A
....
A
. ...4
... ~A
..
C

Idaho

Ind.

4B-Conlinued

i
115
124

II
0
0
0
,I
”
i’

E
1::
i:

405
417
333
333
297
474
246
198

198
353
:t:
65

400

277

375

286
148
64

“i:

2
502
701
437
366

a
431
428
350
333
295
468
254
208

642
zi

36

5:
552
E
437
394

22
2E
2136
3326
1819
1529

0
0

132
L23
172
1::
:A
99
1;:
72

415
403
493

792
756
900

1017
933
1166

1113
1063
1324

164
381
326
279
335
326
400
291

513
807

791
1166
1113
1051
1181
1113
1221
,023

‘E
1209
1150
1314
1218
1333
1135

220
378
316
372

606

896
1135
10.51
1125

955
1178
1113
1221

767
028
949
,070

1136
1225

1259
1370
,420
1435
1460

,042
137
,204
198
,221

:ii
:z
837
696

:z
777
768
828
906

i:
156
108
133
276
251
381
270
229

iti

E
1296

706
666
310

1023
939
1073

z::

E
248

ii::

78
12

1

336
195
4;
I 66

0
ii
6

i%
E
890

273
216
210
192
165
297

-

218

198
60
6

-G

JO”.
z
2E 165

044
807
264
189
307

5%
484
624

316
332
524
450

\833
g:
774

L%
341
322

it:
769

E

893
818
818

471

36i

iii’

z:

z
552

i%
258
241
426

1535
1216

1690
1339

.470
,182

‘336
859
99s

320
762
875

983
896
1231
1172

1088
992
1339
1271

195

2;
890
868
918

1163
1051
1166
,122
1023
io35

438
?45
426 ‘;
E
555

E
058

iii
489
4w
426
516
354

2ii
111
; 26
89
:
2ii
1 36

237
471
432
525

tt
: 77
39

859
915
1026
989
,023

426
438

781
719
884
722
645

372
354

i.ii
531

ii

L%
141
3821
Ei
ii!!
6830
5429
0
ii
60
33

f
1

;i
39
54

;

18

:
2
1

4i
12
6

i .z
1.05
,
,
I
,
,
,
A8;
i ii?

1308
1042

183
111

327

%
1063
998

-

E

,

513
621
680
612

!08
i :84
126
i 04

E
5087
36
: ii
78
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4BXontinued
-

-

-

Od.1NO”.

Alpena. ...............
.A
Detroit (City). .........
.A
Detroit (Wayne). .......
.A
Detroit (Willow Run). .. .A
Escanabs. .............
.C
Flint. .................
.A

29.7
37.2
37.1

Gmnd Rapids. .........
Lansing .......
........
Marquette. ............
Muskegon .............
Sault Sk. Marie ........

34.9
34.3
30.2
36.0
27.7

!vIi”“.

Duluth. ........
....
Minneapolis., ..........
Rochester ..............

Miss.

Jackson ...............
Meridian ...............
Vicksburg ..
..........

E
33.1

.A
.A
.C
..A
.A
.A
.A
.A

:;:3”
58.8

..A
.A
.C

55.7

.A
.A
.A
.A
.C
.. A

42.3
43.9
40.3
43.1
44.8
44.5

Billings ................
GlWgOW. ..............
Great Falls .............
Hawe ................
HiWE. ................

.A
.A
.A
..A
.C

34.5
26.4
32.8
2X.1
29.3

Helena. ...............
Kalispell.. ..............
Miles City. ............
Misiouh ...............

.A
A
.A
.A

31.1
31.4
31.2
31.5

Grand Is:and ...........
Lincoln ................
Norfolk ................
North Platte ..........
Omaha. ...............
Seottrbluff ..............
Valentine. ..............

.A
.C
.A
.A
.A
A
A

36.0
38.8
34.0
35.5
35.6
35.9
32.6

Elko. .................
Ely ....................
Las “eeas ..............
Rena. .:
........
Winnemueca.
.......

.A
A
.A
A
.A

34.0
33.1
53.5
30.3
36.;

N. H.

Concord.
Mt. Washington

.A

N. J.

Atlantic City..

MO.

Mont.

Neb.

NW.

N. M.

N. Y.

Columbia ... ..........
Kansas City ............
St. Joseph ..............
St. Loo;s ...............
St. Louis ...............
Springfield. ......
..

Obsv..

22:;

68

i
5;
16

h".

ISb.

Iwar.

Apr.

1268
,088
,088
,104
1293
L212

,404
,181
1194
,190
1445
1330

299
:058
061
:053
296
: 198

1218
936
933
921
1203
1066

777
522

,259
1262
1411
,209
1525

1134

93‘6
i62
951

,147
1163
,268
1038
'36i

1011
10,’
1187
995
1277

2;;
771
,594
810

13,
: 014
1005

!581
1454
1438

1745
1631
1593

1518
330
: 366

1355
1166
1,150

840
621
630

0

3!5

546

II

“2%

502
518
462

E

414
417
384

E
282

967
90.5
1,139
036

i%
949
R48
801
781

716
682
769

E

1076
1032
,172
10X
977
973

OS 273
:
8:

40
2
;i

05

2

25

,”
0

:i

135
138
240
120
279

0

1::
2

37

31

50 ii
0
i
0
:
9

2:

4:
0
19:

357

2’:ii:;
$27
400
530

7:
:

651
612
708

251
220
2%
2.51
202
223

:

3:

g

34

i
6

912
738
738
750
924
843

8

:

iA
28
,9

580

2:: 530
15b 466

:

!?A
600

L86
270
258
306
252

487
897
608 ‘1 104
543
921
595
065
539 : 014

1135
1466
1169
,367
1321

1296
1711
1349
1.584
,528

294
321
174
303

601
002
65-a : 020
502
651 12:

1265
1240

1438
1401
,504
1420

si4
7?6
Ri3
885
328
876
042

1li2
,066
1234
,166

1197
,134
6,7
,026
,091

1314
,308
688
1073
,172

108

:zz

1314
1237
1414
1271
1355
::I: 1731
12337 ,395

1::
123
103
138
165

ii:
397
44"
357
459
493

43

225
234

561
592

3":

20:
210

*z
536

924
930
3x7
801
876

177
720

505
057

R22
1341

1240
*,‘I?

1358
1820

251
248
264

549
573
576

3%
921
024

936

229
310
431
202
183

612
609
825
573
523

868
899
,048
306
729

:
'i
12
34
a

50

J6

Rz::::::::::::::::“c

43.2
42.x
42.4

i
0

Albuquerque. ..........
.A
Cla~too. ................
A
R&O”. ................
.A
Rnsrell.. ..............
.A
Silver City. ..
.. ..... A

45.0
42.0
33.1
47.5
48.0

PI 6
2x
:
0 :

A:
126
18
6

Albany. ...............
Albany. ...............
Ringhamtnn ...........
Binghamton ............

.A
.C
..A
.C

34.6
37.2
33.9
36.6

19

13R
102
201
141

440
Zf
406

777
699
810
732

1i94
1104
1184
1107

,311
1218
1277
1190

BuIT&. ...............
.A
New York (Cent. Park)
New York (La Guardia). .A

34.5
42.8
43.1

141

440
233
223

777
540
528

1156
902
887

1256
986
973

.A

-

::
0
0

9
i
0 t;
19 37
:
::

22

;;

-

Dec.

station
Mich.

-

-

-156
42
57
45
159
90

8.506
6232
6293
6258
8481
7377

75
69
177
78
101

6894
6909
8393
6696
9048

2m
301

198
81
93

0000
8382
8295

::
66

:
0

0
0
0

2239
2289
2041

321
29;
348
312
270
291

121
109

12
0
15
15
0
6

5046
4711
54,s
4900
4484
4900

570
648

285
335

iiT
612

E

102
150
136
162
135

7049
8996
7750
8700
3182

651

381

252
: 120

1,342
1
1.iz
970

E
621

397
276
391

ii:
-99
319

;:g
7723
'8125

089

9,s

179

211
171

E
930
030
921
1~045

462
402
498
516
465
552
579

45
30
48
57
42
75
84

6.530
5864
6979
6684
6612
6673
7425

192
125
0
189
153

7433
7733
2709
6332
6761

75
303

7333
3817

‘i
12

:Ki
4930

0
21
63
0
0

4348
5168
6228
3793
3705

45
30
99
45

6875
6201
7286
6451

‘i
6

:iE
4811

142
: 268

: ;:

100

: 43!l

154
: 364
1305
170

: 134

: 016
: 039

126
:008
1176
036

:075
2
916

:Ff
6%
970
1187
1m3
1,131
1.116

911
977
335
iii?

229
456
319

E
;;

621
672
111
510
573

: 663

184

1,032
1,652

S48
8%
885

741
729
753

420
381
399

703
R,2
904
641
605

595
i47
834
481
518

288

i%
k%
1110
gy

tz
201
261
564

l.56

498
: 072
%i
i i.54 1~045 645
10%
949 543

1’

a39
760
750

446
220
239

645
408
414

490

133

121
87
105

304

2;
208

235
238

2%
35;
363

133
118
121

1:
“E

87

239
.E

229

329
118
124

219
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4B--Condnued

I

9.

c,

Ner* York (Kennedy).
.A
Roehzster~
~.~.~.
.A
Schenectady
............
.c
SyTacuse..~~
..........
..A

41.4
35.4
35.4
35.2

Asxville..
Cape H.¶ttZS%S..
Charlotte.
.~~.
Greerisboro~.
Raleigh.
~Vihnington.
~.
Wi”sti”-sa!em.

.A
.A
.A
.A
.A

46.7
53.3
50.4
47.5
49.4
54.6
48.4

.C

N. D

Bismarck~. .........
Ikvils Lake. .......
Fargo.. ..............
WillistLm ..........

~A
.. .c
..A
.A

26.6
22.4
24.8
25.2

Ohiu

Akron-C&r&n..
.A
Cincinnnti.
.c
Cb?“ela”d,
.A
Columbus, ~.~ ,..., ..~~.A
Columbus.
~.
~C
Dayton.~~~~~ ,.....
~.~.~A
I~lansGeld,~.~...~..~~~..A
Sandusky..........~.~..C
Toledo..
.A
Youn~stom
~.
.A

3R.1
45.1
37.2
39.7
41.5
39.8
36.9
39.1
36.4
36.8

Oklnhoma City, ........
Tulsa ..................

.A
.A

48.3
47.7

Astoria................
Burns. ................

.A
.c

45.6
35.9
45.6
34.2
43.2

ok‘*.

Eugene ...............
Meheham .............
Medford.~ ............

..A
..A
..A

Pendleton.
.......
Portland. ..............
Portlsnd. ..............
Roseburg. ..............
Salem. .. ............
Pa.

Il. I.
s. c..

5. D.

Ten”.

.A
,A
.C
A
.A

C2.6
45.6
47.4
46.3
45.4

AllWhXVll ..............A

0
:
6

-

G 564
1% 415 i4i
123 422
132 415 E
s55
48
0
273
6
438
513
2
450
29,
2:
483
28 222 577 .083
273 642 ,191
2: 219 574 ,107
43 261 601 ~122
381 726
% 208 558
‘"5
i38
84 i4”: 714
57 28.5 65,
310 696
1:: 397 768
313 684
1::
120 :E E

46

130

::
84
0

;:
124
0
2:
::
3,

Erie. .................
...........
.a ............
Pbiladel~hhia.....
.......

.A
A
.A
C

Pittsbumh.
Pittibur&.
............
Reading. ..............
Scranem ...............
Wihmpoit

.A
.C
.C
.A
A

38.4
42.2
42.4
37.2
38.5

Block Island. ..........
Providence .............

.A
.A

40.1
38.8

.A
c
.A
..A
Greenville-Spartenburg... A

2%
54.0
54.5
51.6

:

Huron ................
Rapid City. ............
Sioux Fall. .......

..A
.A
.... .A

i.E
30.6

:;
25

.A
.A
.A
.A

46.2
50.3
49.2
50.5

Bristol. ................
cbttanooga.
..........
KIlOX!4~. .............
Memphis. .............

,123
,131
1140

775
521
69,
778
716
521
747

78-i
so
69,
E
546
753

683
618
582
672
616

210
210
;z
78
::1
114
1;:
111

375
515
5:

56,
867

,463
1634
1569
,513

,708
,872
,789
‘is8

,442
1579
,520
,473

1070
862
,088
,039
977
1045
1110
1032
1138
,104

,138
915
1159
‘OS8
1032
lOL7
li69
,107
,200
1169

‘“16
30
,047
949
902
95s
1042
99,
1056
,047

E
-..
,,I
597
534
ii:
693
714

2:
:
0

g

i
1:
9
:;

i

--

1063
930
939
,104
,073

,119

‘cm2

lizi
,156
1122

ii!
,028
,002

,020
,110

z;
594
660

902
,023

282
210
345
315
399

471
425
577

,014

51

236

$
18

E
130

573
468
it

-

203
345
262
262

345
75.3
390
381

329
38,
332
357

.li

87,

189

202

i%

E
a6
396
129
543
195

2::
li,
136
167
245
198
242
248

39
6

;z
E
868
924
92,

,081
907
FE

%

527
539

189
213

2:
589
983
642

480
570
426
726
432

ii3 617
zi:
E
570
61,
E
,002

,116
,169
,045
1016
924

307
372

i%

697

,045
,063
992
965
856

iti

168

622
988
627
Km5

E
729

726
615
597

165
165

1z
803
1209
918
ioii
825
769
766
822

884
735

375
231
257

t
0

i

679
1113
719
1091
871

4042
2612
319,
“805
3393
2347
3595

2

498
522

::

38.9
36.8
41.2
41.8
44.5

Charleston. ............
Ch.%desto”. .............
Columbia. .............
Florence ..............

935

t

%

:z
69,

396
396
351
405
417

205
245
198
267
273

471
585
396
392
35,

288
124
118
93

480
390
372
498
468

877 612

167

195
124
105
195

177

868

534

%
552
660

389
367
470
459
548

%
357
341
446

ii

ii

ii
132

i
19

,432
,172
,361

1628
1333
1544

:35:
1145
,285

125
05,
032

E
573

zzf
270

828

828
722

iw
577
613
585

598

261

2
456

:g”s
147

E

E
698

‘487

:E

-

8.85,
9901
ifi 9226
,A, 9243
6037
44,”
635,

Fit
15 E
39
5622
6403
::
5796
60 6494
MI
647

!3‘
ii

5186

iii
78

E3
7874
5008
512i
%i
4491
47.54

24

5810

E
40
0

E
5144
4486

39
12
0

5987
iE
6254
5934

ii

t.$

-

2033
1794
gg
87
126
78

z
7839

:

4143
3254

ii
ii

z
-

Ei
-
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4BXoncluded

A*g.
Vi”h,
Memphis.
Nashville.
OakRidge _._.__.__._...

.C
.A
C

51.6
t8.9
17.7

Abilene. ...............
AmWiUO. ..............
Austin.................
Bromw,i”e.
...........
Co us Christi ...........
DaT 89 ..................
ElPsso..
...............

.A
.A
.A
.A
A
A
A

53.9

Fort Worth ............
Ga,v&m,. ..............
Ga*“es~n ..............
HWStOn. ..............
Hawtm,. ..............
Laredo. ...............
Lubbock., .............

.A
A
.c
.A
.C
.A
.A

55.1
32.2
6’2.0
61 .o
32.0
66.0
48.8

324
147

Midland. ..............
.A
PartArthur..
...........
A
San Angelo .............
.A
SaoAntmio .............
A
Victoria ................
.A
Waco. ..................
Wichita Falls ...........
.A

53.3
60.5

381
207
318

w.%h

Milford .................
SaltLakeCity..
.........
WeEdover ..............

A
A
.A

36.5
38.4
39.1

vt.

Burlington. ............

.A

29.4

Tl?X.

va.

Cape Hemy ............

166
V/O
325
66

:;::
!Z
55.3
52.9

::
114

:2
165
LOS
513

2::
62.7
57.2
53.0

w. va.

Olympia. ..............
Seattle.Tacom.
.........
SeFAle .................
Sipohne. ..............
walls waue.. ..........
Yakima ................
Chsrleston. ............
Elkins ................
Huntington. ...........
Parkersburg. ............

586
Wi
388
149
22”
524
048

.A
..A
A
C

44.8
40.1
2::

WisC.

Gary Bay .............
La Crosse ..............
Madison. ..............
Milwaukee. ............

.A
.A
.A
.A

30.3
31.5
30.9
32.6

Wy0.

Cssper .................
.A
Cheyenne ...............A
Lander. ...............
.A
Sheridan. ..............
.A

2:;
31.4
32.5

198
tii
‘Fi
144

2:

z

g

z2
217
744

ii-i
267
800

258
134
613

2405
,274

:A:
189

:z

:;:

‘%
3578

42
322
192
288

651
384
z;:

:2
270
378

iii
698
1252
,172
1178

891

L513

360

694

E
i:
681
828

1333

,18;

8269

iz
834

2;
44.2
44.2
46.9
36.5
43.8
39.1

2:
685

i%
106
174

448

z:

.A
A
.C
.A
.c
.A

468
205

470

614

443
419
372

.C

%

536
276
170

%
270
381

Fi?zP:::::
1: :: : : : : 1:
Eiohond
..............
.A
Rmmke ...............
.A

WC&

i%
,817

iii
552

67:
676
59I

;z
657
,082

E
738
,231

‘iii

‘Ei

E
8d

EZ
856
905

*E

iic
89f

g

4476
5675

E

iz

691

E

:E
,330
1252

E
1473
1376

1169
1085

,230
1212
1417
,355

:E

381
:z
364

I
I
I
I

221

Appondlx 4C Solar Position!; and Insolation Values for Various Latitudes”
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Table I Conductiuities

h4.,sr;.,

BUILDING BOARD
Bomos, P.,NELS,
Suwdmnrao,
SHEATHING.
woomnsm
Paxm.
PRoDacTs

BUILDING

PAPER

FINISH
FLOORING
MATERIALS

INSULATING
XATERIAI.9
BwL~-BEI ANDK,,

4D Design

(k,. Conductances

(0.

Values

of Various

and Resistances

h‘C+.liO”

I

Building

(R, of “ariots

120
120
120

.....
. .... ..~..~~...~tin.
.~.~.................$in.
Laminated paperboard.
Homo eneons board from
rep”“Iped paper. .......
.....
..
Hardboard
Medium deaaity siding. ......
* in.
Other medium density. ...
.......
High density, service temp. service,
underlay...........~.......~.
High density, std. tempered .......
Particleboard
Lowdensity ._ ...................
Mediumdensity ..................
High density .....................
UnderLa ment ................
L in.
Wxd sub 6 oar.
............
..$ in.

::

:i
ii
34
;:
18
1:
25
18
19
15

-

is

-

I

OS0

0x0
0.83
-

/

0.50

-

/

0.73

55
63

75
35

0.*2
1.00

37

75

&
40

:i

0.54
0.94
1.18
-

:i

-

7.5

-

:",

-4-i
4.5

-

75
:i
zz
is

--

/

228

E
0.31
0.31

-

i:if
0.30

e.50
-

E
0.32
0.28

157

0.28
0.31

-

1.B
1.00

0.33
0.33

-

1.86
1.06
o.b%
-

0.31
::i:
0.29
0.34

16.70

-

0.06

8.35
-

-

0.18
Negl.

3
3.M)
12.50
‘0.00

-.
-

8.08
I.%9

0.34

;:2
0.06

0.30

-

-

7
:i

0.18
0.18
0.18

0.40
0.25
0.22

-

S.60
::fi

-

4.w

-

0.29

1.8

75

0.25

-

2.2

is

0.20

-

6.00

-

0.29

3.5
1.0
1.5
2.5
15

75

0.19
0.28
0.16

-

636
4.67
6.86

-

is

-

3.46

-

0.29
0.29
0.38
0.38
0.17

‘6-17

75

-

r.94

-

2

Notes: a. Fro”, ASHRAEHMdbwk u, F”dm”rnrmr

-

e.w

122
1.06

--

0.29
0.29
0.29
0.29
0.29

SW

1.49
-

-

75
2
75
75

;:ii
I 0.82
0.X8
LOG
1.28
0.74

0.40
.-

:“5

j

I:

I

/

-

310
2.13
1.w
l.Oi

-

iS
is
75
75
is
i5

9.3.5
1I
I -.
I I.536

3.00
6.50
3.10
2.25

,

40
50

-

Expanded polystyrene, molded beads
/ Expanded polyurethane
(R-11 exp.
(Tbicknes I in. or greater).
Mineral fiber with resm binder.
Mineral fiberboard, wet felted
Core or roof insulstion.

1.”
-

75

Mineral Fiber, fibrous form processed
from rock, slag, or glass
approx. 2-Z in ... ...........
approx. 3-3s in .. ............
approx. S&4& in ...
..........

plsm...........................

75
:z
75
75
2
75
is
is

30

-

Posd6r
Hsot,
;i Bf”pa’
/Ilkd,Fdepl

mdurtante
PIer ioch
Ihicknm
ICI
il/kl

ii

Carpet and fibmu pad ..............
Carpet and rubber pad .............
Corktile.. ....................
tin
Termzzo......................li
n
Tile-asphalt,
linoleum, vinyl, rubber,

(tied) ............
polystyrene extruded,

Construction Materials

::
75

I-

Vapor-permeable
felt. .............
vapor--seat, 2 Layem of mopped
15lbielt ........................
Vhporseal,
plastic film .............

1 Exy+ed

Mate+&

I0lenrih
Lbper
II
,:u F,,

Asbestoscement borrd.
~~~~&i”.
Asbestos-cement boards
Aabestoscement board.
i in.
Gypsum or plaster board,
f it,.
Gypsum or plaster board
.1 in.
P,ywood
~~~,~~~~~~~~..~
Plywocd
.~~~~~~~~~.~*i,,.
Plywood
~...~+in.
Plvxocd.
t in.
Pljwoc.3 or wood panels..
t in.
Imnlat~ing board
Sheadung, regular density.
t in.
.$+ ill.
Shediag ia*aryx!iate density. t in.
SaiCbsw she&q.
.: in.
Shingle backer..
Y,
.a in.
Shingle backer.
~. ~.
~. & in.
Sound deadening board..
.9 in.
Tile and Jay-in panela, plain or

ceu”iar ghs% ....................

and Insulation

Appendi

4D-Gmtinued

Table I--Continued
hsity
Lbper
C” RI

hk3,i.l

BOARDAND S-s
GNLtimxd)

LooSE Frm

ACOUStidtile.. ..............
...
ACOUStiCdtile ....................
Mineral fiberbcmd, wet molded
Acoustidtile ...................
wocd or cane fiherhomd
Acoustical tile ...............
t in.
Acmstidtie..
.............
tin.
Int.?rior &&h @lank, tile) ..........
Insulating roof deck
Appmbtiy.
.............
14 in.
Appmimtely..
... ~..~..~.~.2in.
A,nvmimately ...............
3 in.
Wmd shredded (cemented in
prefomed slabs). ................
Celhdose insulation (milled paper or
woodpulp).............~
........
Sandwt. or shavings. ...............
Phd~fihe” softwaods..........
, yded
....................
Mined fi r (mck, slag or glass)
spproa. 3in.. ....................
Bpprox. q in
approx. Ok,“. ............................
........
appmx. 7t in ..................
silica aerogei .......................
Vermiculite (expanded).
..........

-.

MASONRY

P&me+,
for use above deck
Apprmmtiy.
.............
.t
Appmximtely.
.............
.I
Apprmimately ..............
It
Apprmimate?y. .........
... .2
Amrotimately. ............
-21
Apprmdmatiy~ ...
.........
.3
Cellularglass......~...~
...........

in.
ie.
in.
in.
in.
in.

CeIIleId IWXfar..
Gypsum-fibs concrete 87151, gypsum,
12+%, %VOOd
&ipS..
Lightwei ht aggmgstes including expsnd e% &A, clay or slate; expanded
slags; cinders; punice: vermiculite;
ah eeuular coneretps

“CZE

Sand and gravel or sane aggregate
(oven dmd)
Sand and gravel or stone aggregate
(not dried).
~.
Spurn............................
MASONRY

UNXTS

Brick, common
Brick, fsee
clay tile, h&xv:
Id&p
3in.
leelldeep...................4in.
Zcellsdeep ._...._...........
5in.
2Eellsdeep..................Sin.
2ce~deep.................10in.
3&deep.................l2in.
Caner&e blocks, th?ee oval care:
Sand and gravel aggmgste.
.4 in.
. . . ..Rin.
. . ..12in.
Cinder aggregate.
.3 in.
tin.
...........
..sin.
...........
.*2 in.

7:
-

::

0.35
0.37

23

0.42

15

I

0.30
0.30
0.32

0%

-

22

:cdurt.
OIICF
ICI

-~

.5-3
.8-l.!
.o-3.:
.0-S., ;
:k.:
.0-6., f

-.

Ram IliS”l.ATION

hd”..

--s -~
116
51
:2
ii

0.60

-__

0.33

-

-

-

-

0.1s
0.1s
0.18
0.18

0.27
0.45

-

ii:::
67
0.47
0.44
-

cl.72
0.36
0.24
0.19

1.39
6.78
4.17
6.66
6.67
8.53
-

0%

E
-

5.0

-

-

1.66
5.2
3.6
2.5
1.7
1.15

-

-

ii
20

Ei

140

9.0

-

-

140
116

L2.0
5.0

-

-

-.

0.38

i:Z

0.24

-

120
130

5.0
9.0

-

-

%
*.a
1.86
B.B@
3.60

-

-

0.71
1.11
1.98
0.86
I.li
1.79
1.89
l.67
1.60
8.W
6.87
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Table ILoncluded

ma
Pa‘IimA 7
,hi
rknu n
II/O
-.hi*

mhch’**
lkl

mrily
bw
:YR,

!oncrete blocks, ,,,,~I~
core.
Sand and gravel
2mre,Sin.361 Y _.............
same with filled corei.,.
,ightweightsggre&e
(expanded shale,
pumice):
day, slate or.
3me,6.in.19 9 b.
same w&l ii&d cores
2 core, 8 in. 24 lb.
Same with filled EOreS
3 mre, 12 in. 38 lb.
Same with Ii&d mre8-.
,tane,,imeorsand..
...............
;ypum partition tile:
3~12~36in.solid
.............
3x12x3Oin.4-ceU..
...........
4x,2Y3obl.3-wu..
...........

.-

--

(See Chapter 30, Table 3)

METALS

kment plber, sand aggmgate.
Sandaggregate
Sand-e
.__._

PLASTERING
MATERIALS

Pedite aggregste.

ROOFING

SIDING
MATRRIAIS
(ON FLAT SWFACE)

fiTI

hphdtdmofill&.I
Lso~tshinP~...................,
3iihup m&w.
.$ in
rtate..........................~
.
wmd shinglesplabla phtic film
fsced....... ..... ..............

AiLment.

: in.,
._.. lapped
.

~~_~~~~ ~~~~~~~ _ -?dmg
wwd,dmp
1 xslp

(4 m. bd. j

~~~~~~~~~s
Houow-bncked.
.‘.
‘~;tf+w,,d
backed nominal
Imuh,b-bmd
backed nominal
$ fn. fa; backed _..............
Archi-*
_._........
WOODS

Maple. oak. and dmilsr hIardnocd8..
Fir, pbw, md&ilsrmftnocds.
Fir,pme,mdslMLars~~~!~

--

1.
I.
.3+ inL.

230

;i

-

2.50

:i:
76

-

75
7.5
7.5

5.0
-

76

-

:i:
:i
zz

13
5.6
.-

ii

2

17

120

rs

::
70
-

;z

-

76

2
2

t9%
-

--

1170
0.10
7.70
4.76
6.50
2.27
3.a)
2#J.riu

0.07
0.18
0%
-

1.05
-

-

4.76
1.15

-

E

2

-

1.61

-

-

-

0.55

-

75

-

-

:z
z

76

1.10
0.80
-

::z
Y:E
1.23

--

0.34
1LO.Of,
-1%
0.53
E

---

0.90
-

-

-

ii

-

E
2.13
-

-

-

ii

,0.61
,0.33
/
/E
0.40
0.17
-

133
6.66

--

::

L%

-

0.79
0.74
0.6Q
--

::

-

-

I0.96
,0.52

-

LO5
LO5
,a5

120
-

Wood, 16 in., 74 expo.sure.
Woc-i, dable, 16in., U-in. exposun
Wd.plusind.
backer bawd. I$ in

+*-!9

E

116
-2
z

...............

Ssndacgregate.. .................
S~lldaggregate ...............

2
45

1

tin.
tin.

46
45

wrm.
kd
UP’
IF%,

l

0.91
1.%
-

-.
0.36

-.

0.31

0.31
2::

0.31
E
0.29

-.
0.30
0.33
0.33
0.33
i:Ei

Appendi
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Cor,dudivh/

(k) d Varimrs Gmtmdion

4D-Continued

Materials’

<
Molerid ,c.m~,;anl
,
ILmiERAL FIBER
mxk. slos.
m Dlasr)
Blaolr&.
MetalRtiforced
Mined Fit+,l3laar
Bldiet.F,ollbl%
tie-Fihr
ortic Bo0de.i

E
:::
::t

Blanket.
Flexible.
Tuwrmxr
or%uic*on&d

350

,.I7

E
:::
:2
2%

,,,,~
:
gmm;.gm

i

IOOSE Pill

7

,. 16
I::!
,.m
j-11

:E
d

,i
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of Transmission

QE-Codfi~ienta
Table I

(IJ) for Various

St~chual

Element~‘~

CooWcfenta of Transmisston (U) of Frame WalM

RaistPnceCR,
EiehvePn
Framing

caaatmetian
I Outside surface (IS mph wind)
2. Siding, wood, 0.5 in.x 8 in. lapped (average)
3. Sheathing. 0.5.in. asphalt impregnated
4. N~meflective ah space, 3.5 in. (50 Fmean; lOdeg F
temperawe difference)
5. Nominal 2-i”. x 41n. wood stud
6. Gypsumwa”board.0.S in.
7. Inside surface (still air)
Tom, Tht-mdResislo”ce

CR,

-

Al
Framing

Retwee”
Framing

Al
Fmning

0.17
0.81
1.32

0.17
0.81
1.32

0.17
0.81
1.32

11.00
0.45
0.68

4.38
0.45
0.68

Ri=14.43

R,=7.81

0.17
0.81
I,32

-

1.0,
0.45
0.68

4.38
0.45
0.68

Rf=4.44

R,=7.81

ConatructionNo. I: 0, = ,/4.44=0.225;
“,=1/7.8,
=0.128. With 20% framing (typical of 2-i”. x4-i”. studs @ 16-i”. o.c.,,
(0.22S,+0.*(0.1*8,=0.*06(SeeEq9,
Conr,r”c,io”No.
2: “; = ,/,4.43 = 0.069; “, = 0.128. With framingunchanged, u.,, = 0.8(0.069, + 0.2v1.12*, = 0.081
Table I,

CoefRcionts of Trammlss‘on ,“, of Solid Mamw

“‘,” =0.8

Walls

Cocffidcnuarecxpier,id
in Et,”per(hour)(rquarefG0,)(degree
Fahrenheit
difference
in ter”~rat”~c
klwee”dieaironthe“vo rids,, andarcbaredonain
DuUide
wind“ebcityofmph
ReplaceFurringStripsand Air Spacewith l-in. ExtrudedPolystyrene
CNe\*!tem4)
1
RcsislmcefW

I
2.
3.
4.

12

3

Construction

lIebee"
F"ti"g

At
Furring

Outsidesurface
(15 mph wind)
Comman brick. 8 in.
Nominal I-in. x3in. vertical furring
Nnnrefleetiw~~j space, 0.75 in. (50 F mean; IO deg F

o.,,
I .60
-

O.L7
I.64
0.94

“,
,.“I
0.45
0.68

0%
0.68

45
TorolThemIalRt?sisr*“ce~R,

Ri = 3.91

~anstrucdon No. 1:“; = 1/X91=0.256; U,=1/3.84=0.260. With 20% framing (typical of I-in. x3in.
“,, = 0.8 (0.256)+ O-2(0.260)= 0.257
Construedon No. 2: Ui = U, = Va,,,= 1/7.90 = 0.127
Table III

2

0.17
1.60

5.00
0.45
~0.68

R, = 3.84

Ri =:7.90= R,

vertical furring an masonry @ 16-i”. OS.)

CoelRclents of Transmission (U) of Frame Partitions or Intetlor Wa%*

Cocfficicnrr
arcerpresedin BI”per(ha”,,(square
toot,(degree
Fahrenheit
difference
in tel”psr*t”re
between
theaironIhetworidn,,
andare basedon still ai, (no wind)conditionson both rida
Rephe

Air Space with 3.5in. R-11 Blanket lnsolntion Wew Item3)

1

2

Ibis tonre(R)
Co*lnlrlion

-'

i Inside surface (still air)
2. Gvosumwallboard.O.5 in.
3. N&flective
air s&e, 3.5 in. (50 F mean; 10 deg F
temperature difference)
4. Nominal 2-h. x 4-h wand stud
5. Gypsum wallboard0.) in.
6. Inside surface(still air)
TomI ThermalResisroncelR)

Retwee"
Tnminp.

At
Framing T

Between
A,
Framing Framing

0.68
0.45

0.68
0.45

0.68
0.45

1.01

4.38
0.45
0.68

11.00

0.45
0.68
Ri= 3.27

R,= 6.64

0.68
0.45
-

0.45
0.68
!j=13.26
fi

4.38
0.45
0.68
R,= 6.64

ConstructionNo. I: U.= 113.27= 0.306, U = l/6.64 = 0.151. With 10% framing (typical of 2-h. x 4-h studs @ Z&in. as.).
(Oh) + 0.1(0.151) = 6.290
CanslructionNo. 2: U, = V13.26 = 0.075.U, = l/6.64 = 0.151. With framingunchanged, rl,. = 0.9(0.075) + O.l(O.151) = 0.083
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rlE--Continued

andarebaredonan oulridewindvelociryol IS mph
Replace Cinder Aggregnlr Block with 6-i”. Light-weight Aggregate Black with Cores Filled (New Rem 4)
2
1
Resistance (R,
Construedon

seiwe.?”
Furling

AL
Furling

Between
F”ni”g

Al
Furring

0.17
0.44
0.10
1.72

0.17
0.44
0.10
1.72

0.17
0.44
0.10
2.99

0.17
0.44
0.10
2.99

I. Outriderurface(lS mph wind,
2. Faccbrick.4in.
3. cemenr *ortar, 0.5 in.
4. Concre,e block, cinder aggregate, 8 in.
5. Refkrive air space. 0.75 in. (50 F mean: 30 deg F
temperature difference,

2.77

2.77

-

-

6. Nominal I-in. x 3-i”. vertical furring

-

-

0.94

0.94

Construction No. I: Oi= l/6.33 = 0.158: U3 = i/4.50 = 0.222. With 20% framing (typical of I-in. x 3-i”. vertical furring on masonry @ 16-i”.
“.C.,.“&,” =0.8(0.158,+0.2(0.222,=0.171
Ccnatrucrion No. 2: U, = l/7.60 = O.llZ.U, = l/5.77 = 0.173. With framing unchanged, (1.” = 0.8(0.132) + 0.2(0.173) = 1.40
Table V

CoefRcients

of Transmission

(U) of Mawmy

Cavity Walls’

CdOcicnlr are eiprascd in Btuper (hour) ,rquare fwt) ,desreeFahrenheitdifferencein temwamre betweenthe air on ,h two rida,, aad me boscd on an outside
wi”*“eltity OFIS mph
Reptsce Furring SLIips and Gypsum Wallboard with 0.625in. Ptaster (Sand Aggregale) Applied Directly to
Coacrele Block-Fill L.Sin. Air Space w&h Yemiedite lnsuhtion (New Items 3 and 7.
.
I

Fuming

Constmelion

i!

0.17
0.80

I Outside surface (IS mph wind)
2. Common brick, 8 in.
3. Nonreflectiveair space. 2.5 in. (30 F mean; 10 deg F
temperature difference)
4. Cnncme block. stone aggregate, 4 in.
5. Nanreflectiveairrpace0.75 in. (SOF mean; lOdeg F
temperature difference)
6. Nominal I-in. x 3.in. vertical furring
7. Gypsumwdlboard.0.5
in.
8. Inside surface (still air)
TorolThrrmalRerirtoneeIR,

_.

_.

1.,0*
0.71

5.32..
0.71

1.01

I

0.94
0.45
0.68

0.45
0.68
Ri = 4.92

R, = 4.85

0.i
0.68
Ri = R, = 7.79

Construction No. 1:“; = 1,492 = 0.203; Us = 1/4X5 = 0.206. WiIh 20% framing (typical of I-in. x 3-i”. vertical furring on masonry @l&in.
O.C.,, “., = 0.8~0.203, + 0.2(0.206, = 0.204
Canstruction No. 2: t., = Us = U,, = 1.79 = 0.128
~Inter+.d “ll”cfrom Tat.*2.
-*ca!datd l&L nomT&k 3.
Table VI
C~c‘ficicnti arecxwmd

Coef‘icients

of Tra,,s,,,ission

(Uj of Masonry Par,ltions.

in Bt” per (hour, (rquarcfwt) (degreefahmrhsi! differenceintem~raturc bstweentheair on the two rider,.
anda‘ebaxdo” sfill air (nowind)eondidom on both sides
Replace Conerole Block wi:b 4-i”. Gypsum Tile (New Item 3)
Construction

1

I Inside surface (still air)

0.68

2. Plaster. lightweight aggregate. 0.625 in.

0.39
1.11

3. Concrete block, cinder aggregate, 4 in.
4. Plaster, lightweight agSre@e.
5. lnsnde surface (still air)
Told Thermal Resirronce~R)

0.625 in.

0.39

T
I

2
0.68
0.39
1.67
0.39

0.68

0.68

3.25

3.81

Construction NO. I: U = l/3.25 = 0.308
Construction No. 2: U = l/3.81= 0.262
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of Transmission

4E-Continued

(U) of Frame Conshuction

and Floora~

of Ceflfnss

Coefocientr
areciprarrd in St” per(hour,(square
loot,,deEgrec
Fahrenheit
difference
bewee”theairon,hEtworides,.andarc
bad onIfillair(“0 win.4onbothrklsr
Asum Unheated Attic Space above Heated Room with Had Flow Up-Remove
floor and Air Space--Replacewith R-19 Blanketfnsulation(p
ftem4)
Heatedfbmm Below
Resis,s”cc
ut,
UnheatedSfmee

‘I

9

I. Bottomsurface(stiltair)
2. Metal lath and lightweight aggregate.
plaster. 0.15 in.
3.Nominal 2-h x *-in.floorjoist
4. Nonreflectiveairspace.
7.25-b
5. Woodsub”oar,O.75
in.
6. Plywood, 0.625 in.
7. Felt buiiding membrane
8. Resilient tile
9.Top surface(still
air)
Tom, 7he,mo,Re&once

(RI.

2

Al
Fhlr
hist

%E
Joists

Al
“aor
.bis,s

0.61

0.61

0.61

0.6‘

0.47

0.41
9.06

0.47

Between
Floor
hists

Co”*r”cdo”
(“eat Flow up,

Tile, Fell. Plywood. Sub-

0.93’

oT4
0.78
0.06
0.05
0.61

0.94
0.78
0.06
K
Ri= 4.45

R,=

i:Z
-

19:&l
0%

12.58 1 Ri= 20.69

0%
R,=lO.75

Conrtruc~ionNo. IU,= l/4.45=0.225;UT,,=1/12.58=0.079.With 10% framing (typical of 2-i”. joists 0 16.in. o.c.), Ua,.. = 0.9 (0.225) + 0.1
,0.079,=0.210
ConswuctionNo. 2U, = 1120.69= 0.048;(I,= l/10.75= 0.093.With framing unchanged. (I., = 0.9(0.045) + 0.1(0.093) = 0.053
*“rclargnt air rpmo.5
Table VIII

in.~“ah.rhownin Table2

Co&fcfonts of T~nsmissfoa (0, of Flat Masonry Roofh wfth Built-up 8t,,,f,ng, tiff, and ,vf,f,out Suspa,ded
Cdlblgs”

TheseCoefAEicnts
aire
erpresedinSt”peI(ho”r)
(square
root,
(degree
Fahrenheit
difference
intempcramrebetweentheairon thetwoSidS,,
andarcbasedupon an 0”UidCwind“elwitg
Of I5mph
Add Rigid Roof Deckfnrul~tion,C = 0.24(R = f/O (New Item 7)
COUSl3UCtiO”
weat Flow UP)

1234

56789

2
0.61

I fnside surface (still air)
1. M&d lath and lightweight aggregate plaster, 0.75 in.

0.6,
0.47

0.47

3.Nonreflective air space, greater than 3.5 in. (50 F mean;
tOdeg F temperature difference)

0.93*

0.93.

4. Metal ceiling suspension system with metal hanger rods

o**

0**

5. Corrugated metal deck

0

0
2.22

6. Concrete slab, lightweight aggregate. 2 in.
7. Rigid roof deck insulation (none)

2.22
-

8. Built-uproofing,
0.375in.

0.33

?. Outsidesurface (I5 mph wind)

0.17

0.33
0.17

Em,, 77temol Resimme

4.73

8.90

(R,.

ConstructionNo. I:Uav = l/4.73= 0.21,
ConstructionNo. 2: U,, = 1/8.99= 0.112
bToo.*jurr
(Ivalues
fortheeffect
ofnddd inrulation
betweenframingmembers.SeeTable
5 or6
‘“W ,argatairrpace(3.5in.,
“abe rhow” inTable*.
‘*Area ofhanw rods is “cgligiblc in relado” to ceilingarca.
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Amendfx
Tabit- M

CwWcie,,ts

ilE--Continued

of Transmission (0) of Wood Constmction of Flat Roofs and CeRinSs-

Coefncicno
*w -xpresred
in mu pa (hour,,rquarefoot,(degree
Fahrenheit
diffcrcncc
in temperature
between
tileairontiletworider,.
an.3arcba;Kl“W” *n DUUidC
windYeloChy
OfI5 mph
Rephe Roof 0eck Insulptionand 7.2%in. Air Spacewith 6-i”. R-19 Blanketinsulationand 1.25.in. Air
SPP.X(New llems5 and7,
Resist&(R)
Al
JOim

I irside surface (still air)
2. Ac ~astical tile, fiberboard. glued, 0.5 in.
3.Gypurn wallboard, 0.5 in.
4. Nonu~ al2-in.x8.in.ceilingioisu
5.Nonrel:-ctiveairrpace.7.25;n.(50Fmean;
lOdegF
fetweraxre difference)
6.Flywoodc ‘ck.0.625in.
7. Rigid roofi: ek insulation. c = 0.72, (R = 1/C)
8. Built-up Km
9. Outside surfau :I5 mph wind)
To,o,T~,~~,R~,-‘o”ee(R,

0.61
1.25
0.45
9.06

0.78
0.33
0.17

... .... .... ..........R.=5.9.

0.33
0.17
R,=14.04

0.33
0.17

0.33
0.17

R,=23.64

R,=12.65

ConslruccionNo. I”, = 115.91= 0.169: (I, = l/14.04 = 1.071. With 10% framing (typical of 2-i”. joists 0 16.in. ox.),
(0.1.59,+0.,(0.07,)= 0.159
ConstructionNo. 2Ui = V23.64 = 0.042;Us = I/12.65= 0, )79. With framing unchanged, Ua,.,= 0.9(0.042) + O.l(O.079) = 0.046

U,,

= 0.9

~Urel*rgFrr*irrp*~(3,5i”.~“al”crhaw”i”T*b,e*.
‘.*narpolatcdva,ue(o F mean: lodaFtempraturedifferenee).
Table X

CoeRtcfents of Tramrdssion (U; of Metal Coms‘mction of Flat Roofs and Ceilings-

Ccdficienuareexpressed
in mu per(hour,(square
foot,(degrc:‘ahrenhei,difference
in ,em~,al”,ebetween
rheaiiondletworid@,
a”daiebaredon”~o”or’sidewind”elocity
Of,5 mph
RefdaceRigid Roof Deck Insular;w (C = 0.24) and Sand AggregatePlasterwith Rigid Roof Deck In.
sulation, C = 0.36 and Lightweighl wzgregale Plasm Wew items 2 snd 6)
2
Caastmction
ce
up)

1234

1. Insidesurface(stillair)
2.Metal lath and sand aggregate plaster, 0, ‘5 in
3.Structural beam
4.Nonreflectiveairspace(50Fmean;lOdeg ‘~
temperature difference
5.Metaldeck
6. Rigid roof deck insulation, C = 0.24(R = I/c)
5 6 , 8 ,.Built-uproofing.0.375in.
B.Ouuides.rface(lSmphwind)

ToralTlrermolRerirtce(R/
ConstructionNo. I:“= l/6.34= 0.158
co”St~“CllO”NO.2:0 = l/5.29= 0.189

__...., ._

*Ifrtruelwal
bcamrand meal deckaretobe considered.
thetechnique
rhown inE.rm,h
ofpablc
portion of the conrtructionis, bowe”ri. preferable.
“Y largertair rpace(3.5 i”.)“dW show” in Table 2.

0.61
0.4,
OSQ’

0.17
6.34

5.29

Iond2.am Fig.3 may be usedtoerfimate
mat R. FullSE.+testing
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Aonendix
Table XI

rlE--Concluded

Coefffcfents of Transmfssfon (0) of Pttched Roofs’

Coefficicnls
areexpesred
in muper,ixwr,,squarc
km, kkgreeFahrenheil
diiierrnce
I” mn~eraurebewEe”Iheairontherworider).andarebased
0” a” outsidcvind
“elocily
OfI5 mphfor hea,llowupward
md 7,sm‘h ‘orhealflowdownward
2
Between
R*ftWS

ConslruclionI
(Heet Flow Up) !R@ctive Air Spacel___

0.62
1. Insideruriace(stillair,
0.45
2.Cymun wallboardC.5in., foil backed
3. Nominal Z-in.x4-i*.ceiling
rafter
4.45 deg slopereflective
airsp*cc.3.5in.(50F man.
2.17
30deg F tempemure difference)
0.78
1 5. Plywood rheathing.0.625 in.
0.06
1 6. Fell buildinememb,an,
0.44
i 7. Asphal, shi&e,aofing
0.17
8. cl”tsidesu,f*ce(l5
mph wit+,
.-.
.Ioral~?“~mo!ICerts,o”ce,R,
. .... ... .......... ...R.=4.69

Al
R*fkB_

Belwe”
Rsflers

0.62
0.45
4.38

0.76
0.45
-

Al
Rafterr
0.76
0.45
4.38

4.33

-

0.78
“.Oh
0.44
0.17

0.78
0.06
0.44
0.25”

0.78
0.06
0.44
0.25”

R,=6.90

j=:.07

R,=7.12

-

Consm~iion No. I:Li,=1/4.69=
0.213;0, = l/6.90= 0.145.With 10% framing (typical of 2-i”. rafters @16-in. o.c.). O,,= 0.9 (0.213) + 0.1
co. 145) = 0.206
C’oniwuc,ionNo.2:“,=,17.07 = O.IJI:Us = 1LJ.12= 0.140. With framin~unchanged. “#<= 0.9CO.141, + 0.1 (0.140) = 0.14,
Find U,,. for same Construction 2 with Heat Flow Bown 6ummer Conditions)
1

d

Conrtmrd”n I
@Ieat Flow UP) (Non-ReflectiveAir Spare)
!. fnsiderurfaee (still air)
2.G,mum wallboard. 0.5 in.
3.Nomind2-in. x 4.in.crilingrafter
4.45degslope. nan,e”ective air space. 3.5 in.
CSOFmean; IO&g Ftemperature diffmence)
5.Plywmdsbeathing. 0.625 in.
6. Felt t-ildirrg rmembrane
7. Asphalt shingle roofing
8.Ousideru,face(lS-mph
wind)
TorOlThe,molR~~,~“ee(Ri

__

::z

... .. ... ... ..... .. ...Ri=3.48

.=;;

j,;jg*

.g,

I

ConstructionNo. 3:Uj= 113.48= 0.287:U, = 116.90= 0.145.With 10% framing typical of 2-i”. rafters @ 16.in. o.c.). U.,= 0.9 (0.287)+ 0.1
(0.145)= 0.273
C0nsl,uclionNo.4:f,~=113.64= 0.275: “, = 117.12 =0.,&C. With framin~unchanged, “,.= 0.9(0.275) + 0.,(0.,40) = 0.262
%lchofrmf4d~.
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Appendix 4F fnsolattooand Temperahue Data for 80 Localities in the United States and Canadac/j 3 .\llonthly avernge daily total radiation on a horimntal surface, BWday-it’;
distion transmitted thrcuch the stmoa~here: to - nmhient tetmernture. da F.)

R. -

the lraetion al the extra terrestrial

ra,

Alh”querp”e. N. M.
LSl. 35=u3’ N.
El. 5314 It
Annette Is.. Alasks
Lat. 559)2’ N.
El. 110 ft
Apa,ae,+la,
Florida
ZZf,“,B
N.

iA

!,107

,008.5 l4001.5

Astoria. Oregon
Lat. 16-w 4.
El. 8 ft
Atlanta, Georgia
Lat. w39’ 9.
El. 9% It
Bnrrow, Alaska
Lat. 7l’W N.
El. 22 It

i lo
IR
IR,

i 47.2
/ 13.3
-

Bismarck, S. D.
Lat. 16’17’ N.
El. 1660 ft
li76.4 19w.9 1881.5
0.50, 0.516 0.513
16.9 i z-s.5 67.2
72.3

28.3

36.9

Boise. Idaho
,‘, Lat. ,331
x.
,:, El. ‘2&U ft

WC9
0.33,
36.5

1814.4 2189.3 2376.7 mnl.3
mo.~
0.54s 0.594
$y"
I gy
I yf
5x5
45.0

Boston. MISSS.
,I’,,:Lat. 42’22’ ?I.
;‘,,i El. 29 ft.

738
0.126
31.1

1067.1 1355
0.115
%2*
39.9

:” Brownsville. Texm
‘Lat. 25055’s.
,,El. ‘XI It
,’ ~Csrihou, M\~aine
Lat. w52’s.
El. ‘~28 ft

:

;y+
~R
~F

I
i 497
j yi$

in

I

Columbia, Ma.
p,““y
9.
Columiy;
gy,t.i& fy

Ohio
N.

Davis. Calif.
gt;y
x.
Dodge City, K%
Lat. 37%, N.
El. 2592 ft

,769
,364
lsm5
0.499 I 0.495 ' 0.50,
60.3
69.8 I 74.5

1717.7,LL28.1 678.6
0.194
I ftiy
42.3

YT

,26,.5 896.7
0.480
1570.110.477 0.153
j-i.4
73.a / 66.8

fl"%
46.6

456.*
1 0.112
33.1
0.400
442.8
, 31.9

2092.2 2%8.5/ 2345 j 2124 1 l,,*.Q/,5%.5j 1104.8 I 982.3
0.5%
0.5i0,;0.468 IO&.6
1 0.581 0.627 0.6.3l0.6l7
81.1 / 85.1 / 86.5 / 86.9 IS.1
j i8.9 'j70.i

1495.9'
:itY

51.8

61.6

67.2

1675.6 1W.6
:.;7
0.y

793
K3"

a5.5

I 398.9

&?'

I yifi"

1918.8 2063.4 2113.3 1649.4 1933.6 1557.2 1332.1 LO73.8 952

Chnrleston, S. C.
fat ,“y
N
Clevela~d~ Ohio
pad
;t x.

,314 ' 94,
0.4992 9.472
54.1
61.2

1438
;yh/;!:;;Q
0.464

Blue Hill. Mass.
Lat. 42%’ N.
El. 629 ft

: R, / I&S?
la
jR
! R,
In

R

R,
to

0.356
x2.*

/2

47.6
o.416

R
! CS.I
R, / 0.639
to , 33.8

1928.1 2lM.5 2094.4 1840.6 1410.3 997
525.6
421.3
0.3'1,
0.543 0.559 0.571 0.549 0.521 0.4991 0.35'
57.1
75.1
68.5
44.0 i 32.8
BZ.4
72.7
i7.0

80.9
0.567
82.9
0.454

y&9

yy

69.8
0.554
iEF

54.0
0.566

163*.3/1999.6 2129.1 2145.7 1953.1 1689.5 ,202.6 839.5 j po;
yy
I
Kf
E2
k.9
CM&
0.585 FE
81.1
!I?:"
35.s

‘e6.6.3

599.2

o&;'

1u3.9
!4$

I
: 651.3
/ 0.~8
1 32.5

R

KY

1ieL.8 1839.1 (2111) 2041.3 1572.7 1189.3 919.5 479
0.302
0.*75 ybl.~
y41
44.5
E0
75.9

430.2
0.35,
34.0

2368.6 2819.2 2565.6 2287.0 1856.8 1285.5 795.6

550.5

,959
0.61,
63.1

;.$

1186.3 1565.7 1975.6 2m3.5
0.594
E*
66.7
iti?
o.6c6
46.5

E,i%*
1L*I26.0

739.1

10%

kit:' %Y

;$7

51
0.697

kiY7

YY

KY

*45!3.**400.7
0.655 0.662 2210.7 1841.7 1421
61.7
m&3
0.654 0.650
73.7
77.2
81.8

Y7'

E'

1065.3
irz;

46.5
0.625

1249.8 1732.8 1914
Med.5 1627.7 I3c3.3 891.5 473.1
0.489 0.509 0.514 0.198 0.493 0.456 0.333 1%
53.5
40.0
72.4
65.0
59.8
70.3
74.5

!iY

Ilatu: b “U. B. Y H. anddoTdan.
R. c.. ,961 “A Rational
Praedureh Redirti”g
the Long-TermMomlanc. Ofm maleSolar EnergyGa”eeors” Sokv
Encqp “0,. 7. NO.2, pp. 71-m
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Appendix

4FXontinued

.East Wareham,
Lat. 41%6’S.
El. 18 ft

Mass.

t336.2
,3.431

/ 521
0.461

;;%;

/ y2
~

26.7

/ 14.0

Edmonton,
Alberta
Lat. 5335’N.
El. 2219 ft,

1324.7
31
0.647
/56.0

El Paso, Texas
La,. a-48’ Ei.
El. 3916 ft
Ely, Xwada
Lat. 39”“’
x.
El. 6262 ft
Fairbanks.
La
64”Kl’
El. 436 ft

Alaska
s.

~ x,

936.2

Fresno. Calif.
Lat. Xi’l6 s.
El. 331 I,.

712.9
0.462
47.3

Gainesville,Fla.
Lark ‘a”39 s.
El. 165 it

1036.9
0.535
62.1

Glas*on, Mont.
Lat. 48”U’S.
El. 227; ft

572~7
0.621
13.3

o.658
39.9

1 ii”:

906.6
:;5;*
1169.7
gy7
574.9
YF

818
0.59;
26.9

Graud Lake, Cola.
La 40’1s s
El. 8389 It

735
0.21
18.5

Great Falls, Mont.
Lat. 47-29’ N.
El. 3664 ft

5%
0.552
25.4

Greensboro.
Lat. 36006’
El. 891 ft.

‘43.9
0.469
42.0

T’. C.
3.

I 8l.t.8

1147.6 ~ 913.6
0.576
1 0.563
58.8
50.8

%?O

Colorado

lOi8.6

66
0.639
-i.O

For1 Worth. Texas
Lat :ww
s
El. 514 ft.

Grand Junction,
Latt 39”O” ?i.
El. 4849 ft

8;

Eii
42.0

775.6
:*I: 0.494
! 30.3
I’
I
6

Elatteras, K. c.
Lat. 35”13’ N.
El. 7 ft

891.9
0.546
49.9

Indianapolis, Ind.
Lat. 39%’ N
El. 793 It

526.2
0.380
31.3

lopkern,
Calif.
Lat. 35-39’ S.
El. 2440 ft

1148.7
0.716
0.5

Ithaca, S. Y.
Lat. 42%’ z.
El. 950 ft

434.3
0.3.51
2i.z

466.4

Lake Charlea, La.
Lat. 30%
rc.
El. 12 It

899.2
0.473
55.3

1122.1
0.524
62.6

786.3
0.65
20.2

8X.3
0.589
33.4
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i

919.5
0.508
62.4

E-i;
18.6

793.1
kY
6rn.5
0.542
22.6
420.7
!g8

781.5
0.487
19.4

889.6
0.513
48.9

I

616.6
0.44
48.9

Ei:
43.2

Griffin.~Ge,orpia
gy,tig
;;
h

Lander. Wyex
Lat. 42%
s.
El. 5370 ft

j 1051.6
~ 0.626
148.5

i

I

798.1

,,&l.li
1590.4 2128
0.563 ! 0.593 IO.655
49.5 i 54.7 ! 01.5

YF

f&3?
8i5.6
0.491
56.9

1

:::

Lemant. Illiooia
Lat. 41’40, N.
El. 595 ft

i 1a
;i 0
I ’i8,
L0

Lincoln, Neb.
Lat. M-51 N.
EL. 1189 ft

ia
R‘
I ;fo

WBAE

LOS .%nge!es, Calif.
La 34CO3’ N.

WBO)

1: r9
1)’ 6I.496
3Xl.3

36.5

/I

iI
to

Mntanouka, Alaska
Lat,. 61”3”’ N.
El. km ft

9
II
i 1?<
! ’0

Xediard, Oregon
La
e-x3 .u.
El. 1329 ft

~ I9
ri,
4;

Xsmi.,Flprida
gLyt4i
s.

i1
i 1Fi
I 1:o

Midland, Textrs
Lat. 31”5v s.
El. 28-5-Jft

j; FL
!O
,
/
!4,
lo

s~shville. Term.
Lat. 36”Oi’ N.
El. Ml5 ft

/
I i-i
I to
I
x
Lo
/w
/ Rx
Lo

Seqmrt.
R. I.
Lat. 4129 N.
El. M) ft
Sew York, N. Y.
Lat. 40%
s.
El. 52 It
Oak Ridge. +nn.
hT&65”“E’ h
Oklahoma

;:ii:
44.6

I’
!’

it
(0

4
’c,
I1

-

-

i)’

.\!:uiisun. Wis.
I.:,,. -,:,v8 s.
El. SW it

Ot?3vs, Ontario
Lat. 45”20’ x.
El. 339 It

I
!:

/ :i,
j /!O

Los .hgeles, Cslif.
Lat. 33%’ N.
El. ‘J9

Oklahoms,C$y,
&s&-2;
>.

jj

Ii1 438
/a ‘-697
3.9

EL8
17.5

Lexington, KY.
Lat. 38-02’ .v.
EL. 979 It

Little Rock, Ark.
g,t;gfy
x.

F&

m
-.

Las Vegas. Nev.
Lat. 36”05’ N.
El. 2162 It

Amwndlx
__

-

-

-

FE
56.2

,

i!kfi
57.9

I
i61.6
1.
~f,.49
f21.8
~I
119.2
;I
ik?”
I:%i
39.4
1:

155.7
!(
,.528
;: a.,
I
: !
:%i
/I 18.5
,284.
>.59t
I1
! -s6.9
I

‘3
Fi
1!D
-

II

i%
/i
23.7
-

1335.8

1886

/1531)
, (0.467
Jo.6

%ig
38.5

13 %
c,.a3
/ 2!1 .o

S6
1669.4

1960.1

2091.5

2081.2

701.1
!.i?
901-l

)61
;
I
?!
i;i:
1

164t.9

1 ’zi
59.2
j
/ w.:
i 0iL4iP
,2 14.6

I I8%‘
0.48:
/ I
32.0
!

Kt
54.2

1481.5

EiY

j 4507
I’
! E

ii?

jo.2

:/,

I106l: ‘ii ,345.
I0.587
47.9
j iE

six.7

s4.2

,I.668

643.2

11;

iI

539.1

Port~land. Maine
@~“I”,“’
N

m5.7

-

i- Dee
,-

3l8s

ji ?I%
i 34.9
WS.!
; o-43!
44.2
1192
0.57:
45.0
852..

0.4% , I 0.H
ii
! ?5.6
.
I*.6
‘0 c/.

I1
/;i.
:Y

1;
1:
‘1
;i

/( r&i
15.4
1:
,292.: ?/I 155a
1; ,.616
i2.0
YP

iL?“G
35.0
I644
I
!0.332
41.9
I
/
938
I? f/0.580
M.1
lo

Phoenix, Ariz.
Lat. 33%
N.
El. ,112 ft

T-

4FAonti”--’ ,._I_

1865.8

I:
,)/
6.
:i!
I’/
I’
I
‘i’
L;
!
;I
)I
$1
.j

ili?Y
495.9
g7

346.5
E3
1183.4
0.583
72.6
102.2
0.611
49.1
614.4
0.426
u.3
5n.7
ii”

610
0.422
42.5
ELii
43.1

41
Gl.

$1; :514.
j.691
93.8

877.8

4ca.5
0.436
19.6

1:

1: $74.5
IL524
34.5
1:
-

L329.5 1528.41 ,923.2( 2017.31 iYr5.6’ 1799.21 1428.81 1035
0.569
0.500
0.544
0.536
0.572
0.554
0.546’
0.539
0.431
34.4 iU.8
/55.4
165.1
/7,.1
169.7
161.9
151.8
I”,‘:

‘il
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Rqaid Cit,y. S. D.
Lat. 44’W N
El. 3218 It

t-l
ITI
to

i8i.8
,.601
!4.i

,“3?.!
l.627
!7.4

,543.;

Riverside, Calif.
LP.t. 33057’ K.
El. 1020 ft

li
K,
la

199.6

1335
,.617
ii.0

Ii50.!
0.643
60~6

Saint Cloud, Mien.
Lat. 45’35’ Ii.
El. ,034 ft

if.
lo

,x.7
1.629
16.9

1383
0.614
29.8

Salt Lake City, Utah
Lat. 40’46’ N.
El. 4237 ft

i?,
Lo

San Antonio, Tex.
Lat. 2912’ K.
El. 794 it
Santa Maria, Calif.
p.a3;;5,
ti.

(!$j”
:
1;

,

!2Y

48.2

1943.2
i,
‘I

1628,,79.31

58.3

67.3

2282.3 2402.6

76.3

75.”

2443.5

2261.,

/
,

*22.1
,.468
9.4

BF--Concluded

1301.1
0.529
44.4

763~1
0.624 I “.51X
52.9 I 38.7

I5
‘0
i2

1955.3, 1509.6 I,69
0.665
“~639 “~606
is.5
71.0 j 63.1

179.7
: 1.626
5ii.2

1369.4 890.4
0.539
0.490
62.5
50.2

:63.*
: 1.504
1,8.3

515.4
0.435
32.1

,

:
3

I:
‘1
g
*c
La 1:

1299.: i56O.l
,.550
is.4
E

1664.6 2024.7 ’ 814.8
2364.2, 2185.’
D.540 0.563 / 0.220
0.647
O.F3i
72.2 1 i9.2
850
/ 87.4 / 87.8

H
E.
to

1296.: 1805.!
j.613 0.671
i5.3
57.6

WGi.9
0.636
59.5

<*3.9

13362

E0

i.2

1559.4 1962.3 2064.2 2149.4
0~536 0.564
0.549
0.590
39.5
52.1
61.6
67.3

,259.‘

iI%?
fi4.1
4188.6

0.628
64.7

235.6
0.66,
61.2

2599.6 2540.6
0.695
0.690
63.5
65.3

1X.6
1; 1.528
6.5

2293~:
0.678
65.i

143.9
z1.627
55.1

,767.
0.554
66.0

i59.8
: I.408
I!I.9

Saul‘ Ste. Marie, Michigan
Lat. 46’28’ N.
El. 724 ft

z,
la

S~y”ille, N. Y.
Lnt. 4020 x.
El. 20 ft

Fl
R.
la

136.2
I.511
1*.9

:iY”

Scbeneetndy, N. I’.
Lath 4mo
N.
El. 217 It

n
f*

is3 5
,.441
!4.6

1026.l
0.433
34.9

Seattle, Wash.
Lat. 47’27’ 3.
El. 386 ft

R
K.
lo

!882.6
li?

i20.6
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Appendix 46 Build Your Ckm Flat Plate Collector
by John Randolph and MartyJackson
The following collector design, developed and tested
at The Evergreen State College, combines reasonable
cost with high performaxe
and durability (The cost is
about one hundred dollars ii all parts are bought at retail
stores. This price can be reduced significantly if you already have some of the materials or scavenge them from
such places as old buildings, etc. )
The collector incorporates a wood box frame of 1
x 6 mahogany or redwood about three feet wide and six
and one-half feet long. See figure 4C-1. One sheet of
tempered glass on top of the box covers an army of onehalf inch copper tubing soldered to 0.010 inch copper
sheet fins. A space of about one inch is required between
the glazing and the army. The army is “free floating”
above three and one-half inches of normal household
ins&ion
separated by a sheet of plywood. Free floating
means that the army of fins and tubing does not rest
directly on the plywood flooring but actually is raised
about one-half inch above, supported at the head, middle
and foot. Aluminum foil is placed over the floor to reflect
heat back onto the array. Fin&y, a sheet of plywood
closes the bottom of the box.
Dimensiom
for this collector have been determined
solely by the 34” x 76” size of the glazing that we could
obtain. Anyone designing or building a collector should
take limiting facton such as glazing and copper sheeting
sizes into account. It seems reasonable that most collecton will be designed around the glass as most other materials can eastfy be fitted to it.

1
Figure46-1 Colleaor
details
B. Box Construction:

The dimensions for our box are given in figure 4G-2 but
again the design was dependent
on our glass size. All

A. Materials:
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Figure46.2 Dimensions and Frame Details
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joints and overlapped areas should be cemented with a
good waterproof glue and screwed or nailed. This is importent for durability.
The frame is constructed
first with the end pieces
overlapping the side lengths. To keep the box as straight
as possible for better fit of the glass, the box frame should
be constructed
first with the bottom then immediately
being put on. In this way any warps in the frame can
easily be taken out by aligning the frame oa the straight
edges of the bottom and nailing and glueing them together.
The middle support frame should be put in next along
with all the floor support blocks. AU of the support pieces
should extend up from the bottom of the frame to support
the floor and leave a two inch gap between the top of the
floor and the bottom of the g&s. Be sure to caulk around
the whole bottom and around all supports and seams up
to floor level using a high temperature
caulk (above
200°F) to seal it from any possible moisture that might
seep in through the edges.
Insulation can th,a! be placed in the box, foil side up
to reflect heat back towards the army. In general, the more
insulation, the better, but in most areas three and onehalf inches of standard household fiberglass insulation (R11) is quite sufficient. If you are planning to mount your
collectors so that the bottoms of the boxes may be o(posed to the outside, you might consider designing a box
with more insulation space.
With the insulation in place, mark the frame above
each support piece and place the floor into the box onto
the supports. The floor should not be glued in but only
screwed down in case access is ever needed to the insu-

4GXontinued
on all sides leaving three-eighths inches for holding the
glass at the edge. One eighth inch is left on all sides of
the glass for expansion and contraction of the glass and
box. One-sixteenth
to one-eighth inch should be left in
the depth of the groove with the glass so that sealer can
be placed above and below it. After grooving the top of
the box, caulk around the floor and up the sides at each
comer to the point where the glass will be.
Finally, three lengths of one-half inch array support
blocks should be glued onto the floor at the head, middle
and foot of the collector. Roll out sheets of aluminum foil
over the floor, shinier side up, and staple it down along
its edges Covering the floor with foil will reflect more heat
back onto the fins.
c. ConstNction

of Array

To begin, there is one fundamental
rule: maximize the
area of the collector array surface to the size of the glazing
and box. On our collectors, we allow one-eighth inch behueen the interior of the box fame and the header pipes.
The more coUector surface area there is, the higher the
efficiency of the collector will be. Keepirg this in mind
when designing, measure the depths of the fittings (usually one-half inch) to see how far the pipes will go into
them, then maximize the length of the risers in the box.
Our sizes are shown in figure 4G-4 which also shows
how the pipes are assembled. Five and one-half inches
from center to center of risers is a good spacing compromise between efficiency and economics. Also allow about
4 inches between the center of the side risers and the
inside edge of the box. This should save trimming of the
fins later on. Make sure that the openings into the array
are on opposite sides and comers.

i,,,,~,~
,
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sum 46-3 GlassSupport
Figure
Our boxes
the frame
the frame.
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4G3
shows a section of the glass support.
were designed so that we grooved the top of
with a router and placed the glass actually into
One-quoter
inch of frame supports the glass

BGZS
46-4

C” x v Tube
YSf”;;y
2

---

C~.!lzctorPiping

Carefully cut the tubes with a tubing cutter and piece
the array together. It may be worthwhile to cut the first
riser, put on its two tees and actually see if it will fit in the
box.

Appendix

The next step involves cutting the copper sheeting
.~nndputting it on the riser tubes. The first thing to do if
you are designing your own is to figure out how to best
use the copper sheeting without wasting any. Our fins
were made by unroj!ing the hue foot wide roll and cutting
off six and one-half inch pieces. Because each fin is bent
around a riser tube, plan to cut long, thin pieces that can
be bent around one riser only for much easier assembly.
About one to one and one-quarter
inches is needed to
bind halfway around a one-half inch nominal copper
pipe. Remember that one-half inch of the pipe must be
exposed on each end of the riser so that it will go into its
fitting. Metal shears are excellent for cutting the copper
sheeting and may also be used for any trimming that may
be needed later.
After all the fins are cut. a jig must be made to bend
them around the pipes. The key to a good bond is tight
metal to metal contact with little solder. Solder is a poor
thermal conductor compared to copper, so the less you
can use, the better efficiency you can obtain. See figure
4G-5.
To make the jig, rout out a groove lengthwise down
a 2 x 6 at least six inches longer than the fins. The groove
should be five-eighths inches wide and three eighths
inches deep. In ar.other 2 x 6 of the same length, rout
out a similar groove but not as deep. This channel should
be five-eighths inches wide and only one-quarter
inch
deep. Glue a wooden dowel of one half inch diameter
into the quarter inch groove of the 2 x 6. See figure
4G-6.
By placing a cut fin lengthwise down the length of
the jig and pressing, a good groove in the fin can be made.
Begin pushing the jig together, slowly at first, and then

rlG--Continued
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beat it hard with a wooden mallet or jump on it. The more
groove there is, the better the thermal contact will be.
Check the fit of each fin on a piece of tubing. The best
fins will fit quite snugly when pushed on the tube.
The next step is to solder the fins onto the risers and
again tight contact between the tubing and the fins is
crucial Another simple jig helps. Clamp a pair of 2 x 4
or similar wood to a table OT nail them to a piece of plywood so their lengths are three inches apart. If possible,
cover the wood with asbestos to help prevent the wood
from burning up.
It is very important to clean each riser and fin groove
carefully and completely with steel wool and solvent before soldering. Make sure to wipe off all the solvent and
keep fingers off the area to be soldered. Coat the riser
and fin groove with flux and put the two pieces together
so that enough room is left on the end of the riser for the
fitting. Center the pieces over the jig groove and have
someone or two push down hard on the tube with wooden blocks to protect their hands from the heat of the torch.
See figure 4G-7. It is essentia! that the people push hard
and steady until the fin is completely soldered to the tube.
To solder, start at one end of the fin and heat the top
of the tube only with a small propane torch about an inch

Hard
sb%iy
Force

Ftgvre 46.5
Betterthermalcontactcan be obtainedby pressing the
lubesinto the fins.

Figure 4G-7

Anotherjig far solderingthe tuber to the fins
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away, moving the torch back and forth along its length
about three inches. Solder is applied only when the flux
in the area is boiling. A good joint should only require
you to touch the solder to the gap on each side. You
shouldn’t have to continually run the solder down the gap.
It should flow by itself. The heat required for this kind of
soldering is very low (you don’t want to bum up all the
flux), so adjust the flame of the torch so the blue part is
about one inch long. You may have to experiment with
different adjustments.
The whole fin is soldered on in this manner by working your way down in about three inch lengths. You
should see solder fill the gap by itself. If you find that you
have to fill the gap and the solder isn’t flowing by itself,
use a little more heat. When you finish soldering the fin,
keep pressure on it for at least one minute so the solder
can cool down. There is the possibility that the joint may
crack if it is moved too soon.
It is a good idea to check the ends of each fin to see
how good a solder job was done. Each joint end should
have a small amount of solder extending all the way
around the connection.
Butt up the next fir. when you
finish and continue until all the fins are soldered on their
risers.
Remember: it is most important to have tubes and fin
grooves that are shiiy clear! for a good solder joint. Also,
u5e lots of flux and push the pieces together with a constant and herd force.
When all the fins are soldered on, bend the fins perpendicular to the pipe and clean all the pipe ends and
fitting interiors with steel wool. Flux every piece and assemble the array with the exposed pipe facing towards
the glass. It is better to have the tube exposed to the sun’s
rays. You might want to solder the array together on the
floor Put some 2 x 4s under the army to prop it off the
ground or table and push the pipes herd into the fittings.
Check by measuring and square the array. It’s easy to cut
fins off the sides but nearly impossible to adjust the length.
It must fit in the box!
To solder, start at a tee in one end and heat the back
of the fitting only. When the flux in all the joints bubbles,
touch tie solder to each joint until it flows all the way
around the pipe. Again, let the solder flow. When you can
see it go aU the way around by itself, you know it will be
a goad connection.
Don’t move or touch the army until
you are finished and let it cool a few minutes when you
are done.
After soldering, you must test for leaks and to do this
you may have to come up with your own ideas for hardware. We use rubber stoppers with a glass tube inserted
through them to hook the army up to the faucet, joined
by rubber surgical tubing. Cap the other end of the pipe
and hold or wire the stoppers in place. With water line
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pressure (usually between SO-130 IbsIsq. inch) you can
see if any joints leak by the drops of water that will come
Off.

Mark any leaky joints and disconnect and drain the
array. Reheat the marked joints, again at the back of the
tee. It is important to fix all three joints at each marked
tee because reheating may open one up. Apply solder to
the joints. Because the water may not all drain from the
array, it may take a while to get the tees hot enough to
solder. If so, increase the heat of the flame and heat a
larger area all around the tee. When all joints are done,
pressure test again. The array must hold water at line
pressure.
The final step in the assembly of the array is to paint
it black but first it must be cleaned and all the old flux
removed. Steel wool the whole collector surface that will
face the glass, fin and tube, until it shines. Then apply a
solution of baking soda ard water, especially scrubbing
the joint areas with a brush. Hose off the array and let it
dv
Paint the upper surface of the array with a good quality flat black paint that is heat resistant to at least between
two hundred and four hundred degrees fahrenheit. The
lower surface of the array facing the insulation need not
be painted. A couple of thin coats is far better than one
thick one.
D. Putting It All Together
After the paint has dried completely, carefully place it on
the collector box. It won’t fit in because of the two extiding tubes that connect it with the outside of the box.
Support the array on the box top with 2 x 4s and center
it to its position in the box. Mark the centers of the extiding pipes on the outside of the box frame and remove
the army. Measure down into the box from the top to the
collector supports where the collector will rest and mark
these on the outside of the box frame. Drill a seveneighths inch hole so the bottom of the hole is aligned with
the support mark and centered to the array tube. See
bottom of figure 4G-2.
Carefully try to fit the array through the holes and
into the box. It may not go. If it does not, saw a slot from
the top of the box down to one of the holes and save the
piece. Place the array into the box and secure it down
onto the supports at the head and foot of the collector
box with wire screwed down around the half inch side of
each tee. An alternative is to nail in U-shaped
staples
over the jame areas. Be careful not to scratch the paint
or hit the plates or tubing.
With the piece you cut out, make a small insert that
takes up the gap of the saw blade and insert it into the
gap along with the old piece. Use lots of water proof glue
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and, when it dries, reform the top edge of the box for the
glazing. Seal the inside crack edges and then seal around
both pipe extmsions from the iwide and outside.
The next step is critical and requires a few good hot
days with lots of sunshine. The collector must be baked
in the sun to dy out any moisture in the box and to cure
the paint. If the moisture is not removed from the box,
condensation
will occur on the glass and efficiency will
suffer. Also, paint releases fumes when it dries and they
may collect on the glass too.
Take the collector outside in a space where it can get
sun all dajj. Lay the glass into its place and let it sit until
the afternoon. Remove the glass, clean off any condensation and take the collector back inside for the night. Do
the same the following day but in the afternoon, remove
and clean the glass with solvent and window cleaner.
Staying in the sun, spread caulk around the edging of the
box and place the glass onto its space. Caulk around the
edges of the glass as well as over it and screw down threeeighths inch by one inch edging wood over the glass and
box.
Pet the cdleckx on sawhorses or nrop it up somewhere and paint alI exposed wood areas with a good
quality marine vanish. At least two coats are necessary
but three or four would be best.
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WASTE
Wastes

as *esOurces

The methane digester:
why, how it works, its products
and what tcrdo with them

The Clivus Multmm: what and how
Chttho-

and septic tanks

Dxidation ponds: why. when, and how
Deciding which method is beat for you
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WASTE-BEDDING

SYSTEMS

UTsewage and solid waste problems are a good
reminder that it’s usually easier in the long run
!o avoid problems than to correct them. Yet “out
of sight, out of mind” simply does not work when we are
talking abczt the day-to-day production of wastes. In controlled municipal settings, the disposal problem is an evergrowing headache. and with ever increasing energy costs
it is becoming a very expensive problem. In more IIml environments,
inadequate
or inappropriate
wastehandling techniques often have led to poisoned water and
gave sicknesses. In either place, we cannot escape our

wastes.
We are talking, as you may gather, about .more than
litter and junk, which are avoidable through conservative
use and recycling. We are talking about animal manures,
food scraps, harvest dross, about the water that is lost
each time we tlush the toilet and the human excrete that
go with it. No matter how conscientiousiy
consewative we
are, there stii will be wastewater and solid wastes to dispose of. To say the least, it is a historical problem.
No amount of adjustment can make an inappropriate
system work well, particularly when a large number of
options have been developed. There are many ways of
handling the disposal of human and animal wastes. What
we would like to show you is how to deal with your wastes
in a manner which can allow you to gain some positive
benefit from them-to
turn your w&es into resources.
We have taken the approach here of providing basic information in a context and format which will allow you to
make responsible,
intelligent choices for yourself. We
have gathered together information and data in a manner

designed to allow computations. for example, on any possible combination
of circumstances in the case of a methane digester. We consider the type of raw material available to the digester, appropriate
nutrient balance, and
expected gas production.
In addition to the methane
digester, such waste-handling
techniques
as ‘greywater
systems, waterless toilets (Clivus Multmm), outhouses,
septic tanks, and oxidation ponds are considered. Composting, another excellent technique,
is dealt with in
Chapter 7.
Obviously,
you cannot develop your own wastehandling facilities without paying a price. The cost is a
combination
of dollars and physical and mental effort,
and there are certainly going to be trade-offs between
them. You may not have had any previous experience
with methane digesters, pumps, and oxidation ponds, and
it may not be among the easiest of your experiencesbut you can do it! Once you master the concepts, the
calculations are simple and relatively stmightforward.

MethaneDigesters
Methane digestior! has been used by sanitary engineers
in the treatment of domestic sewage sludge and organic
wastes for decades, but as a process found in nature, it is
far older than man. Recently, its usefulness for waste reduction has received new attention among farmers here
and abroad. Human excrete, animal manures, garbage,
and eveu refuse--.41 previously thought of as undesir-
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able, troublesome
“wastes” of raw material-n
be
digested under suitable conditions, resulting in the production of valuable bio-gas and fertilizer. So magic survives in the twentieth century: complete the cycle, close
the loop, and “wastes” are transformed
into new raw
materials.
Why a Digester?
What is a methane digester anyway? A methane digester
is nothing more than a container which holds our organic
wastes in a manner which allows natural bacterial degradation of the organic matter to occur in the absence of
o.xygen. By causing this anaerobic (oxygen-free! process
to occur in a container, we can control the conditions
inside and outside the container to promote the efficiency
of the process and capture the bio-gas product. The fact
is that the methane digestion process will occur quite naturally without our interference-all
we do is try to improve
the process somewhat. what else can a digester do for us
besides provide some bio-gas? First, it rids us of our organic wast+hone
manure, human excreta, vegetable
wastes, and so forth; and second, it converts these wastes
into resources. These resources are (in addition to the
bio-gas) sludge and effluent, both excellent fertiliing
materials.
But bio-gas and sludge are only resources if you both
need and are in a position to utllii them. What this means
is that digestem basically are only suitable for a rural or
seti-rural
setting. If this is your situation and you are
interested in building a digester, you will want to consider
the costs and the potential returns before embarking on
a digester trip.
Bio-gas consists of methane mixed with carbon dioxide, approximately two parts methane to one part carbon
dioxide by volume, and with very small additional
amounts of oxygtin, nitrogen, hydrogen, carbon monoxide, and hydrogen sulfide. Any appliance that runs on
natural gas, which is primarily methane, runs well on biogas prwurized
in the proper range [Z to 8 inches of water
or 0.07 to 0.3 pounds per square inch (psi)], including
gas stoves, refrigemton,
hot-water heaters, lamps, incubators, and space heaters. Butane and propane appliances also have been run on bio-gas, and it can be used
to operate steam and internal-combustion
engines, both
of which can operate electical
generators.
In Mother
Earth News, Keith Gilbert reports: “There are currently
available from Japan several models of steam engines
which can be used for any number of things on the farm
or in a small factory. They are quite inexpensive (the starting cost is about $200 for a small one), and will operate
a wide variety of equipment including such things as: electric generators, hammer mills, shredders, pumps, power
saw5 for producing lumber, compressax, irrigation pumps,
combines for threshing grain and beans, and other power
machiney.
One Japanese
steam plant I observed was
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being used to operate a small saw mill and it did an effective job. It was a wood burner and cost only $l(;O.
Contact the Japanese Trade Legation for further information.”
A small-scale digester will produce relatively small
amounts of energy. We must maintain a perspective when
we plan how to make use of the methane produced. As
a point of reference, per capita consumption
of natural
gas in the United States is about 350 cubic feet per day.
This represents about 30 percent of the total consumption
of energy in this country for ail purposes. It is clearly unreasonable,
at normal consumption
levels, to expect to
drive a car or to take care of space heating with the output
of a small digester, as you can see from the rates at which
various appliances use methane (Table 5.1).
If we want to use a methane digester to provide ail or
some of our gas-related energy needs, we need to know
what our present consumption
is or is likely to be in the
near future. An average family of five, using natural gas
for cooking, heating water, dying clothes, and space heating, will consume on the order of 8000 to 10,000 cubic
feet per month during the winter in California (mild winters). If space and water heating are handled by solar
energy or by a wood-burning
stove, and clothes are dried

Table 5.1

ffates of Use of Methaa.e’

“n0
Lighting.Methane

2.5per mantle
per how

Cooking, Methane

El6
per how per Z- to &inch
burner
12-15

per person per day

Incubator, Methane

0.5-0.7 per hour per cubic foot
of incubator

Gas Reiri~:*atar, Methane

1.2 per ho,,, per cubic fmt of
rehigerator

Gasoline

En@,ne (25 percent

dkkll~)
M~th?l”~

11 per brake horsepower per hour

B&Gas

16 per brake hanepawr

pa hour

As Garoline Alternative
Methane

1.15-160
per gallon

Bio-Gas

180-250

per Qauon

M&lane

150-188

per gallon

B&Gas

200-278

per gallon

As Diesel oil Alternative

Notes: a. AdaplPdhorn“e!hMe D!g*r,c7 FuelGor and FlmBer. by hkm and Fry

in the sun, the winter monthly consumption
can be cut
to about 2000 to 4000 cubic feet, easily within the range
of a digester of moderate size.
If you presently use natural gas, you can estimate
your requirements
by looking at your utility bills for the
last year (if you can’t locate your bills, the ul,ility company
will usually provide you with copies). Then you can estimate cubic feet of natural gas used per month over an
annual cycle, as well as the maximum monthly use (usually during winter). Once you have this estimate and when
you are able to calculate the quantity of methane available
from your waste materials, you can evaluate the level of
self-sufficiency you can achieve. Even if you are able only
to satisfy half of your estimated needs, you may still consider it worth your while to build a digester as a wastehandling unit and energy supplement.
Nat~al gas in the United States now costs on the
order of 3 to 5 cent5 per 10 cubic feet (in 1980). If we
compare raw gas from a methane digester to natural gas,
we find that natural gas has about 1000 Btu/ft3 while biogas has about 600 BtuifP; thus, it takes roughly one-third
more bio-gas to give the same heat value as natural gas.
If we consider a small digester producing on the order of
50 cubic feet of bio-gas per day (two-thirds methane), we
save about $33 to $55 per year at current prices. It becomes obvious that small-scale digesters are not built primarily ior savings on gas alone. If we consider other aspects of digest-the
v&e of the sludge and super&ant
as fertilizer-our
benefits are somewhat more apparent.
If you are located in a remc,te area, the value of the gas
as weU as the fertilizer would be significantly increased
because of transportation costs or the absence of a steady
‘as supply.
In quantity, commercial dried-sludge
fertilizer costs
ckse to $2 per 100 pounds. This is equivalent to about
101’ gallons of wet sludge effluent from a digester, since
a g&!on weighs about 10 pounds and the effluent is almost
10 p:?rcent solids. Besides this modest return, you then
have -he added comfort of knowing that sludge fGm
methaze digesters operating on concentrated
slurries is
known :o haire a superior fertiliier value compared to
sludges ?om municipal sewage-treatment
plants (which
operate ca a ve’y dilute input). Another factor you may
consider i:, that, for many locations, the cost and labor
involved in installing a septic tank and leaching field are
avoided.
It is veg difficult to estimate the cost of building a
digester. as expenses MY with the ingenuity of the builder, the good foitcne of finding used or surplus equipment,
and the amour. of labor hired out. Ram Bux Singh suggests a design 1 )r a digester capable of producing 100
cubic feet of gas jor day, and calculat,zs that it would cost
$400 to build, as the conshuction
is iargely of concrete
and masonry (in ; 971). SVilliam Olkowski built a 300.
gallon digester for $150, cut of surplus tanks, valves, and
hoses. John Fry wa able to produce about 8000 cubic

feet of methane per day with a digester initially costing
$10,000. With gas at a value of 10 cents per 100 cubic
feet, the value of Fry’s daily gas productioil is about $8,
giving an annual value of $2920. At this rate, he was able
to pay for the cost of his digester within three years, giving
him “free” gas from then on.
Even though our main concern in this book is not
economics, the costs and returns of each potential energy
source cannot be ignored and, in fact, must be weighed
vey carefully before you embark on a given project. If
you are thinking seriously about designing a methane
digester for a, smallLscale application, you must ask yourself one basic question: is a small-scale digester practical?
Will the methane digester provide you cwith enough gas
and fertilizer to make it worth your time and money to
build and maintain it? The answer to this question depends upon your available wastes and money and your
wiilingness to alter your lifestyle to make the time to maintain the digester properly. The larger the scale of its operation, the more practical and feasible a methane digester becomes. Thus, what might not be practical for a single
family may well be practical for a large farm or a small
group of families. The ideal, of course, is an integrated
energy-resource
system. Figure 5.1 depicts such a system,
where the methane digester constitutes a focal point for
the other energy sources as a waste-to-resource
converter.
The present state-of-the-art in methane digesters for
small-scale operations is limited to homebuilt and owneroperated units There are no commercially available units
at the present time-you
will have to design and build
your own methane digester if you want one. Your decision
to build or not build a digester rests with an evaluation oi
your basic needswaste-disposal
and energy needs, fertilizer requirements,
and any other appropriate consid-

Figure 5.1
ter.

An integrated enerm, and reesourcesystem utilizinga diger-
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erations related to your particular situation. We can’t give
you a reedy-made
guide for evaluating your needs and
requirements-you
must do that. What we can say, however, is that if you do not own one or two horses or cows,
or several hundred chickens, a methane digester is not
going to be worth your investment.
Beyond this lower
limit, you must do some careful estimating. The design
considerations
in this chapter should help you out and
there are several excellent publications
on the constmction and operation of smell digesters for home or farm
use. One of the most recent, Methane Digesters for Fuel
Gas and Fertilizer, was produced in 1973 by the members
of the New Alchemy Institute (NAI). The NAI work is
based in part on an earlier, extremely helpful publication,
3io-Gas Plant (1971), produced under the direction of
the Indian investigator Ram Bux Singh. A third very practical resource is Pmctical Building of Methane Power
Plants, by L. John Fxy. All three publications are strongly
recommended
source material for anyone interested in
evaluating, building, and operating a digester.
The Digestton Process
Methane digestion is an anaerobic process; it occurs in
the absence of oxygen. In anaerobic digestion, organic
waste is mixed with larw populations of microorganisms
under conditions where air is excluded. Under these conditions, bacteria grow which are capable of converting the
organic waste to carbon dioxide (CO,) and methane gas
(CH,). The anaerobic conversion to methane gas yields
relatively little energy to the microorganisms
themselves.
Thus, their rate of growth is slow and only a small portion
of the degradable waste is converted to new microorganisms; most is converted to methane gas (for animal manures, about 50 percent is converted to methane). Since
this gas is insoluble, it escapes from the digester fltid and
can then be collected and burned to carbon dioxide and
water for heat. It turns out that as much as 80 to 90 percent
of the degradable organic portion of a waste can be stabiliied in this manner, even in highly loaded systems.
Anaerobic tieatment of complex organic materials is
nom~ally considered to be a two-stage process, as indicated in Figure 5.2. In the first stage, there is no methane
production. Instead the complex organics are changed in
form by a group of bacteria commonly called the “acid
formets.” Such complex materials as fats, proteins, and
carbohydmtes
are biologically converted to more simple
organic materialsfor
the most part, organic fatty acids.
Acid-forming bacteria bring about these initial kansformations to obtain smell amounts of energy for growth and
reproduction.
This first phase is required to transform the
organic matter to a form suitable for the second stage of
the proa?ss.
It is in the second stage of anaerobic digestion that
methane is produced. During this phase, the organic acids
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Figure 5.2

The two stages of anaerobic methane digestion.

are converted by a special group of bacteria called the
“methane
formen”
into gaseous carbon diotide and
methane. The methane-forming
bacteria are strictly anaerobic and even smell amounts of oxygen are ham&l
to them. There are several different types of these bacteria, and each type is characterized by its ability to convert a relatively limited number of organic compounds
into methane. Consequently,
for complete digestion of
the complex organic materials, several different types are
needed. The most important variety, which makes its living on acetic and propionic acids, grow quite slowly and
hence must be retained in the digester for four days or
longer; its slow rate of growth (and low rate of acid utiliz&ion) normally represents
one of the limiting steps
around which the anaerobic process must be designed.
The methane-forming
bacteria have proven to be
vety difficult to isolate and study, and relatively little is
known of their basic biochemistry. The conversion of organic matter into methane no doubt proceeds through a
long sequence of complex biochemical steps. These complexities, however, need not concern us here; we can represent the overall process schematically (Figure 5.3) and
derive the level of understanding
necessay
for our purposes. The two major volatile acids formed during the
anaerobic treatment, as we implied a moment ago, are
acetic acid and propionic acid. The importance of these
two acids is indicated in Figure 5.4, which shows the pathways by which mixed complex organic materials are converted to methane gas.
Digester Design Process
There are two basic designs for the anaerobic process.
One is the “conventional”
process most widely used for
the digestion of such concentrated wastes as animal manures and primary and secondary sludges at municipal
treatment plants. The other process is one designed to
handle more dilute wastes and has been termed the “anaerobic contact” process. These two process designs are
depicted schematicaily in Figure 5.5. We will concentrate
our discussion on the conventional process since most of
our waste materials will come in concentrated
form.
The conventional
anaerobic treatment setup consists

,NERT
MbTERULs
,NORea.NIC
FRCCCTION

gum 5.3
,e dig&a

The biolc@cai breakdown of organic material in a meth-

AINAEROBIC
COW&CT
yRoCEss
,,,m 5.5

gur&ey
5.4

Pathways of methane formation from complex organic

! a digestion tank containing waste and the bacteria rennsible for the anaerobic process. Raw waste is introwed either periodically or continuously and is preferably
lixed with the digester contents. The treated waste and
licroorganisms are usually removed together as treated

The two basic methane disester d&igns.

sludge. Sometimes this mixture is introduced into a second tank where the suspended materiel is alloived to settle
and concentite
before the sludge is removed:,
There are many vxiations
on a theme possible for
methane digesters. A digester can be fed either ofi ,a batch
basis (the simplest) or on a continuous basis, depending
upon the trade-offs between initial cost, sophistication of
design, arid the cost of maintenance
and operation. Any
decision as to feed type also will depend on the projected
scale of the operation. Another factor that you will need
to consider is heat for the digester (to optimize the rate of
methane production)
and insulation of the digester tank
(to reduce heat loss). These are cost considerations
and
will require you to do some estimating on your own spe-
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dfic design details once you have arrived at a tank size for
your needs. A destgn decision which you will rieed to
make early in the design process is whether you want a
single-stage or a multiple-stage digestion system. This is
really a question of how many tanks you want in series
and is related to the residence time of the materials in the
digestion system-details
we will cover. Mixing of the
digester contents is desirable since this agitation helps to
increase the rate of methane production. The decision to
mix mechanically or to allow natural mixing (much slower)
depends again on a cost/benefit analysis which you must
perfom for yourself. A final consideration
has to do with
the manner in which you add your feed and remove your
supematant
effkwnt (liquid by-product). There are basdy only two possibilities: dtgesterj with fixed covers and
ones with floating covers.
Like any other design process, there are many interrelated factors involved in the d4gn of a methane digester. Let us assume for purposes of discussion that we want
to evaluate the design of a methane digester for a small
five-acre farm-say,
several cows, horses, and goats, and
maybe fifty chickens. What kind of information must we
have available before we can sit down and make our calculations? The first and most obvious consideration is the
tvpe and quantity of organic waste which can be used as
feed for the digester. There will be a number of wastescow manure, chicken droppings, goat turds, and maybe
the green timings
from the vegetable garden (in late
summer, early fall&and we will need to know something
about the composition of the various waste materials to
insure that au friendly bacteria have a well-balanced diet
(with special attention paid to nutrients such as nitrogen).
Knowing the quantity and quality (composition)
of the
waste materials available as feed for the digester, we can
calculate the mixture and size of our achral input into the
digester (slurry feed). Then we can estimate the required
size of t!!e digester tank for s+ectfied conditions of temperature and residence time of w&e in the tank-the
average time that the waste is in the digester before leaving
as sludge or supematant liquid.
Once we know the quantity and quality of our organic
wastes and the temperature and residence time of wastes
in the digester tank, we will be in a position to estimate
the amount of gas which will be produced-thus
allowing
us to pick a size for the gas collection tank. Your gas tank
should be of sufficient size (several days’ use) to insure
that you will have gas aveilable for occasional high-consumption use.
Notice that our attitude toward the methane digester
is slightly different from the design procedures involved
with deriving power from wind, water, or sun. We do not
start out with design considerations
to develop a methane
digester to cover all your power needs; instead, we concentrate on your available resources in the way of waste
products and investigate how much benefit you can derive
from them. This is a reasonable attitude not only because
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here we are concerned with waste-handling,
but also because of the economics involved. As we will see later, two
cows and a horse can provide around 10 percent of an
average individual’s methane needs; if we then multiplied
by a factor of 10 to accommodate
100 percent of our
needs, we have a small ranch! So, all in all, we attempt to
provide you with data to analyze what you have available
right now; this same data, of course, con be used to calculate a 100 percent self-sufficient household or small
community, if you have the requisite time, money, and
waste already at hand.

Raw Materials
As we mentioned
earlier, anaerobic organisms-bacteria
that grow in the complete absence of oxygen-are
responsible for converting the various organic raw materials
into useful methane gas (CH,), with carbon dioxide (CO,)
and water (H,O) as by-products.
Chemical analyses of
anaerobic bacteria show the presence of carbon, oxygen,
hydrogen,
nitrogen,
phosphorus,
potassium,
sodium,
magnesium,
calcium, and sulfur. This formidable list of
elements, along with a number of organic and inorganic
trace materials usually present in most raw materials used
in methane fermentation,
is essential for the gowth of
anaerobic bacteria; the hard-working bacteria must have
a well-balanced diet if you expect them to perform at their
best. Here, a well-balanced
diet means adequate quantities of such nutrients as nikogen and phosphorus. Nitrogen is generally the most important because it is the nutient most likely to limit bacterial growth and, therefore,
the rate and efficiency of methane production.
A wellbalanced diet for anaerobic bacteria also requires about
thirty times more carbon than nitrogen, so you will need
to know something about the carbon and nitrogen composition of the waste materiels you are feeding your
digester.
Phosphorus
is third in importance
only because
smeller amounts are commonly needed. Although phosphorus and other elements that are found in even smaller
percentages are necessay for growth, digesters are rarely
inhibited by a lack of any of them because normal waste
materials contain sufficient amounts to satisfy the bacteria’s needs. (Interestingly
enough, most detergents are
“‘poUuting” because they contain relatively large amounts
of phosphorus
compounds
and other growth nutrients
which stimulate growth of microorganisms
and algae in
receiving waters, leading to overproduction
and stegnation. )
Assuming sufficient food is available in the proper
form, other environmental
conditions must also be satisfied for bacterial growth. The size and amount of the solid
particles feeding the digester, the amount of water present
in the feed slurry, how well the contents of the digester

are mixed, the temperature range, and the acidity or alkalinity of the diqesting mixture must all be favorable.
Also, there are several kinds of waste that you must not
use or your dige. ‘.,‘rwill cease to function properly. Let’s
of
start our disc-w ,/ by looking into the composition
various organ.. wastes, and then we can talk about how
to prepare a nourishing diet for your bacteria.
General

Composition

of Wastes

Table 5.2 is intended to give you a general idea of
what to expect from animals as sources of energy. At least
three variables (size of animal, degree of livestock confinement, and portion of manure collected) make this data
nothing more than a series of rough approximations,
but
nevertheless it can be useful. Table 5.3 shows more specifically how the production of wet manure can vary (proportionally, in this case) with the weight of the animal.
Table 5.2

Pmduction

Aberaps A&h
Animal
Bovine (lmo

lb51

0‘ Raw MaterhIs

Urine
Portion n
20.0

Fed
Ponion h
52.0

wls
Dairy cow
Under 2 yearx
C&S
Homes mo

lb31

130.0-150.0
12o.g
50.0
10.0
8.0

36.0

H.Zaq
MediKll

130.0-150.0
loo.0
50.0- 70.0

Pony
Swine MA, Ibs)

4.0

7.5

Boar, 50~1
Pg, over 160 lb5
Pig, under 160 Ibs
WemeIx
Sheep (67 Ibd

25.0
20.0
10.0
2.0
1.5

3.0

Ewes, rams
Lambs
Humans MO

LiWLfOCk
Units

8.0
4.0
lbs)

urine
FaCeS

5.0
2.2
0.5

POulhy
Geese, blrlcq (15 Ibr)
Duck9 (6 Ibs)
Layer chicken (3.5 ox)

0.5E
0.3E

20
1.5
1.0

Note+ a. ~P~dlmm”ahm.5+3eem,~.=“d
GwandFemivPr
,Me,mandhyl and
“AMerObrDw2.m 0, s.%d w*i
,iad”)~
b. PaundrOfwt “?amJwp3‘ a,,!“,4 pT day
c, TeaI mdurmn

Table 5.3

Hog Manure Rod”cnon

Hog weiyllt (Itas)
W-80
m-120
120-160
lM)-200

vs. Wefghr

Feces h

Urine b

Total
Manumb

2.7
6.4
6.5
8.5

2.9
6.1
8.1
9.1

5.6
11.5
14.6
17.6

Notes: a Frnrn“Ro@er Of Farmhirral Euret.” ,h@“ide? andHam,.
b, Poundspm day.

Manure deposited in open fields is obviously hard to collect and hansport to the digester. NAI figures that open
mng
during the day with confinement at night will yield
about one-half of the total output as collectable raw materiel.
The portion of manure collected is important because
urination is an animal’s way of disposing of excess ni&ogermand the nitrogen content of the raw material is a primay design consideration.
Fecal material collected from
cattle, horses, swine, and sheep in confinement may contain some or all of the urine output. You must make some
judgment as to about how much urine is contained in the
collected raw material. Human wastes are easily combined or separated, while poultry waste is produced in
one combined Irnd.
It is difficult to estimate the output of a garbage grinder in the kitchen. When sanitary engjneers design treatment facilities for a city in which most people use garbage
disposals, they increase the projected per capita output of
sewage solids by 60 percent. If you have a garbage grinder, it might be practical to increase your daily output by
about one-half (instead of 0.6) of the total sewage output
of the hxwehold.
NAI uses a useful term called the Liuestock Unit as
a means of comparison of outputs between different kinds
of animals (see Table 5.2). Taking the smallest tabulated
output (that of a standard 3.5.pound layer chicken) as the
unit gf comparison,
all other outputs are calculated as
multiples of the chicken standard. Under this system, a
common daty cow is seen to be as valuable as 120 chickens from the standpoint of manure production. The Livestock Unit system is based on output of digestible solids,
a term we must now define.
Wet manure or raw material is composed of both
water and solids. We define the solid portion (total solid4
as the “dy weight” of the raw material, or the portion
which would remain if the wet materiel were dried at a
temperature
of 212°F until no more weight was lost by
dying (sun-dried manure still contains up t0 30 percent
water). It turns out that, of the total solids (TS), the fraction
which would be digested by bacteria in a normal digester
is proportional to the portion which would be burned off
if it (total solids) were again heated, this time to about
llOO”F, and kept at that temperature
until once again
there was no more weight loss. This digestible portion is
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called uolatile solids (or VS). The remaining portion (after
the water is evaporated and the volatiie solids are burned
off) is called the jixed solids. Figure 5.6 demonstrates
these relationships for horse manure

I

80-86

%

WATER

COMPOS1TlONOF
TOTAL souos
I

Fiaurp 5.6

IN HOESE YANURE

I

Moisture and rolkls content of horse manure.

Table 5.4 gives approximate v&es for the digestible
portions of a variety of raw materials. These figures must
be used realiing
that the values have been alrived at
under specific expetimenti
conditions which may differ
from those present in any other case.
Tlw first part of the table (green garbage, kraft paper,
newspaper, garden debris, white fir, average refuse, chicken manure, and steer-manure fertilizer) is drawn from an
article by S. A Klein (see Bibliogmphy).
Notice that his
vdues for percent moishue are extremely low (green garbage has only 1 percent moishue). Except for the steermanure fertilizer, all of his raw materials were freeze-dried
before examination.
His percentages of volatile solids are

T&k

Material

%Moirtwe

Gmm ege
KIdI
F-per
NewspaP=
Gardea, debris
white e
A-refuse
chicken manure
Steer manure (pepared
steer manure Lfre&)~
Horse manures
sv,ine manureb
sheep manuleb
H-lnine
Human feces
Chicken manure (&ash)

f&b)

E. 5.1

% moisture

+ % total so!&

= iY%

composftfcm of Raw Matedafs’
%TOkl
SOS&
(TS)

“olatik
Salid.
,% of KS,

BC

w-4

C/N
Ram

1.0
6.0

99.0
94.0

77.8
99.6

54.7
40.6

3.04
0

18
m

40.6

0.05

813

16.0
33.4
23.4
34.1
30.8
57.5

0.06
0.74
3.2
1.35
1.7
2.3
3.8
3.8
18.0
6.0

767
45
7
25
18
25

7.0

93.0

97.1

24.8
9.3
7.3
9.8
45.7
86.0
840
87.0
89.0
94.0
73.0

75.2
90.7
92.7
90.2
54.3
14.0
16.0
i3.0
11.0
6.0
27.0

87.0
Y3.5
63.6
562
68.5
80.0
80.0
8.5.0
80.0
75.0
92.0

65.0

35.0

65.0

Notes2a Fran “&mEcbk I)rpran Ofssd Wartd’ ,kl
bbdudeti.
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5.4

usable directly because volatile solids xe bake; zs a percentage of dy totalsolids,not wet raw material. However,
unless you can duplicate Klein’s freeze-dried initial conditions (unlikely), his values for total soli& should not be
applied directly to your wet rsw material.
There is a further complication
with calculation of
tote) solids of raw materiais. If we assume that the raw
manure is collected from animal enclosures, it is reasonable to assume that fresh fecal material will contain some
urine as liquid. This urine content will raise the percentage
of moishrre in the manure above the “normal” level if the
urine does not evaporate before the manure is used in the
digester. A bit later we will detail the chemical significance
of this addition of urine. The values in the rest of Table
5.4 are calculated with the assumption that the manure
is used as a raw material for the digester before the urine
component has aaporated
significantly. If a rough separation of fecal material and urine is assumed, 20 percent
total solids can be used as a good approximation
for the
fecal material for steers (fresh), horses, swine, and sheep.
Separate values are given for human urine and fecal material because separation is more practical, and chicken
manure will always contain the animal’s urine excrete because, as we mentioned,
the two components
are deposited in the sane load.
If you are an adventuresome
experimenter,
you can
perform your own laboratoy
anaiysis for total solids by
drying a knowln weight of wet manure in a kitchen oven
at 212°F and measuring
the weight lost (evaporated
water). Thii weight loss is divided by the original wet
weight and multiplied by 100 to give the percentage of
moisture content in the original wei manure:

14.4
36040.0

and“Phone O@sem ,or F”d I% wd Femz” ,Md

and Fly,.

0.8
6-10

Figure 5.6 demonstrates this point.
We also should note that Klein’s value for percentage
of volatile solids for steer fertilizer is iower than the value
for fresh steer manure (from NAI) because he is using
manure which has been partially digested before examination, during the compostingipreparation
process involved in fertilizer production.
His chicken manure (%
total solids) is also high in comparison to the fresh manure
value (NAi) because his extremely dry starting material
will naturally have a higher content of total solids.
Tables 5.5 and 5.6 can be used to get a rough idea
of the potential production of bio-gases (60 percent methane, 40 percent carbon dioxide) from typical raw materials
if the volatile-solids content of the raw material is known.
Equations presented in a later section can be used to
determine the production of methane from other materials, if you know or can determine their volatile-solids
content.
Example: Let’s calculate the cubic feet of methane per
pound of raw chicken manure we can reasonably expect
on the basis of information given in Table 5.5.
Solution:
First we need information on percent TS and
percent VS for fresh chicken manure given in Table 5.4.
The cubic feet of methane per pound of fresh chicken
manure is given by
E. 5.2

cubic feet of methane
oound

of, raul material

Table 5.5

Gas Pr.nduction as a Function of Volatile Sollds’

h%t.na,

Proportion w,)

Chickenmanure
Chicken manure
& aper Pub
Chicken manure
& “ewsppeer
Chicken manwe
& grass clippings
steer ma”lue
steer manure
& gmss dippings
steer ma”me
& chicken man~lre
steel (Tla”ule
& sewage sludge
Gras clippings
& sewage sludge
White fir (wad)
& sewage sludge
white fir bmod)
& sewage sludge
NWJspaper
& sewage sludge
Newspaper
& sewage sludge
NWJSpapeC
& sewage sludge

loa
31
69
50
50
50
50
100
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
10
90
60
40
10
90
20
80
30
70

Cubic Feet
of car n

Methane Content
of Gas

5.0
7.8

59.8
600

4.1

66.1

5.9

68.1

14
4.3

65.2
51.1

3.4

61.9

5.c

63.9

7.8

69.5

9.3

68.9

4.3

69.7

9.9

67.1

8.8

69.0

7.5

69.5

P40,PI: a~From“AJme?obiC
[hsertlonoi sow Wasld by 5.A :a!“,
by PPTpo”“d of “dam r&Jr lvsi added.

= 1 x %TS x %VS

ft”w

% methane

xTx

= 1 x 0.35

rsoso.65

x 5J
x 0.598
lb
= O.f%ft-l;lb

Table 5.6

Gas Production
Material

pig manure
cow man”re Ondial
Chicken manure
Conventional sewaoe

as a Function

of Total Solids’
Eeoqas,w
6.0-8.0
3.1-4.7
6.0-13.2
6.0-9.0

This gives us a rough estimate of the quantity of gas
we can expect from a pound of fresh chicken manure, but
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what we eventually want is to be able to calculate the gas
production for a mixture of raw wastes in a general way.
Knowing specific information
on gas production
per
pound of waste is helpful, but limited to the specific waste
material.
Ram Bux Singh has recorded outputs of gas from
vegetable matter that were seven times the output from
common manures. NAI also found great increases in gas
production
brought about by the addition of fluids
pressed from succulents (cacti). However, because the
carbon content of plant material lcompared to nitrogen
content) is very high, the digestion of plant material releases a far greater percentage of carbon dioxide than the
digestion of manures
Since carbon dioxide does not
bum, we must view it as an impurity, and plant-generated
bit zaas is therefore qualitatively inferior to manure-generated bio-gas.
Substances

Inhibiting

Digester Operation

Plant material also contains a high percentage of fixed
solids, thus leaving a lower fraction of volatile solids. If
the material itself is used instead of the pressed juices,
scum formation in the digester wUI be greatly accelerated
and can cause problems. McNay and Walford found that
cibus peels ruined their digesters, due to the presence in
tiie peels of the chemical inhibitor, d-limonene.
Other
substances that are known to inhibit the digestion process
include heavy metals (zinc, lead, mercuy, copper), high
amounts of ammonia (above 1500 parts per million), and
the alkali elements (sodium, potassium,
calcium, and
magnesium). Another serious problem is the presence of
sulfides, observed in many sewage-tieeatm ::t digesters.
Sulfides are easily detectable by their distinctive rottenegg odor. It is very unlikely that any toxic materials will
be present in small digester units utilizing manures and
household wastes If, however, toxicity is suspected, further study in the matter is required. P McCarty has presented problems of digester toxicity in simple and concise
terms and he is recommended
for further reading on this
aspect (see Bibliography). Later in the chapter, we also
consider the digestibility of algae.
Carbon/Nitrogen

Ratios

Our bacteria use carbon and nitrogen in the production of new cells end methane, and most people agree
that, since carbon and nitrogen are used in the cells in the
approximate ratio (C/N) of 30~1, the optimum ratio in the
feed slurry also should be 3O:l. By altering the composition of the inflow slurry, the digester can be “tuned” for
efficient output. And, since the percentage of methane is
in some ways determined by the carbon/nitrogen
ratio of
the feed, the quality of the gas also can be regulated.
The C/N ratio is difficult to establish for a general
category of raw material because of the difficulty in testing
for the available quantities and because the actual content
of a material can vary with the maturity of the plants in-
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Figure 5.7
Variations in organic and inorganic nitrogen in different
ma”“res. The nihogen of ammonia is more readily avai,ab,e.

valved or the storage time of the manure. For these reasons, the figures given in our tables must be taken as
approximations
and guides rather than exact design parameters. It is the best we can do at this time.
Nitrogen is present in waste in many chemical forms,
not all of which are equally available to anaerobic bacteria. The nitiogen in ammonia, for example, is more
readily available (see Figure 5.7). Also, since urination is
an animal’s method of eliminating excess nitrogen, the
amount of urine present in the manure will strongly affect
the C/N ratio. Poultry waste is high in available nitrogen
because urine and feces are excreted in the same load.
Cattle and other ruminants (cud chewers) produce manure with an especially low nitrogen content since the
bacteria essen+’ d to their digestion process live in one of
their two stomachs and consume much of the nitrogen
contained in the animal’s diet. Vegetable waste is typically
quite low in nitrogen content, while algae is quite high.
Stable manure will usually be higher in nitrogen because
it contains more urine than pasture manure (however, the
stmw included in stable manure can act to offset this increase because of its low nitiogen content).
Tables 5.4 and 5.7 give values for percent of dy
weight (total solids) for nitrogen, since both volatile-solids
and fired-solids sources of nitrogen are available to the
bacteria. The carbon percentages are for volatile or nonlignin portions whenever possible, again using dy weight.
Using the weights of various raw materials and their C/N
ratios, a recipe for a tote-inflow C/N ratio of 3O:l can be
derived from Tables 5.4 and 5.7. Further qualitative information about the importance of the C/N ratio in determining the quality of the bio-gas produced is provided
in Table 5.8. Be sure that you are working with the di-

‘r&de 5.7

~abie 5.8

Nfmogm Conhot and UN llatb

Nataid
Animal wastes
Urine
Bhd
Bone meal
Animal tibg2
DYMsaaps
Manure
Human feces
Human urine
Chicken
Sheep
m
HOE
COW
Steer
Sludge
MihDrganite
Activated sludge
Fresh sewage
PIant meals
SO+Wl
Cottonseed
Peanut hull
plant wastes
Green &age
&,
young Hay, alfalfa
Hay, blue grass
Sawed
Nonlegutiow
vegetables
Red darer
sir-%$ cat
Swaw, wheat
Sawdust
whhliruccd

Totd Nrnage”
I% dry -NW
16.0
12.0
i

6.0
18.0
6.3
3.8
3.8
2.3
1.7
1.35
5.0
-

-

3.0
4.0
2.8
2.5
1.9
2.5-4.0
1.8
i.1
0.5
0.1
0.06

0.05
0.74

cm Ratio

0.8
3.5
3.5
4.lb
5.1b

6.0-10.0

GIN Ratio and Composition

Nattial

of Bio-gas’

Gm
“ydmge”

Mahane

co,

little

much

tiffle

much

little

much

much

little

much

some

IlltIe

link?

C/N low (high nitgpn)
Blocd
Urine
CIN high Ilow nitrqpn)
Sawdurt
StlW
Sugar and starch
poiatces
corn
sugar beets
C/N bahnced (near 30~1)

Nmap”

M.%wm
GZdX*
25.0b
18.0b
25.3

5.4b
6.0
ll.Ob

5.0
5.Ob
36.0°

18.0
12.0
17.08
19.0
19.0
11x-19.0
27.0
48:0.150.0
ZCO.O-500.0
767.0

812.0
45.0

Notps:
a FPm,“A,xe?cM
c%qsSm
OfSa6d
Wesd’ ,mBn,andhwhmeolsmmior
F”dcar.dF~,MDmodhy~.
b. N~~nir,he~~~ofmtal~UPi9MUIW~n~,~dhDlll~mDT
he ti cabonp;contnpOfdy uaghtm mepercentap
of dY we!&Of
nc.,bgrun
c&an

gestible portion of the raw materials in your calculations.
Singh recommends that the C/N ratio never exceed 351,
but NAI notes that a level of 46x1 would be acceptable if
it were unavoidable.
Although the addition of plant waste raises the carbon
content of the inflow slurry significantly and aggravates
the xum problem, it also tends to buffer the system at an
alkaline level, protecting against a dangerous drop in pH
to the acid level. Since overloading the digester with too
much raw material lowers the pH and stops digestion if
allowed to continue, the presence of plant material in the

Note% a. Adaplf.3
hornMethane
I)lg&m for F”d 6r andFe.ihiEs,mm andFwl.

digester helps to protect
wedoadi”g.
Example:

20 pounds
mixture?

the system from failure due to

If we have 50 pounds of cow manure and
of horse manure, what is the C/N ratio of the

Solution:

Cow manure is 86 percent water and 14 percent solids (Table 5.4). So its dry weight (50 x 0.14)
equals 7 pounds of total solids. These dy solids are 1.7
percent nitrogen (also from Table 5.4) and so the weight
of nitrogen (7 x 0.017) is 0.119 pounds. Cow manure’s
C/N ratio is l&l; so, since it contains 18 times as much
carbon as nitrogen, it has (0.119 x 18) 2.14 pounds of
ox&on, dry weight.
1_!dna
_.. ._ ‘be
. . 5-ane procedure for horse manure (84 percent water, 16 percent solids, 2.3 percent nitrogen by dry
weight, and C/N ratio of 25:1-Tables
5.4 and 5.7), we
find that horse manure has a dry weight of 3.2 pounds,
and contains 0.074 pounds of nitrogen and 1.85 pounds
of carbon, drj weight.
The total carbon content, then, is 2.14 pounds plus
1.85 pounds, or 3.99 pounds, dy weight. The total nitrogen content of the mixture is 0.193 pounds, dxy weight.
Thus, the total C/N ratio of the mixture is:
3.99 lb
___=_
0.193 lb

21
1

A C/N ratio of 21:l isn’t all that bad, but it’s lower
than the 30~1 we would like. A little bit of thinking will
reveal the fact that we can never do better than a C/N
ratio of 2511, that of horse manure, because each time
raw material is added, both the carbon and nitrogen components will be added proportionately.
Obviously, the less
cow manure we use (l&l), the better OUT C/N total will
be; but we would lose total volume unless we found sane
horses to replace the cow.
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Our hope for improving the C/N total beyond 25: 1
lies in adding some raw material with a C/N of greater
than 25: 1 (or better yet, greater than 3&l)-wheat
straw,
for example (C/N = 150~1).
Assuming that we want to use all of our cow and
horse manure and that we have some wheat straw to
spare, take the total dry solids (10.2 pounds) with a total
C/N ratio of 2l:l and combine it with sane amount of
wheat straw (you can guess at a @we for percent moishne; how about 10 percent?). Then use the above procedures to get the C/N ratio for your new mixture. Run
through the calculatio”s more than once to get a feel for
the principles and an idea of how much wheat shaw
would be required to bring the total C/N up to around
30~1. (Try 1.5 pounds of wheat straw; you should get a
C/N ratio of just about 30x1.)
Feed

Sluny

Moisture Content,

Volume, and Weight

For proper digestion,
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the raw materials must contain

a certain amount of water, and experience with operating
digesters has shown that a feed slwry containing 7 to 9
percent solids is optimum for digestion. To calculate the
amount of water that must be combined
with our raw
materials to give this consistency, the moisture content of
the raw material must be known.
Moisture values for various feed materials often used
in digestion appear in Table 5.4. If there is any doubt as
to the correctness of these values, or if the raw materi&
under consideration
do not appear in this table, a direct
determination
of the moisture is usually feasible: we require only a small balance and an oven set at 212%
First, a small pan or plate is weighed and filled with
a sample of the raw material. Care should be taken that
the portion of the material used in thii determination
is
representative of the entire batch to be used in the digestion process. Pan and raw material are then weighed together. After this step, pan and material are placed in the
oven and allowed to dy until all the water has evaporated.
When drying is completed, the pan and contents are allowed to cool in a dry place a,nd are weighed once more.

Percent moisture

E. 5.4

is given by

w - WI x 100
% M = w, - w,

E. 5.5

where %M equals the percent moisture of the raw material; W, equals the weight of the pan or plate (Ibs); W,
equals the initial weight of the pan and sample, before
dying (ibs); and W, equals the final weight of the pan and
sample, after dying (Ibs).
Say the weight of your pan is 0.1 pounds, the initial
weight is 2.1 pounds, and the final weight is 0.7 pounds.
Then the percent moisture is

E. 5.6

E. 5.3

YM = w - Wf x 100
(I
w, - w,
= 2.i
~-- - 0.7
2.1 - 0.1
= 70%

%TS = 100

%M

M=%M
100
I-S-1-M

The weight of solids in the raw material
the follcwing two relationships:
E. 5.7

is given by

W, = W,TS
= W. x /I - MI

To produce an 8 percent slurry, 8 pounds of solids should
be mixed with 92 pounds of water, including, of course,
the water already present in the raw materials:

x loo

Once the moisture content of the feed material(s) is
known, the amount of water that must be added in order
to give an 8 percent slurry (midway between 7 and 9
percent) can be calculated.
Let’s first deal with the situation when the total weight
of raw material we intend to put in the digester is known
(by either weighing or estimation). We are going to introduce a long list of definitions and a very formidable-looking series of equations, but don’t wony--we
arrive at the
other end with a few fairly simple formulas. Here are the
definitions:
% M = percent moisture content of mu, material
M = moisture content of r(111umaterial as decimal
f”lC%iO”
%TS = percent total solids of raw matetial
TS = total solids as decimal fractionof weight of raw
moteliaf
W, = toti weight of raw material
W, = weight of totalsolids in raw material
W:, = weight of water already in raw material
w”, = totof weight qf luster in 8 percent slurry
W, = weight of water to be added to make 8 percent
shy
V, = volumeof waterto beaddedto
mokegpercent
slurry
W,, = total weight of slurry
V,, = total volume of sluny
V. = volume of raw material
D, = apparent density of mw material
The moisture content of the raw materiai can be
equated with the percentage
of total solids in the raw
material, either as percentages or as decimal fractions:

W;=W,M

E. 5.8
The total amount
is

of water contained

in an 8 percent slurry

w'; = g+

E. 5.9

= 11.5w,
and the amount of water which you will need to add is
the difference between the total moisture needed and the
moisture already present:
E.5.10

The volume

W, =
=
5
=

W”-W’,
11.5 w, - W,M
11.5 W, x (1 - M) ~ W,M
11.5 W, - 12.5 W,M

of water to be added is

E. 5.11

W
vu = &
= 0.1845

W, - 0.2 W, M

since water weighs 62.3 pounds per cubic foot at 60 to
70°F.
The weight of the 8 percent slurry can be calculated
by adding the weight of water added to the original weight
of raw material:
E. 5.12

w,, = w, + w,
= 12.5 W, x (1 - M)

and this must be equal to the sum of t&al water and total
solids:
E. 5.13
9y using

w,, = ww + w,
65 pounds

per cubic foot as an average
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density of the 8 percent
is
E. 5.14

sluny.

the volume

of the slung

w,
Vd = 65
= 0.192

This same procedure
mixture components.

can be followed for any number

of

Example:
From two cows and a horse, you have 50
pounds of cow manure (%M = 86%) and 20 pounds of
horse manure (%M = 84%). What is the volume of the

w, x (1 - M)

SlUT&l?
where V,, is in cubic feet (1 gal = 7.5 ft?.
So, using Equations 5.10, 5.11, 5.12, and 5.14, we
can figure out the weight and volume of the water to be
added and the weight and volume of our 8 percent slurry,
once we know the total weight of raw material and the
moisture content (don’t mix up M with ‘%M!):
W, = 11.5 W, -

Solution:
We must first compute the moisture
of the mixture. Total weight of mixture is
W. + W, = 50 + 20 = 70 Ibs
Percent cow manure

W
W, - 0.2 W,M = --JL
62.3
w,, = 12.5 w, x (1 - Mj

%A = 50 x 100 = 71.57 0
70

moisture

M

mU

of the mixture is

Y&Mm,= 71.5 x 86 + 28.5
100
= 85.5%
The volume
is

of water to be added

V. = 0.1845
= 0.95p

x (1 - M)

The apparent density of the mw material can be estimated
by weighing a known volume of material (without compacting the raw material) and dividing the weight by the
volume.
When a mixture of, say, three materials (%A + %B
+ %C = 100%) is to be used in a digester, the moisture
content of the mixture can be computed by
E. 5.17

The percent

W. = V.D.

V,, = 0.192V.D.

in the mixture is

20
%B = 7. x 100 = 28.5%

where D. r~ :q oounds per cubic foot. The volume of slurry
then becomes
E. 5.16

Percent horse manure

W, x (1 - M)

When the volume, density, and moisture content of
a raw material are known (instead of the total weight),
calculation of the volume of 8 percent slurry can be done
in the following manner. The weight of raw material can
be estimated by multip&ng volume times density:
E. 5.15

in the mixture is

12.5 W,M

Vu = 0.1845

V,, = 0.192

content

= %A x yaa + %B x ?&&Mb
100
100
+ %C x %M,

x 84
100

(from Equation

5.11)

x 70 - (0.2 x 70 x 0.8551

The weight of water to be added (also from Equation
5.11) is the volume times the density of water:
W, = V, x 62.3
= 59.2 fbs
The vdume
is

of the 8 percent slurry (from Equation

V,, = 0.192
=1.9.5ftJ

x 70 x (I.0

5.14)

- 0.855)

100
where the subscripts denote the individual components
of the mixture, A, B, and C. The weight of the mixture is
E.5.18
and the volume
maIl”er:
E. 5.19
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W,,=

W.+

of the mixture

Wb+

W,

is computed

Now we have come to a potentially confusing point. The
raw material contains a lot of vsid spaces and when water
is added to make up the slurry, it is “soaked” up by the
raw manure-thus,
the volume of added water and the
volume of raw material cannot simply be added to find
the volume of slurry.

in a similar
Particle Size

v,“* = v. + v, + v,

The solids in your sluty should be in small particles
so that bacterial action can proceed at a maximum rate

(the previous calculations of the water needed to produce
an 8 percent slurry assume that the solids are of sufficiently small size so that a slurry is produced!). Reducing the
particle size also will facilitate transport of the slurry in
pumps and pipes if these are used.
Manure does not require much reduction in the size
of its solid+thorough
mixing with water is sufficient in
most cases. But when garbage. garden debris, or other
kinds oi refuse are to be digested. they should be shredded or chopped up by hand if a shredder is not available.
A good way to judge the proper particle size in a
slung is to observe how fast the solids settle out or if there
are many solids floating on the surface after the water has
been added. If there is a fast settling, the solids will accumulate on the bottom of the digester too quickly and
make it difficult for the bacteria to do their work. In the
case of floating material, the bacteria may never reach ihe
solids to degrade them. With the raw materials normally
used in digestion operations, flotation might be more of
a problem than rapid settling. If the mixture is viscoils
enough, flotation can be avoided by proper mixing to
entrap the particles. If flotation takes place, scum problems will appear in the working digester. John Fy has
studied the scum problem and has offered some useful
information on handling the scum in digesters (see Bibliography).
Acid/Base

Considemtions

(pH)

The term pH refers to the amount of acid or base
present in solution. Too much of either can kiii the methane-producing
bacteria. As we described earlier, methane
production is a hvo-stage process. In the first stage, one
group of bacteria (*he acid forrners) utilize the organic
matter of the feed solution (slurry) as a food source and
produce organic acids. These acids are utilized in the setond stage of digestion by another group of bacteria called
methane farmers. The methane formers utilize organic
acids as food and produce methane. A balance of these
two groups of bacteria must be maintained
inside the
digester at all times.
The methane farmers multiply much more slowly
than the acid fomxers, and this fact can result in an acidic
environment
that inhibits the growth of the methane formers. When you first start up your digester, such an imbalance is vey likeiy. To help the situation, artificial means
for raising the pH (to make the solution neutral-pH
7.0)
oi the feed have been successfully employed. Bicarbonate
of soda can be used ior this purpose at about 0.003 to
0.006 pounds per cubic foot of feed solution. This should
be added to the slurry routinely during start-up and only
when necessary while the digester is in full operation.
Lime also can be used, but it is not as safe as bicarbonate
and should be avoided if at all possible.
The pH of the feed slurry or the scpematant
liquor
can be determined in a number of ways. The most inex-

pensive ways are pH paper and the indicator bromthymol
blue. Both may be obtained fro3 a chemical supply
house. The pH paper is easier to use. but it does not work
well in the presence of sulfides. a common substance in
anaerobic digesters.
Methane digestion will proceed quite well when the
pH lies in the range 6.6-7.6.
The optimum range is
7.0-7.2. In this range, a drop of bromthymol
blue indiG
cator will be dark blue-green in color (about one drop of
indicator to ten drops of solution). If the mixture becomes
more green, an acidic environment exists and bicarbonate
of soda should be added. A deep blue color indicates a
basic solution. In this cake the cure is patience; in time,
the digester will return to normal by itself.
Calculathg

Detention Time

Now that we have calculated the components
of our feed
slung, we must find out how long the feed will need to
remain in the digester to be processed. Temperature considerations play a large factor, so we will need to discuss
them a bit. Then we can add in a safety factor and find
out exactly how large a tank we will require. In order to
find out the digestion time, we must return to a discussion
of volatile solids and do a few preliminay
calculations.
Chemical

@xygen Demand

(COD)

Volatile solids, you will remember, are that portion of
the total solids which bum off at a temperature
of about
llOo”F, and they represent the organic fraction of the
total solids. Organics which can be decomposed
by bacteria are called biodegradable.
This portion is what the
bacteria will use as a food source. It is also the portion
responsible for methane production during digestion.
To calculate the minimum time required for digestion
of certain raw materials, the chemical oxygen demand
(COD) of the feed slurry is required. This quantity represents the amount of oxygen required to oxidize-that
is, to degrade or destroy-the
organics by chemical
means. In order to make the best use of available data
and formulas, it is more convenient to express the COD
in parts per million (ppm) than in pounds per cubic foot
(where 1 pound per cubic foot equals 16,000 ppm). We
also require the moisture content and percentage of volatile solids of the raw material (both appear in Table 5.4).
For mixtures of raw materials, the amount of volatile solids
in pounds for each component A is given by
E.5.20

KS, = Wo x /I

%vs,
-- MJ

x

1oo

where VS, equals the weight of volatile solids of component A (Ibs); W, equals the weight of raw A used (Ibs); M,
equals the moisture content of A as a decimal fraction;
and XV& eqi;als the percent of total solids that are volatile (from Table 5.4). The total amount of volatile solids
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then can be found by adding up the amounts of volatile
solids of each component.
The concentration
of volatile solids in the feed sluny
(VS, ,I is equal to the total amount of volatile solids present :A the feed (KG,,,,) divided by the volume of the feed
(which we calculated in the previous section):

vs,,.,

5.6 + 2.56

=

= 8.16 lb

The concentration
of volatile solids in pounds
cubic foot (from Equation 5.21) is
vs,.

_

per

V.%td

-v,,

vs,.

E. 5.21

= !p

8.16
= = 4.18 /b/p
1.95

I,

The COD concentmtion
of most materials can be approximated as equal to 1.5 times the volatile-solids concentmtion
(or, of any specific sample, the total COD
equals 1.5 times the volatile-solids
total). But we must
also account for the fact that only about 50 percent of the
volatile solids are biodegradable:
E. 5.22

Then the biodegradable
is
COD

Solids Retention

COD = 0.5 x 1.5 x 16,000
= 12,000 x vs,.

x VS,,,

These last equations can also gjve us the total COD of a
particular batch of feed, which we will need in later calcufations.
Example:
If 50 pounds of cow manure with 86 percent
moisture and 80 percent VS is mixed with 20 pounds of
horse manure having 84 percent moisture and 80 percent
VS to produce, upon addition of water, an 8 percent
slurry, calculate the biodegradable
COD (in ppm).
Solution:
As we calculated previously, the volume of
this particular slurry is 1.95 cubic feet. Using Equation
5.20, the volatile solids of cow manure is

VS,,

= WC,,, x (1 - M,J
= 50 x (I - 0.86)
= 50 x (0.14)
= 5.6 lb

The volatile solids of horse manure,
is
V&,

%VS
x +
x

by the same equation,

= 20 x (1 - 0.84)

so, the total amount

Time

Now that we have the COD of our slurry mixture, we
are in a position to figure out how long it must remain in
the digester. The solids retention tie
(SRTI is the average time that the incoming solids stay in the tank. We
assume here that the mechanical design of OUTdigesterib inflow and oufflow schemes-is
such that when new
raw materials are introduced into the digester, they will
replace old and digested material (a bottom inflow and
tap outflow arrangement,
for example).
The SRT relates the digestion operation to the age
ond quantity of microorganisms
in the system, and it is a
sound parameter for design. An SRT of at least 10 days
is a good rule-of-thumb
value for the conventional dige.tion process. There also is a minimum SRT which reflects
the ability of the microorganisms
to ccmsurne the food
sotirce and reproduce themselves. If the SRT is less than
the minimum SRT, you will literally wash out the bacteria
faster than they can reproduce themselves and the digester wiff begin to lose efficiency If the SRTis not increased,
eventually the digestion prcxess will stop. The minimum
SRT is given by the following equation:

E.5.24

~=~~~~xll-(K.~~oD)I;]-b

x (0.80)

x

= 2.56 Ib
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= 12,000 x VS,,
= 12,000 x 4.18
= 50,300ppm

COD = 0.5 x 1.5 x VS,,.

If we want to express the COD in parts per million (after
measuring the VS,,, in pounds per cubic foot), the conversion equation is
E. 5.23

COD of the feed slurry in ppm

of volatile solids in the mixture is

where SRT,,, equals the minimum solids retention time
(days); COD equals the biodegradable
chemical oxygen
demand (ppm); D equals a constant showing how many
bacteria can be produced per amount of food (COD)
available (equal to about 0.04); b equals a constant showing how fast the bacteria die (equal to about 0.015); k is
a factor for how fast the bacteria will consume food (depending on the temperature of digestion); and K, equals
the minimum amount of food required before bacteria
can start multiplying (also dependent
upon the temper-

ature of digestion).
Values of k and K, for the te. lperatire
95°F appear below:
TUIlpeRlt”E

k

59°F
68°F
77°F
86°F
95°F

3.37
3.97
4.73
5.60
6.67

range 59 to

Kc
18,500
10,400
6,450
3,800
2,235

You can see from this table that favor& ‘e conditions for
digestion increase with increasing terwerature.
If the
digestion time is well above the minimum retention time,
it has been found experimentally that the .~fficiency of the
process (how much methane is produce,‘) is about the
sane for digester temperatures ranging frc+l 77 to 86°F
At 68°F it is a little lower and at 59°F it is abc~ilt one-fourth
the efficiency of the range from 77 to 86g Below 59°F
very little if any methane appears to be prod Iced. For the
raw materials in our last example (50 pounds zow manure
and 20 pounds horse manure) the COD ws calculated
as 50,300 ppm. The@
68°F for instance, t’le SRT, of
these raw materials is
1
~
SRT,

=

0.04

x [l -

x 3.97

@&y~o,300j1’2,]

0.015

= 0.108
and the SRT,

IS the inverse of this quantity:
1
sRTm = 0.108
= 9.25 days

Therefore it will take about 9 days at a minimum to have
the dig&ion
of 70 pounds of combined manure going
full blast.
Temperature

Considerations

We just saw that temperature plays a very significant
role in the digestion process. Anaerobic bacteria can operate etther in a low or in a high temperature range. Bacteria that grow well in the range of from 77 to 95°F ar
called mesophifk, while bacteria that grov.~ at higher temperatures (120 to 140°F) are called thermophilic.
The
higher temperatures
required by thermophilic
bacteria
make them economically prohibitive for the small digesters we are considering here. Moreover, digestion within
the thermophilic range produces a supematant
effluent
much higher in colloidal (hard to settle out) solids, as
shown beknv:

Chomcteristics
of
S”pematantjnml
Labor&v Dig&en

Total solids (ppm)
Volatile solids (%)
Settleable solids (ml/l)
Suspended solids (ppm)
Nonsettleable solids

Themophilic
Range
(130-F 2 10)

0.309
67.1
17.2
1490.0
451.0

NOl77ld
Range
190-F 2 10)

0.231
58.5
12.0
773.0
107.0

(wm)
Therefore, only mesophilic bacteria are considered, and
you should take the time to get to know your bacteria.
Mesophilic bacteria are very sensitive to temperature
and temperature
variations. This sensitivity, in turn, has
a very noticeable effect on digester design and operation.
As an example, consider the minimum solids retention
time we just calculated, based on a temperature of digester
operation of 68°F. At that temperature, the minimum solids retention time was calculated as approximately 9 days.
By keeping all conditions of that example constant except
for the temperature, you can calculate that the minimumsolids retention time at 95°F is approximately
3 days! In
other words, a 27°F increase in the digester operating
temperature results in a reduction of the minimum solids
retention time by two-thirds. This kind of impact in the
minimum solids retention time will have an obvious impact on how fast the process can go and therefore on the
size of the digestion and gas storage tanks needed. The
higher temperatures
result in a decreased detention time
while more methane also is produced. So, the digestion
tank will be smaller while the gas storage tank is larger.
These considerations
must be included in the selection of
a safety factor, which we will discuss in a moment.
Any increase in temperature increases the rate of gas
ebullition (bubbling) and so increases the solids bubbling
about in the supematant.
There is not an appreciable
change in this solids content over the temperatire
range
of 70 to 95”F, but an unheated tank warming in the summer months may have rapid enough temperature changes
and consequent
changes in tank activity to show a high
overflow of solids and even a complete overturn of the
tank! Uniformity of tank temperature through controlled
heating and insulation can reduce the possibility of any
such unpleasantness.
Remember that, unless the digester is to be located
in a tropic& climate, temperatures of 95OF (optimum gas
production) require artificial heating and/or insulation of
the digester tank. The most common method of heating
the tank uses methane-burning
heaters, and this drain of
methane production should be included in your calculations of total gas output. The heat losses and heat requirements of your digester must be calculated; if, for example,
all methane produced has to be used for heating your
digester, heating should not be employed.
(For detailed
c&ulations,
see listings under Metcalf and Eddy, Eckenfelder and O’Connor, and Perry in the Bibliography.)
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An alternate method might involve the use of solar heating, although we’ve never seen it done.
Insulating the digester in some fashion will help to
reduce extreme temperature
variations.
A number of
digester designs place the digester totally or partially underground,
so that the surrounding
soil provides some
insulation. Housing the digester inside a building also pro,vtdes some protection against extreme temperature variations. This approach is, however, handicapped
by the
fact that feed slurry and sludge and super&ant
products
then have to be transported in and out of some stmcture,
which might interfere with its other uses. Another pitfall
of this approach is that the storage tank for the bio-gas
should be located outside the building, to minimize aplosion hazards inside.
Safety Factor
As in most design operations,
a minimum is never
taken as the basis for final calculations--it
is multiplied by
a safety factor before it is used to calculate other design
parameters. Because it is difficult and time-consuming
to
get a methane digester operating properly, but it is easy
to “kifl” the digester operation by overloading, our safety
factor is wed to prevent accidental overloading.
The magnitude of a safety factor for the digestion
process lies in the range of 5 to 100 and depends on the
following considerations:
(1) expected variations in temperature-the
greater the variation, the greater the safety
factor, (2) expected variations in raw materials (flow concentmtion and type of material)-dealt
with as temperature variations;
(3) other raw-material
characteristics
(UN ratio, presence of phosphorus and other nutrientsincrease the safety factor as the C/N ratio moves away
from 30 or the nutrient content drops; (4) competence pf
operators and attendance of the process; and (5) confidence in SRT, value and the numbers used in calculating it.
We can express the use of the safety factor in the
following equation:
E. 5.25

DT = SF x SRT,

where DT equals the digester detention time (days); SF
equals the safety factor and SRT, equals the minimum
solids retention time (days).
Unfortunately,
no precise value can be given for the
safety factor. Its usefulness rests on the fact that, as the
degree of variation and uncertainty
increases in factors
important to the design and operation of any digester, the
greater the potential for digester failure. We can only make
some qualitative recommendations
here and suggest that
you do some experimentation
and observe the results of
your own digester. A reasonable
rule of thumb for the
safety factor is a minimum of 5 for a well-controlled digester with constant feed rate and composition, and a stable
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temperature of about 90°F. A safety factor of 10 would be
advisable for a system with fluctuations in feed rate and
composition,
but a rather stable temperature
at about
90°F And finally, a safety factor of 20 or more for systems poorly controlled
as to feed rate, composition,
C/N ratio, or temperature.
Example: For the example considered
thus far (50
pounds of cow manure and 20 pounds of horse manure),
let us sa$r that it is known that temperature variations will
occur, but that the raw materials will not change appreciably as to nature and amounts. Further, let us suppose
that methane production
is employed only when these
raw materials are available and that the digester is not
attended extensively.
Solution: Based on these considemtions,
a reasonable
choice of a safety factor will be about 20. Then
DT = SF x SRT,
= 20 x 9.25 = 185 days
Digester Characteristics
Calculating

Tank Volume

Once the digester detention time is determined for
our available raw materials, the volume of the digester
tank can be caiculated. In the case of a batch-system operation, the volume of the feed slurry (which we calculated
previously) is equal to the volume of the digester. But in
the case of a continuous or semi-continuous
feeding system, the amount of raw materials processed per unit time
must be known before we can determine the volume of
the digester required. In either case, the following calculations do not include the volume of the methane gas
produced. As we speak of it here, the digester volume is
the volume that the slurry occupies excluding the gas that
is produced during the process. Provisions obviously must
be made to take care of this gas volume--a
separate gascollection tank or a floating-top digestion tank, for example--and
we will consider these systems a bit later.
We should add that a reduction in liquid volume occurs in the digester once methane is being produced. This
reduction will create volume variations inside the digester,
but their effect is insignificant.
The equation we use to determine the volume of a
digester tank (slurry feed, supematant
effluent, and
sludge) for a continuous-feed
operation is
E. 5.26

V, = V,, x DT

where V, equals the volume of the tank; V,, equals the
daily volume of the sluny concocted from the raw materials (from Equation 5.14); and DT equals the detention
time (Equation 5.25).

Example: For the case of two cows and a horse we
hwe been using as a sample, it is known that 70 pounds
of combined manure is produced doily and that the volume of the 8 percent slurry is 1.95 cubic feet. The required digestion (detention) time also has been estimated
as 185 days (with a safety factor of 20). What is the volume of the required digester tank?
Solution:

The volume of the digester is

particle size and then must be well dispersed in the water
medium before it is added to the tank. This mixing process
may require a sturdy basin or trough to allow vigorous
stirring.
Certain design characteristics determine your control
over the quality of the supematant in your digester. Single-stage (one tank) digesters can incorporate either fixed
covers, floating coven, or multiple outflow valves (see
Figures 5.8 and 5.9).

V, = V,, x DT
= 1.95 x 185
= 36oJi3
At 7.5 gallons per cubic foot, the tank should be able to
hold 2700 gallons.
Now let’s change our safety f&or from 20 to 10 (that
is, assume we have a much better controlled system). The
new detention time is then 92.5 days, and the digester
tank volume is then
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V, = 1.95 x 92.5
= 18Ofr = 1352gal
Thus, for the same feed rate, the tank volume is a simple
function of the detention time-double
the detention
time, double the tank volume.
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Fislpre 5.8 A fixed-cover digester with outlet placed at the desired
sludge level in the digester.

and Types of Digesters

First of all, digesters should be located to minimize
,the distances for transporting manure and wastes, for pip‘mg the gas, and for imnsporting
the sludge and supernatant effluents. Secondly, since the digestion process can
continue only under anaerobic conditions and since combin&ions of 5 to 15 percent methane in air are highly
explosive, it is of the utmost importance that no air enter
your digester with the incoming slurry. If the outside opening of the inflow pipe is well above the highest possible
level of the liquid in the tank and the inside opening of
the pipe to the tank is well below the lourestpossible level
of liquid in the tank and the inflow pipe is open to the
abnosphere
only during periods of slurry addition, the
chances for air/methane
mixing are minimized. Indian
experimenters
also have found that an 8 percent slurry is
more dense than the digesting sludge in the tank. If the
slurry is added at the bottom of the tank, its density will
keep it below the older sludge until it, in turn, beans to
digest and is pushed upward by new addition!;. This mode
of addition affords the digestion process a natural mixing
which supplements
any mechanical techniques.
A pipe 3 inches in diameter should be sufficient for
the inflow of the sluny. The pipe should be straight and
without bends or the slurry is apt to cake on the inside
and clcg it, requiring periodic reaming to allow free flow.
An 8 percent slurry is very similar in consistency to
credm. The raw material must be reduced to an adequate
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Fig5.9 A hating-cover digester For a two-tank system, timPlY
conned two tanks in series. Mixing devices are useful, but optional.

Fixed-cover digesters require that supernatant, or perhaps sludge, be removed for the introduction
of fresh
slurry. If the supematant
is removed simply by overflow
through an outflow pipe, then the rate and time of excess
liquid removal is obviously identical to the fresh slurry
introduced (if no sludge is withdrawn at the same time).
And, by the way, since continuous agitation or agitation
due to the addition of raw slurry causes an increase in
solids in the supematant
(due merely to mechanical ac-
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tion), slurry input should be slow and constant for the
highest quality supematant.
Supematant
preferably should be removed using an
outflow valve at a more convenient
and advantageous
time-for
example, before feed addition. Removal flow
rates have to be high to prevent clogging of the valve.
floating-cover
tanks offer the best timing control of supematant removal: the supematant need not be removed
each time slurry is fed into the digester.
Two-stage digesters provide a far superior quality of
supematant.
Here, the first tank is agitated and heated
and the consequent
overflow, full of suspended solids,
runs into an unagitated tank for settling. The second tank
need not be very large since it only serves the purpose of
separating the solids from the mixture. Once the solids
have settled, they can be recycled into the first tank to
promote biological activity. Obviously,
the two-stage
digester system is preferred if your resources allow for
construction of the second tank However, problems can
arise due to the septic properties
of the supematant.
These properties can cause particle suspension in the settling tank if the settled solids are not removed periodically.
Overloading of a digester can cause serious impairment of sludge-supematant
separation. Rudolfs and Fontenelli (see Bibliography) studied the problem of overloading and we can summarize some of their findings
here. They found an optimum loading rate for a two-stage
digester operating at 82 to 84°F to be about 0.1 pounds of
volatile solids per cubic foot of primary (the first tank)
digester capacity per day. Doubling this loading rate increased the solids content in the supematant
to a point
where sludgesupematant
separation
was rwt easily
achieved. For single-stage digesters, it was determined
that even at loading rates of only 0.042 pounds of volatile
solids per cubic foot per day, the super&ant
contained
about 3 percent solids In sanitaryengineering
practice,
loading rates of 0.03 to 0.1 pounds of volatile solids per
cubic foot per day are used for single-stage digesters with
detention times on the order of 90 days. These figures will
give you an idea of the range of loading rates which have
been found experimentally
to give reliable performance
from a digester. The engineering
bwk by Metcalf and
Eddy has a lot of useful detailed information if you are
k=eil !o go into greater depth, and L.J. Fy has collected
the best set of przctical notes and experiences presently
available concerning
operation
and maintenance
of
small-scale digesters (see Bibliography).
The importance of good sludge-supernatant
separation is manifested first in terms of the effective capacity of
the digester. With poor separation,
solids-particularly
fresh undigested solids-are
much more likely to escape
by overflow in the effluent. Because these solids are then
no longer available as a fuel source. there is a decrease
in digester efficiency and gas production.
These factors,
too, should be considered when selecting a safety factor
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for the digester. Poor separation also results in thinner and
larger volumes of sludge. A sludge of 5 percent solids will
contain twice as much water as a sludge of 10 percent
solids and this excess water can create a handling problem, particularly in dying the digested sludge.
The sludge can be pumped out or, more simply, an
outlet pipe 2 to 4 inches in diameter can be fitted as near
to the bottom as possible, to allow for the periodic removal
of the digested sludge into a dolly or wheelbarrow. Or,
given the proper initial elevation, a large-diameter
pipe
can carry sludge directly into your garden or fields. A
sludge outlet is not essential in batch digesters, though it
simplifies unloading.
Start-up

Considerations

A very important aspect of digester operation is the
initial development
of a good gas-producing
sludge. You
cannot overestimate the importance of this phase of digester operation.
It is advantageous
to start the digester with a “seed”
containing anaerobic bacteria. A sample of digester sludge
from a properly operating municipal sewage-treatment
facility or sludge from another methane digester would be
ideal. Anaerobic muds from swamps or lake bottoms also
can serve the purpose. If none of these is avvilable, it would
be wise to prepare a tightly sealed container of soil, water,
and organic matter. This should sit in a warm place, about
95”F, for a few weeks. When the digester is ready to begin
operation, eveything
but the gritty particles of soil should
be decanted into the digester with as little exposure to air
as possible.
We also must remind you about pH considerations.
During start-up, the digester is often too acidic for the
methane-forming
bacteria. Review the section on pH for
testing and rectifying techniques.
Products of a Digester
A normal unmixed digester will separate into layers as
shown in Figure 5.10. Each of these layers can be used
as a resource if the proper opportunities
are available.
Methane gas, supematant
liquor or effluent ithe liquid
product of the digestion process), and sludge are withdrawn in a continuous or semi-continuous
digester setup,
at a volume rate equal to that of feed after an initial detention time period has elapsed.
Bio-gas and Gas Storage
Given the COD
(assuming proper pH, temperature,
and C/N ratio), an estimate of gas production
can be
made. We use the formula
E. 5.27

C = 5.62 x [le x COD)

-

1.42W,l

where C equals the cubic feet of methane produced at
32°F and 14.7 psi (Ibsiir?) pressure; e equals the efficien-
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Figwe 5.10
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Shatification
in a methanedigesierand iiiesof iti p:d

cy of raw-material utilii;ion-how
efficient the bacteria
are in converting raw material to methane-with
6.0 being
a recommended
value; COD equals the total biodegradable chemical oxygen demand of the raw materials (this
time we have a total, not a concentration:
in pounds); and
W, equa!s the weight of solids pmduced due to bacteria
(Ibs). This last factor we have not spoken of yet and, indeed, we still don’t have to (see “Sludge”). The reason?
For anaerobic
decomposition
the second term in the
equation (1.42WJ is small compared to the first term; and
,because of this comparative smallness, we can approtimate our production using the shortened equation
E. 5.28

C = 5.62

x e x COD

You may recall from Equation
0.75 VS,,,.,; therefore
E. 5.29

5.22 that the COD equals

C = 5.62 x 0.6 x 0.75VS:,,,,
= 2.5VS,,,.,

per day, after an initial period of time equal to the detention time. (At current prices for natural gas, this total is
equivalent to 10 cents a day and would satisfy maybe 10
percent of the 11eeds of an average individual.) The inherent assumptinn
here is that all previously mentioned
conditions-size
solids, water content of feed slurry,
etc.--are met. We also assume that the C/N ratio is favorable and that there are enough nutrients present. If the
digester is not producing approximately
the above calculated volume o: methane, you should ty to eliminate
any possible
malfunctions
and insure that all assumed conditiors
are met. A bit later we will present
a trouble-shocting
summay. But now let’s speak of how
to collect and store the gas.
As methane is insoluble in water, it bubbles to the top
of the digester tank. In order to maximize meihane production and help eliminate oxygen from the system, the
digester tank should be kept fairly full. Depending on your
digester design, en additional tank for gas storage may be
needed. Singh also suggests a few possible designs for
gas storage tanks (see Bibliography).
A baiance till have to be struck between the daily
production of methane and the rate at which the methane
is used. Since methane is a very dilute fuel, a compressor
will have ?g be employed if periodic production of methane in considerable
excess of the daily capacity to use it
is anticipated. However, this seldom is the case. Ideally,
the storage tank should be sufficiently large to hold at least
several days’ worth of optimal daily gas production. This
capacity will allow some leeway in your rate of consumption as well as provide sufficient bio-gas for any shortterm task that requires a high rate of energy input. Storage
capacity certainly should be in excess of the anticipated
peak daily demand. In the case of batch digestion, a few
digesters with staggered digestion periods should be operated in order to maintain a relatively uniform rate of gas

+
P
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A nice, neat way to estimate the volume of methane gas!
For our 50 pounds of cow manure and 20 pounds of
horse manure, the VS ,oroiwas 8.16 pounds. The methane
produced will be
C = 2.5 x 8.16
= 20.4fr
Remember, this is methane produced and bio-gas is only
about two-thirds methane. The volume of bio-gas can be
obtained by multiplying C by a factor of 1.5. Certain materials and their gas productions were listed in Table 5.6;
also remember that the quality of the bio-gas will vary
(see Table 5.8).
So, now we know that when the digester continuously
is fed 70 pounds of combined manure daily (of a specified
5OEO mix), it will produce about 20 cubic feet of methane

Fisure 5.11

Floating-cover
gascolkctiontank
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For purposes of keeping oxygen out of the system
and for maintaining a slight positive gas pressure. a floating-tank setup is best (see Figure 5.11). This is a concrete
or steel tank filled with water on which the gas-holding
tank floats. If concre!e is used, the tank should be sunk
in the ground to be able to withstand the pressure of the
liquid inside. In any case, a below-ground
design is desirable in colder climates to prevent freezing of the water;
a thin oil layer on top of the water also helps to prevent
freezing. The water-holding tank should be taller than the
gas-holding tank. so that all the air can be flushed out of
the gas-holding tank (by opening the top valve and pushing down o!i the floating tank until the top of the tank
reaches the water ievel) before methane production begins. If you wznt. a few cups of lime can be added to the
water in order to increase the fuel value of the gas by
removing inert carbon dioxide-alkaline
water will dissolve a larger quantity of carbon dioxide than water at
neutral pH.
A simple apparatus can be set up to monitor the gas
pressure in the gas stonge tank (see Merrill and Fry). Or,
a standard pressure gauge can be mounted on the gas
line. The pressu:e can be controlled within a broad range
by addi:lg weight to the cover of the float tack or by using
counteweights
on puikjs.
A c~~mpressor may be needed
if large quwtities of gas are needed at distances too far
for piping (perhaps 100 feet, when we use weights on the
cover to increase pressure) or to fuel a moving machine
such as a car or rototiller. Small quantities of gas also can
be made mobile by storing them in inner tubes.
Supematant
For all practical purposes, the supematant produced
is approximately
equal to the amount of water added to
produce the 8 percent slung that feeds the digester (see
Equation 5.10). For removal techniques, see “Operation
and Types of Digesters.”
This supematsnt can vary in color from clear, through
various shades of yellow, to a very unsightly black. The
odor may be unncticeable
or extremely offensive and
nauseating. A properly operating digester has a clear (to
slightly yellow) supematant
with few suspended
solids
and with no offensive odor.
As we discussed earlier in digester operations, various
parameters can affect the quality of the supematant
resulting from digestion. As you would suspect, the characteristics of the raw slurry affect the supematant:
solids
increase i” the supematant
with the fineness of division
of the sluny, and they also increase as the volatile-matter
content of the sluny increases. This is due to greater activity and agitation in the digestion of these solids. Neither
of these two factors is easily controllable. The amount of
water in the slurry is. however, a controllable factor. Excessive volumes of slung water produce excessive VOIL
umes of supematant.
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As we also have mentioned, two-stage digesters provide a far superior quality of supematant.
Single-stage,
fixed-cover digesters are less expensive, but two-stage
digesters offer vast improvements for a minimal extra cost.
There are also temperature
parameters, which we mentioned in the section “Temperature Considerations.”
Supematan:
!las its usesfertilizer
for your fields,
material for your compost pile, feed for your algae (see
“Oxidation Ponds” in this chapter and also Chapter 7).
But if you have a” excess quantity, you must know what
to do with it. In the past, supematant was viewed primarily
as a disposal problem rather than as a utilizable resource,
and several methods were evolved for the liquor’s disposal. For example, the supematant was disposed of on
sand beds. This method is unsatisfactoy
because of prohibitive costs due to clogging and odor problems. Centrifugation also has been used, but, on a small-scale basis,
this is neither practical “or economical.
In large-scale digesters, the predominant
method of
disposal is to return the supematant
to the input of the
digester. A.J. Fischer reports that this can cause problems
in these digesters if the total-solids content exceeds 30 to
50 percent (see Bibliography), but this still is probably the
most practical method for supematant disposal in a smallscale, manual-fed digester: without perfect separation of
the supematant, the liquors can be recycled into the digester as solvent for making dy waste into slurry.
Sludge
The sludge produced in a digester is a combination
of the nonbiodegradable
portion of the solids introduced
into the digester and the amount of bacteria produced
during the digestion process. After operation has started
and the digester is running continuously,
the amount of
sludge so!ids produced by nonbiodegradable
solids 1WJ
is given by

E. 5.30

w, = w x [I

COD = 0.75VS,,,.t

- @.5,($$)]

= 0.75
= 6.12

= w, x (1 - IV) x

x 8.16
lb

The sludge solids due to bacteria are
where W, equals the weight of sludge solids produced
due to initial solids (Ibs); W, equals the weight of raw
material added (lb& M equals moisture of raw material
as a decimal fraction; and %VS equals the percent of
volatile solids of the raw material. In case mixtures of raw
materials are used, both M and %VS must be those of the
mixture, as calculated previously.
The amount of sludge solids produced in the form of
bacteria is
0.04

w, =

E. 5.31

x DT)

where W, equals the weight of sludge solids of bacterial
origin (Ibs); COD equals the total bkdegmdable
chemical
oxygen demand (tbs); and DT equals the detention time
of the digester (days).
The total amount of sludge solids produced is then
w, = w, + w,

E. 5.32

Since the digested sludge is approximately
10 percent
solids by weight, the amount of total sludge (10 percent
‘, solids + 90 percent water) is
E. 5.33

Wd”dse = low,

If we assume an average density of 65 pounds
cubic foot for the digested sludge, its volume is

per

Vr,“dss= %

E. 5.34
Example:

In the example considered
thus far (50
pounds of cc’*: manure mixed with 20 pound!~~ of horse
manure. xi& an average moisture 0~ 85.5 pz:cent. a %VS
of 8C percent, 2nd a VS,,., of 8.16 pands,
&yested for
135 dxysjrs),110~ ::;~h &ige will b2 producedi

S&&km:
to incoming

The amount
solids is

of s!udge solids produced

w* = w. x (1 - MI x [I
= 70 x (I
= 70
= 70

-

x 0.145
x 0.145

fie biodegradable

0.855)

due

-. /0.5,(g)]

x [I

- (0.5,(;;)

x [I -(0.5
x 0.811
x 0.6 = 6.09 fb

Ci3D is given by

lb

The total weight of sludge solids is

x COD

1 + (0.015

= 0.065

1

w,, = w, + w,
= 6.09 + 0.065
= 6.155
lb
The total weight ,of sludge is
W S,“dS# = IOW,
= 10 x 6.155
= 61.55
lb
The total volume

of the sludge is

WIldse
VS,“d~~= ~
h!i
6ii5
65
= 0.947fP

= 7.1

gal

The above figures are for a single load in one day. If the
digester is mn continuously with 7C pounds of combined
manure a day, the production figures represent production per day (for removal techniques, see “Operation and
Typer, of Digesters”). And depending
on the degree of
agitation, the digestion period, and other factors, poor
separation of the sludge and supematant
may occur. This
larger volume of dilute sludge will require more labor to
produce usable fertfliier.
Containing
nilrogen (principally as ammcnium
ion
NH,), phosphorus,, potassium, and ixace ,elements, the
digested sludge is an excellent fertilfze-2:
has a higher
quality than the digested sludge from sewage plants,
which use vey dilute waste. It is afso a vey good soil
conditioner. Recently, ammonium
has been found to be
superior to nitrate (an oxidized form of nitrogen and a
standard nitrogen fertilizer) since it adsorbs well to $03
particles and is therefore not as easily leached axlay. a
serious problem with nitrate fertilizers. When exposed to
air, the nitrogen in sludge is lost by the evaporation of
ammonia (NH,). Adsorption to soil particles can prevent
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this evapomtive loss, and so the fresh sludge should be
blended or mixed !nto the soil by shove:, fork, or tilling.
If not used promptly, it should be stored in a covered
container, or else stored temporarily
in a hole in the
ground and covered with a thick layer of straw.
The capacity of soils to take up sludge varies considerably. For example, sludge has to be spread more thinly
on clay soils than on loamy soils. at least until the soil
structure is improved. In any case, the soil should not be
allowed to beome
waterlogged; waterlogging prevents
aerobic microorganisms
and processes from eliminating
any disease-producing
organisms which might not have
been destroyed in the digester (if human waste was used).
Digested sludges produced from human waste should
be used with some caution. Though the area is not well
studied and no firm information is available, it is suggested
by K. Gilbert (see Bibliography) that when batch digestion
is carried out, a digestion period of at least three months
is desirable so that adequate destruction of pathogenic
organisms and parasites occurs However, the minimum
digestion period required for adequate sanitation has not
yet been definitely demon&ted.
And since mixing occurs in a continuous-flow
digester, there is no way to insure that all introduced material will undergo a length$
digestion period.
Incorporation
of ‘he sludge into the soil provides a
set of conditions unfavorable
for pathogenic organisms
that thrive in the human body, but common smse dictates
that sludge should not be wed on soil growing food (excluding orchards) to be eaten raw The fertilization of these
soils with sludge should be done several months before
planting and preferably used on land not to be cultivated
far at last a year to insure complete exposure to aerobic
conditions.
Digestfbility of Algae
Because of a growing interest in the subject, we include a
few separate remarks about algae. Difficulty has been encountered in the anaerobic digestion of algae. This is due
to seveml factors. F%tly, algal material is highly pcoteinaceous. As a result, high ammonia concentrations
arise
in the cu.ltwe media, pH increases, and bacterial activity
decreases. Other problems arise due to the resistannz of
living algal cells to bacteriai attacks. However, if a1gz.e is
not the only feed source (mix it with manure, for example)
for the digester, these problems virhmlly disappear. Algae
ah is a goal source of carbon for balancing the nutrients
of your slury.
Further promising aspects of algae digestion are that
alum-flocculated
algae (see “Halvesting and Processing
of Algae” in this chapter) digest just as well as algae that
do not contain the 4 percent inorganic aluminum. Detention times as short as 11 days are possible, and variation
of the detention tie kom 11 to 30 days has !ittle effect
on gas production. Loading rates can be as high as 0.18
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pounds of volatile solids per cubic foot of digester capacity
per day without deleterious effects. Digesters using algae
also are much less affected by variations in loading rates.
For raw sewage sludge, there are 9.2 to 9.9 cubic feet
of gas produced per pound of volatile matter intioduced.
Fz algae at mesophilic temperatures,
oniy 6.1 to 7.G cubic feet of gas is produced per pound of volatile solids.
The siudge produced by algae has undesirable characteristics due to the fact that it is not complet+
digested.
There is an odor problem not encountered
in sewage
sludges. The algal sludge is highly colloidal and gelatinous. As a result, it dewaters poorly and disposal becomes
a problem.
The use of algae to capture energy from the digester
super&ant
and the sun has some future possibilities (see
“Oxidation Ponds”). Major problems now involve the
conversion of energy stored in algae to usable forms.
Digestion seems marginally applicable to such conversions.
Summary of Methodology
50 far we have considered the various aspects of digester
design separately. Now if we are to pull everything together, we can summarize the design process in a series
of steps as follows:
1. Knowing the daily weight of available wastes to be used
6s digester feed, calculate the characteristics
of the
waste mixture, W,(,, ‘%&,
V.&, using Tables 5.4
through 5.7.
2. Calculate the C/N ratio for the mixed waste and make
any adjustments which are necessary to achieve a reasonably balanced diet (C/N = 3011 optimal).
3. Compute the COD, choose a projected digestion temperaturs, and then compute a minimum solids retention time.
4., Pick a safety factor appropriate to the situation and
compute the drztention time zand then the volume of
the digester.
5. Make your de:dgn decisions zlbout the nature of your
digester (ens-tank or two-tzmk, fixed-cover or floatingcovf?r, etc. ).
6. Estimate the: daily rate of gas production from VS,,,,,
subtract gas necessary to heat tank (if applicable), and
size coUecticm or storage tank.
Indications of Poor Perfommnce and How
to Avoid It
A good indication of poor performance is the amount and
quality of bio-gas your digester produces. If gas production is well below the value calculated using VS,.,,, the
digestion is not proceeding at the optimum rate. When

the carbon dioxide (CO,) content of the bio-gas exceeds
50 percent, the digester is performing poorly. In both
cases, corrections can be made to improve the digester
operation.
The percentage of CO, in your bio-gas can be found
either by devising a homemade
gas analysis unit or by
purchasing a commercial kit. A rather simple, easy-to-use
manual gas analyzer is made by the Brenton Equipment
Company
(PO. Box 34300, San Francisco, California
94134), called the Bacharach Duplex Kit. This analyzer
is available in a form for measuring COP in the 0 to 60
percent range, perfect for digester analysis.
If you prefer to devise a system for yourself, you will
need some way of measuring the gas volume. Displacement of water inside a container of known volume can be
employed if the container is marked at different volume
capacities. If a known volume of bio-gas is bubbled
through a lime solution, the carbon dioxide of the bk-gas
will react with the lime and thus wil! be removed from the
bio-gas mixture. If the volume of the gas remaining after
bubbling
through the lime solution is measured,
the
percentage of carbon dioxide in the bio-gas mixture is
given by
E. 5.35

%cO, = “v,

“”

x 100

where V,, equals the volume of bio-gas before bubbling
through lime and V,,, equals the volume after bubbling.
Factors that cause poor digester performance or even
complete failure include:
:, ,l. Sudden change in temperature (either due to climatic
changes or failure of the heating system if one is used).
2. Sudden change in the rate of loading (how fast raw
materials are introduced into the digester).
3. Sudden change in the nature of raw materials (materials or mixtures of raw materials other than what is
routinely added).
4. Presence
5. Extreme

of toxic materials
drop in pH (the digester has become

6. Slow bacterial growth during the start-up
impxtant
at initial stages of operation).
In case of poor performance
should be followed:

acidic).

(especially

or failure, the following steps

Poor operation can cause foul odors in the bio-gas,
sludge, and supematant.
With proper and careful operation, such problems are minimized. The case of poor
performance
and failure is a whole study in itself and
hardly enough material can be presented
here on the
subject. P.L. McCarty (see Bibliography) gives a good review that is concerned
mainly with sewage-treatment
digesters, but also is applicable in every case.
Safety Considerations
Methane/air
mixtures are explosive when methane is
present in 5 to 15 percent by volume. In an atmosphere
of an inert gas (such as the carbon dioxide in bio-gas),
oxygen must be present at least to the extent of about 13
percent before an explosion can occur. Obviously, you
must take precautions to prevent explosive mixtures from
occurring. Although no accidents have been reported in
the literature for small digestion units (they rarely are), it
is highly advisable that the entire gas-handling
systempiping, valves, storage tank, and so on-be
designed with
the utmost care. You should give special consideration to
any possible leaks that might develop at any point of gas
transport or storage. Needless to say, methane is merely
another name for the natural gas commonly
used for
home cooking and heating. It therefore should be handled
and used with the same caution. There are numerous
examples of asphyxiation
and death due to gas leakage
from stoves and other household devices.
How supematant
and sludge are used becomes critical when human excreta are used as raw materials. Very
little is known about the fate of pathogenic organisms during an anaerobic digestion process. The direct application
of sludge and supematant
as fertilizer material is not recommended on vegetables or any other plants which are
consumed by humans. Using them in orchards is quite
safe, however. If no human excreta are used, both sludge
and supematant
are safe for use anywhere as fertilizer
material. In the case of pig manure, the precautions stated
for human excreta apply, since certain pathogens common to pigs ,are transmittable to humans.
In case the water table is near the surface of application, sludge and supematant
should not be used as
fertilizer but rather transported where there is no possibility of the sludge and/or supematant
ieaching through
soils into the groundwater. If this is not possible, provisions
should be made for drying these products in impermeable
basins and using the reulting dy solids in a manner that
avoids groundwater contamination.

1. Provide pH control.
2. Determine the cause of the upset: improper environmental conditions (pH, temperature);
nutrient insuffciencies (CiN ratio, phosphorus);
or toxic materials
present (limonene, heavy metals, sulfides).
3. Correct the cause of the imbalance.

Final Thoughts
Your decision to build or not to build a methane digester
ultimately will be based upon an analysis of the costs and
benefits to you and your willingness to alter your lifestyle
sufficiently to be compatible with the day-to-day opera273

tion of a digester. If you consimct a digester, it should be
planned and designed in a manner that takes into consideration
the potential
impacts--visual,
physical,
and
chemical-on
the environment.
A digester potentially can
free you from total dependence
on your local utility company, but it surely will tie you to the routine maintenance
and operation of the digester itself. Digesters are not for
everyone, but if they fit into your lifestyle, we wish you
well and hope that you produce the best gas around!

OtherWaste-Handling
Techniques
In the first section we considered the use of a methane
digester as both a waste-handling
technique and as a potential waste-to-resource
converter. But a digester does
not fit into everyone’s plans and alternative approaches
to waste handling must be considered. Several altematives are explored in this section, including recycling greywater, outhouses,
septic tanks, oxidation ponds, and
waterless toilets such as the Clivus Multmm. Composting
is also an excellent technique;
it is discussed at some
length in Chapter 7.
The types of wastes considered are those commonly
produced by any nornxal household: human excreta, food
wastes, etc. Solid wastes such as paper, plastics, and wood
are not considered here. The type of setting where these
alternative waste-handling
techniques
might be used is
more rural than urban. We assume that sewer hook-ups
are generally unavailable, but that land availability is not
a problem. The one exception is the waterless toilet, which
is being used successfuUy in urban settings as described
in The Integral Urban House
(FamUones Institute).
Before moving on to a discussion of specifics, it is
worth taking a few moments to look at the current state
of affairs regarding household wastes. Tables 5.9 and 5.10
summarize data on the average waste concentration
and
volume generated by present methods of disposal using
a water-catied
sewage system. Note that a family of four
requires on the order of 50 gallons of water per person
per day, most of which ends up as wastewater; if we somehow can utilize the toilet in a manner which does not
require water- we will hwe saved about 40 percent of our
normal water requirements. Alternatively, if we can recycle or reuse the greywater portion of our wastewater for
irrigation of gardens or lawns, we could obtain substantial
savings in water. Moreover, since it is easier to treat concentrated wastes, a good portion of our waste-handling
problems are then also solved.
Greywater Systems
Domestic wastewater is made up of two parts, blackwater,
referring to all wastewater from toilets carrying human
excreta, and greywoter. referring to all the wastewater
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Table 5.9 Averago Waste Loads and Wastewater Volume
‘mm a Domestic Household with Four Members’

wastewter
Elrent
Toilet
Battl,Shower
Laundry
Dishwashing
Garbagedisposal
Total

TOlO,
SuspendWaterVol. wore,
ed
Number perure
“se
BOD
Sd,dV
per day
,gol,
Ublday, (Ibiday,
Isol)
16
2
:
3

2:
40
:

80
50
40
14
19”

0.208
0.078
0.085
0.052
0.272
0.695

0.272
0.050
0.065
0.026
0.384
0.797

Note.:a, Ad.pf.dfrmn“Hour&old
waitewater
Characterization.”
byK~ugman.
Bf
a,.

Table 5.10
“Se
Bath
Toilet
Kitchen
Laundzy
Cka”i”g
Drinkng
Car wash
Law?sprinkling

Water Use in Domesbic Households’
Percenlage0, TOlo,
37
41
6
4
;
1
3

Note.:a. Ad.!x.dlmm“Houlehold
wartowator
Ch.rarterimion;’
byK.Ligman.
et

from nontoilet plumbing fixtures and appliances in the
home. Greywater generally comes from baths, basins,
showers, clothes washers, dishwashers, and the kitchen
sink. These lightly polluted wastewaters contain less nutrients, disease-carrying
organisms, and pollutants than
blackwater effluents. Although we may remove the need
for a flush toilet by substituting one of the dy varieties
discussed below, we still have the problem of satiifactoy
disposal of greywater. Our approach here is that of an onsite recycling system for greywater, which can save at both
ends of the system. Thus, for example, if household use
is 1000 gallons per week, and if 300 gallons Is recycledby irrigating lawns or using shower water to flush toiletsthen both the freshwater supply and wastewater are re‘jduced by 300 gallons. You immediately save the cost cf
,thr: reduced freshwater demand but probably won’t re&e any savings from the reduced load on the sewer
because of the tax structure in most communities.
At present, the only accepted disposal of greywater
in most health jurisdictions is through the sewer or a septic
tank system. However, due to seasonal water shortac:es
and the need to conserve water in sane regions, local
ordinances are being relaxed or altered to allow selective
use of homesite greywater recycling systems. You must
remember, however, that greywater is wastewater-sewage-and
must be reused with proper concern and foresight. The discussion below will provide you with some
guidelines and recommendations
for safe and sanitay

reuse of greywater, but you must check with your local
health authorities before undertaking extensive plumbing
modifications. You can find extensive experience and information on greywater systems summarized in Residential Water Re-Use $lilne) and The Integral Urban House
(Famllones Institute).
Greywater

Use

If you are interested in considering a greywater recycle system, :he first decision you must make is how you
will use the greywater. Once you know the “se you can
proceed to questions concerned
with treabnent and/or
the characteristics of the soil on your property and whether the soil is compatible with applications for greywater
irrigation.
Obviously the most cost-effective way to recycle greywater in a home is to eliminate the need for treatment
between uses. By “cascading”
the greywater in a sequence of applications which can use progressively less
sanitary water, we might be able to achieve this goal. For
example, water from the shower might be reused in a
toilet. Greywater reused in the toilet should not contain
organic solids. food particles, or grease from the kitchen
sink. This problem is most easily eliminated by not connecting the kitchen sink to the greywater recycling system,
but if it is connected, the solIds and grease can be removed by several different types of devices discussed
below.
One of the oldest and most logical means of reusing
domestic wastej has been to condition and fertilize soils
and to irrigate gardens and iaums. The use of cornposting
as a means of using kitchen wastes is time-honored,
and
even today in many rural areas washwater is routinely
wed in the n&rby garden. The use of greywater for irrgating gardens and lawns has a number of distinct advantages: it consewzs water thus saving money, it utilizes the
nutrients, particularly phosphates,
for plant growth that
would othewise be lost, and it reduces wastewater flow
to your septic tank or the local municipal sewage treatment plant.
If you decide to use greywater for irrigation the success of your applic&ion will depend on the interaction of
the soil. the climate, the quality of ihe greywater, and the
type of plants selected for irrigation. Under natural condilions each of these factors is ba’innced one against the
other so that indigenous plants, which are best matched
to the soil, rainfall. and climate, prevail.
The use of greywater for irrigation is different from
normal imigation in at least two important ways. First, the
composition of the greywater-s,xps,
detergents, phosphates, sodium sal%can
be either beneficial or deleterious to your garden plants and soii. Second, greywater
may be produced in volumes and at frequencies
not
matched to your garden’s needs. Although you might not
notice anything unusual about a garden specifically de-

signed to be inigated with greywater, there are some questions you must consider before actually proceeding.
These issues are discussed in more detail below, and you
are encouraged
to benefit by the experience of the Farallones Institute’s Rural Center and Integral Urban House
in Berkeley, which has been experimenting
with greywater recycling for a number of years-see
The Integral
Urban House (Farallones Institute). You will also find Res
idential Water Re-Use by Murray Milne of great help.
Soils
How can you evaluate a soil for possible use of greywater irrigation? Soil characteristics are the major determinants of the frequency and amount of water required
for irrigation and the type of plants that can be grown.
Because soil is such an excellent filter and treatment medium, it is also the key factor in renovation of the applied
greywater. You can not overestimate the importance of
understanding
the characteristics of your soil in planning
and practicing greywater irrigation. Soils are very complex
materials; fortunately, the evaluation of soils for greywater
use is concerned with only a few key characteristics
The
critical soil characteristics and their functions are: the soil
texture or particle size distribution, which is a key factor
in filtration and removal of water contaminants;
the organic content of the soil, which affects its fertility and
moisture content; soil structure, or how particles stick together, which affects the permeability
of soil to air and
water; and percolation and infiltration rates.
For our purposes the two most critical factors affecting potential use of greywater for irrigation are the rate of
surface infiltration and the rate of percolation. The rate of
infiltration refers to the speed with which water moves into
the surface of a soil. In iontrast, percolation rate is the
measure of water movement through deep subsurface
soil. To use greywater it is essential that all the greywater
enter the soil and none be allowed to leave the irrigation
site as surface runoff.
The following factors control the rate of movement of
water into soil: (1) the fraction of sand, silt, and clay in the
soil, with coarse sands giving highest infiltration rates (Table 5.11); (2) soil structure, with soils having large, waterstable aggregates having higher infiltration rates; (3) organic matter c.ontent, with the more coarse organic matter
content yieldi.ng higher infiltration rates; (4) the depth of
the soil to an impervious layer, with deep soils holding
more water than shsllow soils; (5) moisture content, with
drier soils generally having higher infiltration rates.
The rate of infiltration can be approximated by a simple test outlined by Milne in Residential Water Re-Use.
Remove both ends from a large can (at least 8 inches
long). Push one end at least two inches into the soil in the
area t3 be te,sted. Remember that we want to test undisturbed soil. Fill the can with water to a level of about 6
inches, noting the initial water level, and measure the de275

Table 5.11

Size Clpssificatkm of Soil Particles and Soils by
Decreasiag Particle Size
sire Range.pm
,#ntcrometsrs,

so,, sepamte
Very coarse sand
Coarse sand
Medium sand
Fine sand
“my fine sand
silt
ClW

DCTWhg
Particle
stze

ii,,,

;f:;;: ,’
,,;:

,;~,:

y,;
:j,-,

zow-1000
lOCH-500
500-250
250-100
100-50
50-2.0
less than 2.0
sotr clasr*J?cothIs
Sand
Loamy sand
Sandy loam
LOam
silty lcml
silt
Sandy clay lm
Clay loam
sq clay loam
Sandy day
si
clay
Clay

crease after one hour. This is a first approximation of your
rate of infiltration.
The rate of percolation through subsurface soil will
determine how fast greywater will move through the soil
and, therefore, the quantity of greywater which can be
applied before the soil becomes saturated. Hydraulic conductivity or permeability is the capacity of a soil to transmit
water through subsurface soil and is the common measure
of percolation rate.
So5 with impermeable
layen very near the surface
cannot be used for greywter
itigetior~ The prefezed
type of soil is a deep, welI-drained loam. Soils of moderate
penneabilily
are better than soils with either very slow
permeability,
such as clays, or very rapid perme&iliiy,
such as coarse sand.
The permeability of a test soil can be estimated by
conducting
a very simple test as outlined by Warshall
(1979). By comparing your results to Table 5.12 you can
estimate the general range of permeability for your soil.
The permeability test is as foUows. Fm dig or bore two
holes with hand tools either 12 inches square or 13 to 14
inches in diameter. One hole should be dug to about 12
inches deeper than the depth of the intended greywater
irrigation system (thll includes surface irrigation systems).
Table 5.12
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Hgdmdic Conductiti‘-g or Pem,eabl,,ty
Cld~ifOnS

P-eabl‘lty
Cl-a

mJ*c
,Inchu per hour,

Very rapid
Rapid
Moderate
SICW
vety don

Greater than 6.0
2.06.0
o.m-2.0
o.zo-0.M)
less than 0.20

Dig a second hole in the sane vicinity to a depth of about
48 inches. Second, remove any smeared surfaces from
the sides of the holes to provide as natural a soil interface
as practical to infiltrating waters. Remove loose material
from the bottom of the hole and add an inch or two of
coarse sand or fine gravel to prevent the bottom from
scouring. Then, presoak the hole carefully, never filling it
deeper than about 8 inches with clean water. Do not drop
the water into the hole from much distance. Ease it in
gently. If it is known that the soil has low shrink-well
potential and clay content is low (perhaps less than 15
percent), proceed with the test. If not, let the hole rest
overnight. Finally, fill the empty hole with clean water to
exactly 6 inches above the soil bottom of the hole (do not
consider the layer of protective gravel as the bottom of
the hole). The level of water can be most easily gauged
with a wooden yardstick held vertically in the hole. Wait
one hour and measure the amount of drop in the water
level in the hole. This wiU be the percolation rate or permeability so long as the water level at least still covers the top
of the gravel in the bottom of the hole.
Greywater tends to be slightly alkaline, and extended
use of greywater for irrigation can cause soil to become
progressively more alkaline. When soil becomes alkaline,
tmce met& such as copper, nickel, and cobalt become
fixed in solid form and become unavailable to plants. An
additional hazard to watch for is the buildup of salt in the
topsoil. Salts are the white crusty substances that build up
on the top of soil around plants and on the outside of
pots. These salts are carried into the soil in greater concentmtion by greywater than by most tap waters. As water
evaporates it leaves the salts behind in tlwsoil. The buildup of sodium in soil can drastlcalIy &et its physical characteristics and can be toxic to many plants. If a water
softener is used in your home it will contribute very large
quantities of sodium to the water, and we recommend
that you not use the greywater for plant irrigation. If salt
accumulation is a continuing problem you must alternate
application of greywaterwlth tap water frequently to leach
out the salts and prevent their further accumulation.
Of
course, we of salt-tolerant plants would obviate the need
to alternate types of irrigation water, but accumulation
of
salts over long time periods can seriously alter the quality
of your soil and we do not recommend it. Finally, the we
of soaps rather than detergents will help reduce buildup
of alkalinity, and under no circumstances should products
with high boron content be used or added to greywater.
Boron is very injurious to plants. If you plan on recycling
washing machine water, minimize or eliminate the use of
bleach. When diapers are being washed, of course, the
wash water should be discharged to the sanitary sewer.
A Few Systems
If you have now decided to recycle a fraction of your
greywater, you will need to consider the various systems

others have had experience with. These systems fall into
two main categories: proprietay
commercial systems and
experimental
systems. We do not explore the full range
of possibilities but describe only a few of the basic systems
here. Details on many other systems are available in Res
idential Water Re-Use
(Milne).
A system using g?eywater to flush the toilet is shown
in Figure 5.12. Only laundry and bath greywaten are recycled. Although disinfection ir not included there are
several types of chlorinators which might be included in
the system (see Chapter 6 for details). If no disinfection
is included a toilet bowl disinfectant will help minimize
health and odor problems. If kitchen sink greywater is to
be recycled you will need a grease tip (Figure 5.13) and
a filter system. A storage tank is needed on all systems
Figure 5.14) since volumes and frequency of greywater
production usually do not match up to use.
Numerous proprietary commercial systems for greywater reuse aw now available on the market. The scale
of the proprietay
systems covers the entire spectrum from
simple kits for temporary operation to complex systems
requiring special maintenance
attention. We present only
two types here for your consideration.
The Clivus M&rum Washwater Roughing Filter is a
sirnp!e trickling filter (Figure 5.15) designed to pretreat
greywater for an irrigation disposal system. The filter removes particulates and acts as a partial grease trap and
a partial heat sink to reduce the temperature of the tieated
greywater. Details on this device and its use in a greenhouse context can be obtained from Clivus Mukrum USA,
Inc., 14A Eliot Sireef Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138.
Present costs are about $500 per unit.
The Aquasaver System (Figure 5.16) is typical of the
more compiex systerxs avei!able. This system processes
wastewater from the tub, shower, bathroom sinks, and
washing machine. It is not intended to treat greywater
from the kitchen sink According to the manufacturer,
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greywater recycled through this system is odorless, free of
discoloration, and contains no particulates larger than 25
micrometers in size. Maintenance requirements
are minimal, including replacement of filter cartridges and clean-
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Grepmter storage tank.
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nual maintenance
costs would be about $60 to $120 depending on the volume of greywater. Further information
can be obtained from Aquasaver, Inc., 7902 Belair Rd.,
Baltimore, Maryland 21236.
Other systems have been tried. These systems range
from simple storage systems (Figure 5.17) and partially
treated systems (Figure 5.18) to mcxe complex systems
(Figure 5.191, all of which are simple combinations
of
readily available components.
The best sowce we have
seen on both details of systems as well as whew to get
components
and how to assemble them is Milne’s Resdential Water Re-Use. Happy recycling!

Figme 5.15

Cliws Multmmroughingfilter.

ing of the storage tank. These operations must be attended to about every 90 days. Initial costs of about $3,000
for the system are significant but not overwhelming. An-
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The aquasaver system

Figure 5.17

Simplestoragesystem.

Figam 5.15

Greywaterrecyclingsystemwithfilter.

Fi,grrre 5.19

More complex greywater recycling system.

C
in
I- he Clivus Multrum waterless toilet was introduced
years ago by Richard Linds weden so.me twnt&e
5t mm, but, although the unit is simple, inexpensive, an-l
fatidy easy to install, the Clivus is generally unknown in
-,ti tie United States. Perhaps the affluent American, being
a(xustomed
to water-flushed toilets, is turned aff by the
directly beplrespect of having his wastes decomposed
nteath him in the cellar.
Public examples of successful use of the Clivus MultTurn include the Integral Urban House in Berkeley, California (Famllones fntitute) and Natwhset (Nature House)
in Stockholm.
The Clivus Mulhum (literally “inclined tank”) is primarily intended for use in single-family houses. Each unit
is capable of handling the wastes of about four or five
people. The unit conGsts ,>f a large container with a sloping bottom (30 degrees), and center and top sections (see
Figure 5.20). The length csfthe Clivus container is partially
divided by vertical baffles mto three sections interconne;ted at the bottom. The excrement and refuse chambers are equipped *with vertical tubes, one leading to the.
toilet (specially designed) and the other to a garbage
chute. The decomposition
products Gxntually find their
way to the third (lowest! chamber, where aerobic daomposition continues.
The inclined slope promotes slow
movement towards the last chamber while the baffles prevent any short-circuiting-that
is, prevent new material
~Irom tumbling over the old end arriving at the bottom
chamber
before decomposition
is complete. Approtimately hventyfour
to thirty-six months’ retention time is
required before materials enter the last chamber. This
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length of time is required for the composting processes to
proceed to completion.
The Clivus Mulinun container has openings which
admit air, and the air moves through the channels into the
waste mass The air inlet is situated in the end wall of the
storage chamber and is usually provided with a damper
to regulate air flow. The air outlet is at the highest point
in the cc,ntainer and is connected to an exhaust duel: which
extends above the roof. The exhaust duct opening should
be larger thzn the air inlet to assure continuous ventilation.
During the decomposition
prccess, the waste material generates heat which, in turn, v~arms the passing
air, causing the air to rise through the exhaust duct. For
thorough ventilation
and to prevent water vapor from
condensing on the duct walls, it is essential that the heat
be conserved by insulating the Clivus container as well as
the entire exhaust duct. The exhaust duct must not be
exposed to temperatures lower than those instde the duct;
that is, it should not run through an unheated attic or
above the roof of your building. In colder regions, you
can maintain a warm temperature in the exhaust duct by
locating it next to a heater duct or inside a chimney (Figure
5.21). Also, the exhaust duct must be of sufficient height
to insure a proper pressure drop for draft requirements.
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At least one author contends that a two-stay house provides the necessay
height, leaving split-level homes with
a problem.
Another potential problem with the Clivus Multrum
seems to be the presence of unpleasant odors. Some gases inadvertently
produced
during decomposition-hydrogen sulfide, ammonia, and various mercaptain+are
within the washroom safety limits established by the National Institute of Occupational
Safety and Health, according to the manufacturer.
With the ducts arranged as
we described above, natural ventilation should take all
odors out through the exhaust duct. However, this seems
to be a rather fragile process, subject to periodic difficulties. Toilet and garbage-disposal
covers must be tightly
closed when not in use to maintain the normal flow of air
through the system. Although a down draft should theoretically exist, air entering from an open disposal cover
will directly replace (into your home) the gases above the
waste. And the channels that are specifically designed to
facilitate aeration of the compost do not work if there is
continual leakage of air through the disposal lids.
Pests should not pose much of a problem, since finemeshed nets cover all air and gas intakes and outlets.
However, these nets need constant inspection or your
cellar could turn into a breeding ground for flies, worms,
and other creatures. According to Lindstrom, a year at
90°F generally kills any undesim.bles in a Clivus; this
seems to be an unproven statement, however, and warrants attention before you actually install one.
Cold locales seem to be at a disadvantage
because
the cornpasting
process is temperature-dependent
and
natural drafts often bring in air of subfreezing tempemtures. Consequently,
electric heaten often must be used
to control the temperature and these accessories increase
the cost. You must also watch them carefully: the heat
cannot be inordinately high or the mediating bacteria will
be unable to function. Additionally, the how
itself must
be weU insulated from cold air drawn in from below.
Greywater cannot be discharged to the Clivus. Lindstiom and Rockefeller (see Bibliography) describe a greyw&r system (Washwater Rough Fiker) now offered by
Clivus Multrurn, Inc., as mentioned in the greywater sec.
don above.
The cornpast produced by the Clivus has the consistency of peat mew and is a good soil conditioner of the
fol.oting approximate composition:
Water
Nitrogen
Phosphorus
Potash
Organics
Ash
Fiu.-em.Zl Alternative
arrangement
for placement of the Clivur
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19.32%
2.13%
0.36%
1.04%
24.49%
52.26%

By using the Clivus Multrum system, human wastes
are kept oilt of waterways, thus reducing eutmphication,
and a 45 percent saving in water consumption
can be

realiied since no water is used to carry way the wastes.
In addition, the expense of underground
pipe networks
and of periodic solid waste collection is reduced. And
while the Clivus seems quite specific as to applicability,
and the process itself appears quite fragile and dependent
on many factors which can easily fail and produce drastic
results from both aesthetic and health points of view, with
proper design and operation these negative factors can
be eliminated. Finally, while the capital cost of $2000 to
$3000 (including the Washwater Roughing Filter) is substantial, it is not prohibitive. For additional information,
write: Clivus Mulhum USA, Inc., 14A Eliot Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138.

cal health authorities are not familiar with these devices
and you need to check with your local county or regional
department of health concerning regulations before you
invest in a cornposting toilet.
If you decide you wish to pursue this issue further, we
suggest you consult both TheIntegral Urban Hcuse
(Farallones Institute) and Stop The Fiue Gallon Flush!
(Minimum Cost Housing Group) for details on the advantages
and disadvantages of the many commercial devices avaiable.
o”tho”ses
Pit Ptiuy
The pit privy is by far the most widely used
type of outhouse, due to its dependability
and simplicity
of design and construction.
The system consists of a supershucture built over a pit into which the human wastes
are deposited. The outhouse is built outside and downwind from the main dwelling, and preferably is placed
distant and downhill from any water source, to prevent
possible seepage and contamination.
A pit privy cannot be used if the water table is close
enough to the pit to cause concern for possible contamination. Naturally, the soil Qpe is of primay importance:
too porous a soil allows seepage of the waste to great
depths, possibly to groundwater
level, while an impervious soil such as clay is tot&y unacceptable
because the
waste cannot undergo natural f&&ion. Especially dangerous is a pit over limestone or fissured rock, for the
waste can seep into cracks and travel great distances unchecked. In a moderately pervious soil, the depth of pene&&ion is generally about 3 feet; if the groundwater is at
a sufficiently greater depth (10 feet), there is iittle worry
of contamination.

Many types of waterless toilets are now commercially
available. Waterless or cornposting toilets have some vey
substatial
advantages
over conventional
flush toilets.
Beside:; ccmseting w&r and making exceUent use of the
nutrient content in human w&p?, cornposting toilets reduce cur irnpact on the general environment.
Hcwever,
cornposting toilets have some very important limi;tations
you should kwxv about. First and foremost, they require
a sign&ant
alteration of your lifestyle and how you see
yourself in terms of ‘your living context. Gone is the “out
of sight, nut of mind” syndrome present in tlush-conscious
America. Instead you must accept the fact that TVlive is
to produce waste-human
waste in this case. Second,
these devices require mair tenance, since the wastes are
composting in the toilet co stainer itself.
Thii type of toilet is iat making a comeback aft**
decades of inattention. Consequently,
many state and lo-
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Assuming wastes of approximately 2 pounds per person per day, the pit privy is conshucted with a capacity
of 1.5 cubic feet per person per year where liquids are
allowed to leach away, and 19.5 cubic feet per person per
year where watertight vaults are used. There are many
construction
designs, ranging from vey elaborate types
accentuating
comfort, to the simplest, consisting of four
walls, a roof, a seat, and a hole in the ground (see Figure
5.22).
Of course, you also can choose to locate PXO or
more latrines within the same building (over the same pit)
and divide the building into individual comparhnents,
thus permitting complete privacy and the separation of
sexes. Brick or concrete floors are recommended
since
daily cleaning is essential. You also should make provisions to keep insects and animaB out of the pit. Complete
construction
specifications are available in many of the
references in the Bibliography.
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The pit privy has a life of 5 to 15 yean, depending
upon its capacity (see Table 5.13). When the level of excreta rises to within approximately
20 inches of ground
level, the waste should be covered with dirt and the structure moved over a new pit. After a period of about one
year, the old waste pit should have completely decomposed anaerobically, leaving an end product that may be
used as a soil conditioner in acreage which will not be

used for food crops. Of coilrse, after the humus has been
removed, the pit may be used for the same purpose
once again, thus requiring only two pits for a serviceable
system.
Aqua Privy
Aqua privies, another widely used outhouse
type, have the advantage of being permanent structures.
A watertight tank replaces the earthen pit as the receptacle
of the excreta. A slightly larger tank volume is needed
compared to :he pit privy. since liquids do not leach out.
A drop pipe extends from the toilet seat into the liquid in
the tank; the outlet is thus submerged,
preventing any
major quantity of gas from escaping into the interior of
the outhouse. A vent is provided to allow the escape of
these foul-smelling
and toxic gases (see Figure 5.23).
Care must be taken to keep the water level at a sufficient
height; otherwise, in addition to foul odors, flies will reach
and breed in the waste.
As with the pit privy, the sludge is considerably reduced in volume through the decomposition
process, but,
after approximately
6 to 8 years of use by an average
family (four people), the tank will be approximately
40
percent full and should be emptied. The contents are removed through a manhole. This manhole should provide
easy access not only to the sludge but also to the outlet
tee and ventilation opening, both of which may need periodic cleaning; the manhole cover naturally should fit
tightly to prevent the entrance of flies and mosquitoes.
Several problems,
however, beset the aqua privy.
Cleaning water is necessary on a daily basis and the unit
is not workable in cold climates. A drainage tiench also
is necessary since approximately a gallon per day per person must be removed from the tank. Moreover, the drop
pipe often becomes clogged and so presents a surface
upon which flies can deposit their eggs.
While the cost of a pit privy can be made about as
low as you desire through your choice of materials, such
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not t’le case with the aqua privy. Materials must be
[chased for the superstructure,
for the leakproof tank,
d for an outlet pipeline leading to the seepage pit. This
St is generally around several hundred dollars.
!ptic Tanks
e septic tank is a most useful and dependable
method
‘disposal of excreta and liquid wastes in a rural environ!nt. The system is composed of B covered settIing tank
o which the waste flows and a drainage field for final
pasal. After a sufficient detention time, the liquid waste
ws out of the tank to a distribution box which apporns it to different areas of the drainage field, where
mdergoes natural “secondary”
treatment (see Figure
!4).
ttling Tank
The detention time inside the tank generally runs
nrn 3 to 5 days. The heavier solids settle to the bottom
lile the lighter wastes, including grease and fats, accu-
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mulate at the liquid surface and form a scum !ayer; the
rest is carried away to the disposal area. The solids accumulating in the tank undergo anaerobic decomposition;
this reduces the volume of the sludge and lengthens the
period between cleanings of the tank to from 2 to 5 years.
The effluent has a putrid odor, is slightly turbid, has a
moderately high BOD
(biochemical oxygen demandthe oxygen required by aerobic bacteria to oxidize waste
material), and may contain pathogens, bacteria, cysts, or
worm eggs. Obviously, it is a potential health hazard and
you must gtve some thought to the design of the drainage
field.
As the sludge decomposes,
gases bubble up to the
surface and carry with them organic particles which are
vital to the putrefaction process. These particles eventtally enlarge the scum layer. Once the scum becomes so
thick and heavy that 1: sinks slightly, it impinges on the
main sewage current; bounded below by the sludge, the
flow area then becomes so narrow that adequate se&mentation becomes impossible. Consequently,
your tank
should be inspected and cleaned at regular intervals or
the system will cease to operate properly.
The she and shape of the tank are very important,
since these factors determine detention
time, effective
flow area, sludge space, dead space, and capacity In addition, the tank volume must be large enough to keep
turbulence and surge flows at a minimum, for these phenomena play havoc with the settling process. And finally,
since the bubbling up of the sludge gas interferes ~4th
sedimentation,
it is not uncommon to divide the tank into
two compartments
in series. In this arrangement,
the bulk
of the sludge decomposes in the first chamber, while the
lighter suspended solids flow through to the second chamber where, with a minimum of bubbling interference, they
settle out. Figure 5.25 shows a cross section of both a
single- and double-chamber
septic tank.

A septic-lankq&an with drainage field.
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The design of septic anks is relatively simple, and,
since septic tanks have been in use for many years, there
is considemble tabulated information concerning the volume required per person, drainage area, and other design
parameters. Based on an assumption
of 50 gallons per
person per day, a tank capacity of 1500 gallons is needed
for 16 people. Wagner and Lanoix have tabulated the
dimensions of a tank to maximize efficiency-for
a 1500.
gallon tank, these dimensions are 4.5 feet wide, 10 feet
long, and 5.5 feet deep. However, their estimate of daily
wastewater production
may be quite conservative; it is
preferable to build a larger tank rather than risk the effects
of surge charges, overloading, and turbulence.
There are several inlet and outlet techniques that may
be i;sed for septic tanks The simple baffle arrangement
shown in Figure 5.25 is most often wed and plays an
important role in the process: the depth of penetration
of the baff!es into the liquid helps control the volumes of
clear space and sludge accumulation.
Experience has
shown that the inlet baffle should extend approximately
12 inches below water level while the outlet baffle should
penetmte to about 40 percent of the liquid depth Both
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Tim hlpes of septic tanks

baffles should extend no higher than an inch from the
covers of the tank, to allow adequate tank ventilation. The
inlet pipe should be 3 inches above water level, while an
el pipe is used to allow Row between the compartments.
The tank should be buried approximately
18 inches
below ground level and preferably located downhill from
any water source or dwelling in case of leakage. Adequate
inspection manholes must be provided. The covers of
these manholes should be round rather than rectangular,
to prevent you from accidentally dropping the cover into
the tank.
Every 12 to 18 months, check that the distance from
the bottom of the scum to the bottom of the baffle (scumclear space) is greater than 3 inches and measure the
depth of accumulation
of sludge over the tank bottom;
the total depth of the scum plus sludge should not exceed
20 inches. When cleaning is necessay, you can either bail
out the sludge with a long-handled
dipper bucket or else
pump it out. This excess sludge then should be buried
rather than used as fertilizer. since it will contain an undigested portion.

Drainage

Reid

Under noncleaning
conditions, what becomes of the
effiueni after leaving the tank? It is vital that this effluent
be evenly distributed throughout a drainage field. The device accomplishing
this task is called the distribution box
(Figure 5.X!, and al! its drainage lines should leave the
I..
-i +I.*
“0.5I a,
~Ii =?.-.,
_l”..LCIe,-,.
*A The distribtttion box regulates the
flow among he drainage tiles If one area becomes
ovezaturateor clc,lged, the flow to that area can be
either reduced or cut off entirely.
After leaving the distribction box, the effluent is divided among several tile lines Itid at a slope of 2 to 4
inches per 100 feet. None of these iines should be longer
~than 100 feet or uneven distribution will result. Generally,
a 4ir,ch tile laid with open jointing (0.5 to 0.25 inches)
is sufficient to disperse an effluent from an average family
within a reasonable area. If vehicles cross over the line,
vihified tile; which affords greater strength, should be
used. The trenches in which the tiIes are laid are 18 to 36
inches deep and approximately 24 inches wide et the bottom. As the pipe is being laid, tar paper or other suitable
material must be placed over the joints to prevent the
entrance of sand or other substances that might block the
lin ,e. About 6 inches of coarse rock should be laid on the
no or of the @en&, followed by the pipe, and then 2 inches
of drainage material (crushed rock or road sand); the

trench is :hen fil!ed to the surface with sand or loam.
Multiple tile iines must be used as the quantity of
waste iz-*eases. The actua! length and number of your
tile lines must be determined by a test of the absorptive
properties of thz soil. See Excrete Disposal
forRural
Areas
und Small Comix+ties
(Wagner and Lanoix) for specific
testing and cvak~~!ti.:n details. A rule of thumb is to limit
the iength of tile iines to less ihan iO(i feet, with ;‘ Sistance
between lines of at least th:ee times the trenc:l bc!tom
width, assuming 2 minimum of 6 feet.
If the water title is very low, drain tiles migi.i not be
necessary at all; here you can use. for example, a sand
filter. If possible, tile pipes should be at least 10 feet from
the water table; at any lesser distance, the soil may become saturated by capitiary action, thus preventing air
from entering. Since the decomposition
requires oxygen,
we must avoid this condition to operate properly. Assuming that your tile line is properly laid, overloading generally
results from poor soil or a faulty tank.
The septic tank, when operated properly, is a very
convenient, dependable,
and practical marmer of disposing of human excreta. Its main drwbacks
are t+-:: II requires geat quantities of flush water, the proper type and
size of drainage area, and considerable amounts of materials and labor to insta!l. consequently
increasing the
capital cost (which, by the way, can run from $1000 to
53000).
Also, if clogging does occur, getting the system
back into opexztion can be a sizable and expensive headache. See Septic
Tank Practices by Peter Warshall for
excellent practical information on design. installation, and
maintenance
of septic tank systems.
Oxidariaip Ponds

sure5.26 A septic-tank distriSution box

The oxidation-pond
process offers a very good low-cost,
low-maintenance
treatment method for domestic wastewater. Oxidation ponds are shallow basins used +a treat
wastewater by storage under conditions that favor the
growth of algae. The process takes advantage of algae’s
ability to trap solar energy through photosynthesis
and to
accomplish this captare in a symbiotic relationship with
bacteria in the pond which utilize organic waste as their
energy source.
There has been considerable use of oxidation ponds
throughout the world to treat raw wastewater, but most of
these setups are fairly large. How can we utiite this technique on a smal-scale
basis? And what are some of the
advantages and disadvantages
of these ponds?
First, the goed news: using an oxidation pond we can
dispose of our wastewaier; use the pond as an equalizing
basin to absorb rapid fluctuations in the flow and strength
of wastewater; produce algae for use as chicken feed;
under appropriate conditions, provide ourselves with a
duck and hsh pond or a wildlife refuge; and accomplish
all this at a low initial cost, when conditions are favorable
and land is available.
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But, in exchange for these rdvantages,
we are .tick
with a potential health hazard: with aesthetically onappealing conditions when maintenance
is not proper; with
possible contamination
of groundwater and adjacent surface waters (pollution of sutiace waters can result from
the accidental overflow or flooding of the pond); with the
cost of maintenance
and harvesting our algae: and, under
certain conditions. with silting. overgrowth of ai3ae and
aquatic weeds, and the prolific breeding of mosquitoes
and other flying insects.
Some of these prob!ems are more easi!y dealt with
than others. For example. the breeding of insects-particularly mosquitoes--can
be prevented or controlled by
raising top-feeding minnows in the pond (assuming there
is sufficient oxygen available in the water). And we can
zvoid soine of the dangers of using raw sewage by using
only the effluent from a septic tank or methane digester;
thus. we dispose of tllis treatment waste and yet capture
the nutiient value still held in the waste effluent (see Figure
5.27). But under no circumstances should a small group
consider using raw sewage as a direct source for the pond;
the health hazards are too great.

I

I

ALGAE

I

Bacteria and Algae
In shallow ponds, bacterial growth is supported by
aerated water and the presence of organic waste. The
bacteria aerobically
oxidize the waste organics in the
water. producing carbon dioxide and dif:erent mineralnib-ogen compounds.
In the presence of light, algae will
grow in the pond by fising !he bacteria! by-products of
carbon dioxide and mineral nutrients. The algae, in turn,
release oxygen into the wter. This process is known as
photosynthesis
and is shown in Figure 5.28.
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Figure 5.28 The symbinticprocessof bacteriaand algaein
oxidationponds.

Figure 5.27
system.

Row diagramof ar. oddation pond/anaerobicdi@er

Because of this risk, let’s assune that we are utilizing
the effluent from a digester as our main flow source for
the oxidation pond. We also assume that the size of the
community is about 10 families with a total of maybe 40
people. But before moving on to any specific design details, we should spad a little more time exploring some
of the process features to get a better concrp;.tal ide-. sf
how this system works.
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Since photosynthesis
can proceed only with sufficient
solar radiation, it is obvious that the symbiosis cannot
operate during the night. Because photosyr.thetic
efficiency changes with the intensity of light, seasonal effects
also are important.
During the day, aerobic decomposition
of the waste
occurs At night, however, as the amount of carbon dioxide increases in the water, anaerobic oxidation takes place
and the pH decreases (CO, in the water increases acidity)
if the load of wastes in the pond is too heavy. When light
returns, the algae consume the CGZ and restore a favorable pH for aerobic action. By producing oxygen, these
plants stop possible anaerobic oxidation.
Another source of oxygen is a daily cycle of gentle
mixing and d&ratification
by the actions of wind and

temperature.
The ratio of aeration by daily cycle to aeration by photosynthesis
increases with the dimensions of
the pond. Since we are considering
a pond for a small
community, it is assumed that the major source of oxygen
is the oxygen produced by the algae. And, since we only
consider aeration by photosynthesis
in our design, there
will be excess oxygen due to gas transfer from the air. This
excess may allow the cultivation of fish in the pond (see
Chapter 7 for further details).
Because algae p!av such a vital role, we must pay
some attention to their requirements and the rewards they
bestow on us. Nitrogen and phosphorus both stimulate
algal growth and these two nutrients are important for
favorable operation of otidation
ponds. A study of the
nutritional requirements
of algae in oxidation ponds by
Oswald and Gotaas (1955; see Bibliography) determined
that normal domestic sewage contains enough phosphoNS to support an algae culture concenlmtion
of 400 ppm.
Nor are magnesium
and potassium
limiting elements,
since normal domestic sewage contains sufficient magnesium and potassium to support a 500-ppm concentration of algae. 1 nese workers found that carbon is the usual
limiting element. This condition is partially alleviated b\j
the culture bc coming basic due to photosynthesis,
which
in turn cause ; absorption of almospherlc carbon dioxide,
a usable sou~xe of carbon. Nutrition seems to be the limiting factor up to 300.ppm concentmtions
of algae. Beyond that the limiting factor is the amount of available
light for photosynthesis
The biochemical
oxygen demand
(BOD) is the
amount of oxygen required tc degrade or destroy organic
material via bacterial action. Figure 5.29 (from Oswald
and Gotaas) relates algal yield to the BOD
of a cultural
medium. An average BOD
of 250 ppm can be assumed
for our oxidation pond and this would produce concen!mtions of algae of 230 ppm, just below the limiting values
imposed by nutritional or photosynthetic
iight demands
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The relationshipof BDD to a&e in an oxidation

iwe will discuss the BOD more fully in a while).
The ability of algae to scavenge phosphorus,
n&ogen, and BOD from effluents is highly useful to prevent
contamination
of water sources close to waste-treatment
facilities. During high photosynthetic
activity, both nitrogen and phosphorus are removed efficiently, providing an
effluent water of a quality generally acceptab!e for most
of the sources iato which it may flow. 3ut it is best and
most safely used for irrigation purposes.
The quantity of water required to produce a pound
of protein by using algae as feed can be less than a hcndredth of that required by conventional agricultural met&
ods Wastewater-grown
algae have been fed to a number
of animals with no evidence of unsatisfactory results. For
example, the value of this kind of food as a supplement
to chicken feed is now approximately $400 per ton. The
rate of algal S-ield may vary from 1 ton per acre per month
in winter to 5 tons in summer. If we compare this yield to
that of field crops, we find that it is twenty times the agricultural average.
The high protein content (more than 50 percent) is
not the only important property of the algae. They may
become an important source of vitamins, of raw products
for organic synthesis, and also of such elements as gerrnanium (which algae concentrate).
Moreover, the fuel
characteristics of dy algae are similar to those of mediumgrade bituminous
coal, although their heat content is
somewhat less (ranging up to 10,000 Btuipoundj.
Algae
also may be used as a carbon source for digesters producing methane by fermentation.
Wastewaier

and the BOD

Before we can begin our design calculations, we need
to know some basic information about our wastewater
characteristics and the quantity of flow. Earlier we mentioned the ROD (biochemical oxygen demand), because
wastewater strength is generally measured in terms of the
amount of oxygen required by aerobic bacteria to oxidize
organic wastes biologically
(to CO2 and H&J). The
amount of oxygen required to completely oxidize the organic matter in a wastewater is called the ultimate or maximum BOD. For a family of four, the average waste load
is about 0.695 pounds of BOD per day, and the wastewater volume produced is around 200 galions; the concentration then is about 300 to 400 pprn of BOD.
After
the raw wastewater has been processed by a digester or
sepiic tank, the effluent contains a concentration
on the
order of 75 to 150 ppm of BOD.
(If animal wastes and
other materials are being added to the digester, the concentration in the effluent may be higher, around 300 to
400 pm. )
We can estimate the volume of wastewater flow at
about 50 gallons per day per person. In the design we are
considering, we have 10 families with around 40 people;
this gives us an average daily flow of about 2000 gallons
per day.
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climatic

Considerations

of Design

In temperate areas, winter temperatures can be low
enough so that the rates of all biolcgical reactions (photosynthesb, aerobic and anaerobic oxidation) fall severely, even if no ice cover occurs-little
waste stabilization
takes place beyond sedimentation.
For an oxidation
pond, consequently,
concentration
of wastes in winter remains higher than in summer. Because anaerobic oxidation (the primary source of odors, by the way) is also
reduced, we design the pond for the winter period.
By way of conixast, in a tropical area during the summer (temperature over 73°F). s&&i&ion
is intense and
anaerobic conditions and fermentation
are dominant in
the lower two-thirds of the pond. If winter temperatures
are high, stratification is absent and waste stabiiiation
is
high. In this case, the pond should be aerated mechanically during the summer.
As we have mentioned,
a large oxidation pond receives the main part of its oxygen from the air; in a small
pond, the oxygen comes from the biological process of
photosynthesis.
Concenhated
wastes require a dense algal growth f-which needs lots of light) and so the depth of
the pond has to be shallow to allow a sufficient penetration
of the light; dilute domestic wastewater may be processed
at greater depth. In order to provide a detention period
suitable for effective photosynthetic
oxygen production
during both winter and summer, certain compromises are
necessary.
Perhaps a few broader remarks are now in order. We
must design for the winter months because that is the
period of slowest bkhjd
activity. In +he summer, the
effidency of a pond designed for winter months is very
iow. Without proper varlatlons in operating procedures,
the result can be overproduction
of aIgae, a part of which
my die, decompose, and produce a pond effluent with
a high supematant BOD. On the other hand, if we design
for midsummer months, our detention time wiIl be vey
iow (about a day or 50) and, during the titer,
the algae
will be wmble to grow fast enough to prevent being
viashed oat of the pond So, in order to provide a detention period suitable for effective photasynthetic
oxygen
production in both winter and summer and with some
capacity to sustain changes in light, temperature,
and
shock loading, we reiterate: certain compromises are netcssary.
I” generaI, we can note th* for most conditions,
detention times should not be less than a day for summer
c0nditio~
nor more than 10 to 12 days for winter conditions. A pond having a detention period of about 3 days
and a depth of 12 inches should, for scampIe, satisfactorlly produce adequate oxygen by photosynthesis
more
than 80 percent of the time (I&tides up to 4O”N), 50 long
as continuous
ice cover does not occur.
Now we must get acquainted with the design equa-

tions and the various parameten
ful design calculation.
Computation

necessay

for a suer--s-

of Depth

We can obtain an approximation
of the depth of an
oxidation pond by using the following formula:
d = I” (IJ

E. 5.36

CCU

where d equals the depth (cm); Ii equals the incident light
intensity (footcandles); In indicates a mathematical operation-the
natural logarithm of 1,; C, equals the concentration of algal matter; and a equals a specific absorption
coefficient.
The estimation of InffJ can be obtained by the following steps:
1. Find the maximum and minimum total sola
for the relevant latitude from Table 5.14.
2. Make necessay
corrections for cloudiness
tton (see Equations 5.37 and 5.38).
3. Multiply the resulting

radiation
and eleve-

value by 10.

4. Multiply the result of the third step by the fraction of
time the sun is visible for the approximate latitude and
month as determined
from Figure 5.30. This gives us
a value for Ii.
5. Refer to Table 5.15 for logarithmic Values, using $ as
the value of N. The listed value gives us f”(fJ for use
in Equation 5.36.
The correction for cIoudine--that
is, what percent
of the time we aciually have clear weather and thus available solar radiation-Is
given by
E. 5.37

total mdiatiorl

= min + (max

- min)

x (” ti;;h)
where minimum and maximum values also are given in
Table 5.14 (use “total,” not “visible”). This gives the corrected totaI for sea level. The correction for a particular
elevation is given by
E. 5.38

total radiation
x I1 + (0.0185

= (total at sea leuel)
x eleution~l

where elevation Is expressed in thousands of feet- that Is,
an elevation of 2500 feet would be 2.5 in the above equation. And summarizing from steps 3 and 4 above, we can
express, $ as
% time
E. 5.39

1, = 10 x

sun

above
100

x total mdiotion

horizon
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Table 5.15 Logarithmic Values (O-999)

0

2

3

4

5

6

7

-0~
o.0~000 0.69315 1.09861 .38629
2.30259 .3979Q .48491 .56495 .63906
.99573 0.04452 l.09104 l.13549 l.17805
3.40120 .43399 .4&574 .49651 .52636
.6.8@~8 .71357 .?3?6? 76120 .?8419

.60944 .?91?6 .94591
.70805 .7?259 .83321
‘.218%8 l.25810 l.29584
.55535 .58352 .61092
.80666 .82864 .85015

.912O2
4.09434
.24650
.36263
.499.91

.93183
.11087
.26268
.39445
.51086

.95124
-12713
.2?667
.405?2
.52179

.97029
.14313
.29046
.41884
.53260

.98868
.15888
.30407
.43082
.54329

‘.00733

10
11
12
13
I4

4.60517
.7CG46
.?8?49
.86753
.94164

.61512
.70953
.79579
.8?520
.94676

.62497
.?1850
.80402
.88280
.95583

.63473
.?2739
.8121R
.89035
.96284

15
16
17
13
I9

5.01O64
.0?51?
.I3580
.19296
.247O2

.01728
08140
.14166
.19&50
.25227

.Q2388
.08760
.14?49
.20401
.2575O

30
21
22
23
24

5.29832
.34X1
.39363
.438Q8
.48064

.3033Q
.35186
.39816
.44242
.484&l

.3062?
.35659
.40268
.44674
.4@394

25
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27
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29

290

l\

.52146 .52545
.56Q&l .56452
.59842 .602?2
.034?9 :63835
.BBOW .6?332

l02535 l.04305

I3

9

to7944 ‘~19722
.a9037
94444
t33220 ‘.36730
.63?59 .66356
:87120 .89182
l

.I)6044
l.07754

:31749
17439 .I8965
.330?3
.44265 .45435
.55388 .56435

.20469
34381 .21951
.35671
.46591 .47734
.5?4?1 .58497

:64439
.?3620
.82028
.89784
.96981

.65396 .66344
.74493 .?5359
.a2831 .83628
.90527 .91265
.97673 .98361

.6?283
.76217
.84419
.91998
.99043

.68213 .69135
.77068 .7?912
.85203 .85981
.92725 .93447
.99721 l.Q0395

.03044
.O93?5
.I5329
.20949
.26269

.03695
.0998?
.I5906
.21494
.26?86

.04343
.I0595

.05625
.I1799

.06260
.12396

.06890
.I2990

:22036
16479 .17048
.22575
.27300 .2?811

.I?615 .18178
.23111
.23644
.2832Q .28827

.18739
.24175
.?9330

.31321
.36129
.4071?
.45104
.49306

.31812
.36598
.41165
.45532
.49717

.32301
.37064
,416lO
.45959
.50126

.33272
.37990
.42495
.468Q6
.50939

.33754
.38450
.42935
.47227
.51343

.34233
.339Q7
.43372
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.51745

.52943 .53339
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.605&l .6094s’
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i6363
.89164
.91689
.94542
.9?128

.I?6930
.89715
.92426
.95064
.97635

.8?212 .8?493
.%I990 .90263
.92693 .92959
.95324 .95584
.97889 .98141

.87774
.90536
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.95842
.96394

.&IQ53 .86332
.OQt?QE .9lQEQ
.93469 .93754
.96101 .96356
.98645 .9.8896
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5.99146
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.I3123
.15273
.1?3?9
.19441

.I1147 .11366
.1334O .13556
.I5486 .15696
.1?56? .1??94
.19644 .I9648

.11569
.13773
.15910
.18OQ2
.20051

.9664?
.89440
.92158
.948Q3
.9?361

,118lQ
.I3986
.16121
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.2Q2M

‘.00389 *.OQ635 l.OQlBl l.0112? l.01372
.02828 Q3m9 .Q33Qo .03548 ,037s:
.05209 .Q5444 .05673 .Q5912 .Q6146
.07535 .0??64 .0?993 .Q6222 .0845Q
.Q96Q7 .lQQ32 .I0256 .104?9 .I0702
.12O30
.I4204
.I6331
.18415
.20456

.I2249
.14419
.1654Z2
.L8621
.2Q658

.12463
.14633
.16752
~18626
.20859

.1266? .129Q5
.14847 .15QW
.16961 .I?170
.19032 .19236
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Example:

Design an overshot wheel for a GLL where
the available head H is 16 feet and the flow is 8 : is.

Solution:

The wheel diameter should be about threequarters of the fall so
D = 0.75

= IZfeet

x 16

Allowing a half-foot clearance between the wheel arnd the
tailwater means h, equals 0.5. From the geometry
h, = H -

(D + h,) = 16 -

(12 + 0.5)

= 3.5&t

the rotational speed will be
N=70ViGi
--

=

70x/n%

30
(IZ-1.2)

x 8
x 1.2 x 10.8

= 1.7

feet

If a half-foot clearance is allowed between the top of the
wheel and the bottom of the sluice gate, then the depth
of water in the flume will be 3 feet. We will want the sluice
gate to be narrower than the width of the buckets and we
must try to find a value for cxthat will make this work out.
Assume we open the gate 20 percent so cx is 0.6 feet.
Then by the geometry
h, = 3 -

(0.612)

= 2.7feet

we find that

l”

I

Q

8

=~=660.6xVzij

~

=

1.35 feet

That’s good: it allows for some dispenion of the water as
it is discharged from the gate. Finally, if we assume the
buckets are shaped so that they don’t start to release their
water until they reach a point 2.5 feet from the tailwater,
then h3 equals 2.5 feet. The effective head is therefore

H,=H--=

h,+h,
2

can be used with quite low heads (about 3 to 10 feet).
The wheel diameter is usually taken to be about double
the head, plus 4 to 8 feet; a 14foot diameter is usually
as small as they come. The vanes &i-e placed 10 to 14
inches apart along the periphery if they are made of
metal, and 14 to 18 inches if they are wooden.

Breast wheels take their name from the arc of ma-

Selecting the bucket depth to be 1.2 feet makes its width
300
wb = (D-bjbN=

undeshot wheel. By awing the -vanes to create smooti>,er interaction with water released from the sluice gate,
efficiencies of 40 to 60 percmt are possible. These wheels

Breast Wheels

= 10.8 rpm

12

D

the wheel. The paddle design is quite inefficient and
wheel efficiencies of only 25 to 45 percent are typical.
They are used with heads of abolnt 6 to 15 feet and have
diameten which are iypically 10 to 15 feet.
The Ponceiet wheel is an improved version of an

16G2=

2.5+0.5

14.5 feet

Assuming the efficiency of the wheel to be 65 percent,
we find the power generated to be
(8 x 14.5

x 0.65)

= 6,4 KW

11.8
Undershot Wheels
A regular undershot waterwheel has radial paddles
which are turned by the force of the water flowing beneath

sonry or wood sheathing that encloses the wheel from the
point where the water enters ttw wheel to the point it is
discharged. Water is thus confined between the wheel and
the breast and this close spacing can cause problems if
sticks or rocks get jammed inside. The buckets of bresst
wheels are specially formed to allow air to escape as water
flows in, which complicates construction. Because effciencies are generally less than the overshot or Poncelet
wheel and constmction is also more difficult, breast
wheels are not generally recommended.
Dams
While the availability of batteries and synchronous inverters for storage reduces the need for them, dams can
still be important as a wajr to increase the available head.
The resewoir created can also be us&l for livestock
watering, fire protection, and general recreation. The first
step in building a dam is to select a suitable site. You
should find a spot where the stream is narrow and the
banks are high. Keep in mind the need to develop as
much head as possible; a place where the stream is relatively steep is best. Bear in mind, too, the high cost of
transmitting electrical currents at low voltages over long
distances (see “Site Selection” in this chapter); you will
want the site to be not much more than 1000 feet from
the house.
The height of the dam will depend on the amount of
water to be stored, the head needed, the topography of
the site, the available materials, and your expertise. The
cost, work, and materials associated with building a dam
increase rapidlv with dam height. If you want a dam higha than about 5 feet, you will need the advice cf a qualified engineer; indeed, many states require an engineer
by law.
The best season to build a dam is late summer, when
stream flows are lowest. You will probably need a diversion channel to allow the stream to bypass the dam during
construction. Also, it is wise to set up a time schedule for
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your work to be sure that you can finish the job before
fall rains start.
The dam must be designed properly to enable it to
withstand safely the forces acting upon it: the hydrostatic
pressure of water hying to overturn the dam or slide it
downstream; the uplift caused by water which finds its
way between the dam and its foundation; and while concrete dams can handle overflows, earthfill dams may be
washed away if they are overtopped.
Water seeping through the foundation can undermine
a dam and cause its failure. If you are lucky enough to
have a streambed of solid rock, you don’t have to womy;
but most beds consist of permeable sand or gravel. One
way to prevent seepage in such beds is to use sheet piles,
set one right next to another to form an impermeable
wall. The depth to which the piles must be driven depends
on the kind of soil, the thickness of the permeable layer,
and the depth of the water in the pond. If the pervious
soil in the bed is not very deep, the sheet piles can be
driven down to the solid rock below, as shown in Figure
3.5Oa. If the pervious layer is deep, then it is recommended that the foundation he sealed by covering the
streambed upstream of the center of the dam with a blanket of inrpewious material such as clay (Figure 3.50b).
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The dam itself may be any of a number of types. The
most common low dams are earthfill, rockfill, crib,
framed, and gravity dams.
Earthfill dams, such as those in Figure 3.50, may be
constructed from clay, sand, gravel, or a combination of
these elements, depending on what’s available. To be on
the safe side, the slope of the downstream side should be
1:2 and on the upstream side it should be about 1:2.5 or
1:3. To prevent seepage through the dam, clay is the best

Figure 3.50
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construction material. If you don’t have enough clay for
the whole dam, then a core of clay in the center (Fiqure
3.50) is satisfactory The slopes on the clay core can be
about 51. Along the sides of the core, you must have a
transition zone of material of grain size intermediate between clay and the material used to coostact the main
body of the dam. If you don’t have any clay at all, the
dam can be sealed by putting a plywood or masony wall
in the core.
Since earthfiil dams can ie washed away if they are
overtopped by water, a well-designed and well-conshucted bypass spillway must be provided. Even with a good
spillway, the dam should be built high enough to provide
a substantial safety factor to prevent overflow during the
maximum expected flood. The less information on floods
that you have, the higher this safety margin should be; a
washout could result in considerable destmction for which
you can be (legally! iiable.
Rockfill dams are similar to earthfill dams, except that
the rock construction allows steeper slopes on the daa
faces as shown in Figure 3.51. A slope of 1:1.3 is typical.
One common way to prevent seepage through this type
of dam is to cover the upstream face with concrete or
asphalt.
Crib dams are probably the closest to a beaver’s dam.
They are made of logs or timber stacked as shown in
Figure 3.52. The logs are spaced 2 or 3 feet apart, with
stones or gravel to fill the openings. To prevent leakage
through the dam, cover the upstream face with planks. If
excess water is to be allowed to spill over the dam, then
the downstream face also should be covered. Crib dams
are built only to vey low heights.

E.ehffll dams ial with center sheet piles driven to rack and fb) sealed with an widerlying layer of clay,

.-

Figure 3.51

Arc&ill

Before filling the pond for the, first time. some preparatory measures are recommended. It is good practice
to clear the reservoir of all trees and bushes and clear a~
marginal strip around the water’s edge. This will help prevent undesirable testes and odors caused by decaying
plants in the bottom of the pond, and enhance its usefulness for agriculture, drinking water, and safe swimming.

dam

-

Flg,,re 3.53

A crib dam.

F#gwe 3.53

A kamed dam.
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F&we 3.34

Final Thoughts
As we have seen in this section, a great deal of power can
be obtained from quite small stream flows, with heads
that are not too difficult to obtain. Even so, not many
people are likely to have the optimum set of conditions
required for a hydroelectric station. For those that do,
there are a number of important things to consider before
attacking that nice creek that flows through the corner of
your prc>erly.
You must thoroughly check out the water-rights laws
which apply to your area before doing anything to alter
“your” stream-and
this applies to uses other than power,
such as irrigation or water supply. Unfortunately, these
laws vary so much from area to area that there are few
generalizations that can be made. You should realize,

w

,’

part of the dam. Discharged water from the spillway may
eventually erode the strea,nbed and start to undermine
the dam foundation uniess a concrete stilling basin or
some rocks are used to dissipate the energy of the failing
wa?er.

&wiry dams, with Caland without lb1 spiUway.

Framed dams are also made of wood (Figure 3.53).
The sheeting which faces the water must be well supported, talked, and presewed with some water sealant.
The spacing of the frame depends on the thickness of the
timber and the water pressure acting on it (i.e., the height
of the water in the pond).

however, that just because you own the land does not
necessarily mean you own the water that passes over it.
The likelihood of your being able to secure the necessay water use permits easily will be greatly increased
if your disruption of the sIream is kept to a minimum.
Run-of-the-river installations are ~obviously preferable to
ones requiring construction of a dam. If a dam is necessay, you may need a permit from the Corps of Engineers
and certain mitigating measures may be required, such
as construction of a fish ladder. A short introduction to
the regulatoy conflicts you are likely to encounter can be
found in Micro-rfydro Power: Reviewing an Old Concept
(see Bibliography).
While government interest in your project may seem
ar. intrusion at the permit stage, you may appreciate it in
the long run. The Department of Energy is actively encouraging small hydro projects with a small grants program, and there are various state ami federal tax credits
for renewable energy that may apyly.
In the right circumstances a small hydro project can
be your most cost-effective way to meet your electrical
needs with minimal environmental effect. You may even
be able to swim around in your own energy “bank.”

Finefly, gravity dams are made of masonry or concrete and, as shown in Figxe 3.54, the spillway can be
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homeb”i,t system. Available from Earthmind, 4844 Hinh Road,
Marip.m, California 95338.
~

1980. At Home with AiterM*e Energy: A Comprehe”ri”e
Guide to Creating your OW” Systems. Culver City, California:
Peace Press. Covers xind especially but also includes material on
other energy so”rcQ.5

hg,is, D. R. 1978. Wind Power and Ofher Energy Options. Ann
Arbor, Michigan: University of Michigan Press
Juti.
C. G. 1978. Winds and Wind System Performance.
Philadelphia: Franklin fnstitute Press Theoretie, wind analysis
that provided basis for correlation wed in our Figure 3.14.

Water-Power

Park, J. and Schwind, D. 1978. WindPowerforFarms, Homes, and
Small IndustrV.Washington. D.C.: U.S. Department of Energy
Just about the best thing witten on a,, aspects of small WECS
Available from MIS. V.S. Department of Commerce, Springfield,
Virginia 22161.

Alward, R., Eisenbar?, S., and Volkman, J. 1979. Micm-Hydra Power:
Reuiewing an Old Concept. Butte, Montana: The National Center
for Appropriate Technolagy This is a very gc.4 update of hydra
information. Available for $5.25 from NTIS. 5285 Port Royal
Road, Springfield, “irgjnia 22161.

Sencenbaugh, J. 1978. Sencenbough WindEfetic Catolcg While
this is really a ma”“f?,cturerh catalog, it cO”tainOa we&h of
practical information applicable to any wind installation. Available
from Sencenbaugh Wind Uectic. PO. Box 11174. Palo Alto,
California 94306 for $2.
Sywm,
C. D. and Symons. J. G. 1974. Wind Power. Mankato.
Minnesota: Wind Power. Many gc& design guidelines and details.
Available from Wind Power, PO. Box 233, Mankato, Minnesota
5m1.
Wind Poluer Digest, Bristol, Indiana. A quarterly publication that is
essential for keeping up with ‘he field. Check back issues for
systems you can build (e.g. Spring 1975, Summer 1979,. Their
special ‘“Wind Access C&k&’ editions are great updates.
Subscriptions cost $8 per year. Write to 5446X%31, Bristol,
Indiana 46507.

Photouol%k

Sources

MoU. E. M. 1975. Wind/Solar Energy. New York Howard W. Sams &
Co. A pmdim, lit& book on solar and wind applications.
Pierson, R. E. 1978. Technicians and Expedmenien Guide to Using
Sun. Wind, and Water Power. New York: Parker Publications.
“sefol if you want 11 buy a few ce,k and w them out.
l’dfrey, D. L. 1978. Photoso,toic Power Generation. New Yo:k: Van
Noshand Reinhold. Fairlytechnic& light on practical applications.
Solam Corporation. 1979. The So,a,ex Guide to Soiar Electncity.
Washington, D.C.: Sofarex Corporation. Just about the only
simple and useful book around, from one of the manufacturers.
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Hamm, H. W (n.d.) Low-Cost Development of Small W&r-Power
Sites. Mt. Rainier, Maryland: “ohteen
in Technical Assistance
An i,,ter&ing book containing, among other things, practical
insbuctions on how to build your own BankiiMiche,, turbine.
Available from: VITA, 3706 R,hode island Avenue, Mt. Rainier,
Maryland 20822.
“Hydroelectric Power from a Hoppes Hydrcelechic Unit:’ Bulletin
H-49, and “lmproued Vertical Samson Turbines,” Bulletin 38.
Springfield, Ohio: James L&e, and Co. The two above bulletins
gjw information on small turbines manufactured and available
from James L&e, and Co., Springfield. Ohio 45501.
King, H. W. and Brater, E. F 1963. Handbook of Hydmufiaer.5th ed.
New York: McGraw Hill.
Lindsley, E. F. ,977. ‘“WaterPower for Your Home.” Popular Science.
May 1977. A rdy outstanding articl6.
McGuigan. D. 1978. Harnessing Water Poluerfor Home Energy.
Charlotte. Vermont: Garden Way Publishers. The best book
around; features details on many actual installationsand sources of
further information.
Mackmoie; C. A.. and Meny,ie,d, F 1949. TheBonki Water Turbine.
BuUetin Series no. 25. corvauis, Oregon: Oregon state College.
This book describes a Banki turbine made by students of the
university and analyies the results of experiments performed with
that turbine.
Mother Earth News. ,974. Mother Earth News: A Handbook of
Homemade Power. New York: Bantam Bwks. A good handbook
with information on homemade watewheek and turbines.

SOLAR THERMAL APPLICATIONS
Thermal comfort: what it is
and how your body maintains it
Energy from the sun: how to
collect. store, and distribute it
How much heai
your house will require
Heating hot water. pools
and hot tubs
Passive and active
space heating analysis

SOLAR THERMAL APPLICATIONS

he era of cheap fossil fuels, upon which our industrial society has been built, is nearing its end.
U.S. production of oil and gas peaked nearly a
decade ago and has been declining ever since; world pn~duction of these fuels will peak by the end of the 19%~.
Coal supplies will last longer~ but thz environma&
price we’ll pay for increased reliance on this inherently
dirty fuel will be high. It would also appear likely that the
CO2 released duri?q combustion would &age
the
world’s climate, with pot<?tially devastating effects on agriculture, long before the woi!d’s relatively abundant reserves are consumed.
Nuclear fission, even if the problems of safety, waste
storage, and plutonium diversions can be adequately addressed, will do little to reduce our dependence on petroleum, and fizzion remains a dream.

uses have been around for centuries, it has only been in

That pretty much leaves solar energy in its many
forms combined with an all-out effort to improve the efficiency with which we use energy as the most viable

the last few years that they have become widely accepted.
Indeed, with rapidly escalating costs of conventiona: fuels
a virtual certainty through the coming decades, it can
legitimately be said that any house built from now on that
doesn’t utilize solar to the maximum extent feasible is
obsolete the day it is completed.
This is a fairly long chapter so before we get wrapped
up in detail let us take a brief overall look at what is to
follow. The chapter is divided into a number of major
sections covering climatology, collectors, domestic hotwater and pool systems, thermal comfort, building heat
loss and analysir mssive solar heating, active solar systems, and finally solar economics.
The solar resource section introduces you to the
sources and interpretation of sunshine data that are essential to the design of any solar system Techniques for
\re given along
determining the sun’s position at any tin
with data and procedures for evaluating its intensity on

option in the coming years. Solar energy can be used to
heat water, buildings, and industiial processes; it can be
captured and stored during photosynthesis and the resulting biomass use?! directly as firewood or cowerted
into portable liquid or gaseous fuels such as alcohol or
methane; it can be converted into electricity in hydro-

any surface under clear sky or cloudy conditions. Finally,
methods for evaluating any potential shading problems
that a site might have are presented.
Many systems use flat-plate collectors to convert sunlight into useful heat, and these important system components are described in the next section. You will be

eletiic

shown how to evaluate the individual parts of a collector
and how to interpret manufacturer’s efficiency cuwes to
predict collector performance.
The next two sections introduce you to the most important applications of flat-plate collectors-the
heating
of domestic hot water and swimming pools. Many possible system diagrams are discussed with the goal of help-

facilities, or by wind turbines, or by~photovoltaic

cells. The proper solar conversion technology is very
closely coupled to the end use for that energy.
In this chapter, we address that one quarter of U.S.
energy consumption that goes to heating and cooling of
buildings and heating of service hot water. While many
of the techniques for applying solar energy to these end
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ing you choose the simplest, most efficient system for
your own particular climate and needs.
The remainder of the chapter covers solar space heating. The thermal comfort section is concerned with the
conditions contributing to a livable indoor environment.
Unfortunately, this turns out to be an elusive undertaking,
for there are presently no physiological models which can
accurately describe integrated human response to climatic
surroundings in terms specific enough to provide design
guidelines. As a result. subjective personal sensitivity
(what indoor conditions make you comfortable) is still the
best guide to planning for indoor comfort. We hope that
this section will help establish these personal guidelines
by alerting you to certain physiological ramifications to,
say, indoor temperature levels. The temperature level you
select has a marked effect on the energy needed to heat
your home. Heating requirements, typically. drop by 25
percent if you are willing to live at 65°F rather than 75°F.
This adjustment implies smaller solar collection surfaces
and less initial cost. But what of the effects on comfort?
The heat loss section introduces you to the theory of
heat tmnsfer and explains techniques for minimizing heat
losses from buildings. The methodology for calculating
heat loss is explained in detail, with sample calculations
included to help you through the process. Means to compute seasonal heating requirements, which aid in determining the economic implications of a particular heating
design, are also discussed.
Knowing how much energy needs to be supplied, we
can then move on to techniques for meeting those needs.
In the section on passive solar heating we examine a rage
of simple, inexpensive, but extremely effective ways to let
the sun heat a house witbout the use of collectors and
mechanical pumps or blowers. The use of windows,
Trombe walls, greenhouses, and thermal mass will be illusimted and their effectiveness quantitatively predicted.
The section on active space heating systems covers
methods of capturing energ, by collectors, delivering it
to a thermal storage unit, and distributing it throughout
the house as needed. Such systems, while more complicated and hence more expensive than passive systems,
offer a degree of energy control that is hard to obtain with
passive systems.
Readers familiar with the first edition of this book will
notice a significant departure from the design philosophy
formerly expressed in this chapter. Our emphasis in the
first edition was or designs for self-sufficient, 100 percent
s&r-heated houses. By backing off from that goal to one
of a perhaps 60 to 75 percent solar contribution, the size
and cost of the solar heating system can be cut in half.
This more cost-effective philosophy is typical within the
industry today.
The Iinal section on economics till introduce you to
the many ways that solar systems can be compared to
their conventionally fueled counterparts.
We might mention that Chapter 2 presented a num-
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ber of architectural features and siting considerations that
are preliminary to the design of any solar house and that
Chap&f 3 covers the use of soiar energy to generate electricity. Our goal in this chapter is to supply you with the
information and technical skills ?o design and construct
workable soLr heating systems for a small building. It is
directed at the person with very iittie technical background. You should do quite well if you have the spirit to
read passages two or three times foi full comprehension,
the initiative to putstie the references to; ftir ther details.
and the confidence to hand:= simple b~;~sometime:s tedious. algebraic computations. .We assume some mdimentay knowledge of corstruction techniques, or else a
knowledgeable friend. Fin&y, we suggest a willingness to
experiment: learn from !:ath your successes and your fail“*eS.
A word abour un;?s is in order. When dealing with
energy or energy rate we will use units of Btu and Btu
per hour (Btu/hrj. A fjtu is a measure of energy, specifically, the amount of energy necessary to raise the temperature of 1 pound of water by 1 Fahrenheit degree
(1F”). The selecction of the Btu as a standard energy unit
was made reluctantly. The United States is the last remaining adherent to this (and other) English units. The
rest of the world has adapted to the metric (System= International, or SI) unitary standard, and the United States
will undwbtedly
follow suit in the next decade. In the
meantimr~ most of the tabular and graphic information
we have ;4 in the English system of units--hence the decision. 2; ,ouid the need to convert units arise, Table 4.1
should 0,; of some help.

The Solar Resource
Before any solar energy system can be designed, the local
climate must be thoroughly investigated. Information on
the amount of sunshine striking our collection surface for
any time of the year must be coupled with data on temperature, wind speeds, and humidity before the proper
type of solar system can be picked and components sized.

Where Is the Sun?
The availability of solar energy depends upon latitude,
season, and weather patterns. Dependency upon the first
two variables becomes obvious when one understands
the trajectory of the earth around the sun. Figure 4.1
depicts a highly simplified model of this relationship.
The path of the earth around the sun is not a circle
but an ellipse (though not a vey pronounced e!iipsej.
Since the sun is at one focus of the ellipse, the distance
between the sun and t!x earth varies i’hrotighout :he orbit. The earth is closest to the s:m in December (89.8
million miles) and farthest in June (95.9 million miles).

Table 4.1

Useful Conversion

Facton,

Length
1 ff = 0.3048 m
Ii” = 2.54.m
Area
1 ft2 = 0.0929 d
1 i”Z = 6.452 x IO-‘In2
“O,“nw
1 ft3 = 1-m id’ = 0.0283 In3
1 fF = 7.46 gallons
f&s and Density
1 Ibm- = 0.453 kilagams
1 Ixn/fl~ = 15.0! 8 kgh+
En-W
i Btu = 778 h-lb, = 252 Calories = 1055.1 joule
1 therm = loo.m
L3hl
1 KWH = 3413 6W
Energy Flux
1 langley = 1 ca%x? = 3.69 BtdW = 41840 jouleim’
FOUJ‘Z,
1 KW = 3413 Bhrihr
1 hp = 2545 mdhr = 550 h-lbfisec = 745.7 watts
Thermal Conductivities
1 Bhdhr-“F-h = 1.731 w&PC-m
t Btu-idhr-ft.“F
= 0.14423 wswc-m
0”erd Heat-Tmnsfer Coe,ficient
1 BMlr-ft~-*F = 5.6783 wawc-In*
Heat Flow
1 Btuihr-IF = 3.155 watts,m*
Fressure
1 Ibf/in* = 1 psi = 27.8 in-H,0 = 2.31 k-H,0 = 68% Paral

This relatively small variation makes an appreciable difference in the radiation intensity, since the intercepted
radiation decreases with the square of the distance. Those
of us in the northern hemisphere may thus ask, “Why
isn’t it wanner in Januay?” This is related to the earth’s
tilt, which is also depicted in Figure 4.1. The tilt, combined
with orbital factors, gives rise to OUTseasons.
Figure 4.2 looks at the e&b’s tilt in a slightly different
(and ancient!) perspective. Here we consider the earth
fixed, spinning around its north-south axis, and the sun siting somewhere out in space, slowly moving up and down
as the seasons progress. On June 22 (the summer solstice)

the sun reaches its highest point, and a ray draw to the
center of the earth at that time make:; an angle of 23.45
with the earth’s equator. At the vernal (March 21) and
autumnal (September 23) equinoxes the sun is directly
over the equatol; on December 22 (the winter solstice) the sun is 23.45” below the equator.
That angle formed between ihe plane of the equatx
and a line drawn from the center of the earth to the center
of the wn is called the solar declination. The solar deciination, 6. which varies behueen k23.49,
can be !ound
for any day of the year from the following relationship:

E. 4.1

6 = 23.45 sin [360 x (284 + N113651

where N is the day number in the year (N = 1 is January
1. N = 365 is December 31). This expression will be
useful later when we calculate shadow patterns.
Also shown in Figure 4.2 is a south-facing collector
situated at latitcde L on the earth’s surface and tipped up
relative to its local horizon at an angle equal to L. As can
be seen. with this tilt angle the collector is parallel to the
axis of the earth and at noon, during the equinoxes. the
sun’s rays are striking the collector at their best possible
angle, that is perpendicularly. In fact, this figure readily
leads to the conclusion that a good rule of thumb for yearround collection of solar energy would be to face your
collector south and tip it up at an angle equal to your
latitude.
If you want to emphasize winter collection for space
heating, a collector tilt angle equal to your latitude plus
lo” or 15” will give you the best performance. If you use
a tilt angle of lo” or 15” less than your latitude you can
maximize summer performance for a pool system. These
rules of thumb should be used only as preliminay guidelines; as we will see later rather large deviations can be
tolerated before system performance till be significantly
reduced.
In many situations, knowledge of the sun’s position
in the sky at any given time of day is important. We all
know that the sun rises in the east and sets in the west
ar.d reaches its high point -ometime around noon. We
can pinpoint the sun’s location at any given time by means
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your latitude is 4w north then the highest the sun ever
reaches in tile sky is 90 ~ 40 + 23.45 = 73.45” and the
lowest noon angle is 90
40 - 23.45 = 26.5!Y.
For arj other time of day. the sun’s altitude can, be
found !rom :he relationship:
E. 4.3

sin ci = cos L cm 6 cm h + sii: L a.

Junei2

/
!

j

,..’

E. 4.4

the azimuth angle from tbt-

cos 6 sin h
sin a, = __
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Figure 4.2 A collector tilted to the south at an angle equal to its
latitude is perpendicular to the sun’s rays at nmn on the two
equinoxes.

of an altitude angle; a, and an azimuth angle, a,, as shown
in Figure 4.3. The altitude angle at noon aN is easily obtained from Figure 4.2 and is given by
E. 4.2

.~

where h is called the hour angle and is equal to 15” for
each hour away from s.G.; noon. That is to say, whcr! the
an is due south it is soiar noon and h = 0; two hours
before solar noon it is 1O:OO A.M by sun time and h = 30”;
and so on.
Finally, we can “Pain
relationship.

l&wCh21
sep, 23

1

a&.=90”-L+6

Knowing your latitude, it is easy to obtain the highest and
lowest noon angle from Equation 4.2. For example, if

But reiax, these important aogles are tabulated for various
latitudes in Appendix SC along with the sun’s ,c!ear sky
intensity. We include them here in equation form in case
your latitude is not close to one of those listed and you
want vey precise results.
If you’re m.%hematically inclined, you might like to
see these equations it: action so ;et’s do an exam&
Ewmgk:
Where is the sun at 4:OO o’clock in the moming (sun time) on Febru.wJ 21 at a latitude of 40”?
SoIution:
We first need to find the solar declination
from Equation 4.1. Febnray 21 is the 52nd day of the
year so
S 7 23.45 sin [360(.!?84 + 52)/3651

=

-

11.2

At 9:OC, h is 3 x 15” = 45”, so now we can find the
altitude angle from Equation 4.3:
sin a = cas 40” cos ( -11.2”)

cos (45”) + sin 40

x sin (-11.2”)
a = 24
The azimuth angle can be found from Equation 4.4:
sin 0, =

cos (-11.2”)

sin 45

cos 24

0, = 50
So the son is 50” east of south and up at an ang!e of 24”.
(Bless those little hand calculators.)
If you do much solar design in a particular area you
may find it convenient to graph the &tilde angle a and
azimuth angle a, once and for all and’keep the result
handy. Such a graph, drawn for a 37%” north latitude, is

Figure 4.3
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Identifying the altitude and azimuth angle of the sun

*Equatim 4.4 works fine far azimuth angles less than 90”. For larger
angles. subhacting a, from 180” gives the collect result.

o.-s&ed
111F;rue
‘?. The crossing lines indicate the
iody
posit!00 oi ,.,:E ~0.3. Later we’ll see an important
~;+si...,n
o! !h i ~?p-ii ,?’ ~‘1aid to predicting times of
t::- tii’: wh%? “UT cc,,.
‘~,ition surface is shaded by south~
xij cbshuctions

Figvre 4.4

Solar alt,tude and azimuth for 37%’ north Iaritide

In looking at Figure 4.4 did you happen to notice that
morning sun will sh.ike the north side of your house during
the summer? The Juoe 21 azimuth angle at sunrise in this
exemple is abogt 120’ cast of south, which puts it all the
way around to the rartheasl quadrant.
Finally, for the sake of completeness, let us introduce
one more equ&ion. For most so!ar work, it is fine to deai
exclusively in solar time (ST), where solar noon is the
time at which the sun is due south, but you may have
occasi”?-to want to use local standard (clock) time (LT)
instead. The f”l!“wing relationship connects these hue
time systems:

‘igum 4.5

Eqwiion of time ,E,.

on daylight savings time, and the local time solved for
using Equation 4.5 must be increased by one hour to gtve
clock time.

Solar InsoIatIon

E. 4.5

ST = LT + 4 (L’T,,,dion - longitude) i E

where LT,,,,,,i,, is the local time meridian, which is gtven
for the various time zones in the United Sta!es in Table
4.2; and where E is a factor called the equation of time,
which corrects for various earth-orbit phenomena. Figure
4~5 gives E.
Example:
What is the local standard time at solar noon
in Washington, D.C. (longitude 77” west) on April lst?

Solutkm:

Washington is on eastern time so the LTmeridian is 7Y. On April 1 E is about - 5 minutes, and
at solar noon ST is 12100. Soiving for local time from
Equation 4.5
LT = 12:OO - 4/75 - 771 - (-5)
= l-7:00 + 8 + 5 = 12:13
One little reminder: during the summer you may be

The thermal exchange between the sun and earth is a
superb example of radiation heat imnsfer. The sun radiates inconceivable amounts of energy derived from continuous nuclear fusion reactions. Due to the tiemendous
distances involved, only a small portion of this energy is
intercepted by the earth. Even then, only about SO percent of this energy reaches the earth’s surface. The short,
OT ultraviolet, wave lengths are largely absorbed in the
upper atmosphere, while other wave lengths are attenuated to a lesser extent. Most of the radiation that reaches
us, eight minutes after leaving the sun, is either visible “I
else of infrared (long) wave length. The attenuating effects
of the atmosphere can be seen in Figure 4.6.
Even with attenuation, the amount of energy reaching
the earth’s surface is staggering. The solar energy falling
on the continental United States in a year is about a thousand times that of our annual energy consumption! The
problem, of course, is harnessing this widely dispersed
and intermittent energy resource.
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It is possible to calculate theoretical “clear sky” values
for solar insolation striking a surface with any orientation
at any time of the day, any day of the year. The American
Society of Heating, Refrigemting, and .Air Conditioning
Engineers :PISHFUE),
for example, publishes these
values for a variety of iatitudes and tilt angles, and we
have ixluded their data for south-facing surfaces in Appendix 4C. A sample of this most useful information is
gjven in Table 4.2. Notice that hourly values of the sun’s
altihrde and timuth angles are given along with the clear
sky in&&ion.
The values of daily total clear sky insolation for one
particular latihrde have been plotted in Figure 4.7. One
interesting thing to note from the figure is !he rather good
performance that a vertical surface (a south-facing window, perhaos) will be able to deliver in a space-heating
application. Vertical surfaces can be seer! to receive on
the order of 80 to 90 percent as much energy in the
middle of winter as a collector tilted at the optimum angle
equal to the latitude plus 10” or 15”. Moreover, very little
energy strikes a vertical surface in the summer, when it
is not wanted. and even that amount is easilv reduced
with properly sized overhangs.

INELEIeTH

. YcKrns

Figure 4.6 S&
characteristics of solar and infrared radiant
energy (1 tnicm” = O.ccol centimeterI.

The rate at which solar energy strikes a surface of unit
area is called the solar insolation (not to be confused with
the insulation in your attic) Originally the term was resewed for energy stiking a horizontal surface, hut it has
become an accepted practice to let the term apply to surfaces with any odentation. The units that we will we for
insolation are Bhr/hr-ftz, though the SI uriis of watts/mz
are increasingly being advocated (1 BtWhr-ft2 = 3.155
watts/m*).
Table 4.3
solar mm

Mom
gum 4.7 Total daily clear sky insolation on south facing surface at
ferent 6H angles, 40” north latitude.

Sample Clear Skg lnsolaUon’
.-

Sdw PO&km

stdw.fe *otd ,nK.l&on 0” su**cloeu
south F.C‘CSS
surfeccAngle lmh Hark.

Dim

AM

PM

Art

Am,

Nomud

“orlz.

30

40

50

60

PO

Jan21

8
9
10
-1
11

:

8.1
16.8
23.8
28.4
30.0

55.3
44.0
30.9
16.0
0.0

142
239
274
z

28
83
127
154
164

65
155
218
257
270

1:;

1:;

237
277
291

249
290
303

85
187
254
293
306

84
171
22?n
253
263

2182

943

1660

1810

1906

1944

2
-.

Surface Daily Totals

Not”: a. FromASHRAE
“lmdbrnka, F”ndm,en,o,r,.a,January
atw latllude.see Appendix
4c formmpkt. Is, OfAsmAE tables.
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average percentage of daylight hours in a given month
that the sun is capable of casting a shadow--or as measured horizontal insolation.
Percent sunshine data are the more readily available,
though less useful, form of informszion. Most weather stations have been collecting it, a~1 wamples for major cities
are @den in Table 4.4. As we’ll ::I : LX, one way to predict
solar system performance is :.~ ii0 dt!l your calculations
with ASHRAE clear sky insr;llinw
then multiply your
values of monthly energy colLrad b*, the corresponding
monthly percent sunshine. The obvious assumption then
is that the system delivers nothing useful under cloudy
skies. In some circumstances (such as with an active solar
heating system) that assumption is quite true. though with
others (such as a passive solar system) it is overly persim&tic and the sysiem wlli actually deliver a fair amount
of usetul energy on even the cloudiest of days.

This wonderfully convenient phenomenon is at the
heart c.f most passive solar energy designs where vertical
south-facing glass is used as the collecting surface.
If clo*Jd cover and other meteorological wonders were
never present the clear sky ASiiRAE information would
be a sufficient (and welcome) indicate: ;f solar availabiiity
for any locale. Unfortunately, things are a bit more complicated.
In the rei< lAorId, fog, clouds, and even air pollution
can appreciably reduce the incoming solar radiation., so
the ASHRAE tables are oi limited help. To compound the
problem, very few p!aces in the country have been measuring sunshine for a long enough time to buiid up a
statistically significant data base.
For those stations that have been collecting solar data
the results are usually Presented in one of two ways. Either
the results are @en as a “percent sunshine”-that
is, the

Table 4.4

S’IATE
*so .sT.~TIIO~ IhEFt

-

ala
..____ Montgomery . . . . .
Alaska _._. Juneau . . . ..__....
Ariz ._._.__ Phoenix ..___..._._
Ark _.___.. Little Rock . . . . . . . .
Calif _...._
Los Angeles .___...
Sacramento. _ _. .__
San Francisco.....
Co10 _....__ Denver... _._._.__.
Corm . .._._ Hartford ___.....__
Del ___.._.
Wilmington 1.._...
D.C . .._._ Washington _......

2
if3;

Fls

2:
17

2i
38
it
2

. . . ..__ Jacksonville
.._...
Key west . . . . ..-.Ga __...._.
Atlanta . . . . . . .._..
Hawaii ._._, Honolulu __....._._
‘Idaho . ..__ Boise __.....___.._.
RI...._._.
_ Chicago .____._....
Peoria ._._._.._._._
Ind .._...__
Indisnepolis
.._.
Iowa __._._ Des Moines .___..Kans ._..__ Wchita .___......_
KY . ..__...
Lmisville .._._.___
La __.....__
Shreveport .__._.__

t?i
ii
2
25

Meine ._.._
AMd..____.
Mass . . . . .
Yvlich

Portland .__.._...Baltimore ._......Boston .__._.....-.
Detroit- . . . . . . . ..__
Sault Ste. Marie...
Mien. . . . . Duluth . . . .._._....
Minneapolis-St.
Paul ___._......
~.
Miss. . . .._ Jackson . . . ..__....
MO ..__.._
Kansas City ___...
St. Louis ..__._..__
Mont. ____ Greet Falls _...___.
Nebr......

Omaha . . ..___....

1 Data not available;
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Table 4.4

Ohio......

Cincinnati..

4”s
2

40

2

..__._

ii

Okla......
cl _
_ _ _ __ _
Or@&...
Pa. _ __. _ Phil8 Idelphia......
..:.Arnrsburgh
..______
Providence .___.
Columbia.........
Rapid City ____...
Memphis. __. ._.
Nashville. __. _....
,,,
t:;~
:;,,:
v,,
r;p::
?,Y,<
z:j;;,
I:$:,;$:
iz;;;;
,,
fji;‘j,
gz’,:,,:
,!.,
~;&s,,,’

. _. . _ p3fl~O.
‘ Ias”
..~.-*--

.___...._

::
35
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z
33
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2

45
55
64
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40
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47

2
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ii
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10
27
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P.R ..__ ___
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42
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i:
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/
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20
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The most meaningful sunshine data available are
measured values of ouemge horizontal insolation, though
even these need to be massaged somewhat to make them
useful. Figure 4.8 shows some plots of average horizontal
msolation across the United States, and Tablej.5
lists
v.alues of average daily horizontal insolation, H, on a
month-by-month basis, for Grand Lake, Colorado. Similar data for nearly all the measurement stations in the
United States are given in Appendix 4F.

Tabk 4.5

In addition to horizontal insolation, Table 4.5 and
Appendix 4F give two other useful bits of information.
The average monthly daytime ambient temperature, here
called to, is given along with a f:,:.tar K, that we might refer
to as a cloudiness index This: latter factor, K,, is the key
to converting average horizon@4 insolation into insolation
striking a collector surface at some other tilt angle-which
is, after all, the kind of information we are really after.
Rather complex procedures have been developed by

Sample insolation Data for Grand Lake. Colorado- O.atftude4W15’N)

Jun

Feb

MO,

b

MOV

June

July

Au*

sept

act

NO0

Dee

735
0.541
18.5

1135.4
0.615
23.1

1579.3
0.637
28.5

1876.7
0.597
39.1

1974.9
0.553
43.7

2369.7
0.63

2103.3
0.572

1708.5
0.516
61.5

1715.8

1212.2
0.533
45.2

775.6
0.494
30.3

660.5
0.542

56.6

62.8

0.626

55.5

22.6

Figure 4.8 Mean daily solar radiation in November and December in
langleysiday km langley equals 3.69 BWW
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B. Y. H. Liu and R. C. Jordan at the University of Minnesota for converting measured average horizontal insolation values to insolation expected on a tilted surface.
Table 4.6
-

Average Daily Insolations on South-Facing Tilted Surfaces’

I

T‘U
Angh

15’

K.

Jan.

*&I..

0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
t

633
874
1120
1379

991
1322
1668
2004

1725
2072

962
1283
lb20
1946
856
1173
1509
1861

597
850
1132
1426

725
999
1290
1598

0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6

45

I

700
1008
1326
1680

I

PO”

0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6

20
-

800
1130
1482
1847

587
821
1066
Ii07

50
-

90”
-

25”

90”
/

0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6

1107
1434

0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6

536
763
1007
1273

0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6

I

524
800
1100
1440

Oct.

NO”.

Dec.

1011
1349

798
1083
1377
lb84

656
905
1lb1
1418

604
833
1076
1324

E

982
1312
lb20
1925

989
1305
1595
1894

984
1298
1605
1907

962
1383
lb02
1926

905
1229
1565
1898

819
1208
,462
1814

702
984
1278
lb06

656
930
1215
1532

895
1193
1493
1811

888
1171
1448
1716

882
1147
1399
lb58

879
1157
1413
lb74

883
1177
1472
1747

861
1171
1494
1828

812
1141
1475
1842

714
1015
1338
1688

%
1303
lb47

559
768
975
1202

510
642
787
906

‘lb0
557
645
690

441
516
574
624

445
536
600
636

435
608
711
814

530
707
899
1079

575
815
lob8
1338

556
812
1084
1383

557
819
1112
1439

848
,152
1466
1807

975
1313
1641
1990

1034
1378
1723
2070

1054
1405
1756
2088

1043
1391
1739
2088

13

lb79
2014

886
1203
1518
1857

654
1040
1333
lb41

611
723
1194
1378

555
782
1014
1271

938
1263
1594
1934

982
1294
1619
1923

978
1289
1612
1914

979
1291
1597
1918

948
1276
1595
1916

878
1203
1532
1874

780
1093
1421
1772

E
1232
1551

608
876
1161
1474

872
1175
1486
1784

877
1156
1429
1714

869
1144
1396
1653

873
1149
1403
1662

870
1159
1450
1740

828
1137
,465
1791

774
1093
1433
1798

z
1284
lb33

630
923
1243
1589

534
700
860
1014

491
613
714
794

478
579
652
718

479
582
b-75
746

518
651
782
919

547
751
953
1160

iz
1105
1404

22
1089
1408

i%
1110
1447

951
1281
lb31
1977

1026
1369
1728
2076

717
995
1293
1613

566

504
725

IiF?
1323

915
1245
1571
1923

964
1285
lb06
193’)

741
1050
1382
1730

:iT
1173
1495

844
1148
1451
1778

860
1147
1418
1702

735
1050
1393
1765

617
909
1232
1582

863
1177
1528

562
737
922
1107

582
847
1138
1448

530
800
1088
1417

518
792
,099
1441

818
1142
1480
1822

597

571
792
1030
1266

t
L

Sept.

:zii
2088

762
1089
1444
1818
869
1169

*up.

913
1229
1551
1880

762
1073
1402
1757

35”

MOV
1048
1397
1729
2077

30”
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Their procedures have been simplified at Colorado State
University and we have simplified them a step further in
Table 4.6.

i
1

:

1054

Ei

:

974
1312
1656
2008

E
1483
1828

927

968
1291
1596
1917

1248
1576
1913

843
1165
1496
1843

873
1135
1402
1661

862
1135
1403
1662

850
i134
1437
1722

796
1103
1432
1766

578

513

El
913

%
830

521
653
763
852

535
701
861
1013

562
780
1003
1234

II
II
554
816
1098
1413

580

~ab,e 4.6

1023
1364
1722
2069

644
860
1129
1421
636
915
1221
1560

776
1095
1434
1788

631
928
1246
1697

743
1060
1392
1749

’

886
1215
1548
1895

952
1269
1586
1926

816
1111
1420
1756
563
723
888
1024

539
799
1092
1412

continued

I

1037
1383
1728
2097

956
1299
1639
1987

676
967
1247
1571

971
1295
1601
1923

963
1255
1587
1907

909
1224
1465
1895

702
,018
1342
1705

525
790
1076
1399

851
1121
1384
1639

825
1129
1395
1652

826
1113
1409
1709

697
1012
1352
1736

556
846
1166
1527

Table 4.6 gives average ins&ions
on tilted surfaces
as a function of latitude, month, tilt angle, and K,. YOU
will find this table to be one of your most important solar
design aids.
Example:
Find the average daily insolation striking a
vertical south-facing window in Grand Lake, Colomdo in
J~Iw~~J.

Solution:
From Table 4.5 or Appendix 4F, we see that
the latitude of Grand Lake is very close to 40” and the
value of K, in Januay is 0.541. In Table 4.6 we see that
for K, = 0.5 the insolation on a vertical surface is 1100
Btulftz-day and at 0.6 it is 1440 BtuWday.
Interpolating
between them gives an estimate of
F?,

= 1100 + 0.41/1440

-

470
684
927
1192

515
743
993
1263

1058
1412
1764
2120

IIOOJ = 1239 BtuljWday

Suppose we are not so lucky as to be near one of the
stations for which we have listed values of K,? If measured
average horizontal insolations are available then we can
find K, from the following relationship:

763
1066
1395
1732

523
809
1128
14%

511
780
1070
1419

557
742
929
1114

546
699
819
939

E. 4.6
where Fi is the average daily horizontal insolation on the
ground and Fi., is the average radiation on a surface parallel to the ground but located just outside of the atmosphere (the extmtemstrial dai!y insolation).
Values of Fi, are given in Table 4.7 for each month
of the year and a number of latitudes.

Example: Suppose the average horizontal insolation in
January is 600 Btu/ft*-day at a location with latitude of
30” north. Estimatti the insolation on a south-facing surface tilted at 45” in Januay.
Solution:
From Table 4.7, no is 1854 BWt-day
so
K, = 600/1854
= 0.324. From Table 4.6 we find the
insolation on a 45” surface when K, = 0.3 is 700 Btu per
square foot and at K, = 0.4, it is 1008 Btu per square
foot. Interpolating gtves
H,,.

= 700 + 0.24(1008

-

7001 = 774Btu/fP-day

NO”
25”N
30-N
35”N
40-N
45”N
5O”N

2107
1854
1593
1326
1058
792

2478
2264
2034
1791
1538
1277

2896
2745
2574
2384
2175
1951

!

3271
3212
3129
3024
2897
2751

3491
3532
3551
3551
3531
3495

2196
1953
1701
i 1441
1176
912

Dee

j
I

1998
1738
1471
1201
933
670

Fortunately, some states are beginning to take the
drudgey out of these insolation calculations by presenting precomputed values for all their measurement stations. An excellent example of this service to solar designers is the California Solar Data f%nuol published by
that state’s Energy Commission. An example of their data
presentation is given as Table 4.8.
There are several important things to notice in Table
4.8. One is that total annual insolation varies by only a
few percentage points as tilt angles range from about 15
to 45”-so the total is rather insensitive to tilt angle. The
other is that collecting surfaces facing southeast or southwest have annual total insolations that are again cinly a
few percentage points lower than for surfaces facing due
south. Quite a range of collector orientations are tolerable

r::,;
g
I?<:;
;$:;
‘p:‘;
,t;;i;

with minimal loss in insolation.
As you may have noticed, the list of cities for which
good insolation data are available is appallingly short.
With the surge of interest in solar design has come some
real motivation to expand the data base. One promising
new technique for doing so involves the analysis of cloud
cover patterns as photographed by orbiting weather satellites. Though it will take a number of years to establish
a significant history of insolation measurements made this
way, once it is done the data will cover every square mile
of surveyed territory and solar design will become just
that much easier and more accurate.

Determining

Shade

Patterns

at a Particular

site

So far we have learned how to determine where the s-n
is at any time of the day, how intense it is on clear days,
and how to obtain average daily insolation values given
the mixture of cloudy and sunny days that occur in any
area. But all of these answers assume that your collection
surface, be it passive or active, has a direct shot at the sun
and is not hidden in the shade behind the neighboring
apartment house.
It is, of course, crucial for you to be able to evaluate
any potential shading problems that your candidate site
has before going on to the design and installation of your
solar system. While we could use Equations 4.3 and 4.4
along with some fancy trigonometty to evaluate shading,
in actual practice it makes much more sense just to go out
to the site and make a few simple measurements.
There are a number of ways to make shading measurements, varying from relatively awkward but cheap to
extremely simple but more expensive. You can do a per..
fectly fine job with just a pocket compass, plastic protmctot, plumb bob, and a graph of solar azimuth versus altitude for your latitude. The graph can be made up from
the ASHRAE tables of Appendix 4C or from Equations
4.3 and 4.4 and will look similar to the one in Figure 4.4.
The approach is simple. You will situate yourself at

7,,,:
ii
Table 4.8
gj,?y
;$;:
;c

svrfoce
oliento*ion
sO”rh
S9”th
south
south
south
south

Precomputed lnsolaaon Data ‘or San Jose. California, Showing Total Expected Radiation on a Tilted Surface’

Angk
0, Tilt
fDe~~imm
HWlZO”tOl,

Jan

Feb

nror

.4r

Direct Beclm + Dmae ,Gmund Rdkstion Excluded,
June
July
se&It
Ott
MW
Awl

iz
E
90

38
39
37
33

:i
40
;;
30

51
54
53
50
43
34

64
63
59
51
40
28

69
65
58
47
34
20

71
66
56
44
31
17

74
68
59
47
33
19

68
66
60
50
38
24

59
60
58
53
44
33

46
50
;‘i
44
37

Annual

Nau

15
38
38
36
32

26
31
34
34
33
30

608
606
575
518
437
342

SE,SW
SE,SW
SE,SW
SE.SW
SE.SW
SESW

E,W
E-ii

15
30

E:W
E.W
E,W

75
90

AW
AW
AV

15
30
45

Any
fW
Any

al

106

624
633
605
542
450
336

23
22
21
19
16
13

28
27

45
42

60
56

53
60

19
15

38
30

Ground Rolleer*on,orRelleelb(ty
0
0
0
0
:
:
:
1
1
21
2

68
64

21
3

3
2
5

3
5
6

42
33

34

= 0.2 ,M”rtgly
0
0
:
1
:
3
5
7

62
53

:

38

20

26
21

18
16
14
11

5.5
48
34
27

z

lw RHOiO.Z,ar Reflectlofty = RHO,
0
0
0
0
1
1
:
1
2
;
1
:
7

5
7

3

2
3
4

17
14
0
0
1
1
2

566
535
488
430
362
287

i
17
29
43
58

the proposed site of the solar collectors and scan the
southern horizon looking for potential obstmctions that
may cast shadows onto your spot. With a compass you’ll
measure aztmuth angles of the obstructions and with the
protractor and plumb bob you’ll measure their altitude
angles.
First you’ll need to learn how to use a compass. Get
one that lets yoil sight onto an object to read its azimuth.
Remember a compass points to magnetic north rather
than true north and that deviation must be corrected for.
Figure 4.9 shows lines of equal magnetic deviation drawn
onto a map of the United States. The deviation in San
Francisco can be seen to be about 17”E; along the east
coast of Florida it is essentially zero; and up in New
Hampshire it is about 16”W. A deviation of 17”E, for aample, means thet the compass points 17 degrees east of
true north. To get the correct azimuth angle you must add
the magnetic deviatiox to t!!e compass reading if the deviation is east and you must subtract it if it is a west
devktton. That is,
E. 4.7

true
azimuth

= cow=
aim&

{ ?

~~~$~

~~~~~~

iLz:J

maynetsc
nom
Correcting for an eas.t magnetic deviation when meawe 4.10
ring mimuth as

cross plot immediately reveals at what time of day and
what months of the year shading will be a problem at your
candidate site. If, for any given month and hour, the obstruction profile is above the sun position, then the sun
will be behind the obstruction and your site will be shaded. Conversely. whenever the solar position is above the
obstruction profile the site will receive direct sunlight.
Figure 4.12 illustrates the concept where the proposed solar house has a couple of trees to the jcutheast
and a small building to the southwest. In this example,

,
Figure 4.9

Lines of equal mgnriic

deuiatbn.

Figure 4.10 shows this correction for a site with a magnetic deviation that is east.
Now that you can reed your compass come&
continue with the scan of your southern horizon. Face due
east and note the obstructions in that direction, if any.
Measure the altitude angle of the obstruction using the

the site receives full sun all day long from March through
September but in Februay and October we lose about
an hour at around 400 P.M. From November through
January the site is shaded from 830 A.M. to 1O:OO A.M.

protractor and plumb bob as shown in Figure 4.11. Ploi
that data point-90”
east of south and whatever altitude
angle OLthat you just measured-onto
the graph of solar
altitude and azimuth. Repeat this procedure, scanning the
entire southern horizon in azimuthal steps of approximately 20”.
As you go along measuring azimuths and elevations,
plot the data onto your graph paper and you till obtain
a profile of all of the southern obsimctions. The resulting

I
Measuring the altitude angle, 0~.of an obstruction wit
Figure 4.11
a ~rotiactor and plumb bob.
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but receives full sun after that until about 2130 in the
afternoon. This site would be ideal for a mummer poolheating system and would be quite good for a year-round
application such as domestic hot water. It would, however,
be rather marginal for space heating, since in the deep
tinter it receives only a bit over four hours of good sun
each day. By trimming that left tree a little, though. the
site would be improved enough to make it quite reasonable.

Figure 4.13
A hand held suNeyo*‘s transit for meas”ri”g azirn”‘h
and altitude angles.

If there is any fiexibility about where your collection
surface can be located, this technique should be repeated
at the various candidate sites. Having the hard copies of
your obstruction drawings in front of you and the ASHRAE tables of hourly insolation next to you, you can easily
select the location with the most daily sunshine.
There are several site assessment packages on the
market and if you think you are going to repeatedly make
such measurements, the exti money spent for a professtonai setup may well be worth it for the added convenience. One, marketed under the name Sunbloc (?acific
Sun, Inc., 439 Tasso Street, Palo Alto, California 94301),
uses the same technique just outlined except that the
compass and protractor are replaced by a hand-held surveyor’s transit (see Ftgure 4.13) and the kit comes with a
p.zd of sheets similar to that shown in Figure 4.4.
Another site assessment product is called a Solar Site
Selector (Department SA-10, 105 Rockwood Dr., Grass
Valley, California 95945). Here the designer views the
southern horizon through a little peephole and sees the
obstructions superimposed onto a diagram which is printed on a tmnsparent plastic sheet (Figure 4.14). The shading pattern can be assessed at a glance. The only drawback is that it is not as easy to compare different sites since
no hard copy of the individual obstruction patterns is obtained.
Solar Pathways, Inc. (Valley Commercial Plaza, 3710
Highway 82, Glenwood Springs, Colorado 81601) offers

still another approach with their Solar Pathfinder. As
shown in Figure 4.15, a clear plastic hemispherical dome
is positioned on a carefully leveled surface. The user looks
straight down into the center of the device and sees yeflections of surrounding obstacles on the transparent
dome. The images are seen superimposed onto a sun
path grid, and again any potential obstructions are obvious at a glance. Hard copies of the assessment can be

obtained by tracing the images onto the transparent paper
provided, and a quantitative evaluation can be obtained
directly from the sun path grid provided.
Ta conclude, the value of a shading assessment made
in thz field cannot be overestimated. Not only is it surprisingly easy to Lw erroneous conclusions by just eyeballing the situation, but solar access laws are being enacted in many areas now that wiU guarantee that no one
comes in at a later time with a Eeeeor building that shades

and antifreeze solution. is circulated through an array of
flow passages that are somehow affixed to the plate. Glazing, usually single- or double-paned tempered glass, reduces convective and radiative losses from the absorber
plate, which increases the collector’s performance at higher temperatures. For pool app!ications where collector
temperatures may not be much above ambient, the glazing is frequently omitted.
Figure 4.17 shows a quite different approach to a
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Tne solar pathfinder for rite .ssasment.

your solar wrface. Your hard copy assessment of the obstructions at the time of installation may be your best
documentation in the event of a dispute.

Solar Collectors
In many solar applications, especially domestic water
heating and active pool heating, the heart of the system
is the flat-plate collector. While flat-plate collectors are inherently very simple devices, there are a great many MIiations possible for different applications and differing climatic conditions. This section describes the principal
features of these collectors and how the various options
affect the performance and utility of the unit. Since the
principal use for collectors is water and pool heating, the
discussion will focus cm liquid-based (hydronic) collectors,
although most of the comments are equally applicable to
air coUecton.
The general configuration of a medium-temperature,
hydronic, flat-plate collector is shown in Figure 4.16. An
absorber plate is encased in a weatherproof housing and
insulated from below. A liquid, usually water or a water

A typical hydronic flat plate coUector

hydronic collector. In this trickle-type or Thomason
Open-Flow panel, the fluid is pumped to a header at the
top of the collector where it squirts out and dribbles down
the troughs of a sheet of corrugated metal. The metal is
painted black, and the water gets heated by the sun as it
trickles down; it is collected in a gutter at the bottom of
the panels. This is a very simple and inexpensive design
that is apparently quite effective for warming water.
though the efficiency is less than a tube-and-plate collector at the temperatures usually required for water and
space heating.
While almost all water- and pool-heating systems use
hydronic collectors, when it canes to active space heating
air collectors are becoming equally popular. Many variations are possible in the design of an air collector, but
most look something like Figure 4.1% Air is forced under
the absorber plate rather than between the glazing and
plate. This leaves a dead air space above the absorber,
which acts as a good thermal insulator and also keeps
the underside of the glass from getting mucked up by
dirty air.
Absorber

Plate

The heart of any collector is the absorber plate. Collectors
which heat liquids for water and space heating invariably
utilize metal as the absorber material due to its excellent
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We should make cLear the distinction between the
flow tubes and the plate that the tubes are attached to.
The tubes and plate (or fins) together make up the absorber. While some hydronic psnels use flow passages
made of aluminum or steel, both are subject to rapid and
debilitating corrosion unless carefully protected Neither
steel nor aluminum should be used with ordinary water,
and copper flow passages are essential in any sitiation
involving potable water in the collector.
While most liquid systems use copper flow tubes fol
their superior corrosion resistznce, there is less unanimity
when it comes to the fin material. Many manufacturers
produce a composite absorber plate consisting of copper
tube; mechanically attached tea another metal. usual!y
aluminum. This approach offers a modest ax! advantage
over an all-copper absorber and it does use less of that
potentiaUy scarce resource. The difficulty lies in obtaining
a good therm21 bond between the two dissimilar metals
that will provide good performance over the life of the
collector. With the collector cycling daily through a temperature range of typically 1 OO”F and occasionally 200°F
or more, the stresses created in a rigid bond, due to differential expansion, can be considerable. So, most such
absorbers use a pressed, snap-fit comrection between the
ma?erials that can provide a certain amount of give (see
Figure 4.19). While there has been concern raised about
the potential for galvanic corrosion between the two dissimilar metals, the lack of a liquid connecting path between the copper and aluminum makes the possibility
quite unlikely. And, fortunately, even if such a problem
should ever arise, it would result in the degradation of the
aluminum ftn rather than the copper tube, so at least it
would not cause the system to spring a leak.
If an all-copper absorber is used, the bonding problem is simplified considerably. The tubes can simply be
soldered to the plate and the resulting bond has good
mechanical and thermal characteristics. Two manufacturers, notably Revere Copper and Brass and Olin Corporation, offer all-copper absorber plates with integral flow
passages. Here, the ftns and flow passages are iniimately
connected in a continuous metal juncture-no
soldered
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thermal conductivity and ability to withstand high temperatures. Depending on the manufacturer, copper, a
combination of copper and aluminum, or steel is used.
For pool applications metal may be used but plastic absorbers are more common.
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or mechanical bonds are used.
The Olin Solarbond absorber plate is comprised of
two distinct sheets of metal bonded together using a highpressure rolling procedure. Before the bonding operation,
the desired flow pattern is silk-screened on one of the
sheets. The silk-screeldng material is actually a release
agent or “stopweld” which permits the inflation of flow
passages with a high-pressure air probe after the bonding
process. The net result is an integral fin/tube plate with
exceUent heat-transfer properties.
Revere’s process, patented in the 1950% starts with
a foundry core box into which three parallel graphite rods
are positioned. Molten copper is poured into the core box
to form a solid ingot of copper around the rods. The ingot
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is cut to length and the flow passages (defined by the
crushed graphite) are inflated with 750.psi ,air. Thus. the
Olin and Revere plates are totally integrated and exhibit
an exceedingly high heat-transfer fin efficiency.
Another consideration in the design of an absorber
plate is the choice of flow pattern-whether
to make it
parallel or sinusoidal, as shown in Figure 4.20. In the
parallel configuration the pressure drop through the panel
is lessened, which makes it easier for a small pu:np to
maintain the good flow rates required for maximum collector efficiency. On the other hand the added complexity
of a parallel pattern-all those joints to solder-increases
the cost and the probability of leaks.
Notice in Figure 4.20~1, that the parallel pattern has
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been established with the inlet at one corner and the outlet at the diagonally opposite corner. This helps assure
even flow through each riser tube. In Figure 42Oc, however, the flow through the right hand riser tubes will be
greater than that through those tubes way over on the left,
so this pattern is not recommended.
Appendix 4G gtves a detai!ed step by step procedure
for building your own flat plate collector using readily
available materials and simple skills.

Absorber Plate Efficiency Factor
Realizing that the absorber may have any tube spacing
desired and the plate may be made of copper, aluminum,
or steel with a variety of thicknesses, how can we compare
the effectiveness of various combinations of these design
parameters?

Figure 4.19 Various methods oi bonding flow tubes to the
absorber plate in hydronic coilectors.

is then rolled on a conventional mill roll until a sheet
0.032 inches thick is produced. In the rolling process, the
graphite rods are crushed.
The resulting tube-in-strip material (see Figure 4.19)

There is a quantity called the collector efficiency factor, or sometimes called the plate efficiency, designated i >
the literature by F’, that in essence compares the relative
effectiveness of different absorber plates. A value of F
equal to 1 would be a thermodynamically perfect absorber, and the temperature of the plate would be the same
as the temperature of the fluid flowing through the tubes.
Note that F’ is not the overall efficiency of the collector.
The overall efficiency is a measure of the fraction of the
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sun’s energy siding the collector that is captured and
taken off to be used somewhere.
The collector effictency factor depends not only on
the characteristics of the absorber but also on the number
of sheets of glazing used in the collector. Figure 4.21
shows F’ for absorben with flat black paint used in collectors with two, one, or no sheets of glazing as a function
of the center-to-center spacing of the flow tubes (assumed
to be % inch in diameter). Steel, aluminum, and copper
with various thicknesses are shown as the parameter. Negiigjble thermal resistance is assumed between the tube
and fins.
Notice that with any of the materials shown, it is easy
to obtain as high a plate efficiency ai desired merely by
bringing the tubes clozer and clowi t-ether
Of course
as you decrease tube spacing you increase the nunber
of tubes, and if each one has to be physically attached to
the plate the costs can quickly get out of hand.
If the manufacturing process is one that creates the
tubes and plate at the same time, as in ?he case of the
Olin solar bond absorber OT the extruded plastic pool
collector shown in Figure 4.199, then costs may not be
related to the number of tubes and they can be quite
closely spaced or even butted together.
In most ci~umstances, however, a trade-off must be
made between tube spacing, fin material, fin thickness,
costs, and absorber efficiency, and that’s where Figure
4.21 comes in.
Suppose, for example, a tube spacing of 5 inches on
centers is selected for a collector with a single sheet of
gladng. If we were to use a steel fin with a 0.010.inch
thickness, the effictency factor would be only about 72
percent. By increasing the fin thickness to 0.040 inch that
efficiency jumps to about 87 percent. By switching to
aluminum, a much better conductor, we can get about a
90 percent efficiency factor with a much thinner fin of
only 0.010 inch. Using copper, which is about twice as
@
a conductor as aluminum, we can get even higher
effictencies; a 5.inch tube spacing with 0.040~inch copper,
for example, has an efficiency that is 9% percent of that
of u perfect plate.
Notice too how the tube spacing becomes even less
critical as the number d sheets of glazing increases. The
collector becomes more forgiiiing of a poor absorber design when the glazing is there to he!p suppress thermal
loses.
Later we’ll see how this efficiency factor, F’, affects
the overall efficiency of the collector; but first we must
discuss the rest of the collector.

Absorber Surface Coatings
The absorber must have some sort of darkened surface
to help ii euilect the incoming energy. An obviolls coating
to consider is ordinary black paint, provided it can withstand moderately high temperatures.
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Probably the most popular paint used by collector
manufacturers is a black enamel marketed under the
name Nextel” by 3M. Though it is quite expensive (over
$50 a gallon), it does have one of the highest absotp
taxes of any surface available. Good preparation of the
absorber surface is required to get the optimum result; if
ycu intend to do it yourself, write 3M and ask for publications 50-l and 52-2 for their application instructions.
Other recommended paints that exhibit good abscrp
tance characteristics and that can handle high temperatures include Kalwall’s Black Absorber Paint (PO. Box
237, Manchester, New Hampshire 03105) and Martin’s
Flat Black Latex or L&extra Acrylic Latex Rustcleum also
manufactures a Flat Black and a Midnight Black that are
easily applied, adhere very well, and easily withstand
large variations in tempemture and humidity, but they are
not quite as good at &sorbing sunlight as the previously
mentioned paints
While black paints can be excellent absorbers. more
sophisticated coatings strive not only for high absorp
tance, Q (the fraction of the incoming radiation absorbed),
but for low emittance, E, as well. AU objects radiate energy
to their cccler surroundings, and the emittance of the
object refen to how well it radiates that energy compared
to a perfect emitter (formally, a blackbody). We don’t want
cur absorber to be throwing energy away by radiation, so
a low emittance is a highly desirable property
Now, it turns out that for any given wave length the
absorptance of an object is the Same as its emittance, so
how can it be possible to create a surface with high absorptance and !cw emittance at the same time? The trick
is to realize that incoming solar radiation has very short
wave lengths of about 0.2 to 2 microns (millionths of a
meter), but the radiation emitted by a body at the temperature of cur absorber plate has entirely different wave
lengths, typic&y from about 3 to 50 microns (infrared).
If you’U gc back to Figure 4.6 you’ll see these relationships.
So we can, theoretically, create a surface that has high
abscrptance (or emittance) in the short solar wave
lengths, but low emittance (abscrptance) in the longer
infrared wave lengths. In essence. we can have our cake
and eat it too. Such a coating is referred to as a selective
surface.
Llnfcrtunately, most ccmmcn castings which have
high absxptance to the incoming short wave length solar
energy also exhibit high emittances to the longer wave
length energy being radiated away. That Nextel paint, for
example, has a (short wave length) absorptance of about
0.96, which is exceUent, but its (long wave length) emittance is close to 0.90, which isn’t so good.
There are two popular selective surfaces commonly
used today. One is a copper-oxide coating that is reasonably selective, having an absorptance of about 0.89 and

been made to get the lower emittance.
The other selective surface most commonly used is
an electmdeposited black chrome. Provided coating parameters are controlled within reasonable tolerances, excellent absorptance and emittance characteristics are ob-~
tained. Based on considerable field experience outside
the solar industry. properly applied black chrome surfaces
can have lifetimes in excess of 20 years when exposed to
temperatures of less than 500°F (as is the case in all flatplate collector configurations). When applied to copper
surfaces, a nickel flash substrate is required for stability
and humidity resktance. One disadvantage to black
chru.xo is that the resulting surface doesn’t look as good
as a flat black paint. They tend to reflect a rainbowlike
hue (NewtonS ring:! that scme people find unattractive.
Table 4.9 lists thr key properties of these popular
swfaces, and Figure 4.22 illustrates the selective nature
of a black chrome surface. i’lctice how nicely the absorp
tance drops (and hence emittance) as the wave lengths
exceed about 3 microns.
Selective surfaces are generally cost-effective when
operating temperatures in excess of 140°F are required
and/or space limitations exist for the collector array. Thus,
for pool-heating applications in the vicinity of 85% a selective surface would be a very poor investment. For domestic water and space heating in the vicinity of 14o”F,
Table 4.9
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an emittznce that typically ranges somewhere between
0.1 to 0.3. Notice that scme sacrifice in absorptance has
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the choice is less clear. Collectors equipped with a selective surface for these uses Upi collect more energy per
square foot than a painted surface, but cost a comparable
amount more. For absorption cooling, which requires
temperatures in excess of lSo”F, a selective surface should
be considered mandatory if a flat-plate collector is used.

Glazing Options
While sane flat-plate collectors consist of just an absorber
plate alone, if the difference between the collector temperature and ambient temperature is more than about
20°F then some form of glazing must be used to control
iosses.
Obviously any glazing considered must be relatively
transparent to incoming solar radiation, but cost, appearance, resistance to degradation !icm the weather, impact
resistance, and low transmittance to the long wave length
energy radiated from the plate are also important characteristics. In addition, if you are building your own ccllector, the ease with which you can cut, drill, and handle
the material may dominate your decision.
We can categorize glazings as being either glass or
plastic, but within those designations there are a variety
of options.
Glass is the most commcn!y used glazing in prcfessic&y
built collectors. It is the least subject to degradation from light, heat, and weather and is unquestionably
the most attractive. Unsupported spans up to 8 feet are
common as compared to 2. to 3.foot spans allowable with
plastic. Tempered glass, which is the only kind timt should
be used, is also quite tough; it takes a rather strong blow
from a sharp object to cause it to shatter. It can break,
however, and if potential vandalism is considered a prcblem then you may be better off with plastic glazing. In
addition glass weighs more and costs more than plastic
and once it is tempered you can’t alter its size, so it is less
convenient to use in a do-it-yourself coliectcr. Table 4.10
presents a compilation of properties for various grades of
tempered glass, classified according to both thickness and
iron-oxide content. Examining, for example. the %&nch
thicknesses, it can be seen that the s&r energy tmnsmisTable 4.10
Glozhg Mdh

Solar EWYY Tmnslnlssbm
wrdleet,

sion-that
is, the solar energy which successfully makes
its way through the glassincreases
from 81 percent for
ordinary float glass to 90.5 percent for water-white crystal.
The increased transmission is directly at&ibutable to
the reduction of the iron-oxide content in the g!ass. Iron
oxide is the material which lends a greenish tint to or&
nary window glass. Water-white cystal is a tempered glass
with very low iron-oxide content, giving rise to a clear
white appearance when the glass is viewed from the edge.
The transmission losses, which range from 9.5 to 19
percent in the example cited above, arise from twr~ effects. The first, surface reflection, is independent of the
iron-oxide content. The second, absorption, is dramatically affected by the iron level. Table 4.10 lists the reflective and absorptive properties of the various glass grades.
It should be noted that these values of reflectance are
for sunlight striking the glass at a prpendicular angle. As
the incidence angle (the angle between the sun’s rays and
a line drawn perpendicular to the glazing) increases, so
will the reflectance. Not only does reflection off the glass
increase, but at the same time the absorptance of the
painted absorber surface below decreases. compounding
the losses.
Figure 4.23 shows the drop-off in the product of glass
Iransmittance (7) and plate abscrptance (u) as the,incidence angle increases for a painted surface with no glazing, single glazing, and double glazing. The assumed norma! incidence angle value of 7 is 0.88, and the norma! 1
is assumed to be 0.96. As can be seen the effects of offaxis incidence are fairly modest for angles less than about
45”, but beyond that they quickly become devastating.
Water-white glass, while advantageous from the
transmission standpoint alone, has an additional benefit.
Because of manufacturers’ custom, water-white glass is
supplied with a fine pattern on one surface. The effect is
not unlike shower glass, although the overall impact of
the patterning is much less pronounced. The resu!ting
collector appearance is visually much “softer:’ and specular reflection is considerably reduced. As a result, your
collector is much less likely to reflect sunlight onto your
neighbor’s window or into the e-yes of a passing motorist.
Among the many plastic glazings available, the ones
most suitable for solar collectors are made of fiberglass-

f’ruperties of Glass
Losses per Sheet ,ReJlest*ons
*,usnbsalpl*onp

Nomhd “czxbn”nl Sllep
,Recommended,

Weight
mm?

8.2%R + 6.8%A
S.O%R + ll.O%A

34” x 76”
36’ x 96’

1.63
2.51

OGmy
Clea: Lime Glass (“cat,
Ibon-&de Conient O.lO% to 0.13%)

W-85%
3116”~81%

Sheet Lime Glass (Low Iron-Oxide
Content--005% to 0.06%)

l/8”-87%
3/w-85%

8.l%R + 4.9%A
8.OWR + 7.OWA

34” x 7e
36’ x 96”

1.63
2.51

Water-white Crystal Glass (0.01%
Iron Oxide1

5/32”-917 0
3/W-90.5%

8,0%R + l.O%A
8.O%R + 1.5%A

34” x 7w
38’ x 96”

2.03
2.51

Note.:
a.Rrtandr
for
re”ecmn.
A6,abrorption.
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93 to 96 percent) and quite low cost, they don’t have
much structural integrity and tend to wrinkle and sag. If
used as an outer glazing their lifetime is considered to be
3n the order of five years. As an inner glazing some of
these mateb~ials are subject to embrittlement within an
even shorter period of time.
Another major disadvantage of any of these plastic
films is their inability to suppress the energy that is being
lost from the absorber plate by reradiation. The most desirable combination of properties for a glazing materia!
would be fo: it to have a high transmittance factor for the
incoming short wave length solar energy but a low trans.
mittance for the lo& wave length radiation trying !o escape from the plate. Glass and fiberglass-reinforced
polyesters have neariy ideal properties in this regard but,
as can be seen ir! Figure 4.24, Ted!ar does not.
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Figure 4.23
Effect of incident angle on ~~“smittance~absorbtance
product (‘h inch glass with 88 percent normal tmanrmittance,“at black
paint with noma! 96 percent absorbtame). After ASHXAE 1978 Apt
plications.

reinforced polyester. Kalwall’s Sun-Lite and Vistnm’s Filon
are both excel!ent examples of this type of material.
Sun-Lite panels come in 4. or 5.foot widths in thicknesses of 0.025.. 0.040-, and 0.060.inch with transmission factors in the 85 to 90 percent range. Even though
they transmit as much radiant energy as does a good
quality glass, they diffuse the light somewhat, giving the
material a murky appearance. In addition, the thinness
of the glazing coupled with its relatively large coefficient
cafthermal expansic% makes it difficult to get a perfectly
flat surface, which also detracts from its appearance.
Filon panels are manufactured with fiberglazs-reinforced, acrylic-fortified polyester resin with a Tedlar surface for additional ultraviolet (UV) protection. By blocking the W, a modest loss in solar hansmittance results
and the overall transmission of sunlight is about 86 percznt. Filon panels, like Sun-Lite panels, are light and easy
to work with, but both are subject to thermal degr.adation
if subjected to prolonged exposure at temperatures in the
200°F range. Since these temperatures can be reached
quite easily in a collector left stagnant during the summer,
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Transmission through Yarious gltings

Finally, there are some rigid plastic glazings that are
being used to some extent, though with limited success.
Acrylics have good solar transmission factors comparable
to water-white glass, and they withstand IJV and weathering well. However they soften at about 180°F and if the
resulting sag lets them touch your stagnant absorber
panel they are liable to melt. Polycarbonates are better
able to withstand high temperatures, but they have lower
transmittances and degrade more quickly under prolonged W exposure.
lnsulatlon
Medium-temperature

collectors require insulation on the

sorrw means of automatically venting the panel should
be incorporated in the design. K&all does offer a simple
bimetallic Temp.Valve for this purpose.
Another plastic option is the use of very thin (O.OOlto 0.00~inch)
fi!ms. DuPont’s Tedlar and Teflon are examples, as is 3M’s Flexiguard 7410. While these films offer

back and sides of the absorber plate. Considering that the
largest heat-loss factor is the front glazing system, costeffective insulation levels are limited to the equivalent of
3 inches of fiberglass at the rear and approximate:ji 1 inch
on the sides.
Pop&r
insulations include fiberglass batting, apanded foams, and combinations thereof. Fiberglass bat-

the twin advantages of very high transmittance (around

ting is more bulky and must be carefully selected to have
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a low binder content. The binder is a gluelike material
which gives fiberglass shape but is prone to outgassing
when the fiberglass is exposed to elevated tzmperatures.
The outgassed materials appear as a cloudy coating on
the inside surface of the glazing. Experienced manufacturers utilize the low-binder fiberglass to preclude this
event.
Expanded foam insulations have the advantage of
high insulating values per inch of thickness. A major draw
back, however. is their upper temperature limit. Many
foamed insulations (such as polystyrene) actuaUy melt at
temperatures around 2Oo”F! Outgassing begins at even
!ower temperatures. These temperature levels can appear
in even the simplest, single-glazed collectors during stagnation.
The only foamed insulation with high temperature
performance abilities is trademarked Isocyanurate. This
insulation is rated for 400°F operation and, while suitable
for painted absorbers, should nor be used in direct contact
with selectively coated absorber plates. The best mate:iai
for selective surface collectors remains fiberglass.

conveniently handled by two people on a roof. Larger
coilectors should be specified only when lifting apparatus
is available.

Overall Collector Perhmance
Having described the individual parts of a collector-the
absorber, coating, glazing, and insulation-we
come to
the bottom line, which is how effectively the collector as
a whole converts sunlight into useful thermal erxergy This
will lead to the notion of collector efficiency and the interpretation of manufacturer’s efficiency curves.
What we are trying to do is transfer useful heat from
the absorber plate to our collector fluid. That rate of heat
transfer, q., is simply the difference between the energy
absorbed by the plate, q,,,. and the energy lost from the
plate to the ambient environment, q,,,.- That is,
E 4.8

9. = %bS - 9,os.

as shown in Figure 4.25.

Collector Housing
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The basic function of the collector housing is to provide
a dead air space for the absorber plate and general protection from the elements. Most commercial collectors
utilize either aluminum or steel cases though some use
weath~er-resistant woods such as redwood. The case also
serves the important function of supporting the glazing
system.
A properly designed case till feature a watertight gasketing system and provisions for field replacement of glazing in the event of breakage or damage. The back of the
collector should also be comprised of a water-resistant
material and be capable of withstanding long periods of
dampness, mold, and mildew. Materials such as pressboard or masonite are not recommended for this service.
The exterior surface of the collector frame is usually painted or anodized for weather protection.
The overall size and weight of the collector is variable,
but son-t@industry standards are emerging. Due to a finite
number of stock glass sizes, collectors are generally built
on 34inch widths and lengths of 77, 84, and 93 inches.
On special order, certain manufacturers offer ganged arrays for large projects. For instance, Revere Copper offers
collector modules wiih net areas in excess cf 150 square
feet, factory preplumbed with a single inlet and outlet
connection. Lifted into place by crane, these oversized
collectors can reduce site labor costs dramatically.
The weight of a collector will be in the vicinity of 4
to 6 pounds per square foot, depending primarily on the
type of glazing and whether single or double glazing is
specified. Thus, roof-loading considerations are modest.
However, it should be noted th& a 20.square-foot coUector (about 110 to 120 pounds) is about the maximum size
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Figuro 4.25

Energy balanceon the absorberplate.

Now, the energy absorbed is simply the product of
the insolation shiking the coilector and the fraction that
makes it through the glass that gets absorbed by the plate.

E. 4.9

%bS= Lka

where 1 is the insolation* on the tilted collector surface
(Btu/hr-ft”). A is the collector aperture area (JIM).7 is the
overall transmission factor for the glazing, and 01 is the
absorptance of the surface.
We can also model the thermal losses to the ambient
by the following:

E. 4.10

as, = &NT,

- TJ

where U, is an overall collector heat-loss coefficient (Btui
hr-ft2-“F) that depends on the number of sheets of glazing,
*A wordaboutnotation.Wewillbe usj,~ thesymbol I for inrtantaneow
insolation rates and H far daily or monthly total amounts of insolation.

the emissivity of the surface. and the amount of insulation
on the back; T, is the average plate temperature (“Fj; and
7. is the ambient temperature (“F).
Combining equations 4.9 and 4.10 lets us write
E. 4.11 q, = IAm

-

&ACT, To)

Finally, let us define the overall col!ector efficiency, q, to
be the ratio of the energy collected to the energy striking
the collector:
energy

E.4.12

T=

collected

q.

energy incident

IA

= TOi -

UL
T (7,

TJ

Example:

Consider ,3 typical single-glazed. nonselec~
tive surface collector wiih a heat loss coefficient, UL, oi
1.5 Btuihr-ftz-“E The transmittance of the glass is 0.87
and the absorptance of the surface is 0.95. How much
energy would be collected by 20 square feet of collector
exposed to 300 Btu/ft*-hr of sunlight, if the average plate
temperature is 120°F and it is 3YF outside? What would
be the collectorS efficiency?
Solution:

lectors.” Consider two sheets of glazing versus one sheet,
for examp!e. For collector temperatures less than about
12;“F (under the ambient conditions stated) it would appear that single glazing is more effective than double!
How can this be so?
The reason is that while double glazing does reduce
the heat losses from the absorber to the ambient air (rem
duces ULj, it also reduces the amount of insolation making
it to the absorber in the first place !lowers T). For relatively
small temperature differences between the plate and ambient, it is more important to improve the amount of energy reaching the plate than it is to reduce the thermal
iosses from the plate. For very small temperature differences it may even be better tc: have no glazing at all!
Another important thing to notrcc. in Figure 4.26 is
that all of the collector types become less efficient as their
operating temperatures increase. Tius seems pretty reasonable, since the greater the difference in temperature

,00,

3p

irmprratureDilielrilcr 11” T, 1
8~0
‘30
;p” +,““-.y!-~

Using Equation 4.11 we have

q:, = 300 x 20 x 0.87
x (I.20
35)
q. = 4960

- 2550

x 0.95

-

1.5 x 20

= 2410Btuihr

Since the panel is exposed to 20 x 300 = 6000 Btuihr,
its efficiency will be
2410 Btuihr
’

= 6000 Btuihr

= 0.40

= 40%

In most circumstances a system designer will be working from manufacturers’ efficiency curves rather than directly from parameters such as T, n, and U,. So we need
to become acquainted with the various ways that efficiency can be presented.
We could, for example, plot Equation 4.12. To simplify matters, let us begin by fixing tbe insolation, I, at a
nice bright 300 Btuihr-ft’ and the ambient temperature at
a balmy 70°F; then we can display efficiency curves in the
manner of Figure 4.26. Here we are plotting typical collector efficiency versus average absorber temperature for
a number of glazing and coating options. (Actually, the
upper horizontal axis lets us read efficiency versus temperature difference between absorber and ambient, eliminating the 70” air temperature assumption.)
Several important features in these curves should be
noted. One is that we cannot make any blanket statements such as “two sheets of glazing are better than one”
or “glazed collectors are more efficient than unglazed col-

2
Figure 4.26
Typical efficiennes under fixed ambient conditions of
300 Btdft~.hr i”so,atio” and 70” F air temperature.

between the absorber and ambient the greater will be the
heat lost to the ambient, and more losses means less energy can be collected. Turning that around, if we want to
maximize efficiency and thereby collect the most energy,
we should operate the collector at as low a temperature
as possible.
For example, suppose we want to deliver some heat
to a swimming pool by pumping some of the 80°F pool
water through a collector array and then retiming it to
the pool. Would it be better to pump the water slowly
through the collectors, giving it plenty of time to absorb
the sun’s energy so that it returns to the pool at say 140?=,
or should we speed it through the panels so that it returns
to the pool at a mere 85”F?
Heating the water to 140°F will certainly be more
impressive in terms of hot pipes and steaming water, but
by examining Figure 4.26 we see that the higher temperature will result in lower efficiency. Hence we will collect
more energy and do a better job of heating the pool if we
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deliverwaterat 85”. This conclusion runs counter to many
people’s intuition and it is important to get it right in your
mind.
Knowing that it is more efficient to operate a pool
collector at around 85”F, how many sheets of glazing
should be used? Looking at the efficiency curves under
these fairly ideal conditions of temperature and sunlight,
it appears that an unglazed collector has greater efficiency
than one with single glazing, which in turn is more efficien!
than the collector with double glazing. Moreover, the unglazed collector is by far the cheapest. This is why, for
most pool applications where the collectors are used in
fairly mild summer conditions, an unglazed collector usually represents the most cost-effective choice. Glazed collectors are usually considered only for windy sites or for
facilities where year-round pool heating is desired.
In contrast to pool heeting, service water-heating and
space-heating applications require temperatures in the
120” to 160°F range. At those temperatures an unglazed
collector is clearly unacceptabie; the thermal losses are
nearly as great as the solar gains and very little net energy
would be collected.
As the average plate-to-ambient temperature difference increases from say 10 to 20°F for a pool to say 50°F
for a domestic hot-water system, we would select a single
glazed collector rather than an unglazed one; as we get
into higher tempemture differences of say 80°F or so, then
J double-glazed collector or a single-glazed collector with
selective surface would probably be specified.
For even higher temperature differences, such as
might be required for absorption cycle cooling, selective
surfaces are a must. It is in these specialized applications,
where the collector is required to deliver energy a?a temperature of 180°F or so, that focusing collectors also become cost-effective.

NBS and ASHRAE Efficiency Curves
While Figure 4.26 was useful for gaining familiarity with
the general x>pearance of efficiency curves, it is not the
way the data are usually presented. There are two reasons
for a slightly more complicated figure being called for.
One is that we fixed the insolation at a certain value in
order to draw Figure 4.26, and of course that is an unrealistic assumption. The second is that we used average
absorber plate temperature as our indication of collector
temperature. What we really want is some measure of the
temperature of the fluid going through the collector. Not
only would that be easier to use but it would be much

perature of the fluid in the collector, 7,. where

E. 4.13

T+T

7 = -2

and Ti is the inlet temperature of the fluid and 7, is the
outlet temperature. A modification to Equation 4.11 lets
us write ihe useful energy collected in terms of T, as folIOWS

E. 4.14

qu = F’[IAw

-

&A

,r,

TJI

where F’ is that collector plate efficiency factor that we
plotted back in Figure 4.21.
Things are beginning to come together now with the
reintroduction of F’, which you’ll recall is the factor that
accounts for tube spacing, fin thickness, and absorber
material. Ir. a perfect absorber plate, F’ is 1 and the plate
temperature is the same as the fluid temperature. For less
n.Gl
ic
thaw perfect p!etes, the w. D-no
I.IJI
.._._ temnol?l+lllll
r -.-.-..- IOEC
.--”
than the plate temperature and the resulting decrease in
collector performance shows up in equation 4.14 as F’.
Equation 4.14 can be used to solve for collector efficiency as follows:

E. 4.15

T, = 2 = F’[.m

+(?,

- TJ]

The term (?, - TJI is refened to as the collector fluid
parameter, and the NBS method of presentation plots
collector efficiency versus this parameter; the result is a
straight line. Figure 4.27 shows such a plot for three different collectors manufactured by Revere.
It takes a while to get used to this presentation, so
let’s try a quick example. Suppose the fluid in a collector
is entering at 120°F and leaving at 130°F while exposed
to 250 Btuuihr-ftz insolation and the ambient temperature
is 40°F. The fluid parameter would be [(120 + 130]/2
- @l/250
= 0.34. The three glazed collectors in Figure
4.27 would have efficiencies of 26, 39, and 48 percent.
The other method of presenting collector efficiencies
is based on a test procedure developed by the American
Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air Conditioning
Engineers (ASHRAE]. The ASHRAE tests differ from the
NBS tests in two important ways: ASHRAE uses the fluid
inlet temperature TI in its fluid parameter rather than T,,
and the ASHRAE efficiency is based on the gross area of
the collector, which is determined by the outer dimensions

easier to measure in the first place.
There are two commonly used techniques for measuring and presenting collector efficiencies and, though
they are similar, there are some very important but subtle
differences that we should understand.

of the whole collector, frame and all, while the NBS efficiency is based on the effective area of the absorber plate
alone. These differences are summarized in Table 4.11,
while examples of the ASHRAE presentation are given in
Figure 4.28.
Most of the technical literature in the solar field today

One test procedure, developed by the National Bureau of Standards (NBS), is based on the aueroge tem-

is written with the ASHRAE approach to collector performance. We introduce it here so you can become fa-
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Table 4.11

Key Differences in the NBS and ASHRAE
Efsciencv curve0
ASHRAE93.77

NBS 74.635
(7,
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E. 4.17

q = 2 = f,[m

%T,
T

-

T.Jl

When 11 is plotted VETSUSthe fluid parameter, (Ti - T.)
il. a straight line results. The intercept on the vertical axis
is F,T~, the intercept on the horizontal axis is m/U,, and
the slope of the line is -F”,O,. These relationships are
shown in Figure 4.29.
A word of warning with regard to efficiency curves is
in order. Measurements of collector efficiency are extremely difficult to perform precisely. Thus. when comparing efficiency curves it is important that they have been
provided by reputable, independent testing agencies.
Tests performed by the manufacturer should be treated
with a jaundiced eye.

Average Collector Efficiencies
milk with the jargon; later, when we describe the computer simulation of systems, we’ll use this material again.
!n a manner analog&s to Equations 4.11 and 4.14
let us write the useful energy collection rate, q.. in terms
of the collector inlet temperature, T. as

E. 4.16

q, = F,[IA

TOL-

&A

(71 -

T.Jl

The new factor introduced here, Fe, is called the collector
heat removal factor. It can be thought of as the ratio of
the energy actually removed to the energy that would
have been removed if the whole absorber plate stayed at
the nice cool inlet temperature, T!. The actual value of FR
depends on F’ and the fluid flow rate, but it is typically in
the range of 0.85 to 0.95 for hydronic collectors and
something closer to 0.67 for some air collectors.
To get instantaneous collector efficiency, we divide
through by the insolation striking the panel giving

So far we have only dealt with the instantaneous efficiency of a collector under a given set of operating conditions.
It is more useful, for design, to be able to find daily or
monthly average efficiencies. Fortunately, to some extent,
we can use average operating parameters with either the
NBS or ASHRAE curves to find an average efficiency.

Example:

Collector B in Figure 4.27 is timed on at
7~30 A.M. and turned off at 400 PM.. during which time
it is exposed to a total inso!ation of 2058 BtuifK At 7:30
A.M. the circulating fluid in the collector is about 6o”F, and
by the time the collector turns off at 400 P.M. the collector
fluid is 140°F 3uring this period of time the ambient
ttmperature ims averaged 45”E HOW much energy has
heen collected?
Solution:

from

We can find the average fluid parameter

140 + 60

T,=

2

Table 4.12

= 100°F

T.

=

45°F

7

=

2058 BtdftZ

Typical Range dAverage
During Clear Days

r, - i.

8% hr

= 242 Btulhr-ft2

so

*ppl*CdiO”

85°F

100242 45 = 0.23”F-ft2-hr/Btu
Domestic Hot Water

which, from Figure 4.27, yields an average efficiency of
50 percent. The energy collected th,en is
7. H = 0.50

x 2058

= 1029 Btu/ft*

We might cany this example a bit further and ask
what collector area would be required to heat 80 gallons
of water per day under the above conditions? We can
write the energy required for this task

@es

To

r,

SwimmingPixh
;t;-T.=
1

80 gol
x 8.34 @
= day
PI

x (140-6Oj’F

x 1 $&

= 53,400 Btulday
If one square foot of collector supplies 1029 Btu per day,
then we need
A =

Flub, Parameter

53,400

Btuiday

1029 Btu@-day

= 52fiz

It hxns out that 80 gallons pa day is a reasonable estimate of the hot water demands for a family of four and
the 2058 B!x/ft*-day insolation is typical for a clear tinter’s day. In other words, just over 50 square feet of panel
c&d supply the domestic hot water requirement for a
typical family on a good day.
Just to get you in the right ballpark when looking at
collector efficiency curves, Table 4.12 gives some typicaj
average operating conditions and the resulting average
fluid parameters (NBS) for what might loosely be called
reasonably good so!ar days.
A bit earlier we said *jetage conditions “to some
extent” could be used for determining average performance. Let’s define that a little more carefully. Averaging
is a legitimate technique to use during any period of time
that the co!lector is actually operating. You cannot, how-
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lotion, I,. The collector fluid should only be circulated
when the actual insoiation exceeds the critical insolation,
that is, between times t, and &in Figure 4.30.
The critical insolation can be determined easily from
either the NBS or ASHRAE efficiency curves by picking
off the value of the fluid parameter that makes the effciency of the coUec?or equal to zero. Call that value X,
then

E. 4.i8

L=

T,-T.
x
c

For example, the efficiency of collector B in Figure 4.27 goes to zero at a fluid parameter equal to 0.7.
Suppose it is morning, the ambient temperature is 35%
and we want to start heating our domestic hot water,
which is currently sitting at 60°F Suppose the controller
waits until the collector is 15°F above the tank temperature before starting the system. The morning insolation
required before the system would turn on would be

I

60 + 15 5.” =

n7
_..

35

= 57 Btulhr-ftz

But by late afternoon conditions have changed. Our stor-

ever, simply use total daily insolation divided by the total
hours of daylight to get the average insolation for your
fluid parameter. That is because the collector does not
run from sunup to sundown; if it did, there would be
periods of time in the morning and late afternoon, and
any time the sun goes behind a black cloud, when the
coUector lows would exceed the gains. When losses exteed gains, the fluid should not be circulated or else it will
be cooled as it passes through the collector.
The amount of insolation that just makes the energy
absorbed equal the energy lost is called the critical insc-
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Figure 4.30
The d!ector ““id shdd be circulated only c>uringms
period when actual insolation exceeds critical insolation.

7, - T. _ 100 -

age tank is up at about 143°F and it’s now 55°F outside.
To continue to run the system the insolation needs to
exceed

1CPM
=

140 - 55
0.7

= 121 Btuihr-ftz

We could look in Appendix 4C, where hour-by-hour
clear sky ins&ions
are given, to determine at rough!y
what time in the morning the critical insolation is reached
and the system hums on, and at what time it would later
turn off. The ixolation between those hours couid be
averaged and an average efficiency determined. For example. let’s continue with collector B. which is turned on
in the morning when the insolation exceeds 57 BtuIhr-ft*
and is turned off in the afternoon when the insolation falls
below 121 Btuihr-ft*. Let’s locate the collector at 40” north
latitude with a tilt angle of 40”, and figure its daily output
in February Appendix 4C gives us the hourly insolation
values listed in Table 4.13, from which we can estimate
the start-up time to be roughly 7:30 A.M., the shut-off time
to be 400 PM.. and the insolation during those 8% hours
to be 2058 Btu/ftz. We should not try to be too precise
in these estimates of start-up and shut-off times, since we
are going to be ignoring the additional reflective losses of
the glazing when the sun is way off the axis of the collector.

Table4.13 insolation
Betarem
Start-Up
andShut-OH
mne
7A.M
8
9
10
11
12
1 PM~
2
3
4
5

i

242

45 = 0.23

From Figure 4.27 the average efficiency is 50 percent. The daily energy collected is thus 0.5 x 2058 =
1029 Btuiftz. The overall daily efficiency (percent of the
whole day’s insolation collected) is thus 102912162 =
47 percent.
This procedure is fairly tedious and the msults are
only applicable to clear sky conditions. When clouds.
rain, snow, and clear skies are all mixed together into
monthly average insolatio”s we are stuck with either approximating some sort of average efficiency or we need
to revert to some of the mc~re sophisticated techniques
based on computer simulations. We’ll deal with such
complications later when we describe specific system
applications.

Hydronic CollcxtoorPlumbing
Many manufacturers offer hydronic collectors with the
option of having either internal or external manifolds.
Collectors set up for external manifolding have one inlet
and one o@!et tube, usually extending out of the top and
bottom of the panel as show” in Figure 4.31(a). With
external manifolding the collectors can be mounted side
by side, directly against each other, and the connections
between them are made outside of the modules. All extemal piping must be insulated and weatherproofed.

lnrolllllon
21 Bhuiidtz
122
205
267
306
31‘3
306
267
205
122
21

( Stati.UF,130

Total imoiatior~between 7:30 A~?.%
and
400 PM~= 122 + 205 + 267 +
306 + 319 + 306 + 267 + 205 +
12212 = 2058 Btdh’
, Shut-off 4:oa

Daily total = 2162 BtdfP
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j///b /
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d
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#“ii+
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Notice that we shall assume that the value of insolation given by ASHRAE for any particular time of the day
applies for the half-hour before that time as well as the
half-hour after that time. So for example at 400 PM. the
insolation is given as 122 Btu/hr-ft*, which we will assume
applies from 330 to 430 PM. Since our collector shuts
off at 490 P.M. it picks alp 12212 = 61 Btu/hr-ft2 between
330 and 4100 P.M.
Now we can find the average fluid parameter. The
collector raises water from 60 to 140°F so 7, = 100°F.
The morning temperature wax 35°F and the afternoon
was 55”F, so we’ll assume T, = 45°F. The average
hourly insolation is 2058/S%
= 242 Btu/ft*-hr. The avemge fluid parameter (NBS), then, is

&,,ue ~31
collectors.

(bi ,nteim Manifolding

h,em,d and external manifolding in hydmnic

With internal manifolds, each collector has two side
penetmtions near the bottom of the panel and two near
the top as shown in Figure 4.31(b). Usually the interconnections between the panels require that thejr be
separated by a couple of inches (though some have interlocking O-ring assemblies that let the panels be pushed
directly together).
The advantage of internal manifolds is that almost
all of the manifold is inside of the collector frame and
therefore need not be insulated and protected from the

weather In fact the manifold becomes an absorber
surface itself. The end result can be a neater array that’s
also easier to assemble. One potential drawback to internal manifo!ding is that the number of panels that can be
arranged in a parallel row is limited by the maximum flow
rate that the manifold itself can handle.
To prevent erosion-corrosion of copper it is necessary
to restrict the flow velocity of the fluid in the tubing to
something less than 5 feet per second, but to keep pressure drops to a reasonable leve! and hence minimize
pumping power, it is a good idea to keep It closer to half
that sp-ed. Table 4.14 gives the flow rates for various sizes
of type L copper tube that result in flow speeds of 5 feet
per second and the corresponding pressure drops.
With either form of manifolding, it is also important
to design the plumbing to assure equal flow through each
collector. To achieve flow balance among collecton, the
reverse-return piping arrangements shown in Figure
4.32(a)
are recommended.
Using this configuration
(which can be expanded to almost any size array in a
buik:ing-block fashion), the flow tends to balance natuml!,) since the pressure drop through each flow path is
r early identical. On the other hand, the parallel piping
configuration, shown in Figure 4.32(b), tends to exhibit
uneven flow between collector modules. The fluid has a
tendency to short-circuit through the first collector and
starve the last. This effect can be counteracted by straiegically located balancing valves or hydronic circuit
setters, but can be avoided altogether by employing
a reverse-return configuration. In general, a parallel
anangement is recommended for three or four coliectors
at most, and then with reservation.
figure 4.32(c) indicates that collectors may be plumbed
in series, provided the overall array has provisions for
flow balancing. Gene&y, a maximum of three collectors
are so plumbed. If a greater number are connected
in series, the flow rate necessay to service the branch
reaches the erosion limit for the individual modules and
pressure drops become substantial.
Figure 4.33 shows a typical relation between the collector flow rate and its measured pressure drop. This information is for pump sfzing and should be available from
the collector manufacturer upon request. The particular
mpdel cited is an 18.square-foot glazed model used in
Table 4.14
Flow Rates and ConexpandIng Pressure Drops
llvat f’mduce Waxfmum Recommended
Ffow Speeds of
5 Feet ,,er Second in TVDOL Com,er Tubam,
Nonmof
size
‘h”
3/d’
1”
1%”
2”
3”

122

Fl0.n mte
fOPM
3.6
7.5
13
28
48
106

Presswe drop
WlOO ft)
27
I6
11
7.2
4.8
2.9

,,,

@@~@~l@l@l[~l~~
SI
”
‘J

t4

Pigun 4.52
C&&r
return manifolding.

Darallei
flowcsr@e row>

arrays should be plumbed with EWM

water- and space-heating applications. Generally, these
applications would require flow rates in the vicinity of 0.02
to 0.03 gpm per square foot of surface, or 0.36 to 0.54
gpm total. Note that the expected pressure drop is substantially less than 0.5 feet of water, which is quite typical.
Thus, in most plumbing systems, the collector pressure
drop is not a dominant factor in the overall hydraulics.
It is recommended that all joints in copper tubing
in and near the collector be soldered using 9515 tinantimony solder, which has a high enough melting point
not to be affected by collector stagnation temperatures.
Regular 50/50 tin-lead solder is adequate further from
the collector.
AU piping to and from the array should be insulated
to reduce heat loss. The most common insulation uses
closed cell foams called elastomers (such as Armaflexa or
Rub&x@‘). Elastomeric insulation will rapidly deteriorate
under exposure to the elements unless jacketed or painted with a manufacturer-approved
coating. Repainting

her, too, that if the collectors are allowed to stagnz!e in
the summer, they will become hot enough to’ cause bums
so that children, especially, should be made aware of the
potential danger.
In general, collectors mounted on sloped rook should
either be elevated at least 1% inches above the roof surface (shakes, shingles, and so on) or flashed directly into
the roof !n such a way as to form a watertight covering.
Collectors which are laid directly onto shingles can cause
deterioration of the roof as accumulating moisture under
the panel leads to growth of mildew, fungus, and mold.
In addition, in cold climates, ice dams can form drawing
water under shingles by capillary action.
Figure 4.34 suggests one way to make attachments
to shingled, sloped roofs. Mounting blocks of redwood,
cedar, or even metal channel are laid on the roof sheathing with a liberal layer of silicone sealant or fibrous roofing cement between them. Metal flashing covering the

Ftgwe 4.33

-

Pressure drop infomlation for rtandard length modular

solar-energy
cokector.
may be required evey five years or so. Fiberglass, rigtd
urethane, or isocyamwte
foams are also popular.
Underground piping should be insulated, wrapped in
roofing paper, sealed with hot pitch, and buried below
the frost line. Some codes will not allow any buried joints,
so soft copper tubing should be used if turns CT long runs
are required.

blocks that slides under the upper shingles and over the
lower shingles helps insure the roof’s integrity. A mounting
angle made of a metal compatible with the collector frame
is used to connect the panels or collector rack to the
mounting blocks
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Collector Installation Tips
The most critical step in any active system installation is
the attachment of collectors to the roof. The collectors
must be attached securely enough to withstand wind and
snow loads (100 mph winds on a sloped surface will increase the loading by as much as 25 pounds per square
foot) as well as to accommodate continued expansion and
contiction
of the array as it heats and cools each day.
Penetrations must be made to accommodate mounting
bolts, plumbing runs, and control wiring. Through all this
the roof must remain absolutely watertight, year in and
year out.
For roofs that are likely to need repair or replacement
during the lifetime of the collector army, special attention
needs to be paid to the problems that the array will be
likely to cause. Easily removable collectors, or collectors
that are flashed right into the roof itself, or arrays that are
set high enough above the roof to allow access underneath them will se&y simplify future reroofing.
Roofing problems can, of course, be avoided altogether by locating the collectors elsewhere, such as on a
gmund-mounted rack which is securely attached to concrete footings. Mount the collectors so their bottom edge
is at least a foot or two above the ground to avoid probiems oi mud splashing aiid sncx* accumulation. Kemem-

Ftgure C.34

Attachment of co,,ectors to sloped rwfs

143

The angle and blocks are secured to the roof with
tJm-bolts or threaded rods that connect to 2.by-4-inch
spanners laid under the rafters. It is also a good practice
to use snug-fitting, predrilled wood spacers to keep the
spanner from sagging as the nuts are tightened up. Be
sure to apply generous quantities of sealant to holes,
mounting blocks, and over the nuts and washers on the
mounting angle.
It is possible to screw lag bolts directly into~the rafters,
but this practice is to be discouraged. Not only is it hard
to hit the rafters dead center, but the bolts can loosen in
time. Sometimes, such as when the attic is completely
unaccessible, it may be necessay to use lag bolts. When
predriuing through the roof into the rafter, make the hole
several sizes smaller than the lag bolt and be sure the bolt
goes at least two inches into the rafter. Goosh it up with
plenty of sealant.
On flat roofs, provision must be made for connecting
the collector rack to the horizontal surface. In Figure
4.35(a) a pitch pan with rack attachment mount is bolted
to the roof using either the spanner or lag bolt method.
The pitch pan is flashed and filled with pitch or roofing
cement. Pitch pots are not permanently waterproof and
may require periodic replacement of the roofing cement.
In Figure 4.35(b) a curb mount is shown flashed into

the roof surface. This approach is frequently used on large
arrays where distribution of the load is important. An
added bonus is that the rack needn’t be disturbed when
reroofing is required.

Higher-Performance Collectors
At present there is not really any strong competition to
the flat-plate collector for the water-heating and active
space-heating market. At the moderate temperatures
required for these applications (less than 150”FL the
flat-plate collector has advantages of less cost, greater
simplicity, and at least equal, if not greater, efficiency
when compared to the variety of concentrators and evacuated-tube collectors now being introduced.
There are appiications such as absorption air con&
tioning and industrial process heating where higher temperatures are required, and it is for these markets that the
advanced collector designs begin to make sense.
One way to boost the performance of a collector is
to put the absorber in a vacuum, thereby reducing the
heat lost by convection between plate and glazing. There
are a number of approaches possible, two of which are
shown in Figure 4.36. Figure 4.36(a) shows the Coming
Cortec evacuated-tube collector, which features a Ushaped copper tube affixed to the underside of a selectively coated copper absorber plate. Figure 4.36(b) shows
the Owens-Illinois Sunpak’“, which consists of concentric
glass tubes that the circulating fluid passes through. These
tubes are inside of a third, outer, glass tube and a vxwm
is drawn between them.
The second way to boost performance of a collector
is by some form of concentration of the incoming sunlight
before it strikes the absorber. The simplest thing to do is
to couple a conventional flat-plate collector with a fixed
flat reflector. Winter performance of a steeply tilted collector can be quite easily enhanced by an additional
50 percent or so with a horizontal reflecting surface as
suggested in Figure 4.37(a). Summer performance, for
air conditioning, can be enhanced with a flat reflector
tipped up toward the north as shown in Figure 4.37(b).
Collectors with curved reflecting surfaces are what
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usually come to mind when we think of concentrators. By
reflecting sunlight onto a point or a line, a concentrator
can have a large aperture area to collect the incident energy, while maintaining a relatively small absorber area.
Since thermal losses from the absorber are proportional
to its area and temperature, a smali absorber area means
that relatively high temperatures can be maintained without excessive !osses. It also means modest temperatures
can be achieved with lower insolation than a flat plate
requires.
Although the ideal focuser would have a parabolic
cross section, either as a parabolic dish or a parabolic
bough (Figure 4.38), collectors with hemispherical or cylindrical shapes are easier to produce and can be almost

Figure 4.36
(b, Owens-lilinois

Figure 4.38
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as efficient. The reflector can be made of aimost any material and covered with thin aluminized mylar, or it may
be made by simply flexing shiny sheet metal.
Most concentrators require 5ome sort of tracking
mechanism. which adds to their complexity, cost, and
maintainability. and is the principal disadvantage of this
approach. Another drawback is that the reflector will only
be able to concentmte the direct portion of the sun’s rays,
while the diffuse portion is largely lost.
Figure 4.39 shows the usual presentation of a concentrating collector’s efficiency curve in comparison with
that of a single glazed, selective surface flat-plate coUector.
While at first glance the concentrator looks so much better,
note the very high values of fluid parameter that are displayed. If you recall Table 4.12, we indicated that the fluid
parameter for domestic water heating was usually in the
range of 0.16 to 0.30 and space heating from about 0.32
to 0.42. For water heating there would appear to be no

Flsure 4.37
reflectors.

Enhancement of collector performance with flat

advantage to this concentmtor and for space heating the
advantage is modest.
There are some reflector shapes that can be used to
achieve good cancer&e&ion with only periodic adjustments. The compound parabolic concentmtor (CPC) or
Winston collector has the distinction of being capable of
achieving the theoretical maximum concentmtion possible for a given acceptance angle. In the origtnal CPC
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concept, as shown in Figare 4.40, each side of the trough
is a section of a parabola with its focu< at the bottom of
the opposite side. Many variations of this design are being
experimented with and it is likely to be a shape that we’ll
see in advanced designs in the future.

Water heating is a nearly ideal application of solar
technology It is a year-round consumer of energy, so
money spent on solar equipment derives some payback
every month of the year. In addition the temperature requirements are modest; heating water from say 50°F to
130°F or 140°F means the average temperature is only
90 to K!PF, so the coUectors will operate with relatively
high efficiencies. And finally, the systems are physically
small enough to be easily accommodated in almost any
residence and inexpensive enough for most people to
afford.
It is interesting to note that the solar water-heating
industry was well underway during the first years of this
century, though it declined substantially with the arrival
of cheap natural gas. That era has about ended now, and
the solar domestic water heater is becoming an ever more
common sight in the United States today.
There are many solar hot-water system designs to
choose from, and the main purpose of this section wfll be
to help you dectde which one mast closely meets your
needs. The key features that distinguish one system from
another are:

J
Figure 4.40

A crosswtion of a compound parabolic concentitor.

1. Whether the heat-absorbing fluid is circulated from collector to storage, or whether the collector and storage
are the same unit.

Solar Domestic Water Heating
The simple heating of water in residences and commercial
facilities for washing clothes, bodies, and dishes consumes as much energy as the Alaskan pipeline delivers.
Moreover most new water heaters instaUed today heat
with electricity, which is not only the least efficient way to
convert a fossil fuel into heat but also the most expensive.
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2. Whether the circulating fluid is pumped from one
place to another, or whether it circulates by natural
convection.
3. Whether the system uses one tank for hot-water storage and another for auxiliary backup heating, or
whether both functions are accomplished in one tank.
4. (And the most important) what method pf freeze pro-

tection is used: drain down, recirculation, or use of
antifreeze.
Breadbox

Water

Heater

The breadbox water heater system has to be the easiest,
simplest, cheapest, and most foc!proof way to preheat
water for domestic use. As suggested in Figure 4.41, the
system is simply a water-heater tank that has been
stripped of its insulation, painted black, and put inside of
an insulated glazed “breadbox.”
Hinged, insulated doors with a shiny reflective surface
are a desirable option, especially in areas where the nights
are cold. In areas with mild winters, or in almost ariy area
during the summer, the system will perform well enough
to supply preheated water for early evening uses even
without a night cover. Figure 4.42 shows two examples
of how easily such a unit can be either retrofitted onto
the side of a house or designed into the building roof
rtructure.
The tank is plumbed in series with the home’s existing
hot-water heater. No circulation behveen the tanks needs
to be provided. As the user draws water out of the regular
water heater it is replaced by preheated water from the
breadbox. The regular water heater tops up the temperature as required, ensuring a continuous supply of hot
water to the home regardless of weather conditions.

Figure 4.41

The set of three valves shown in the figure are there
to alltiw isolation of the breadbox system from the regular
water heater. Should it ever be required to repair or replace the breadbox system, the two normally open valves
(“.a. ) can be closed and the normally closed one (n.c. )
opened, and the household till run on its regular water
heater alone. We’ll see this three-valve combination in
other two-tank system diagrams.
As hot water is drawn from the tap the cold city water
that would normally enter the home’s regular water heater
now goes into the breadbox heater. It is highly desirable
to have that cold water inlet to the breadbox enter near
the bottom of the breadbox tank so that it doesn’t mix
with the warmer water above it. In other words, if the hnk
is horizontal be sure to arrange it so the cold water inlet
is toward the ground.
Better still, the breadbox tank should be mounted
vertically. The cold water enters near the bottom of the
tank through a long plastic dip tube. The warmer solar
heated water is less dense than the cold entering water,
so it floats on top without much mixing. This stratification
is highly desirable.
The breadbox tank should be sized to hold at least
one day’s worth of hot-water use. As a rule of thumb an
individual uses about 20 gallons of hot water per day. so
that would suggest 80 gallons worth of preheat storage
for a family of four. Rather than have one SO-gallon tank,

Bread box water heater system
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it u~ould be better to have two 40s or even three 30s.
Several smaller tanks have more cross-sectional area to
absorb the sun’s energy than does one larger tank.
If no reflectors are used, it is desirable to have more
than one day’s energy use in collector/storage tanks. This
is because even on a good day you may only be able to
raise an individual tank’s temperature by something like
30% If you have, say, twice the daily use in collector/
storage tanks, then the average residence time in the tank
for our preheat water is two days and (without losses) it
can be raised by more like 609 before being used.
Figure 4.43 shows the proper way to plumb a series
of small tanks. They should be ananged in series rather
than parallel. This helps simtification so the incoming cold
won’t cool down the hottest water which is ready to enter
the home’s regular water heater.

Thennosiphon Systems
While combining the storage and collector in one unit (the
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Multiple tanks rhouid be plumbed in series.

breadbox system) is simple and cheap, it is not as efficient
or convenient for the user as a system that separates those
two functions.
The simplest circulahng hot-water system is one that
uses thermosiphoning to imansfer energy from the flatplate collectors to the storage tank When water in a collector is heated, its density decreases and the water becomes more buoyant. If there is cooler, heavier water
above it the fluids will want to exchange places and a
natural convective circulation ioop can be established.
Figure 4.44 shows a schematic diagram for a typipical
thermosiphoning system. Notice the top of the collectors
need to be at least two feet below the bottom of the storage tank to prevent the system from reverse siphoning as
the collector cools at night. If you can’t amange to have
the full 2.foot clearance, then a check valve (a one-way
valve) should be put in the line connecting storage to
collectors to assure that the system doesn’t run backwards
at night and dissipate all your hard-won gains.
Thermosiphoning is a fairly delicate process and care
should be taken to avoid high spots in the lines where
pockets of air can form which would stop the flow. AU
piping should be at least %-inch diameter to decrease the
likelihood of steam bubbles lodging in the hrbing.
A tank with side penetrations as shown (such as the
Rheem Solar-Aid tank) should be specified, as extra penetrations are extremely helpful in thermosiphon systems.
Other things to notice about the diagram include that
same combination of three v&es for isolating the solar
portion of the system from the regular water heater should
it ever be necessary Note that this is also a two-tank system, with one solar preheat tank and a separate auxiiay tank.
On the output of the auxUiay water heater is shown
a mixing (or tempering) valve. A sketch of one is given in
Figure 4.45(a). This is basically an anti-scalding device
for safety. The solar-heated water can sometimes reach
tempemhws well beyond the usual 140” that a cowentional water heater would’deliver, and the mixing valve
bleeds in just the right amount of cold water so that a
preset tempemture is never exceeded. While the mixing
valve could be placed between the two tanks and accom-
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piiish the same function, it is better to put it on the output
,,of the second tank. That lets both tanks store potentia!ly
“C!y hot water, increasing your carryover and decreasing
fh e likelihood that the auxiliary will need to turn on.
Finally, note that Valves between tank and collector
arte sugsested with an air vent, hose bib, and pressuretelmperature relief valve on the collector side of the valves.
l-t le valves are there to aUow you access to the collector
104
up without having to drain the solar tank. The hose bib
lels you drain the collectors, which you might need to do
or 1 freezing nights, for example.
The air vent shown in Figure 4.45(d) selves two purposes. One is to help get rid of air in the lines when the
collector is being fllled, and the other is to let air into the
system when you want to drain the water out of the
panels. Air vents can be used thii way, as vacuum break-

one reason or another, the collector Uuid could be isolated
with no room for expansion should the temperature
change in the collectors, so the relief valve will prevent
excessive pressures.
The advantages of a thermosiphon system, compared to one where the fluid must be pumped around
the loop, are significant. Eliminating the pump eliminates
the cost of buying the pump, the cost of the controller
that tells the pump when to turn on and off, and the cost
of wiring the controller.
There are serious disadvantages, however. An obvious ape is the physical constmint imposed by requiring
storage to be above the coUectors. If the collectors are on
the roof then the solar tank may have to be perched up
in the rafters in the attic somehow. The solar tank would
typicaIly be a .S- or 80-gallon water-heater tank, which

ers, if you don’t anticipate the need to dump the coUectors
very often. They admit air rather slowly, however, and in
many circumstances it is better to ins&II a special vacuum
breaker as shown in Figure 4.43~).

is a fairly bulky and heavy item to be jockeying around
in an attic. Once fllled with water, the unit weighs six or

Every tank in a pressurized system should have a
temperature-pressure relief valve [shown in Figure 4.45(b)]
for safety, but,notice that we have also included one above
the coUectors. If the collector valves should be shut off for

drain.
Probably a more serious coWmint
on the widespread use of thermosiphon water heaters is the problem
of freeze protection. Virhially every metal hydronic solar

seven hundred pounds. And woe be the day that the tank
springs a leak if you haven’t set it in a catch-pan with a
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of the collectors at night, but this approach is subject to
malfunction if conventional automatic valves are used.
And finally, it should be possible to use antifreeze in the
collector loop with a heat exchanger in the storage tank
to isolate the antifreeze from the potable water supply.
but the heat exchanger needs to be carefully designed to
avoid high spots where air can accumulate, which would
prevent the thermosiphoning action.

Pumped System With Recirculation Freeze
Protection
The physical constiaints imposed by a thermosiphoning
system can be eliminated if a small circulation pump is
included. The pump allows the coI!ectors to be put in their
most convenient place, usuaily the roof, and the tank in
its most convenient place, the basement or utility room.
Figure 4.46 shows a typical system schematic, most
of which we are already familiar with. The three-valve
isolation is there, the solar preheat and conventioral water
heaters are there, the tempering valve and air vent are
there. We do have a pump, controUer, sensors, and check
valve to explain.

Figure 4.45

Plumbing finings

coUector used anywhere in the United States outside of
..
.
tlawaii needs to be protected against freezing. It even
freezes once in a while in Florida and Southern California,
and it only takes once to burst your collector flow tubes
and potentially cause serious property damage. It should
be noted, by the way, that collectors can freeze even if the
ambient air temperature doesn’t reach 32% Radiation
losses from the plate can depress the plate’s temperature
by several degrees below ambient.
The system as shown could be used in an area with
a vey mild climate if the collectors are simply manualiy
drained on those few occasions when a frost is imminent.
Another simple approach for such areas is to install the
collecton either inside the house itself behind a window
or inside an attached solar greenhouse. In either case the
moderating effect of the warmer temperatures around the
collector may be sufficient to prevent freezing.
Some people have attached electric resistance heat
tape to the absorber which is automatically turned on as
the coUectors approach freezing, but that seems a bit
wasteful in any but very mild climate areas. And some
success has been achieved with a temperature-sensitive
valve which, on a cold night, automatically opens slightly,
allowing water to dribble from the tank through the collectors and down a drain.
None of these approaches can be used
ith assurance in an area with severe winters. It might be possible
to use automatic motorized valves to dump the water out
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The pump for a water-heater system of this sort can
(and should) be vey small, typically about %o of a
horsepower, drawing something like 80 watts of electrical
power while operating. Notice that since the collector loop
is always filled with water the pump does not have to be
large enough to raise water, against the force of gravity,
to the roof. The water coming down from t!!e collectors
sucks the collector supply water up, so aU the pump has
to do is overcome the friction losses in the pipes.
Later we’ll see how to properly size pumps, but for
now suffice it to ‘iry that an oversized pump can sign&
cantly reduce the economic benefits that the solar system
shouid deliver. While your collecton are busily collecting
energy you don’t want your pump io be throwing it away
in parasitic losses.
Notice that the pump has isolation valves placed on
each side of it. They are there to allow the pump to be
easily removed from the loop to allow for selvicing or
replacement. In addition a strainer is located before the
pump to help collect any sediment. It is a good idea, by
the way. not to place the pump at the lowest paint in
a system, since that is where sediment is most likely to
settle.
The collector loop has a check valve in it to preve;lt
back circulation at night. When the water in the collectors
is colder than the water in the solar tank, reverse thermosiphoning would occur without it, dissipating most of
the energy gained during the day.
While the check valve could be placed anywhere in
the collector loop and stii prevent back circulation. it is
best to locate it in the coUector supply line. If it is located
in the collector return leg, it makes it difficult to fill the
system since there would be a tendency to get an air lock
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between the air vent and check valve.
The differential thermostat controls the pump, telling
it when to turn on and turn off. There are temperature
sensors, usually thermistors, mounted near the collector
output and near the bottom of the solar tank, which connect to the controller. When the collector sensors indicate
that the collector is warmer than the tank by a certain
amount (usually 10 to 15”F), the controller turns the
pump on. When the collector temperature drops to within
a few degrees of the tank temperature, the controller turns
the pump off.
This simple controller logic applies to all of the solar
hot water systems that we will examine. In this particular
system, however, we have indicated an extra freeze sensor
on the collectors. When the freeze sensor drops to somewhere around 37°F. the controller turns the pump on.
This sends a shot of warm water up to the collectors to
prevent them from freezing. Once the sensor sees that the
panels are warmed up, the contioller turns the pump off.
On a chilly night the pump will cycle-on
for about a
minute, then off for maybe 30 minutes, then back on
again.
This method of freeze protection, though quite popula; in areas with infrequent freezing, has some serious
drawbacks that should be recognized. First of all, it is

wasteful of energy On a chilly night you can easily throw
away half of the energy gained during the day. On a clear
night the air temperature around the coI!ectors is usually
about 5°F warmer than the absorber plate, so that a sensor
set at VF
will activate the pump whenever the ambient
drops below about 42°F. Obviously this method of freeze
protection should only be used in areas with vey mild
winters.
More serious, though, is the possibiiity of the system
not working properly on that cold night so the collectors
freeze and possibiy burst. If there is a coincident power
failure and freeze night, or if the controller or pump malfunctions on a freeze night, then you may lose the system.
An even more subtle problem arises if the check valve
doesn’t seat tightly, perhaps due to some corrosion or dirt
that may take several years to accumulate. Without the
check valve, back circulation will start when the collectors
cool down. That warms the collector sensor, momentarily
turning the pump on, which stops the reverse siphon. The
collector sensor cools, the pump goes off, and reverse
siphoning begins again. This oscillaticn has the effect of
keeping the freeze sensor warm while allowing the bottom
of the panels to cool down, and freezing can result.
If you understand that argument, you might be
tempted to put the freeze sensor at the bottom, or inlet,
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side, of tie collec:ors. Don’t do thai or you’ll freeze the
collectors for sure! The normal cold night recirculation
process will send warm water to the coUectors, but as soon
as the warm w&e: enters the panels the sensor will shut
the pump off. Thus the top of the panels will never be
warmed up and they’ll freeze.
Obviously if you live in an area where freezing is a
serious concern then this method of protection is totally
inadequate. Forhmately, there are a number of other options to turn to, but first let’s consider the possibility of
combining the functions of solar storage and auxiliary
backup into one tanks

One-Tank Systems
.-

If an electric water heater is used rather than one fueled
with oil or natural gas, it is possible to use a single tank
to act as solar preheat storage and auxiliay backup. For
the moment, we needn’t be concerned with freeze protection; the one-tank versus two-tank arguments are the
same for any method of freeze protection.
Figure 4.47 shows an electric water-heater tank with
hvo heating elements used in a one-tank solar system.
Only the upper heating element should be connected.
The idea is to have the upper electric element heat the
top one-third of the tank without heating the bottom twothirds. In an undisturbed tank this is possible since the hot
water till float on top of the colder bottom water.
This thermal stratification is amazingly stable and if
left on its won there would be vey little mixing behveen
the two temperature regimes. Thus it would be possible
to he& the top of the tank electrlcaily while independently
providing solar heat to the bottom of the tank.
The advantages of a one-tank system are fairly obvious. Not having to buy the second tank reduces the cost
of the system; plumbing only one tank means less labor
cost; it is emiw to retiofit the system since you don’t need
to find extra floor space near the existing water heater;
and finally, thermal losses are reduced since only one tank
is losing heat rather than two.
There are some disadvantages, though, mostly related to the loss in collector efficiency due to the imperfect
stratification in the tank. With the pump running, there is
enough turbulence created in the tank to mix some of the
upper water with the rest of the tank. That means the
electric element has a tendency to do some of the heating
that we would like our collectors to be doing. Instead of
the collectors providing efficient preheating of incoming
cold tap water with the electric element topping it off, to
some extent the reverse is true. With the electric element
doing some of the preheating, the efficiency of the mllectors drops. Thus a given collector area will provide
fewer Btu when operating into a one-tank system.
Another disadvantage becomes evident during a
string of rainy days when the solar system is inoperative.
The household is left with the equivalent of a single-
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element electric hot-water heater with storage roughly
equivalent to one-third of the tank volume. With an SOgallon tank and a 4500-w&
heating element that means
you’ll have about 28 gallons of effective storage with a
recovey rate of iround 25 gallons per hour. A single,
long hot shower can “empty” the tank and the next person will have to wait an hour before there will be enough
hot water for a second shower.
There are twwways to reduce this inconvenience.
One is to size the tank a bit larger to give more reserve
volume. Thus instead of it being the usual 65 or SO-gallon
tank of a two-tank system, you might size a lOL- or 120gallon tank. The second option is to provide for manual
operation of the lower heating element (through its thermostat, of course). Pxing inclement weather, the flip of
a switch will provide you with full reserve volume and
double-eiement recovery.
It is important to note that you should not use a fuelfired water heater in this one-tank configuration. With the
burner located at the bottom of the tank there can be no
stratification to separate the “solar storage.” The burner
=wiilalways keep aU of the tank up to whatever tempera
ture the thermostat is set at. The solar system can only
top up that temperature inefficiently.
Finally, with natural gas in some areas being so much
cheaper than electricity, it makes little sense to replace a
gas-fired water heater with an electiic one just to have a
one-tank solar hot water system. The cost of the auxiliary
electricity may exceed the value of the natural gas displaced by the solar system, and the users will end up
paying more for their hot water with the solar system than
without it.

Freeze Protection With Antifreeze
The domestic hot-water systems discussed so far have
been examples of what are referred to as direct heating
systems. In an indirect system the fluid in the collectors
is not the same water that flows out the household’s hotwater taps.

A closed-loop, indirect heating system is shown in
Figure 4.48. By separating the collector loop from the
potable water suppiy it is possibie to use something other
than water as the heat-transfer fluid; something that won’t
freeze. Wateriglycol antifreeze mixtures are the most
common, though various oils and silicone fluids are
sometimes used.
For simplicity the system is shown in a one-tank configuration, though obviously the two-tank arrangement
is an easy extension. We have chosen to illustrate a heat
exchanger internal :o the tank. Tanks are also available
with heat exchangers that wrap around the outside of the
tank, and some systems use a completely separate external heat exchanger with two pumps to circulate collector
fluid and tank tiuid.
Since the heat-transfer fluid is constrained, provision
must be made to allow for its expansion and contraction
as the collectors go through their daily temperature cycles.
That is he function of the expansion tank, which is basically a chamber with a diaphragm to separate the heattransfer fluid from a cushion of pressurized air. The ex
pansion tank screws into an air purger, which is a simple
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wide spot in the pipe with a scoop to help any air trapped
in the lines make its way out the air vent.
‘While both propyiene glycol and eth&ne &SO! ha<e
been used as the heat-hansfer fluid, propylene glycol is
much to be preferred. Ethylene glycol is toxic, and if it is
used then a double-walled heat exchanger is absolutely
necessay. (In a double-walled heat exchanger, the heattransfer fluid must leak through two separate banien
before it can contaminate the potable water.) Propylene
glycol has nea:!y the same thermal properties as its
ethylene counterpart, but it is relatively nontoxic (in fact
it’s a rather common food additive-check
the label on
that can of Mountain Dew you’re drinking) and many
jurisdictions will allow single-walled heat exchangers.
‘Water;gljico: antifreeze mixtti:es for sola: iise shcu!d
contain an added inhibitor to help maintain the proper
pfi (acid-base) stability of the fluid. One of the disadvantages of wateriglycol solutions is that when they are exposed to high temperatures, on the order of 250 to 3@o”F,
they break down into organic acids which can attack the
plumbing (though the freeze protection remains). Thus
the pH of the antifreeze solution should be tested period-
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ically, especially if the collectors have been subjected to
prolonged stagnation. The pH can easily be checked with
litmus paper, and the solution should be replaced when
it turns acidic. Until more is known about the durability
of glycol in collector systems, testing should take place at
least once a year.
The degree of freeze protection for various mixture
strengths of antifreeze to water are given in Table 4.15.
A 50/50 solution of propylene glycol and water is good
down to about -25°F
for example. It should be pointed
out that glycol solutions should not be used with galvanized plumbing, since the inhibitors react with the zinc.
Also, glycol solutions can leak through joints where water
will not, so an especially good job of plumbing must
be done.

higher viscosity of most of these fluids. The higher the
viscosity, the more the liquid is like syrup, which raises
pumping power even more.
To summarize, the key advantage that a closed-loop
antifreeze system has is positive freeze protection. The
systems are not dependent on the reliability of any mechanical devices, which is what makes them the most
popular in harsh climates.
On the negative side, the extra components and more
complicated storage tank add several hundred dollars to
the cost of the system. And the overall system efficiency
is a few percentage points less than a direct system, since
the collecton must mn hotter to encourage heat transfer
through the heat exchanger.

Drainback Syeiems
Table 4.15

Freeze Point. Spocfffc Heat. and “‘scos,~
Varfous Heat-Transfer Fluids*
spec,fic He.t
(Bf”,hn.T,

“lSW.ity
,een,,*o,,e,

l.w

0.5-0.9

15
4
-12
-32

0.93
0.87
0.81
0.76

1.2-4.4

18

0.96
0.94
0.89
0.85
0.51
0.45
0.38

1.4-7.0
12-30
0.6-0.8
10-20

Freeze Pd”l
Water
EthyleneGlycoi
20%
30%
40%
50%
Propylene Glycal
20%
30%
40%
50%
Paraffinic oils
Aromatic oils
Silicone oils

‘or

32

-;
-25
1s
-100
-120

I’F,

To avoid the problems of high-temperature breakdown of glycoi solutions, the use of other heat-transfer
fluids such as oils or silicones has been suggested. Some
of these are tricky to handle-silicones
leak readily
through piping flaws, for example, and aromatic oils will
dissolve roofing tar if spilled.
AU of these alternatives have the disadvantage of
lower specific heats and higher viscosities than water/glyccl mixhIres. The specific heat of a fluid is the number of
Btu reqtiired to raise one pound of it by one degree Fahrenheit. To carry energy off at a given rate, a circulating
fluid with low specific heat must either be pumped faster
or else be allowed to rise Tgher in temperature in the
panel than one with a hi:-:! specific heat, such as water.
If the temperature ris? L higher then the collector effciency drops. If the flafl~ must be pumped faster then the
parasitic pumping pwer wiU be greater. in either case,
losses LO up.
Compounding the problem of low specific heat is the
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Systems can be designed so that the pump is the only
thing that gets water up to the collectors and hence when
the pump turns off the water drains back into the storage
tank. An example of such a dminbock system is shoTan in
Figure 4.49. Notice that the tank requires a heat exchanger with large surface area to be placed near the top of
the tank rather than the bottom. The pressurized city water
stays within the heat exchanger coils so that the storage
tank itself can be unpressurized, allowing the water to fall
back into it. Unpressurized atmospheric fiberglass storage
tanks are ideal for this application providing they have a
gel that is designed to withstand water at 212°F
Since the collectors drain every time the pump is
timed off there is no fluid in the collectors to freeze, which
means ordinary tap water can be used in the tank. While
these systems are simple and inexpensive their efficiency
is less than a direct system. And since the pump must
overcome gravity to fill the collector loop it must be sized
larger than would be required in a pressurized system.
State Water Heater Company markets a variation on
this drainback concept. Their specially designed storage
tank contains several un:?wsurized pods filled with water
within a pressurized tank. The pump circulates the unpressurized water to the collectors, as celled for, allowing
the water to drain by gravity when the pump shuts off.

Draindown Systems
As with drainback systems, draindown systems also provide freeze protection by dumping the water from the
collectors on cold nights. The difference is that no heat
exchangers are used and the collectors fi!l each day under
the pressure of the city water supply.
One way to provide draindown is with three automatic solenoid valves as shown in Figure 4.50. The solenoid valves are arranged so that in the event of a power
failure they shift to the positions that drain the system.
This means that under normal solar collecting conditions
they are constantly drawing electrical power, typically

-,,
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around 7 watts each, to stay in the circulation configuration. This may not sound like much but it actually slices
a significant portion of your solar energy savings. In practice, the use of solenoids has not worked out we& they
stick in one position or the other all too frequently.
Several manufacturers have recently introduced
drtindo~wn v&es which combine the ftinctions of the
three solenoids in one package. The Sunspool valve (439
Tasso Street, Palo Alto, California 94301), as illusimted
in Figure 4.51, consumes only 2 watts and drains automatically during a power failure. It is shown in a draindown system in Figure 4.52.

and piping diameter. In turn, the sizing depends on apetted hot-water demands, the percentage of that demand to be met with solar, and the temperature of t!le
incoming cold water that has to be heated.
With regard to hot-water demand, a good estimate
for residential users is 20 gallons of hot water at 140°F
-pzr person per d%y We might fine-tune tid esiimate
some and reduce the figure by about 4 gallons per person
per day if the household has no washing machine and
r&e it by about 15 gallons pe: family per day if a dishwasher is used. These refinements shou!d be kept in per-

Draindown systems have the advantage of directly
heating the potable water without the need for a heat
exchanger, which improves system efficiency and keeps
costs down. They do involve moving parts, however.
which are exposed to new water every day. If the water
source is extremely hard, and corrosion is known to be
a problem, then another freeze-protection scheme may
be called for.

Sizing Considerations
Once the system configuration is established it is necessay to size the collector area, storage volume, pump size,

rIgme 4.5+
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spective, however, since the hot-water demands

of a

family are much more sensitive to lifestyle considerations
than they are to the particular mix of appliances.
Since it takes 1 Bto to raise one pound of water by
1°F and there are 8.34 pounds of water in a gallon, we
can determine the energy required to raise G gallons per
dzy by \r degrees ~witbt!:e fo!!owi”g equation:

One simulation done for 11 cities across the United
States resulted in the graph shown in Figure 4.53. In it,
the annual fraction of the hot-water load carried by solar
is plotted versus the ratio H,A/L, where HJ is the everage
solar radiation on a horizontal surface in Januay (Btuiftzday); A is the collector area (ft*); and L is the January hcvtwater load !Btu/day!. The collector is assumed to have a
tilt angle equal to its latitude.

L

= G(galidayJ
x

AT(“FI

x

x 8.34 (Ibmigall

1

&
i

>

For example, a family of four needing 80 gallon.3 of
140°F water per day with a cold-water sowxe temperature
of 50°F requires
L = 80 x 8.34

x (140”

-

.WJ

= 60$48Btu/doy

to heat their water.
On a clear day at latitudes typical of the United States
a collector tilted at an angle roughly equal to its latitude
will be exposed to about 2000 Btu/ft*-day. It is not unreasonable to expect an average collector efficiency of 40
to 50 percent during the mild~months of the year, which
means that the collector area required for a hot-water
system could be estimated to be about

A = +

= o,45

60,048

Btu/doy

x 2000 BtuljVday

-

= 67fP

What percentage of the annual hot-water load might
this be expected to supply? As a quick estimate we might
say that it will supply all the hot-water needs on a clear
day, which leads lis to ask what percentage of ‘he days
in a year are clear? That of course varies from place to
place but for most it will be somewhere between 50 and
75 percent, so we would expect 67 square feet of collector
to provide something like two-thirds of the annual needs
of a typical home in a favorable climate area.
We could refine the procedure considerably. For example, the temperature of the cold-water source was as-

$ure
4.53Fraction
ofannual
,oad
supplied
bysolar
asatunction

Januay conditions (U.S. Department of Commerce. Design of
stems, 1977).

Exam,ole:
Estimate the coUecto~ area required to supply 70 percent of the annual hot-water demand in Fort
Worth for a family using 80 gallons per day. The January
cold-water temperature is 4&Y

Solution: The

Januay load is

L = 80 x 8.34

x (140 - 46)

x 1 = 62,717 Btulday

sumed to be a constant SO”F, while in reality, depending
on your water source, that temperature may vary considerably from season to season. It is not unusual to have
water from a river or reservoir in the 30s during the winter
and in the 70s during the summer. That means much
more energy would be needed to heat a gallon of water
to 140°F in the winter than the summer. WeU water, of
course, is much less variable in temperature.

From Appendix 4F the horizontal insolation in Januay is
936.2 Btu/ftz-day. Using the median value from Figure
4.53, at a 70 percent annual fraction, means H.,AIL is

Month-by-month calculations could be made to account for variations in insolation, ambient tempemtures,

Obviously even Figure 4.53 gives a pretty crude estimate, and the results should not be expected to be much
closer than 10 percent to the actual value. Since a range
of values of H,AlL are given for any particular percentage
of annual load, you might use this spread to account for

resulting collector efficiencies, cold-water temperatures,
and so on. Such procedures can easily become tedious
and so are frequently performed on a computer.

about 0.95, so
A _ W-k5 L _ 0.95
HJ

x 62,717
936.2

= 64ftz
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such factors as collector efficiency, ambient temperatures,
and insolation and cold-water variations with season.
For example, if your collector has double glazing, you
are in a fairly warm climate, and the cold-water source
wxms up considerably during the year, you might use
the lower extreme for H,A/L (meaning less collector area
is required for a given hot-u-t-.
~201 frxtior.) and vice versa.
Later, in the section on f-chart, we will describe a
much more accurate procedure for estimating monthly
and annual solar hot water performance. It is, however,
a much more tedious procedure and for most Figure 4.53
will gfve sufficiently accurate estimates.
A word of caution should be inserted here. While it
would be possible to achieve a vey high annual performance factor in almost any climate by simply providing
a very large collector area, this may not be desirable. A
large collector area can deliver too much heat during the
summer and boiling may even result. It may also be economically unreasonable, since the cost of adding collectors may exceed the marginal value of the increased
use%l energy delivered. Fifty to seventy-five square feet
of collectors seems to be the norm across the United

Since we are suggesting collector areas on the order
of 50 to 75 square feet, flow rates of between 1 gpm and
2 gppmare about right.
As to pipe sizes, for residential hot-water systems the
choice is between %- and %inch diameter. While there
are trade-offs between pump sizes and tubing diameters,
suffice it to say that %-inch-diameter copper pipe should
be used on collector arrays smaller than about 60 square
feet. Three-quarter-inch tubing will suffice for arrays from
60 to well beyond 100 square feet.
Later when we describe heat distribution systems
we’ll learn how to size pumps. For hot-w&r systems vey
small %s horsepower or %o horsepower pumps (for example the Grundfos UM 25.18 or UP 25.42) are all that
are usually required. In open systems where fresh water
is in contact with the pump, a bronze or stainless steel
pump should be specified. For systems circulating antifreeze in a closed loop, less expensive cast-iron pumps
can be used.

states.
With the collector area established, the other components are usually sized to match the array size. The
solar preheat storage tank can be sized at about 1.5 galions of storage per square foot of collector area. This is
based on the rule of thumb that on a warm, clear day one
square foot of coUector will heat as much as 1.5 gallons
of water from tap temperatures to 140°F. So hot-.water
storage tanks typically tend to hold 80 or 100 gallons.
The fluid flow rate through the collectors is not critical; 0.02 to 0.03 gallons of flow per minute (gpm) per
square foot of collector is recommended. This will cause
the circulating fluid to be heated by about 10 to 15°F on
each pass through the collector during the middle of the

With the increasing popularity of hot tubs, it is of interest
to consider the use of solar collectors to deliver the necessary Btu. While many designs are possible, the following approach (Figure 4.54) lets the same collector array
heat both hot tub and domestic water.
Heat transfer to the tub is accomplished by laying in
several turns of soft copper tubing under the seats. There
should be no solder connections in these turns to minimize the potential for leaks which could contaminate the
potable water supply. You should check local building
codes to be sure a single-wall heat exchanger is acceptable. If it is not you will have to QO to an external heat

Solar Hot Tub/Domestic Water System

exchanger with & added pump.

-

day. The following equation presents the relationship between temperature increase and flow rate:

E. 4.19

q. = ri1Crh7 = +4f

where q. is useful energy collected (Btulhr);
flow rate (Ibm/hr); C, is the specific heat
AT is the tempemture increase through the
n is collector efficiency; A is collector area
insolation on the panels (Btu/ftz-hr).

ri, is the fluid
(Btuilbm-“F);
collector (“F);
(ftz); and I is

For example, on a clear warm day with n = 50 percent. I = 300 Btu/ft-hr, A = 50 ft2, and water circulating
at 0.03 gpm/ft*, we have
6 = 0.03 gdmin-ft*
x 50 jt* x 8.34 Ibmlgol
x 60 minlhr = 750 lbmlhr
and
AT = e
= o.50 LX5o ’ 3oo = joy
750 x 1
mCp
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Figure 4.54
Solar hot hrbidomestic hot water system bntrols and
freeze protection not shown).

Pump p, is controlled with the usual differential therrnostat. Control of P, can also be accomplished with a
differential thermostat that turns the pump on when the
top of the preheat tank is wanner than the top of the
auxiliary tank. The pump should also have a manual
override, perhaps with a timer, so you can heat the hot
tub with the auxiliary water heater when the solar system
isn’t up to temperature. And the hot-tub thermostat should
be used as a high temperature shut-off.
The necessary filtering and, oh yes, the stimulating
bubbly action is prvfided with conventional hot-tub
equipment not shown in the figure.
One way to estimate the extra collector area required
for the hot tub is to measure its temperature drop over a
day’s time with no auxiliary heating after running it up to
about 105°F Then, size the collector array to deliver that
extm heating.
For example, suppose a 600.gallon hot tub is heated
to 105-F, the auxiliay is then shut off, and we begin our
soak. Dragging our totally relaxed body out of the tub,
we put the cover on, come back a day later and measure
the temperature to be 95°F The heat loss is therefore
Ibm

600 go1x 8.34 z

IBtu

x -,b”F x I@F

= 50,000 Btuidoy
The collectors run quite efficiently at this low temperature
and we might estimate that 1000 Btu/ft*-day can be collected on a good day. That suggests about 50 ex&a square
feet of collector, which means we should probably double
the array size of a typical domestic water-heating system.

Swimming Pool Systems
Another popular application of flat-plate collectors is to
the heatins of swimming pools. The economics are genm
erally excellent, in part due to the fact that there is no
need for a separate storage tank or collector pump (the
pool and its circulator satisfy those functions) and in part
due to the modest iemperature requirements, which usually means inexpensive, unglazed, uninsulated collectors
are quite sufficient.
A typical solar pool-heating system is shown in Figure 4.55. When the collector sensor indicates useful energy can be gained, the control valve is closed and flow
is diverted through the array. When energy can no longer
be coll’ected, the valve opens and the array drains. The
check valve is there to prevent backwashing the filter during draindoun.
Before we can size the collector array we need to
acquire some feeling for the thermal requirements of a
swimming pool. In order to hold a pool at a gtven temperature, the thermal losses due to conduction,.convection, radiation, and evaporation must be offset by the

gure 4.55

Solar pa01 heating system

combination of direct solar gains, collector gains, and/or
pool heater inputs.
Unfortunately, as we shall see, estimating these gains
and losses with any degree of certainty is a dubious aercise. Losses are not only dependent on pool and air
temperatures, which can be reasonably estimated. but
also upon wind speeds, humidity, and cloud cover-can&ions which are not generally known with any degree
of accuracy. Direct solar gains by the pool depend on
available insolation, shading conditions, and estimates of
reflection and absorption. Undaunted by these concerns
for accuracy, let ut proceed. Using reasonable judgement
our answers should be in the right ballpark anyway.
Letting qc, qc-..q,, and q. be the rates at which energy
is lost due to conduction, convection, radiation, and evaporation, respectively, and letting q,, be the rate at which
the pool collects solar energy, we can write the following
equation for the supplemental heating, q,., required to
hold the pool at any given temperature:

~4.20

q;..= qc+ q...+ q, + q. - 9.3

Let’s deal with the losses first. There are conducthe
losses from the pool to the ground, q,, but once the .surrounding dirt has been heated up a bit, these become
negligible. In fact, if the pool cools down, some of that
energy is returned.
Conuectiue losses are not negligible. Air that comes
in contact with the surface of the pool is warmed and
moves on. The rate of this convective heat transfer is proportional to the temperatire difference between the air
and water and the constant of proportionality is very
much dependent on the wind speed. Putting this into
equation form, we have

E. 4.21

4°C= h,.AAT

where qt. is convective loss (Btuihr),

A is pool surface
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area (ft*), AT is the temperature

difference between air

and pool (“F), and h,, is the convective heat transfer coefficient (Btulhr-ftz-“F) gfven in Figure 4.56.
The dependence of h,, on wind speed means we’ll
probably have to make our Fnt approximation (guess).
If the pool is reasonably well sheltered, we suggest using
an h,. of about 1 to 1.5. If the pool is in a windy site then
your first investment probably ought to be in some windbreaks rather than a solar heating system.

the pool and the ambient water vapor pressure some distance away. It will also depend on how quickly the newly
vaporized water moves away, that is, on the wind speed.
Finally, as water evaporates, it takes energy with it (about
1047 Btuilbm for water at typical pool temperatures) so
the remaining pool water is cooled.
Combining
tion losses
E. 4.23

5
6i 4
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j 2
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10
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Figure 4.56 Variationin convection
caefficient
withwindspeed
Eased on Root.SolarEnergy, 1959).

Radiation losses from the pool could theoretically be
estimated with an equation that involves pool temperatures and “sky” temperatures each raised to the fourth
power. A difficulty arises in that the “sky” temperature is
a poorly defined quantity related to, but not equal to, the

q, = (20 + AT),4

where q, is in Btu/hr, when (20 + AT) is in “F and A is
in ft? If you want the units to come out, imagine the right
side of the equation to be multiplied by a radiation heattransfer coefficient of 1.0 Btwhr-ft*-“F.
Finally, there is energy lost from the pool by euopomtion. At the interface between the air and pool surface,
water molecules are heading in both directions-into
the
pool from the humid air, and out of the pool as some of
the liquid water gathers enough energy to transcend to
the vapor state.
We shouldn’t be surprised then to see that the rate of
evaporation will depend on the difference between the
“vapor pressure” of the air that is in intimate contact with
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q. = 200 h,, (P, - PJA

where q. is in Btuihr; h,, is the same coefficient found in
Figure 4.56; P. is the water vapor pressure of the air immediately above the pool (psi); Pa is the water vapor pressure in the surrounding air (psi); and the factor 200 is
there to clean up the units and account for the energy
required to vaporize water.
The water vapor pressure in equilibrium with the
pool, P,, can be obtained directly from Figure 4.57 at the
temperature of the pool. The ambient water vapor pressure, P., can also be obtained from Figure 4.57 if the
value obtained there, at the temperature of the air, is multiplied by the prevailing relative humidity, a factor that
fluctuates considerably throughout the day and night.
More uncertainty,
In estimating average humidity, it is sometimes
helpful to note that it usually reaches its maximum just before dawn and drops to its minimum in the early afternoon. Weather stations usually measure it at 400 A.M.,
IQ00
A.M.. 400 PM., and 1O:CKJ PM.. so for many
locations there is a good data base.

air tempemture. Researchers who have looked at this
question suggest that at typical pool temperatures and
atmospheric moisture contents, it is possible to estimare
radiation losses with the simple relationship
E. 4.22

these factors, we can write for evapora-
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There is another approach for estimating evaporation
losses, based on the rate at which the level of the pool
drops due to evaporation. Letting D be the rate at which
the level drops (inches per week), and remembering that
about 1047 Btu are required to evaporate one pound of
water, we can write

E 4.24

Din.
Ifr
=--X--XAJt*X
week
12 in.

q.

62.4

F

x 1047

g

1 week
x ~
168 hr

q. = 32.4DA
As we shail see later when we do an example, evaporation quite frequently dominates the total pool heat loss.
This is why a pool cover that may do nothing more than
prevent evaporation can be so incredibly effective.
Finally, let’s consider the “free” solar gains of the pool
itself, q,,. Typically something like 80 percent of the incident solar energy is absorbed by the pool water. The
remainder is either reflected off the surface or bounced
of! the white pool waifs or bottom. Black-bottom pools
will, of course, reflect less and hence pick up a few extra
percentage points

Exampk:

Suppose we want to estimate the energy required to keep a 600.square-foot pool at 80°F during late
spring when the air temperature averages 60°F and horizontal insolation averages 2400 Btu/ft-day.
Solution:
The ~a01 is in a nice sheltered location, so
we will estimate the convective coefficient to be about
1.0 BtuIhr-ft*-“E The local weather station tells us humidity values at 4100 A.M. average 85 percent, while the
4:OO PM. values are more like 65 percent. So let’s estimate
the average relative humidity to be about 75 percent.
From Figure 4.57, at the 80°F pool temperature we read
off Pw to be 0.51. At the ambient temperature of 6o”F,
Figure 4.57 gives a water vapor pressure of 0.26, which
we must multiply by the relative humidity of 0.75 to get
P.. Using Equations 4.21 through 4.23 and multiplying
by 24 hours per day gfws us the loss terms:
%” = 1.0 x 600 x (80 - 60) x 24 = 288,000 Btrrl
day
q, = (20+80-601
x 600 x 24 = 576,000 Btui
dw
q. = 200 x l.O(O.51
= 907,000 Btulday

0.75

x 0.26j

x 600

x 24

Notice how dominant the evaporative losses are! Adding
the losses up, we get a total of about 1.77 million Btu/day.
The solar gains wfU be about 80 percent of the horizontal insolation (a.ssl;ming the pool is never shaded), so

9.s = 0.8

x 600

x 2400

= 1.15

x 106Btulday

The total supplementary energy that needs to be supplied
to keep the pool at 80°F i:s
q<n = (1.77

- 1.15)

x lo6 = 0.62

x 10bBtuldoy

Notice that if we could cut our evaporative losses by
about two-thirds we could keep the pool at 80°F with no
auxiliay energy input at all! A simple sheet of clear plastic that you remove when you want to swim could easily
do that.
Pool covers are absolutely the cheapest way to heat
a pool. They will vey often pay for themselves in fuel
savings in less than one swimming season. Not only do
pool covers significantly reduce heat losses caused by
evaporation, but they correspondingly reduce the water
and chemical losses. The pool that we just calculated, for
example, would lose over 3000 gallons of water per
month without the cover.
Another important poini that this example illustrates
is the importance of solar gains. Without them, the input
required from the active collector array and/or pool heater
would be nearly tripled. That suggests that an opaque,
insulating pool cover left on the pool during the day will
not save as much energy as one that lets the sun shine
through. It also emphasizes the importance of locating the
pool in a sunny spot. An unheated, fully shaded pool can
easilv be 10°F colder than one located in the sun.
&we
4.58 shows the result of this sort of calculation
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Fime 4.58 Energy required per square foot of pool area to keep
pool at 80” F for vxiow average ambient temperatires and horizontal
insolation. Pool is sheltered lh, = 1). relative humidity is 60 percent
and the cwer is assumed to reduce daily evaporative losses by two
thirds
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for pools held at 80°F under varying ambient conditions
with and without a night pool cover. The only effect assumed for the pool cover is that it reduces evaporation by
two-thirds, roughly corresponding to the cover being removed during the day for swimming.
Suppose we were to heat this pool with unglazed
collectors having the efficiency curve shown in Figure 4.28. The collector inlet temperature 7; is the pool
temperature, or about 80°F. Ambient during the day will
be somewhat above the 24.hour average temperature of
SOOF,say T, = 65%
We’U assume the colleciors are at the recommended
tilt angle of roughly latitude minus 15”. A quick check into
Appendix 4C indicates that insolation during late spring
and summer months on such a surface is about the same
as for a horizontal surface. Over roughly a lo-hour day
that averages out to about 240 Btu/ftz per hour, giving us
an average (inlet) fluid parameter of about

T-T.- 8o- 65=0.063
T
From Figure 4.28, the collector eificiency is thus
about 59 percent (notice the single-glazed collector effciency is not much higher, about 63 percent). If we let A,
be the collector area in square feet, then to collect the
necessary 620,000 Btu we need
= 620,OOOBtulday

A, = 435fP
That’s equal to about two-thirds of the surface area of the
,pool, a not unusual sizing ratio.
Perhaps surprisingly, one-half to two-thirds of the surface area of the pool in collecton is a rule of thumb used
fairly commonly throughout the United States. That is
because collectors are usually sized to extend the swimming season through a critical month or so under climatic conditions that are not dissimilar from one place
to another.
By the way, if you are interested in building your own
pool collector there is an excellent publication available
called How to Design and Build o Solar Swimming Pool
Heater (Copper Development
Association, 405 Lexington Avenue, New York 10017; free). This report also
covers the analysis of pool losses and sizing of collector
XWlyS.
Figure 4.59 shows how the energy required to keep
a p3ol at 80°F varies through the year for a location having relatively mild weather (average temperature in the
low SOS in the winter, high 60s in the summer). Also
shown is the energy that would be delivered by an unglazed collector array sized at half the surface area of the
pool with a tilt angle of 30”.
Even in this area with mild winter temperatures,
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Figure 4.59
Exanpk of energy required to heat a pm, in a mild
climate, and energy supplied by half the pool area in unglazed
collecton. Pool cover is assumed to reduce evapomtive loses by two
thirds.

would take an outrageously large collector array to heat
the pool in the middle of winter. Thermal losses are way
up. while solar gains are way down. Moreover, use of a
pool cover gives nearly the same swim season as does a
collector array and does so at a much lower initial costbut pool covers are less convenient and do not last nearly
as long as collectors. Needless to say, both are popular
and easily pay for themselves in fuel savings many times
over during their lifetimes.

Thermal Comfort
While many contemporary homes cater to some of the
more frivolous human desires, the basic function of the
home remains the same-to maintain a comfortable thermal environment. But just what is a comfortable thermal
environment? More specifically, what environmental parameters are involved, and what ranges can be tolerated
to maintain a feeling of thermal comfort?
The answers to these questions are crucial, since they
affect the energy consumed for space heating in a big
way. Unfortunately, they can’t be answered definitively.
Thermal comfort is a very subjective feeling and has successfully resisted scientists’ efforts to quantify it. However,
certain guidelines have been established, and understending both the basic biological aspects of thermal comfort and the environmental indices related to comfort and

health can only help us to design homes that respond to
the particular people who live in them.

Biology and Comfort
Human beings are mammals and, as mammals. we possess certain unique thermal systems. The body is its own
source of thermal energy and can adap! to a wide range
of environmental conditions. The adaption process depends upon some incredibly sensitive control mechanisms in your body. Let’s look at them briefly.
To start with. you have two sets of heat-sensing organs in your skin. One set senses the oufflow of heat from
your body to surroundings at iower temperatures. The
other set senses the inward flow of heat from objects or
surroundings of higher iemperatures. The outflow sensors
lie very close to the skin’s surface, and most of these are
congregated in the fingertips, nose, and the bends of the
elbow. About two-thirds of their number are proximate to
the openings of sweat glands.
The inflow sensors lie deeper in the skin and are
concentrated in the upper lip, nose, chin, chest, forehead.
and fingers. Both sets of sensors trigger reflexes which
control blood circulation through the skin. These reflexes
play an essential role in heat balance, which we will talk
about shortly.
The most important temperature-sensing system is
located in the hypothalamus, a gland at the base of the
brain, right above ihe pituitary It works like a thermostat,
monitoring changes in blood temperatllre caused by thermal events inside the body and also by temperature gradients across the skin. Like other mechanical thermostats,
the one in your hypothalamus has a set point, usually
close to 98.6”E If the sensory input to your thermostat
registers the body temperatire at less than the set point,
it will initiate physiological responses to increase the body
temperature. The reverse occurs if the body temperature
is too high. In this way. ywr body constantly strives
to maintain a thermal equilibrium or heat balance,
and you usually feel comfortable when this balance is
achieved with the minimum amount of thermoregulation.
This, then, is a simplified version of the biological basis
of comfort.

Factors Involved in Thermal Equilibrium

ductive and convective exchange (C): (3) radiative exchange (R): and (4) evapcrative exchange (E). A brief
definition of each of these factors is helpful.
Metabolic Rate
Right now. the sandwich you ate for lunch is being
turned into energy for the growth, regeneration, and operation of your body. This is an example of metabolic
activity Such metabolic processes are about 20 percent
efficient; the other 80 percent of the energy generated is
rejected as heat. The rate of metabolism is primarily controlled by the level of bodily activity For example, if
you’re playing football, your metabolic rate will increase
in order to supply your body with the extra energy needed
to play the sport. Consequently, your metabolic energy
production will increase greatly. To make things a little
more complicated. your metabolic rate can differ slightly
with weight, sex, age. and state of health.
Conductive and Convective Heat Exchange
Energy is lost by heat conduction through direct
physical contact with objects of lower temperatures. Heat
is gained by direct contact with objects of higher temperatures. When you heat up a chair by sitting in it, you
are losing heat by conduction. When a heating pad
warms up your aching back. you are gaining energy by
conduction.
Convection has much the same physical basis as conduction, except that an additional mechanism of energy
transier is present: one of the heat-transfer agents is a
fluid (air, in many cases). The air molecules exchange
energy with an adjacent object, in what is initially a conductive heat-transfer process. However, in the case of
convection, the air molecules are moving and thus can
carry, or convect, significant amounts of energy. In this
way the normal conduction process is enhanced.
There are two types of convection: natural and
forced. In forced convection, the air has some significant
velocity relative to the object it encounters; when you
stand in a stiff breeze, run on a windless day, or sit in front
of a fan, you experience forced convection. Natural convection arises due to the heating or cooling of air when
it contacts an object. As the air changes temperature, it
changes density and rises or falls. This “self-generated”
free convection is quite common in indoor environments.

Thermal equilibrium and the resulting sense oi comfort
are achieved by physiological and behavioral responses
that control the amount of heat produced in the body and
the amount of heat lost from the body. We will talk about

Radiant Heat Exchange

the physiological responses which control thermoequilibrium in a later section. But, first, we should define the
standard methods of heat transfer that result from these
physiological responses, and discuss their relationship to
,thermoequilibrium in your body. The factors important
to thermoregulation are: (1) metabolic rate (M); (2) con-

arrangement of the objects around you. This is probably
the most complicated mechanism of heat transfer, and is
quite important in establishing thermal comfort. To exchange energy by radiant means, the objects need not be
in contact. Rather, they simply must be in “sight” of one

Heat transfer can also arise from the exchange of
electromagnetic waves. Your body will lose or gain energy
depending on the temperature, texture, and geometric

another.
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Light is a form of electromagnetic energy in wave
lengths which are detectable by our eyes. Our interest in
radiant heat transfer centers around wave lengths we find
invisible-those
in the infrared portion of the spectrum.
You continually ,zxperience invisible radiant heat transfer.
A warm electric stove element can be felt many inches
away. A crackling fire produces a warm, tingly sensation
in your haads and cheeks. These sensations are the result
of radiant heat transfer via infrared electromagnetic waves
(although the fir< also produces radiant energy in the
visibie wave lengths).
These waves, like light, travel through the air with
little or no degradation and permit your body to interact
thermally with walls, windows, and other objects which
make up your total environment. Direct contact with the
radiating swrce is not necessary, which makes radiation
effects particulariy subtle and often mysterious. A classic
example is that of a room with a large window area. On
a cold day. occupants can feel distinctly uncomfortable
even though the air temperature in the room is 75 or 80°F
The discomfort arises from radiant heat losses to the cold
window surfaces. Similarly, people can feel inexplicably
hot if their environment contains a large number of hot
surfaceseven
if the air temperature is held at 65°F.

transfer available to your body. These modes, along with
metabolic energy production, are used to maintain thermal equilibrium. A simple relation describes the interaction between these mechanisms:

E. 4.25

Q=M+R?CpE

Here Q is the change in the thermal energy content of
your body, zero in an equilibrium condition. This con&
tion is achieved by physiological reactions which appropriately alter M, R, C, and E. (Don’t corJwz the
“R” here--radiant heat exchange-with
an “R” to come
later-resistance.)
Figure 4.61 shows the interplay of these mechanisms
at various room temperatures, assuming a constant relative humidity (RH) of 45 percent. The metabolic rate is
nearly constant over the range from 60 to lOo”F, but the
evaporative heat loss rises rapidly to dominate at high
temperatures. At lower temperatures. convection and radiation play the dominant roles. Fure conduction usually
has little effect on bodily heat loss.

Evapora!ive Heat Loss
Respiratory passages and lungs are sites of continuous evaporative heat loss. In moderate to high temperatures, sweating of the skin is a major source of evaporative
heat loss. Heat is lost in evaporation because it takes energy to turn liquid water into water vapor.
Figure 4.60 summarizes the various modes of heat

we 4.61
Percent of body heat loss due to evaporation.
nvection, and radiation (relative humidity fixed at 45%).

Air temperature is a well-known environmental index.
When combined with three other indices, relative humidity, mean radiant temperature (MRT), and air velocity, a
fairly complete description of the indoor environment

sure 4.60

Mades of body heat 1055.

results.
As shown in Figure 4.61, air tempemture affects two
methods of heat exchange which are essential to the en-

ergy balance of your body--convection

and evaporations

In iact, it is the principal parameter that can affect your
state of comfort when your body is close to its optimal
comfort zone. Most heating systems are designed uith
this fact in mind and concentrate single-mindedly on
air-temperature control. Relative humidity is an oftneglected, but important. index of environmental comfort.
Simply stated, it is a measure of the quantity of ‘water
Mpor in the air. It is typically reported in percent, with the
percen:age referenced to a “satxated” state in which the
air holds all the vapor it can without some condensation
occurring. The relative humidity is closely tied to air temperature, since warmer air can retain more moisture.
Thus, if air with a fixed quantity of water vapor is heated,
the reeiativehumidity drops.
Reictive humidity can be measured with a wet bulb/
dy bulb thermometer combination. The dry bulb thermometer i!as an eveyday mercuy or alcohol design
which measures the air temperature. The wet bulb thermometer is idei>tical in construction, except that a watersoaked wick is placed around the bulb. The wick promotes evaporation of the water surrounding the bulb,
thereby depressing the thermometer reading. The lower
the relative humidity, the higher the evaporation rate, and
the greater the temperature depression. The difference in
readings between the wet and dy bulb thermometers
thus can be directly correlated with relative humidity and
both specifications are used interchangeably.
High relative humidity results in a muggy atmosphere
and stifles the evaporative cooling mechanism. Lowhumidity conditions tend to make people vey uncomfortable; dy skin, dy mucous membranes, and contact
lens discomfort are common symptoms. Excessive drying
can also weaken wooden structural members and fumitore. While high-humidity conditions are often difficult to
rectify, low-humidity situations are easily handled with
indoor plants or inexpensive humidifiers.
The meon radiant temperature (MRT) is a measure
of radiative effects arising in a room. Cve mentioned in
the preceding section that walls and windows which communicate with the outdoors can have inside surface temperatwes well below the room air temperature. The
cold surfaces can cause significant discomfort, and later
sections describe insulating techniques to alleviate this
problem.
Air uelocity refers to the speed of the air moving
through the room. High velocities tend to increase convective heat losses; we say it feels “drafty” Vey low velocities or stagnant conditions are undesirable in that
odors, moisture, and indoor pollutants can rapidly accumulate. Indeed, these problems arise long before any
significant oxygen depletion occurs. The odor problem is
tied to both health considerations and aesthetics. Excessive moisture can be downright destictive to furniture
and the interior portions of walls. ceilings, and floors.
Unless suitable vapor barriers are incorporated

into a

stmcture, walis literally can rot from moisture.
The problem of accumulating indoor air pollutants is
a newly recognized one that has serious implications for
designers and residents of vey well insulated buildings.
We’ll take a further look when we assess the heat loss in
a building due to ventilation.

Optimal Settings for Indoor Environments
Now that we have looked at the factors which affect thermal comfort, we ask the question, “Are there really optimal settings for these factors that will produce the most
desirable indoor climate?” Researchers have conducted
many studies on optimum comfort conditions, and have
come up with general comfort indices like “operative temperature:’ “resultant temperature,” “effective warmth,”
“effective temperature,” “revised effective temperature,”
and so on.
The most widely used comfort criteria are set by
the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and AirConditioning Engineers (ASHRAE). ASHRAE standards
serve as a guide for architects and engineers in the spaceconditioning trade. The latest comfort standards are given
in Table 4.16 and are formally referted to as Standard
55-74. These criteria are referenced to persons perform
ing light office work and wearing appropriate clothing.
Table 4.16
Thermal Comfort CondMons
(ASHRAE Standard 515.74)
Air TemperahIres
RelativeHumidity
Mean Radiant Temperahlre
Air “elmity

73-77-F
20% to 60%
Equal to air temperature’
10-45 fani”

Notes: a. ForeverydPg,PV
IheMRT’95beI(1wXR increasetheah tmlperaiureby IP

By way of comparison, Figure 4.62 presents some
experimental results compiled by R. G. Nevins of the Institute fot Environmental Research. A large sample of
sedentary people was exposed to varying air temperature
and humidity acd questioned as to their personal comfort. If we consider “slightly warm” and “slightly cool” as
acceptable states, we have extended that comfort range
significantly.
It is interesting to note that receni comfort criteria
established in :he United States differ kom those reported
in the 1920s. These, in turn, differ substantially from
those obtained in England. Why is this? A host of factors
could account for the differences, including physical ability to acclimatize to lower temperatures, physical activity,
psychological state, and type of clothing worn.
The first factor-the
body’s ability to acclimatize-is
dependent upon general physical health. If you move
from one set of environmental extremes to another, your
body will undergo pronounced physiological changes.
Blood volume and viscosity alter, heart rate varies, and
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The fourth factor, the type of clothing worn indoors, is an
obvious example. It is always possible to put on warmer
clothes or additional layen of clothing when 5ve feel chilly.

I

But for most people -with access to a thermostat, such an
alternative is not always considered.
Perhaps it is time tore-evaluate our indoor dress habits and tc, start weaving garments that insulate our bodies
instead of merely decorating them. Maybe it is time for
people to toughen up a little, to get our bodies in shape,
to quit pampering ourselves psychologically, and to put
on warmer clothes when relaxing around the house instead of cranking up the thermostat. But it’s not necessarily that simple. important health and efficiency considerations do remain as we decide what indoor conditions

Figure 4.62 A baseline comfort chart Wter R. G. Nevins. institute
for Environmental Research. Kansas State Univmity).

blood circulation undergoes appropriate

changes. Fre-

quent exposure to various envVmnments strengthens the
body’s ability to acclimatize quickly and effectively.
Physical activity will also affect the temperature at
which a person feels comfortable. Metabolic rate (probably the most important parameter in coping with temperature extremes) can range widely: 220 Btu/hr while
sL:eping; 325 Btuihr while reading or resting; 550 Btu/hr
when sweeping the floor; and even higher rates for intense
physical exercise. The temperature of our environment
must be adjusted according to the state of physical activity: a person skiing in 40°F temperatures might be perfectly comfortable, while a person tying to read or write
at similar temperatures would find it intolerable. ~Consequently, the average American today-bound
to either
office, auto, or home (all heated or cooled to maintain a
very limited temperature range) and getting precious little
outdoor physical exercise-might
well require higher temperatures to be comfortable than an American of the
192Os, who lived in a house subject to much greater temperature variation and engaged in more physical work,
without benefit of a car or various other labor-saving machines.
Of course, psychological conditioning is another real
consideration. If you’re not used to (or can’t prodilcej a
high indoor temperature, you don’t expect it. In such
places as Engla~I, where central heating is not as common as in the United States, people normally become
acclimatized to lower indoor temperatures. The same is
undoubtedly true with air conditioning; the more it is
available, the more people demand its use in summer
months.
Psychological conditioning also greatly influences
what people perceive as their alternatives to discomfort.
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to design for in a structure using solar heating: these are
the considerations that determine our needs for heat storage and auxiliay heating should our solar system break
down or an extended cloud cover cause us to use up all
our stored solar energy
First, consider your likely indoor activities. It’s all well
and good to say we should always be physically active;
but if you’re a guitarist, or an avid reader, or a writer,
chances are you’re going to need warmth available on a
fairly constant basis to keep the fingers movable. Second,
determine the low extreme of outdoor temperatures in
the area you plan to build. You may be able to withstand
temporary 30°F temperatures quite well when you’re
healthy, active, and warmly dressed; but it could have
severe consequences for any sudden sickness or other
emergency, particularly if accompanying weather conditions make medical assistance difficult to acquire.
Remember, too, that individuals have susceptibilities
to cold temperatures and humidity which no comfort index can pinpoint. When your fingers are turning blue, an
expert’s statement that your environment is at a comfortable temperature is going to be no comfort at all. Your
best guide is your own body. Practice being aware of
various indoor climatic conditions and how they make
you feel-when
you’re healthy or sick, active or just
hanging out. Ultimately, this self-study will be your best
guide.

Climate Data
Before any heating system can be designed, the local
climaie must be thoroughly investigated. Climatological
data are primarily needed to estimate the most severe
heating load, although related data can be used to predict
the monthly or annual energy expenditures for space
heat’ 2. Specific climatological factors affecting heating
reqwements include the temperature difference between
the inside and outside of the dwelling, the wind conditions, and shading. The temperature difference is most
important, since the rate of heat loss is directly related to
this quantity The overall effect of temperature difference

is gauged in two ways: using minimum design temperatwes and heating degree-day tabulations.
The most rapid rote of heat ‘ass experienced by your
building will occur, as you might imagine, when the altside temperature is lowest. This maximum rate may only
occur for several hours a year; nonetheless, your heating
system must be designed to cope with this situation. The
problem is analogous to buying an automobile with a
200.horsepower engine. Driving normally, you seldom
use more than 30 or 40 horsepower-the
rest of the engine capacity is held in reserve.
Minimum outside design tempemiures have been
recommended by ASHRAE, and are tabulated for major
cities and towns across the country Table 4.17 is an a&
brevia!ed version for Alabama. Note that three temperatures are listed for each locale. The median of arnua!
extremes is computed from thirty or forty years of ternper&ore data, using the coldest temperature recorded
each year. The values in columns labeled 99 or 97 ’ vetcent are temperatures which are exceeded for lily; percentage of the time during the three months of December,
January, and Febmay.
For example, in Auburn, Alabama, the 99 percent design temperature is 21”$ ,uhich
means that it was colder than 21°F for 1 percent of the
time covered in the three-month period. Design temperahxes for your particular city or region can be found in
Appendix 4A, or in a copy of the ASHRAE :-lcndboo.k of
Fundamentals (found in any libran]). Local chapten of
ASHRAE publish even more complete design tables for
areas in their jurisdiction. Another way to estimate the
outside minimum design temperatore is to contact a local
office of the National Weather Service. They can supply
you with average minimum temperatures and the record
low temperature measured in your area.
Notice that in Table 4.17 (and Appendix 4A) an indication of relative wind velocities is given along with the
design temperatures. The wind entries are a vey rough
indication of average wind speeds during winter months:
VL signifies very light; L, light; M, medium; and H, high.
The data are of limited use since wind conditions are so
closely tied to the topographic conditions within the immediate vicinity of your residence. But they do serve to
remind us that heat losses can be significantly affected by
increasing wind speeds, so proper selection of your building site and use of windbreaks is important.
While the minimum design temperature aids in determining the maximum rate of heat loss, in solar design
we are usually more interested in longer term, aueroge
energy requirements. The key to calculating such monthly
andannual heatingdemandsistheconceptofdegree-days.
Degree-days accumulate for every day that the average
ambient temperature is less than 65°F If for each such
day the average ambient temperature is subtracted from
65°F and these differences are summed over a month’s
time, the total would be monthly degree-days. Qver a
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year’s time, it would be yearly degree-days. For example,
on a day when the average ambient temperature (actually
!he average of the day’s minimum and maximum) is 40”F,
we would add (65” - 40”) or 25 degree-days into our
total. On a day witii average temperature equal to 67°F
.zjji; would add in zero degree-days (days with average
temperature above 65°F are not counted). If the average
temperature were to be 40” every day in the month, we
would accumulate a total of 30 x 25 = 750 degree-days
for that month.
The nice thing soout degree-days is that they are directly proportional to the amount of heat required for
a house. For example. a house in Duluth, Minnesota
(10,000 degree-days per year) would require twice the
heat in a year’s time as the vey Same house located in
Pittsburgh (5,053 degree-days) znd three times as much
as if located in Rome, Georgia (3,326 degree-days).
Why the 65°F base temperature? Measurements
made nearly 50 years ago indicated that residences kept
at 70°F did not require supplemental heating until the
ambient dropped to about 65% The heat generated ininside the house by people, appliances, and typical solar
gains through windows was found to be sufficient to maintain the temperature inside about 5°F above ambient.
With today’s better-insulated buildings and our lower interior thermostat settings, it would seem reasonable to
lower the base temperature. In fact, we will do that later
in the chapter when we actually start to use degree-days.
Degree-day data are quite readily available on a
monthly and annual basis (both of which are important
to our design procedures). Table 4.18 gives an excerpt
from the ASHRAE Guide and Doto Book to show you
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the format, while Appendix 4B gives you their complete
listing. More extensive listings for your state can be obtained for 25 cents from the National Clima;ic Center
(Federal Building, Asheville, North Carolina 28801). Ask
for your state’s “Monthly Normals of Temperature, Precipitation, and Heating and Cooling Degree-Days.‘Kooling
degree-days, by the way, are used in calculating
air conditioning loads and are based on subtracting 65°F
from daily average temperatures. j

What we want to do is calculate both the maximum
rate at which our building is going tealose heat, and the
total heat lost ever a given period of time, such as a month
or a winter. These calculations are absolutely essential if
we want to size a passive or active solar heating system
properly, (or, for that matter, the furnace in a conventional
house).

Mechanisms
of HeatLoss

I-ieat Loss in Dwellings
A dwelling is designed to create an artificial environment-a
living space climatically detached from the outdoors. The heat loss experienced by a building reflects
the degree of separation. Our goal is to minimize heat
losses in order to reduce the energy requirements for
heating. The more successful we are, the mcxe attractive
solar heating becomes. We begin with a more detailed
discussion of the heat-transfer modes introduced earlier,
when we considered the thermal aspects of physical
comfort.
Basically, heat is thermal energy which is transferred
between two objects because of a temperature difference
between them. The direction of energy transfer is from
the higher to the lower temperature. No net heat transfer
occurs between two objects at the same temperature.
Obviously, aU OUT basic heat-!oss problems arise when
outside temperature is lower than the inside temperature
of our home. Furthermore, the amount of heat transferred in a @ven time interval (the rate of heat transfer)
is generally proportional to the difference in temperature
between the two bodies in question: the greater the temTable 4.18

perature difference, the greater the rate of heat transfer.

Given the concepts of heat and temperature difference,
we can be@ to quantify the aspects of heat lmansferand
other mechanisms of energy loss. As we mentioned in the
section on thermal comfort, there are three classic mechanisms of heat transfer: conduction, convection, and radiation. An additional energy loss will occur when the
living space exchanges air with the environment. This air
exchange is called either ventilation or infiltration, depending on whether it is intentional or not. We introduced
most of these terms when we calculated heat losses from
swimming pools. But we need to look at them more carefully now.
Conduction
Conduction is the transfer of energy through a medium by direct molecular interaction. Excited (hot) molecules transfer some of their vibrational energy to their
cooler neighbors. This energy transfer on the molecular
level results in a large-scale flow of energy from higher to
lower temperature regions. Cooking with a frying pan is
a good introduction to conduction heat transfer. The energy from the pan is conducted along the handle and
eventually reaches your hand. This effect is accentuated
if the handle is short and/or made of metal.
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A poor conductor is one which retards heat transfer;
it is known as an insulator. The most important measure
of an insulator is its thermal condlwtivity (k). Thermal
insulators are materials which have low values of k; porcelain, glass, wood, and dy soil are gooi examples. By
comparison, metals (such as copper and aluminum) have
high thermal conductivity and so are poor thermal insulators. Thii is one reason why, in cooking, metal handles
get very hot while wooden handles don’t. To insulate your
home, we seek a material which is economical, practical,
and has a low k-value.
Table 4.19 lists the thermal conductivities of common
substances. Scan it for familiar materials, recalling that
low conductivities imply good insulators. Note that the
units are rather awkward: k is given in Btu-in/h*-ft2-“E
Table 4.19

Material

Au. still
AJmli”“rn
Arkton board wit,, cement
Psbestor. wm,
Bras. red
Btik
Comxcn
F&S
Fhe
smw
Cenulose. dl.,’
Cinders
Clay
Dn/
wet
Concr@te
Cinder
StO”e
Corkboard

Cornstalk,insulatingboard
CottO”
FcamgLar
Glasswoo,
Glass
Common thermometer
nint
b-x
Gold

GWlite
Gypsum, solid

Hair felt
ke
Iron, cast
Lead
Leather, sole
Lime
MOti

Slaked
LimestO”e
Marble

Thermal Conductivity
Density
at 6VF
Oh per C” k)
168.0
123
25.0
536.0

Two other quantities enter into conduction heat transfer: the area and thicknes of t!x ins-tilating materials. The
rate of heat f!zxu (Btuihr) is directly proportional to the
area through which the heat energy can move. For instance. if 100 Rtuihr is transferred through 1 square foot
of a given insulation, then we know that 200 Btuihr will
be transferred through 2 square feet of the same insulation. This concept becomes clear if we think of water flowing through a hole-the
bigger the hole, the grea!er the
amount of water flowing through it (other things being
equal). More to the point, the larger the surface area of
your housz, the greater the heat-loss problem. The rate
of heat flow is inversely proportional to the thickness of

fk) of Miscellaneous

Substances

at Room Temperahue

Co”d”ni”ay k
~B*“-in,hr-ft’.~F,

Cond”di”ay k
,B*“-idh~-k’-P)
0.169-0.215
1404-1439
2.7
0.62
715.0

112.0
125.0
115.0
509.0
94.0
40-45

5.0
9.2
6.96
522.0
I.56
1.1

6.3.0
110.0

3.54.0
4.59.5

97.0
140.0
8.3
15.0
5.06
10.5
1.5

4.9
12.0
0.28
0.33
0.39
0.40
0.27

161.0
247.0
140.0
12a5.0
159.0
78.0
13.0
57.5”
442.0
710.0
54.0

5.5
5.:
7.56
2028.0
15.4
3.0
0.26
15.6
326.G
243.0
1.1

1c!6.0
81-87
132.0
162.0

This is na cause for concern; we will explain how to deal
with these units in due time.

2.42
10.8
20.6

Mineral woo,
Board

FiU-type
Nickel
Paper
Paraffin
Flas:*r
Cement
Gypsum
Redwmd bark
Rock woo,
Rubber. hard
Sand, dry
5andstone
silver
soil
Cm&d
quaa
(4% moishlrej
Fairbanks sand
(4% mok-ture,
(10% moklure)
D&a
sandy loam
(4% moisture,
(10% moisture,
He+ day
(10% moisture)
(20% moishrrei
Std
1% c
Staid~
Tar, bituminous
Water. fresh
Wood
FO
Maple
Red oak
white pine
Wmd Bkr beard
WC01

15.0
9.4
537.0
58.0
55.6
73.8
46.2
5.0
10.0
74.3
94.6
143.0
656.0

0.33
0.27
405.5
0.9
I.68
8.0
3.3
0.26
0.27
11.0
2.28
12.6
2905.0

KU.0

11.5

100.0
110.0

8.5
15.0

110.”
110.0

6.5
13.0

90.0
100.0

5.5
10.0

487.0
515.0
75.0
62.4

310.0
2000
-

34.0
400
a.0
31.2
16.9
4.99

4.1
0.8
1.2
1.1
0.78
0.34
0.264

Notes: a. A, ZT
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the insulating material, which is just a way of saying that
thicker insulation reduces heat loss. If we insulate with
6 inches of fiberglass instead of 3 inches, then we will
reduce the wall’s heat-loss rate by about 50 percent.
In summay, four factors affect the rate at which heat
energy conducts through a substance: the temperature
differential, the thermal conductivity of the substance, the
heat-transfer area, and the thickness of the substance.
This information is related by a simple conduction
equation:
E. 4.26

q. = A+,

-

Tzj = A;AT

wherz q< equals !be rate of heat transfer by conduction
(Etuihr); A equals the ares; (f?); k eqxils the thermal
conductivity (Btwinihr-fK”F);
t equals the thickness (in);
and T,, T’, equal the inside and outside surface temperatures (“Fj. Note that the equation reaffirms our discussion: q, increases if A, k, or (T, - Tz) increases. The
inverse relationship between q, and t is also verified: as
t increases, q. will decrease. Let’s perform a simple calculation to get a feel for the numbers and units involved.
Example:
Suppose we had a wall of dy clay 4 inches
thick, with a surface area of 50 square feet. If one face is
held at 75°F and the other at 35°C let’s find the rate of
heat hnsk
Solution:
Using Table 4.19, we find a thermal conductivity of 3.5 to 4.0 Btwinihr-ftZ-“F We’ll choose the
higher value and estimate the m&mum
heat-transfer
rate. Using Equation 4.26, we find

vective heat-transfer coefficient. And, of course, the larger
the surface are3 in contact with the air, the greater will be
the heat transfer rate. Putting these together we have

E. 4.27

au = A MT,

TJ

where q,, equals the rate of heat transfer due to convection (Btulhrj; A is the surface area (ft*); h,. is the convective coefficient (Btulhr-f&-F);
and T, and T, are the
temperatures of air and surface. The direction of heat
transfer is, of course, determined by which is the larger,
T. or T,.
Just as was the case for swtmming pools, the cow
vective coefficient depends on how fast the air is moving
past the surface. For instance, h,, is roughly 1 Btuinr-ftz“F for the “free” convect&n taking place imide the house,
but it may vey well be as much as 10 Btu/hr-+-OF on the
outside if it is vey windy.
Ekomple:
Compute the convective heat loss from a
100.square-foot wall whose outside surface temperature
is 50”, while exposed to moving air at 10°F Assume a
convective coefficient of 5 Btulhr-ft2-“E

Solution:

Using Equation 4.27, we have

9c. = IOOjt~
= 20,000

5Btu
x (50 x ~
hr-ft*-“F

1O)“F

Btulhr

Radiation
Radiation is the transfer of heat by electromagnetic

Convection is the transfer of heat by fluids and gases
in contact with solid surfaces. In the context of a building
it is the tmnsfer of heat between air and an element of the
building structure such as a wall, window, or ceiling. When
warm air inside our house comes in contact with the
colder inside surface of, say, a wall, it transfers some heat
to that wall. As it does so, it cools, becomes more dense,
and falls, to be replaced by more warm air.
Outside, the opposite is happening. The outer surface

waves. Solar energy was already given as an example of
radiant energy in transit; hence, we see that radiant energy does not need a medium through which to move. If
we have two bodies at different temperatures in a closed,
evacuated system (that is, a vacuum, which eliminates the
other transfer modes of conduction and convection), their
tempemtures will eventually equalize by the exchange of
radiant energy.
Sitting in a room, our bodies radiate energy to our
surroundings and they, in turn, radiate energy back to us.
While a quantitative analysts of this phenomenon is very
complicated, there are some useful qualitative concepts
that we can easily unders?md.
One is that we will lose energy at a much faster rate
to a cold window surface than to the same area of a
wxmer wall right next to it. In fact, it is possible to feel

of our wall is warmer than the cold surrounding air and
it transfers heat to that air. Moreover, the air outside is
likely to be moving rapidly past the wall, increasing the
ease with which the heat can be ixansferred.
In either case, we can describe the rate of heat transfer as being directly proportional to the difference in
temperature between the surface of the wall and the surrounding air. The constant of proportionality is the con-

quite chilly in a room with a lot of glass even though the
air may be at a supposedly comfortable temperature. It
will be important for us to remember this later when we
explore the usefulness of large expanses of south-facing
glass as passive solar collectors. If we can keep that inside
surface of the window from getting too cold, we will be
more comfortable. One way to do that is by using double
or triple glazing. Another is to locate heat delivey registers

4.0 Btu;l;r-ft2-“F

(75 _ 35/9

qc = WJJW
= 2000 Btulhr
Convection
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right under the windows (this also reduces the draft
caused by the downward flowing air coming in contact
with the window).
Another factor of importance as we sit in this room,
radiating away, has to do with the emittance of the surface
that we are radiating to. Surfaces with low emittance reflect radiant energy rather than absorbing it (for opaque
surfaces, reflectance is one minus emittance; low emittance means high reflectance).
Most common building mater&,
such as wood,
gla.s, masony, and nonmetallic paints, have a relatively
high value of emittance, usually somewhere between 0.8
and 0.9, and hence they easily absorb radiant eneryJ.
Shiny metals, on the other hand, have low emittance, and
hence reflect a good portion of the radiant energy striking
them. Aluminum foil has an emittance of only about 0.05
(meaning 95 percent of the radiant energy striking it is
reflected), which is why it is used on one or both sides
of many insulating materials. The foil, then, helps keep
radiant energy in the room, reducing the overall rate of
heat loss.
At the risk of adding confusion, we should also note
thal radiation heat-transfer effects depend not only on
temperatures, but also on wave lengths. For example,
white paint has a high reflectance, hence a low emittance,
in the short visible wave lengths (around 1 micron; see
Figure 4.6), so we might think it would be useful as a
thermal reflector, just as the aluminum foil was. The thermal energy that we are @ying to contain is, however, at
much longer wave lengths (closer to 10 microns), and at
these wave lengths white paint becomes a good absorber,
so it would be a poor substitute for the foil.
If you are getting the feeling that radiant heat transfer
can get complicated, you are right. You’ll notice we
haven’t written any equations yet. It is vey difficult to
handle radiation heat-exchange rates quantitatively, but
that does not mean they will be omitted from our calculations. The usual way to handle radiation losses from a
house is to smuggle a radiation heat-transfer coefficient
into the convective coefficient, call it a surface conductance, or a film coefficient, ~rnd go about your business.
Air Exchange
There is another way a house can lose energy Whenever air leaves a heated space, it takes thermal energy
with it. The warm air is replaced by cold air which must
be heated in order to maintain a comfortable temperature. This air exchange can take place in two waysby
infiltration and by ventilation. Infiltration is unintentional
air exchange which occurs because of various leaks in the
how;
the shabbier the construction, the greater the inftltration. Large amounts ot inftltmtion take place around
the edges and through the joints of windows and doors.
Wall-flwr joints and corner joints are also potential ieakage areas.

Ventilation is the intentional exchange of air to avoid
shdfiness, odors, and pollutants. Ventilation requires that
our structure “exhale” warm air, and so a loss of energy
necessarily results During the heating season, we seldom
worry about ventilation in small buildings because normal
infiltration rates have a sufficient ventilating effect. Natural
ventilation is deliberately encouraged through open doors
or windows during the summer.
Later in this section, we will see that heat losses due
to air exchange can be a sizable fraction of the total building losses, especially if ample amounts of insulation are
used throughout. To reduce infiltration, special attention
should be paid to caulking and weatherstripping, especially during construction. Air-lock entries on exterior
doors also help by preventing blasts of cold air from getting into the house each time the door is opened.
Not only does air leak in and o?i: through cracks
around windows and doors, but some also passes through
walls and ceilings. To prevent this, many superinsulated
houses are being built today which seal off the house with
6.mil-thick polyethylene sheets fastened to the inside of
the framing during construction. Not only does the
polyethylene keep heat lozses to a minimum, it also acts
as a vapor barrier. Without a vapor barrier, water vapor
in the air can condense into the insulation as it cools on
its way through the wall, greatly reducing the effectiveness
of the insulation.
While reduction of unwanted infiltration is important,
it is also important to realize that we need a certain
amount of ventilation to flush out indoor air pollutants
the nitrogen oxides and carbon monoxide from our gas
appliances, and morpholine from our furniture polish, the
hydrated aluminum from our deodorants, the vinyl acetate copolymer resins from our hair sprays, the fumes
from cleaning fluids, the formaldehyde that escapes from
wallboard and carpet adhesives and from solidifying ureaformaldehyde insulating foams, the radioactive gas radon
that is gtven off by some building materials, to say nothing
of the carcinogens given off in cigarette smoke.
The usual leaky house probably experiences at least
one complete air change per hour. That is, an amount of
air equivalent to the volume of the house leaks out and
is replaced by cold incoming air, once per hour. That is
enough to keep the air inside fresh. Some exhemely tight
houses being built today reduce the infilimtion rate to
one-tenth of that value. So how can these especially tight
houses be kept comfortable and, for that matter, safe for
human occupancy’? The answer is that ventilation must
be provided to flgsh out pollutants and keep the air
fresh. But wouldn’t we be just as well off with a leaky
house then?
Remember

that infiltmtion is unwanted air exchange

while ventilatior, is under control of the user. The trick to
ventilating a ?ight house without a lot of heat loss is to use
an air-to-air heat exchanger, or heat recuperator, at the
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single point where the warm, stale inside air is allowed to
exit and the cold, fresh outside air is allowed to enter.
Such a device is shown in Figure 4.63. It is claimed that
70 to 80 percent of the heat can be squeezed out of the
exhaust air. Outside air at o”F, for example, might be prewarmed up to 50 or 60°F before entering the house. so
ventilation with minimal heat loss is possible.

fresh
wamr
a,,,@PF)

heat is passing through. So, let us write such an equation:

E. 4.28

q = liA(T,

-

TJ

where q is the rate of heat loss (Btuihrj; A is the surface
area (ft2); 7; and T, are the inside and outside tempemhues 1°F); and the new factor, U, is the overall coefficient
of heat transmission, or thermal transmittance, measured
in Btu/hr-ft*-“F:

stale
CrnIair11ov

%..

l-----l/
I

V

T.

Tr

%

&

r.

7.
L
F&me 4.44
This Mitsubishiair-to-air heat exchanger war,,,s
Figure 4.63
incoming cold fresh air with the warm but stale air being exhausted
from the house

Later we’l! see how to quantify infiltration losses. For
now, simply note that infiltration rates should be reduced
as low as possible through careful attention to detail dwing construction. At worst, you may have to open a window once in a while.

Thermal Resistance and
Cwfficient of Transmission
Let us return to the mechanisms of heat transfer that do
not involve the exchange of air, that is, conduction, convection, and radiation. AU three are involved in the usual
heat-hansfer problem that we must solve. Obviously, it
would greatly simplify things if we could somehow combine all of them into one overall relationship. That is
accomplished by introducing the notion of thermal conductance, U, or its redprocal, thermal resistance, R.
Consider Figure 4.64, which illustrates the mechanisms involved in transfening heat from the interior space
at temperature T, to the ambient at temperature To. It
should be obvious by now that the overall rate of heat
tmnsfer will probably be proportional to the temperature
difference (T, - T.) and the area of the surface that the
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Heat transfer mechanism for a simpe wt.

Another way to express the same notion is with a
thermal resistance, R, as follows:

E. 4.29

q = $(T(

-

I-J

where R = l/U and has units of hr-ft*-“FlBtu.
If we can somehow determine these U-values or
R-values for the various componenti of a building such
as the windows, walls, floor, ceiling, and doors then the
calculation for the rate at which the whole building loses
heat becomes a reasonably straightforward exercise. If we
know the U-value for the waUs, for example, we just multiply it by the area of walls and the temperature dif!erence
across them and we’ll have the total loss through the walls.
We do the Same for the windows, the ceiling, the doors,
and floors. Add them up. throw in a calculation for inftltration, and we’re done. Obviously there are complications that we’ll introduce later, but conceptually this is
where we are headed.
Let’s get back to Figure 4.64 and the problem of finding the overall thermal resistance of the basic wall represented. It will be useful for us to note the elect&al analog
to the heat-transfer problem that we are hying to solve.
If we consider heat loss per unit of area, call it q’, we can
rewrite Equation 4.29 as

E. 4.30

4, = fTf - To) = g

tice to assume that the wind is blowing at 15 mph when

R

calculating h, so it wilt not have the same value as the free
convective coefficient inside, hi.

R

If you will, heat flow is being pushed by the temperature
differential and resisted by the thermal resistance.
Equation 4.30 is exactly analogous to Ohm’s law for
eletiicai circuits I= VIR, wherein current I (the tbtr,g that
flows) equals voltage V (the thing that pushes the flow)
divided by R (the electrical resistance to that flow). It
should not surprise us then to learn that we can decalwith
thermal resistances in much the sane way that elech.ical
engineers use electrical resistances. Figure 4.64. in fact,
shows us the thermal circuit for this ~$1 consisting of a
convective resistance in series with a conductive resistance and another convectivs resistor.
Now, for our watt, the rate of heat transfer by radiation
and convection fxxn the i&de air to the inside surface
of the wall tilt be

E. 4.31

a., = A h/T, - T,)

where hi is the inside film coefficient [which, you wilt recall, includes the effects of radiation and convection; its
units are Btu/ft*-hr-“F) and T, and T, are the temperatures
of the inside air and inside wall surface.
Comparing this equation with Equation 4.29 suggests the convective resistance to heat flow would be

E. 4.32

R,,, = I/h,

‘,’ Moving on, if we consider this watt to be a simple ho;: mogeneous barrier with thickness t and conductivity k,
we can write the conductive heat transfer through the wait
as

E. 4.33

qc = A+-,

- TJ

Again, by comparison with Equation 4.29, we can
write the outside convective resistance as

E. 4.36

R CYO= l/h,

Each one of these thermal resistors, R,,. R, and R,,,.
are acting to impede the loss of heat from the interior to
the ambient. Their combined effect is the sum of their
individual efforts and we can write the total thermal re<istance as

E. 4.37

R = R,.g + R, + R,.,

E. 4.38

R = Ilhj

+ t/k + I/h,

This is what we have been @mg to get. The only
thing we need now are values for the fitm coefficierits.
and those are supplied by ASHRAE, reproduced here in
Table 4.20. Notice how surface emittance has crept into
the coefficients. Unless the surface in question is highly
reflective, you should use the “nonreflective” values COT:espmding to an emittance equal to 0.9.
ff you are the average nontechnical person, you may
be somewhat confused at this point. That’s fine-this is
the most difficult section in the chapter. Take a took at this
next example, then go back and read the section again.
See if it doesn’t make more sense the second time
around.

Example: How

can we figure the heat toss across a

window?
Table 4.20

Film CeefRcients

(h) and Resistaxes

(R)

Surface Emittam~
where T, and Tz are the temperatures of the surfaces of
the watt on the inside and outside of the building.

Positionof
sorfnce

Again, by comparison with Equation 4.29, the thermat resistance due to conduction wilt be

Direrlion
Of ma,
Flow

NonRefleedve Reflective
reoeciire L = 0.20 L = 0.05
r=0.90

hi

R, = !

E. 4.34

k

This makes good sense, doesn’t it? The greater the thickness of the watt, the more it will resist heat flow. Aud the
lower the conductiviP9 of the materials within the watt, the
more it wilt resist losing heat.
Finally, the outslde watt surface wilt deliver heat to the
ambient at a rate equal to
E. 4.33

a..

= A M-z

-

To!

where h, is the outstde film coefficient. It is common prac-

STILL AIR
Harizoetal
Sloping45
Vertical
Sloping45
Horizontal

Upward
Upward
Horizontal
deg Downward
_. Downward
deg

MOWNG AIR
(Any Position)
15.mph’h’ind
(for winter)
7.5.mph Wind
(for summer:

1.63
,a
I .A6
1.32
1.08
k

R

h,

0.6l 0.91
0’62 CM8
C.68 0.74
O.,% 0.60
0.92 0.37
R

AW

6.00 0.17

AW

4.00 0.25

ho

R

h,

R

1.100.76 1.3.2
1.14 0.73 1.37
1.35 0.59 1.70
1.67 0.45 2.22
2.70 0.224.55
R

h.

R

NoC*: ban ASHRAE1977F”“damenl,r ““itr lo. R~valuararehr.WT/m”
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Figure 4.65 shows the window, which we’ll
Solution:
Z’Tsumeis %-inch-thick glass. From Table 4.20, for a nonreflective vertical surface we read hi to be 1.46 (or R,,,
= 0.68) for still inside air, and an h, of 6.0 (or R,., =
0.17) for the assumed 15.mph winter conditions. Referring to Table 4.19, the thermal conductivity of glass is
about 5 Btwinihr-“F-ft2. The overall resistance is the sum
of the three individual resistances (from Equation 4.38):
R = R,,i + R, + R,,,
1
0.25
1
-R=1.46+
5
+6.0
= 0.68

+ 0.05

+ 0.17

q = UA(AT)
(25fW70

- 30)9

= 11OOBtulhr
Heat Transfer Through a Composite Watt
Next consider the composite wall shown as a cutaway
in Figure 4.66. We wilt assume that the inside air temperature is 70°F and the outside air temperature is 30°F.
Our job is to estimate the rate of heat transfer through
the Walt.

hr-fl*-“F
= 0.90 r

15mhW,“d

neatzw

mare4.66

Pimare4.66

A simplewindow.

The overall coefficient of tfansmiss!on is simply the reciprocal of this value, or
1
1
u=i=G=1.Ihr-ftZ-“F

BtU

Notice how little effect the glass itself has on the c&ul&ion (only about 5 percent of the R-value is due to the
g&s, the rest is film resistance). Also note that OUTresult
is independent of specific outside or inside temperatures.
Also; our calculations are very general in that they are
based on one square foot of window pane.
Example:
Now let’s treat a more specific problem.
What would be the total heat transfer for 25 square feet
of window surface subjected to a 70°F indoor air temperature and a 30°F outdoor air temperature?
Solution:

?54

Using our results in Equation 4.26 we find

A simplecomposite
wall

Since heat must flow through each element in turn
(including the convective resistances), the system can
again be represented by a series circuit. Let’s start from
the inside and move outward. The first resistive element
is the convective (or film) resistance. We would expect
free convection on this inside wall so from Table 4.20
we find

The %-inch plywood sheet represents a conductive
resistance, and the thermal conductivity of plywood can
be found in a number of references. Table 4.19 lists values
for wood, but information more pertinent to the construction trade is !&ted in Appendix 4D. This appendix makes
our job particularly easy in that it already includes the
thermal resistance as wellasthe thermal conductance (Cj.
The thermal conductance is related to the thermal resis-

ble 4.20) and R,,, comes to 0.17. Total resistance is
simply the sum of the iixi%/iduat elements.

tance in the following way:
cc;

E. 4.39

R ,o,at = 0.68 f 0.62 + 0.96
f 0.62 + 0.17

For %-inch plywood we find (under th,- zi:,.:ion of Apt~ndix 4D labeled “Building Board”)

+ 18.75

= 21,8 F
Biu

R, = ;

= 0.62 F

The heat transfer per square foot of wall area is given by
Equation 4.30.

Next, we encounter an enclosed air space. In reality,
the air space involves two additional convective (a film)
resistances and a single term to account for conduction
across the air gap. The combined effect of these resistances is tabulated in Table 4.21. For a %-inch vertical air
space with no reflective foil, we find the resistance to be

q’ = AT/R

= /70-3O)“F/21.8

= 1.83 Btuihr-ft*
To obtain the total heat transfer in, say, a 200.square-foot
wall, we simply multiply our result by 200:
q = 1.83 Btuihr-jt2

Table 4.21
Positimof
Air space

Direction
of Air spaceeoundd Air spaceBounded
HeatFlow by ordinaryMarerids by Ahli”“rn Foil

Hodwntal

,,
i :,,
~:

Horizontal Downward

;,

11

v0ocal

Lbwmd
H0dW"tal

0.7Mnch
R

Qinch
R

0.75inch
R

‘l-inch
R

0.78
1.02
0.96

0.85
1.23
0.94

1.67
3.55
2.80

2.06
a.94
2.62

Naes: a. hm ASHRN H.“dbook 0, Fund.“mtis; ““35 0‘ hrwT,Bm,

fncidentatly, did you notice that a foil-lined air space has
nearly three times the resistance of an ordinary air space?
The 3.inch foam plastic represents another conductive resistance and the values in Appendix 4D are applicable (“Board and Stabs”). We have a number of plastics
to choose from. The entries differ in density or manufactuing technique; some are expanded using freon gas, R11 or R-12, white others simply use air. For our example,
let’s choose “polyurethane, R-11 exp.” so k equals 0.16
Btwinihr-ftz-% Using Equation 4.34, we compute the resistance for the 3.inch thickness:

R,=I=
k

x 200 f-t* = 366 Btuihr

Simplified Heat-Transfer Calculations

Air-Space ResistancesUf) for 50°F
Mean Temperatwe~

~~:

hr.ft2-“F
7

3 in
0.16 Btu-inihr-ft*-‘F

Note the relatively large size of this thermal resistance;
foamed plastic is an excellent insulating material!
The remaining sheet of plywood can be handled in
the usual way (R, = R, = 0.62). The outside convective
coefficient is obtained assuming a 15.mph wind (Ta-

The previous examples itlustiate a step-by-step
method to compute the total thermal resistance of a wall.
The details wilt be particularly useful to those who are
experimenting with new building techniques and materials. In many situations, however, watt construction fottows a set pattern, and thermal resistance calculations for
J>>~.-,I- I~-~~~
these “s’andxu
waus navt( been computed. The results
are reported in terms of the coefficient of transmission
VJ).
U-values are given for several window configurations
in Table 4.22. Note that a single pane with an outdoor
(exterior) exposure has a coefficient of 1.10, in agreement
with the calculated value in the last section. Also note that
double-pane tindows (that is, modular windows with two
sheets of glass separated by an air space) have a significantly lower U-value. Fssentiaily, the thermal resistance of the double-pane window is twice that of a single
pane.
Analogous values for solid wooden doors are given
in Table 4.23. You can see that the addition of a storm
door towers the overall condu&nce
significantly. Doors
of nonstandard constrxtion can be handled with the basic thermal resistance techniques discussed earlier. For
instance, a hollow dK.r is treated as a sort of composite watt.
Overall conduct:Ances ant: resistances for typical
watts, ceilings, and elevated flc ,315have been computed
by ASHRAE and are given in Appendix 4E, a sample of
which is given here as Table 4.24. Our job is getting easier
and easier; all we have to do is look up the proper values.
Consider the frame watt construction illustrated in
Table 4.24. The first column of numbers shows how the
R-value for an uninsulated wall is derived, component by
component, for a section of wall between the 2. by 4.inch
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T&de4.22 “.“a,“esof Windows
andSkyRgbts

Table 4.13

PART A--VERTICAL PANELS (EXTFBIOR WINDOWS.
SLlDlNG PATIO DOORS, AND PARTITIONS+
FLAT GLASS, GLASS BLOCK. AND PLASTIC SHF.ET
Fxtebiar
Demiptioa
“at Glass
single glass
insulating glass-double
0.1875-h ai space
0.*5-i*. air space
0.5-h air space
0.5.in. air space. low
emhtance coating
.=nm
“.__
e=0,40
e=O&o
insulating glass--triple
O.*S-in. air spaces
0.5-h ai spaces
storm windows
I-in. to 4-h air space

WhItiT

SUlnmDI

lalerior

1.10

1.04

0.73

0.62
0.58
0.49

0.65
0.61
0.56

0.51
0.49
0.46

0.32
0.38
0.43

0.38
of45
0.51

0.32
0.38
0.42

0.39
0.31

0.44
0.39

0.38
0.30

0.50

0.50

0.44

PART &HOWONTAL
PANELS (SKYLIGHTSt
FLAT GLASS, GLASS BLOCK, AND
PLASTIC DOMES
F.xterlor
DSCtiptiO”
Flat Glass
single glass
insulating glass-double
0.1875-h air space
0.25-h. air space
OSn. air space
0.5-h air mace, low
~miuanc~coating
e = 0.20
0=0.40
L?=0.60
Glass Block
1IxLIx3in.thickwith
eavir, divider
L2 x 12 x 4in.thick with
ewity divider
Plastic Domes
single-walled
double-walled

WiO(cd

S”llWl~~

1nceri0r

1.23

0.83

0.96

0.70
0.65
0.59

0.57
0.54
0.49

0.62
0.59
0.56

0.48
0.52
0.56

0.36
0.42
0.46

0.39
0.45
0.50

0.53

0.35

0.44

0.51

0.34

0.42

1.15
0.70

0.80
0.46

-

PART C--AD.,“STMRNT
FACTORS FOR VARIOUS WINDDW
ANDSLlDlNC PATIO DOOR TYPES (MULTIPLY (I VALUES
IN PARTS A AND R BY THESE FACTORS)

DemfptioG
Widows
AN caass
Wood Sash-SO% Glass
Wood Sar;h-.tO% G&s
MetalSash-80%
Glass
Sliding Patio Doors
wood Frame
Metal Frame

Sk&
Glass

DO”bk
or Triple
Glass

I.00
0.90
0.80
,.w

I.00
0.95
0.85
1.20

0.95
I.00

1.00
1.10

Notes*onIASHRAE
,977F”“da”m”td%
““itsareBL”lbf%.F
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S,O”ll
Wirdons
1.00
0.99
0.80
1.20
-

“-“dues

ndCk”ess~ No stoml Door
1
1%
1%
2

in
in
in
in

0.64
0.55
0.49
0.43

of Solid Wwd
wtmte,
stem DoolMetal
wood
0.30
0.28
0.27
0.24

0.39
0.34
0.33
0.29

Doom’
s”nuler
No storm Dow
0.61
0.53
0.47
0.42

framing members. The total R-value is 4.44 hr-ftZ-“F/Btu.
The second column shows the same calculation, but
this time it has been done through a section of wall that
includes the Z- by 4.inch studs. the thermal resistance
through the studs is higher, 7.81 hr-fC”F/Btu.
There are, then, two parallel heat conduction p&hs,
one through the framing and one between frrling.
To
find a composite average conductance for the whole wall,
we must weigh the U-values of eack by their respective
areas, which we can do with the following equation:

E. 4.40

U., = SU, + (1 - S)U,

where LJ., is the average U-value for the building section,
0, is the U-value for area backed by the framing, U, is the
U-value between framing members, and S is the fraction
of the wall area backed by the framing members.
A typical 2.by4inch
stud wall on l&inch centers has
about 20 percent of its area backed by framing (including
multiple studs, plates, headers, sills, band joists, and so
on). The total U-value for the uninsulated stud wall in
Table 4.24 would be
r~, = a.~(&)

+ 0.8 (A)

= 0206Btu!h+Y=

Notice even this has been worked out for us by ASHRAE
and presented at the bottom of the tables.
The second set of two columns in Table 4.24 shows
the same calculations repeated with 3.5.inch R-11 fiberglass insulation in the u&l cavity. Between the studs the
R-value is 14.43 hr.ftz-OF!Btu, but by the time you take
into account the framing, the overall R-value is back down
to l/O.081 or R-i2.3. The overall thermal resistance of
the wall is therefore not much different from the R-value
of the insulation alone. It is quite common to talk of an
R-11 wall, or an R-19 ceiling, when really that is the value
of the insulation alone.
Not too long ago, new houses usually had no insulation at all in their walls. Since then. building codes have
changed and at least R-11 insulation is required almost
eveywhere. Why R-11? That happens to be the thermal
resistance of ftberglass bat& that just fit in the 3%.inch

~&do 4.24

___-__

CwfRclenti

of Transmlsslon

(fl) of Frame Walls’

T&c cocflicienlrareexprerrrdin mu per(ilaw, (squaref‘m, ucgrcr Fahrenheit)
differencein tcm~cra~“re
bCh%L”
theaikon Ihe tworider,.
andaa barcdonanovclidcvindvelocilyofIS mph
Rrplnce Air Spacewith 3.5-i”. R-11 Blanket lnsulsdo” (Now lC.3” 4,
*

1
ResbtmCP ,R,

I

1. Outsidesurface <IS mph wind)
2. Siding. wood. 0.5 in.x 8 in. lapped @“era&
3. Sheathing. OS-in. asphalt impregnated
4. Nonrefkdveair space. 3.5 in. (50Fmean; lOdeg F
5, No&alZ-in.

x 4-h. wood scud

-

4.38

1

--

4.38

I

Notes:a~From
ASHRAE
,977F”ndaimPntab
cavity of a Z-by&inch
wall. Increasing the wall’s resistance usually requires a change in the way the wall is
consbucted.
One way to do that is make the wall out of Z-by-6inch studs on 24.inch centers rather than 2.by-4s on 16.
inch centers, which lets you insert (nominally) 6-inch thick
R-19 fiberglass bat&. R-19 can also be obtained by framing the wall with 2.by-4s. laying in 3% inches of fiberglass.
then nailing an inch of Styrofoam on the outside of the
studs.
Even heavier insulation can be obtained by building
a double wall. A conventionally framed house with R-11
insulation between Z-by&
can have interior walk built
immediately adjacent to the exterior walls. By staggering
the studs of the two walls the thermal short-circuiting effect of framing can be reduced and walls with total
R-values d R-25 to RJXI can be obtained.
Such unconventional building practices would have
been thought outmgeous a few years ago, but now we
know that what is really outrageous is the way houses
used to be built.

we must take this into account.
Figure 4.67 illustrates the problem. The heated space
can ,be considered to be the volume contained inside
of the insulating envelope of the building. Interior walls
within the heated space need not be consider. .: in a heatloss calculation since it is assumed the temperature is the
sane on both sides of such walls.
Many homes have insulation in the ceiling rather than
the roof itself with the resulting attic space being fairly
well ventilated to preclude attic condensation. The temperature in the attiq will be somewhere between the interior temperature, T,, and ambient, Tm If the ceiling is
well insulated, it is common pmctkz to assume the attic
is at the ambient temperature To. ‘The beat loss is then
c&&ted
using ceiling areas rather than roof areas, and
the temperature differential is the full difference between
inside and ambient.

Heat Loss to Adjacent Unheated Spaces
We now bave the tools to analyze the rate of heat loss
through a wall or whatever based on the U- or R-value
of the ccnsimction element, its area, and the temperature
difference acrdss the element. It is this last aspect that we
want to consider new For the most part, the temperature
difference across the building element in question is simply the difference between the temperature inside the
house and the ambient temperature outside. But what
about a floor over an unheated basement or a waU thal
separates a heated man from an adjoining unheated
w&shop?
The temperatures in these adjacent unheated
spaces are probably quite different from the ambient and

Ff4.67
Defining ‘he building envelope and temperdhr2S Of
adjacent unheated spaces.
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For elevated floors over ventilated crawl spaces, the
temperature in the crawl space will vary widely depending
on the number and size of vents, amount of warm piping
present, ground temperature, and degree of floor insulation. A designer needs to exercise a certain amount of
judgment here, but OUT recommendation is to consider
the crwl space to be halfway between the inside temperature and ambient.
When doing the heat-loss calculation for an entire
house, it is often useful to evaluate all surfaces as if they
had T, on one side of them and T, on the other. We can
do this if we “adjust” the surface area involved.
To illustrate, consider our floor over a crawl space.
We can write

E. 4.41

where the subscript f refers to the fact that we are dealing
with a floor. Ti is the inside temperature and T, is the
crawl space tempemture.
If we assume the crawl space temperature is midway
behveen the inside and the ambient tempera!iire we can
write

E. 4.42

q, = U,A,V E. 4.43

gives

CT,+ T.4

2

] = 0, 2
0

(T, -

T,I

where
A,

= A,/2

That is, the actual heat loss through the floor is the same
as the heat loss through a floor of half the area but exposed to ihe full outside temperature, Tw We will find the
use of “effective” areas to be a convenient shortcut.

Example: Calculate

the heat loss through a 40.by-50.
foot floor over a ventilated crawl space if the U-value for
the flea is 0.05.

Solution:

No ambient temperature is specified, so we’ll
do it per degree temperature difference between inside
and ambient. The effective floor area is % x 40 x 50
= 1000 square feet. From Equation 4.43, the heat loss
will be

4r = 0.05 LB&
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the rate of heat loss through the floor
in the previous example given an inside temperature of
70°F and an ambient temperature cl 20°F. What would
be the total energy lost in a month’s time if the average
ambient temperature is 30%’
Solution:

The rate of loss when it is 20°F outside is

q, = 50 SF

x (70

2O)“F = 2300 Btuihr

x 1000 ftz = 50 g

50 EF

x (70 - 301 “F x 720 &
= 1.44

x 106BhI

What about heat loss through a floor over an unheated basement? The temperature in the basement will
be somewhere between the temperature of the rooms
above and the ground temperature. If there is a furnace
located in the basement, it can be assumed that heat given
off will warm the air near the basement ceiling enough to
allow us to neglect an9 heat loss through the floor.
Finally. how should we treat a closed, attached garage

q, = U,&,,~T - LI

E. 4.44

Example: Find

In a 30.day month with average outside temperature of
3o”F, the floor will lose
‘.

q, = 4% fT, - U

which when substituted into E. 4.41

With the answer specified this way, we can quickly determine floor losses under any variations in outside
temperature.

or unheated workshop? Again, no hard and fast rules can
substitute for real judgment, but for our purposes, we can
assume such unheated spaces are halfway between indoor and outdoor temperatures. We could, then, calculate
the loss through the adjoining wall based on an effective
wall area of half the teal wall, but exposed to full ambient cold.
Heat Loss from Ground Floors and Underground
Walls
Heat loss from basement fkxs
and subtenanean
walls can be treated with a modified form of the heat-loss
equation:

E. 4.45

q = U*A

Values of U* are given for various groundwater temperatures (T,,) in Table 4.25. The inclusion of the water temperature eliminates the need for a temperature-difference
term in Equaticn 4.45. As a result, the units of U* we
different from the other U-values in the preceding sections. In most localities, the grouildwater temperature
remains around SOoF, independent of season. More accurate data can be obtained from your local water utility.
A popular method to compute heat loss from concrete f&n
at grade (ground) level utilizes the perimeter

Table 4.25

0’.Values her Ground-Water Temperatures*
BarementFloor
0’

L

and

SvbtPnanaan
Wall.
u*

A = 168

x20/t

= 32OfF

so that the ratio is
3.0
2.0
I.0

40°F
50°F
60°F

4.0
2.0

A
-=-=
P,

320
72

4.4

Notes: d, Fro”,ASHRAE
H.ndbooh0, F”nd.me”*olr;
““USareBtulhrdt~

of the floor as an indicator of the potential heat loss. The
reasoning her2 is that horizontal conduction losses from
the inner area of the floor to the outer perimeter can be
significantly higher than the losses “straight down” if the
edges of the concrete slab ae “exposed.” (The method
does, however, include a factor for losses “straight
down.“) The governing equation is given by

E. 4.46

4,,00,= F,F’,(T, - TJ

where P, is the exposed perimeter of the floor (in feet).
A special heat-loss factor is denoted by Fz and has units
of Btuihr-ft.“F Fo: this equation to apply, hvo conditions
must be satisfied. First, the floor slab must be properly
insulated and waterproofed. Figure 4.68 shows some recommended techniques and materials. Zonolite polystyrene foam is a popular slab insulating material (Grace/
Zonolite, 62 Whittemore Avenue, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02140). It should cover the vertical edges of the floor
and extend several feet under the edge. The vapor barrier
or waterproofing can be either sheets of thin plastic film
or a coating which is applied on-site. The UniRoyal Corporatisn (Mishawaka, Indiana 46544) markets such a
coating “system” which combines special sealants and
thin plastic membranes Many other coatings are available, and we suggest you contact a building supply housz
for details.
By the way, it is conventional practice to refer to the
total distance that the edge insulation goes down the footing and under the slab as the “width” of the insulationnot to be confused with its thickness.
As a second condition, the ratio of the slab area to
the exposed slab perimeter must be less than 12 to 1.
‘The edge of the slab is considered to be exposed if it faces
the outside air. Values of Fz are given in the figure.

Example: Compute

the heat loss experienced by a 16.
by-20.foot concrete slab edged with 1.5 feet of insulation.
The conductance of the insulation is 0.35 Btuihr-ftz-“F
and the temperature differential is 50°F

Tot., “olizon,al and/or “erticalWidth
/;,
“nhe.stedSlabs’
0.23
0.38
0.49
0.58
0.67
0.77

0.26
0.35
0.44
0.52
0.61
0.70

0.25
0.33
0.42
0.50
0.59
0.67

Heated ShbS~
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40

0.32
0.43
0.57
0.70
0.83
1.00

0.28
0.39
0.58
0.62
0.75
0.88

0.27
0.37
0.48
0.59
0.71
0.83

Solution:
Equation 4.46 and the Fz data in Figure 4.68
are valid if the ratio of the slab area divided by the slab
perimeter (A/P,) is less than 12.
P,=

16 + 16 + 20 + 20 = 72ft

Figure 4.613 Tpical “wr constnxtim, and .mlues Qf F, for use in
Equation 4.46
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which is less than 12. Thus, from Figure 4.68 we can iake
the value
Fz = 0.151 SF

and consequently Equation 4.46 gives us the heat loss
from the tbur:
q = I=,P.TT, -

TJ

=
= 2196 Btuihr
Heat Loss Due to Infiltration
There are two ways to calculate infiltration losses: the
air-exchange and the crack-estimation methods. The airexchange equation is based on the number of total air
changes per hour for a dwelling of a @en volume. This
equation is written as

E. 4.47

q = O.O18(T, - TJnV

where q equals the heat loss in Btuihr, n equals the numTable 4.26

lnfiloatlon

ber of air changes per hour, V equals the volume of the
dwelling (fP), Ti equals the inside temperature (OF). T,
equals the outside temperature (“F). and 0.018 is the
number of Btus required to raise 1 cubic foot of air by
1°F. It is the product of the density of air (0.075 Ibm/fN
and its specific heat (0.24 Btu/lbm”F).
The number of air changes per hour, n, for most residences is probably about 1 to 1%. When more attention
is paid to caulking, weatherstiipping, and fewer openings
and closings of exterior dcas, n can be more like % to
%. Once an estimate is made of the air exchange rate, the
calculation for q is simple. We just need to estimate the
volume of the house and plug into Equation 4.47.
If the building is so tight that infiltration is reduced to
below about % an air change per hour, then ventilation
should be introduced to keep the air fresh as was discussed earlier. In such circumstances, an air-to-air heat
ex;hanger such as the one shown in Figure 4.63 should
be considered. We could then modify our heat-loss analysis depending on the mawfacturer’s estimates of the performance of the heat exchanger.
The crack-method is based on estimates of the rate
at which air leaks through cracks around windows and
doors. Table 4.26 gives these infiltration rates expressed

(I) tbroush Cracks of U’lndows and Doom’

Qp. of Window
19

-

Double-Rung
Wood Sash
Window8 (Unlocked)

Around frame in masonry w.=dl-not talked
.............
Around frame in masonry wall-talked
..................
Around frame in wood frame conrtruetion
...............
Total for average window, non-reatherstripprd,
$-in.
crack aad ?&-in. clearaace.
Includes wood frame leskage.. .................................................
Dlt,ta, weatherstripped
..................................
Total for poorly fitted window. non-weatherstripped,
Sjzin. crack and ?&in.
clesrance.
Includes wood frame
leaksge~ ...............................................
Ditto, weathentripped
..........
.......................

Metal

Win-

Non-wer&hersttipped,
locked .............................
Non-westhers.tripp+d,
unlocked. ........................
Weatherstripped,
uolocked ...............................

_.

Rolled Sectioo
Windows

Steel

Sash

Eollow Metal. Vertically
Dwrs

Pivoted

Window

_.

We” fitted
Pmdjr fifted

Notes:a “d.3arewhr-ftborn
ASHRAE
andbrnk
cj F~nd.rnbdS.
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-

Industrial pivoted. Ks-in. crack ..........
___ .........
Arehitecturnl projected. &ir .. crack .....
.............
Architectural projected, 3&in. crack ........
...........
Residential casement, F&-in. crack
....................
Residential csaemenf. &in.
crack ......................
Heavy caserent eection, projected, !&in.
crack ........
Heavy casement section, projected, &io.trsck
........
_.

_.

.I

*II

25
-

30

_-

3
1
2

8
2
6

14
3
11

m
4
17

37
5
32

33
6
26

,
4

21
13

39
24

39
36

WI
49

104
03

27
6

69
19

111
84

154
31

193
249
71
63
- --

26
M
6

43
47
1s
- --

76
74
32

96
16%
46

12.5
137
60
- --

154
170
76

52
15
.20
6
14
3
3

68
36
52
18
32
16
34
- --

1176
62
88
23
52
13
38
-

244
35
116
47

372
139
182
74

78
24
54
-

?a4
112
152
66
lo6
36
72
-

30

38

143

I36

231

27
54

i3a

.lO
220

154
308

_.
Double-Hung
dows

IS

--

--

398

-

46
92

242
-

a~ cubic feet of air per hour that leak through each
foot of crack ior various wind speeds and construction
techniques.
In calculating the air exchange rate by the crackestimation method, we don’t simply multiply the infiltration values from Table 4.26 by feet of crack because some
cracks are letting air in and others are letting it out. It is
only the air coming in that needs to be heated, so it is
more reasonable to use something less than the full crack
lengths. If the cracks are distributed fairly equally on all
four sides of the building, it is common practice to use
half the crack lengths in the calculations. We can then
write the following equations:
E. 4.48

in;il!ro!ion rote =

‘Lo.,

+ M,.

where L is feet of crack, I is infiltration from Table 4.26
(fts’hr-ft), and infiltration rate is (ft3!hr).
Finally, heat loss due to infiltration is simply
q = 0.018 (T, -

TJ

x infiltration rote

Exomple: Suppose

a building has two 3-by-5.foot
weatherstripped, double-hung, wood-sash windows of
average constmction, and three 2.by-4.foot nonweathe&ripped windows of the same construction. The dwelling also has hvo well-fitted 3.by-7.foot doors on opposite
sides of the building. The windows are reasonably (if not
evenly) distributed around the house so we can use half
of the total crack length. The wind is at 10 mph; the temperature is 70°F inside and 25°F outside. Assuming there
are no windbreaks around the building, let’s estimate the
heat loss by infiltration.
Solution:
First, we find the total crack length, or perimeter of the three types of openings, and the appropria!e
values of I to use in Equation 4.48. Adding up the total
window and door perimeters, we find the results listed
below:
Feet of Crack

I @/hr.ftJ

L
Weathersttipped
windows
Nonweothersttipped
windows
DOOIS

7
fi3.y

x 1966 fi3/hr = 35.4 Btuihr-“F

and under the stated conditions. the loss would be
Btu
x (70
35.4 hr.“F

25) “F = 1593 &u/h*

When calculating infiltration heat loss by the crack
method, it is a good idea to check your answer to see
whether it is sufficient to cover ventilation needs of the
residents. One yardstick to apply is a recommended ventilation requirement of about one-half air change per
hour.

1
(’

E. 4.49

Btu

0.018

32

13

36

21

40

69

The values of I are taken directly from Table 4.26. Note
the difference that weatherstripping makes on the windows! We can now compute the infiltration rate to be

Heat Load Calculations
Thus far we have been concerned with heat loss for specific parts of a dwelling-walls,
windows, doors, and so
on. Now we can reconstruct the house and determine the
oueroll heat losses or heat load.
Traditionally, these calculations have been used for
sizing furnaces to meet the worst-case heating loads,
those associated with the most adverse probable climatological conditions of temperature and wind. Hence the
first step was to specify the design conditions, which usually means the temperature which is exceeded 99 percent
of the time in the wtnter months (see Appendix 4A). From
that, and the U-value techniques we have described, a
worst-case heat load was determin-d.
In solar work we are more interested in averageshow much energy is required in a month’s time? What
percentage of a year’s heating can be met with solar? And
so on. We will, of course, be concerned with worst-case
conditions if we need to size the backup furnace, but this
is of secondary importance.
We will find it more useful to calculate building heatloss factors that are independent of the outside temperature. Factors that tell us how many Btu per hour are
required per degree temperature difference between the
inside and the outside, or better still, how many Btu are
required per day per degree temperature difference-that
is, Btuidegree-day.
For any given element in a building, we are now used
to calculating its UA product in Btu/hr-“F. Even the heat
loss from the edge of slabs and by infiltration can be
thought of as a UA product, since they can be written as
so many Btu lost per hour per degree temperature difference. We will define the sum of the individual UA products for the building elements to be the total heat-loss
coeficient for the building:

32
~x13+~x21+~x69=196611J,hr
E. 4.50

UA = IUA/,,,,s

+ W%.ors

+ WAI,,,,.,

+ WA),,,.

+ WA)ulm.,oulr+ WA,

The heat loss per degree temperature difference would
be

Our procedure will involve setting up a table with
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areas, U-values, and UA products for all of the building
surfaces. The total UA-value will tell us the number of
BTU per hour required to keep the house warm per degree of temperature difference from the inside to the outside. One xsult is that we can easily size an auxiliay
‘nhvi - 6,
by the ,,,a~.flmlace by simp!y mu!tt,,,.n,
Lz...*-.k.wa!ue
. .
imum (T,
To) that is to be expected.

A Conventional Dwelling
As an example, consider the simple 1500 square-foot single-story house illustrated in Figure 4.69. It rests on an
unheated concrete slab with 160 feet of perimeter, which
we’ll edge with two feet of rigid foam insulation of conductance 0.15. The walls are of standard 2.by-4.inch construction filled with R-11 fiberglass bat&. There are 300
square feet of double-pane windows and two 2.inch-thick
solid wood doors. There is a ventilated attic and the ceiling has R-19 insulation in it.
Let’s find the total heat-loss coefficient ior the bl;i!ding, and while we’re at it we will size a furnace. For now,
let’s not assume any solar heating system, though later
we’ll add one.
Let’s start at the top and work down. Even though
there is a peaked roof, the area of the ceiling is what is
important, and this is 1500 square feet. To find an appropriate U-value, we look in Appendix 4E and there in
Table VII we find U-values for frame construction ceilings
under an unheated attic space. With R-19 insulation, read
off an R-value of 20.69 between the joists and an R-value
of 10.75 through the joists. We could combine these using
Equation 4.40, but that is already done for us in the table.
The combined result is a U-value of 0.053. For the ceiling
thetl:

(LIALm., = 0.053sF
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x 151JOft2 = 80BtulhfF

For the walls, we go back to Table 4.24 and find an
average il.v&e
of 0.081 for 2.by-4.inch walls with R-11
insulation. We need the wall area. We’ll assume standard
g-foot walls (we don’t need to include the triangular gables because they are not part of the insulated building
envelope). The perimeter is 160 feet so the gross wall
area is 8 x 160 = 1280 square feet. But we must subtract
the 300 square feet of windows and another 42 square
feet for the two doors (we’ll assume a door is roughly 3
by 7 feet). So our net wall area is 938 square feet and
the UA product becomes
(UA),,b

= 0.081 SF

x 938JY

= 76 Btulhr-“F
The windows are double-pane and we’ll assume a
half-inch air space. Table 4.22 gives us a U-value of 0.49.
So the UA product is

fWmm,o,= 0.49eF

x 300 ft’ = 147 BtuihPF

The two doors have a iotaI area of 42 square feet and
Table 4.23 indicates a U-value of 0.43 with no storm door.
The UA product is then 0.43 x 42 = 18 Btulhr-‘E
The floor is a slab with a perimeter of 160 feet. The
ratio of floor area to perimeter is 1500/160 = 9.3, which
is less than 12 so we can use Equation 4.46. The perimeter has been well insulated with hue feet of foam with
conductance of 0.15, and Figure 4.68 gives us an Fz factor
of 0.25 Btu/hr-ft. The UA product for the floor is then

fW,w.

= 0.25 Ffi

x 16Ofl

Btu
= 40 hr.“F

Finally, we need to calculate infiltration. Let’s take the

easy way out and use th@air-change method. If this were
a poorly constructed house, we might use 1 air change
per hour. If it has been constructed with special care and
attention to detail. we might use about % air change per
hour. Since the designer hasn’t gone all out to make this
an energy-conserving house (having used only R-1 1 in
the walls and R-19 in the ceilings), we’ll assume the builders are only caulking and weatherstripping in the obvious
places with a r@sulting inftltration rate of % of an air
change per hour. The volume of the house (remember
those &foot ceilings) is
15ooftz

x sp

= 12,000fi~

So, using Equation 4.47 (without the AT) gives

WL,

&I

= 0.018p-“F

x 12.000

2 air change

x 3

hr

E. 4.51

= 505 f$
= 32,825

13
P
= 144 Btuihr-“F
air change

into the house, so let’s not advocate reduced window area
yet.
It is a simple step now to size an auxiliay furnace for
this house for any location we choose. Suppose we want
to locate it in Salt Lake City Checking Appendix’4A, we
we that the 99 percent temperature is 5°F That is, during
the winter months of December, Januay, and Februay
99 percent of the total hours are above 5”F, so let’s use
that as OUT design temperature. If we want to be able to
maintain a 70°F inside temperature while it is 5°F outside,
our design load, qdcrlgnis
Heat Loss Summary for Conventional House
U-“due
,et”hr.,*~.“.=,

“A
,B*“ihr.‘F,

% Tot.,

80
76
147

16
15
29

ncor
l16a 42
x 0.25)
DOOn
0.43
InfiltrationIO.018 x % x 12,000)

:
144

:
29

Total (LIA,

ii% Btdhr-“F

Cdlhg
W?dlS
Windows

1500
938
300

0.053
0.081
0.49

Btdhr

Given the many assumptions made in calculating this
design load, it is wise to specify a furnace with somewhat
greater capacity But how much greater? A larger furnace
capacity doesn’t add much to the cost of the heating system, so designers used to play it safe by oversizing by
typically 50 to 100 percent. While such large furnaces do
assure the user that the house need never be cold, and
they do allow quick warmup of th@ house if necessay,
they are fuel-inefficient. It is much more efficient for a
smaller furnace to run somewhat continuously than for a
larger one to cycle on and off repeatedly. Some building
codes now restrict furnace oversizing to 30 percent, so

E. 4.52

Areo
(It’)

x (70 - 5)“F

let’s use that amount.
Our furnace, then, should be specified to have an
output of

Wear@ ready now to assemble the results into a table
and find the overall building heat-loss coefficient. Table
4.27 summarizes the results for this building and indicates
a total heat-loss factor of 505 BtuihPE Notice that in this
insulated house, the windows and infiltration dominate
the heat loss, each accounting for 29 percent of the total.
Added wall and cei!ing insulation would help but the major gains could be accomplished by tightening up the
building, perhaps adding a heat recuperator on the @xhausted air, and either reducing the window area or using
triple glazing. In a bit, we’ll see that we can get those
windows working for us by having them let solar energy

Table 4.27

qd.rlYr>
= IJAfT, - Tan)

q,wm,
q,mm

= 1.3 x q.,..jen
= I.3 x 32,825 Btuiht
= 42,700 Btuihr or
thereabouts.

A Superimmlated House
Suppose we rework our 1500.square-foot conventional
dwelling. As designed, the conventional dwelling, with its
R-11 wall insulation, R-19 ceiling insulation, double glazing, insulated slab, and relatively low air-exchange rate,
would probably be considered a mods1 of energy efficiency in most areas of the county. Let’s take this insulated house and rebuild it from the top down with maximum reasonable energy efficiency in mind. We will call
the result a superinsulated house after the term coined by
William Shurcliff.
Starting with the ceiling, we can easily put in another
layer of R-19 insulation. The original ceiling had an Rvalue of just about 19, so the new ceiling will be about
an R-38 (U= %s =0.026).
The walls could be filled with R-19 insulation, if we
chose to build them with Z-by-6-inch studs. Let’s go a
step beyond that and make an 8.inch-thick double wall
with two rows of 2.by-4-inch studs separated by a l-inch
air space (Figure 4.70). Each layer of wall will be filled
with R-l 1 insulation. To a close approximation, the thermal resistance of the wall will be that of the original wall
(about R-12) plus the new R-11 added for a total R-value
of about 23 (U=%x =0.043).
We could calculate this
more carefully, but given the degree of uncertainty involved in some of the other calculations (infiltration in
particular), it doesn’t warrant the effort.
For the windows, let’s use triple glazing with Y-inch
air spaces. From Table 4.22 we find the U-value to be
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Unheated floor slabs, even though they are insulated, are
nbt usually comfortable in very cold climates anyway. So
let’s use an elevated wood floor.
Turning to Appendix 4E, Table VII, we find “Coeffcients of Transmission (Uj of Frame Construction Ceilings
and Floors.” But since this one table covers both floors
and ceilings (often one person’s floor is another’s ceiling),
we will have to be careful in using it. For example, it says
“Heat Flow Up,” which is fine if it is a ceiling, but not so
fine if it is a floor. Our heat flow is going down. How can
we correct for this difference?
Notice the convective resistances nor the top and bottom surfaces (still air) are given as 0.61. Back in Table
4.20 we see that for horizontal surfaces with heat flow
down, the correct values are 0.92; so we need to pull out
the two 0.61 resistances and replace them with two 0.92
resistances.
The floor/ceiling in the table has lath and plaster on
its bottom surface, which is a bit silly when used as a Boor.
So we’ll substitute something worthwhiie--an
inch of expanded polyurethane foam board. Appendix 4D gives a
thermal conductivity of 0.16 for the polyurethane, so it

___-..

pre 4.7”

“O”bk wall COMmCtKm aetaus.

has a conductive resistance of
1 inch

R, =
0.31 Btuihr-ftP-“F We should also consider reducing the
window area. The original building had 300 square feet
of windows, which is equivalent to 20 percent of the Boor
space in glass, which is as much as many building codes
allow Whether we should reduce the window area is
largely dependent on the location of the windows. Southfacing windows generally let more solar energy in than
they let heat out, so they should be kept. Windows on
the east, west, and north sides should be reduced. Let’s
suppose we can eliminate 50 square feet of east, west,
and north windows so that we are left with 250 square
feet of glass. (The wall area will, of course, be increased
by 50 square feet. j
For our doors, we will provide vestibules (small entrance halls). This way there are really two doors separating the interior heated space from the cold environment. Not only will infiltration losses be greatly contmlled,
but so will losses through the door itself. How shall we
estimate the U-value for the resulting combination? One
way would be to say it is like putting on a storm door.
Looking in Table 4.23, we see storm doors reduce the Uvalue by nearly half. Another way to think of it ts that the
vestibule is an unheated adjacent space with temperature
somewhere between inside and outside. Again, it seems
reasonable to figure that the heat loss factor is about half
the 0.43 that it would have been for a single door. Let’s
use a U-value of about 0.22. We’ll handle the reduced
infiltration around the door separately.
What about the floor slab? We are already using the
m&mum
insulation shown in Figure 4.68. Perhaps we
should abandon the slab and try another type of floor.
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0.16 Btu-in/f&“F-hr

= 6,25 hr-frz-“f
BtIJ

For good measure let’s put 6 inches of R-19 fiberglass
batts between the joists, held up by the polyurethane. The
batts don’t quite ftll the space, .so about 1% inches of
horizontal air space remains. Table 4.21 indicates a %
inch air gap (downward flow) has about an R-l.02 and
a 4-inch gap has R-1.23. Let’s use R= 1.05 for our 1%
inch air space.
Our floor now looks like that in Figure 4.71. Using
the format of Table VU in Appendix 4E, as weU as many
of the values there, let’s tabulate the resistances both between the joists and through the joists (Table 4.28). The
total them& resistance between the joists is 29.92 and
through the ir:,ts it is 18.93. With 10 percent framing, the
o:zclt Y-value of the floor assembly becomes (using
lquation

4.40)
U”,..

= 0.1 (A)

+ 0.9 (A)

= 0.035&
That was a fair amount of work to go through, but it
gave us a chance to exercise some of our skiljs as well as
clarify the use of Appendix 4E, so hopefully it seemed
worth it. If this floor is over a crawl space whose temperature is assumed to be midway between that of the inside
and ambient, we will use an effective floor area of half the
actual area. The UA product is thus
(UA),,,,

= 0.035 &

x y

= 26 &F

ftVhr-ft. From Equation 4.48, the infiltration rate from the
windows and doors (using half their crack lengths) will be
infilmion

mgure 4.71
The we,, insulated “oar far the superinsulated house
(see table 4.28).

Bottom ruTfaceMill air,
Polyurethane (R-11 exp)
Z-by8 in floor joist
R-19 insulation
Airspace, 1.5 in
Wd
subfloor. 0.75 in
Plywmd, 0.675 in
Resiliant tile
Top s”lface ktill airI

Total thermal resistance fRJ

=

29

=

2340ftVhr

2340 ftVhr
0.92
6.25
19w
1.05
0.94
0.78
0.05
0.92
29.92

0.92
6.25
9.M
-.
OY4
0.78
0.55
--0.92
18.93

Well, we did save some over the slab, which had a loss of
40 Btuihr-“E
What about infiltration losses? In the conventional
dwelling, we took the short-cut approach and merely estimated the air changes per hour. Let’s use this chance to
redo the calculation using the crack-method.
We got the window area down to 250 square feet,
but we haven’t said anything about what type of windows
OTwhat sizes are involved. For purposes of analysis let us
asum
10 windows, 25 square feet each, 5 feet on a side,
which gives us a total perimeter of 200 feet (10 windows
x 4 sides x 5 feet per side). Checking Table 4.26, at a
design wind speed of 15 mph, there is quite a range of
infiltration rates per foot of crack, depending on window
type chosen. The best seems to be heavy casement, Vsainch crack, with a loss of 18 fP’/hr-ft. Since this is to be a
tight building, we’ll use that.
We also have two doors, 3 by 7 feet each, with a total
perimeter of 40 feet. Table 4.26 has a value of 110 ftVhrft for a w&fitted
door in 15 mph winds. This house,
however, has vestibules which will reduce the apparent
wind speed on the inner door to certainly no mow than
the 5.mph value given in the table. So we’ll we that: 27

x 18 + 4;

x 27

By using polyethylene vapor and infiltration barriers in
the walls we can assume the wall infiltration rate is nil and
the total from the cracks around windows and doors is all
that needs to be computed for the house.
The original dwelling was assumed to have 2/3 of an
air change per hour or 8000 cubic feet per hour P/3 x 8
ft x 1500 ft2). So we are considerably below that estimate. We are so low that we should check to see if this
infiltration rate is sufficient to cover all the ventilation requirements. The 2340 cubic feet per hour is the same as
39 cubic feet per minute (cfm). At a recommended 25
cfm per person this is not nearly adequate for a family. In
terms of air changes per hour we have

Canetmcrlon
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

rate

8 ft Y 15@0 jV/oir change

= 0.19

air change
hour

Both of these indicators suggest ventilation beyond the
unavoidable infiltration is required. To bring us up to a
recommended l/z air change per hour would require that
we bring in
ventilation

=

0.5 air;~~~

=

- 2340 JtVhr (infl
3660ftVhr

x 12,000 air c;anoe

With such a tight house we can funnel the ventilation
air through an air-to-air heat exchanger (Figure 4.63) to
pick up some of the heat from the warm, but stale, air that
is being exhausted. Let’s assume a 70 percent efficiency
for this heat-transfer process, so the ventilation losses become

(UA),,,

= O.O18j$

x 3660 7,

Eltu

x 0.3 = 20 hr."F

We can now assemble these totals into Table 4.29,
where they are compared to the conventionally insulated
house that we calculated previously.
We have been able to reduce the heating demands
of what was already a quite well-insulated house in half!
Houses that are built this way needn’t cost a whole iot
more than their conventional counterparts. Back in 1980
some bdldes
.were Zstimathg th,z costs for a 1500.
square-foot superinsulated dwelling at about $500 for the
extra 2.by-4s for the double wall, $600 for the extra wall
insulation, $600 for the added floor and ceiling insulation,
$400 for the triple gluing, and $400 for the heat recu-
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Table 4.29

Summary of Heat.L.,ss Factors for a Conventfomlly Insulated and Su,,e,hs,dated 15W-Ssuare-Foot-Ho
A~Offt3
Ceiling
WauS
Windows
Fbor
Doors
lnmration
“enlation

Supednruloted
“-cal”e
“A
0.026
0.043
0.31

39
42
77

15
17
30

80
76
147

0.035
15W2
0.22
42
(0.018 x 2340)
x
0.31
(0.018 x 3660

2:
42
20

10
4
16
8

ii
144
-

1500
988
250

per&or. A total of about $2,500. Even if it is double that,
it represents an addition of only a few percent to the cost
of a new house.

and
240.

Superinsulating a house can not dy siash heating
and cooling bi!ls, but makes it all that much easier for a
solar system (passive or active) to provide the other half
of the heating. Some superinsulated houses already built
use no auxilia~r heating system at all. The solar gains from
the windows plus the internal loads of people and appliances are sufficient to keep the interior cozy, even in the
coldest parts of the country The savings on a heating
system can offset a good fraction of the added costs of
superinsulation.

Energy Efficiency Figure of Merit
Having laboriously computed the heat-loss coefficients for
modest-sized insulated and well-insulated homes, we can
use the results to help us describe one measure of the
relative energy efficiency of any dwelling. Let us introduce
another U-factor, call it U., which is the overall heat-loss
factor, UA(BhVhr-“F), divided by the square feet of floor
space in the house, A,?
U 0 =E
4
A,, is not necessarily the same as the area of floor losing
heat to the environment, which we called At A two-stoxy
home with 1000 square feet on each floor would have
1000 square feet of floor losing heat, but 2000 square
feet of living space-so Af3 would be 2000.
If U, is multiplied by 24 hours per day, the result is
a commonly used figure of merit for the energy efficiency
of a house. It is the Bti required per square foot of floor
space per degree-day.
hr
Bfu
figure of merit = 24 day X U. hr-“~-ft~

E. 4.54

= 24 U,

Btu
ftz-degree-day

Our conventional dwelling would have a loss factor of
u
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0

= 505Bwf+F
15Ooftz

505 Btir-‘F

255 BMW”F

Total Heat-Los CoefHcient

E453
..

ConDenttonal
“A

b Total

= o.337&
hr.“F-P

= 24 g

= “l

BtU
x 0.337 hr-“F-fP
BkU

ftz-degree-day

The superinsulated house would have a loss factor of

24U.

=

24 r
x 255 ?+
hfF
day
15oop

Bti
= 4’1 jF-degree-day

As these examples indicate, only modest attention to
conservation can easily result in homes with losses on the
order of 8 BtulfP-degree-day. Extiemely energy-efficient
homes can have losses that are half that value. while uninsulated, poorly constructed ones can easily lose twice
that much.

Seasonal Heating Requirements
We have seen how easy it is to calculate the design load
and furnace size for a dwelling once the overall heat loss
coefficient, UA, is found. It is also very easy to calculate
the monthly and annual energy demands using this sane
factor.
If we multiply UA (Btu&r-“F) by 24 hours per day,
the result will be the number of Btu required per day to
keep the house warm for each degree of temperature
difference between the inside temperature and average
outside temperature. That is, 24UA is the number of Btu
required per degree-day. Multiplying 24UA by monthly
degree;days gives energy required per month. That is,

E. 4.55

Q = 24UA(DD)

where Q is the monthly heat required (Btu/mo); 24 is
hours per day; UA is the loss coefficient (Btu/hr-OF); and
(DD) is the degree-days per month (“F-days/m*).
We can do the same for annual heating requirements:

E. 4.56

Qn = 24 UA (DD),q

where Qm is the annual heating required (B&~/year), and
(DDjn b degree-days per year (OF-day+).

Example:
Estimate the amount of heat required in January for the 15CQ-square-foot conventicnal house designed previously. How much energy would be required
annually?

So the loads will raise the temperature by 9.8”F above
what the furnace is providing. That is, if the furnace brings
the house up to 65”F, the internal loads take it on up to
74.8”F.

Solution: We

Since a 65°F base for degree-days tends to put an
insulated house at about 75°F. we should modify our procedure for the lower thermostat settings that are advocated today. We can do that by changing the degree-day
base with the aid of Figure 4.72. A 60°F base should result
in an insulated house with 70°F inside temperatures; a
55°F base should @Id 65°F; and so on. To use Figure
4.72, go in on the x-axis with the number of degree-days
(base 65°F) as determined from local sources or from
Appendix 4B. Find the desired interior temperature (or its
coPresponding degree-day base) and read off modified
degree-days. The modified degree-days can then be used
ill Equation 4.55 to determine monthly heating require-

located this house in Salt Lake City, if
you recall, and calculated its UA product to be 505 Btui
hr-“F. In Appendix 4B, we find there are 1172 degreedays in Januay and 6052 annually. So for Januay

QJ.,,=

24 LJA(DD),,,,

= 24 &

x 505 go;

x 1172%
= 14.2 x 10”Btu
On an annual basis, the energy required is
QA = 24 UAfDD),
= 24 x 505 x 6052
= 73.4 x 106Btulyr
As it turns out, the use of degree-days with a base of
65°F in the above calculations tends to overestimate the
actual heating requirements. To understand why, we
should remind ounelves of the derivation of degree-days.
For each day that the average ambient temperature is less
than 65”F, the number of degree-days th.?taccrue is equal
to the difference between 65°F and the average outside
temperature. The 65” base was chosen because it was
‘, determined that if the furnace could bring a poorly insu,~‘,lated house up to 65”. then the internal loads would bring
,“’ the house on up to about 70°F. With even modest insul&ion, internal heat sources can raise the tempemture to
closer to 75°F as the following example illustmtes.
E&ample:
Suppose the furnace brings the 15oOsquarefoot comentional dwelling up to 65°F. How much warmer
would the interior be if there are four people (at 250 Btul
hr each) in the house, along with a dog (at about 200
Etulhr), and 1100 watts worth of electrical appliances
operating (a single toaster uses that much!)?
Solution:
First we need to add up the number of Btu
of internal gain. The conversion factor for electrical loads
is 3413 B~U/KWH.
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Figure 1.72 Modified degree days for differing base temperatures
or themmat Settill~.

Example:
For our 1500~square-foot
conventional
dwelling with 505 Btuihr-“F heat-loss coefficient and internal loads sufficient to keep the house 10°F above ambient, determine the additional heat required from the
furnace in a January with 1172 degree-days if the thermostat is kept at 68°F.

internalgain

= 4 X 250;

+ 2OOB$

mu

+ 1100 watts x 3.413 ~
watt-hr
= 4950 Btulhr
Going back to our original formula (Equation 4.28),
q = UAAT
4950 Btiihr

Aj-=A=
UA

505 Btulhr-“F

= 9.84

Solution:
Interpolating within Figure 4.72 at the January value of 1172 degree-days and a 68°F inside temperature we find about 960 modified degree-days. The
January heating requirement would be (using Equation
4.55)
QJ,,~

=
=

24 LJA(DD),,,. = 24 x 505 x 960
11.6 x 106Btuimo

which is a reduction of about 19 percent compared to the
65”F-base, 75°F.interior example. Using this technique
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on a month-by-month basis for Salt Lake City yields a
total of about 4400 modified degree-days (see Table 4.30)
and an annual consumption of 53.3 x lo6 Btu. This
represents a whopping 27 percent reduction over the
75°F thermostat setting!
With our superinsulated house, the internal gains can
easily keep the building 20°F above ambient and a degree-day base of something more like 48°F would be reasonable. The degree-days in Salt Lake City at this 48°F
base, listed in Table 4.30, total only 2380.

Table 4.30

Modiffed

De(lree.Days

De.qec.D.ays
,654 Bare,

“O”d8

81
419
849
1082

640
870

Feb
Jan
March
April
Ma!2
J”W

910
1172
763
459
233
- 84

710
960
550
270
100
30

TOTAL

2:

6052

4403

Mmi,jld
Degme.Dclys
,4.9-F Base,
0
40
370
570
ifi
270
60

= 24&

= 14.6 x 106Btulyr
Notice that reducing the heat-loss factor roughly in half
with the extra insulation reduces the annual heating required by about a factor of four. The energy saved by
reducing the heat-loss factor is compounded by the reductioa in the degree-day base. This Salt Lake City example is summarized in Table 4.31.

Cost of Heating
Since we can now compute annual heating energy de,
mend, we should be able to find the cost of that energy
Table 4.32 lists the energy content of typical heating fuels
with soroe estimate of the efficiency with which they can
be converted into Btu delivered. At the rate that energy
costs are escalating, it would be silly to put any dollar
costs into thii table. Check with your local supplier or
utility to get current prices.
The 1980 cost of fuel oil is about $1.00 per
gallon. Estimate the cost of keeping our conventional
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58
48

SO5
255

Table 4.32

Naturalgas
No. 2 Fuel oil
Propa”e
Coal
Elechicity
VJced

53.3 x 106
14.6 x lo6

Enemu Vafue of Various Fuels

Energy CO”lp”l
,lyplCd untts,

Fuel

4400
2380

A”““.+
Heoli”~
,s*u,yr,

Reprerentoeoe
contrnton
Eglclrncy
70
70
70
60
100
5Ob

100,000 BWtheml
141;OOOBWgd
92,000 BWgal
13,MJOBMb
3.413 BNkwh
30 x 106 Btulcor~

Delloered pll”
70,ooOBWfhm
98,700 Bhd~al
64,000 Bhdgal
7.800Btwlb
3,413Btukwh
15 x 106BWmd

NO,n: a. Oak.
by nirught woodIL3”S.

home at 689
City.

through one heating season in Salt Lake

Solution:
It was determined that this house needed
53.3 x lo6 Btu per heating season. At 98,700 Btu/gal
delivered energy and $1.00 per gallon the annual cost
would be

x 255 SF

x 2380 ‘F-day

Example:

CO”“e”tiO”d
l”SUhtiO”
S”perinr”latio”

Mmnflad
Degree-rJay
,%d.y,y.,

:
2380

The heating requirements of the superinsulated
house in Salt Lake City with the furnace bringing the
house up to 487 and the internal gains bringing it the
rest of the way would require only

Qa = 24 UAIDD),

Space Heating Comparison ‘or Example Ho,,s.zs’
“lot Lam
Coe,J?clent Degree-Day
,Bt”,h,-w
ense ,T,

‘or Salt Lake City

MOdlfiPd
DegreeDays
,5EPFBarr,

sept
3ct
NO”
DK

Table 4.31

53.3

x l@@

x
Yr

1 gal
98,700

Btu

x y

= $540/yr

The fuel for the superinsulated house (assuming no solar
gains) would cost

14.6 x lo6 B$ x

1 gal

$1.00

98,700&u x - WI

$148
=

Yr

The extm insulation, which might cost $3,000, would be
saving $392 per year at 1980 fuel prices. An extra $3,000
on a 30-year, 12 percent mortgage would add $372 per
year to the mortgage paymentsless
than the fuel saw
ings in the first year.
Insulate, insulate, insulate and then insulate some
more!

Some Concluding Thoughts
By now you should have a good feel for heat-loss c&ulations. Your expertise can be used to size any heating
system, not only solar systems. With regard to minimizing
heat loss, let common sense be your guide. We would,
however, like to make a few closing comments.

As you knew, a poorly insulated house will require
large amounts of energy to maintain a given environment. Many builders choose this option to save a few
dollars on insulation; the owner is then saddled with horrendous fuel biis for the life of the home. Aside from fuel
costs, these poorly insulated homes can be very uncomfortable. One subtle effect is related to the mean radiant
temperature of the room. As you recall. your body can
lmnsfer significant amounts of energy by radiation. A
pcaly insulated house has cold interior walls and your
body continually loses energy to these surfaces. To compensate, the mom air temperature must be raised significantly. We’ve often seen temperatures close to 80°F required before the occupants felt comfortable. The higher
air temperature results in more heat loss and even higher
fuel bills! Even then, conditions are far from satisfacto~;
the air is drier and one often feels stifled. Remember:
insulate to save energy and be comfortable.
Even in a home with good wall insulation, windows
pose a problem for much the same reasons outlined
above. They not only permit the escape of great amounts
of energy, but they create low mean radiant tempemtures.
Architects usually compensate by keeping furniture away
from the windows OTplacing a heating unit just below the
window surface. The heater blankets the window with
warm air, increasing the temperature of the inside surface.
Of course, this compensation costs a lot in the way of
energy.
Double-pane windows alleviate this situation significantly, since they have twice the thermal resistance of
~!$ngle-pane windows. Unfortunately, the cost is also about
double that of single-pane glass-which
is expensive if
you’ve priced glass lately. Nonetheless, in virtually any
” climate, they will pay for themselves many times over
during the life of the building. Even triple-glazed windows
~should be @ven serious consideration. Complete listings
of multipane window manufacturen can be found in
Sweet’s Architectuml Cot&g. (This multi-volume set can
be found ir. any major libmy; it contains evey conceivable component used in building construction. We highly
recommend this reference.)
We might say a few words about quality construction.
Insulation will be purp~&~~
if your house is carelessly
consticted. Resulting infiltration losses can ruin the bestlaid plans; window and door frames are classic culprits.
If you are not absolutely certain of construction tech.
niques, you might pick up a copy of The Home Building
Book (D. Brown) or Your Engheered House (R. Roberts). Both cover all the technical details of house conslmction.
If you should run into a special heat-loss problem not
covered here, we recommend the ASHRAE Handbook
of Fundamentals or any of the heating and ventilating
texts listed in the Bibliography You now should have sufficient background to understand and apply anything they
present.

Summary of Methodology:
Calculating Heat Loss
1. From flea

plans and elevations determine the areas
of walls, windows, doors, ceilings, and floors.

2. Decide upon values of insulation to use a~~ti calculate
resulting U-values and UAyalues for each building
element.
3. Calculate infiii~wtion losses by either the air-exchange
method or the crack-method. If the crack-method is
used, check whether or not excess ventilation air is
liable to be required.
4. Site the auxiliay furnace by multiplying the sum of
the UA-values by the design tempera&
difference.
Use eithsr the 97% percent ar 99 percent design temperatures from Appendix 4A. Add an oversizing factor
of about 30 percent.
5. Calculate monthly energy requirements using monthly
degree-days (Appendix 4Bj modified for your desired
thermostat setting (Figure 4.72). Sum them for annual
heating demand. Determine the cost of heating the
dwelling using current fuel cost figures.

Const~ctlonal Coapsidemtions
1. Don’t skimp on insulation-fill
stictional

all appropriate con-

Voids.

2. Seal around windows and doors-try
to use weatherstripped units. Seal walls where newssay. Dmperies help reduce window losses.
3.Mintmize
non-south-facing window
number of doors in the house.

area and the

4. Double-paned windows cui heat losses in half. Storm
doors can also cut heat losses. Both are good investments in colder climates.
5. By fitting south-factng windows with overhangs, we
can trap solar energy during the winter, when the sun
is low in the sky, and also keep out the high, hot
S”mnler sun.
6. Underground or subsurface construction has a heatloss advantage, because ground temperatures below
the freeze line are higher than ambient air temperatures. Disadvantages are higher cost, more construetion labor, and the necessity of a stronger construetionaf design.
7. It is neady :mpossible to over-insulate, because excess
insulation costs (relatively) so little money.
8. Avoid large metal fastenen which extend completely
through a wail. Because of their low k-value, they are
heat-transfer “freeways.”
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9. Externally exposed flooring edges can be sources of
substantial heat loss, so insulate the flooring perimeter.
10. Don’t neglect ceiling (or roof) insulation; warm air
rises, and the tempemture differential will be greater
near the ceiling, which means more potential hea:

IOSS.
ll.Many
insulations should not be packed, because
packing destroys deed air space. Follow directions
when you install insulation.

Solar Space Heating
There has evolved a hierarchy of strategies for dealing
with the maintenance of a comfortable thermal environment within a building. The first priority is energy consemation. Until the heating requirement for a residence
is reduced to its lowest practical value, it makes little sense
to attempt to derive a significant fraction of that demand
with solar techniques. It is generally easier and cheaper
to contio! heat losses than to supply solar gains. The sane
is true on the cooling side. The best single element in a
cooling strategy is simply not to let the sun and heat into
the building in the first place.
The next level of energy management is on the supply side. Proper placement of windows, use of overhangs
for shading, heat absorbing mass, roof ponds, thermal
walls, building orientation, and so on all contribute to the
collection and control of solar energy for heating. These
same elements combined with operable vents and movable insulation reduce the need for cooling as well. Such
techniques which do not involve pumps or blowen moving energy from a collector array to storage and from
there to the house are referred to aspossiue solarsystems.
The house itself becomes one big combined collector and
storage unit that you just happen to live in.
Actfve solar systems are what most people think of
when they hear about solar space-heating systems. Large
arrays of flat-plate coUectors on the roof and a box of
rocks or tank of hot water in the basement along with an
assemblage of pumps, valves, blowers, and controls make
up the image. The cost and complexity of active systems
suggest that they be considered after conservation and
passive techniques have been used to their fullest. On the
other hand, the precise control of internal temperatures
that active systems allow and the somewhat lesser demands placed on the design of the house itself are reasons
for their being given serious consideration.

a masony wall here and there instead of wood-framed
construction, a clerestoy window bringing light and heat
to a north room, a roof vent, and a damper that you open
at night can all contiibute greatly tc the ability of a house
to heat and cool itself.
To maximize the potential to utilize such passive ideas
requires careful planning at the very earliest stages of design. Chapter 2 of this book highlighted such important
considerations as topography, shading, prevailing wind
patterns, and use of vegetation that can influence the
choice of building site and you might went to go back
over that material at the outset of your design.
For many of us, there may be little choice as to location of the house, but we do usually have control over
its general shape and orientation. In the northern hemisphere the winter sun rises in the southeast, stays low in
the sky, and sets in the southwest, exposing the south side
of a building to more sun than any other wall orientation.
Maximizing passive gains, then, suggests that the building
have lots of south-facing surfaces with large windows. In
the summer, when we don’t want to heat the building. the
sun is high in the sky when it is to the south, making it
easy to shade those windows with simple overhangs or
vine-covered trellises.
On the other hand. the morning and late-afternoon
sun in the summer is low in the sky and directed against
the east and west walls of the building. Moreover, since
the sun is low at those times, overhangs on the east and
west sides provide little shading protection (Figure 4.73).
That suggests reducing the areas of these walls and minimizing the area of windows in them to help reduce the
cooling load. Figure 4.73 also shows one way to use vegetation to screen east and west windows in the summer
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Passive Systems
The beauty of passive systems is their subtle simplicity A
properly placed tree, an overhang of just the right length,
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Figure 4.73
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Figure 4.75 Heating of isolated north roon,s can be simplified wit.
clerestoy windows. These are examples of direct gain systems.

F‘gur~ 4.74 A building with its long axis in the east west direction is
easier to heat and cm,.

without reducing their winter gains. As suggested in Figure 4.74, then, a building with its long axis running east
and west has a distinct advantage in both heating and
cooling seasons as compared to the same building rotated
so its axis runs north and south.
There is another reason for preferring ar. east-west
building xientation. which has to do with distribution of
passive gains throughout the living space. Since the sunshine is being collected on the south side it is much easier
for that heat to migrate naturally to the north side of the
house if the distance it has to travel is small. ii the house
is fairly deep, it may be necessary to force warm air into

provide some of their cum heating demands during cooking and bathing times, so their location is quite flexible.
Placement of the most often used rooms can be guided somewhat by the location of the sun at different times
of the day. In the morning, in the tinter, you will probably
want quick warn-up of your bedroom and breakfast
areas, which suggests their placement on the east end of
the house. During the day you will want the sun in the
main living areas of the house, so they are best located
on the south. In the late afternoon you may want to warm
up the family room or a study, so perhaps a west-end
location should be considered.
Attached garages are best located either on the north
as a buffer to the cold north wind or on the west as a
buffer to the late-afternoon hot summer sun (Figure
4.76).
Obviously, there is no best floor plan. We each have
our own t&es and needs, but with these simple guidelines in mind, your chances of ending up with a successful
design should be increased. We can now move on Cothe

the northern rooms with a small blower. A simple appreach is to we clerestoy windows, which let light and
heat directly Into the back of the house as suggested in
Figure 4.75
Having decided on the orientation of the building,
there are some guidelines that should be considered for
room placement. Since the sun is going to be providing
its best heating and lighting on the south side of the building, that’s where the living spaces ttat are occupied for
the greatest amount of time should be located. The north
side of the house is better suited for closets, storage areas,
hallways, and utility rooms. Kitchens and bathrooms can

Ftgure 4.76
kajectoy.

Room placement
should be in”uenced by the sun’s
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actual design of the solar heating systems themselves.
Since all passive systems take advantage of the ability 01
glazing to let energy into a building, let’s start there.

Windows
The ability of an ordinaly window to let more solar energy
in than the thermal energy it loses is the essence of passive
solar heating. In virtually every area of the United States
outside of Alaska, a double-glazed, south-facing window
will allow more energy to be gained by the house, through
the heating season. than will be lost back out that window.
If, in addition, movable insulation covers the windows at
night, then the energy gained on even the worst days of
the year will usually be more than the total day and night
losses. That makes a south-facing window better than the
best insulated wall.
Let’s consider this phenomenon in more detail. Sunlight striking a sheet of glass is partially reflected, partiaiiy
absorbed, and partially transmitted. The amount of reflection is about 8 percent for incident angles up to about
30”, rises to 15 percent at a 60” incident angle, and of
course at a 90” incident angle the incoming sunlight is
parallel to the glass and reflection can be considered
equal to 100 percent.
The absorptance also varies with incident angle, the
thickness of the glass, and its iron-oxide content. Ordinary
window glass is typically %-inch thick, clear float, with an
absorptance, at modest incident angles, of about 14 percent. That leaves about 78 percent of the incoming sunlight able to be transmitted directly through the glass.
But what happens to the energy absorbed by the
glass? As Figure 4.77b suggests, some of it ls radiated and
convected into the house, and some goes back outside.
With 15.mph winds, about 20 percent of the heat absorbed by the glass ends up in the house and 80 percent
returns to the ambient. With still air inside and out, that
would rise to 50 percent.
It would seem then, that a calculation for total energy

Table 4.33
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gained by a window could be quite complex, involving
quality and thickness of glass, variations in incident angle,
ground reflectance, and so on. Fortunately, ASHRAE
publishes tables of clear sky Solar Heat Gain Factors
(SHGFs) for vertical windows with various compass orientations for a range of latitudes. They are based on a
ground reflectance of 0.2 and a single pane of %-inchthick clear float glass. When multiplied by a Shading
Coefficient (SC) that accounts for other thicknesses of
glass and numbers of panes. an overall solar gain can
be found. We can unite an equation for clear sky solar
gains as

E. 4.57

Q,, = A x SHGF

x SC

where Q,, is the solar energy gained by a vertical window
(Btu/day), SHGF is the solar heat gain factor (Btu/fP-day;
see Table 4.33), A is the window area, (ft*); and SC is a
dimensionless Shading Coefficient given in Table 4.34.
We know how to calculate losses from a window On
a daily basis, we can write

Sola, Heat Gain Factora ISHGFsJ Ilo, Ys-Inch Clear IFloat OIP2lst Dau of Mo,,,th’
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lurp 4.77 Ordinary‘h inchclearflwt glaze.near normalincident
Je. (al About 78% of incomingsunlightis transmitted:Ibl of the
% absorbed,about 20% is convectedand radiatedintothe interior
en outsidewindsare 15 mph.
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Table 4.34

Shading Coe,fkients (SW

Glazl”g

Shodm CaeUiclenr

Y-in single
Y-i” single
‘Y-in double
Y-in double

1.00
0.94
0.88
0.81

Note,: a. Fro”,ASHRAE.
1977F”nd.m.nlolr

E. 4.58

QL = 24 U,A

(7, -

r,,

where QL is the loss (Btu/day); r/, is the window transmittance (Btu/hr-ft*-“F), which can be obtained fro_mTable 4.22; 24 is hours per day; and 7, and T, are
the average inside and outside temperature over a day’s
time (OF).
Combining Equations 4.57 and 4.58 gives us the net
solar gain for a clear day:

due to the absorption of the earth’s long wave radiation
by the clouds, which reduces the ease with which the
earth cools. So on the coldest days it is frequently clear
and the windows work very well; on the cloudy days it is
frequently warmer and the windows with night insulation
at least break even.
The simplest form of movable insulation is heavy drapery that fits tightly over the windows when drawn. Better
still is a special insulating curtain called Window Quilt
(Appropriate Technology Corporation. P.O. Box 975,
Brattleboro, Vermont 05301) that reduces the U-value of
double glazing to about 0.19 Btu/hr-ft*-“F when closed
(Figure 4.78).

E. 4.59
Q,., = A [(SHGF)(SCJ

- 24 U, CT, - T,,l

Example:

What is the net solar gain through a doubleylazed, ‘/-inch, south-facing window OR a clear day in
Januay when the inside temper&w
is held at 70” F while
the ambient averages lo”F? The latitude is 48” (coresponding roughly to the U.S./Canadian border).
_

,d=ias

Q-issn

Solution:
FromTable 4.33, the Solar Heat Gain Factor
is 1402 BtuiItZ-day. From Table 4.34, the Shading Coefficient for Y-inch double glazing is 0.81. In Table 4.22 we
find a U-value for the glass of 0.49 Btuihr-ftz-% No window area is specified so we will do it on a square-foot
basis:
Q,,,

Et”

= 1402ftz-doy
x 0.49-

x 0.81

St”

h+“F
= 430 Btulflz-day

-

x (70 -

hr
24%
1O)“F

Thus, even under these fairly extreme conditions
each square foot of window acts like a furnace delivering
a net 430 Btu on a clear day in the middle of January.
The temperature woul~d have to, drop to -26°F and stay
there for 24 hours before the window would simply break
even, with dear sky gains equalling day and night losses!
Even on cloudy days, the window ca,n be a net gainer
of energy if it is inwlated at night. If an inch of urethane
foam is put up over the windows at night, the energy
gained on a completely overcast day is usually enough to
offset day and night losses even with the ambient temperature as low as 10 or 15°F. While such temperatures
se not that unusual on clear days in many of the colder
parts of the countzy, they are not that common on cloudy
days. Overcast days are usually warmer than clear ones

lure 4.78

Night inrulation.

There are any number of other schemes for movable
insulation, ranging from simple outside shutters that are
manually opened and closed to Zomeworks’ Beadwall
(PO. Box 712, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87103). Beadwall consists of two sheets of glass with a 3-inch air space
that can be tilled with thoua&
of Styrofoam beads at
the flick of a switch. When filled, the U-value is down
around 0.1. At the other end of the complexity scale.
Zomeworks also sells magnetic clips that you can attach to
lightweight sheets of rigid inslrlation. By sticking thin steel
strips onto the interior side of the windows themselves,
the insulation is magnetically held in place. And it is easily
removed (but not so easily stored). For a whole book of
insulation ideas see W. A. Siiurciiff’s Thermal Shutters
and Shades, 1980.
About an inch of urethane foam can bring the overall
U-value of a double&zed
window from its usual 0.49
down to about 0.11 (R-9). As a first approximation, if
such insulation is left up 16 hours per day, the 24.hour
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average U-value for the window will be about
”

E. 4.60

y/

= 0.49

x 8 + 0.11

x 16

For the losses we can write

E. 4.61

Q, = 24 UA fT, - i-0)

24

= 24 U,A,s (7, ~ 7,)

= 0.24 Btulhr-ftz-“F
This va!ue can be used for calculating average losses
from night-insulated windows when doing the overall heat
!oss arwzlysisfor the house.

Direct Gain SysterIS
The sim&st solar heating system is just an array of south
windows that Irt the sun dir&y
into the living space as
was diagramed in Figure 4.75. In addition to the windows,
a protective overhang and sonw heat-absorbing mass
may be alied for, and the resulting combination is refened to as a direct gain system.
Direct gain systems are popular because of their simplicity and low cost, but they are the most difficult to control of all the solar heating techniques. Consider the task
of letting enough sunlight in during the day to cover the
building losses at night; during the daytime collection
hours, th? rate of gain must be three or four times the rate
at which the building is losing heat. To soak up that excess
heat and thus prevent the building from being too hot
during the day, the interior of the building must have a
lot of mass and as much of that mass as possible needs
to be directly exposed to the incoming sunlight. In the
evening the warm mass cools down giving back some of
its heat and thus keeping the building warm.
This process of absorption and release is a slow one
and can result in fairly large temperature swings within the
residence. Late afternoon temperatures 15°F warmer than
early morning temperatures are probably to be expected.
The greater the amount of mass included, the better the
control becomes. Our job as designen will be to analyze
these factors so that we get the proper balance of window
area, quantity of mass, and overhang size.

where UA is the building !oss coeffici.ent (Btu/h:-“F), 24lJ,
is the loss measured in Btu/ft*-degree-day, A, is the direct
gain area (ftZ), A,s is the floor space area (ft*), rl is the
average interior temperature and T,, is the 24.hour average ambient temperature.
Let’s solve for the ratio of window area to floor space
area by setting Equation 4.57 equal to Equation 4.61:
E. 4.62

f&
4

_
- 24wT,
SHGF

-

TJ

x SC

A conventionaliy insulated house typically has a heatloss factor, 24U,, of something like 8 Btu per square fact
of floor space per degree day. Using that factor the ratio
of direct gain area to floor space area in Equation 4.62
has been plotted in Figure 4.79 as a function of the average 24-hour January temperature for houses at several
latitudes.
A direct gain surface sized using Equation 4.62 or
Figure 4.79 can be expected to capture enough energy
on a clear day to maintain an average inside temperature
of 65°F through a 24.hour period with no internal gains
from people and appliances. Such internal loads will raise
the temperature into the low 705. Notice this is an average
temperature; the amplitude of the variation above and
below this average wiil depend on the amount of thermal
mass.
Since the glazing area chosen in Figure 4.79 is

Preliminary Glazing Area
Given the problems of temperature control, a very reasonable design philosophy is to put in no more window
area than is required to heat the house through a 24.hour
period on a clear day in the middle of winter. Since Januay usually has the most severe combination of temperature and solar radiation, it is usually used as the design
month.
I&& I.&f ,.n:e&p&r
I-~ I”nl~l
. ...“.. ICI”
ll_ rsn
*“,. .&rite fairly easi!y
the equations for window area that will result in clear sky
gains equalling average 24.hour building losses. For the
clear day gains in Btu/day (from Equation 4.57)
Q,
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= A,

x SHGF

x SC

Figure 4.79
;er$esidence

Ratio of direct gain area to flea space area required to
on a clear day in January (8 BmWdepe day

enough to carry the house on a clear day, we can use the
percentage of sunshine in January to estimate conservatively the fraction of the January househeating demand
carried by solar.
Example:
Make a preliminay sizing estimate for the
recommended direct gain area for a conventional 1500.
square-foot house in Salt Lake City (40” north latitude).

Solution:

E. 4.64

Month/y Transmitted Solar Radiation

In Appendix 48 we find Salt Lake City has

about 1172 degree-days in January. Figure 4.79 shows
a ratio of gain to floor area of about 0.23. The glazing
area would be 23 percent of 1500 square feet, or about
350 square feet of glass The percent of sunshine in Salt
Lake City in Januay is given back in Table 4.4 as 47
percent, so we would expect this much glass to carry about
half the Januay load. That is quite a decent percentage.
Usually if a solar system can provide half the Januay
load, it will provide something like two-thirds to threefourths of the annual hez!ing demand.

The Solar Load Ratio Method
While Figure 4.79 is useful for a first-cut sizing of a direct
gain system, it does not tell us how well the system will
perform month by month. To this end, a relatively simple
procedure has been devised at the Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratoy
in New Mexico by Wray, B&comb, and
McFarland (see Bibliography) that is referred to as the
Solar Load Ratio method.
The Monthly Solar Load Ratio (SLR) is a dimensionless parameter defined as

E. 4.63

If we let QT be the solar energy transmitted through
the south glass per unit area (Biulf%mo) and A, be the
direct gain area (fr’), then for any given month we can
write

monthly transmitted solar radiation
SLR = monthly thermal food

The numerator is the estimated solar radiation that passes
through the glazing into the house (Btu/mo); the denominator is the thermal energy required to heat the house
during that same month. The procedure involves calculating SLR on a month-by-month basis. Then. using a
correlation based on a computer model, the monthly s&r
heating fraction and the auxiliary energy required are determined. The results can be summed across the full heating season to determine the annual fraction of the heating
load met by the solar system.
The monthly transmitted solar radiation is potentially
a difficult calculation. Clear sky values from the ASHRAE
tab& should not be used directly because they do not
account for the average mix of clear and cloudy weather.
‘We could take average xxwxed
hxizcatal ixso!&on,
use Table 4.6 to estimate insolation on a vertical surface,
and then multiply the result by the average tmnsmittance
of the glass. But that is a time-consuming task. Realizing
these complexities, the Los Alamos team has devised a
simpler procedure.

where QH is average measured horizontal insolation (Btui
ft2-mo) and the horizontal-to-vertical factor (QT/QH) can
be found from Figure 4.80. Notice that (QT/QH) already
includes the transmittance of the (assumed) double glazing. It also accounts for ground reflectance (a value of 0.3
is assumed). Equation 4.64 lets us calculate the numerator
of the solar load ratio knowing only the window area and
average horizontal insolation. The denominator, which is
monthly building toad, can be obtained from the building
load factor times the degree days:

E. 4.65

monthly thermal load = 24UA(DD)

The load ratio method was derived with the usual
65°F base for degree days, which means internal loads
till probably take the average temperature into the 70s.
You may fine tune the procedure by using degree days
modified to a lower base (as we described in an earlier
section), or you can subtract internal loads from the thermal load before putting it into the SLR equation. Such
modifications complicate matters a bit and are probably
not worth doing, given the crudeness of the whole pro-
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Figure 4.80
(QdQd Derived from Balcomb, et. al.. 2nd Passive Solar
Conference, 1978.
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cedure. The results should be conservative if internal loads
are omitted.
Having defined everything well enough to calculate
the Solar Load Ratio, we can go to the real quantities of
interest the fraction of the month’s energy that is met by
solar, called the Solar Heating Fraction (SHF); and the
remaining energy to be supplied by the auxiliary.
The Solar Heating Fraction is obtained from Figure
4.81. Two cures are drawn, one corresponding to a direct
gain situation with no night insulation, and the other for
double glazing covered with R-9 insulation from 500 PM.
to 8:OO A.M. (If night insulation is used, a day-and-night
averaged U-value of 0.24 Btu/hr-ftz-“F should be used in
the heat-loss calculation.)
Let’s take a 1500.square-foot house in Salt
1Exomple:
Lake City with 350 square feet of direct gain glazing and
a heat-loss factor of 530 Btu/hr-“F. Calculate the January
Solar Heating Fraction.
From Appendix 4F we find the average horSolution:
izontal insolation in Januay to be 622.1 Btu/f+day
(which is 19,285 Btu/ftz-mo), and in Appendix 48 we find
there are 1172 degree-days.
The latitude of Salt Lake City is about 40%’
so from Figure 4.80 we find

Solar heating fraction for direct gain system. (After
Ffgure 4.81
V/ray, 3rd Passive Solar Conference, 19791

shown in Table 4.35. As can be seen, the total auxiliary
requirement is 27.7 x lo6 Btu per year.
The annual solar heating fraction is the fraction of
the total annual load (76.9 x lo6 Btu) met by the solar
sjjstem.

sHF

north,

= I -

(,nn::oad)
27.7

=1-m=
a
= 1.25
Q”

In this cold area. night insulation would certainly

Plugging our values into Equations 4.63, 4.64, and
4.65 gives

(
sLR

=
=

$

>

QH.%

x 19,285

Btu/ftz-mo

x 350 ft’

24 hrlday x 5.30 g
8.4

x lo6

= 14.9

seem called for. Let’s see how much better we could do.

Example: Suppose

the 350 square feet of direct gain

area is insulated at night. Find the danuay Solar Heating
Fraction and auxiliary energy requirement.

24;A(DD,
1.25

‘The building heat-loss coefficient of 530 Btil
Solution:
hr-“F includes 350 square feet of 0 = 0.49 Btu/hr-ft*-“F
double glazing. The new U-value for that glazing is about
0.24 Btulhr-it’-“F (Equation 4.60) when night insulated,
which changes the building UA value to

x 106
UA = 530EF

-

(350/r

= 0.57
Nothing was said about night insulation, so we will assume
none is used. From Figure ,4.81 we read off a Solar Heating Fraction of about 47 percent. (That is just what we
had estimated from the preliminary sizing analysis, by the
way. )

+

= (I-SHF)
x monthly load
= (1 ~- 0.47) x 24 x 530 x 1172
= 7.9 x 106&u

The analysis of this house for a complete year is
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= 442 Btulhr-“F

The new January load is thus

QJ.,~
= hr-“~
= 12.4

AUX

x 0.49s”1-)
,,+“F

&I
x 0.24 hr-ftZ-“F

35OfV

442 Btu

We can now find the auxiliay energy (AUX) required
in Januay from
E. 4.66

0.64

x

24 hr
~
x 1172 “F-day
day

x 106Btu

The Solar Load Ratio becomes
SLR

=

8.4
12.4

x 106Btilmc
x 105Btulmo

= 0.68

Month-by-Month Perfomunce of a 530 Btu/hr-“F House lvith 350 Square Feet of Dkrect Gain Surface
in Salt L&e my

Table 4.35
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5.3
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13.8
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9.7

50.7
38.7
23.6
17.1
19.3
27.6
40.3

0.58
0.87
1.17
1.32
1.25
1.00
0.70

10.3
11.8
9.7
7.9
8.4
9.7
9.8

:;
84
M)52

5.8
3.0
1.0
76.9

54.4
70.8
76.8

0.45
0.32
0.30

8.6
7.9
8.1

and from Figure 4.81 we find
SHF = 0.58
so the January aailiay
AUX

= (1 -

0.58)

is
x 12.4

x 10” = 5.2 x 106Btu

which cuts our January fuel bill by (7.9 - 5.2) x 106
= 2.7 x lo” Btu, as well as leading to greater comfort
within the house since the radiation cooling to the cold
glass will be greatly reduced.
The Solar Heating Fraction correlations were derived
for a reference design that assumes double glazing with
normal tiansmittancc of 0.747; thermal mass equivalent
to a 6-inch-thick layer of concrete distributed among floor
and walls so that surface area of the mass equals three
times the glazing area; an air-temperature range in the
building of 65 to 75°F; and no overhang was assumed so
that the glazing is always fully exposed to the sun.
Let’s examine some of these factors further.

Thermal Mass
The energy gains during the day in excess of the thermal
demands during the.day need to be stored, both to prevent daytime overheating and to provide cayover heating through the night. That energy is stored in thermal
mass, usually by changing the temperature of that mass.
The amount of energy AQ (Btu) that a volume of
mass V (ft3) soaks up as it goes through a temper&w
change AT,,, (“F) is given by

SLR

SHF

AUX
(IlFLU”,

10.3
2.2
0.9
0.6
0.6
0.8
1.0
1,s
2.6
8.1

1.00
0.94
0.65
0.48
0.47
0.60
0.70
0.84
0~98
1.00

0.0
0.3
3.8
7.2
7.9
4.6
2.9
0.9
0.1
J.J
27.7

1°F. The higher this number the better, if we want to keep
the storage volume down.
The three most commonly wed storage materials are
water, concrete, and rocks, and the best way to compare
these is in temx of their PC, product. Table 4.36 gives the
appropriate values along with those for several other common building materials. In terms of energy storage per
unit of volume, nothing beats water. For a given temperature increase, it is twice as gwd as concrete, three times
as good as a rock pile, and six times as good as wood.
We said that the purpose of the mass is to soak up
the excess energy gained during the daylight hours. We
can write an equation for the desired amount of energy
storage as
energy stomge = daytime so/or gains building losses

Table 4.36

Storage PropOraea of Thermal Mass

Mnterbll
W&Z*
Concrete (sand and gmel
or stone aggregateI
Basalt Rock
Rock Pile (40% voids)
Gypsum Roard
PlyWOOd
Brick
Adobe

daytime

PC,
Den.lty.p SpeCfJkHe*,. c,
,Btumma’F,
,S‘d,PF,
(IbmlJW
1.0
62.4
62.4
0.22
30.8
140
184
110
50

0.2
0.2
0.26

36.8
22.0
13.0

12
106

0.19
0.29
0.24

2%
25.4

AQ = PC, VAT,

We should calculate the storage requirements based
on a clear day, since that is when the maximum difference
between daytime collection and loss occurs. That means

,where p is the density of the material (Ibm/fP) and C, is
its specific heat (Btu/lbm-“F). The product of specific heat
and density has units of (Btu/fP-OF), which means it tells
US the number of Btu that can be stored in one cubic foot
of material as it goes through a temperature change of

we can use the clear sky Solar Heat Gain Factors and
Shading Coefficients. Our losses can be determined using
the heat-loss coefficient of the building, UA, and the average daytime inside and ambient temperatures Trd and
Tad. The energy to be stored, AQ, is the difference between gains and losses, so

E. 4.67

E. 4.68

AQ = p&VAT,
= A,

x SHGF

x SC -

fJA(?.

- T.&,

where td is the number of hours during a clear day that
the window is transmitting energy and V is the volume of
mas that increases in temperature ATT,.
What values shall we use for all of the variables in
Equation 4.68? First we should pick a design month, and
January is a logical choice. Given the combination of
gains, losses, and likely overhang shading, the maximum
AQ is likely to occur then. SHGF and SC can be determined from Tables 4.33 and 4.34, A, is just the direct
gain area, PC, wi:l depend on the storage medium, and
UA is found from a heat-loss calculation. All those factors
are straightfonuard. For the rest, we need to exercise some
amount of judgment that ranges from quite stmightforward estimates to seat-of-the-pants guesswork.
An estimate for the average daytime interior air temperature, Tidr is easy enough to make. Suppose we are
hoping to have the house swing through only a 10°F temperature range, that is from say 759 during the day to
65°F at night. We could then estimate the daytime temperature inside to be about 75°F.
To estimate the average daytime ambient temperature, T.,, we can use the values given in Appendix 4F or,
if your city is not listed, we can use monthly degree-days
to find a reasonable value. The ‘24.hour average ambient
temperature in Januay can be found using

E. 4.69

l”dlleCil”mA
I

Ft~vre 4.81

amount, AT,,. That mass will beat the air and cause it to
increase by a lesser amount, calf it ATa,,. That air will move
around dishibuting its heat to indirectly exposed mass by
convection. That indirectly exposed mass will incwaase
in temperatire by some lesser amount still, call it AT,?.
That is,
AT,,

Assumed cariationr in air and mass temperahlre.

mass store four times the energy per unit volume as indirectly exposed mass, so it is four times as useful to us.
Example:
For a 530 Btulhr-“F house in Salt Lake City
with 350 square feet of direct gain area, estimate the
amount of directly exposed concrete that should be used
for thermal storage.
Solurion:
Let’s do it step by step, though we could just
plug into Equation 4.68. The daytime gains on a clear
Januay day will be
Qss = A,

x SHGF

x SC
Bhr
x ‘626PT

= 35ofP

fDDb
24.hour ouemye5. = 65 - 31

The daytime average temperature can be estimated by
adding 5 to 10°F to the,24-hour average.
The only remaining factors are storage volume required, V(fPj, its temperature swing. AT,, and the day
length, f.,. For day length, about 7 Ihours seems rasonable. The volume is what we are looking for so that is OK.
The real guesstimate comes in picking B value for AT,,.
See if this seems reasonable. The sun that shines directly
onto !.massis going to cause that mass to i,ncrease by some

mass

= 460,970

x 0.81

Btuldoy

The daytime loss wiU be
Qr = UA@,

-

= 530gF

i&,
x (75 - 29.41”F

= 169,200

x 7 hr

Btuldny

The energy to be stored is
AQ = 460,970

-

169,200

= 291,770

Btir/day

If the concrete swings ZO’F, then from Equation 4.67

z AT,. z AT,i
= 473ft.3

which is illustrated in Figure 4.82. Let us guess that a 20°F
swing in the temperatire of directly exposed mass. will
cause the desired 10°F swing in air temperature, which
will cause a 5°F swing in the temperature of mass not

This suggests that we need about 473 fP1350 ftz or
1.4 cubic feet of directly exposed concrete per square foot
of glass. Since only the outer few inches or so of concrete

directly exposed to the air. That makes directly exposed

will really
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fluctuate

through

such @e

tempetire

swings, we should probably figure on at least 3 square
feet of concrete sulfate for each cubic foot of volume
calculated. That works out to be about a minimum offour
orfive square feet ofconcrete surfacefor each square foot
of direct gain glazing. More would be even better.
It hens out that any house designed with the criteria
for direct gain sizing used in our example will require
about the same amount of mass per square foot of glazing.
This is, if your glazing area was chosen to provide enough
gain on a ckx Januay day to cover a full 24 hours worth
of losses, the,> the amount of mass required is about 1%
cubic feet of concrete per square foot of glazing. Moreova, that concrete needs to have a surface area that is
exposed to the sun at some time in the day of at least four
or five square feet per square foot of glazing. Four cubic
feet of indirectly exposed mass can dispiace the need for
one cubic foot of directly exposed. Concrete that is more
than about four inches below the surface of a slab can
count as indirectly exposed mass.
Directly exposed mass should not be covered with
carpet; ceramic tile, however, works very well as a surface.
You cannot oversize the mass, and the greater the surface
area of mass per unit volume the more effective it will be.
If water is used as the storage medium, then only half
tile volume of storage is required, which works out to
about 5 or 6 gallons of storage per square foot of direct
gain glazing. Since energy distributes itself very rapidly by
convection within a volume of water, there is not the same
concern for maximizing the surface area exposed to the
sun as there is for concrete.
Whiie these rules of thumb are probably quite reasonabie (they are not dissimilar to those advocated by

FigurD 4.83

An intriguing variation on the cooling of thermal mass
at night has been devised by Living Systems in Winters,
California (Figure 4.84). Designed for the hot Central
Valley of California, the system features a rooftop evaporative “cool pool” connected to columns of water inside
the house. In summer the connecting valves are opened,
allowing the water to thermosiphon between the interior
columns and the exterior pond. The heat absorbed by the
columns during the day convects up to the roof at night,
where it is cooled by evaporation

others, and at least the assumptions are spelled out here
in case you want to deviate), remember that they apply
to direct gain structures designed to completely cay a
clear winter’s day with the windows. If less window area
is used, significantly less mass may be required. At some
point, for example, there will be no need for any mass
at all!
Unless the direct gain surface is large enough to cause
overheating during the day, the mass is unnecessary. So,
if in your present house, for example, you are tempted to
put sc,me water barrels behind a few south windows in
the winter, they are probably unnecessary and you may
as well let the sun come straight into the house.
Thermal mass plays an important role in any passive
cooling strategy that may be 3s important as its role in the
winter heating season. During :he day in the summer, the
mass absorbs heat from the interior, helping to keep the
structure cool. At night ihe house is opened up to allow
the relatively cool night air to take the heat out of the mass
and cany it back outside. The natural flushing of the house
can be increased with vents located at high points in the
interior on the leeward side of the house and low dampew
on the windward side, as suggested in Figure 4.83.
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evaporative cwling of water mas The valves are closed in the tinter
(Solar Gain, California Office of Appropriate Techno!ogy. 1980).
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Overhangs

Table 4.37

Large expanses of windows need protection from the
summer sun. South windows are weU suited to the use of
overhangs since the sun is so high in the sky in the summer. The tick, of course, is to design an overhang so that
it keeps the sun off the windows in the summer while
allowing winter sun in.
One thought would be to choose the overhang so
that the windows are just shaded when the sun is at its
highest on June Zlst, as suggested in Figure 4.85a. If that
date is chosen then the south wall will receive a fair
amount of sun later in the summer when it is probably
even hotter. In fact, a sliding glass door with a shade line
just reaching its base at noon in June wiU be more than
50 percent covered by sunlight in August at noon at latitudes as far north as 40”.

NoneI
January
February
March
April
MW
June

Sun Altitude Angle at Noon on the 21st Day of
Each Month.
w
70-L
80-L
90-L
101.6-L
110-L
113.5-L

Nmth

JdY

August
September
October
NOW~be*
December

UN
110.6-L
102.3-L
90-f.
79.5-L
70.2-L
66.5-L

Note.: a. L stand.for lblibd..

To save you the trouble of solving these equations we
have prepared Figure 4.87, which shows the distance y
that the shade line will reach at noon for various overhang
lengths on both August 21 and December 21.

dme2t AD,,,21

,a/OMmang
I82W
IO,A,,,*

I* (hemans
SllldlOiWD”I,

I

An overhang sized to shade the windo+, in June may
F@re 4.85
alfourtoo much gain in August

A more reasonable design would be one that shades
the windows in the hot month of August, as suggested
in Figure 4.85b. Picking the overhang distance, 2, that
causes a shade line at noan to fall a distance of y down
the south side of the building (see Figure 4.86) requires
that we solve a little tigonomehy problem. From the figure we can write

E. 4.70

y ==Zton ‘IN

p4

I

/a,
me
Goom.iW

of an g-foot wall at 40” north latitude. What overhang size
would result in the sh& line just reaching the bottom of
the doors at noon on August 21?

Ayg
*,$2

Solution:

We can rezd off a distance Z = 4.2 feet from

Figure 4.87. To see where the December shade line
reaches, we use the same figure at an overhang distance
of 4.2 feet and read off the shade line as y = 2.1 feet. So
the glass will have its bottom 5.9 feet exposed at noan in
December (see Figure 4.86b).

FpL’

Cbl
do’
LollliYdP
Elmoh

Calculating an overhang far a 6% foot gfa
Figure 4.86
August at 40” nor”, latitude.
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Dependence of mxm shadowline on ovahang
Figure 4.87
dirtance, for various latftuderand design monthr

Suppose we have 6%.foot-high glass patio
Eromple:
doors being used, as direct gain surfaces on the south side

where nN is the altitude iangle of the sun at noon, obtainable from Equations 4.1 and 4.2 or from Table 4,,37,

r;,:

owmanpD,smwe.
z ,“I

I
dwr in

FLved overhangs typically involve compromises. In
the above example, we could shorten the overhang to let
in ali of the December sun, but that lets in more August
sun. We are already letting in some morning and afterman sun anyway, so reducing the overhang would not
be such a good idea if summers are particularly hot.

Of probably more importance,

by shading the glass

from the August sun we are also shading it from the April
sun. in many areas of the county it is still chilly in April
and those direct gains would feel really good. Depending
on climate, then, you might want to consider movable
shading that you can adjust as the seasons progress. Better still, a trellis with leafy deciduous vines for shading
(Figure 2.16) can track the seasons naturally.
Once an overhang has been designed, it may be necessary to go back over the month-by-month Solar Load
Ratio calculations to reduce the Solar Radiation Transmitted calculations by the fraction of the window area that
is shaded each month.

Thermal storage Walls
Rather than distributing thermal mas among the walls
and floors as is done in a direct gain system, there are
some advantages to putting the mass directly behind the
window, with only a few inches separating the two, as
suggested in Figure 4.88. Such systems are referred to as
indirect gain systems. If the mass is concrete or adobe, it
is usually refeFed to as a Jrombe wolf, after its French
inventor Felix Trombe. Sometimes the mass is water contained in barrels, in steel culverts set on end, or in fiberslass tubes stacked verticall” one against the other. in
which case the result is called a wote~woll.

Thermal mass wall systems add a degree of comfort
control that is hard to obtain in a direct gain system. The
wall reduces daytime overheating, glare, and potential
fading of fabrics by immediately capturing the incoming
sunlight. In a well-designed Trombe wall, the energy captured during the day slowly works its way through the
concrete by conduction and begins !o emerge on the interior face in the early evening just as it is beginning to be
needed the most.
Trcmbe walls can be designed with or without interior
vents. Interior vents allow the adjacent room to be heated
during the day by convection. As the air between the wall
and glazing heats up during the day, it rises and passes
into the room, to be replaced by cooler air taken off th?
floor. The vent area should be distributed evenly between
upper and iower vents .+i:h t5e% tctjl combined area
equal to about 2 percent of the wall area. It also helps to
space them so that the lower vents are not directly under
the upper vents. This helps distribute the air flow across
the wall more evenly.
It is advantageous to design the vents so that they can
be adjusted to provide anything from fully closed to fully
open operation. At night they must be closed to prevent
the nighttime cooling of the wall from causing reverse
convective air currents. In fact, it may be that you will find
the vents ;hould always be kept closed. The vents may
allow something like 30 percent of the incoming energy
to be transferred directly to the interior during the day by
convection. If the outside temperatures during the day are
mild, or, more likely, if you can heat the house with direct
gain windows during the day. you would be better off
storing as mucrr of the Trombe wall gains as possible for
use at night, which means keeping the vents closed or just
not putting them in in the first place. The added degree
of control that the vents allow would suggest that they be
put in even if you end up never opening them.
If vents are provided in the top of the glazing (Figure
4.88bj then the Trombe waU can be opened up during
the summer to increase convective cooling. By closing the
upper interior vents and opening the lower ones. the rising
warm air in the Trombe wall air space helps to draw in
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cooler ai; from the ltorth side of the house.
The tbicknew of a wall and its composition will greatly
infjuence its performance characteristics. Masonry walls
d<xCt store as much heat per unit of volume as their water
counterparts do and they don’t absorb it as quickly. When
the outer surface: of a water wall gets warmed by the sun,
convection currents quic’kly carry the heat away, keeping
that surface cooler and reducing the losses. On the other
hand, the lack of convection in a concrete wall can prove
advantageous by providing a time delay of about threequarters of an hour per inch of concrete before the inner
surface reaches its peak.
If a masonry wall is too thin, there is not much storage
and the resulting higher temperatures increase both the
losses to the outside and interior temperature fluctuations.
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And the time delays may be too short. It is rkcommended
that concrete walls be in the range of 12 to 18 inches
thick, while adobe, because of its lower conductivity 1 can
be more like 8 to 12 inches.
Double glazing should be used for mass walls, though
it does not necessarily have to be glass. Kalwall Corporation (P.O. Box 237, Manchester, New Hampshire
03105). for example, markets insulated fiberglass sheets
that are much easier for the do-it-yourselfer to work than
glass and cost less. Since you are not going to be looking
through it anyway, the diffusion of light that it causes is of
no concern. K&all also sells fiberglass storage tubes 12
inches or 18 inches in diameter that can be used as the
water wall behind the glazing. If the tubes are filled with
plain water they are somewhat translucent and the result
is a very effective mass wall that also lets natural daylighting into the room
Other manufacturers are beginning to introduce tubes
containing hydrated salts, which undergo reversible
chemical reactions as they absorb energy and then release
it. These hydration reactions are physically similar to the
phase change that occurs as a substance freezes or melts
and so the salts involved are usually referred to as phase
change materials (PCMs). Solids, such as ice, absorb energy when they melt and give it back when they freeze,
and they do so without any temperature change. The
energy fiored without a change in temperature is referred
to as latent heat, as opposed to the sensible heating we
have dealt with so far. Some of these salts being introduced commercially can store quite a bit of energy as they
pass through their melting temperature and that can be
taken advantage of in a water wall. Hydrated calcium chloride (C&I,
. 6H,O), for example, melts at 81°F and, in
so doing, absorbs 82 Btu per pound of material which it
gives back when it freezes. One cubic foot of this material
heated from 75 to 100°F stores the same amount of energy as 4.4 cubic feet of water or about 9 cubic feet of
concrete heated through the same temperature range. So
these zalts would appear capable of storing much more
energy per unit of vo!ane than normal substances. making them an attractive option.

The results of the analysis are shown in Figures 4.89
and 4.90. Figure 4.89 depicts the temperature distribution
in the wall at various times over a 24.hour period. The
solutions reflect the conditions of the wall after five days
of operation with full sun and the specified outside temperature conditions. Note that the average wall temperature is on the order of 110°F
Figure 4.90 plots the energy flow into the room and
also the energy lost from the outer wall face, both as
functions of time. The units are Btu per hour per square
foot of wall surface. Note that the maximum energy transfer into the room ,occurs around midnight and is on the
order of 18 BtuW-hr. The energy lost from the front iace
is substantial during the daylight hours, but is dramatically
reduced at night with the addition of the polystyrene insulator. Much of this energy could be directed into the
dwelling with an appropriate natural- or forced-convection system, as in the Trombe design. Figure 4.90 also
indicates the amount of thermal energy stored as a function of time, referenced to 70°F For instance, a 400.
square-foot wall, a foot thick, would contain nearly
400,000 Btu of thermal energy at 400 PM.-= substantial
cushion for inclement weather.

1” miywrene
ccwer 7
w$lt Only)

Mass Wall Performance
A simple model of a Trorbe wall was analyzed on a computer for the first edition of this book and though the
results are not transferrable for design purposes, they do
give a feel for the mechanisms involved. In this model,
each square foot of a 12-inch-thick cowret* wall was
“e;cpose# te 1350 l3& of solar energy per day. The s&z
intensity varied with time to simulate the txaverse of the
sun during the day. The outside temperature varied from
a maximum of 70°F at 200 PM. to a minimum of 30°F at
2100 A.M The simulated design included a Y-inch cover
glass and a 6-inch air gap. A polystyrene cover was placed
over the outer giass surface at “night.”
m
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Figure 4.89
concrete mu: temperaturr distribution as a function of time.
\

Water Wall
18” Trombe Wall
Direct Gain
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4. Using Figure 4.91 for Trombe walls or Figure 4.92 for
water walls, find the monthly solar heating fractions.

700

5. Calculate the auxiliary energy requirements from
AUX= (1 -SHFl
x monthly load. Sum the auxiliay
consumption and find the annual Solar Heating Fraction.
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Example: Suppose

we take our 1500.square-foot
house, which has a heat-loss factor of 530 Btu/hr-“F including 350 square feet of direct gain surface, and replace
the glass with a 350.square-foot Trombe well. Find the
Januay Solar Heating Fraction in Salt Lake City.
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:,YYFI!we 4.90 Resulk of a computer analysis of a south facing
,,, =ancrete wail: energy “ows and storage capacity
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Fortunately, it is no longer necessary to have the benefiits of a computer around to predict the performance of
~I”~‘Tr ombe walls and water walLs. The Solar Load Ratio
m ethods developed et the Los Namos Scientific Lab have
al!$0 been applied to mass walls. The procedure is virtually
th e same as for direct gain SLR and SHF calculations.
‘,
LGzt’sreview the si:ep:;.

,,

1.Calculate

ihe monthly radiation transmitted using Figure 4.80 to cotnert average horizontal insolation to
radiation that passes into the, house

02

m.ml Temperalu‘e
Range 65-754
! Nqn,,“L”
/sR9 5 w om/De:odan
+~---+~
~
,~~+-~~,

+

IIt!
0”
0

1
1

j
,~I-
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_
:
2
Solar Load Ratio

3

~
1

I
I
4

1

Fipre 4.91
Solar heating fraction far vented. double gfazed, 18.
inch thick Trambe wall with backdraft dampen.

‘0 riiEykw,,..l,,:,/x~7=1

2.Calculate

the mosllthly building load, which is the product of the builcling heat-loss factor in Btu/degree-day
and the monthly degree-days. Internal loads may be

subtraaed if desired. To calculate the building heat-loss
factor yoii ic+!!need a U-value for the Trombe or water
wall. Appropriate values are given in Table 4.38 for
walls with and without night insulation.

3.Find

=

monthly radiation tmnsmitted
monthly
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0 ii?
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j
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1
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3
solar bad zatio

the Solar Load Ratio
SLR

i

building

load

F,gure 4.92
Soti heating fraction for double glazed water wall with
% fP water per square foot of glazing @alcomb. 2nd Passive Solar
Conference. 1978).
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Getting rid of 350 square feet of direct gain
Solution:
surface reduces the heat-loss coefficient by

35op

x ;gp

= e

Replacing it with 350 square feet of Trombe wall with a
U-valueof 0.22 adds back in

350 ft’ x 0.22 Btulhr-ftZ-“F = 77 Btulhr-“F
The new heat-loss factor is therefore

530 - I71 + 77 = 436 Btulhr-T
January has 1172 degree-days (Appendix 48) and an
average horizontal insolation of 622.1 Btu/ftz-day (Appendix 4F). The horizontal-to-vertical factor, QT/QH, is
1.25 (from Figure 4.80). The Solar Load Ratio is therefore
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=

radiation tmnsmitted

436 Btu/hr-‘F

8.44

x 31 doylmo

x 1.25

x 35Oftz

x 24 hrldoy x 1172 “F-daylmo

x mE3tu

= 12.26

x lo6 B7;

The Solar Heating Fraction (Figure 4.91-110
sulation) is

night in-

SHF = 0.38
The auxiliay

= ‘2

SHF,

+ $

SHF,.

where A, is the direct gain area, A,, is the Trombe wall
area, and A: is the total gain area equal to A, + A,,.

There have been many other innovative approaches to
the passive capture of the sun’s energy for home heating
and cooling that represent more radical departures from
coni~entional architecture than the simple dkect gain and
mass wall systems already described.

energy required is

SHFl x load
= (1 - 0.38) x i2.26
= 7.6 x IWBhdJmmy

AfJX = (1 -

x 106Btu

Thwe answeis should be compared very carefully
with our eariier example, where this same house had 350
square feet of elirect gain surface instead of Trombe wall.
The direct gain house had a January Solar Heating Frac6on of 47 peramt compared I:o the Trombe wall house’s
38 percent. ‘That makes the direct gain house better. right?
VJrong! Wh,at is really important is not the Solar Heating
Fraction, but the auxtliay energy required. The direct
gain house needed 7.9 million Btu in January, while the
Trombe wall house needs only 7.6 million!
The difference reiates to the fact that the direct gain
how hss a much larger heating requirement to start with
since it loses so much out the g!aztng. This is a subtle but
important point akin to watching the donut rather than
the ho!e.
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SHF

Other Passive Systems

= 0.69

,,,,,,,

The Solar Load Ratio niethcd can be applied to such
mixed systems with a slight modification. First, find the
overall building heat-loss factor including the mixed south
wail. With that and the total gain area, a single Solar Load
Ratio can be obtained. At that value of SLR find the Solar
Heating Fraction that you would have gotten if the whole
system were direct gain; call it SHF,. Then find the Solar
Heating Fraction at that same SLR corresponding to a
Trombe wall system; caU it SHF,.. The real Solar Heating
Fraction is just a weighted estimate of the two:

E. 4.71

monthly load

= 622.1 Btulftz-day

Rather than having your whole south wall in either
Trombe waU, with its lack of light and view, or direct gain
area, with its uncontrollability and lack of privacy, it would
stem that some of each would be the best alternative.
Windows in the Trombe wall, for example, can act as a
direct gain area, as operable vents, and can let you reach
in and do a certain amount of inside-the-glass window
washing. Or the windows can be completely separated
from the Trombe wall.

The use of an attached greenhouse on the south side of
a house (Figure 4.93) can provide a pation of a home’s
heating as weU as creating an environment that allows the
year-round growth of plants. During the day, the excess
heat glenemted’in the greenhouse can be transfwed into
adjacent rooms of the house either by natural convection
through operable windoNs, or vents, or by small thermostat&&
activated fans. At night the greenhouse is
closed off ?io that it does not draw heat from the main
building.
Usually, the wall separating the greenhouse is a thermal storage wall that absorbs heat during the day and
releases 8 at night into both the house and the greenhouse. Alternatively, the separating wall wn be an insulated stud wall in which case the thermal mass necessay
to keep the greenhouse from freezing can be provided
with containers of water. Usually, 55:gallon drums are the
most convenient, due to their availability and large volume of storage per conttiner. A larger number of small
containers such as 5-g&m square cans can also be used

Figure 4.93

An attached gwenhouse.

and, in fact, are sometimes recommended over 55.gallon
drums.
During the summer, the greenhouse needs to be well
ventilated and must be capable of being completely isolated from the adjacent living space.

Double-Envelope Houses
Lee Porter Butler (573 Mission St., San Francisco, California 94105) has devised a rather striking variation on
the use of an attached greenhouse that he calls an Ekose’a
house. Others call it a convective loop house or doubleenvelope house berwse in cross section there would appear to be one house inside of another (Figure 4.94) with
a convective loop between them.
As suggested in Figure 4.94, during a winter day, the
warmed air in the gretinhouse space rises over the roof
of the inner house, and as it cools on the northern side
of the loop, it falls. To complete the circuit, the air passes
mder the house, transferring sane of its remaining heat
to the “earth store.” At night the process may reverx to
liberate the heat from stomge and thereby continue to
surround the inner house with tempered air.
Another novel innovation involves he use of a “cool
tube” const!;ting of s~weral parallel runs of perhaps 18.
inch diameter pipe laid underground. During the summer,
outside air is drawn into the tube as the warm air at the
peak of the house is vented. The air iraveling through the
tube is cooled as it passes underground and to some extent is dehumidified, as the moisture condenses out.

Emtb-Sheltmzd Hawing
We all know that the tempemture of the ground several
feet below tie surface does not change much in comparison to the daiiy and annual variations in the air above it.
By putting the major portion of a house underground
while leaving its scath face open to the southern sun, we
can combine the advantages of natural lighting and solar
heating with the climate-moderating effects of earth mass

Ft~e
4.94
Convective loop house operation. From The lntegra,
“dmn House. a 1980 by the Fara”ones lnrtrtute.

(Figure 4.95). The earth protects the house from both the
summ,er heat and the winter cold, making this a partizulady effective stmtegy in areas of the country where climate extremes are severe. An earth-sheltered house is
also better protected from he&robbing ;vind, so infiltration losses are cu! drastically.
The temperature underground at the depths we’re
talking about here is certainly not constant. While it
doesn’t vary on a daily basis, over the course of a year it
can exhibit sizable fluctuations depending on hw far ‘below the surface you go. At a depth of 4 inches, the variation in temperature about the annual mean air temper&a-e ranges from about + 18 to 25”F, depnding
on
where you are in the countty. @@pending on soil con&
tions, the temperature fluctuations 10 feet h&w the surface may still be anywhere from plus or minus a iew degrees to maybe +- 10°F about the mean. The walls of a
house situated between those depths could easily be exposed to average temperatures that range belwen about
45°F and 65’F. Those are, however, certainly easier conditions to deal with than air temperatures that may soar
over 100°F in the summer and below 0°F in the winter.

Figure 4.95

A” underground house.

Besides damping the temperature fluctuations from
$.!nter to summer, the earth also provides a desirable flyi:heel effect-a
time lag that can shift the peak ground
tempemtuw to early fall and the minimum ground temperature to early spring. Figure 4.96 illustrates this added
bonus. As a rule of thumb, for soils with average thermal
properties, this time lag amounts :o about one week per
fat of depth below the surface. So the underground portions of the house see their most severe environment not
in Januay or Jr?ly when air temperatures are at their extreme, but rather in March and September when the air
is more comfortzble.
The use of earth offers great promise as a thermal
buffer, but it does require c:.i;ieful planning and design.
The fo!lowing general guidelmz have been offered in a
National Solar Heating and iwiing
!nformation Center
p.tiblication, Possioe Design ido.u for the Energy Conscious Builder:
Gentle south slopes are ideal for underground stmctures. You con build into the hill and still houe the
benefits of southern e.qwxures.
Auoid low-lying depressions. Heavy, cold air will settle
in them, and there is increased dangerfrom frost and
dampness.

Make sure that surrounding construction such as porking lots and septic systems don’t drain or leak into your
site area.
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Figure 4.96
Not only does the earth provide a buffer against air
temperature cd~emes, but it also provider a thermal lag. IAfterK.
Labs, “Undergmund Building Climate,” Solar Age, 19791.

identify ground water levels, and seasonal uoriotions
in level, before you decide on building location and
excavation depth.
Assure adequate soil percolation for sunken courtyards
and ottium areas. Consider installing ouerfow drains
if you foresee problems in this area.
Any structural system con be used-providing

it is de-

signed fo;; proper loads. A general rule is 150 pounds
per square loot (PSF) for gross-covered roofs and 400
PSF where small trees ore to be supported. Don’t forget to add snow and pedestrian loads.
Wall design is generally the same as ony below-grade
construction. Insulation, however, must be placed between the earth ond the exterior urali of the’simdure;
this allows the structure to store heat, auoiding continuous loss o/heat to the earth. The best currently available material is Styrofoam with its closed cell conshuction, and the insulation con be reduced in thickness as
the depth below grade increases.
When benning earth against existing urolls, it’s ndoisable to odd cement plaster on metal ;ath between the
earth and the insulation-.-this to preuont roots, ixsects
nnd rodents from getting to the existing walls.
Butyl sheeting is CI good material for waterproofing,
and ii also serws ~1so vapor bonier.
To control dampness inside, use dehumidification
circulating
Eorrh

or

air.

pipes (ducts buried

in !.he earth) rna~~ be usea;or

cooling or for prewarming
fresh air sypply.

outside co/d air for

winter

Exomiae all local building codes, especially in relation
to fire e&s and ventilation. Increased oir circulation
may affect energy usage.
Study the lighting carefully. It is important to determine
how it affects intetio; comfort and energy use for on
underground structure

Active Solar Heating
As was stated earlier, evey new residence should be designed with energy conservation as a first priority. Beyond
that, if at all possible. the building should be shaped and
oriented so that it has a major axis running in the eastwest direction, with its window areas concentrated on the
south side. Further energy savings can be realized by applying the passive techniques of the previous section or
by ailgmenting a conventional heating system with an
active solar system.
Active systems, as we mentioned earlier, use large
arrays of flat-plate collectors with pumps or blowers that
force a heat-transfer fluid from collecton to storage and
from storage through the home heat distribution system.
They are obviously more complex than passive systems,
and hence more costly and more likely to require periodic
maintenance. In some circumstances, however, active
systems have advantages over passive systems that justify
the attention that they continue to receive.

For example, active systems with roof-mounted COIL
lecton are less likely to be plagued by shading problems.
A neighbor’s house or a row of trees very often can completely shade the south side of a house while 1eavir.g the
roof line totally exposed to the sun. In fact, even if the
entire house is shaded, active systems offer the flexibility
that allows coilectors to be mounted on the garage or
some other adjacent building or even on a rack in the
yard.
When high solar heating fractions are desired active
systems can be more akin to a conventional lifestyle than
most passive systems. Especially in cold climates. most
passive systems require movable insulation to be put up
at night and taken down in the morning, and larger than
normal inside iemperature fluctuations must be expected
since thermal mass serves no function unless its temperature changes.
in terms of the design of a house, active systems with
their need for steeply tilted collector arrays may constrain
the roof design, but passive systems with their need for
large southern exposures and limited ability to dishibute
hea! can constrain the interior design. Another hurdle with
paive designs, which hopefully will be eliminated in the
near future, is the difficulty associated with predicting their
performance under widely varying climatic conditions and
interior design constraints. Suppose the glazing is not really facing south; suppose a new owner wants carpeting
over the thermal mass floor; suppose the Trombe wall
overheats the adjacent space, but a back room ends up
being too cold; suppose the view is to the north? As more
experience with passive systems is obtained and the results more widely disseminated among designers, most of
these uncertainties will be eliminated.
As a prospective user of solar energy, an understanding of both system types is important since your final decision is usually not whether to apply one or the other,
but whether to use an active system to supplement whatever passive gains you have already realized.

General Systems Considerations
In the next few sections, we are concerned rvith the transfer of energy between the components of a heating system. Referring to Figure 4.97, you can see that there are
basically two energy transfer (or circulation) loops-one
behveen the collecton and the storage unit, ar.d another
connecting the storage system and the living space. Often
(but not always) these loops are physically separated,
since different collection media may be used in the respective loops.
The collector-to-storage or first loop simply transfers
energy from the collector to the storage device. Of course,
there are some subtleties involved. We must take steps to
prevent freezing and minimize corrosion, and define operating strategies to optimize energy collection. The major
function of the storage-to-interior (second loop) is the ef-
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sbrage; water storage takes about one-third the volume
of an air system’s rock storage bin; summer collection of
energy for domestic water is more efficient with a liquid
system; and finally, the liquid system interfaces with almost any heat distribution system while an air system is
&a.,^ .,,uY
^..I.. ..i*l.
rl’ +A.
ioiiipaw,.z
was,, ‘,..~“A
.v.rru-is::: ,::,:.xtion.
These fzcton, which are inherent to the two system tyyes, mupied
with the wider availability of liquid system components,
tend to compensate for the extra care that must be given
to iiquid system design. So both system types are used
and recommendable.

Liquid System

Figure 4.97

The two drcdation lcqs

of a yllar heating systm

fective dislxibution of stored thermal energy throughout
the interior environment. In many ways, this loop is more
complex than the collector/storage loop. The design of a
balanced and responsive distribution system requires
considemblc expertise. Fortunately, there is a good deal
of prior art in the field of heating and ventilating, so that
we can use standardized design techniques. But before
discussing either loop in detail, we need to address sane
more general considerations.
The principal difference between one active solar
heating system and another is the fluid wed in the collector/storage loop. Both air and water (or waterlantifreeze solutions) have been successfully used in every climatic area of the coutry. Cost and performance of the
hue system types ha:: not differed markedly for cornpa-

In earlier sections of this chapter, we dealt with the design
of hydronic collectors and their application to the heating
of domestic water. Conceptually, the collector loop in a
liquid-based space heating system is much like a large
version of a solar water-heating system. There is a collector army, pump, controller, storage tank, assorted va!ves,
and connecting piping, and th.xe is the same concern for
freeze protection.
Once energy has been collected and tucked away in
the storage tank, some of it must be distiibuted around
the house as needed and some must be used to preheat
domestic water. While a great number of system variations
are possible to accomplish these tasks of collection, starage, and distribution, those of Figures 4.98 and 4.99 are
among the simplest and most efficient. Let’s look at the
way these systems work

Flgum 4.98

rably sized collector arrays. Neither has a corner on the
market, which suggests that ,:here are trade-offs involved
in deciding between the two system types.
Airsystems have the potential to be the more troublefree of the two. There will never be a problem with freezing, boiling, or corrosion, and leaks are not catastrophic.
That combination Is enough to make them the system of
choice for many usen.
On the other hand, liquid systems use much less
pumping power; the piping takes less space and is aster
to route, since l-inch water tubing, for example, can be
wed instead of 14-inch ducts running from collector to
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The collector loop in each of these system diagrams
is the wne. The solar pump turns on when the differential
controller indica!es that energy can be collected. Water is
circulated through the panels and back to the storage
tank. While that looks very similar to a reg&r domesiic
water-heatmg @em,
there iz an important differencea difference that goes bc,ond the fact that the collectors
and storage are larger.
While nearly all domestic water-heater systems use
pressurized tanks, the storage tanks wed in solar spaceheating systems are a!most always unpressurized and
vented to the atmosphere. Pressurized tanks jn the size
range we are talking about here (say 500 to 1000 gallons)
are just too expensive, so systems are designed to use
lighter, cheaper “atmospheric” tanks. Use of unpressurized tanks means we can protect against freezing by simply
letting the system drain whenever the pump turns off, and
that is what is done in Figures 4.98 and 4.99. The advantage of this method of freeze protection is simplicity and
higher s)rstem eff3ciency The disadvantage is that the solar
pump must be big enough to raise water against the pull
of gravity up and over the highest point in the collector
army. A bigger pump means we’ll spend a bit more on
electricity to run the pump, which will reduce the overall
system savings. In almost all circumstances, however, this
parasitic loss is modest (especially compared to using a
blower in an air systemjl but it does require careful selection of the pump to be used.
By putting 2 heat exchanger between collectors and
storage, the pumping power can be reduced. in Figure
4.100(b) the heat exchanger is just a coil of copper tubing
inside the storage tank; in Figure 4.100(c) it is a more
efficient external heat exchanger requiring tv!o pumps.
For freeze protection, the couector loop must contain an
antifreeze solution, and of course provision must be made
for expansion and contiction of the collector fluid.
On particularly cloudy days, there is another bonus
to using a heat exchanger in the collector loop rather than
using a drainback system. A drainback system may be
constantly draining and filling as clouds drift by, which is
not only hard on the pump, but can also cause a fair
amount of gurgling in the pipes that may be annoying.
The added complexity and cost of a heat exchanger in the
collector loop and the resulting decrease in performance

that the heat exchanger causes are disadvantages that
need to be weighed.
Just as there are a number of variations in the way
collector loo?s can be designed. so there are different
ways that domestic water can be heated from the solar
storage tank. The water in the storage tank is not only
unpressurized, bui is also of dubious quality, which rem
quires, then, a heat exch,anger. The heat exchanger allows
full city water pressure and also protects the potable water
from contamination.
The systems diagramed in Figures 4.98 and 4.99 use
a one-pass heat exchanger for hot water. which is just a
coil of maybe 60 to 100 feet of %inch copper tubing
immersed in the top of the storage tank. This approach
is the ultimate in simpiicity and really works quite well. A
fair amount of complexity needs to be adc!ed to get only
slightly better domestic water preheating. Figure 4.101
shows several recircul&ion schemes which are sometimes
used. They involve at ieastone extra pump, a controller
for that pump, and pottintially an extra domestic water
preheat tank.

,a1onePassWea,
Exrhanger
COid
wate,

3DrmSliC
hatYale,

~$JyjTJJjTJJJL
oreheat
lank

,c,External
Hea!Exchanger
Fistwe 4.101

Alternative ways to preheat wafer for domestic use

For space heating, the heat from solzr storage must
somehow be distributed around the house. In Figure
4.98. a hydronic distibution scheme is diagramed which

I
Various collector loop options (not d esenti.d
Flguro 4.100
plumbing is rhaun).

might use baseboard heaters of the sort shown in Figure
4.102 or may brvolve running hot-water pipes iti~the floor
or ceiling for radiant heating. As shown in the figure, an
auxiliary boiler is located in parallel with t!e solar storage
tank If the solar-heated water is incapable of keeping the
house warm, the three-way motorized valve closes off the
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Table 5.15-Concluded
N

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

a

9

.23048

.23245
.27099

--6.21461
.23441

.21661
.2363i

.21860

,220hS

.22258

.22456

.22654

.23832

.24028

.24222

.24417

.2461:

.22851
.24604

.25575
.27476

.25X7
.27664

.25958
.27852

.26149
28040

.26340

.26530

.26:20

53

.25383
.27288

.24998
.26910

.29342

.29527

.29711

.29895

~23413
.30262

.28786

.29157

.28227
.30079

.28600

54

.30445

.30628

55
56

.3G992

.31173

.X355

.31536

.31716

.31897

.32077

.32972

.33150

.33328

.33505

.33683

.33859

.32257
.34036

.32436
.34212

.32615

.3279+

57

.34739
.36475

.34914
.36647

.35089
.36819

.35263
.36990

.3543:

.35957

.37161

.35611
.37332

.35784

58

.34564
.36303

.37502

.37673

.36130
.37843

59

.38012

.38182

.38351

.38519

.38688

.38856

.39024

.39192

.39359

.39526

50
51
52

60

.28972
.30810

.34388

.39859

.40026

.40192

.40357

.40523

.40688

.41182

.41346

.a1510

.41673

.41836

.41999

.42162

.42325

.40853
.42487

.41017

61
62

.42649

.42972

.43133

.43294

.43455

.43615

.43935

.44095

.44254

.42811
.44413

63

.44731
.46303

.44889
.46459

.45047
.46614

.45205
.'46770

.45834

.45990

.46925

.45520
.47080

.45677

64

.44572
.46147

.43775
.45362

.47?35

.47389

.47543

65
66

.47697

.47851

.48004

.48158

.48311

.48464

.48616

.48768

.48920

.49072

.49224

.49375

.49527

.49677

.49828

.50129

.51026
.52503

.51175
.62649

.51323
.52796

.52942

.51619
.53088

.50429
.51915

66

.50877
.52356

..'0279
.51767

.50578

.50728
.52209

.49979
.51471

.53233

.53379

.52062
.53524

69

.53669

.53814

.53959

.54103

.54247

.54391

.54535

.54679

.54822

.54965

.55820
.57228

.55962

.56103
.57508

.56244
.57647

67

6.39693

.251SG

‘3

6.55108

.55251

.553?3

.55536

.55678

7.

.56526

.56667

.56808

.56948

.57088

72

.57925

.58064

.58203

.58341

.58479

.58617

.57368
.5s755

73

.59441
.60800

.59578
.60935

.59715
.61070

.59851
.61204

.59987

.60123

74

.59304
.60665

.61338

.61473

.58893
60259
.616Oi

75

.62007

.62141

.62274

.62407

.62539

.62672

.62804

.62936

76

.63332

.63463

.63595

.63726

.63857

77

.64769
.66058

.64898
.66185

.65028
.66313

.65157
.66441

.64118
.65415

.64249
.65544

73

.64639
.65929

.63988
.65286
.66568

.66696

79

.67203

.67330

.67456

.67582

.67708

:67834

00
81

6.68461

.68586

.68711

.68835

.68960

.69703

.69827

.69950

.70073

.70196

32

.70930

.71052

.71174

.71296

.71417

83
84

.72143
.73340

.72263
.73459

.72383
.73578

.72503
.73697

.72623
.73815

85

.74524

.74641

.74759

.7487G

86

.75693

.75809

.75926

.76041

37

.76349

.iGSG4

.77079

.77:94

88

.77992

.78106

.78219

RS

.79122

.79234

.79347

.56386

.59030

.57786
.59167

.60394

.60530

.61740

.61874

.63068
.64379

.63200

.64509

.65673

.65ROl

.66823

.66950

.67077

.67960

.68085

.68211

.G8336

.69084

.69208

.69332

.70441

.70564

.69456
.70686

.69580

.70319
.71538
.72743

.71659
.72863

.71780

.71901

i2022

.72982

:7322l

.73934

.74052

.74170

.73102
.74288

.74993

.75110

.75227

.75344

.75460

.75577

.76157

.76388

.78446

.78559

.78784

.77765
.70897

.76734
.77878

.78333

.77537
.78672

.76504
.77551

.76619

.77303

.76273
.71422

.79459

.79571

.7SG82

.79794

.7SSOG

.x0017

.80128

.70808

.74406

,790lO

6.80239

.80351

.80461

.80572

.80683

.80793

.8OSO4

.81235

.81564
-82655

.81674
.82763

.81783
-82871

.81892

.82002

.a2220

.82329

92

.81454
.82546

.81014
.82111

.81124

.a1344
.82437

.82979

.83087

.83:95

.83303

93

.83518

.83626

.83733

.83841

.83948

.84055

.84162

.84268

.84375

.83411
.84482

94

.84508

.84694

.&I801

.84SO7

.8X)13

.85118

.85224

.a5330

.a5435

.85541

95

.85646

.85751

.85857

.85961

.86OG6

.86171

.86693

.86797

.86SOl

.87005

.871OS

.87213

.86276
.87316

.86380

96
97

.87420

.86485
.87523

.87626

.87730
.88755

.87833
.88857

.87936
.88959

.88038
.89061

.88141
.89163

.88244
.89264

.R8346

.88449

.HR551

.88653

98

.89467

99

.89770

.89871

.89972

.90073

.90174

.90274

.89366
.90375

.8956A
,90575

.60673

90
91

Lrampfe: N = 92

ln(92)= 4.52179

N=403

.90475

.86589

t-39669

lnMO3)=5.!39394
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MEANPERCENT OF TOTAL TIME SUN IS ABOVE THE HORIZON
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Figure 5.30 The man percent total lime the sun is above the horizonas a functionof latitudefor the northernhemisphere
It also turns out that we have ava$able figures for C,
and a: C, is usually from 100 to 300 ppm; a is generally
taken to be 0.0015. So, let’s m an exampie ta get a feel
for all these equations and numbers.
Example:

Designing for winier temperatures, we want
to estimate the depth of an oxidation pond to be built
near San Francisco (latitude 37”N) at an elevation of 1000
feet with clear weather 50 percent of the time in December.
From Table 5.14, we get maximum total raSolution:
diation equals 290 Langleys per day and the minimum
total radiation equals 111 Langleys per day. Using Equation 5.37 to correct for clear weather only 50 percent of
the time, we find
totalmdiation

= 111 + (290 - 111) 50
( ;1m >
= 200.5 Longleyslday

The correction for elevation is made using Equation 5.38:
toto/ mdiation = (250.5)
x I1 + i’O.0185 x l)]
= 204.21 Long/e+s/day
Now using Equation 5.39, we must multiply our result by
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10 and by the fraction of the time the sun is visible above
the horizon (from Figure 5.30 we see that this fraction for
December is nearly 40 percent):
1, = 10 x 42

x 204.21

= 816.8 footcandks
If you check for In (IJ in Table 5.15, you find Lhat the
natural logarithm of 816.8 is about 6.705. Now we can
calculate the depth of the pond, using 0.0015 for a and
200 ppm for C, with Equation 5.36:
6.705
200 x 0.0015
CC
= 22.35 cm = 8.80 in

d=In(IJ=

where 1 inch equzis 2.54 centimeters
Computation of Algal Concenimtion
The concentration of algal cells can be estimated from
the following equation:
E. 5.40

c, = $

where C, equals the concentration

of algae cells (ppm; in

the depth calculation, we used only an average figure); L,
equals the BOD removal (ppm); and P equals the ratio
of the weight of oxygen produced to the weight of algae
produced. P has been found to be in the range 1.25 to
1.75, with a value of 1.64 recommended.
Computation

of Detention Time and Area

The detention time is the average length of time the
wastewater will stay in the oxidation pond and is given by
the following formula:
E.5.41

DT=,xh;L’;;S

c

x 0.001

Consider a small group of 40 people using
flush toilets and a methane digester where the digester
effluent has a BOD of about 125 ppm. We want to design
an oxidation pond for the winter conditions used in the
previous example (the depth calculation in San Francisco,
at 37“N latitude and an elevation of 1000 feet clear
weather 50 percent of the time in December). Let us also
suppose that the mean temperature is 50°F.
Example:

Temwrature Coefflci~ats for Chforeffa
Fbtiec

Mean TemprshuD ,‘F)
32
41
50
59
68
77
86
95
104

In (816.8)
76.2 x O.OiXi
= 58.71 cm = 23.11 in

CjJite a change! The depth has gone from less than 9
inches to over 23 inches. Now we need to compute the
detention time (DTl of the pond. Using Equations 5.37
and 5.42 tith the value for uisible radiation at 38”N latitude from Table 5.14, we correct for an elevation of 1000
feet for 50 percent cloudiness:
S = min + (mox - min) (”
i

“yg”3

= 30 + (77~?3OJ
= 53.5 Langleysldoy
Now tori-ecting for altitude where elevation is in thousands of feet:

S = (toto/ visible at sea IeuelJ
x [I + (0.00925 x eleuotionl]

Table 5.16

The depth of the oxidation pond can now he computed
as before from Equation 5.36:
d=

where DT eqxzls the detention time (days); h equals the
unit heat combustion of algae (6 callmg); L, equals the
BOD 5.14.
The efficiency of I-ght conversion (F) in atdoor oxidation ponds ranges between 1 and 10 FG,:.rcent,with
most values in the narrow range of 3 to i percent. In
ceneml6 percent is a good approximation.
The visible solar radiation (S) can be found in Table
5.14. For example, in Sacramento (38”N) in December.
S equals 34 Cal/day-cm* (Langleys per day). Corrections
still need to be made for percent clearness and elevation.
We still use Equation 5.37 for cloudiness corrections, but
there is another formula for elevation corrections for visible radiation:
E. 5.42

We can compute Cc by knowing L, and using
Solution:
the value for P of 1.64. In this cese, let’s suppose L, equals
125 ppm. Then

-w-a-m
Cat&i.llt(T.)
0.26
0.49
0.87
1.00
0.91
0.82
0.69
-

Nota: a. From“mm
in 5wqp TreaimEd,195,)ty W.J.onva!dandH.S
Gataw0z.Bdftmnbd h pro-#an!sludm

S = (visible at sea level)
X 11 + (0.00925 X efevatfonj]
= 53.5 x (1 + (0.00925 x I/]
= 54.0 Longfeyslday
From Table 5.16, we find T, equals 0.49 for 50°F mean
temperature. Assuming we remove 80 percent of the
BOD (a good avenge value) from our effluent, we can
now compute the detention time with Equation 5.41:
6 x 100 x
x 0.001
58.71
0.06 x 1.64 x 0.49 x 54.0
= 13.5 days

DT =

From Table 5.9, we estimate the average flow Q to
be 2000 gallons per day for a community of 40.
We now know the detention time (DT), the depth
(d), and the flow (Q); the surface area of the pond can be
computed from the volume (v), which is given by the
equation
E. 5.43

V = Q x DT
= 2ooo x 13.5
= 27,000 gal = 3609.6 jF
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The area (A) is then given by
E. 5.44

A=;
= 3613 x ;2
23.1
= 1875,Ql

or roughly a square 43 feet on a side-a fair-sized pond.
Notice that the volume was given in cubic feet and the
depth in inches; that is why we multiplied V/d by 12.
Construction and Maintenance

:;;,:
;;,
i;
;:‘,j,
!Zi,’
&;’
f,.,
;;:1

The ideal soil for pond construction is relatively impervious so that there will not be excessive seepage (concrete-lined ponds are actually best). Embankments around
ponds should be constructed of compacted impervious
material and have inside slopes of 2.5: 1 as a maximum
and 4: 1 as a minimum, with outside slopes 2: I as a minimum. The inside surface should be sodded as well as the
outside; for small oxidation ponds, a plastic coat can be
used. Top width should not be less than 8 feet and the
freeboard should be 2 feet at a minimum, with more
where considemble agitation is expected. Overflows may
be constructed at the side. Care should be taken to prevent bank erosion at outlets or inlets if these also are in
the embankments. The pond bottom should be level. As
a final suggestion, you might enclose the pond to hinder
access to animals and children. (For further information
on construction details, see Chapters 3 and 7 and the
literature listed in the Bibliography.)
Detention times should be kept near 3 or 4 days in
the winter and 2 or 3 days in the summer. Ponds should
be kept at a depth of 8 to 10 inches in the winter and 12
to 18 inches in the summer. Cultures should be mixed
thoroughly once a day, but not continually. These figures
assume climatic conditions of Richmond, California, but
give a general idea of the ranges you will encounter. Average algal yield under these conditions is about a pound
of dy algae per 500 gallons of supematant from your
digester.
Other maintenance consists of elimination of emergent vegetation, care of embankments, and control of
possible insects.
Another aspect of the use of oxidation ponds is a
reduction in the number of pathogenic organisms in
waste. In the case of a single pond, it has been reported
that 90 percent of the ba:teria are killed during the first
6 days of detention time. But this is for row sewage, not
rhe already-treated effluent of a digester or septic tank.
Even though we recommend detention times shorter than
6 days the prior use of the digester and/or septic tank has
reduced the hazard significantly.
For those instances when the oxidation pond is fed
raw sewage, the only way to obtain a better efficiency
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figure is tc build ponds in series, which takes the wastewater of several thousand people to be viable. If, instead,
we try to increase the detentbn time to treat the wastes
longer, 1:e run the risk of creating anaerobic conditions.
U da wch conditions, mortality of pathogenic fecal
orgnn’sms appears to be very low. Rapid oxidation of
organic matter accelerates the accumulation of sludge in
a pond, especially in a small one. We can offset this sludging, which is a source of anaerobic conditions, by increasing the dilution factor of our supematant input, controlling
our algae crop, distributing the load through multiple inlets or through one in the middle of the pond, and orienting the pond to obtain the maximum benefit of wind
mixing and aeration. Normally, the water at the output of
the oxidation pond can be used for irrigation, or it can be
placed in a stream or receiving water, if necessary; but we
recommend you have a bacteriological test done on it
first.
Harvesting and Processing Algae
Methods of harvesting and processing depend on the
uses to which the algae will be applied. For example, a
high-grade algae is required for use in a digester, and a
higher grade yet is necessay when algae are used as a
livestock feed.
Processing involves three steps: initial concentration
or removal, dewatering, and final dying. The difficulty
with harvesting algae lies in the small size and low specific
gravity of the particles, characteristics which give them a
slow settling rate.
Concentration can be accomplished most easily by
precipitation and there are several means available. Cationic flocculants under the trade names Purifloc 601 and
Purifloc 602 can be used to gather algae into a cohesive
mass. At concentrations of 10 ppm (at pennies per ton of
harvest), 100 percent removal of the algae is possible; at
3 ppm, 95 percent removal is possible. In terms of speed,
with concentrations of 10 ppm, 90 percent removal is
possible with a 4.hoa settling time, while 98 percent removal is possible for a 24.hour settling time. The use of
lime to raise pH above 11 causes a gelatinous coagulation.
of the algae. Use of 40 ppm of ferric sulphate and 120
ppm of lime gives the best harvesting results, but the slurry
and supematant then contain objectionable amounts of
iron. Afum also can be used at neutral pH for precipitation:
concentrations of 90 ppm give 98 percent removal with
settling complete in 2 to 3 hours.
Dewatering, the second step, can be accomplished
by centrifugation, filtering, or by use of a sand bed
(ranked in descending order of expense). Centrifugation
involves far too substantial a cost for a small-scale operation. But industrial nylon filters gJve concentrations of 8
to 14 percent solids within 24 hours; the speed of filtering,
however, rapidly decreases as an algae cake forms on the
nylon. Also, a 2.inch slurry on paper filters on a sand bed
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dewatered and dried to 12 to 15 percent solids in 24
hours.
A sand bed can be used for both dewatering and
dying through drainage evaporation. The amount of
sand embedded in the dried product increases with sand
particle size. Golueke and Oswald (1965) used sand
which passed through a 50-mesh screen (opening 0.297
mm); with a slurry depth of 5 inches. they obtained 7 to
10 percent solids after 24 to 48 hours. and after 5 to 7
days the algae contained only 15 to 20 percent water. The
dy algae chips then were collected by raking. These chips
were sieved over a 0.16.cm mesh screen to remove most
of the sand, 2 to 3 percent of the total dy weight. For a
slurry of 1.6 percent solids, Golueke and Oswald estimated that a square foot of drying bed would be needed
for each 7 square feet of pond area. Although sand dewatering and drying was the most economical of the
processes they considered, they indicated that cost increased substantially for all processes as the scale of the
:: operation decreased.
“,Final Comments

,$i‘, Enough now has been said to allow you to select the most
:jii:,appropriate waste-handling technique or process for your
@;:I::
needsbe
it digester, septic tank, or Clivus Multrum. You
~!&will undoubtedly work through several designs as you
g:;;:evaluate the trade-offs between costs, benefits, conve$$l:,,:
nience, and reliability; these systems are most suitable for
z&a rural or suburban setting. But no matter which design
‘&j$f any) you select, there are always a few things to keep
%:?in mind. Always design from a conservative positionif”, overestimate your needs and underestimate your supply,
,’ be it your water supply or your gas or disposal needs. A
second point is that when you move to the operation and
maintenance of your systems, you must always be concemed with factors of health and safety. The potential for
explosion with a methane digester is always present and
contamination of a water supply is always possible-proper operation and maintenance procedures minimize, but
do not remove, dangerous possibilities. With these few
points in mind, you should be able to move toward a
higher degree of self-sufficiency both safely and efficiently.
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WATER
Water and where to find it
Capture and storage techniques
Solar distillation and hydraulic rams
Figuring your water requirenaents
Making it fit to drink

WATER SUPPLY

II this section we discuss several alternative water
supply systems, providing you with basic informatiGn required to evaluate your available water
sources. No attempt has been made to be totally complete; rather, emphasis here is placed on very simple systems which can generate a small supply adequate for up
to 20 or 25 people.
As you would expect, water-quality requirements vary
considerably depending upon the expected use. If you
,‘are going to use the water as a domestic drinking supply,
then the water must be free of water-borne diseases. toxic
materials, or noxious mineral and organic matter. For the
irrigation of crops. on the other hand, water-quality requirements are much lower and more easily met. Even
here, however, there are cautions you must be aware of;
for instance, high concentrations of sodium can be detrimental to some types of sails, causing them to become
impermeable to water. The best approach in making a
decision on the quality of a given water source for a particular use is to seek out the advice of a competent authority and then decide whether you can use the water
source directly or whether the water must be treated. Later
in this section we will discuss some simple treatment techniques.
Along with establishing the quality requirements for
a water supply and assessing how far existent conditions
meet these requirements, you must determine how much
water is needed. Some typical requirements for different
household and farm uses are given in Table 6.1. There is
no foolproof method of determining the quantity of water
needed per capita. Consumption fluctuates for different
locations, climates, and conditions. For example, a person
will use less water if she has to panp it by hand. But the
estimates drawn from this table should be adequate to
establish the basic size requirements for the water supply
and distribution system.

Table 6.1

Water Quantity Requirements’

GallonrPerDay

Typeof Use
Dometic use b

Household VA
1 hand p~mp....................~
.....................
10
! presswe faucet........ .,............................ 15
Hot and cold xnning water ....... ..................... 50
Camps and schwls
Work camp. hot and cold running water .......
..........
45
Camps, with flushtoil& ......... ..................... 25
Camps. without running water or tlushtot&. ............. 5
SmaU dwellingsand cottages.... ...........
............ 50
Singlefamily dwelling

..................

....

........ 75

Farm Use (antial consumption)
............................, ......... 12
.......................................... 2
Swinee ..................... ... ......... .............. 4
Brocdrws,nursinq
............ ........... 6
...........
Dairymws,average~
..................................... 20
C?AeS~ .................................................. 7
Chickensa ............. .................................. 6
Turkeysd .... . ................. . ........ ............ 20
Ducks* .................................................. 22
.......... ............. 10
..
Rushing floorsfor sa,,ttatbnP

Hoor mule+
Sheep or goats

Sevemi additional pieces of information might be
useful. First, if you have a garden and irrigate it using a
three-quarter-inch hose with a quarter-inch nozzle, you
need approximately 300 gallons per hour for this task
alone. Sprinkling lawns will require another 600 gallons
per day for every 1000 square feet. Another important
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consideration is fire protection. To fight a small fire you
should always have available an adequate “first-aid” water
supply Qiving a discharge of about 3 to 10 galimin: 10
gal/min is sufficient for one quarter-inch nozzle and a storage tank of 600 gallons can supply water at that rate for
an hour.
Once you have made a preliminay assessment of the
amount of water needed, you must figure out whether
there is enough water available to meet your needs. To
answer this question may take more time and understanding than to evaluate the amount of water needed; but until
you arrive at the answers to both questions, planning cannot proceed. It would be wise, too, to check into what
state laws might apply in your area, at this time. Assuming
you have arrived at a reasonable estimate of the quantity
of water required to meet your expected needs (from Table 6.1), we can proceed to an analysis of the various
sources (of water supply and the criteria for making the
best source available.

Sources
The two basic criteria for the selection of a water source
for your water supply are the quality of the water source
and the relative location of the water source with respect
to the area of intended use. Using these criteria, we can
weigh water sources in general terms and rank them accordingly: (1) water which requires no treatment to meet
bacteriological, physical, or chemical requirements, and
can be delivered through a gravity system; (2) water which
requires no treatment to meet bacteriological, physical, or
chemical requirements, but must be pumped to consumers (well supplies fall into this categoty); (3) water
which requires simple treatment before it meets requirements, but can be delivered by a gravity system; and (4)
water which requires simple treatment, and must be
pumped to the consumer (obviously the most expensive).
These rankings are vey general in nature and your actual
costs in time, labor, and money must be examined carefully before a final decision is made.
Groundwater

Evey time it rains, part of the rainfall percolates into the
soil and is deposited in formations of pervious materials.
These water-bearing formations are called groundwater
aqu$ers or just aquifers. Aquifers may be confined between two impervious layers or may be unconfined, and
the upper water surface of an unconfined aquifer is called
the water table. The water table il nest aquifers is not
constant; it rises during rainy seasons and falls during dy
seasons. Consequently, it is not unusual for a well to go
dry during extended rainIess periods. Another common
cause of a low water table is excessive pumping of the
well.
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Groundwater is one of the main water sources in rural
areas; in earlier times, an adequate supply was the limiting
factor in many homestead regions. Groundwater has
many advantages as a water supply. It is likely to be free
of pathogenic bacteria and, in most cases, it can be used
directly withou! further treatment. Groundwater aquifers
can also be used as resewoirs to store excess water. Certain water districts in California use this technique to minimize evaporation losses of water normally stored behind
dams,
Locating aquifers is often not an easy or inexpensive
jqb. You can get a good indication of the existence of
groundwater by examining the depth and productivity of
other wells in the vicinity of your land. In addition, geological studies done by state and federal agencies (e.g.,
U.S. Geological Survey) can provide useful information.
Proximity to rivers and lakes indicates a water table close
to the ground surface. But in any case, you should seek
the advice of an expert in this matter. Sinking a dy well
can be a very expensive learning experience! Englneen
have such special aids as seismic and resistivity surveys
to help them locate aquifers.
Once a good groundwater source has been located,
there are several ways of tapping the aquifer, including
wells, infiltration gaIleries, and-if you are really fortunate-springs; your choice will depend upon the location
and formation of the aquifer (Figure 6.1).
Wells
Drilled wells are the most common means of extracting water from aquifers. However, wells may also be constructed by such techniques as digging, jetting, and driving. Special equipment and experienced personnel are
required for drilling, jetting, or driving a well.
Dug urells are relatively cheap, requiring simple
equipment and litlle experience. They are seldom deeper
than 50 feet, and a minimum diameter of 3 feet is required
for construction purposes: all dug wells require a lining to
protect the water source and to prevent the walls from
collapsing, and usually this lining is built as the consbuction proceeds. Lining materials may be masonry, brickwork, steel, or timber. The construction of dug weUs is a
slow, tedious process, and it can be difficult to penetrate
some hard strata or layers in the soil. An additional problem is the difficulty of digging far enough below the water
table to allow a sufficientlv hioh vield.
Driven wells are c&st&~d
by driving (literally

-,

lgurp 6.1

A varietyof water so”rces.

I

p3undtng) a perforated pipe (2.5 inches or smaller in diameter) into an aquifer. These types of weUs are typically
c3xsir~~ed in E?corx!!id&~d rn&ri&
(soft earth! and
may be as deep as 60 feet.
Drilled we/Is, with which you are probably most familiar, are constructed using special machiney and techniques to drill holes from 2 to 60 inches in diameter and
from a faw feet to thousands of feet in depth. The cost,
of course; is dependent upon the diameter, depth, and
type of material to be penetrated. You will have to get cost
estimates for specific sites and, in general, it is best to get
at least two independent estimates--they
can vay considerably from firm to firm.
Grace/-packed wel/s are vey efficient and easily constructed once you have decided to drill for your water.
These types of wells are constructed by drilling a hole
larger than actually required for the pipe; a screened pipe
casing then is placed into the drilled hole and gravel is
packed between the casing and the well walls, as shown
ir. Figure 6.2.
There are a number of precautions which must be
obsewed in the siting, maintenance, and operation of a
well, to insure that contamination does not occur. Many
incidents of typhoid fever and other water-borne diseases
have been caused by polluted wells. Keep your well at
least 50 to 100 feet from any potential source of bacterial
pollution; this means that animals sho:lld be kept clear of
the weU area. Lengthy discussions on detaii of this subject
are given in Water Supply for Ruml Areas and Small
Communities (Wagner and Lanoix) and in Planning for
an Individual Water System (AAVIM).
AUouthouses, septic-tank lines, and sewer lines must
be placed well away and downhill (if possible) from the
weU site. Although bacteria are usually removed from
water percolating through soils, there is always the chance
of short-circuiting and, hence, contamination of the water
source. Wells can also become contaminated from surface
water. Refuse, compost, and animal-feeding areas must
be situated to avoid drainage toward the well. No chemicals, toxic materials, or petroleum products can be stored
on the ground near the weU site. You must be sure to seal
the top of the well to protect it from possible surface contamioation. Since a well can become contaminated during
construction, it is common practice to disinfect it before
use by adding chlorine so that a concentration of about
10 parts per million (ppm) is attained-at
least four hours
contact time is required to assure adequate disinfection.
After this initial treatment, the first few gallons of pumped
water will be undrinkable because of excess chlorine compounds and they should be discarded: use your own taste
as a guide, and when the taste of chlorine has subsided
to the point where it is aesthetically drinkable, your water
should be all right.
Miltration Galleries
hdik?di~~

galleries were first used over a hundred

nOnprod”cflve
formatlo”

Figure 6.2

A gm&xcked

weU.

years ago. They are horizontal wells which collect water
over practically their entire length and are constructed
almost always in ‘close proximity to rivers, streams, or
lakes. By digging a tunnel parallel to a river, but a safe
distance inland from the shore, you use the sand and soil
between the river and the tunnel as a kind of filtration
medium for the water as it flows through the soil towards
the galley. If the gaUey is located at a distance of 50 feet
or more from the river or lake shore, you can collect goodquality water since thii distance is sufficient to remove
particulates, including bacteria. A typical cross section of
an infiltration galley is shown in Figure 6.3.
To constict a galley, you must first dig a trench in
which it will be located. The trench should be dug carefully
and special care must be taken to support the side walls
during work. Since the trench must be below the water
ta+!e, you will probably require pumps during the construction phase. The galley walls can be built of either
masonry or concrete; or, you might wish to use a large
perforated pipe instead of actually building a galley. The
length of the galley or pipe depends upon the quantity
of water to be collected and the rate at which infiltmtion
occurs. Careful testing of the potential capacity of the
galley should be conducted before deciding to build. See
the listing in the Bibliography under Wagner and Lanoix
for details.
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springs
Natural flowing springs can be one of the best water
c”cm,-er jf the so&. i”
-A--..-% Springs arc riiher grauiiyx3 clu~q~o~-.
flow or artesian in nature. In gravity springs, the water
flows over an impermeable layer or stratum to the surface.
The yield of a gravity spring will vary with any fluctuation
in the height of the water table. It is not unusual for springs
to run dy by the end of the summer, so be careful when
selecting a spring as a primay source for water supply:
you should know what the minimum yield is likely to be.
Springs, especially the gravity type, are subject to
contamination unless adequate precautions are taken.
Before using the water from a spring, you should have it
tested for bacterial contamination and general chemical
composition. Both public healtb agencies and independent companies can do these tests at little or no expense.
Saiety measures similar to those for weUs also apply
to springs. A typical protection and collection structure is
shown in Figure 6.4. Placing a ditch around the spring
will divert surface runoff and thus protect it from possible
contamination by surface waters; it is also advisable to
exclude animals and buildings within about 300 feet.
Surface

Water

Surface water originates primarily from the runoff portion
of rainfall, although groundwater makes some contribution in certain locales. Those sources of surface water used
to supply our needs can vary from a small stream, fed
either by runoff or a spring, to a river, pond, or lake. You
might also consider systems for the collection of rainfall.

Figure 6.3
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Cross secffonof an inffltrafon
gallery.

The surface area draining into a stream is called the
watershed for that particular stream. The geological and
h ci, alonn
topogrsphica! fc=!!ures of the w2terS..P~
-.-..= with
..... the
...type and density of vegetation and the human activities
thereon, significantly affect the quantity and quality of the
surface runoff. As water flows over the ground, it may pick
up silt, organic matter, and bacteria from the topsoil. In
inhabitated watersheds, the water may contain industrial
wastes and fecal material containing pathogenic organisms. Additional pollution results from pesticides used in
the watershed. And the water will contain dissolved salts
in amounts which depend upon the time of contact with
and the type of soil, as well as the mineral content of any
gmundwater contributions. Rivers are often turbid and
sometimes contain color from natural organic matter; in
most cases, rivers should be considered polluted by both
industrial and domestic wastes. Water from lakes is usually
clearer (less turbid), but is not necessarily free of pollution.
Obviously each case must be considered individually with
appropriate tests.
If you decide to rely on a stream ‘or your water needs,
it is wise to take measurements at various times of the
year so that you can evaluate the rate of flow during both
the wet and dy seasons of the year. Techniques for these
measurements are given in Chapter 3.
You can collect surface waters in artificial ponds and
small reservoirs by building a dam. Dams and ponds are
also discussed in some detail in the water-power section
of Chapter 3. It is particularly important to prepare the
reservoir site as it is there described; otherwise the water
will acquire undesirable tastes and odors from decaying
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organic matter. As with streams, you should check for any
sources of pollution or contamination in the watershed
area. Actually, you will always want to be informed of any
developments in the watershed, since it is possible that
,’ new pollution sources may appear after the construction
,, of your pond.
Another way of providing yourself with small quantities of water is to collect rainfall from the roof of your
home. This is an old technique still used in some rural
areas in the United States and quite common in other
countries. It is easy to estimate the average quantity to be
expected if you habe rainfall data for your area. This data
is compiled by the U.S. National Weather Service in more
than 13,000 stations throughout the United States, and
is published monthly (see your local library). For example,
if you live in an area where the rainfall is 30 inches per
year on the average and your home has a roof with a total
surface area of about 900 square feet (this is aboui right
for a three-room house), then the quantity of water you
can expect to collect over the year is
= 2250 fc3 = 16,800 gal

Assuming that you may have about 5 percent losses, the
net available water (0.95 x 16,800) is about 16,000 gallons. This corresponds to a daily supply of 44 gallonsnot bad, considering the ease of collection! This amount
would cover a significant part of your domestic needs.
The best practical guide we have seen on this subject is
Planning for an Indiuidual Water System, by the American Association for Vocational Instructional Materials
(AAVIM).

Solar Distillation

Of the earth’s total water mass, 97 percent is in the oceans
of the world and about 2.5 percent is found in inland
brackish waters. This leaves only about 0.5 percent as
fresh water to be used and reused through the various
methods of purification. Since solar energy is abundant
in many places where fresh water is scarcest, the use of
solar energy to obtain drinking water from saline sources
is an attractive possibility Mankind long ago started thinking about making the seas drinkable and Aristotle, in the
fourth centuy z:.c. described a method of ~~porating
ocean water to produce potable water. Much effort has
been expended since then to develop desalination methods, but one characteristic of all proposed methods is the
significant amount of energy required per unit of water
produced. The possibility of using the endless and renewable energy of the sun to produce potable water is consequently intriguing. By the simple expedient of trapping
solar energy in an enclosure containing brackish water,
evaporating the water (which leaves the impurities behind), and then recondensing the water vapor in a collectable manner, we can have the sun dG most of the work
for us. In vey simple terms, we have just described solar
distillation; a detailed discussion of the availability of solar
energy can be found in Chapter 4.
AU solar stiils share the same basic concept. Figure
6.5 shows a basin solar still. The sun’s rays pass through
a glass cover and are absorbed by a blackened basin holding saline water. This water is heated by the energy reradiating from the basin. As the water vapor pressure increases from this heat, the liquid water evaporates and is
condensed on the underside of the roof enclosure, from
303

p,re 6.5

A solarstill
utilizing
a basin.

which it runs down into collection troughs,
Fresh water produced from a solar still is best removed by cavity flow to a storage tank of some sort, to
keep the mechanical system as simple as possible. The
depth of the water in the basin can vary from an inch to
a foot, but since the bottom of the basin must be black in
order to absorb solar radiation, you must flush out the
brine from time to time to prevent the precipitation of
light-reflecting salts. A reasonable rule of thumb is to replenish the brackish supply when half the volume has
been evaporated.
There are a number of factors you must consider
when thinking about solar distillation. The higher the latitude, the less the solar radiation that is intercepted by
horizontal surfaces; unless you tilt your still toward the
sun to intercept the radiation, it will lose efficiency. You
may well ask, “How can we tilt a water surface?” Well,
tilting a water surface can be done by providing a porous
wick or cloth (preferably black to absorb radiation) on an
incline oriented toward the sun; Figure 6.6 shows an example. An inclined still with a wick or cloth allows evaporation to occur over the equivalent of a thin sheet of
water as it flows down the incline. The inclined still depicted in Figure 6.7 consists of a series of shallow horizontal black trays. Brackish water overflows from tray to
imy and is evaporated in the process. This last variety of
stills Is less efficient than the wick type and it is mostly
used for brackish water rather than sea water.
Yet another type of solar still is shown in Figure 6.8.
The parabolic mimer acts as a concentration reflector and
provides a focusing effect for solar energy; the resulting
high temperatures evapomte water rapidly. These stills
must have a continuous supply of salt water to the central
evaporating unit. Note that the water vapor goes into a
condenser for cooling. Parabolic stills have an average
productivity of about 0.5 to 0.6 gal/day-ft2, but they are
much more costly to build yourself (both in terms of time
and money) and are presented here primarily as an indication of what is possible rather than what is likely.
Trombe and F&x (see Bibliography) have come up
with an interesting design of a solar house which incorporates solar distillation for both a water supply and air
conditioning (Figure 6.9 shows a cross section). The roof
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Figwe 6.6

A tilted-wick
solarstill.

sat,-waier
supply tank

Figure 6.7

A mukiple-lmy tilted
still.

is covered with a transparent plastic or glass, and immediately below are tanks tilled with brackish water. Both
illumination and temperature cau be regulated by increasing or decreasing the surface of the tanks, through movable covers of either the tanks or the roof.
Efficiency and Production
You might think that efficiency considerations for a
solar still would not be necessary because solar energy is

“free.” But when you stop to think about the fact that this
form of energy is of low intensity and requires a lot of area
to produce a usable quantity of water, it becomes clear
that we had better pay some attention to the factors which
can give us the highest possible efficiency ior our system.
Efficiency is defined as the ratio of fresh water produced to the energy expended in producing it. Two of the
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,ure 6.8

FIgrue 6.9

A solarstill
usinga parabolicmirror.

A solarhothouse with salt-water
dktiitim system

important factors, our location and the salinity of our
water, we are basically stuck with. Chapter 4 gives information for determining the available solar radiation of
your specific locale. Areas with frequent dense cloudiness
obviously will cause problems and the distillation process
may become practically unfeasible.
The type of still that you choose is related to your
particular needs and resources. Howe and Tleimat
achieved 50 percent efficiency with a tilted-tray still yielding 0.12 gal/day-ft*; they also claim that this unit is the
most efficient design. However, the relatively complicated
and expensive nature of this still has precluded common
use. Current research is also investigating the use of multieffect stills. The multieffect still is composed of a number
of stills in series that have a decreasing lepth of water
from top to bottom. This stepping produces a temperature
gradient which increases the yield of fresh water. But
again, while the efficiency increases, so does the cost.
More information on this design is available from C. Gomella (see Bibliography).
There are several design features which can maximize
efficiency for any particular type of still. Although the exact distance has not yet been pinned down, generally the
closer your vaportight transparent cover is to the surface
of the water, the greater the efficiency of the unit. And the
higher the temperature of this glass or plastic cover, the
better the efficiency. Glass temperature should be highest
for units having the smallest ratio of glass area to evaporating area and also for those units with the best insulation
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under the tray bottom.
The greater the heat capacity of the still, the higher
its efficiency. Choosing proper construction materials is
thus critical. Table 6.2 lists a few commonly available
materials with suitable remarks. There is, however, a sizable amount of research in progress that is devoted to
finding materials of greater thermal capacity, and you
should check the litemture frequently for the newest developments.
Reductions in efficiency also can arise from shading
caused by opaque supports or neighboring stUls. And if
your conshuction is sloppy, leaks due to insufficient sealing can reduce your efficiency by half. In general, effciencies of a solar stii will range from an average of 35
percent to a maximum of 60 percent.
How large a still to construct is difficult to determine
without the context of a specific plan, particularly when
considering larger yields on the order of 1000 gallons per
day. But in general, for a yield of 1 gal/day of fresh water,
an area of 8 to 14 square feet is required; 10 square feet
will provide a day’s drinking water for one person. When
we consider that the average par capita domestic use of
fresh water in the United States is 50 gal/day, it becomes
clear that a rooftop stii on the order of 100 square feet,
providing 10 @day, can hardly supply a household’s per
capita demand for water. On small islands in the Pacific,
where fresh water is scarce and supply is dependent upon
rainfall, the par capita demand is as low as 1.33 gal/day.
Solar stii can play a significant part in supplying water
to these isolated areas. On the other hand, where a non306

potable water supply is available for most nulldrinking
purposes, you can use a solar still to good advantage as
a supplementay
water supply. Another possible consideration is the production of high-quality water (high purity) for special uses.
The productivity of solar stills depends on the geegraphic location as well as the still type. On the average,
glasshouse-type stills can have average annual yields of
from 35 to 50 gallons per square foot. Figure 6.10 &es
the daily productivity of, two solar stills in Florida as a
function of solar radiation. From these curves, you can
estimate productivity (gal/f+day); knowing your water
demand you can then estimate the size of the still required
to meet your needs.
Construction and Economy
The construction of a basin solar still is relatively simple. Do-it-yourself kits are available for individual stills
from Solar Sunstill (Setauket, New York 11733) and
Sunwater Company (1112 Pioneer Way, El Cajon, CA
92020). Materials for construction have beer improved
over the last ten years. For the roofs, horticultural glass,
fiberglass, and new hard plastics are available. Glass is
highly durable and, in the process of distillation, the dis
tillate will form a contit>ljous film on the inside of the glass
and thus will maintain a continuous flow into the coUection trough; but glass is also heavy and relatively difficillt
to seal. Plastics, on the other hand, are less durable and
tend to tear in high winds. The transmittance of plastic is
less than that of glass, mainly because plastic is a hydrophobic material. The distillate forms beads on the roof
which tend to drip back into the undistilled water, reducing efficiency by about 10 percent. However, chemicals
such as Sun Clear (available from Solar Sunstill) can be
used to produce a wet film on the plastic rather than droplets, allowing for increased light transmittance. It appears
that present designs should use glass, but that future designs will take advantage of the low cost and weight of
plastic covers.
Polystyrene or foamed glass insulation is optional in
the design of your stii. Insulation increases material costs
by about 16 percent, but the advantage is a decrease in
heat loss to the ground (and hence, greater efficiency).
For off stills, you need a black cover for the bottom of
your basin or tray, to absorb the sun’s radiant heat. You
can paint the bottom or else line it with black earth, pebbles, sand, or cloth. Supports for your still should be kept
to a minimum; metal along the ridges or concrete around
the base can form shadows in the still and decrease the
absorption of light. This is especially true of smaller stills.
Horace McCracken has researched various available
still pans. Of the five types-wood
and wood-fiber products with coatings or impregnates, thermosetting plastics,
thermoplastic materials, asbestos-cement
with impregnates and coatings, and metals with coatings-he
concluded that porcelain-enameled
steel is the optimum
choice. It imposes little taste on the water, it is least af-
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life. higher efficiencies, and mass production of stiil units
are the necessay general factors for cost reduction.
In the Bibliography are listings which provide cost
data for particular designs. William Edmondson, for example, offers a still design with a fiberglass cover and a
useful life of 20 years, glviny an estimated crude nilconstruction cost of 42 cents a square foot (these an? a;l
prices immediately following are for 1975). Strobe1 crves
a deep-basin still design of 3000 square feet with a useflri
life expectancy of 30 years, for an estimated cost of $4.75
per square foot and a unit production cost of $10.72 -:dr
1000 gallons. And Daniels @es cost cornllarisons for
three solar stills that were exposed to the same conditions
and yielded equal amounts of fresh water:
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fected by the water’s corrosive properties (durability of 10
years or more), and ik weight is a minor obstacle. In Table
6.2, you should note that durability is emphasized since
life expectancy is a major factor in incurred cask.
The economics of solar distillation are for the most
part based on capital investment. While taxes, land costs,
financing, and labor vay from case to case, nevertheless
existing setups cost on the order of $3 to $6 per 1000
gallons. Is it worthwhile for you to invest in a solar still?
Consider the following simple example: if a solar still of
10 square feet produces 1 @day for 333 days a year, it
wiUproduce 1000 gallons in 3 years. Let’s assume the still
we are considering has a life expectancy of 15 years and
we estimate it will cost us $25 to build. It k clear that we
are paving $25 for 5000 gal!ons, or $511000 gallons, plus
labor and operating expenses to keep our still functioning
properly. The usefulness of computing cost per 1000 gallons k for comparison with other sources of water and
between various ztiUdesigns.
Sometimes the costs for a still design are given in
dollars per square foot. This unit cost for our example
above ($25 per 10 square feet) would be $2.50 per
square foot.
The factors that you will have to balance are your
water requirements, how much water is produced per
square foot of still (in your climatic conditions) to meet
these needs, how much it will cost to build a still of this
required size, and how long the whole setup can be ex
petted to keep producing at the levels you require. Longer

Finally you should probably be aware of several general economic considerations which favor the solar distillation process: (1) unit conskuction is not appreciably affected by the size of Y.:: still; (2) power considemtions are
almost nonexistent, .tith the possible exception of pumps;
(3) solar stiis can be constructed on-site with semi-skilled
labor and you can handle the operation and maintenance
without any technical training; (4) you can readily find the
materials necessary for construction and they are generally very durable; and (5) still designs are modular and
easily handled by anyone.

Transport

and Storage

Sizing a Pump
If you have a weU or your house is located above a lake
or river, you wiU need some type of pumping device to
move the water to the point of use. In order to select the
proper pump for you: water supply system, you must first
determine what pumping capacity is required to meet
your needs. The pump capacity depends upon both your
rate of water consumption and the size of the storage tank
you have in your system. If you have no substantial storage capacity in your system, your pump must be able to
deliver water at a rate commensurate with your greatest
need-usually
called the peak demand.
For many years there was no satisfactory method of
determining the pump capacity needed to supply adequate water for a particular set of conditions. At best, there
was considerable guessing. The guessing now has been
reduced to a minimum due to studies conducted by the
U.S. Department of Agriculture regarding water use for
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the home, for appliances, for watering livestock and poui5, for irrigation, and for general cleaning purposes outside the home. It is now possible to determine the pump
capacity needed with considerable accuracy.
There are two kinds of water usage-intermittent
(5
minutes or less) and sustained (more than 10 minutes).
You can determine the peak demand for your situation
by adding up the various rates of water demand for all the
uses you expect to encounter simultaneously. Table 6.3
gives the peak demand allowances for various uses as weU
as the average kxlividual-fixture flow rate. In arriving at
a peak demand for your pump, the procedures can be
divided into three related groups of uses, each requiring
a slightly different set of steps: (1) pump capacity needed
for household uses; (2) pump capacity needed for irrg&ion, cleaning, and miscellaneous uses; and (3) pump
capacity needed for watering livestock and poultry. As
you design your system, you will need to select the group
(or groups) of uses that fits your needs and follow the
procedures given below for each categoy.
First, determine the pump capacity needed for your
howzhold uses by listing all of your home uses and the
peak demand allowance for each from Table 6.3. Let’s
say you end up with the following list:
h’ome Use

Peak Demand
Allowmce (gdmin)

Tub and shower
Toilet
Kitchen sink
C!otheswasher

2.0
0.75
1.0
2.0

Totd:

5.75

Make sure that all demands are accounted for, including
duplicates (for example, all sinks). The total demand allowance for the uses listed above is 5.75 gallons per minute. If you are designing a system for a cluster of houses,
use the same procedure for each house; but, after you
have determined the demand allowance for each house,
divide the total by 2. (Each additional house will tend to
spread out the peak demand over time; this division accounts for the time spread. )
Now list aU the lawn, garden, and miscellaneous uses
you have or expect to have and the water demand for
each use. Let’s suppose you have a small rural home with
several acres available for gardening. Again using Table
6.3, for your estimated peak demand allowance you have:
lnigoti”nuses

Garden imigation
(3 sprinklers)
Lawn irrigation
(1 sprinkler)
Hose cleaning barn
floors, ramps, etc.
Tractor and
equipment washing
Total:
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Peak Demand
Allo~nce (gallmin)

7.5
2.5
5.0
2.5
17.5

Table 6.3

Peak Demand Allowance and Indfvfdual-Fixture
Flow Sate for Various Uses-

water user
1. Household
Lamtoy
Dishwasher
Toilet
Sink (no garbage dill
Shower only
Laundry sink
Bathtubor tub-shower combo
Cl&eswasher

Psak Demand
Allcwance
,Sdhi”,
0.5
0.5
0.75
1.0
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.0

2. Inigatfonand Cleaning
Swimming pi
2.5
lam irr@ion (persprinkler)2.5
Garden irrigation
(per
sprinkler)
2.5
Automobile washing
2.5
Equipment washing (tractor) 2.5
Cleaning millingequipment
and storage areas
4.0
Flushingdriwways and
UJalkwayr
5.0
Hose deaning barn floor+
5.0
ramps, etc.

Indi”id,*d-Fixt”.e
Flow Rate
(Ldllli”)

2.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
4.0
6.0
8.0
8.0

5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
8.0
10.0
10.0

3. LiwstockDtinkfngDemonds
(AU open-lot housing)
Horse,mule or steer(10 per
watering space)
Daiy cows (8 per watering

0.75 per space

1.5

W-4
Hogs (25 pxwateringspace)
Sheep (40 per watering

0.75 per space

?.5
0.5

space
Chickens (100 per waterx)
Turkeys (100 per waterer)

0.25 per space
0.12 per waterer

4. Garden. Fire Etinction
other

0.25 per space

0.4 perwaterer

0.5
0.25
0.8

and

Garden Hare--56 inch
Garden Ho=-%
inch
%-inch nozzle)
FireHose-1Minch
Winch
nde)
Gmlinuous flow drinking
fountain

3.5
5.0
40.0
1.25

Notes: a. edapted horn wme,s”,Dp,y fo,R”dAlear and Smol, CommunLlu ,waper and
LamiXl and Phning ,m an ,fTdi”ldd water syafem IAAUM,.

For this category of usage, your total is 17.5 gallmin.
But now you must determine which of the lifted uses are
competing with each other. Your judgment is very important here in determining which of the demands overlap
each other. For example, you must consider whether both
lawn and garden sprinkler systems wiU be operated at the
same time, and whether, in addition, you will be running
your hose cleaning units simultaneously. Once you have
estimated the likely overlap, you can ignore the other
noncompeting demands in the rest of the analysis. Let us
assume that three sprinklers are likely to be on at the same

time as the barn cleaning operation. We then modify our
list to arrive at the foUowing:
lnigodon uses
IcompetingJ

3 sprinklers
Barn cleaning use

Peak Demand
Allowance 1galiminJ

7.5
5.0
12.5

Total:

Now let us assume that you have some livestock on
your small acreage and you must determine the required
pump capacity for this use as well. List all of the watering
units you have in use or expect to have in use and the
corresponding demand for each (again from Table 6.3).
Let us assume you have a small operation to start with
(you can expand it if you like!):
Liuesfock

Peak Demand
ANow;mce Igallmia)

2 horses (open lot)
1 dairy cow (open lot)
30 laying hens

0.75
0.75
0.12

Total:

1.62

Notice that the table is set up per watering space or per
waterer. But even though we have only one cow or two
horses, we stii use the figure for one entire watering
space.
The next step is to determine, for each categoy,
which use requires the greatest fixiwe flora. This step is
somewhat tricky We go back, say, to household uses and
look at the second column’of Table 6.2. There we see that
both the bath/shower combination and the clotheswasher
have individual flow rates of 8 galjmin. In the replacement
step to follow, we will only replace one of them (it doesn’t
matter which). For purposes of irrigation and cleaning, the
largest (competing) fixture flow is 10 gal/min for cleaning
the barn. And for watering your livestock the largest fixture flow is 1.5 gal/min for the horses and cow. We then
modify our lii again, by putting in these values for our
greatest fixture flow in place of our demand allowances:
use

Home
Tub and shower
Toilet
Kitchen sink
Clotheswasher
Irrigation (competing)
3 sprinklers
Barn cleaning use
Livestock
2 horses (open lot)
1 dairy cow
(open lot)
30 laying hens
Total:

Peak IJemand
Allowance (gallmin)

So the total peak demand on this particular pump will be
31.62 gallons per minute. If you follow these steps carefuUy, you should be able to determine the pump capacity
reqllired for your own special case.
Since most household uses do not last longer than 5
minutes, a small storage tank can cover most of your
needs during the short peak demand periods and thus
prevent any overload in the future. A storage tank also
helps to deliver water during any small fire emergency. In
fact, if you consider real fire protection in your pump
sizing calculations, it will be the dominant requirement
(see Table 6.3).
There are many kinds of pumps available and selecting one may be troublesome if you are not familiar
with rhe advantages and disadvantages of the various
types. This is the time to seek the advice of someone with
lengthy practical experience in dealing with pumps (a repairman or mechanic, for instance).
Pumps can be classified according to the mode of
power used to move the water: hand-powered, motorpowered, wind-powered (windmills), and water-powered
(hydraulic ram). Let’s consider a few of the design and
efficiency aspects of these various types.
Hand-powered

Pumps

The most popular hand-powered pump is the piston
type shown in Figure 6.11. The two basic operational
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Figure 6.11

A hand-operatedpump.

steps are also shown. During the downstroke, the valve
in the plunger opens and the cylinder above the plunger
is filled with water. At the same time, a vacuum is formed
below the plunger, drawing the water into the suction pipe
to open the check valve and fiU the cylinder from below.
This process is repeated each stroke. If the distance between the pwnp and water surface in your weU is less than
15 or 20 feet, the cylinder can be used above ground level
as the figure shows; otherwise the cylinder must be placed
down the well shaft (Figure 6.12). Although plunger-type
pumps have low efficiencies (from about 25 to 60 percent), they operate in a positive manner, have low maintenance requirements, and can deliver up to 10 to 15
gallons per minute.
There are many other kinds of hand-powered systems for moving water. Some of these designs are thousands of years old and are still used extensively in those
places where energy has always been expensive for the
common man. In many cases, animal power (horse, mule,
or ox) is used to activate the system. The most simple
mechanical device is probably the rope and bucket sys-

tern (Figure 6.13). The design shown uses a hook to catch
and tilt the bucket, discharging the water into a trough.
Another simple system is the continuous belt-bucket design, shown in Figure 6.14, where a series of metal buckets is attached to a chain. The buckets are emptied as
they reach the top of the chain. Many variations on this
theme are evident in rural areas worldwide.
Motor-powered

Pumps

There are a large number of different designs and
sizes available in motor-powered pump units. We will discuss briefly three basic types: reciprocating pumps, centrifugal pumps, and jet pumps. More detailed information
is available in specialty books for those intrigued by such
things (see, for example, the listing for Hicks and Edwards
in the Bibliography). Performance data are available from
pump manufacturers or retailers and should be consulted
for specific information.
The operation of reciprocating pumps is based on the
same principle as that of the plunger-type hand-powered
pumps. Simple single-action reciprocal pumps discharge
water only on alternate piston strokes, while improved
double-action pumps discharge water on each stroke,
thus providing a more uniform flow. The cylinder can
either sit on the ground or be seated in the weU itself,
depending on the depth of the water surface in your well.
The efficiency of reciprocating pumps is low (2.5 to 60
percent) and they are usuaUy used for relatively low flow
rates of from 10 to 30 gallons per minute. Despite their
poor efficiency, these pumps are simple, and thus easy to
operate and maintain.
Centrifugal pumps operate quite differently. They
have a rapidly rotating part (the impeller) which transforms
kinetic ene@ into pressure. There are many different
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A

water-punpingwindmill with hand-operated pump
Figure 6.13

A rope and bucket system forlifting
water.

impeller designs. Centrifugal pumps which move water to
great heights above the pump have two or more impellers,
one above the other, and are termed multistage pumps.
Operation of centrifugal pumps requires that they start
with the casing fuil of water; that is. you have to prime the
pump to make it work. Priming the pump removes any
air trapped in the pump casing. The efficiency of centrifugal pumps varies from 50 to 95 percent and they may
be used for a great range of lifts, pushing water up to 1500
feet above the level of the pump.
In jet pumps, the water is discharged from a nozzle at
high velocity and is forced through a conical apparatus
called a diffuser (Figure 6.15). The water velocity is increased significantly as i! passes through the diffuser and
this results in a drop in pressure in the pipe. The drop in
pressure creates a suction, thus drawing water up into the
pipe. The efficiency of these pumps is relatively low, varying from 40 to 60 percent. Jet pumps can be combined
with cer.trifugal pumps (as shown in the figure) to increase
the lift or height to which water may be driven. Used by
themseives, they can move water to only relatively low
heights above the pump.
‘indPowered

Pumps

The cost of energy to drive an electric pump or gasins to run an engine-driven pump will vety rapidly con-

stitute the major single part of the cost of pumping. And,
of course, the deeper the well, the higher the energy costs
will be. In view of the limited economic resources available to many people living in rural areas and small rammunities, it is very important that careful consideration be
given to the selection of a power source. In Chapter 3 we
discussed how we can use the wind to generate electricity.
However, long before man thought to use wind to produce electrical energy, he was using the wind to pump
water out of the ground mechanically. Wind is a very
cheap source of power-given
that you are in an area
where there is sufficient wind. Wind-driven pumps or
windmills usually require the availability of winds at sustained speeds of more than 5 miles per ho:!r. Towers are
t@ally used to raise the windmill 15 to 20 feet above
the surrounding obstacles in order to provide a clear
sweep of wind to the mill.
Several types of windmills are available. A typical arrangement for a wind-driven pump is shown in Figure
6.16. Here the energy of the wind is transformed into
mechanical movement to drive a rod and piston assembly
up and down in a well shaft. Although most windmills are
fixed on stationary towers, Sparco makes two portable
windmB models, a piston type described above and a
diaphragm type designed to pump water from a nearby
spring, stream, lake, or shallow well (Figure 6.17). The
Sparco piston type windmill can draw water from a well,
boring, bridge, or pier, lifting the water a maximum of ,33
feet. The Sparco diaphragm type windmill can lift water
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gure 6.14

A continuousbelt-bucket
system.

we 6.15

A jetpump prwiclhg pumping action,

13 feet over a horizontal distance of 30 feet. Although
these portable types of windmills might have only special
applications, the advantages are their cost (about $400).
ease of installation, and low maintenance requirements.
Sparco wind-powered water pumps can be obtained from
Sencenbaugh Wind Electric, Palo Alto, California 94306.
Larger fixed windmills are typically multibladed mills
designed in such a manner as to ensure that the windwheels will pivot freely and answer quickly to changes in
the direction of the wind. They are also equipped with a
“pull-out” system which will automatically turn the windwheel off to one side when the wind velocity becomes
excessive (30 to 35 miles per hour). Lubrication is typically
by an oil-pump system or crankcase type reservoir which
needs at least annual mairltenance. The ratio of piston
strokes per revolution of the windwheel can be varied
from 1 stroke per revolution for high wind velocities to 1
stroke per 4 revolutions for lower wind speeds. If you
consider putting in a tindmill, you might also consider
providing a handle on the pump (at the base) so that water
can be dra,.-m hy hand when there is no wind. The waterpumping capacity of a windmill varies with its design and
size; typical capacities for traditional multibladed windwheels are given in Table 6.4.

Solution:
From Table 6.4, at 12 miles per hour our
rated rapacity is reduced to 80 percent of listed value.
Now we must make a decision on size. Your monthly water
requirement is
30 days/month

x 500 gal/day = 15,000 gal/month

You get 70 hours of average wind velocity each month,
M your pumping rate will need to be
15,000 gal/month
70 hr

= 214.3 gallhr

Now checking Table 6.4 we see that we have several
choices of windmill size for a lift of 100 feet and a pumping
capacity of at least 214.3 gallons per hour. You could
select an S-foot mill with a 7% inch stroke (capacity about

laip8sfon
iypepump
Example:

You have a six-acre farm and your average
daily water requirements are 500 gallons per day. Your
weUis 100 feet deep and you have estimated your average
wind speed at 12 miles per hour for 70 hours per month.
Can you use a wind-driven pump to provide for your
water needs?

~~06.16
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Typicalwkdmillinstallation.

248 gallons per hour for a 107.foot lift) or a lo-foot miU
with the same stroke (capacity 357 gallons per hour for
a 102-foot lift).
lf you select the larger (lo-foot) windmill YOU wiU
have e&a pumping capacity which would allow you to
use a larger storage tank to provide a safety margin for
those dy spells of both wind and water. Fifteen thousand
gallons per month are required, and on the average the
lo-foot mill will pump
0.8 x 357 x 70 = 19,992goho

or an excess beyond needs of
19,992 - 15,000 = 4992 gal
If your storage tank is 8000 gallons you will have sufficient
storage capacity to last 16 days of no wind.
Several suppliers of wind-driven pumps have equipment readily available. Prices vary with design and size of
the windmill. For current information on prices and avaiable models you should contact Dempster Industries Inc.,
Beatrice, Nebraska 68310 or KMF’Lake Pump Mfg. Co.,
Inc., PO. Box 441, Earth, Taas 79031.
f: Hydraulic Rams
:
If you hcve a fairly large &earn or have access to a
:~river, you, can take advantage of one of the truly fine
~,;&glneerlng holdovers from the nineteenth century-the
@ydraulic ram (Figure 6.18). Here, power is derived from
&h@:inherent energy of flowing water itself. The force of
$i:the water is captured in a chamber where air is com~&@ssed; when the compressed air expands, it pushes a
~%niaUamount of the water to a higher eleviltion than that
,,,rom which it originally came. The water which provided
,I the energy is then released to flow on its way downstream.
: ” A typical hydragiic ram instaUation consists of two
‘$ipes (supply and delivey), an air chamber, and two
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where Q, is the flow pumped to a new kxation (gaumin);
Q. is the flow supplied to the hydraulic mm (gaVmin); f%
is the pumping head, i.e., the vertical distance between
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valves (waste and delivery). You set the hydraulic mm into
motion by merely opening the waste valve and allowing
the water to run through the ram unit. As the flow is
accelerated, the force exerted on the waste valve causes
it to close, causing a so-called “water hammer” or pressure build-up. This pressure buildup forces open the delively valve and water flop into the air chamber, compressing the air inside. Because water is flowing into the
air chamber, the pressure on the waste valve is lessened;
it then opens, ani the dei??ey valve consequently closes,
trapping behind it a small quantity of water and compressed air. As the compressed air expands, it shoves this
water into the delivery pipe and, as this process is repeated
endlessly, you find-presto!-the
water is at a higher eievation, ready to use.
Rife Hydraulic Engine Manufacturing Company (P.O.
Box 367, Millburn, New Jersey 07041) is the only American-based supplier of hydraulic-mm pumps. They can
provide you with pumps taking inlet and outlet pipe sizes
from 1.25 to 8 inches. Costs run between $500 and
$5000 (FOB factoy).
A few comments concerning the use of the hydraulic
ram are in order. First of all, there is a spring on the waste
valve of most hydraulic rams which regulates the pressure
required to close the waste valve. You can regulate the
quantity of water and the height you raise it by varying
the tension on this spring. You will have to make a few
experimental runs at first to decide what the best setting
is for your particular needsYou can compute the quantity
of water pumped by a hydraulic ram using the following
equation:
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the ram and th; water surface in the tank where the water
is pumped (in feet); H, is the power head, i.e., the vertical
distance between the free water surface of the supply
water and the ram (in feet); and e is the efficiency of the
mm, usdally about 50 percent.
Figure 6.19 gives directly the ratio QJQ, as a function
of the ratio HdH, for typical hydraulic rams. If the supply
and delivery pipes are long, you must take into consideration the hydraulic losses in these pipes (described in
the water-power section of Chapter 3). H, should be reduced by the equivalent losses in the supply pipe and HP
should be increased by the equivalent losses in the delivery pipe. Here we essenttaliy are accounting for the energy lost due to friction in the pipes.

0307’

fxomple:
You have a stream flowing at 10 gallmin on
your property and you want to pump water to a tank 8
feet above the level of the stream. If you put the hydraulic
mm 2 feet below the surface of the stream, how many
gallons per minute can your hydraulic ram deliver to the
tank?

0

Solution:

The power head, H,. is 2 feet and the pumping head, HP, is 10 feet (8 + 2). From Figure 6.19 you
find that for
H
1=!!=5
Hs
2
you have

Q
6

= 0.1

and

Qp = 0.1 X Q. = 0.1
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Thus we see that we must use 10 gal/min to pump 1 gal/
min to a height of 8 feet; the other 9 gallons per minute
are returned to the stream. If your ram is allowed to pump
continuously, you will pump daily (1 x 60 x 24) about
1440 gallons per day. Not bad considering that the water
provides its own energy for pumping!
As you can see from this ex&mple, the hydraulic ram
requires a lot of water to operate. The higher the ratio of
the pumping head to the power head, the more water the
ram uses for energy purposes. However, if large flows are

available, the hydraulic ram may be a very good choice
for your pumping needs: it is durable and inexpensive,
requires little maintenance, and can be operated continuously. You should be aware of the fact that the ram is
fairly noisy; but with proper siting, this should not be a
major problem.
storage systems

The amount of water you must have in storage depends
upon both a realistic assessment of your needs and a
gcuxf &i-ate
of tha period of time during which your
sour& can be expected to be dly or unavailable. The
average value for domestic daily water consumption is
about 50 gallons per person, 49 of which are devoted to
washing and waste disposal; we drink and cook with the
sole remaining gallon. Thus, for example, if you expect
your water source to be dy for a maximum of one month
at a time, you wiUneed to have a storage volume capable
of meeting your normal demands for 30 days. Assuming
you have a family of four and use, on the average, 50
gallons per day per person, your required storage volume
till be
30 days x 50 gallons/day-person
= 6OCOgallons

x 4 persons

The area required to store this quantity ofwater is
6000 gallons x 0.1337 jWgo/lon = SO2 fr
,,

,‘so you will need a tank capable of storing at least 800
cubic feet of water-a tank 10 feet square and 8 feet deep
would give the minimum capacity required.
A storage tank is one way of storing water; a reservoir
or pond is another (both Chapters 3 and 7 discuss certain
aspects of dam construction and maintenance).
Of
course, there are problems associated with open-surface
bodies of water. For instance, the growth of aisae may
cause deterioration of water quality over the summer
months; and the inadvertent introduction of materials into
the water by animals, birds, or wind also can reduce its
purity. Because of these problems it is almost always necessary to treat surface water to insure that the water is
hygienically acceptable.
In order to avoid pollution, it is advisable to store your
drinking water in a covered tank of some sort. A water
storage system must be kept reliably watertight to prevent
leakage or contamination. This means that seepage,
warping, and corrosion must be guarded against and that
pipelines to and from the storage container must be
sound. To avoid odors, tastes, or toxic materials in the
water, the appropriate surfaces need to be constructed or
coated with inert materials such as wood or some plastics
and paints. In addition, there must be provision for easy
access to the storage container above the maximum water

height, to permit visual checks of the water level and convenient maintenance when necessary.
Water storage tanks come in a variety of sizes, shapes,
and materials. The three main construction materials are
wood, steel, and concrete. VJooden tanks are virtuaUy
maintenance-free and leave no taste or odor in the water.
Ho-wever, they must be kept from drying out for more
than two months at a time; the wood may otherwise warp
and allow leakage after ret%. Steel tanks are also available.
These containers tend to corrode or leave a metallic taste
in the water if not properly lined; but minimum maintenance and proper lining can eliminate these problems.
New steel tanks can be fabricated to meet specific criteria,
while used ones are also available. The third type available, concrete tanks, are usuaUy conshucted in place.
They are quite inert and require little uoktiep. Some small
concrete tanks are available commercially.
Before you select any container, you should consult
several sources to get comparative prices and construction
methods Your best source of tanks is generally a local
supplier; sometimes good bargains can be made by
checking with local salvage companies. Although prices
change very rapidly these days, it is still of some use for
you to have a rough idea of the price range for different
sizes and types of tanks-Table
6.5 gives prices for redwood tanks of various sizes. These prices io not include
installation costs, which can vay considerably from site
to site. If a special foundation is required for the tank, the
cost will be significantly more. This is especially true for
installations on slopes or areas subject to slides or slippage. Although pressure tanks are available, they are not
recommended because of the added cost and maintenance; however, if your kxahon is not readily suited to a
gravit+ype tank, you may not have any choice.
Gravity tanks are located at a higher elevation than
the point where the water is to be used. The added height
gives the water the necessary pressure for your supply
system to work conveniently. The pressure (P) in pounds
per square inch (psi) at a gjven point in your system is
gtven by the formula
E. 6.2

H
p=F3

where H is the elevation difference or head (in feet) between the water surface in the tank and the point where
you want to know the pressure. If you have a long pipe
from the tank to the point at which you tish to know the
pressure (or, more likely. where you wish to use the water)
you will need to reduce H in the above equation; this
reduction accounts for friction and methods to estimate
thii loss of head described in the water-power section of
Chapter 3. You will need to maintain a minimum pressure
of 15 to 20 psi if you have any automatic water-using
machines in your home (such as a dishwasher). The minimum elevation difference for such a pressure is about 35
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Table 6.5

Redwood

stan*rd 2” Rcdlowd Tanks Wllb able .b,S~
wdght ,lbS,
“@It
260
4’W’
3

Odlcms Dk.
ii
iE
E
:E!z
zoo0
2500

%z
5m
5cca
64m
aooo
10,m
12.cal

Golbna
lO.OJXl
12,ooo
15,mQ
20,000
20.000
25,OOQ
30,OQO
wJ@J
50,000
~,~
70.000
75;oO0
80,000
90,ooil
lM),OOO
100,OOil

4’W’
4’8’
5’2”

4’
4
4

330
410
470

2:;

5’
5
6’
6’
6
7’
7’
8’
8’

660
525

;I;;
8’0”
8’4”
9’0”
10’0”
:l’o”

z
1095
1400
1600
1965
2235

Standmd3” Red-d T.l”Ls Wwl Chhnne
dots*
we‘gllt ,Ibs,
*to.
“.?hJhl
14’0”
14’0”
15’6”
18’0”
16’6”
18’0”
20’0”
23’0”
24’0”
26’0”
28’0”
29’0”
30’0”
30’0”
32’0”
30’0’

10’
12’
12’
12’
14’
14
14’
14
16
16’
16
:c
18’

5500
%E
8700
t36oa
9700
102ca
13650
15900
17900
Ei
22300
24400
28700
264Oa

and Control

First of all, let’s recognize that water quality varies by degrees, not by absolutes. That is to say, we never have pure
:+nter in the true meaning of the word pure. What we
wentiaUi: have are acceptable levels of impurities; when
these levels are exceeded, it can often lead to health problems.
We should start this disctission by considering first
those characteristics most easily recognized. Many rivers
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Ptice w
344
410
468
553
591
812
925
1145
1240
1490
1566
1892
2080
2080
;z
3283
3655

to 45 feet, which you can verify from Equation 6.2. As
we mentioned a moment ago, you may have to use a
pressure tank if your location does not allow a natural
elevation difference of 40 feet or so; in this case, you u;ill
need to check with other references for details [see, for
instance, the very fine discussion in Planning for on lndiuidual Water System (AAVJM)].

Quality

Storage Tanks’

Price w
4756
5460
6032
7330
7330
8380
9454
11,lW
13,480
15,235
17,080
17,770
18,710
20,530
22,556
22,556

Rmt Cooem
wctght (Ills,
mce

w

65
65
75

95
95
115

E

123

:z
175
225
260

153
181
257
267

F2
435
365
510
510
625
625

E
395
347
410
410
564
564

*.:

FlatEooen
wlght WJS,
PIlce (5)
670
670
800
1OM)
940
1060
1450
1910
2140
2370
2850
3070
3200
3200
3660
32M)

564
564
598
878
802
878
955
1137
1594
1814
2000
2200
2329
2329
2558
2329

and lakes contain particulate material that makes their
waters turbid. The turbidity may be due to silt and,,ciay
particles, but this condition also can be caused by organic
matter. Organic matter is often responsible for taste and
odor problems, as well.
Natural waters contain many dissolved salts, most of
which have no deleterious effects. A common characteristic of most groundwaters and some surface waters is
hardness.
Hardness is caused by an excess of dissolved
calcium and magnesium, metal ions which tend to interfere with the use of soaps by combining with the soap
molecules. An additional problem sometimes associated
with hard water is scaling in hot-water heaters, thus reducing their heat-lransfer efficiency. When you use hard
water, you find that you cannot easily form a lather with
soap and your skin tends to roughen from washing. However, hard water is not harmful to your health.
Iron ar,d manganese in a mater source can cause
staining of clothes and give water a characteristic me.taUic

“”
‘,
:

:;:
-:
‘,i

taste. Even when iron is present in low concentrations,
red stains in clothes and on porcelain plumbing may appear. Manganese typically causes a brownish-black stain.
Preparing your coffee and tea with water containing substantial manganese may result in a bitter tasting brew!
Obviously you are going to want to remove these materials if you find :hem in your water supply.
it is worth mentioning a few other substances which
are commonly found in natural waters to varying degrees.
Sulfate is always found in water to some extent. However,
a high sulfate concentration can have laxative effects if
your body is not accustomed to it. There is very little you
can do easily to correct this condition, so if your body
objects too strenuously, you may have to choose another
water source. Another common constituent of natural
waters is carbon dioxide. Excess carbon dioxide imparts
a degree of acidity to the water and may increase the rate
of corrosion of metal pipes and fixtures in your supply
system.
There are many potentially toxic or hazardous substances which can be found in a natural water-such
things as arsenic, barium, cadmium, lead, and zinc. Water
supply sources close to, or coming from, industrial areas
or mining regions require careftil examination by experts
to insure that th- water is healthful before it is developed
as a drinking source. ilf not, again look elsewhere; these
conditions are untreatable by our methods. ) This warning
includes, of course, the most obvious danger-bacteria
or microorganisms capable of transmitting diseases.
Several water-borne diseases can arise from untreated water and you should be aware of them. Troublesome
bacterial or protozoan diseases include typhoid fever and
both bacillay and amoebic dysentery. Of the viral infections that can contaminate water supplies, infectiou hepatitis and poliomyelitis are the most likely. Salmonellacaused diarrhea can also result from drinking polluted
waters.
Water is dangerous only when contaminated by some
external source, and almost invariably pathogens are
spread through the feces of infected hosts. This fact is
important to remember in any community which also is
involved with alternative methods of waste disposal. Since
pathogenic bacteria do not norn~ally multiply in water,
they present a hazard only through recent or continuous
contamination. Have your water tested regularly and professionally to assure that it meets safe standards.
Water testing is based on the assumption that any
water which is contaminated by feces contains intetiinal
pathogens and is therefore unpotabie. It would be too
costly and time-consuming to test for all possible pathogens. In the ilnited States, Escherichio co/i is used as an
indicator of fecal contamination because it only occurs in
feces and is never free-living in nature. If water tests do
show the presence of E. coli, it is advisable to find another
water supply or to obtain professional help in treating it.
Other microorganisms can pollute water supplies

without causing contamination. When aigae are present
in large quantities, they may cause turbidity and change
the water color. Algae caue no known human diseases,
but, as we have mentioned, they can contribute unpleasant tastes and odors.
Occasionally water contains small worms, blood-red
or greyish in color. The red worms are the larvae of Chironomus flies; the others are larvae of related midge flies.
Remedial measures involve draining and cleaning your
basins to eliminate existing larvae; you must then use insect-tight covers on the basins to prevent reinfestation.
Disinfection

We have spent some time discussing what thp wter-quality problems might be; now let’s turn to a few techniques
that can help us, if necessay, to solve them.
Disinfection of water does not mean sterilization; we
mean by disinfection the adequate destruction of waterborne pathogenic microorganisms including bacteria, viruses, and protozoa. (Sterilization also destroys certain
bacterial spores; disinfection does not.) There are many
ways to disinfect water but only a few of them have any
real practical application for the development of your own
water supply system.
We should start with the easiest technique for small
quantities of water-simply
boil it. Heating water to a
temperature of 140°F for 15 minutes is sufficient for disinfecting; boiling for a longer period tends to sterilize it
unnecessarily and wastes fuel. Because of the energy required and the small quantities of water that can be Landied easily, boiling can only be considered as an emergency technique.
The most reliable type of disinfectant for small-scale
applications is chlorine or a chlorine compound. Chlorine
soiutions must be kept in brown or green bottles and
stored in the dark to prevent photodecomposition
of the
active agent. Storage of chlorine solutions for long periods is not recommended since they can lose over half
their activity in one yea:. Laundry bleaches should not be
used as a chlorine source since most commercial products
contain other additives which may cause taste and odor
problems. And solutions containing more than 10 percent
chlorine by weight are unstable and should not be used
under any circumstances.
Now we can begin to make a few specific suggestions.
But first we need to discuss some of the types of materials
available and how to use them.
If you need to disinfect a small quantity of water for
some reason-say,
20 gallons-and you don’t have a regular disinfection system operating, you can use chlorinated lime. A stock solution of chlorinated lime can be mixed
at home by adding a teaspoon of chlorinated lime (40
percent chlorine by weight) to a quart of water. After it is
well mixed, one teaspoon of this stock solution for evey
two gallons of water usually provides adequate disinfec-
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tion after half an hour. So, for 20 gallons, you would use
10 teaspoons of stock.
Calcium hypochlorite is one of the best and most
common chlorine compounds around. It is available commercially in powder and tablet form containing 30 to 75
percent active chlorine by weight; usually the percentage
of chlorine is found on the container. Common trade
names are B-K Powder, Percholoron, and Pittchlor. If you
purchase this material you will need to store the cans in
a cool, dark area-away
from any direct sunlight. The
calcium hypochlorite powder can be used to make up
stock solutions for disinfection in the same manner (same
proportions) as with chlorinated lime compounds.
Now, how do we go about disinfecting a large volume
of water on a batch basis? First, we need to know that the
required concentraiion of chlorine in solution for adequate disinfection is about 1 to 5 parts per million (ppm).
Typically you will mix up a stock solution of about 5 percent chlorine (about the same strength as found in cornmon laundy bleach). The volume of water that can be
disinfected by a specific volume of stock chlorine solution
is given by the following equation:
E. 6.3

v

~

= mo~~c,
C

chlorination pump. A chlorinator of the injector type consists of a no.zz!e at some point a!ong the pipe bet.veen
pump and storage tank. As the water flows through the
nozzle at high velocity, a suction develops in a line connected to the chlorine solution container and chlorine
solution is injected into the main pipe in proportion to the
flow in the main. The tablet form of chlorinator consists
of a tank of calcium hypochlorite tablets through which
water is circulated. Figure 6.20 shows the bypass line running through the calcium hypochlorite tablets. The best
working information we have seen on this type of chlorinator can be found in Planning for on Individual Water
System (AAVIM).
Filtration of Turbid Water

Filtration is probably the oldest and most easily understood process of water treatment available. It is used to
remove suspended particles from water and also to remove some bacteria, although it cannot be counted upon
to do this effectively. The most commonly used filters in
household water supplies are sand and ceramic varieties.
You can easily build a sand filter at home; a design
by the U.S. Department of Agriculture for home use is
shown in Ftgure 6.21. The filter is made from two loinch-diameter sections of vitrified tile pipe set in concrete.

where V, is the volume of water disinfected (gallons); V,
is the volume of stock chlorine solution (gallons); P is the
percent, by weight, of chlorine in solution; and C is the
concentration of chlorine in the final mixture (usually
about 1 to 5 ppm).
What quantity of water can you disinfect with
one gallon of 5 percent chlorine solution if you want a
chlorine concentmtion in the disinfected water to be 2
pm?
Eromple:

Using Equation 6.3 with P eqtial to 5 perSo!ucti~n:
cent, C at 2 ppm, and Vc, at 1 gallon, we have
”

u1

= 10,000 x 5 x 1
= 25,ooo gal
2

Now that is a whole lot of water! It is obvious that a little
stock chlorine solution can go a long way in disinfection
processes.
One application of batch disinfection might be in your
storage tank, espectally when you first start up your system. The process also cannot hurt if applied after any
situation which you think might possibly have contaminated your source, such as after a big storm.
What do you do if you want the disinfection process
to be automatic? Sma!l chlorination units have been designed for use by individuals or small living groups. The
main types are the so-called pump, injector, and tablet
types. The pump type is designed to deliver a predetermined amount of chlorine solution at each stroke of a
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F@ure 6.20
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A chlorination
unit usingcaldum hypochloritetablets.
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6.21

filtered
wab?

A sbw sand Nter made from claypipe.

To clear a clogged filter, you have to backwash it by flushing clean water back through the sand; this flush water is
drained off above the filter material. You may have to
repeat this washing process several times until you get the
sane water levels in the g&s tube and the filter. if you
use charcoal in your filter, you will have to replace it occasionally (about once a year); if you are filtering orgar;ically laden surface water, more frequent replacement is
necessary because bacteria may collect in the charcoal
and reproduce there. The capacity of sand filters depends
mainly on the surface area, height, and grain size of the
sand. For example, the 30.inch-high sand filter shown in
Figure 6.21 has a capacity of about 4 gallons per hour.
The pressure filter or rapid sand filter (Figure 6.22)
operates on a slightly different basis: it is a closed tank
containing sand of various grain sizes and the water comes
in from the pump under pressure. The capacity of the
rapid sand filter is high, about 2 to 3 gal/min per square
foot of surface area, but its effectiveness in removing very
small particles is limited and it is not recommended for
waters with large quantities of fine matter.
Ceramic filters constitute a class of filters well suited
to small-scale operatio s. Figure 6.23 shows a typical ceramic filter. Water is fr# ered as It flows through a ceramic
medium (candle) of vey small pore size. The filter candle
is contained in a tank which may or may not be under
pressure. These filters are vey efficient in removing fine
particles, but we do not recommend their use with vey
turbid water since clogging then occurs very rapidly. Ceramic filter candles are made of various clays (including
porcelain) and sometimes can be coated with dtatomaceous earth. The Berkefeld filter is shown in Figure 6.23.
The ceramic candles come in coarse, normal, and fine
pore sizes. Careful maintenance of ceramic filters is
important to avoid short-circuiting of water through
cracks. With the exception of the porcelain variety, water
processed through any type of filter should be disinfected
before we.
lieed walerOutlet

The upper section contains the filter material (sand) and
the lower section is used to collect the filtered water. It is
important to note that the sand varies in grain size: it is
finer in the upper part of the filter and becomes coarser
as you get deeper into the filter bed. You can use either
fine and coarse sand (yotir &a! jarxd ax! gzwz! ma: can
help you here), or fine sand and crushed charcoal or coal.
If you use activated charcoal in your filter, you will have
the additional benefit of taste and odor removal.
The fiker shown in Figure 6.21 has an overflow pipe
on the left side and a glass tube on the right side to show
pressure losses in the filter due to clogging. When the filter
is clean, the level in the tube is the same as the level in
the tile pipe. As the sand becomes clogged, restttance
builds up to flow through the filter and the level in the
glass tube becomes lower than the water level in the filter.

Figure 6.22

A pressurizedrapidsand filter.
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Figure 6.23

A Berkefeldceramicfilter
with ceramic candle inplace.

Ion-ExchangeF%ocess

a

Problems with water quality associated with hard waterdissolved ions such as calcium and magnesium-are
r&ter common, especially in groundwater sources. The presence of dissolved iron and manganese is also not unusual.
There are numerous ways of dealing with these unwanted
materials but, unfortunately, most of these processes are
not suitable for smal-scale home application. 0ne grat-,
ifying exception is the ion-exchange process.
Figure 6.24 shows a typical ion-exchange unit. These
units operate on the principle of exchanging one kind of
ion (usually sodium) provided by the exchanger for another, unwanted kind of ion in solution in t!e water (calcium, for example); troublesome ions are thus replaced
with a type more generally acceptable, and the water is
“softened.”
When all the sodium ions in the ion-exchanger have
been replaced by calcium, the exchangek must be recharged-a
process which requires a very concentrated
solution of sodium chloride, common table salt. The ionexchange units are generally placed directly before that
paht in the z&e: !tce where softened or treated water is
to be used-before
the kitchen or bathroom, for exampIeto
avoid unnecessarily &?ating water used for gardening and other such purposes. Small units available
from local suppliers are capable of heating moderately
hard water (60 to 80 ppm of calcium; 20 to 40 ppm of
magnesium) oti an economical basis, if,you use them to
treat only the water you need for washing and cooking.
An example may be he!pful here: for ;r fsmi!y of fox &xg
1000 gallons of water per month (for cooking and wash-
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Figure 6.24
use.

A

smaU-waleion-exchangeunit appropriateforhome

ing), this water containing 40 ppm of calcium, then one
cubic foot of ion-exchange resin would need to be recharged only once a month, two cubic feet of resin would
last two months, and so forth.
We are not presenting design calculations here because they can get very cumbersome. However, once testing has determined the particulate composition of your
water in parts per million, a consultation witi%3 loal supplier should enable you to size an ion-exchange unit fairly
easily. For those of you interested in doing it all yourself,
we suggest you I-xk into the publications put out by the
American Water Works Association and also into Planning
for an lndiuiduol Water System (AAVIM). You should be
forewarned that the use of an ion-exchanger will raise the
sodium ion content of the water to concentration levels
which might preclude greywater irrigation as a means of
disposal. See Chapter 5 for a discussion of this potential
problem.
If you have a smell piece of land in the counhy and
a source for a water supply, you may have found some
useful information and suggestions here. We hope that
you will consider carefully your needs and your resources
before deciding to alter your landscape. And whether you
use groundwater or a lake or a stream for your water
source, remember that it is always cheaper and safer to
protect a good, clean source of water than it is to treat the
water to make it acceptable. With a little foresight and
I,^ I_
^.d^__ a- healthy, adequate
-..‘d be awIt:
Lu crquy
*ae, *yc:: Sh”“.
supply of fine-tasting water.
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AGRICULTURE/AQUACULTURE
Food chains
Farming, by land and sea
On the transcendence
and transformation of garbage
Gardens for both tenements
and the great outdoors
The purchase and care of livestock
Fishpond construction and
the bounties therefrom

AGRICULTURE

AND AQUACULTUR~

verything is connected to everything else is the
first “law” of ecology coined by the ecologist Bany
Commoner. This chapter is no different. Like electricity and solar heating, agriculture and aquaculture are
also processes of energy conversion, transforming light
:’ and chemicals into food for our consumption. Those converted forms which we don’t utilize (both before and after
consumption) are of direct concern in the waste and water
chapters. And, of course, like architecture, the practical
aspects of the process of food raising cannot be separated
from the aesthetic quality it adds to our homes and our
lives.
We start by looking briefly at two ecological principles
which are important for anyone wanting to work with the
natural environment. The chapter then surveys basic information you’ll need to farm both the land (agriculture)
and also the lakes, streams, or oceans (aquaculture). In
each case, your individual situation. whether it be urban,
suburban. or rural, -willdetermine what information is directly applicable. Since the wealth of information has expanded in the last few years, we attempt to give the esseniials with pointers to where the details can be found
in the literature.
For example, vegetables literally can be grown anywhere, in containers on a terrace or a tlat rooftop, even
on the window ledge of an apartment. And if you’re fortunate enough to have a sunny spot of ground. the tiniest
plot can produce impressive yie!ds with the Biodynamic/
French Intensive method of crop production. Even urban
animals can be raised in other than sylvan surroundings.
Rabbits need as much room as it would take to store two
bicycles. Gil Masters raises chickens in downtown Menlo
Park, and the roof of an apartment is a perfect location
for a beehive-out
of the way, but accessible.

Of course. if you own land, whether it be a large
backyard or several acres, the posslblhtles multiply: both
agriculture and aquaculture become available. Simple
practicesblocking
off a small inlet along the coast (which
may require a permit from various agencies such as the
Departments of Fish and Game) or constructing several
rock pools in a mountain stream-can
yield increases in
your fish harvest. If enough iand is available, a low-maintenance fish pond for recreation and food-producing purposes can be stocked free of charge by the state or federal
government; -with proper management, this source can
yield 200 pounds or more per ac:e every year. We discuss
the farm pond possibilities in some d&i! because of its
lowmaintenance,
low-cost attributes. We also provide
some general information on fish species and culturing
for both freshwater and marine habitats. We encourage
you to be imaginative and include in our chapter an outline of experimental aquaculture systems which are preaently under development. They are significant in their
attempt to integrate several concepts-food
growth with
waste-,water handling, and the combined use of recycled
water, solar heating, and windmill power.
Because the literature is vast, we attempt here to provide you with a collection of basic information, highlighting methods which are energy-conservative, low in waste.
and adaptable to individual needs and locations. Although these individwl needs can range from total selfsufficiency to supplemental food raising, we hope this
chapter will be useful no matter what y3ur situation.
Let us begin by looking at two fundamental concepts
of ecology which are important to both agricultural and
aquacultural practices. Tt.e first is the concept of the food
chain, which refers to a specific and sequential transfer of
the energy available in food from one organism to an&h-
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er. The first members of the chain, plants or algae (“prim
mary prodxers”),
are consumed by a group of animals
(“consumer level l”), which in turn is consumed by a
second group (“consumer level 2”), and so on. The primary producers are the most important members of this
sequence. Only they have the unique capacity to transform solar energy or incident light into food energy 0;
plant tissue through the fixation of inorganic CO,. The
basic chemical reaction is
CO, + H,O

solar energy
-

iCH,O)
+ 0,
plant tissue

All other organisms essentially depend upon this t~a-ansformation for their energy Of the solar energy available
to plimaty producers, only about 1 percent is captured in
plant tissue. Of this 1 percent, only about 0.1 to 0.5 percent is available to the first level of consumers; the remainder has been used by the plant for its own respiration.
With each subsequent transfer in the food chain, a major
portion (about 90 percent) of the remaining available energy is lost, mostly as heat and respiration. Consequently,
the longer the food chain, the less energy available from
a given number of primay producers. For example, Figure 7.1 illustrates that one pound of vegetables or rice can
provide from 165 to 1650 kilocalories of energy. If the
pound were fed to rabbits or chickens, only about 16 to
165 kilocalories would be consewed and hence would be
available for our own consumption. If we ourselves had
consumed the vegetables or rice, we would have had
available the original 165 to 1650 kilocalories.
A second concept to keep in mind is that, generally,
a diverse system tends to be more stable than a simple
system. For example, if only one species of fish inhabits

a fish pond, the invasion of a single parasite can rapidly
and completely eliminate the fish population. On the other hand, if polyculture is practiced, and several compatible
species are grown together, the pathogenit organism,
which tends to be specific for each species, can only attack
a fraction of the total population. In addition, since the
number of individuals of the victimized species is fewer,
the disease would tend to spread more slowly. Large areas
of land planted with a single genetic strain of but one crop
also tend to be less stable when faced with a stress such
as disease. Consequently, variety is not only the spice of
life; it’s also a healthy component.

Agriculture
The objectives of the agriculture section are many. Of
cows=, the most important aims are to produce highquality, nutritious, and delicious food for the household,
and to recycle its solid and liquid wastes. But there are
others-the
beautification of *he home, sun and wind
protection-which
also must be considered in the agrcultural realm. These objectives must be balanced against
three important factors: the labor cost, in terms of both
quantity and quality; the economic expense; and perhaps
most importantly, the ecological costs.
We have attempted to present the information necessary to allow the readers to plan for themselves what
will work best in their particular situation. The focus and
the sizing considerations were determined for the use of
a small living group; intensive agriculture of large acreage
was not considered, and practices requiring high-maintenaxe, specialized techniques and energy-consuming
machinery ‘were also de-emphasized.
We consider production of food from both plants and
animals. Because of the vast amount of literature on the
subject, no effort was made to describe the step-by-step
procedures of traditional cultivation. However, since we
consid,er them important, such techniques as cornposting
and the Biodynamic/French
Intensive method are described in more detail. The material is presented in a simple (hopefully coherent) manner, and should be both an
adequate introduction to “small-time” agriculture and
also a reference guide for the more experienced. It goes
without saying that you should experiment with other
plants, different species, and various techniques to find
what best suits your own backyard.
crops

Much of our information was drawn from First-Time
Farmer’s Guide by B. Kaysing and from texts by J. 1. Rodale (see Bibliography). We recommeztd you consult
them if you want more data.
If You Have No Land
Figure 7.1
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Energy lmwfer through a food chain.

We also wish to point out information specifically relating to container gardening. With a resurgence of inter-

est in growing your own food and the concentration of
populations in city centers, we recognize that the urban
dweller has special needs. The fntegml Urban House by
the Farallones Institute is a resource book that directly
addresses these needs if you wish more specifics. In general, shallow-rooted vegetables and fruits such as short
carrots, cabbage, chard, celey, beets, lettuce, radishes,
and strawberries do best in containers. Yieids from bushy
vegetables such as tomatoes, peppers, squash, and beans
will be a function of the amount of root space available,
i.e. the bigger the container, the more harvest you will
reap. A big boon to the urban fanner is the availability of
dwarf strains developed by the seed companies which are
particularly compact and suitable for smal! spaces.

acidity; a good beet crop is evidence that your soil is not
too acid. They grow quickly, so that crops can be successively replanted several times during the growing season.
They can be easily transplanted, are relatively free of disease and pests, can be grown into the winter, and are
good crops for container planting. Consequently, beets
are a highly desirable crop.
Broccoli: A large plant, usually two feet high. Besides
the flowering he-ids, stems and leaves are also edible. I
find t!le secret to preparing the stems for eating is to strip
off the tough outer skin before cooking. In this way you
can easily double the amount of food from J broccoli
plant. After cutting the central flower stalk, new flower
heads will develop. But watch out for cabbage worm.

Vegetables

”

Several major considerations go into the planning of
a vegetable garden. Climate, soil, and a host of various
environmental factors mus! be taken into account in the
choice of plants. Rutritionai value should be not ignored,
in terms of calories, protein, and vitamin and mineral content. And, of course, personal preference may be the deciding factor in many cases. Hundreds of books, each
hundreds of pages long, have been written on the topic
of vegetable gardening. In order to present a great deal
of information concisely, we have used a number of tables,
while specific plants are discussed with an eye towards
pointers. Although they appear later, Tables 7.6 and 7.7
on “companion planting” are also relevant here.

<,;::,:
Great for salads and
$>~:
i,, Alforfo Sprouts OTBean Sprouts:
;i;,:
>~; sandwiches. Soak alfalfa seeds, soybeans, or mung beans
;:,,~
,, overnight at x~:xn temperature. Rinse in a wide-mouthed
:(;: jar with cheesecloth fastened over the mouth, then drain
,‘,, by inverting jar. inrash at least three times a day. It’s ready
:
to eat in three or four days-quick and nutritious.
Lime Beans: Beans are easy to grow, have both a high
yield and a high caloric content, and ale an excellent
source of protein. tima beans may be grovm up a pole
or as a bush, with comparable yields. Because a bush
takes up more area, the pole variety would yield more
per square foot. To grow pole beans, any convenient pole,
fence, or even cornstalk may be used. Care should be
taken to avoid shading other plants.
Snap Beans: Also called string beans, they come in
either green or yellow varieties, with either flat or round
pods. Culturing of bush beans is the same as pole beans,
but without any poles. Keep in mind that ali beans grow
well in niimgen-poor soil since they have nitrogen-fixing
bacteria growing in nodules on their roots. Because of
this, bean plants are excellent compost material after harvesting; or they can be tilled directly back into the soil for
the next yea& planting.
A useful plant since both the red root and the
Beefs
green tops can be eaten. Beets are good indicators of soil

Cabbage:
Easy to grow, store, and cook. It is nutritious,
a hardy plant which plays an important role in many gardens. Cabbage likes a lot of sun, but does not like tomatoes nearby. Unfortunately, it is a prime target for insects, but can be grown in containers successfully.
Carrots: A sure thing for your garden. They are easy to
grow, resistant to insects and disease, and very nutritious.
Plant some every month for a continuous harvest. Carrots
can be grown year round in warmer climates and do well
in ccntainer gardens. These and aU other plants which
can be grown through the winter are good candidates for
greenhouse crops in colder climates and for winter planters having a southern exposure.
Celery: A bit choosy, with a preference for cool surroundings and rich soils. They have a fairly shallow root
system and need to be kept moist. Good container crop.
Chord: Another fast and easy-to-grow plant with a long
growing season. Chard can be harvested continuously
one leaf at a time. They are susceptible to the same
worms that eat cabbage, so don’t put these two kinds of
plants next to each other. Good container crop.
Corn: In addition to its obvious aesthetic appeal, corn
is not hard to grow and has a high caloric content. Stalks
may be used for cattle fodder or as poles for pole beans.
Its only drawback is a low yield per square foot. Corn
should be planted in adjacent rows to insure pollination
and may be planted in succession for a continuous harvest. More to come about corn when we discuss grain.
Cucumber;
A rapid-growing, warn-season
vegetable
which needs lots of water. The vine can grow up onto a
fence to save space and the cucumber may appear overnight, so be prepared for a pleasant surprise. The new
dwarf variety is a bush plant which takes up one-third the
space of the vine.
Eggplant: One of the most attractive plants and vegetables to look at, from its lavender flowers to its deepmagenta fruit. It likes a long, hot growing season and a
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rich soil. Just a few plants provide more than ‘enough
eggplant for a family.
Lettuce: Easy to grow and full of vitamins. Plant in
succession for a continuous crop, or grow the loose-leaf
variety and continuously pick off the outer leaves. Good
for containers. Who can eat a salad without lettuce?

most gardens. Squash need elbow-room and, like melons, can be grown interspersed with corn. It is worthwhile
to know that squash can be eaten at any stage of development (though the summer squashes tend to be best
eaten young), and all varieties keep vey well. New bush
varieties take up one-quarter to one-third the space and
are suitable for small gardens.

Melons: A vegetable not to forget. The melon needs
sun, heat, and a lot of space in which to grow. A good
place might be around co.mstalbs. Don’t be in a hurythey need three or four monrhs.
Onions: A hardy and readily grown plant. The simplest
and quickest method is from bulbs. Onions have few pests
and don’t mind cold weather. An onion has stopped growing when its top falls over, but it need not be dug up right
away. For greer. onions, pick them before they form bulbs.
Easily grown in containers and window boxes.
Pew
A gourmet treat that rapidly deteriorates as it is
stored. Peas should be planted early in the spring, and at
ten-day intervals through the summer for a continuous
crop. Trouble with pests is largely avoided by picking the
peas when young and tender. Don’t overlook the Snow
Peas and Sugar Peas, which are eaten with their tender
pods and thus create less wastage.
Peppers:
Vey nutritious and relativeiy free of diseases
and insect pests. Plants can be started either in a hotbed,
in a bed of rich soil covered with glass, or in pots indoors.
They are transplanted in from eight to ten weeks, once
the frost danger is paant.
Radishes: An infallible crop that requires little care,
grows rapidly, and can be planted just about anywhere.
Their shallow roots need nutrients and moisture near the
surface. These can readily be grown in containers and are
a satisfying crop since you can harvest in a month or less.
Spinach: A vigorous and attractive plant that co&ins
a lot of vitamins and iron. It grows quickly (40 days from
seed to maturity), prefers cool temperatures, and can be
a winter crop in temperate regions. It is sown early and,
like other leafy crops, can be seeded in succession to
provide virtually a year-round crop. Harvest the whole
plant, or individual leaves one at a time. Another good
container crop.
Soybeans:
The most complete protein source of all vegetables. They are easily grown like other beans and have
few irxect enemies, but watch out for rabbits. They can
be picked green, to shell and eat like peas; or pick them
already dried on the stalk for storage, milling, sprouting,
and eating. The entire plant is an excellent animal feed
and nitrogen source for cornposting.
Squash:
Produces phenomenal
yields of nutritious
food. The traditional Hubbard squash is a sure bet for
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Table 7.1
SeaSO”
SP
SPISU
SPISU
sp/su
A
SPF
SPff
SPF
SP/F
SP
A
SPF
SPff
A
SP
SPff
sp/su
SPISU
SP
SPfi
SP
SPF
SPff
SP/F
SPIF
A
SPIF
SP
SP
SPIF
SP/F
SPJ=
SP
SP
SP
SP
A
i
SP
A
A
SP
SP
SP
SP/F
SPISU
SP
SP
A
SP

Vegetable Planting Periods’

“egetabk
A%pagus
Beans, Bush
Beans, Lima
Beans, Pole
Beets
Bmccoli
BrusselsSprouh
Cabbage, Early
Cabbage, Late
CWdOUpes
canots
CaUiiflOWer
CderY
Chard
Chives
CQuards
Cam
Cucumbers
EQgpkVlt
Garlic
Ho&radish
Kale
Kohlrabi
Leeks
Ldtuce, Head
LEttuce,Leaf
Mustard
O!iIa
onions
ParSnips
Peas, Bush
Peas, Pole
p’emm
POt&oeS
Pofatoeq Sweet
Pumpkins
Radishes
Rhubarb
Rut&*
Sakify
SCZ3UlOris
Shallots
SOybeaIE
Spinach
squash. Summer
Squash, Winter
T*matoes
Tumipr
W&klI&XlS

PlantingPeriod
l/1-3/1
3/1043il
3/15-7115
3/N-7/15
Au year
z/1-3/1 &
z/1-3/1 &
l/15-2/25
l/l%ZQ.5
3/15-5/15
Ail year
l/20-2/20
z/1-3/1 &
All war
lllG?,o5~

8/l-11/15
8/l-11/15
& E/1-11/15
& 8/l-11/15

:/1%3/15
3/l-7/1p
3/l-7/1
3/1w15

& E/1-11/15

& s/1-11/15
s/1-11/15

2/1-w
& s/1-11/15
31141
2/l-2/20 & 8/l-11/15
2/l-2/20 & 8/l-11/15
1/15+Y15 & 8/l-11/15
l/l%?/15 & 8/l-11/15
All ye&
2/l-3/1 & 8/l-11/15
3/10-6/l
l/1-2/15 & 8/l-11/15
l/15415
& 8/l-11/15
l/15-3/1 & 8/l-11/15
l/15-34 & 8/l-11/15
3f154ll

iii.s$
3/20-6/l
3/154/15
Au yQz@
2/l-3/7
All year
Au year
l/1-2/154
l/1-1/15*
3/20-6/30
l/1-3/1 & 8/l-11/15
3/15-7/l
3/&S/15
3/1&6/l
All year
3/15-s/15

Notfs:a.Fmll onnmml Groundc&an,csup&, Pa!.?
Alto.
cd,. Dab r&va,ll
IO.
clinlate~lnnlar
toPaloAHa
b.sane p-n
may bo roqumd” VvllDI
and WmmoI.
c.some pra(&” may bo roqubed
i”%mmoT
d.March1 for595
0 A~
1 forearly
“ark&s
f.Jdy*hearlyvaem

Because of the maw wavs in which tomaTomatoes:
toes are used, they will probably fig&e prominently in
any garden, Insect pests pose a real problem, but one
that can be overcome. If chickens are available, they make
ideal hunters for the tomato horn worm. Tomatoes can be
started as seedlings in either glassed-in seedbeds or indoor pots. They are transplanted when two inches tall
into separate pots and should be moved into the ground
when all danger of frost is past. They can be either staked
or unstaked. In the latter case, it is advisable to use a lot
of mulch (an insulating layer of wood chips, sawdust, or
vegetable matter) to keep the fruit clean and dry. Don’t
overwater; flowers drop, and so does your yield. Varieties
have been developed by the seed companies specifically
for small spaces and containers.
This is not a comprehensive list; it deals with a few
of the more common, reliable vegetables. Table 7.1 summarizes the approximate planting periods for a variety of
vegetables and may help you plan your garden for the
year (data applicable to all climates similar to Palo Alto,
California). Anyone doing gardening is advised to buy
;:,; and keep for reference any of the fine books on organic
,:i;! gardening (see Bibliography), and to ascertain planting
‘# periods for your specific climatic situation. Another source
L:,
;j;: is the seed catalogws, which have quite a bit of infor$r mation when read carefully.
j!$y
$h;;~Berries
‘;z:h;;,,:
Berries are an important element in your garden, as
& ,+yone who has ever eaten blueberry pie or peanut butter
&and jelly sandwiches can attest. And if you’re a thirsty
&Xwnebibber.
Strawberries o~ow best in a slightly acidic
@$mwbeties:
:‘;:!‘!$nvironment (pH 6), with rich organic soil. It is a shallwi$,::
“rooted plant; good drainage is important, as well as lots
::,, ,,of moisture when the fruits are growing. Stmwberries
need sun; they should not be near trees or other plants
‘~ unth extensive roots (such as grapes). If different types of
“, species are intermixed-early-season,
mid-season, and
late-season varieties, for example-a
long harvest is pos,sible. Plants will cost about $18-$30 per hundred (this
and all other prices quoted herein are estimates; prices
vay according to where and when purchased, the quality
and age of the plant, and the quantity). Some varieties
can be grown from seeds which are quite inexpensive.
Strawberries should be planted on a cloudy spring day
to protect them from drying. The roots should always be
kept moist; spread them weU when you plant them in the
soil. Pruning is srrggested for the first year to insure good
rooting. Strawberries wiUsend out runners to propagate,
and a few score plants will soon turn into a few hundred!
These berries are a good choice for an urban garden
of limited size. Not much space is needed if a tiered pyramid of soil is fashioned for the strawbeny patch. They
can even be grown on a sunny patio in a strawbeny pot
or a barrel with holes uniformly spaced along the sides;

the individual plants are each placed in a hole. Good
drainage is vey important, and the pot or barrel should
be rotated so that all plants get sufficient sunlight.
Bluebeny bushes need a lot of sun, a rich,
Bluebenies:
loose, acidic (pH 5) soil, and fair amounts of water. They
grow slowly and bear the most fruit after eight or ten
years.
When buying bluebeny bushes, be certain of two
things: buy three-year-old plants, and buy at least hvo
different types to insure cross-pollination. Three-year-old
plants (12 to 18 inches) will cost about $5.00 each. Spring
planting is best; water immediately after planting, then
mulch with sawdust if the soil is too alkaline. It is more
important in the first year for the plant to develop good
roots than to blossom: all the blossoms should be pruned
off the first year, and any suckers (shoots growing from
the roots or stem) should also be cu:. Mulching each year
keeps the soil acid, and pruning each year increases yield.
The bush will bear two years after tiansplanting. Yield wiU
be about 10 quarts per bush, although the first harvest
will probably be smaller.
These tough and hardy
Blockbenies and Rqobenies:
bramble bushes grow happily almost anywhere, but more
fruit is harvested when they are planted in deep, loamy
soils (having porous consistency and good drainage) at
pH 6. They prefer some shade and protection from
winds, and also need e&a water when the berries are
maturing.
Buy one-year-old stock from a local rursey and plant
in the early spring. The costs run about $35 for 25 small
blackberry plants and $30 for an equal number of small
raspberry plants. Plants should be plaLed from 3 to 10
feet apart since they have extensive root systems. Mulching should be performed after planting, using 10 inches
of straw or rotted leaves, or 3 inches of sawdust.
Pruning for raspberries and blackberries is highly recommended. Left alone, they can take over your entire
garden. AU shoots should be cut back to 10 inches in
length after planting; each year, after harvesting, the fruitbearing canes should be pruned entirely away, since they
will no longer bear fruit. It is best to prune back to about
half a dozen of the sturdiest year-old canes after the winter. Blackberries and raspberries self-propagate by sending up root suckers. To slow down the propagation, simply
treat a sucker as you would any weed. One last thing:
there is virtually no pest damage if you have good soil
drainage.
Gropes: Grapes grow best in rich, well-drained, neutral
soil (pH 6 to 8). They need plenty of sun and air, but can
withstand dy weather very well because they are a deeprooting vine, delving down from 6 to 8 feet. They are
long-lived (50 to 60 years) and require from three to five
years for full productivity.
Buy one- or two-year-old plants. The cost for five
plants will range from $10 to $20, with the seedless va327

rieties being more expensive. Plants should be spaced
from 4 to 10 feet apart, depending on the pruning and
training procedures. They do well in sunny, urban gardens
when trained for trellises or patios, but remember: it will
take several years. Its also nice to know that they are
relatively pest-free.
Careful pruning is not as critical for a decorative grape
arbor as ir is for a bountiful grape harvest. Pruning controls the old branches since fruits are carried only by new
growth. Among the many methods, one example is described here and illustrated in Figure 7.2-the
four-arm
Kniffen method. Just before or after planting, trim away
all the shoots until only one remains. This will form the
trunk of the vine. Then, late the next winter, after the
Table 7.2
Fruit
or Nuts
Almonds
Apples
API%&
Avocados
E!dM”FlS
Blackbemes
Elklebeties
CZiSheW
Cherries
Cwmnts
D&S
(freshadried,

::

,:,
:,,
i:, ,’
,i::,

;,

,’

@3s
G~petniil
GE2pXS
b%l7~ic~,
Guavas
Lemons
gk&tis
manses
PWvaS
Peaches
PeanUb
PEZ3B
PRXlS

Quantity

(WI

26.0
0.4
1.1
1.9
1.6
1.7
0.8
41.0
1.2
1.3

77.0
0.5
0.1
30.1
0.3
1.4
0.8
110.0
0.5
0.2
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8
17
11
11
46
22
104
19
40

505
79
75

3.9
1.4
0.9

1.1
0.4
0.4

E4
49
20
18
PO
87
70
71
1 CUP
1 medium
46
1 cup (shelled, 1272
1 (peeled,
95
1 cup (shelled
halves,
696
1 mediim

1.7
0.7
0.6
0.4
1.4
0.9
1.4
1.1
0.5
61.0
1.1

1.7
0.4
0.4
0.1
0.9
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.1
1000

9.4

850
76
54
27v
119
1 hw
1 cup
82
1 cup
85
1 cup (shelled, 1312
1 cup
65
1 cup
bo

1 cup (pitted,
4 lay
l/2 medium
1 cup kaw~
1 nldi”nl
1 medium
lmedium
1 cup
1 medium
1 medium

kEdesr,
1 cup (diced,
1 medium
Runes i&d,
4 medium
(unsulfured,
Raisins(dried, 1 cup
(unwlfured,
pineapple
Rums

When people think of gardening, they usually think

bun

km)

1 cup (shelled,
1 medium
3
l/2 (peeled,

Trees

NutrItional Valve of Fresh Fndts and Nuts-

calorks

,E”PrW
V&S?,

plant has grown out some, choose four canes, two gowing in each direction, and prune away all other canes.
These four canes should then be attached to a wire strung
between the stakes. After the second winter, prune away
all but twelve buds from the four canes; but also leave
one spur, with one bud, next to each cane. A spur is a
smaller branch, cut back almost to the trunk. It is these
spurs which will form the seconday canes or laterals.
Each successive year, leave a few more laterals on the
plant; by the fifth year, the plant wifl be at its most desirable sire.

VitaminA
(hemat.

Vitamina,
lhiamin
t-s)

6.7

-

0.4
0.5
0.7
0.8
1.3
1.1
11.2
0.4
1.0

120
29vo
330
570
280
400
-

128
54
41

3.7

0.7
0.5
0.4
0.3
1.7
0.3

0.6

20
21
25
21
50
12
51
36
8
lb8
20

4.0
0.5

73.0

74

“itsmin e,
Vitaminc
Acid
RiLwua”in Niacin Ascorbic
bw)
@wl

-

0.34
0.05
0.03
0.07
0.06
0.05
0.04
1.40
0.05
0.04

1.31
0.04
0.05
0.15
0.06
0.06
0.03
0.40
0.06
0

5.0
0.2
0.9
1.3
1.0
0.5
0.4
4.8
0.4
0

A
40

100
80
20

0.16

0.17
0.05
0.04

3.9
0.5
0.4

0
2
76

PO
180
0
0
280
8380
290
3190
880
-

&O
0.07
0.04
0.07
0.05
0.32
0.06

0.3
0.8
0.1
0.1
0.1
1.2
0.4
0.5
0.9
37.0
0.2

5
212
31
14
34
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8
-
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0.72
0.03

2.4
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0.72

0.11

0.9

2

0.4
0.4
0.3

3270
180
200
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0.04

0.05
0.04
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b

22
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13
33
3

0.6
0.4

0.6
0.5

0.6
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130

0.06
0.07

0.05
0.03
LT.0
b

6
7
18
13
30
23

6

95

1.0

74
29

0.6
0.4

0.5
0.3
0.1

73

0.6

0.2

15

1.1

510

0.03

0.04

:;3
0.3
,.
0.5

429

3.7

0.8

125

5.3

80

0.24

0.13

0.5
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1.5

2.1

54

1.2

0

0.03

0.09

0.4
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Strawberries
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1 cup
1 cup
1 medium

70
51
35

1.5
1.2

0.6

0.5
0.7
0.2

49
42
27

1.1
1.2
0.3

lb0
PO
340

0.03
0.04
0.06

0.08
0.10
0.02

0.4
0.4
0.2

29
89
25

650

15.0

64.0
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3.1

30

0.33

0.13

0.9
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is no reason why trees can’t de included in a backyard
garden if the area is sufficiently large; dwarf varieties are
perfect for these backyard situations. With enough land,
of course, you can plan a nice orchard. Fruit- and nutbearing trees should not be overlooked when you consider landscaping or wind and sun protection; beyond
beauty and shelter, they provide a regular source of highly
nutritional food. Table 7.2 provides a summary of the
nutritional aspects of a variety of fruits and nuts.
Fruit Trees: There are hue vey common methods for
setting up an orchard: straight rows, or rows which curve
along the contours of a hill. No matter which method you
choose, the following recommendations
should be followed. Fruit trees should be planted on higher land to
prevent frost from killing the fruit and to insure adequate

water drainage. They need well-drained f,oil (important
for air circulation tc the roots), a medium loam rich in
organic material (3 to 5 percent), and. a pH of about 6.
Deep soil is also a must; depth can be determined by
taking a boring with a soil tube. Plant on a northern slope
to delay the blooming season and a southern slope to
hasten it. Planting distances for the various trees are listed
in Table 7.3.
All fruit trees should be watered only once a week;
overwatering delays maturity of young trees and damages
the fruits. Composting and mulching are essential for
good growth. Make a ring of compost around the tree
(but out away from the trunk to prevent rodent destruction) and then cover this ring with a foot of hay, leaves,
or orchard-grass mulch. Pruning is also essential to increase the crop, improve fruit quality, and repair damages.
Figure 7.3 summarizes the four basic pruning steps, along
with some other techniques important for tree maintenance.
Purchase your stock from a local nursery; be sure to
obtain types which do best in your area. It is important
to remember that for the best-quality fruit (and for most
bees to develop fruit at all), more than one variety must
be planted in the same vicinity to insure cross-pollination,
necessary for most fruit trees. Peach, nectarine, and fig,
however, can self-pollinate. Nursey stock usually are twoand three-year-old trees. The average cost will be about
$6 to $12 per txee.
Propagation of most trees can be accomplished by
layering; pears, apples, cherries, peaches, and plums are
exceptions. Layering consists of bending and burying part
of the length of a branch from three to six inches in the
ground. The top of the branch becomes the new plant.
Roots will form where it is buried; the connection with
the parent tree then can be cut. This technique produces
a new seedling quickly, Pear, apple, cherry, peach, and
plum trees can be propagated by growing seedlings and
then budding or grafting them onto a root stock (a length
of root taken from an adult plant). Detailed information
on these propagation techniques can be found in almost
every reference on orchards and tiees. Harvesting, of

Table 7.3

Fruit Tree Data-

Min. Distance
Ektweon
Plants
(feet)
Apple, standard
Apple.double dwarf
Apple, dwarf
Pear, standard
Pear, dwarf
Peach
Plum
c?uke
Cheny. sour
Cheny, sweet
rmre

1.Z

the four-armKniffenmethod of pnrning

35
20
12
25
12
20
20
15
20
25

Appmx.Yield
per Plant
,burheb,

Bearing

8.0
2.0
0.5
3.0
0.5
4.0
2.0
1.0
2.0
2.5

b-10
4-b
2-3
5-8
3-4
3-4
4-5

Aso
IYearrl

54
4-5
5-7

Notes:a FImnJU Rcdak.HOW *oGmw vesaobler
and FnJ* ty theorgmc M&d
wmd
by V%mia myieAn* b!sMu,e.
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course, is the most fun; optimum ripeness is determined
by your taste. The approximate yields and bearing ages
of various fruit trees are listed in Table 7.3.
Dwarf Trees: Many species of fruit trees also can be obtained as dwarf trees which are from five to eight feet tall;
there are even smaller “double dwarf” trees which are
from four to six feet tall. They produce, however, the same
size fruit as a standard tree. The advantages of dwarf trees
are many: they save space if land is at a premium (in
urban gardens); they can be grown in large containers;

Figure 7.3
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Tree pruning and maintenance.

they fruit sooner (see Table 7.3); and yield is sometimes
better than that from a regular tree, because dwarf trees
are easier to care for and easier to harvest, with less consequent waste and fallen fruit. However, dwarf trees have
less extensive root systems and so are more susceptible
to wind damage. They also have shorter hexing lifespans
(20 to 30 years! than standard trees (40 to 50 years), and
they cost more initially.
The trees from a local nursery will run about $10 to
$15 apiece. Soil and climatic requirements are the same
as for normal trees, but planting is a bit different. The

dwarf tree must be plmted with the graft-union above
grounds-the graft-union is a small knob on the trunk
where the bark is a different color. These trees also need
cross-pollination: more than two species must be planted.
After planting, trim off any suckers or branches within a
foot of the ground at the trunk. Maintenance, mulching,
and harvesting are the sarnz as for the regular t;ees, and
the approximate yields are given in Table 7.3.

:
;:

Nut Tree.:
The best trees for edible nuts are Chinese
chestnut. hickory, pecan, walnut, and filbert. Certain
typ grow better in specific climates, as do certain species
of each type, so check in advance with your iocal nursery
or Agricultural Extension Service.
Some basic advice will sufftce for all the many types
and species. A northern slope with deep soil and good
drainage is best. Trees should be planted from 20 to 30
feet apart; this distance is adequate for their deep, extensive root system, yet close enough for cross-pollination to
occur. Again, to insure cross-poLinatio,l, at least two species of any single type must be plat;!oti. Planting requires
a large hole for the extensive taproot (the main root which
grows straight down). Pack soil around the tree; it then
should be wate:ed and a mulch of straw or rotted leaves
spread around the trunk. Maintenance and pruning are
the same as for fruit trees, and propagation can be
achieved by layering.
One final note: %ese trees grow very slowly and do
not always bear. Even when they bear, the yield is small
unless conditions are almost perfect, so don’t plant these
trees with exaggerated hopes. Approximate costs vay from
$7 to $15 depending on the species and the size.
Grain
If your farm is to be self-sufficient, it will need at least
a few acres of gmin. The grain is used not only for human
consumption, but also for fodder, winter bedding for your
animals, covercropping, mulching, and feed for your
methane digester. Obviously, it is not a good choice for
the urban garden of limited size.
Except for corn, the procedures for planting and harvesting the different grains are very similar. Grain is planted by two basic methods: either get a grain drill, drill
holes, and drop the seed in; or simply broadcast the seeds
uniformly over the ground and rake to cover them over.
Harvesting for any grain (except corn) is a back-breaking,
time-consuming labor. Stiff muscles may cause you to
wonder just how self-sufficient you really want to be.
Grain-bearing grass is cut with either a normal or cradle
scythe. A cradle scythe is one with an arrangement of
fingerlike rods which catch the grass and enable you to
lay it evenly on the ground; alternatively, the grass can be
propped up and tied into bundles. For threshing, the grass
is laid out on a hard surface, and a flail is used to beat
gain loose from the straw. To separate the grain from the
stiaw, you rr.ilst winnow: the threshed grass is thrown up
in the air when the wind is blowing, and the straw is blown

away as the heavier grain drops stiight down. The grain
can then be stored until milling. It should be well protected
from insects.
Buckwheat:
Buckwheat can be used as an ingredient in
breads or for livestock feed. It grows best in a cool, moist
climate; but it also grows on soil which does not support
other grains vey well because of buckwheat’s ability to
utilize nutrients from the soil more effectively. The two
major varieties are the Japanese and the silverhull, which
are often sown together; but check with your local Agrcultural Extension Service to determine the proper types
for your area. Be sure the seeds you purchase are certified
disease-free. The best planting time is ten weeks before
the first fall frost. If you have a grain drill, or can borrow
one, drilling is preferred. Use about 4 pecks (1 peck =
0.25 bushel = 8 quarts) per acre. After harvesting, allow
your grain to field-dry for ten days. It can then be stored
for winter fodder or else be threshed in preparation for
milling. After threshing, the straw can be used for mulch
or bedding. Yield is between 20 and 30 bushels per acre.
Oats: Oats can be used for bedding, for fodder, and, of
course, for cereals and breads to eat yourself. Make certain you buy the right type for your area. You will need
about 5 to 10 pecks per acre, depending on regional conditions. Spring seeding is preferred, and should take place
about a week before the last spring frost. Adequate water
is vey important. Harvest the oats when the kernels are
soft enough to be dented slightly by your fingernail. Cut
it with a cradle scythe, let it dy for a day, and then bind
it into 12.inch-diameter bundles; stand these bundles upright to field-cure for two weeks. Yield will be about 25
to 40 bushels per acre.
Rye: Because ye will grow in almost any type of soil,
it is useful as a cover crop or as green manure (a plant
which is plowed back into the soil so that it will decompose
into fertilizer). Rye also can be used for making bread.
Plant ye in either fall or spring, at about the time of the
first or last frost, respectively. Use 2 bushe!s of seed per
acre for green manuring, and 1 bushel per acre for grain.
Harvest as you would wheat; yield will be about 15 bushels per acre.
Wheat: Wheat does best where there is a cool, moist
growing season followed by a warm, dy period for curing.
Spring wheat is usuaUy planted in th.? northern United
States, and winter wheat in the South. There are many
types of wheat-hard
red, soft red, winter, hard red
spring, and durum, among others. Buy the one that best
suits your growing area. Since wheat is self-fertiiing, you
will be able to use your own seed the next year. Use about
6 pecks per acre when sowing. Plant winter wheat about
the time of the first frost, and spring wheat about the time
of the last killing frost. Harvest, as with rye and oats, when
you can dent the grain kernel with your fingernail. Yield
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will be about 20 bushels per acre. To harvest, cut the
wheat using a cradle scythe, bind it into bundles 10 inches
in diameter, and let it field-dy for ten days. For flour,
thresh and winnow the grain, and then grind it as needed
to make bread. The straw can be used either for mulch
or for bedding your livestock.
Corn: Plant dent corn or flint corn for stock feed, ground
meal, and silage (green fodder preserved in a silo until it
ferments). Plant sweet corn for yourself. AU these types
grow best in deep, rich, net&al-pH soil with lots of loam
and adequate water.
Buy yellow corn seeds as opposed to white varieties,
and open-pollinated types as opposed to hybrids. With
the nonhybrid varieties, you will be able to use your own
homegrown seeds for the following year’s planting. In addition, the open-pollinated varieties tend to be sweeter
and higher in protein. Use three different varieties in one
planting to insure a long harvest, or else plant rows a week
apart for from four to six weeks.
You should plant your corn a week after the last spring
frost. The soil temperature required for germination is
60°F. Seeds should be deposited about 1.5 inches into
the sot!, in at least several rows to insure pollination. Rows
should be spaced from 30 to 40 inches apart. Mulch with
hay when the sprouts are 8 inches tall; or, if you prefer,
cultivate in between the cornstalks such low-growing
plants as melons or beans. Varieties with prickly stems
and leaves are a good deterrent to raccoons, who may
otherwise enjoy the corn as much as you would. Corn
should be fed with compost or organic fertilizer when the
lower leaves begin to lose their color. Harvest as soon as
it is ripe; ripener is indicated by brown silk and the appearance of a milky liquid when the kernel is dented with
your fingernail. Yield is about 30 ears for a 50-foot row.
Livestock

As we pointed out earlier, all animals ultimately derive
their energy from plants. In theoy, energy conservation
could be best effected by eating only plants But we consider small farm livestock as an integral part of any agrcultural system both because of their useful conversion to
palatable food of plant materials (grass, garbage, chicken
feed) most of us rind unappetizing and also because they
are a good source of manure, indispensable to a good
organic garden.
For the most part. unfortunately, raising animals is
not as viable ,as gardening on small urban “homesteads,”
But this is not to say there are no urban possibilities; these
will be pointed out along the way. There are also a number
of pamphlets put out by the state and federal governments
which are useful, concise, and free (see Bibliography).
Chickens
Raising chickens for eggs and meat, as well as for their
highly valuable manure, is relatively inexpensive and easy.
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With your own homemade feed, you can say goodbye tc
the hormone-injected
monsters weighed out in today’s
markets. To have an efficient, steadily producing flock
rather than half-wild birds, it is important to have a good
breed, good food and shelter, regular cleaning, and accurate laying records.
A dozen good laying hens will produce an average of
six eggs per day. An easily managed project would be to
start off with 50 one-day-old chicks and raise them, graduaUy selecting a dozen good pullets (young hens) for egg
production and using the rest as fryers. The next year you
start a new flock of egg layers by buying and raising a
new brood of day-old chicks. Year-old hens lose about 15
to 30 percent of their egg-laying ability in their second
year; they should be replaced gradually by newly selected
pullets. This procedure presents a problem in housing
since both groups need a coop; but if the chick raising is
performed in the spring, extensive shelter will not be
needed.
The shelter should take into consideration climate,
feeding, egg collection, and maintenance. Based on a
figure of 4 square feet per laying hen, a dozen laying hens
will need a 6-by-S-foot house, with a small yard for exW&Z

A chicken roost 18 inches high, with slats to provide
a frame and covered with l-inch chicken mesh, can be
used within the coop (see Figure 7.4). The use of this
roost can cut cleaning to three or four times a year, unless
odors and flies become objectionable. This may not work
very weU in an urban environment where your own living
quarters and those of neighbors are close by. In such a
case, it would be best to consider a deep Utter system or
a tray and cornposting system as described in the Integml
Urban House. Only three nests are required for 12 hens.
To ease disturbance during egg collection, a rear hinged
door can be installed for each nest so that you can reach
into the coop quickly and quietly.
The breeds that you select should
Breeds andBrooding:
be the best ones available for year-round egg production
and also for meat. The Rhode Island Red is good in this
respect, with the Barred Plymouth Rock as a close second.
Cross-breeding between these two breeds also provides
excellent results.
To prevent the development of fatal puliomm disease
in chicks, the breed selected should be rated “USDA pullorum-clean.” To obtain the best egg layers, the chicks
should be rated “U.S. Record of Performance Chicks” or
“U.S. Certified Chicks.” The latter two are National Poulh-y Improvement Plan ratings.
High-quality chicks run about 50 cents apiece and
up, so that a flock of 50 will cost at least $25. It is best to
buy a flock of both sexes as the cockerels (young males)
can be used for meat at the end of three months, when
they weigh around three pounds.
The most self-sufficient plan n;7;raising chickens is to
acquire both an incubator for hatching and a brooder for

raising the chicks. (You will need a rooster only if fertile
eggs are desired. They also make fewer friends among
your neighbors.) Provided that adequate energy is available, an incubator can be used for the 20-day hatching
period. The hens also can be used to hatch the eggs;
however, this maternal care takes up egg-laying time. In
most cases, it may be better to purchase day-old chicks
each April when starting a new flock rather than hatch
your own. Brooders (heated shelterssee
Figure 7.5)
should be used for about six weeks with increased space
provided according to the size of the chicks. The brooder
is set inside an enclosure with accessible water jars and

we 7.4 The chickenrmt shouldbe locatedawayfromdraftsarId
tit a wall It can be con&u&d nf supportingslatsand chickenwire:
l&red, a pit can be dug under the roostingarea.

Figure 7.5 A brooder should be Imated in an area weIIprotected
from drafts.
The area needs to be fenced to keep the little
chicksinand

tie largerchickensaut. Prwide food. aster, and heat froma hover.

feeders. A 60. to 100-w.& bulb, a gallon jug of hot water,
or hot-water pipes can provide adequate heat to the
brooder. The area should be free from drafts. The temperature is right when the chicks stretch out uniformly
under the hover (a heat-producing cover). The amount
of heat should be reduced as rapidly as possible since
lower temperatures help the chicks to feather faster. Some
heat, however, is generaliy required for the first six weeks.
Litter-peat
moss, send, wood shavings, and so onshould be placed underneath the brooder to absorb
waste. It is advisable that the chicks be brooded away
from older hens to prevent possible disease transmission.
A basement or side room in your house will provide adequate warmth to maintain the 90°F temperature under
the hover.
Feeding:
For the first three days, the chicks can be fed
a chick grain of finely cut corn, wheat, and oats, with
chick-size insoluble grit or coarse sand also available in a
feeder alongside. They then should be switched to starter
mash-a mixture of corn, oats, and warm water, supplemented with grain meal and vitamins. About six weeks
later, scratch-a mixture of corn, wheat, and oats without
water-should
be added in increasing proportions until,
at four months, the chicks are receiving equal servings of
scratch and mash. Calcium is an important nutrient for
laying hens and is supplied by additions of ground limestone or oyster shells to the mash. The mash and scratch
should be kept before the chickens in self-feeding hoppers
nearby to gallon-size waterers. Save on purchased feed
by using such kitchen wastes as leftover bread, vegetable
peelings, leftover meat, fish, cheese, and culled potatoes.
These scraps can be fed directly or boiled in a minimum
of water and mixed with a sufficient amount of mash to
make a crumbly mixture that is an excellent feed. Surplus
greens-lawn clippings, kale, cabbage-can
also be used
as a feed supplement. If they are allowed to wander in
your garden they are good pest predators and delight in
consuming such delectables as snails and that juicy worm
eating up the tomato plant. For scratch feed, an acre of
field corn produces 75 percent of the total feed requirements for 25 chickens. A small corn sheUer and feed
grinder or a small feed mill can be purchased for $10.
The feed items that you will have to buy are ground oats,
bran, soybean oil meal, corn gluten meal, limestone, and
salt; these items are far cheaper to purchase than to grow
on a small farm. Over the year, you will need about 45
or 50 pounds each of both mash and grain for evey fowl.
Generally, a good hen wiUproduce between 200 and 240
eggs a year. Keep in mind that some hens end up as
nonlayers; these should be weeded out and used as fryers.
It is advisable not to feed the fowl during the 12 hours
before slaughter. A small hand guillotine is the most humane and cleanest method; a stretch and twist of the neck
is also fast.
Because of their relatively small size and their adaptability to enclosures, chickens can be raised in a large
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backyard. Their manure is a source of essential nitrogen
for the compost pile. The amount of space available will
limit the number of chickens which can be accommodated, Remember, also, that a dozen or so chickens can get
noisy and may not win friends among your neighbors. It’s
probably a good idea to check for community restrictions;
you may not be “zoned” for poultry For further information, see listings for J. Morley and G. Klein in the Bibliography.
Rabbits
Rabbits are among the easiest animals to raise and
care for; they are also quite suitable for both rural and
urban regions. Irate neighbors are certainly less probable
than with chickens. The medium and large breeds are
best for food requirements. Some breeds to consider are
the French Angora, which grows to over 8 pounds and
can be sheared for wool every ten weeks; California mbbits, which grow to 8 or 10 pounds; the American Chinchilla, which grows to 10 pounds; and the New Zealand
breed, which grows to a comparable size. As with goats
or poul@, you should check on the reliability of your
dealer when you go into rabbit raising; that is, he or she
should stand behind the product and guarantee the health
and productivity of the animals. One buck and from two
to four does are sufficient for a starting herd. The gestation
period is vey short, 30 days, and a good doe can produce
four litters (five to eight young each litter) every year.
Consequently, you have either a steady supply of food or
a rapidly increasing rabbit herd! The young are marketable at four pounds, attained in about two months.
Shelter; Adequate shelter from the rain and occasional
frost should be provided, as weU as adequate shade and
ventilation during the summer months. The dimensions
for a medium-sized hutch (three to six rabbits) are generally 2 feet high, 2.5 feet wide, and 3 to 5 feet long (see
Figure 7.6). Two hutches with a central storage cornpartment form a portable unit that can be iaken under a larger
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Rabbit shelters

shelter or put outside for better ventilation. The floors
should be slatted or wire meshed on one side for easier
cleaning and for the collection of manure. Wire construction, if available, is preferable to wood since it does not
retain odors. If chickens have access to rabbit droppings,
they can control the breeding of maggots, making the final
product less undesirable. A slight slope is best for good
drainage. Nest boxes should be provided for seclusion
when a doe gives birth; strong cardboard boxes with a
small nest of hay will do. These should be placed in the
hutch a few days before the doe gives birth.
Feeding: In order to minimize your labor, the holders
should have the capacity for several feedings. The use of
a central hay manger is vey efficient. Grain hoppers
made from five-gallon cans are also excellent, especially
for pregnant does, since you want to minimize disturbances during gestation. Fresh water should be in continuous supply, particularly in hot weather, when a doe and
her litter can drink up to a gallon a day.
The best hays to feed rabbits are such broad-leafed,
green, short-stemmed hays as alfalfa, clover, lespedeza,
and peanut; all of these are high in protein and need no
supplement. Stemmier grasses--timothy,
prairie, Johnson, Sudan, or carpet grasses-are fine, but you will need
to add additional protein. High-protein diets may be necessay if your herd is doing poorly. For example, cracked
grains can be supplemented with a soybean meal. Salt,
too, should be provided; you can use blocks or else add
it to the meals in a 0.5 or 1 percent concentration. Vegetable table scraps are excellent feed supplements and
what the rabbits can’t finish, the compost heap can. In
fact, it has been pointed out that the feeding of bulky,
fibrous table scraps to rabbits and chickens might be considered an initial process which makes the material more
readily compostable, since it results in ground-up material
that is partially decomposed..
Breeding:
The medium-sized breeds can be mated between the ages of five and six months and the does will

,b,fromYleWwit!.
cemraihay manger

continue to reproduce for up to thirty months thereafter.
Each litter requires a four-week gestation period and two
months of nursing; as we mentioned, a healthy doe can
produce four litters a year.

_‘:
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Slaughter:
Rabbits grow rapidly and will be ready for
slaughter after eight weeks. KiUing is best effected by a
stretch and twist of the neck or a sharp blow to the base
of the skull. To skin the carcass, it should be hooked
through the right rear leg. The tail, head, front feet, and
free rear leg (up to the hock joint) should be severed. A
slit is cut across the rear and the skin is pulled off like a
glove with as much fat left on the carcass as possible. To
clean the meat, the belly should be opened and the entrails and gall bladder removed. The carcass is then
washed off and kept cool. The skin must be stretched
while it is still warm. The use of barrel stretchers and patient work i.7 a ventilated area wiU produce good results
For further information on rabbits in general, see the
listings under B. Angie*, B. Kaysing, U.S. Department of
Agriculture in the Bibliography and The Integml Urban
House, by the Famllones Institute.
Goats

1;:

Goats are a good source of milk and cheese on a
;;,;; small farm. The better daily goats provide 2 to 4 quarts
>>,:;,
$2,,, per day for ten months of the year, eat less than a cow,
/js;;c:,
,, and are easier to care for. The two dy months are taken
kg
:,, up by pregnancy.
When selecting a particular breed, check with several
&
dealers so that you see a variety of animals. There are five
@!: main milking breeds in the United States: American La
$Ti:;~,Mancha, Nubian, Saanen, French Alpine, and Loggen[;,--:~ burg. You should purchase two does, both to insure a
continuous flow of milk and to give your goat company.
A good doe COE from $35 to $75 and two provide
enough milk for 6.; .i or ten people.
Housing:
Special housing is not required, although any
simple shelter should take into consideration dryness,
cleanliness, and adequate warmth and shade. You must
have space to handle hay, grain, water, and manure, and
about 15 square feet of moving room per animal. For
most of the year, however, goats can be put otit to pasture.
Breeding:
UnIw you care to raise a larger herd, it is
advisable to have the does bred at the dealer rather than
raise a buck. Bucks can develop objectionable odors and
they give little return for their feed. Also, a well-recorded
buck insures excellent milkers in its offspring, and dealers
keep such records. The gestation period is about 150 days
and each doe generally produces two kids. They breed
between September and Februay and give no milk for
two months in eariy pregnancy.
Feeding:
Goats are perhaps the best of all livestock for
feeding on unimproved pasture. They should not be let

out; however, on spring pasture until there is at least three
or four inches of growth. The best range includes alfalfa,
brome grass, clover, Sudan grass, or millet, the latter two
being adequate for summer feed. An excellent spring or
fall pasture is rye, wheat, or barley.
Goats need loose salt mixed in with their feed since
they do not eat sufficient amounts of salt if it is in block
form. Also, if the pasture is predominantly grass, they will
need calcium and phosphorus supplements.
A milking doe will need about 450 pounds of grain
and 500 pounds of hay each year, as well as vegetable
scraps and any available root crops such as carrots, beets,
and parsnips. When she is on a good pasture that is balanced in gmsses and legumes, she should be fed one
pound of grain for evey four pounds of milk that she
gives. To be on the safe side, equal quantities of salt and
di-calcium phosphate should be easily available in separate. weatheqxoof containers. Yearlings should be given
enough hay and grain to keep them content, but not so
much that they become fat and you can no longer feel
their ribs.
For the Best Milk: To obtain the best-tasting milk, the
following guidelines should be followed:
1. Don’t feed strong-flavored feeds (onions, silage, cabbage) within four hours of milking.
2. The udders and flanks should be clipped to prevent
hair from getting in the milk.
3. Wash udders with warm water and iodophor or a solution of quatemay ammonium prior to each milking.
4. Use a milking stand with a stanchion (a bar that holds
the animal’s head in place) and stainless-steel milking
pails.
6. The milk should be strained when poured into the milk
cans.
6. To retard bacterial growth, the cans should be immersed in coolers that are at a temperature of 33 to
35°F.
7. Pasteurization can be done easily by rapid heating to
from 150 to 180°F over the stove and then cooling.
For further information, see the listings in the Bibliogmphy under B. Colby and U.S. Department of Agdculture.
cows
The advantages of raising a cow need hardly be recounted--all the milk, cream, yoghurt, and butter you
can eat. In addition, cow manure is one of the finest additions your garden or compost heap can ever see. You
wII! have the best results if pasture and hay are plentiful,
shelter and daily care can be given, and breeding is available.
Dairy cows vary in the amount of milk they can pro-
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duce. A cow with moderate production can be purchased
for $400 to $500, kept five years, and then sold for $100;
this would amount to about $60 or $80 of “depreciation”
each year. This animal will produce from 3000 to 5000
quarts per year, roughly enough milk for from 8 to 16
people. An estimate of total yearly costs, including the
cost for feed and bedding, would be $65~roughly
22,
cents per quart! Actual costs might even be less.
Housing: The cow needs only a simple shelter with a
small amount of moving space. A three-sided stable with
sunny southern exposure is probably adequate in a moderate climate. The cow can be either stanchioned or left
untied in a box stall about 10 feet square. Bedding of
straw, cornstalks, or similar material is required-about
800 to 1600 pounds a year.
Feeding: A milk cow can eat up to 25 pounds of hay per
day, which adds up to 3 or 4 tons per year. She also needs
1 or 2 tons of grain supplements each year. These costs
can run about $60 to 5100 a ton for hay, and around
$80 to $120 a ton for grain; naturally, you can save money
if you grow feed grain and hay yourself. Two acres of
pastureland supplying about six months of food can cut
the cost in half. A rough estimate of yearly food and bedding costs for a cow is from $300 to $650.
Care: A cow must be tended every day and generally
is milked both morning and evening; the guidelines for
goat’s milk also apply here. A small electric home pasteurizer costs ahout $80 and can be used for either goat’s
or cow’s milk. For further information, see listings for B.
Angier and B. Kaysing in the Bibliography.
Bees
Beekeeping (apiculturej is, a venture that requires
only a small initial investment and a minimal amount of
labor, and is adaptable to both urban and rural settings.
From very modest efforts, you can expect a yield of approximately 75 to 100 pounds of honey a year per hive.
In addition to being a source of food, bees also poUinate
flowering crops and play an important part in increasing
crop yields. And, they sting! To produce a honey crop,
you need to make about 20 visits to the hives a year; in
contrast to raising animals, no feed need be provided.
There are five basic pieces of “equipment” to which
you wiU need access: a hive, bees, protective clothing, a
smoker, and an extractor. For a start, you can buy the
bees for from $20 to $30 from a supplier (who can certify
that they are disease-free), invest in one hive, and then
rent the extractor.
Housing: Bees and a large secondhand hive can be purchased for around $70 to $80. The standard hive produced in the United States is called a ten-frame LangsIMh. As illustrated in Figure 7.7, it includes a cover, two
honey supers, a queen excluder, a brood chamber, and
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a bottom stand. Ten wax frames, embossed with a pattern
of hexagonal cells to provide a base ior the bees to build
regular cells, are placed perpendicularly into each of the
honey supers and the brood chamber. These are reusable
and Ron last up to 40 years. The queen excluder is a
sievelike screen that allows the smaller workers to pass
through, but confines the queen to the brood chamber.
This isolation insures that no eggs will be laid in the honey
supers.
When handling the hive, you should wear light-colored, smooth clothing because this attire seems to calm
angry bees. Wea: hightop boots with the cuffs of your
pants tucked in secureiy. A fine mesh or screen should be
used to protect your face and neck. But bear in mind that
no matter how good your protective clothing is or how
careful !you are, you still can expect to get stung occaSbdly.
Care: The best time to start beekeeping is in the spring.
If the bees are properly managed, the major honey flow
will occur in late June or early July. A second honey flow
will occur in the fall. The bees should have access both to
water and to 15 or 20 pounds of reserve honey at any
time during the year. Since a single frame of honeycomb
usually contains from 5 to 7 pounds of honey, this means
three frames should be loft in the hive as surplus. But to
over-winter a hive in co!d climates, your bees will need
approximately 60 pounds of honey or supplementary
sugar water to last until spring.
Bees are subject to diseases that can reduce honey
yields. These diseases generally appear in the hive when
the bees are under stress. Consequently, removing the
stress usually eliminates the disease. If you suspect a prohlem, it is a good idea to consult the local apiay inspector.
To extract honey, first use the smoker to blow smoke
into the hive; this pacifies the bees. Then the frames are
removed and placed in the extractor. The extractor spins
around and centrifugal force throws the honey against the
walls. The honey then can be collected from the bottom
of the e&actor.
After gaining experience and discovering your limitations, you might expand until you have up to four hives.
Unless you are going into business, four hives produce
about as much honey as most small groups can consume.
For further information, see listings in the Bibliography
for R. A. Morse and A. 1. Root.
Compost and Fertilizer

The concept of fertilization is fundamental to the process
of recycling nutrients through the biosphere. As a plant
grows, it extmcts nutrients from the soil, the most important ones being nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium.
Without restoration of its nutrients, the soil would eventuaUy be depleted and be unable to support plant growth.
There are four arguments against the use of chemical
fertilizers to resupply the soil. First, the nutrients found

in chemical fertilizers have been “displaced” from some
other “home” in the natural world; the redistribution of
these nutrients (away from their home) somewhere disturbs the balance of natural, complex cycling processes.
Secondly, chemical fertilizers do not improve soil texture
or soil’s ability to hold moisture. Nutiients are leached
away by rainfall; large runoffs of nitrogen fertilizer can
cause algal blooms in rivers and streams, which lead to
lower dissolved-oxygen levels in the water, which can, in
turn, kill fish. Thirdly, the manufacture of chemical fertilizer consumes great quantities of valuable energy. And
finally, the use of chemical fertilizers implies that natural
sources of fertilizer are not being exploited and, most
probably, are being disposed of in some polluting manner.
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Figure 7.7 A ten-frameLangstrothbeehive;each ofthehoney sups
and the brood chamber can hold ten wax frames hung vertically.

A typical municipal sewer system is an example of real
waste and pollution through the disposal of “wastes” that,
properly handled, could have been utilized as fertilizer.
Human, animal, and vegetable wastes can be recycled
through a field of food crops repeatedly without seriously
upsetting the natural mineral balance of the soil.
Cornposting
Cornposting is one of the most commonly practiced
methods of recycling nutrients through crop lands on a
small scale and is useful for both urban and rural gardens.
Although there are many techniques, the most commonly
practiced cornposting process is the mixture of organic
wastes and soil into a piie where the temperature can be
maintained at around 140 to 160°F. This high temperature
enables bacteria and fungi from the soil to decompose
+he organic wastes into chemical nutrients that can be
used by plants.
Almost any organic matter can be used as cornposting
material (see Table 7.4). Exceptions include such hard
calcareous organic matter as bone or seashell. The primay sources of material for the compost pile are animal
wastes (manure), vegetable or crop wastes, kitchen
wastes, and soil. AU green material should be partially
withered.
Most materials will be dy or, at most, damp. Each
component must be sprinkled with water for the process
to occur. It is important, however, not to make the pile
too wet, as excessive moisture will hinder the process. If
the materials are quite wet, they should be spread out to
dy somewhat before adding to the compost heap.
Besides these basic ingredients, additives can improve the pH and the nutrient content of the final product.
Ground limestone, commercial litie, or ashes can be
mixed in to increase the pH (lower the acidity) of the
compost; satisfactoy compost has a pH between 7 and
8. There are also nitroger. Erichadditives-blood
meal or
sewage sludge--that can increase its nitrogen content,
while bone meal can be used to increase the compost’s
phosphorus content. Seaweed and ashes provide trace
minerals. Unless there is reason to believe these specific
components are lacking, these additives may not be necessay. Many of these additives can be obtained for free
from certain industries; or, you can gather them easi!y
from nature. In a small living group, you can use your
vegetable wastes, yard cuttings, manure from your livestock, and your household wastes in the form of garbage
and excrement. (Human excrement probably is most
safely handled with initial treatment by a Clivus Mulimm
or methane digester; see Chapter 5. ) These available ingredients, plus additives and soil, are the components of
a recycling system that can he supplied almost entirely by
the living processes of a single small community
A sheltered site with a windbreak for the north
and west is best-particularly
for smaller piles--since
strong winds cool the pile and stop fermentation. For
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Table 7.4

Ma‘elial

Alfalfahay
Apple (fruit)
Apple (ieaves)
Apple pornace
Appfe sldns (ash)
Banana &Ins (ash1
Banana stalkiash)
Badey mln)
Bat guano
Beet roots
Bone iground, burned,
Brewer’s grains (wet,
Brigham tea (ash,
Cantalou~pzrinds (ash)
Castor-bean panace
Cattailreed and stems oi
water f&g
Cattailseed
Coal ash (anthracite,
Coal ash (bituminous,
Cocoa-shefl dust
coffee grounds
Coffee grounds (dried!
Common
crab
Corncobs (ground,charred,
Corncob farh)
CXK
(grai”)
Con igreen forage)
Cottonseed
Coltorxeed-hulf(ash,
cowpeas (gem forage,
Cowpeas (seed,
Crab grass (green)
Cucumber rldns (ash,
Dsg malure
Dded jelfy&h
Dded mussel mud
Duck manllre (fresh,
Eggs
Eggshells(burned!)
E&sheffs
Fathers
Ffeld bean (seed)
Fizld bean ishefts)
Fire-pit
ashes from
smokeheuses

mragen
(%I
2.45
0.05
1.00
0.20
1.75
1.0-12.0
0.25
0.90
5.0-60
2.02
0.98
1.04
2.08
1.99
1.95
1.65
0.30
3.15
045
3.10
0.66
1.97
4.60
0.72
1.12
2.25
1.19
15.30
4.00
1.70

Compesition

of Various Materials for Compose

Phorphoric
Acid c&J

Potarh
1%)

0.50
0.02
0.15
0.02
3.08
3.25
2.34
0.75
2.5-16.0
0.10
3470
0.50

2.10
0.10
0.35
0.15
11.74
41.76
49.40

977
2.C-2.5
0.81
0.39
0.14.15
0.4-0.5
1.49
0.32
0.36
3.60
0<5
0.13
1.25
7x-10.0
0.12
1.00
0.19
11.28
9.95
-.
0.‘35
1.44
0.40
0.43
0.33
1.20
0.30

-

0.50

OS0
-

0.05
5.94
12.21
l.c-1.25
3.43
1.71
0.1a15
0.4-0.5
2.71
0.28
0.67
0.20
2.01
5r.w
0.40
0.33
1.15
15.0-30.0
0.45
1.20
0.71
27.20
0.30
0.49
0.15
0.29
0.14
1.30
0.35
4.96

Fish scrap (red mapper and
grOUP&
FB~ scrap (fresh,

7.76
2.0-7.5
1.37

Freshwater mud
Garbage mbbirh
iNew York Cfty)
3.4-3.7
Greasewwd
whes
Garden beans (beans and pods)
0.25
Gluten feed
4.0-5.0
Greensand
Grapes, fruit
0.15
Gmpefmit skfns (ash)
Hair
12.C-16.0
Harbor mud
0.99
Hoof meal and ham dust
10.0-15.0
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13.00
1.5-6.0
0.26
0.1-1.47
0.08

0.38
0.22
2.254.25
12.61
0.30
-

1.6-2.0
0.07
3.58

5.00
0.30
30.60
-

0.77
1.5-2.0

0.05
-

Material

hcineratorash
Kentucky bluegrass (green,
Kentucky bluegrass (hay,
King crab kided and ground,
King crab (fresh,
Leather (acfdufated,
Leather (ground,
Leather,scrap (ash,
Lemon culfs,California
Lemon sfdns (ash)
Lab&a refuse
Lobster shells
Milk
MUSS&
Molasses r&due in
manufacturing of alcohol
Oak leaves
oats, graln
olive pornace
olive refuse
orange culfs
Orangs skins (ash)
Pea pods (ash,
Peanuts. seeds or kern&
Peanut shells
Peanut sheffs(ash)
PQeeon manure (fresh,
Pigweed. rough
Pine needles
Potatwr, tubers
Potatoes,leaves and stalks
Potato skfns,raw (ash,
Prune refuse
PumpMr., f&h
Pumpkin seeds
Rabbit-brushashes
Ragweed. great
Red dover, hay
Redtop hay
Residuum from raw sugar
Rockwed
Rcws, flower
Rhubarb. stems

Nitrogen
(%)
0.24
0.66
1.20
10.00
2.0-2.5
7.0-8.0
10.0-12.0

Potash

5.15
0.19

2.33
0.71
1.55
0.06

0.40
0.26

4.50
4.60
0.50
0.90
0.70
0.80
2.00
1.15
1.22
0.20
-

0.35
0.80
0.78
0.18
0.13
2.90
1.79

3.60
0.80
4.19
0.60
0.46
a5
,.m
-

066)

2.16
0.06
6.30
3.50
3.52
0.30
0.12

oT5
-

-

0.70
0.15
1.23
2.24
0.16
0.12

0.35
0.26
31.00

0.18
0.13
5.32
0.15
0.60
1.26
0.32
0.21
27.00
9.00
6.45
0.50
6.45
1.41
0.03
0.50
0.45
27.50
0.31
0.26
0.45
13.04
-

0.18
0.16
0.87

0.15
0.15
5.18
0.07
0.07
0.50

076
2.10
1.20
1.14
1.90

0.26
0.50
0.35
8.33
0.25

0.30
0.10

0.10
0.04

0.40
0.35

0.09
0.25

1.78
0.75
-

Rock and mussel deposits
from sea
0.22
S&-marsh hay
1.10
Salt mud
0.40
sardine scrap
7.97
Seaweed (Ailantic
City,NJ.)
1.68
Sewage sludge fmm filter
beds
0.74
Shoddy and felt
4.0-12.0
Shrimp heads (dried)
7.82
Shrimp waste
2.87
Sings from oyster-shelf
mound
0.36
siifwoml mcwns
9.42
!Gwt from chimney flues
Spanish moss
Starfish
Strmg bean stringsand
stems (ash,

Phosphoric
Acid (“a,

7.11
0.75
0.33
4.20
9.95
10.38
1.82

OSll.0
0.60
1.80

1.05
0.10
0.20

-

4.99

2.00
1.00
3T8

4.93
0.24
0.03
1.28
0.35
0.55
0.X
18.03

Table 7.~Continued

Nitrogen
c&6)

Phosphoric
Acid (46)

0.79
1.25
2.25
Sunflower seeds
13.89
3.29
Sweet potato skins,boiled(ash1
0.10
0.50
0.25
sweet potatoes
0.24
0.33
Tanbark ash
1.5-2.5
1.52.0
Tanbark ash (spent)
0.40
4.15
0.62
Tea grounds
1.60
0.44
Tea-leafash
1.00
Timothy hay
1.25
0.55
0.50
6.00
Tobacco leaves
4.00
0.65
4.50
Tobacco stalk.
3.70
2.50
0.90
7.00
Tobacco stems
0.20
0.07
0.35
Tomatoes, fruit
0.35
0.16
0.40
Tomataes, kwes
0.10
0.50
Tomatws. stalks
0.35
Waste from hares and rabbits
7.00
1.7-3.1
0.60
0.96
Waste from felt-hat
factory
13.80
waste prwi”ct from paint
manufachlre
0.028
39.50
Waste silt
8.Sll.O
2.90
1.60
Wheat, bran
2.65
0.50
wheat. grain
2.00
0.85
0.15
0.60
wheat, straw
0.50
0.20
0.30
white clover (green)
0.50
13.77
White sage (ashes)
1.G3.0
Wood ashes (leachzd)
1.0-1.5
Wwd
ashes funleached
1.040
4.GlO.O
1.0-3.0
WC01 waste
5.M.O
2.0-40
N3tcs:a. FromHOluIOGrowV~~bkS rn”d
FNltr
byhe mganicMethodbyJ,!Rc&k
these smaller piles, protection should be given on three
sides by means of walls or hedges where possible, but the
compost must never be banked up against a wail. The
site also should have good drainage on all sides so that
rain does not create a giant vegetable mud pie!
Compost piles are built either into or above the
ground. Above-ground compost piles are enclosed by
some supporting structure (of brick or wood) or else
formed in natural mounds. The minimum size of a pile
should be three feet high by three feet square. This sizing
is necessary to insure proper insulation so the pile can
maintain the high temperatures required by the decomposition process. The pile should not be heaped too high;
othenuise, it will become compacted due to its own
weight. When a pile is built into the ground. it is necessary
to cover the pit with either a plastic tarp or a wire screen
to keep out vermin. If plastic is used, the decomposition
process is called anaerobic (without oxygen). It is importani to maintain the proper moisture balance, about that
of a squeezed-out sponge; in an above-ground pile, this
is accomplished by covering it with a protective material.
A layer of straw or sawdust works well and also acts to
insulate the pile.
Since the compost from an above-ground pile is
formed by aerobic (with free oxygen available) decomposition, it is important that the pile be well ventilated.
Aeration can be provided by either regular turning of the

material undergoing decomposition, a forced aeration
system, or a combination of both. The pile breathes from
above and below, and also at the sides. It must not, of
course, be trampled on or pressed down. To increase air
access from the bottom, a thin layer of twigs or branch
material can be used to lift the heap a little. Or, you can
thrust a few metal pipes open to the air into the core of
the piie. If abundant oxygen is not present, putrefaction
may occur. A properly constructed compost pile should
never putrefy, and it should never breed maggots or flies,
or emit an unpleasant smell. If these do occur, they are
infallible signs of faulty conditions. The cause is usually
excessive wetness or some form of imperfect aeration.
The cure is tore-admit air by turning. Above-ground compost is best for a permanent household because It has
several advantages: it is easier to turn, easier to move
when you want to spread it on the fields, and, when decomposing, it obtains higher temperatures than pit setups.
This higher temperature speeds decomposition, kills pathogens from waste material, and aids in the elimination of
pests. The minimum condition for pathogen destruction
is 18 to 21 days at temperatures consistently above 130°F.
Such temperatures are reached in normal operation, and
temperatures of up to 170°F are reached in larger piles.
To selvice your compost pile you will need plastic
bags to store the cnmposting material until it is time to
construct a pile; a shovel and pitchfork to load the compost and turn the pile; and a wheelbarrow to transport
the compost to its ultimate destination. A shredder is a
useful (but not essential) item. Shredding the cornposting
material speeds the decomposition process by exposing
more surface area to the activities of decomposing bacteria. There are both power and manual shredders, but,
as a matter of fact, a manual rotay mower serves the
purpose well.
There are numerous methods of cornposting that advocate different mixtures of cornposting materials and
types of additives to supplement the compost. For example, the Biodynamic method calls for 70 percent green
matter, 20 percent manure, and 10 percent soil. Four of
the most widely used techniques include the Indore, the
Rodale, the aforementioned &dynamic,
and the Santa
Crw French Intensive (we will discuss these last two in
mcxe detail soon). All these methods require from two to
three months and yield approximately 1000 pounds per
cubic yard, enough to cover 2000 square feet of garden.
The differences in these methods seem to involve basically
“cultish” preferences; none has a proven advantage in
terms of efficiency of recycling or inc:eased crop yield.
The basic concept of cornposting is that anything organic
can be composted and, although some composted materialsshredded
paper, for example-have
few concrete
benefits, they do no harm and are disposed of in a satisfactory manner. Excessive amounts of shredded paper
should not be used since it can unbalance the carbonnitrogen ratio of the pile, and inks (as in newsprint) may
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contain some toxic materials. For all methods, the decomposition process can be accelerated by increasing the aeration of the pile, by adding nitrogenous materials, and by
shredding the materials to increase the surface area exposed to decomposition bacteria. The important thing to
remember is that nitrogen, usually in the form of manure
(fresh grass clippings are also a good source), is essential.
Two somewhat different methods of cornposting are
sheet compostingand green manun’ng. Sheet composting
involves the spread of garbage, vegetation, and manure
on crop land (usually in late summer) and then the tillage
of these wastes into the soil; they decompose right in the
crop land. For green manuring, you till a crop (usually a
legume) into the soil and let the crop decompose. Both
of these methods require either power machiney or intense labor. They are also more applicable when acres of
crops are being grown rather than square feet.
The best time to start a compost pile is at the end of
a growing season, when plenty of vegetable wastes are
available. Also, if the pile is started at the end of a growing
season, it can be ready to apply before the next year’s
growing season begins; it is easiest to apply compost to
a bare field during a slack period, when you are not otherwise busy. Even so, labor on a compost pile averages
only five person-hours a week, including construction, gathering material, tending, and spreading the final
product.
Although timing varies, the cornposting process
should last about three mont!!s. The most intense activity
occurs during the first three weeks, at the end of which
time the pile should be turned (with a pitchfork) so that
a!! parts are thoroughly mixed. ‘T!!is turning assists and
accelemtes the process. About five weeks later, the pile
should be turned again. That’s all that needs to be done!
If everything has gone we!!, you needn’t thrust in any
metal pipes or poke any holes (for aeration), although it
wouldn’t hut. Four weeks later, or about three mont!x
after the process began, the compost is ready to use and
can be applied to the soil. Compost is ready to apply
when it is dark and crumbly; not al! of its component
materials need to be broken down completely.
Orchard crops and perennials (plants which live for
more than one year, like assragus and artichokes) can
be fertilized at any time of the year. With annual crops
(plants which must be planted evey year-most
garden
crops are annuals), it is best to apply compost before they
are planted; this way you don’t disturb any seeds while
you make nutrients available for the important seedling
stage. if you have enough, apply compost twice a year to
crop lands. Spread from one to th:ee inches over the soil
(approximately 50 pounds per 130 square feet). The
compost then should be mixed with the top four inches
of topsoil, so chemicals and nutrients don’t evaporate.
This tieatment w!!! improve soil aeration and moistureholding ability, as well as make nutients available to the
crops. It thus can be wed to upgrade margina!!y produc-
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tive land for future gardens. For further genera! information, see the listings under B. Kaysing, J. 1. Rodale,
and R. Merrill et a!. in the Bibliography.
Small-volume cornposting for urban dwellers can be
carried out in covered plastic buckets. Kitchen wastes and
plant clippings can be layered with sawdust. Aeration of
the pile is carried out by turning it into another bucket
evey couple of days. Do not oversaturate with water.
Since the volume of material is smaller, the high temperature is harder to maintain. Hence, during cold winter
months, the buckets should not be left outdoors unprotected. See The Integral Urban House for more suggestions.
Clivus Multrum
A device known as the Clivus Multrum presents another opportunity to dispose of organic household wastes
in a productive way. Details regarding its usage, design,
and construction can be found in Chapter 5. The Clivus
requires a fairly large initial investment ($2000 purchased;
!ess if constructed), but so do septic tanks and pipes to
plug into a municipal disposal system. A Cliws wi!! last
indefinitely; there are no moving parts to wear out or
complex pipe systems to get ihoked or broken. Moreover,
it recycles nutrients efficiently without pollution, does not
use water (an important point), and produces an odorfree compost. Before installing one, however, it is best to
check for any prob!ems with kxa! health and building
codes.
The residue produced in the unit is a stabilized organic compost which can be wad as a soil conditioner.
The M&urn’s cornposting process is a slow one, taking
from 2 to 4 years. Once the process is established, it can
produce approximately 3 to 10 ga!!ons of compost per
person per year. The chemical characteristics of the residue compare vey favorably with organic garden compost
in terms of nutrients (nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium) and trace elements (such as boron, manganese,
and iron) needed for plant growth. From a health safety
standpoint, use of the residue should be limited to ornamental plants and tiees where there is little likelihood of
coming into contact with food material.
Digester Effluent
Another source of recycled fertilizer comes from the
anaerobic decomposition which occurs in a methane
digester. The sludge that accumulates in a methane digester is similar to municipal sewage sludge, which has
been widely used as a fertilizer. Physical sod chemical
characteristics of both the liquid effluent and the solid
sludge are described in detail in Chapter 5. Like the Clivus, the digester requires a fairly large initial investment.
Potential health problems have created state regulations
controlling its use. Itsshould be used as a source of fertiliir
only for crops where the actual food crop does not come
in direct contact with the sludge or effluent. Application

to orchards or to crops which are to be plowed under for
green manure would be acceptable.
Greywater

Since it takes energy to pump and distribute water from
a central reservoir miles away, water conservation is also
energy conservation. Water conservation around the
home is also a way to reduce the total volume of waste
produced. When the availability of water is sharply reduced, as was clearly the case during the 1977 drought
in California, recycling household water becomes a necessity as well as an ecologically sound choice. Greywater
constitutes all household water other than that from the
toilet (referred to in this context as blackwater). This
means everything from sinks, baths, laundry, and dishwasher. Discussion on its characteristics, handling, and
distribution is found in Chapter 5. We will refer only to its
usefulness in the garden.
Because of health safety and perhaps local health
regulations, greywater is best limited to watering trees,
non-food-producing plants, and lawns. The c&form stan;;~
dards
(an indicator of fecal contamination) recommended
1,;
$;,,, by the National Technical Advisory Committee for rec!)y;;
fjZ;J reational bathing water is less than ‘200 colifonns per 100
$;j;;<,,,milliliten, and that for drinking water is less than 1 coliFi:;,:;; iorrn per 100 mtlltiiters. Local and state standards may be
;jj{:, different, as fllustrated by the California Environmental
&
Health Code regarding the usage of any reclaimed water
B$:(:: for surfac:e irrigation or public use (Table 7.5). Other than
,#Q
B?,:, the last titegory shown in Table 7.5, the coltform counts
&;:;,: for household greywater generally exceed these stan/@“::;‘:da&s. Since there are discrepancies between the federal
sz;:,::,,and the state requirements, it is not clear how this affects
:i ‘, the private household user. Furthermore, colifonns can
“f : multiply in greywater and any volume left standing could
:,,~, have increased !evels. Alternatives which could be considered are chlorination (requires monitoring, and high, levels
may affect plants) and subsurface irrigation. The latter in
particular would add cost and complexity and would require a continuous source of greywater. For any system,
Table 7.5

California Envfronmontaf Health Code Standards
for Reclaimed Water

lJsog7e

lk.“klll~“t

Food crops:qzay or
surfaceirrigation
Recreationallake,public
cantnct
Landscape irrigation,
lawn.
parks,playgrounds,or
daitypastures
Landscape lake,no public
CO”tad

I

Orchards,vineyards,
fodder,fiber,
seed crop,
surfaceirrigation

Median coliformcount 2.2
per1OOml
i
Media,;ccliformcount 23.0
per 100 ml

Primary keatment

thought should be given to clogging of distribution lines,
quality of soil and the effect of greywater components,
tolerance of plants, and effect on their growth and productivity.
Assuming that greywater is to be used, consideration
must be given to plants which would be tolerant to eventual buildup of salts and alkaline conditions. Generally,
plants that like acid conditions, such as citrus trees, ar.a
leas, and rhododendrons, would not thrive well with greywater. An excellent user of greywater is lawn grass, which
is highly tolerant to the salts and is also a heavy consumer
of water in any case. Plants native to the desert and near
ocean environments, such as sea grapes and iceplants,
are also good candidates. As for food crops, broccoli, tomato, and melons such as cantaloupe are fairly salt-tolerant. On the other hand beans and fruit trees such as
peaches and apricots are not tolerant of greywater.
Other than sodtum and chloride the components in
greywater are useful nutrients for plants, but not in
amounts or ratios which would be considered fertilizer
quality. For example, comparison of greywater with tap
water for some of the major constir~ents is given in Table
7.6. Boron is a constituent found in high amounts in boron or boraxo detergents and can damage plant foliage,
so these products should be avoided, as should cleaning
agents with chlorine bleach. If sodium levels become
too high germination can be inhibited, growth may be
stunted, leaf bum can result, and the water retention of
the soil may be reduced. Several strategies may be employed to counteract these problems. One is to minimize
the problem by avoiding as much as possible the use of
cleaning agents with high amounts of boron, chlorine, or
sodium. For example, it is better to use soap than detergents. Another is to dilute the greywater with another
water source. If this is not possible, application of the greywater to a sandy soil would be less of a problem than to
a highly organic one. If treatment of the soil is necessary,
calcium sulfate or calcium polysulfide (gypsum or lime
sulfur) can be applied. The calcium displaces the sodium
Table 7.6 Comparison of Greywater, Tapwater, and
Suswsted higatioa Water Standards
COln*O”~“t
Ammonia
Arsenic
Barium
Cadmium
Chloride
Chromium
Copper
Fluoride
Iron
Lead
MallgFWZX
Nitrate
Phosphate
Sodium
Sulfate

T~plmter
0.06 mgll
401
<I
CO.01
19
<0.05
0.08
0.75
0.18
<O.Ol
<0.05
0.2
1.0
8.0
40

G?WCde,

IWtS3CZtiO”
Stan*mds

0.80 mg/l
10.01
-cl
0.01
30
co.05
0.16
0.95
0.20
0.05
co.05
2.1
68
93
160

0.05 mg/l
1.0
0.01
500
0.05
1.0
6.0
1.0
0.05
0.5
180
500
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attached to the soil particles and the sodium is eventually
leached away.
A greywater system which has been fully incorpcrated into the living unit and also into an attached greenhouse is described in Compost Science by A. Rockefeller
and C. Lindstrom (see Figure 7.8). AU household washwater goes through a roughing filter which removes most
of the particles, lint, and hair. The: water then goes into
the soil in the greenhouse via PVC pipes with i/4-inch
holes drilled on the bottom side. The pipes are placed 3
inches under the soil surface. The soil boxes are 2 feet
wide and 4 feet deep. The deep soil layer essentially
serves as a leaching field and treatment process for the
greywater. The growing plants also serve a function by
removing the useful nuizients in the greywater. Excess
water drains out of the system with a reduced pollutional
load. For additional information on greywater, see the
listing for M. Milne in the Bibliography.
Biodynamic/French

Intensive Method

To increase the self-sufficiency of a living group in an
ecologically sound manner, your methods of fertilizing
and nutrient regeneration need to take into account the
type of community in which you are living. On a farm or
in a rurai area, it is possible to use cornposting, the Clivus,
and the methane digester simultaneously. Garden and
animal waste can go into compost and/or the methane
digester, while household waste can be decomposed ;a
the Clivus. ~This integrated program would provide a
steady supply of fertilizers for your crops.

On the other hand, in an urban or suburban area,
the Clivus and methane digester may not be feasible.
Cornposting, however, can be easily used and provides
excellent garden nutrients.
Fertilizer collected from compost piles, a Clivus, or a
digester is fundamental to the Biodynamic/French Intensive method (BIFI) of crop production. This highly productive, nontraditional method, developed over the last
decade by combining two slightly older practices, is here
given a more detailed discussion because of its adaptsbility to any type of community. Since the B/F1 method
is based on the principle of intensive cultivation of small
land areas, it is particularly useful in the urban backyard.
One outstanding and important aspect is that its yields
(determined for annual vegetable crops) are reported to
be 1.5 to 7 times greater than by traditional methods. It
requires a little more dedication and intensive labor, but
the results appear to be well worth it.
The BiodynanWFrench
intensive method is based
on the theoy that natural biological control is better for
agriculture than man-made chemical control: modem agriculture is thought to extract nutrients from the soil (which
inorganic fertilizers do not replace correctly), while organic fertilizers are thought to keep the nutrients balanced. The B/F1 method also incorporates the practice of
growing plants on raised beds of loosened and fertilized
soil. A natural weeding process is encouraged by growing
plants very close together, so that the foliage of your crop
shades the ground and forms a “living mulch.” Another
worthy aspect of the method is that water conservation is
promoted; estimates indicate that about half as much
watering is needed, compared to conventional gardening,
since the closely grown plants tend to discourage evaporation from the soil. Insect pests are conirolled by companion planting and by encouraging predaceous insects,
Preparing the raised bed is the most exhausting part of this fanning method. The theory is that
a mound warms quickly and also drains and aerates the
soil best. Beds are from 3 to 5 feet wide and about 20
feet long; they should run north and south. One such bed
can provide the vegetable needs for four people (one
pound per day each) indefinitely.
The first step is to prepare the site. Hard and dry soils
should be well watered (about one or two hours), then
allowed to drain for a few days. Loosen the soil on the
plot (down to 12 inches deep) and add from 1 to 3 inches
of compost or manure (reinember that manure must age
a few months before use to get rid of some of its ammonia). The suggested B/F1 proportions for compost are
equal portions of green vegetation, kitchen scraps, and
soil; the nitrogen is provided by the green vegetation.
However, other ways of cornposting should do fine.
Now the dlgglng starts. As illustrated in Figure 7.9,
ideally a trench 12 inches square (cross section) should
be dug across the head of the bed. If the soil is too hard,

Prepomtions:
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Table 7.7 Biodyrmmkffrencb
Intensive Bed Preparation
1. hied preparation:
soak l-2 hours
fordry;hard soils:
drain and dry
1-2 days; loosen soilto 12” and
add teuturizers-manureand/or
seed.
2. Double digging:spread l-3’
compost; dig and remove soil
from trench12 tide by 12” deep,
extendingacross end of bed;
double dig by loosmi,;g soil12
deeper at hen& b&on; dig YCand hex!, by filling
first
tieench;
double dig:continue to end; add
scd from first
trench to the very
lasttrench.
3. Finishing
touches:leveland shape
raisedbed; add 24 Ibs bone
meal. 24 Ibs wood ash; 24 W
aged manure.
4. Plant and sow.
:

5. Repeat from Step 2 forcontinuing
bed.

,,>
c;:

Figure 7.9 Bed preparationfor
BicdynamidFrench Intensive
gardening(seeTable 7.7
forcomplete summary).

3W
(a) Ihe beginning

0, a trench

/Pi‘//WI

Plcnting: &fore soiiiing your seed, yoii should study
companion planting possibilities. Some plants get along
well with other plants: each grows better in the presence
of the other. Some plants repel insect pests, lure pests
away from a more vulnerable crop, or attract insect predators. Some plants provide nutrients for other plants. WI
other plants are grown together because they make an
efficient use of space (one example is growing shallowrooted plants together with deep-rooted plants). Tables
7.8 and 7.9 summarize the information on who likes
whom and the effect of herbs.
Now it’s time for plantjng. Requirements vary for different plants, but the key is to place them close enough
so that their fuil-grown leaves just touch. Plant in staggered
rows so that each plant has six nearest neighbors which
are the same distance away (see Figure 7.10). Putting a
chicken-wire “template” owr the mound and planting in
the meshes might help your spacing technique. After
some experience, yell can throw the seeds on the mound
like a real farmer. If your plants do grow too closely, they
can aiways be thinned; but you can’t do anything if they’re
toa far apart.

then dig as deep as possible; put tile soil you’ve dug out
into a wheelbarrow. Now. along the entire bottom of the
trench, drive your shovel or fork into the ground and
wiggle it back and forth. Don’t take any soil out, just
loosen it. Ideally your shovel skwld loosen the soil to
a depth of another foot. This procedure is called “double
digging.”
Next dig another trench directly behind the first and
push the soil from the second trench forward into the first
twnch. Double dig! Dig a third trench behind the second
with double digging and continue this back-breaking labor
until you reach the foot of the bed. Dump the soil from
the wheelbarrow into your last trench. Then spread from
2 to 4 pounds each of both bone meal and wood ash &nd
from 2 to 4 cubic feet of aged manure over the entire bed,
mix the top few inches with a fork, level and shape, and
(voila!) you have a raised bed. Put a flat board over the
bed if you must walk on it. This process needs to be
re-peated after every crop, but it should get easier each
time: new bed preparations take from six to twelve hours
and repeat bed prepamtions take only from four to six
hours. Preparation steps are summarrbed in Table 7.7.
Table 7.8
“.getZlble.
~spaww
Bed”

Tomato.parsley.basil
gladio.
Potato.carrot,cucunv Onion.garlic.

Pole Bean
Beet
Cabbage Family
(cabbage, cali-

cabbage, summer
“wny, mart mhe:
vegetablesand herbs
Pot&, cucumber,
corn. stmwheny,
celery,summer
“Wn/
C%m, summer savq

Chion (and garlic)
onion

Aromatic

slrawhery. tomato,

rabi.broccoli)

camomile, sage.

I

pole bean

Peppermint, rosemay, beet, Onb”
carrot

Pea, leafleltuce.
chive.onIon. leek,
-m=v,
tomato

GlerY

ChiW
Corn

Cucumber
EgJpl&
Leek

Din
I?umpkin
IWish

sage.

Leek, tomato, bush
bean, muli0ower.
cabbsge
CXlOt
Potato,pea. bean,
cucumber, pumpkin,
squash
B-m, coin, pea,
radish.sunflower
Bean
onion, celery.
CdlTOt

50$2Wl
Pea, tea”

P&to,
herbs

Spinach
jqu=h
3nwbeny

aromatic

notes:a. h.” o.GQnrc.lrdD”iW
O”d Faming,Febrwy 1972.p.54.
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“iir+es

Camt, radish(lettuce.
carrots,
and radisher
make a strongteam
grown tagether),
stmwtemy. C”C”nlber

Onion. kohlrabi

pknts.
pato, ceky, dill,

L

Ius

Onion, beet,kohlrabi,
SUWhWI
Pole bean

thwr, kale, kd:.

Likes

Dislikes

Likes

her, caulillowr,

Bush Ban

Campanlon ?laniing’

5mflower
.romato

rumip

Beet% stmwbeml.
tomato, lettuce,
.5”nlrner
sxay,

Pea, bean

camomile kpmdy)
Tomato, asparagus
Carrot.hlmip,radish, Onion, g?.dk,gladb
!us, potato
cucumber, corn.
bean. mmt vegetable and herbs
Pumpkin. squash.
Bean, corn,cabbage,
cucumber, sunflower,
horsemdiih (should
tomato, IaspLxy
ke psnted at comers
of patch),marigold,
eggplant (as a lure
for Colomdo potato
h&k’)
Corn
Pea, “?lswi”m.
knuce, cucumber
Glows withanfiing,
helps everyihing
SVWbeny
Nashutktm, corn
Bush bean, spinach.
borage, lettuce(as a
border)
Cucumber
Chive,onion,panky.
aspagus, marigold,
na5tuti”m. carrot
Ped

Cdhge
POtat
Kohlrabi,potato,
fennel,cabbage

but don’i piani ihem

sunset; if you’ve watered enough. the soii stays shiny for

“C?ar seeds; the seedlings till gobble up all the nutrients

around five seconds before the water sink, in. Because of

an d your seeds won’t germinate. Also, be careful with their
r0 Dts. It is recommended that planting be done by phases
of the moon; this precaution might actually help, but its
Is:se ;; tiday sii;; some\ui,at co”~over~s~i~~
.
cc Ire: Water daily ~7th a sprinWer a few hours before

plant placement anii shading, weeds shouldn’t be much
of a probiem after the plants are grown; but some weeds

Seedlings can be iransplantxi,

I
I

wiil always grow even where

it rioesn’t seem light can

penetrate.
As we mentioned,

companion

planting

example

of how

diversity can promote

pests are best discoumged
you can always
fested portions,

G”pa”i0”.

6il

1

should be easier

see How to
Grow More Vegetables [than you euer thought possible
on less land than you can imagine), put out for $4 by
Ecology Action (2225 El Camino, Palo Alto, CA 94306).
This and the progress report put out by J. Jeavons are
listed in the Bibliography.
For further

information,

Herbal Companions and Effects’

and E&d.

Companion to tomatoes; dislikesme intensely;
improvesgrow6 and flavor; repels flies and
“cnquuoes
Companiontn knnatoes,squash.and slmwberdes;
deterstomatoworm; impxwes gmti and flavor.
CalrW+J
Plant here and there; lwsens soil.
Ca,llip
Rant in borders; deters flea beetle.
6 snomile
Companion to cabbages and onions; improves
growth end flavor.
ct led
Companion to radishes;improves groulth and
navar.
ct we
Companionto cnrrots;improvesgrowthand flavor.
Diad Nettle
Companion to poetoes; deters potato bug,
improvesgmu+h and flawx.
Di0
Companionto cabbage;dislike carrots;improws
gmvth end health of cabbage.
Fennel
Plant away from gardens;dislikedby meet plank.
R Lx
Companionto camok, potatoes;deterspot&o bug;
improvesgrowh and flavor.
Gixlic
Plant near and mspberries;detersJapanese
beetle; improvesgrow+ and health.
mbit
General insect repellent.
H<xseradkh
Plant at cmnemof potato patchto deterpotntobug.
Deterscabbagemoth; companionto cabbageand
ls=P
gwxs: keep ewey from mdishes
rob’s Quarters This edible weed should be allowed to grow in
moderateemountzin the garden,especiallyin corn.
!“O” Balm
Sprinkle throughout (grden.
vmld
The workhorseof the pestdeterrenb;pIerAthroughout garden to diwxuege Meldcan bean beetles,
nematodes,and other ir:sec&
t”l.xjomm
Here and there in garden; improws fla&
Miit
Companion to cabbage and tomato%; improves
health end Eawx, de:ers white cabbage moth
Male Rant
Deters moles end mke if planted here and there.
Nmes: d Fmm~~“j~GordeningandForming.
Fehq

put up

insect barriers, spray garlic juice on in-

The B/F1 method of crop production

Herb

Insect

or set up deterrent fences of fresh ash.

to do each time.

Tabk 7.9

health).

by keeping plants healthy, but

pick them off plants by hand,

sticky, impassable

pare 7.10 Plant spacingfor BiodqwxmidFrenchIntensive
.dening.Staggeredrowsprovideeach plant with an even distance
m each neighboringplant.

discourages

pests. In general, growing a varietv of plants on one bed
kncourages in&predat&s
and inhibits insect pests (an

Herb

Compa”ionsand Effect.

Nasturtium

Companion to mdishes,cabbage, and cucurbi@;
plant under fruitIXZS detersaphids. squashbugs,
stripedpumpkinbeetles,improvesgrowi, and tlew,r.
Petunie
Protectsbeans.
Peppxmint
PIanted amongcabbages,if repek the white cabbegs
butter@
Pweed
One of the bestweds for pumping nutrienh horn
the subsoil especiallybeneficialto potatcxs,onions.
and corn; keep these rweds thinned.
Pm Marigold
Companion to tmnato-es.but ako plent elsewhere;
detersasparagusbeetle,tomato worm, and general
Qarden pest%
Companion to cabbage, beall, -ts,
arid sage;
Rosemsq
deters cabbagemoth. bean beetles, and canot fly.
Keep fareway hornSweet Basil.pkzntnesrmsesand
Rue
raspberries;deters Japanese beetle.
P??t with rosemary,cabbage, 2nd urm!s: keep
SW
away fmm cucumben;deterscabbagemoth carrot
fly.
Plant here end there in garden; companion to
cabbage, improvesgrowib and flavor; deters
cabbage moth.
This weed in moderatezsmounts
carphelp tomatoes,
onions, end corn.
Summer Sawly PIant with beansand onions;improvesgmwtb end
flavor, deters bean beetles.
Tansy
Plant under fruitbeeg companionto msesud mss
berries; deters flying inseck, Japanese beetles,
tiped cucumber beetles, squash bugs. ants.
Good throughoutgarden.
TarmsOn
Here and there in mrdew it deterscabbagewomb.
%J”e
ValeMn
Good anywhere in garden.
Wmmwcod
As a border, t keeps animals from !be yarden.
YXI””
Plant along borders.paths. “ear erome~icherbs;
enhances essentil oil producfion.

1972.
pp.5263.Akoircd”dera
Iw “Josdr
andRowerr b.Aa”trm me god family
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Hydroponics
Now that you’ve been thoroughly convinced of the benefits of organic farming, and now that you’ve been told
how it’s best to let natiraf biological controls solve all your
problems, let’s look at another highly productive method
of farming which is not natural and, in its pure form, uses
nothing but chemicals. Hydroponics may be taken loosely
to include all forms of agriculture that do not rely on soil
as a planting medium. Sand, gravel, cinders, and other
such materials can be included as hydroponic media.
The main advantage of hydroponic agriculture is increased production with low maintenance costs. Production is high because growth can be controlled easily
through careful regulation of the nutrients applied to the
plants. Disadvantages include the high initial cost of
plumbing, the use of processed chemical nutrients, and
the great volume of water needed. Water can be conserved if a recycling system is designed, but this feature
also adds to the initial plumbing costs.
There are as many ways to apply the nutrients as
there are types of media. Nutrient solutions may be prepared and applied by hand or by pump. The solution can
be sprayed onto the plants, dripped onto the plants, or
supplied to the plant bed by irrigation or subirrigation.
The beds may be located either outdoors or in greenhouses. Obvkxsly, buildtng a greenhouse would be a significant expense that would have to be balanced against
its higher yield.
In general, the more complicated and mechanized
the hydroponic system is, the more expensive the installation costs will be. The simplest setup is a sand or gravel
system where the nutrients are applied dry and then
watered in by a hand-held hose. If gavity is used, no
pump will be needed to drain the nutrients. (Feeding
should last about fifteen minutes; afte; this Lime, the nutrient must be removed somehow, by some form of drainage.) Moderately coarse silicate sand from the beach is
ideal as a medium. The sand can be placed directly into
a shallow pit lined with a wooden border. Such a setup
can be used to grow virtually all plants that are grown in
soil, with root crops doing the best. Your major expense
is then only the chemical nutrients; industrial grade salts
are recommended since they also supply needed trace
elements. A typical mixture is:
Sodium nitrate
Potassium sulphate
Superphosphate 16% P,O,
Magnesium sulphate
Ferrous sulphate
Water

1. An aqueous infusion made from good compost. Use
the liquid portion only.
2. Fish emulsion
L.iquid seaweed
I tablespoon
Blood meal
I water

each per gallon of

More information on organic hydroponics can be found
under M. Smith. For further information on hydroponic
designs, see the listings under R. Bridwell, T. Saunby, and
C. E. Ticquet in the Bibliography.

Aquaculture
A good percentage of the food for your household can
come from aquacu!ture, the art of applying agricultural
principles to control the raising of aquatic organisms; it

13.50 oz
4.00 07.
10.00 02
4.00 oz
0.25 oz
100 gal

Adequate stock solution can be made up once a week;
the amount of time involved depends upon your dexterity. The solution should be applied at least once a day. A
significant time-saving feature of hydroponics is that almost no time has to bi: spent weeding.
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Small-scale hyd; Jponics can be practiced in urban
communities and even in dpartments to grow beans, tomatoes, and other small vegetables. The easiest procedure is to place three or four inches of clean gravel into
several plastic dishpans (see Figure 7.11). A smail-diameter plastic hose is fixed into a side hole along the
bottom edge of each pan. The other end of the hose
connects tip with a pail of nutrient solution. Feeding and
watering is done by raising and lowering the pail twice a
day. When you raise the pail above the level of your pans,
the solution percolates into the gravel; after fifteen minutes, when the pai: is lowered below the dishpans, the
sdiition percoiates back into your pail and drainage is
complete.
If you are not comfortable with using a pureiy chemical solution, an alternative is to use a nutrient soiution
derived from nahtral organ:%. sources. Two examples are
lis!ed:

L

Fiawe 7.11 A smallscalehydroponicssetup:Small indwr gravel
beds can support healthygrowing vegetables.
The bucket containing
the feed solutionislifted
to water the vegetables,
then lowered to allow
drainage.This isdone twicea day.

includes the cultivation of fish, shellfish, and algae. This
art has been practiced worldwide for thousands of years,
most extensively in the Far East. Aquaculture does exist
in the United States-primarily
in the form of catfish farms
and trout hatcheriesbut
terrestrial agriculture still accounts for most of OUTfood production. We don’t mean
to insult agrtculture, which is a perfectly respectable way
to grow food, but aquaculture is generally more productive than agriculture and more efficient than raising livestock (Figures for chicken production are comparable to
some aquaculture figures, but aquaculture is more efficient at converting feed into biomass.) Any person who
is mng to get the maximum food yield out of his land
would be wise to consider using part or all of it for an
aquacuiture operation.
Aquaculture can be more than simply another source
of food, It can be a key ingredient which glues together
the different components of our garbage-powered home.
In addition to the recreational and eye-pleasing benefits
of fish ponds in your backyard, they can also be used to
supply electricity (Chapter 3), to water livestock, to co,,serve water for use during dry spells, to convert wastewater into fertilizer and enriched irrigation water (Chapter
: 5), and, finally, to convert vegetable waste and manure
into fish that we can eat.
In Southeast Asia and parts of Africa, waste recycling
through aquaculture is well-established. In one system,
T;fruit trees, wh’ICh anchor the soil, are grown high on a hill
:;;&d below them is a vegetable garden and chicken coop.
!$pear the bottom of the hill is a pig sty or duck pen, and
I:$ the bottom is a pond in which various types of carp are
‘::&own, A ditch is dug parallel to the contours of the hill
,!~,above the fmtt trees to prevent excessive rain damage.
‘Rains wash the excess fertilizer, nutrients, dead plant ma,,tertal, and manure into the pond, and this enrichment
::,indirectiy feeds the carp. Both the enriched water and
mud from the pond bottom can then be applied to fertilize
the fruit and vegetables, and the cycle continues.
Aquaculture’s superior productivity is due to three
characteristics of its medium. First, water absorbs and retains the sun’s energy better than land; a pond thus will
have more energy available for organisms to use than a
comparable land area. Second, water can diffuse material
throughout itself, an ability dy land lacks. This ability to
mix materials within itself results in a much more even
distribution of nutrients than that of soil; on land, one
spot might be deficient in a vital nutrient that is at toxic
concentration in a spot but a few feet away. The third
(and main) advantageous characteristic of water is that it
occupies a three-dimensional space: different organisms
can live at different depths under the same area of surface.
Land is virtuaily two-dimensional, with life only on, and
a short distance above and below, the surface. Thus, an
area of water is more productive than an equal area of
land because there is more habitable volume. The ancient
Chinese found that using aIf three dimensions of water

made a very productive system. Reaiiztng that different
species of fish live at different levels in the water column
and eat different food (“occupy different niches” in biological terms; see Figure 7.12), they deduced that it might
be possible to culture many different species of fish in the
same pond; the fish would not only not interfere with
each other, btit would even complement each other. For
example, an algae-feeding species near the surface and
a bottom feeder, both with high reproductive rate:, can
harmoniously coexist; their young are controlled by a
predator species, and the waste products of aU three species in turn fertilize the water; thus supporting the growth
of algae for the herbivorous species. This culturing of
more than one species is called pofyculture. Obviously,
different types of fish must be chosen with care, as two
random species do not necessarily complement each
OthW.

In spite of the greater efficiency of polyculture, often
economic and social factors confine only one type of fish
to a pond. This practice (called monoculture) is less efficient with both food and space, and consequently less
productive than polyculture.
We’ve already mentioned twice that aquaculture is
“more efficient” than agriculture, but v,e haven’t really
explained what we mean. Efficiency, in this case, is the
number of pounds of food an animal must be fed for it
tc grow one pound heavier. It takes more than one pound
of food to grow one pound of animal because some food
is burned up as the energy the animal uses to live. Aquatic
animals need relatively less of this energy than land ani-
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mals because energy does not have to be channeled into
supporting structures, since the aqueous environment
supports their bodies. In addition, most aquatic animals
are cold-blooded and domestic land animals are wam7blooded. This means that land animals have to expend
much of their energy on maintaining their body temperature, while fish don’t. ft follows that aquatic animals bum
less food into energy than land animals, and can convert
more of this food into meat. Thus, in principle, aquacultore is more efficient than culturing land animals.
Another theoretical concept sheds light on this question of efficiency: the food chain. In a generalized ecological system, production occurs when tiny one-celled
plants, phytoplankton, use energy from the sun and nutrients from the water to grow and produce more biomass.
They are eaten by microscopic animals, zooplankton,
which are in turn eaten by bigger and bigger animals until
the final consumer is a large fish or land predator. You will
remember that organisms at each level use up some (indeed, most) of the energy they absorb to carry on their
own life functions; thus less energy is available to other
consumers higher up the chain. Consequently, the most
efficient theoretical way of utilizing the original solar energy input into a system is to cultivate the lower-order
consumers: herbivores or zooplankton feeders. But there
is a limit to how low you can go before dining becomes
unpalatable. or inefficient, or both. Most human societies
prefer fish to chironomid larvae and steak to grass; even
if you were so inclined, it would take hours to catch a
mouthful of copepods. In such circumstances, it’s better
to let a higher-order consumer convert food to an edible
state. A good discussion on energy needs and fish yields
for various types of aquaculture practices can be found
in the Energy Primer (see Bibliography, under Merrill
et al.).
The amount of biomass produced is limited by the
concentrations of nutrients and vital molecules present in
the system, some of the most important being nitrogen,
phosphates, carbon dioude, and oxygen. In a given situation, nitrogen and phosphate concentrations may be
too low to permit further production of biomass. When
organic waste is added to this limited-nutrient system,
bacteria decompose it, releasing nitrogen compounds,
phosphates, and other nutrients. Thus, adding garbage
v+<~~
&d n&&& +.o a pond, which may stimulate plant
growth, which stimulates zooplankton blooms, which in
turn increase the food supply and therefore the growth
of the organism which the culturist is attempting to raise!
(For further information, see “Oxidation Ponds” in Chapter5.) However, caution must be exercised when applying
any such “fertilizer”; the decomposition that produces
these nutrients also uses up vital oxygen and makes the
water more turbid. It is possible that the end result may
be the death of a ftsh crop, rather than its enhanced growth.
Inorganic fertilizers like superphosphates can also stimulate growth and, since bacterial decomposition isn’t
needed, avert any danger of an induced oxygen shortage.
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But inorganic fertilizers cost money, while garbage is
cheap and plentiful.
Before going any further, we must differentiate intensive from nonintensive aquaculhxe. lntensiue oquocultire, as the name implies, involves feeding the fish, controlling their breeding, and much more; in general, you
spend a good deal of your time and labor shaping the
environment and life patterns of fish. Nonintensiue culture is a minimal-labor operation; the fish are not controlled except for an occasional cleanup of debris in the
pond, fertiliation of the pond, and the harvest of the fish.
As you might imagine, nonintensive culture is generally
less productive, but it is also less expensive and timeconsuming.
Production figures which follow in our discussion are
gtven in kilograms per hectare per year (kg/ha-yr). A kilogram (kg) is 2.2 pounds, and a hectare (ha) is 10,000
square meters or 2.47 acres. Thus, a kg/ha-yr is a little
less then a pound/acre-yr.
Please realize that all we can do is summarize some
of the information applicable to the question of aquaculture. For a more detailed look at specific problems, you
are exoumged
to consult other references and sources,
many of which are listed in the Bibliography.
Some Fundamental

Considerations

One cannot, so to speak, just plunge into an aquaculture
operation. There are several important questions which
must be faced beforehand. Hopefully, those preceding
pages where we described the superiority of aquaculture
haven’t made you excessively optimistic. Success still requires a great deal of work and the first job is to forget
anything you’ve heard about how easy aquaculture is. If
aquaculture were such a sure bet, everyone would be
doing it. Although it has great potential, aquaculture requires as much care and maintenance as gardening, and,
like gardening, not evey site is equally suitable. The
weeds must still be pulled, the water checked, and the
fish fed. And as an added bonus, fish, too, are menaced \
by a great variety of predators and diseases just itching to
get at them.
A place to start is to decide how iarge a system can
be managed. Let’s say that you want to produce enough
fish to feed everyone living in your garbage-powered
home, and let’s say that this comprises a half-dozen fulltimers plus a handful of permanent transients, or about
10 people. Assuming that each person eats half a pound
of fish per meal, and you eat fish twice a week, you would
need 10 pounds per week or about 500 pounds per year,
which is about 230 kilograms per year. The kinds of fish
we will discuss should produce at least 150 kg/ha-yr;
therefore, somewhat less than 2 hectares for aquaculture
would be desired.
The next questions you must answer concern the suitability of your site. If a body of water can’t exist on a site,
obviously aquaculture is impossible. Find a spot that is
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accessible. Vehicles are needed to plant, maintain, and
harvest your pond. Topographical features should allow
complete pond dminage, and the legalities of draining
into existing streams must be investigated. Avoid areas
with high insecticide concentitions
and avoid narrow,
windless valleys, since you’ll want some wind to keep your
ponds from stratifying. It is very important to find a spot
where the soil holds water. Generally speaking, this soil
should be more clayey than sandy, and alluvial or marshy
soil is best. To have someone check the sealant properties
of your soil, either phone the nearest Soil Conservation
Service office or else contact the Deputy Administrator for
Technical Selvices (currently William Johnson), Soil Conservation Sewice, Department of Agricultire, 14th St.
and Jefferson Dr. SW, Washington, D.C. 20250, and ask
him how to get in touch with your local conservation distict. If your soil doesn’t hold water, you can apply chemical sealants, polyvinyl sheets, or concrete, but this is expensive.
Make sure that this site has a dependable primay
and emergency supply of water, especially in the summer.
You can not raise fish without plenty of good water. Check
the temperature and quality of this water, the organisms
present in it, and the likelihood of floods.
Now that you’ve picked your site, your next problem
will be getting permits to install an aquaculture facility.
Aquaculture operations may be under the jurisdiction of
locai, state, or federal agencies that deal with cleanliness
: of food, purity of water supply, public health, land use,
,,’use of navigable waters, or effluent discharges, and all of
them may require permits. The Water Pollution Control
:” ,Act is hazy on effluent standards for aquaculture, but you
:i may have to get a permit from the Environmental Protection Agency to allow you to discharge water from your
pond. In some states there are agencies specifically designed to tell users of natural resources about the permits
they will need. You should check this out with your state’s
fish and wildlife department, or with your cour.ty extension agent.
To get your permits, you’ll need to know how many
ponds you want and what size you want them. This depends on your goals. It is much less expensive to build
one 1.5-hectare pond than it is to build five 0.3-hectare
ponds if land is available. On the other hand, if your goal
c&s for a continuous supply of fish for home consumption, and you only build one pond, you may go most of
the year without fish, and suddenly have more than you
can possibly handle at harvest time, (There are ways of
managing one pond so that it produces a continuous supply of fish all year, but we’ll cover that later.) Furthermore,
if something goes wrong in your only pond, you wouldn’t
have an alternative supply of fish. More information on
pond construction is found further on.
We have thus far failed to mention the most important
item in your ponds-the
fish. No matter what type of fish
YOUraise, you’ll need to know where you can get them,
how to stock them, how to feed them, how to monitor

their physical condition during growth, how to harvest
them, and what !o do with them after harvest. Obviously,
the question of species must be resolved first. Then you
must decide whether to initiate the stock with mature
breeders or with a younger stage (fry or fingerlings, in the
case of fish). Remember that, in many cases, it’s better to
buy fish that are already hatched than io try to h&h them
yourself, even if it means you can’t be self-sufficient.
Breeding and caring for eggs and fy is an art-an extiemely difficult art for some speciesand
it can require
additional expensive equipment. If you want to breed the
fish yourself, there must be a supplier from whom you
can purchase breeders. Then the age, size, and number
of breeders of each sex all need to be determined. Furthermore, the culturist should know at what temperature
spawning occurs and how long the breeders must be in
breeding surroundings before they spawn, so that you
don’t harvest them too early and wipe out your stock.
And with fingerlings, the culturist must know what size
and number to stock and how to stock them without ausiny thermal shock. The cultwist must also do all the
necessay preparatory work on the pond water before
stocking.
One of the best directories to fish dealers and other
suppliers of aquaculture equipment is the annual Buyer’s
Guide edition of The Commercial Fish Fanner. This lists
names and addresses of dealers according to the species
they sell, and it tells whether they sell eggs, fry, fingerlings,
market-sized fish, or brood stock. You could ask your state
fish and game department, your county extension agent,
or other fish farmers about dealers in your area.
How many fish should you put in your pond? For
any species, that depends on the productivity of your
pond and on the amount of supplementary feeding and
fertilizing you plan to do. The nahtral productivity of your
pond is based mostly on the fertility of the soil. You’ll
have to guess this, based on the darkness of the soil and
on the amount of fertilizer farmers use in your area. If
your pond turns out to be more fertile than expected, you
can plant more fish next year. If it’s less fertile and your
fish don’t grove very well, plant fewer fish the next year.
Fish farming, like land farming or gardening, requires experience with a given site, and you can’t expect to get the
maximum possible yield on the first trg
Two factors that greatly influence the productivity
of your soil are its pH and its alkalinity. You want your
pond to have a pH above 7.0 (to be basic) because under
acidic conditions nutrients in the soil bind tightly to soil
particles and are not reieased into the water. This means
that regardless of how fertile your soil is, or how much
fertilizer you add, your water will not be very productive.
Your soil will become acidic under low oxygen conditions,
which are common on pond bottoms. For this reason, it’s
wise to drain a pond once in a while, let it dty until deep
cracks form, and further aerate it by breaking up the clods.
This can best be done in winter, when the fish aren’t
growing anyway and can all be stored in one pond.
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Alkalinity is the buffering capacity of your soil, or its
ability to resist changes in pH, and it’s measured as the
concentration of calcium carbonate (limestone). Under
low oxygen conditions, carbon dioxide concentr-ations
drop until there’s not enough left for photosynthesis, and
production stops. Since carbonate is easily converted to
carbon dioxide, alkaline soils essentially have a reservoir
of carbon dioxide stored as carbonate. When carbon
dioxide levels drop, carbonate is converted to carbon
dioxide, and production continues. For this reason, it’s a
good idea to measure the alkalinity of your soil (procedures are published by the American Public Health Association; see Bibliography). If you have a soft water supply and alkalinity of the soil is below 20 milligrams per
milliliter of calcium carbonate, you might consider spreading limestone on the pond. The amount can be determined from measuring the pH and acidity of your soil
(see listing for Adams and Evans in the Bibliography).
Regardless of the natural productivity of your pond,
you can usually increase production by adding either organic or inorganic fertilizer at one- to two-week intervals
during the growing season. Inorganic fertilizers, such as
superphosphates
and ammonia salts, must be bought
(you can produce organic fertilizers right in your own
home), and they require energy to manufacture. They do
provide a convenience factor if other fertilizers are not
readily available at the necessay time. A typical application rate is about 30 to 45 kilograms per hectare of
20-20-o
(N-P,O,K,O)
every two weeks. However,
this should be adjusted to your needs, such as your fish
population and natural fertility of your pond.
Organic fertilizers include plant debris; cow, chicken,
duck, and pig manure; and kitchen waste. Some fish, like
silver carp, will eat organic fertilizers (garbage) directly,
Other fish feed on the worms and insect larvae that feed
on the garbage. Most importantly, however, organic fertilizers are decomposed by bacteria. This ~releases nutrients into the water, which promotes plant production,
which in turn promotes animal production. However, batterial decomposition also uses up oxygen; and too much
fertilizer can cause your fish to suffocate, as well as lower
the pH of the soil and prevent the release of more nutrients. For this reason, organic fertilizer should be piled
in heaps when added to a pond, rather thLn spread over
the bottom, so that decomposition proceeds slowly, and
so that the entire bottom doesn’t become anoxic. Application rates depend on your supply of garbage, the fish
population, natural fertility of the pond, and the oxygen
level of your pond. A typical range might also be around
30 to 45 kilograms per hectare every two weeks.
Fertilization is indirect feeding. Production can be further increased by direct supplementay
feeding. If your
goal is food production rather than profit, however, you
should not feed your fish food that you can eat directly
because much of that food energy would be lost (see
discussion of the food chain at the beginning of this chapter). While it may be profitable to use 15 pounds of low350

priced fish meal to produce 1 pound of high-priced eel,
this wastes protein and energy. If your pond produces
high-protein food such as insects and worms, your fish
may grow best with a high-carbohydrate supplementary
feed. This is because carbohydrates are converted to energy more efficiently than protein; therefore, if your fish
take care of their energy requirements with supplementay feed, all the protein they eat can be converted to
growth. In productive ponds, therefore, the best feed
would be high-carbohydrate grain products that you yourself wouldn’t eat, such as sorghum seeds, rice by-products, and grain hulls.
If you are raising fish such as trout that require clean,
well-oxygenated water in a clean pond or tank, the fish’s
entire diet would have to be provided directly by you.
This means buying a feed that satisfies all of the nutrient
requirements of your fish. One such feed is the Oregon
Moist Pellet (OMP), composed of fish meal, vegetable
products, vitamins, and several other ingredients. OMP,
which was developed around 1960, has been used mostly
for salmonids, but has also been fed to carp and catfish.
Fish food distributors are listed in the Buyer’s Guide edition of The Commercial Fish Farmer.
Be sure not .to overfeed. Your fish food distributor can
give you a table that applies to his type of feed, but the
actual amount you should use will also depend on the
productivity and temperature of your pond. In general,
young fry might need 20 percent of their body weight per
day, while fingerlings might need 5 percen!. An easy way
to avoid overfeeding a bottom feeder, such as carp, wouid
be to drive a stake into the pond, dump a portion of the
daily ration near the stake, and scatter the remainder elsewhere. Before feeding the next day, check to see if there’s
any food left near the stake. If so, don’t feed that day. If
not, the ration may be increased. Surface feeders, such
as trout, leap for their food when they’re hungry; therefore, stop feeding them when the leaping activity slows
down.
Regular (for example, weekly) sampling is useful for
developing eificient feeding and harvesting strategies.
Some hi& on sampling: use a seining net; to gather fish
together, d:op some food in a shallow corner and wait 30
to 60 minutes before seining; collect as many fish as possible into a large bucket and weigh the entire batch, then
calculate an average weight per fish.
When the fish reach the desired size it is time to harvest. One method is to drop a baited hook into the water.
This is the preferred method for the nonintensive farm
pond described later. If, on the other hand, most of the
fish are the same age, or you want to start a new crop,
or you want to market the fish and harvest the entire crop
at once, other methods are needed. Some hints on harvesting: gradually lower the water level in the pond over
a period of about three days, allowing the fish to swim to
the deep end without getting stranded; have some friends
on hand to help; use a seining net; collect the fish into a
water tank which has been oxygenated.

If you are raising your fish for market rather than for
home consumption, you’ll have to harvest and ship all of
your fish at one time, because processors will not be interested in buying a few ,lozen fish at a time. For information on how to market your fish, contact: Marketing
Specialist (currently James Ayers), NMFS, No 1 Union
National Plaza, Suite 1160, Little Rock, Arkansas 72201.
What problems can you expect in aquaculture? Your
biggest p:cblem might be obtaining the required permits.
Once you have the permits. the pond, and the fish, you
may find that your fish till not grow. Possibly, they are
too crowded and are not getting enough food. The solution would be either to remove some fish or to feed
them more. If they still don’t grow and there is adequate
food and circulation in the pond (there must be some
outfkw of water because some fish prodxe a metabolite
that retards the growth of other fish), an essential nutrient
may be lacking in the diet. If a stitch in diet doesn’t help,
the fish may be sick. The best treatment for disease is
prevention. Do not crowd your fish, keep handling to a
minimum, be sure the fish receive a balanced diet, and
monitor the temperature and oxygen concentration of
your pond. Above all, be sure that any fish shipped to
your pond, especially from out of state, are certified disease free. If this precaution doesn’t work, take your sick
fish over to the nearnEt university with A fishey department, or to your state fish and game agency. In spite of
any problems you may experience, remember that aquacultme is a trial-and-error art, and once you cnderstand
your ponds, the harvests should be very rewarding.
Detailed information regarding stocking, feeding, determining pond fertility. the types and amounts of fertilizer to induce a desired plankton population, feasibility of
artificial feed, and what is needed for overwintering is
beyond the scope of this chapter. For general reference
information, the best English-language encyclopedia is
Aquacuftwe: the Farming and Husbandry of Freshwater
and Marine Organisms by John Bard&, John Ryther,
and William McLarney. It contains a great deal of information on practices throughout the world and information on fish not commonly cultured in the United States.
A vey good book on trout culture and fish diseases is
Culture andDiseases of GameFish by H. S. D&s. These
and other books on fish culture are listed at the end of
this chapter in the Bibliography.
For more specific questions, help can be obtained
from federal and state agenciesfish
and game commissions, the Fish and Wildlife Service of the Department of
the Interior, and conservation agencies. Other sources
might be nearby universities and colleges, especially
those involved in Sea Grant programs. Still other sources
are those people actively involved in existent commercial
ventures: fish farmers, fish-farming associations, and distributors or researchers for fish-food companies. Helpful
publications are pilt out by federal and state governments,
universities, and the United Nations Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO). Information is also supplied by such

periodicals as The American Fish Farmer, Farm Pond
Harvest, and The Progressbe Fish-Caltwist, as well as in
research reports in scientific and industrial journals. However, one note of caution is necessay. If you have a problem, understand that advice and solutions can vary from
one source to another. As a case in point, a fish breeder
once had a disease problem he couldn’t solve. He asked
the state fish and game agency for advice and sent them
some diseased fish. Evidently they didn’t examine the fish
too carefully because each week for several successive
weeks they to!d the breeder to try different solutions, all
of which were expensive and none of which worked; the
breeder lost most of his fish. He later learned that his
problem was due to flukes, a parasite easily controlled by
one application of the right chemical. The moral of the
story is that aquaculture is an inexact science; don’t expect
anyone to know all the answers.
Living Quarters for Fish

Don’t forget! Fish live in water. This means that successful
aquaculture requires an adequate water supply and a container to hold the water. Obvious though this may seem,
it is sometimes forgotten, and the results are both costly
and embarrassing.
An adequate water supply is one that furnishes water
during the driest part of the season, which is usually when
it’s needed the most. For freshwater aquaculture, this
water can come from wells, surface runoff, streams, or
springs. Well water has the advantage of being a fairly
reliable, relatively pollution-free source, and is also free
of undesirable aquatic organisms; however, it needs to be
pumped and is low in oxygen. Surface water may not
have to be pumped, but it usually contains undesirable
fish which are extremely adept at crawling through filters
and infesting your pond. Springs are clean water sources
that don’t need to be pumped and are preferned when
available.
Whatever the source, this water must be contained
in some manner, in ponds, troughs, raceways, circular
ponds, or silos. Fish also can be isolated in larger water
bodies by means of floating nets or cages. The type of
container you select depends upon local geology, your
aesthetic taste, the type of fish you’re raising, the amount
you want to produce, and your pocketbook. If you want
to raise fish in a sylvan setting reminiscent of Walden
Pond, concrete circular ponds will never do; you should
opt for a farm pond (and lower production). Or, if you
live downtown and your backyard only has room for garbage cans and a clothesline, then a farm pond is not
practical; you should look into fiberglass silos.
Ponds: Ponds are used mostly for wa?n-water fish, but
they can also be used for trout. For a dirt-bottom pond,
the soil must retain water. The Soil Conservation Service
of the Department of Agriculture can check the moistureretaining properties of your soil. If the earth doesn’t retain
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water, a seaiant such as bentontite can be used, or a vinyl
sheet can be laid between water and ground; but both
these methods add considerably to your cost. As we mentioned earlier, be sure that the pond is constructed SO that
it can be drained completely. Details of construction and
illustrations are presented in our discussion of farm pond
programs. If there is already a pond present which you
wish to use, care must be taken to insure that nd undesimble fish are in it. This “care” usually means draining
your pond and starting from scratch.
Raceways and Circular Ponds:
Pond water, because it
is s’ationay, can be enriched with fertilizer: the pond is
thus applicable for warn-water fish which usually live in
“productive” water (turbid with phytoplankton, for example). However, ss!monid fish (trout and salmon) prefer
clear, nonproductive water. Because running water carries
away the growth-inhibiting waste products of these fish;
the best production of salmor.ids occurs in either raceways or circular ponds. Expenses can mount up for these
types, since they usually need to be constmcted and
maintained with pumps and filters.
Raceways are long troughs which are slanted or
stepped downhii. Water enters through the uphill end
and leaves from the downhill end (see Figure 7.13). Since
water is continuously flowing through the raceway, great
quantities are needed to operate it. American raceways
are usually built with concrete, and this material is not
cheap. Earth raceways are less expensive and provide
natural food for the fish. The soil must retain water, however, and the probability of disease is increased. If you
happen to have a clear, cold-water stream on your property, you have a natural raceway and may need only to
dam it up a little or build several small pools.
In a circular pond, water is shot out of a pipe on the
rim of the pond and the water flows around the pond in
a spiml, findy exiting by a drain in the center (see Figure
7.12). This approach uses much less water than a raceway, but it still consumes a considerable amount. Because
there must be a permanent slope down to the drain, con-

Crete must be used for the bottom and sides, a sacrifice
of both natural beauty and many dollars Construction of
a pond 2.5 feet deep and 20 feet in diameter would cost
$1500 or more.
If you don’t have enough room, water, or money for
raceways or circular ponds, high production also has been
attained in barrels. In Aquaculture (Bardach et al), it is
reported that Pennsylvania Fish Commission biologists at
Bellefonte, Pennsylvania, once raised 2720 kilograms of
&out in a fiberglass silo 5 meters high and 2.3 meters in
diameter. It was merely an experimental approach, but
you might look into it.
Experimental systems which can be exceedingly productive are the solar-algae ponds being looked at by the
New Alchemy Institute. These are described in more detail later in the chapter.
Cages and Nets: Fish are grown inside cages and nets
when they are cultured in the ocean, in powerplant effluents, or in lage streams. This kind of isolation makes
harvesting easy, yet provides a constant supply of circulating water to the fish. The fish, however, must be
hatched and raised through early youth in another type
of container or else young fry must be collected from
some other source. In addition, any use of strutares on
public waterways first must be clexed with legal authorities.
An experiment with cage culturing has been carried
out for the last few years at the New Alchemy Institate in
Woods Hole, Massachusetts. Of the catfish, sunfish, and
bluegill species used, the yellow bullhead catfish (Ictalunrs
natalis) proved to be the most successful with their particular situation. The natural productivity of the pond they
used was supplemented
with artificial food. mptwed
flying insects, and cultured midge larvae. The captured
juvenile bullheads tripled their weight during three
months in the summer, and they c&&ted
the cost of
production at 66 cents per pound, including cage construction. Although used by commercial fish farmers, cage
culturing has not been widely used by individuals up to
now. The experience of the New Alchemy fish farmers,
however, is an example of how difficult the process can
be. Two seasons of unsuccessful results brought about the
changes needed for a successful crop the last time around.
(See volumes 4, 5, and 6 of The Journal of the New
Alchemists.)
Freshwater Aquaculture
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Most l,equenilyfound in hatcheries,
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Now that we’ve surveyed the promise, problems, and
structures used in aquactilture, we finally can get down
to discussing the fish. Much of the data which follows has
been drawn from Aquaculture by Bardach et a!. Bear in
mind that great climatic differences occur within the ex
panse of the United States; some forms of aquaculture
which are applicable to one area we wholly inappropriate
in another. Most aquaculture activity in this counby is
carried out in the Southeast, where the warm climate

makes possible a long growing season and rapid growth
during this season. In the northern part of the United
States, the temperature during the summer can be every
bit as warm as in the South; but the warm season is
shorter, resulting in less annual growth for fish, and the
winters are extremely cold, often resulting in no growth.
Tropical breeds like tilapia, which are very successful in
warm climates, cannot survive in the North without special care. And such euythermic breeds (tolerant of wide
temperature ranges) as channel catfish and bass con be
cultivated in both the North and the South, but grow more
slowly in the colder climate.
Do not, however, be misled: aquaculture is still (and
equally) feasible in the northern United States. It has been
carried on for centuries with great success in the extreme
climates of Japan, the north of China, and Eastern Europe. Species native to these regions can survive the local
extremes of temperature; years of experience have taught
the people which species grow and taste the best and are
the most amenable to aquacultural techniques.
For any pond, the fish production is limited by its
food production. Some species of fish, however, are more
efficient at converting food production to fish biomass
than are other species. The most efficient food converters
are the plan:-eating fish because they are low on the food
pyramid. In North America, however, most plant-eating
fish are too small for human consumption: and therefore,
exotic (meaning non-native) herbivorous fish such as tilapia, grass carp, and silver carp have been imported.
Another efficient way to convert food production to
fish biomass is to use all the food produced. The food
‘, produced may take the form of detritus, phytoplankton,
,’ macroalgae, zooplankton, flowering plants, benthic in~, vertebrates, or small fish. This production is used most
efficiently when species that consume all these forms of
food are stocked together. Stocking only a species that
consumes small fish would not use the production very
efficiently. This is why polyculture, in which species with
different feeding habits are stocked together in one pond,
is more productive than monoculture, in which only one
species is stocked.
In Table 7.10 we have listed several species that have
good aquaculture potential and have grouped them according to food habits. Theoretically, the most efficient
aquacultire system would be a pond stocked with one
species from each group. Thii isn’t completely accurate
because some feeding groups overlap, some species
within a group have sufficiently different preferences that
they can be cultured together, and some species live in
different regions and prefer different environmental conditions. If you are game, choose one spedes from several
groups and develop your own best combination over
time.
Ducks
The first species listed is not even a fish, but it should
be included in any pond where natural food production

is expected to play a role. In Southeast Asia, ducks are
an integral part of many polyculture operations because
their manure fertilizes the water and greatly stimulates
phytoplankton growth. Ponds produce much more fish
when ducks are included than they do without ducks.
The most popular breed in the United States is the
White Pekin. This is the all-white duck you see in many
parks and farms. It is a meat breed but will produce about
160 eggs per year, although it won’t sit on them. Other
meat breeds include the Aylesbuty and the Muscovy The
best egg producers are the Khaki Campbell and the Indian Runner, but these don’t produce much meat.
To raise ducks, you’ll need to build a simple one-story
shed with windows, ventilation, and 5 to 6 square feet of
floor space per duck. No roosts are needed because only
Muscovies can fly. You can find duck dealers under
“Hatcheries” in the Yellow Pages. Buy your breeders in
April or May when the ducks are six to seven weeks old.
Select energetic, large ducks (about 2.5 kilograms at six
weeks) and get about six females (they honk: per male
(they belch) plus a few extras. Spread straw, wood shavings, peat moss, or other dy litter on the floor of the shed
and SC!a f w light bulbs in it. Allow each duck 75 square
feet of yard space and Frovide free access to the fish
ponds. A fence can keep them from running amok on
your property Periodically scrape up the manure and wet
litter, dump it in your fish ponds, and spread out more
dy litter.
The ducks will mature after about seven months, and
egg laying will start when they get 14 hours of light per
day. If the day length is shorter than this, leave the lightbulbs on in the shed to simulate a IQhour day. Muscovies
incubate their eggs but other breeds either require artificial incubation or else broody hens can be borrowed from
the chicken coop. Artificially incubated eggs should be
gathered before 7:00 A.M. each day, washed in warm
(llO”-1159) water, and placed in a chicken incubator for
four to five weeks until they hatch. Alternatively, you can
avoid this chore (although sacrificing self-sufficiency) by
buying day-old ducklings each year. Move the ducklings
to a brooder (see section on chickens) for about four
weeks, allow 1 square foot per duckling, provide them
with plenty of water, and keep the litter dy. After four
weeks the ducks can go outside and join the rest of the
flock. Ducks can be fed from a hopper with the same feed
used for chickens, but keep the hopper near water so that
they don’t choke on the dy feed. The ducks reach market
size in two to four months and can gradually be sent to
your kitchen or to your produce stand. Since eggs are
produced and hatched throughout the year, you should
have a fairly continuous supply of duck meat.
Detritus Feeders
Freshwater clams: Corbicula fluminea, which was imported from Taiwan, and Lompsilis claibomensis, which
is a native, are both found in stable sand or gravel bottoms
of large rivers or lakes in water less than 2 meters deep.
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If you happen to find a few of these clams, put them in
a sack, take them to your ponds, and drop them in. If
they don’t survive, you’ve lost almost nothing. If they do
reproduce, the\] can provide food for you and your fish,
they filter excess garbage out oi your water, and they
Table 7.10

The requtrd to
gmln to lnorkt
size Ulltho”t
s”*plemsntary
feedhg

Species

never have to be fed. Clams, in short, are the closest
things to a free lunch around. Most of them should be
harvested each year because if they become too abundant, the larvae, which parasitize the gills of fish, may
begin to injure the fish. Another word of caution: the
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Corbicula clam has no natural predator, and if conditions
are favorable, they may become dense enough to be a
nuisance in your pond. This was the case in several large
irrigation canals in California.
Although marine species have been cultivated in
many parts of the world for generations, there is litt!e
available material on freshwater clam culture. It is known,
however, that some clam species require a fish host at one
stage in their larval development. At Auburn University,
some Lampsilis species were stocked in the polycultwe
with bluegill, redear sunfish, and bass, and then ignored
until the annual harvest. The average yield for clams over
six years was 1010 kg/ha-yr (318 kilograms without the
shells); the fish contributed 464 kg’ha-yr. In a control
pond without clams, 317 kilogra~x of fish were harvested, c!ams may promote addition.*1 growth in a fish
culture by their water-filtering capablity. If freshwater
clams are native to your area, they right be worth ex
perimenting with.
Phytoplankton

and Algae Feeders
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Shod (D orosoma cepedianum):
The gizzard
shad is the only large plant-eater native to America, and
as such it can be used in place of the grass carp. Unfortunately, its flesh is soft, bony, and unmarketable except
as crayfish bait. It is probably acceptable for home consumption, but don’t hy to sell it. It breeds prolifically, and
has been used successfully as a forage fish in bass ponds
that have been overrun with algae. It got a bad reputation
by overpopulating parts of Lake Erie, so polyculture with
gtzard shad must include a predator to co&o! the young
shad, since breeders are too big for most predators. Check
with your state fish and game department to find out how
to obtain fingerlings.

Fathead minnow (Pimephales prom&s):
Fathead minnows grow to about 3 inches long and have been reported to be quite tasty when fried and eaten whole like
sardines. They can also be used as a forage fish in polyculture with a predator. The advantage of using fathead
minnows instead of gizzard shad is that the adults, as well
as the young, can be eaten by predators, while an out-ofconl~ol shad population can only be brought back under

control by fishing intensively or by draining the pond and
starting again.
One-year-old fathead minnows can be planted at
about 5000 per hectare in the spring in ponds that have
some kind of grass growing a!ong the shore on which
eggs can be laid. If no grass is growing, plastic floating
mats can be put in the ponds. The minnows spawn naturally and feed on plankton, so addition of fertilizer is
important.
Tilapia: Tilapia (Serotheradon spp. j are small tropical
fish which are generally considered phytoplankton gmzers. However, they are quite omnivorous, feeding on
plants and as young juveniles also on insects. They require a water temperature above 60°F to survive; and for
breeding and maximum growth, the best temperature is
in the midSOs. Hence, overwintering requires heated
water in most locations.
For the past several years, experimental pond culturing of tilapia has been carried out at New Alchemy. They
have used ponds circulating in series, a dome-covered
pond, a bioshelter-enclosed
pond, and the solar-algae
ponds. Improved fish productivity through supplemental
feeding of commercial and home-grown food, through
increasing the natural plankton productivity of the pond,
and through polycullure with other fish species has been
exployed.
For example, the bioshelter-enclosed pond is concrete and measures 4.1 meters square by 1.7 meters
deep, holding 7700 gallons. During a 3% month experiment over the summer, 87 adult tilapia totalling 5680
grams and 6 mirror carp totalling 1320 grams were
stocked. Commercial feed and vegetable wastes originating from inside the bioshelter itself were used. The
results were 60 tilapia at 7600 gmamsand 10 carp at 5350
gmms. In other words, the mean size of tilapia increased
from about l/7 pound to about % pound, and that of carp
from % pound to 1.2 pounds.
The main disadvantage of tilapia is that they reproduce prolifically thereby overpopulating ponds with lots
of little fish and few good-sized specimens for eating. To
help get around this problem you can stock males only
(more expensive) or determine the sex yourself. To do
this requires growth to aboict 70 grams (about one-seventh of a pound) and some knowledge of the procedure.
Also, crosses between S. aurea and S. mossombica often
produce all males, although not always.
Tilapia can also be polycultured with a predator to
control the large number of young. One promising procedure is the combination of catfish with tilapia. One discouraging result of the New Alchemy tilapia experiment
was the large number of small fish in their harvest. The
catfish could use these small fish as a food source and, at
the same time, control their population. The tilapia, in
turn, could control pond fertility by consuming excess
algae and waste matter. In an experiment a! Auburn
University, 500 tilapia and 1800 catfish were stocked per
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acre. The result was 400 pounds more catfish per acre
than from a pond stocked with catfish alone. On many
fish farms, catfish and minnows are raised together for the
szne reason. One drawback, however, is that catfish do
not become active predators until they weigh about a
pound.
Tilapia can be p!an?ed .& the same rates and in the
Same combinations as silver carp, and like silver carp,
they benefit greatly from pond fertilization. S. aurea, S.
mossambica, and S. nilotica have all been cultured successfully in warm climates, but some growers report that
S. nilotica is more temperament& than the others and
more difficult to c&we. it is a good species for a small
group with limited space to raise, but it may be illegal to
import into your state. It’s best to check with local state
fish and game agencies.
Flowering Plant E&IS
Gmss carp (Ctenophayngodon
idella): Grass carp are
among ihe fastest-growing fish in the world, reaching
market size in a few manths, and they are among the few
fish that directly consume flowering plants. They grow
well on a diet of grass or garden clippings and, because
of this, have been hailed as a near-perfect species for
aquaculture. However, they are exotics, having been introduced to the United States in 1963; they have never
spawned naturally in the United States (they have in MAYice, though) and therefore probably pose no overpopw
lation threat. They can cause serious and usually unpredictable changes in ecosystems
because they can
completely remove all flowering plants from a lake or
river. For this reason, grass carp are banned from Canada
and over half of the American states. Most other states,
except Arkansas, Alabama, Iowa, and South Dakota, require a permit before they can be imported (see the article
by Sutton listed in the Bibliography).
If you can legally obtain grass carp, you can plant
fingerlings in fertilized ponds at up to 1000 per hectare
(depending on how much food you want to produce).
They are an excellent species for polyculture because they
make we of a seldom-exploited source of food (your
kitchen waste), and their waste can fertilize the water or
provide food for bottom feeders like the con-anon carp.
fn warmer climates, it may be possible to get two crops
in a pond in one yex Because they don’t reproduce naturally, you’ll have to buy fingerlings before each planting.
Swamp way&h (Procambams clarkii): The only other
flowering plant eater widely used for aquaculture in America is a crustacean, the crayfish. Swamp crayfish are raised
(and eaten) almost exclusively in Louisiana. Other species, such as pond crayfish (P. blandingfj, may be suitable
foraquaculture farther north, but it may be difficult to buy
brood stock and kidnapping wild crayfish for an aquaculture attempt is not a good idea.
Plant brood stock in May at about 25 to 50 kilograms
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per hectare, depending on the amount of vegetation in
the pond. The crayfish will then burrow into the pond
bottom and lay eggs. In ponds devoted exclusively to
crayfish, the farmers then drain the pond to encourage
growth of water plants and to control predators, and reflon,d ii around October when young crayfish are visible
in the burrows, but obviously this pond draining is impossible when they are being polycultured with fish. Since
crayfish can eat water plants and rotting vegetation, there
may be no need to buy supplementary feed. The dissolved oxygen in the pond must be above 3 milligrams
per liter, and juveniles grow more quickly in warmer water.
They may be mature by December, and they are harvested until &y by baiting wire funnel traps with shad
heads (draining the pond will not make harvesting any
easier). Then the survivors burrow and spawn, so brooders only need to be planted once. The harvesting schedule is a plus for your self-sufficient home because it provides you with a continuous source of food through the
winter if your pond doesn’t freeze over.
Crayfish crops are often alternated with rice because
rice fields are drained after harvest at about the time the
crayffsh burrow, and the crayfish eat rice stubble. Because
crustaceans use a gr& deal of energy to grow and shed
their exoskeletons, crayfish are not efficient at converting
food to meat. and their production rates are low. However,
the food they consume would usually not be utilized by
any other fish in your pond, so any crayfish production
you do get can be considered a bonus.
Omnivores
Buffafofish (Ictiobus cyprfneiius): Some aquaculture scientists have suggested that there’s no reason to import
exotic carp and tilapia when an exceUent-tasting native,
the buffalofish, fills many of the same feeding niches. Buffalofish were once cultured fairly extensively, but catfish
culture became more profitable and buffalofish culture
declined. They are stii grown, however, and they may be
a promising s+cies to consider in your polyculture.
They are omnivores that feed on benthic organisms
and on midwater plankton. Like carp, they may stir up
the bottom in order to suspend bottom organisms in the
water column, where they can be eaten. Because they are
omnivorous, they will compete to some extent with almost
any species with which they are polycultured; however,
if food production is sufficient, thii competition should be
negligible and their presence should permit more efficient
we of all available food. For your first stocking, try something on the order of 400 to 1000 fingerlings per hectare
and keep some for brood stock the next year.
Common carp (Cyprinus catpio): The bony, sczljr carp
that American anglers hate is the same species as the
meaty, nearly scaleless mirror carp (or Israeli carp) that is
cultured and prized throughout the world. Carp, which
were the first fish ever domesticated, were natives of East
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Asia and were brought to America in the 1870s. They are
therefore exotics, but they have become established almast everywhere. In spite of their cuzent unpopularity,
there are carp dealers in this country, and they seU native
carp as weU as imported Isme!i carp and koi (ornamental
CT).
Carp Gil spawn in captivity, so it might not be a bad
idea to start with breeden. Put above five of each sex in
a small pond before the water temperature rises in the
spring and put some tloating plastic mats in the pond if
there aren’t emerging reeds growing in it. The carp will
lily millions of eggs on their own. Fe:tilllng the pond will
increase the natural food for the fry when they hatch, after
which they can be fed powdered grains, such as sorghum,
since the natural production will probably be insufficient
for the large number of fish. Even with supplementaw
feeding, the young will probably not grow any lxger than
30 grams in one pond. When they reach that size, they
can be transplanted to other ponds at a density of about
1000 per hectare. The remainder can be used as a reserve
for futwe tiansplantings so that you’ll be able to plant 30gtxrn fingerlings from one spring spawning at any time
;h:oughout the year. Depending on the water tempemMe, these carp will reach market size in from six months
to ‘nuo years: When winter approaches, growth will stop.
If necessary, then, afl the fish can be put in one pond, as
long as there’s sufficient oxygen. It’s best to tmnsfer the
fish before they stop growing, so that any wounds they
sustain during transfer will have a chance to heal before
winter. The other ponds can be drained and dried out to
oxygenate the bottom and retard diseases. In the spring
you can replant the fish in separate ponds and use some
of your lwizr fish as breeders for the new seaon, thereby
perpetuating your stock.
The ability of carp to spawn in captivity is a mixed
blessing. If they spawn in your growing ponds, the young
can overran the p0r.d and prwent growth. For this reason,
if you have carp larger than 200 grams in growth ponds
in the spring, it would be a good idea to determine their
sex and separate them into different ponds.
In America, carp have been polycultured with trout,
mostly because they utilize trout waste and the food the
trout have missed. They do muddy the water, however,
to the detiment of the trout. They have also been polycultured with other carp. Because of their hardiness (they
can tolerate considerable handling, low oxygen, high temperatures, and even getting stmnded on land for up to 30
minutes), their rapid growth, and their omnivorous feeding habits, they are recommended for small aquaculture
operations.
In some parts of the world, subsistence (nonintensive)
culture of carp is carried out; breeders and eggs are left
alone in the pond and the new fry survive on naturally
produced food. Here, as elsewhere, nonintensive yields
are less than those of intensive culturing. Polyculture with
a predator fish (bout, pike, perch, bass) to contiol the

number of young carp can increase the growth of the
survivors. In China, polyculture has produced incredible
yields in small ponds. Different species of carp have been
bred so that one species feeds on macroalgae, a second
feeds on phytoplankton, another on zooplankton, and yet
another on bottom detritus. In this highly efficient system,
each species complements the others and none are competing. Yields can reach 7500 kg/ha-v.
On the other hand, subsistence farming in Haiti produced 550 kg/ha-yr. Fingerlings were stocked which took
from seven to nine months to reach maturity. With intensive culture in sewage effluent in Java, up to l,OOO,OOO
kg/ha-yr have been produced, a vey impressive production figure.
Raising carp, however, does pxsent a few problems.
For example, because the temperature fluctuates in the
temperate zone, it’s possible that carp can be induced to
spawn too early md a late cold spel: will kill the fry. Competing species usually make survival difficult for young
carp. Also, carp eggs are particularly suureptible to fungus
outbreaks, and the grown fish easily f& victim to diseases.
As with tilapia, metabolites produced by carp limit their
own growth (these wastes can be eliminated by filtering
systems). In spite of any problems, carp culture, particularly a polyculture arrangement, is worth considering.
Tenth (Tinca tinca): Tenth are sometimes grown with
carp, mostly to provide variety Since they compete for
thz same food, a ten&carp combination is not really a
polyculture and does not add any efficiency to the utilization of food produced by your pond. They don’t convert
food to meat as efficiently as carp, but if you’re getting
tired of eating carp, or like the taste of tenth, they can be
substituted for common carp on a one-for-one basis (that
is, instead of planting 1000 carp per hectare, plant 900
carp and 100 tenth).
Invertebrate and Small Vertebrate Feeders
Sunfish (Lepomfs spp.): Fish that feed on small invertebrates are often used in polyculture with predator bass.
Sunfish, such as bluegill and redear sunfish, are cornmanly stocked because (1) they fight hard when hooked;
(2) they produce great numbers of young naturally, which
provide food for bass; (3) they tolerate a wide tempemture
range; and (4) the Soil Conservation Service may plant
them for free as an incentive for more farmers to conserve
water by building farm ponds. The major problem with
sunfish is that they breed too easily. These mad proppagators eat invertebrates and some algae, and their high
reproductive rate, if unchecked, causes competition and
depletion of food sources; the culturist will end up with
many small fish, no one of which can make up a meal.
Reproductive excesses of sunfish can be attacked in
various ways. It is possible to breed hybrids which, when
crossed, will produce sterile offspring or offspring of only
one sex. Another technique is to raise fish in floating cages
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so that the eggs fall throug:h the mesh; the parents arz
unable to care for the young, which then die. These methods seem to be both waste-‘ul of life and nonproductive;
they also don’t encourage a self-sustaining fish population. A better way to control reproduction is to polyculture
sunfish twith a predator such as the largemouth bass,
which eats enough young sunfish to control their numbers
and which itself can be harvested for food. (More on this
later. )
Black crappie (Pomoxfs nigromaculatusj:
The black
crappie can be substituted for sunfish in polyculture on a
one-for-one basis. They fill roughly the same feeding niches and are also available from private dealers.
Piscivores
Bass (Micropterus spp): Both the largemouth hasp &ld
the smallmouth bass can be used as predator fish ir. polyculture where you want to control the number of young
produced by another fish. Bass, however, as predators
high on the food pyramid, have much lower production
rates per hectare than other species. Hence, to keep the
polyculture system in balance, much fewer numbers of
bass than other species should be taken. See the section
on the farm pond program.
Bass are generally polycultured with sunfish because
of the stocking incentive from the Soil Conservation Service, but the, can also be polycultured with carp and
tilapia to control runaway reproduction.
Channel co&h (@alurus punctatus) and other catfish: Cultivation of channel catfish has been technologically feasible since 1955, and now this species is the
most extensively cultured fish in the United States. They
do weU under intensive culture since they can adapt to
crowded conditions.
Spawning is not difficult-stock a few males and females in a small pond in spring and add a few milk cans
or sections of pipe. Spawning will begin when temperature rises to over 21°C (70°F). As with carp, a few spawners will probably produce more fry than a small pond can
support, even with fertilization; therefore, it will be necessay to supply supplementary powdered feed to the fry,
and to stock growth ponds at a lower rate. The fry should
be transferred to growth ponds sometime during the first
three months. To cut down on insect Frgdators, don’t fill
the growth ponds until just before stocking. The more
insects, the better for the catfish. If you don’t intend to
provide suppiementay
feed in the growth ponds, the
stocking rate should be on the order of 200 to 300 per
hectare. With feeding, the stocking rate can be 1000 to
2000 per hectare. Best growth occurs at between 22” and
30°C (70” and 85”F), and with supplementary feeding
catfish can reach market size in six months. Slower growth
till continue at temperatures as low s 10°C (15°F).
The main probiems in &fish culture are disease and
oxygen depletion. The best disease prevention measure
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is not to overcrowd your ponds. This can also help prevent
oxygen depletion.
The dissolved-oxygen content of the water is of vital
importance, Greater quantities of fish per acre make
heavier demands on available food and oxygen, so management becomes more difficult. A large part of the oxygen in a pond is produced by algae; it is sometimes
necessary to use fertilizer to encourage algal grow6 if you
start a new pond. Later, the problem becomes one of
controlling excess algae, since at night the algae beccme
oxygen consumers and compete with the fish for the available oxygen. Overfeeding, too, can lead to serious problems in this area, since uneaten food can stimulate algal
growth and also consumes oxygen as it decays. Oxygen
content is highest late in the afternoon and lowest just
before dawn. It is not unusual for the entire population of
a pond to die in one night due to oxygen depletion. In
the summer, oxygen levels should be measured every day
early in the morning and should be kept well above 3
parts per million (consult fish and game agencies for measurement techniques). It’s important to monitor the dissolved oxygen in your ponds. To keep the dissolved oxygen high, you can buy commercial aerators, either a
paddlewheellike contraption or a kind of fountain. You
can also beat the water by hand, raise the oxygen concentration of incoming water by constructing baffles and
waterfalls in the inflow ditch, cut down on fertilization,
remove excess dead matter or algae scum, or decrease
the residence time of water in the pond by lowering the
pond and increasing the inflow rate.
For intensive culturing and maximum growth rates,
catfish are fed about 3 to 5 percent of their body weight
each day. During a seven-month growing period, the cost
of feed is about $150 per acre for a pond with 2000 fish
per acre. During the winter, only about one-third as much
food is consumed per day; the cost is proportionally less.
The amount your fish will grove is directly related to
proper diet. The ingredients, of course, can be varied.
Catfish have been raised using soybean as the only source
of protein, although its utiliition is vey poor at lower
temperatures. Table 7.11 presents a set of diet guidelines,
and Table 7.12 illustrates a suggested feed formula. Balance in the feed content is stressed.
Catfish Diet Guidelines’

Table 7.11
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Crude protein,more than
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protein,more than
Animal protein, rn~re than
Fish meal protein,more than
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fat,more than

30
25
14
5
6

Cmde

20

fiber.
less than

100
Notes:a~Tab” hornF.MOW
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if you want to avoid commercial fish food, you can
raise soybeans as a protein source; but processing to make
them acceptabie to the fish must be tried out experimentally. Worms and insect larvae also can be raised in a
compost pile. Alternate sources of protein are minnows
or other herbivorous fish raised in the same pond. Keep
in mind that collecting this food requires some effort aiid
growth rates are not likely to be as high.
Harvesting can be done by draining and seining, but
thii will probably give you more fish than you can use at
one time. Catfish can also be harvested bj, hook and line,
a method that will provide smaller quantities over a longer
period. After a season of hook and line harvesting, how
ever, the remaining fish inight still need to be harvested
by draining the pond. Potential breeders can be kept for
the next season, so you may only need to stock your
ponds once. Since catfish prey on small fish, they have
been polycultured with carp, tilapia, and clams.
You might also consider stocking your ponds with
bullheads (fctalwus spp.), which are closely related to
channel catfish. Since there is little consumer demand for
them, much less information on culturing techniques is
available. However, they grow to large size quickly, and
generally occupy a lower level on the food chain than
channel catfish, so experimenting with bulihead culture
may show that this species is wry suitable for your purposes. It is interesting to note that in the cage-culturing
experiments canied out by New Alchemy, the brown bullheads (I. nebulosus) were very prone to disease in the
system they used, while the yellow bullheads (I. n&o/is)
,,were raised much more successfully. This should not be
‘genemlized but is an example of the problems which can
arise.

The problems of intensive culturing are many, some
of which cannot be handled adequately in a small living
unit or backyard. If, for example, you have only a limited
supply of electricity, it might be impossib!e to harvest and
preserve the fish all at once. This limitation would mean
feeding a large population of nongrowing fish through the
winter. There is also the matter of reproduction. Most
small-scale catfsh fanners find it more economicai to buy
fingerlings directly from hatcheries than to attempt the

Table 7.12
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difftcult task of raising their own. Large numbers of small
fish do not compete well in the same pond with significant
numbers of larger fish. And diseases can wipe out the
farmer overnight. If you’re still interested in catfish, it is
best to start with a small pond and then expand as you
learn more about it. This. in fact, is a good rule for any
aquaculturt operation you try (For more information, see
the listing under F Meyer in the Bibliography.)
Rainbow trout (Solmo gairdneril:
Trout are among the
most popular game fish in the world. A large proportion
of the fish culture in the United States is devoted to trout,
which are usually raised for the purpose of stocking fishing
grounds. Of all the species considered in this chapter, the
salmonids are probably the least suitable for polyculture,
because they are the most fussy about water conditions.
They require cleaner, clearer, cooler, and more highly oxygenated water than most other cultured species.
Intensive farming in monoculture is a laborious and
difficult process. Trout are unusual in that they grow best
in cold, sterile water and are more efficient in monoculture
than polyculture. Trout won’t spawn in captivity without
help; they must be artificially fertilized by stripping eggs
and sperm. Eggs are hatched in trays, and the fy are
raised in shallow raceways and then moved to larger raceways as they grow; circular ponds and silos can also be
used. In any case, great quantities of clean water must be
available. Water temperatures are normally maintained
between 50 and 65”F, and oxygen concentrations must
be no less than 5 parts per million. Commercial growers
have achieved fantastic production figures for rainbow
trout (60,000 kg/ha-y& but these require tremendous
expenditures for concrete raceways, ponds, incubation
facilities, and high-protein artificial food, and their methods are not meant to be energy-efficient.
It is also possible to raise trout nonintensively in coldwater ponds. In general, such ponds exist only in the
northern tier of states, in Canada, and on the Pacific
Coast. To supply your family, a pond should be between
one-half to one acre in area, with a degree of both inflow
and outflow; at least a quarter of the pond should be from
12 to 15 feet deep if it freezes in winter and also to provide
some deep cool pools if summer temperatures get above
21°C (70°F). Rainbow trout are the most suitable salmonids for culture because they are the least fussy about
oxygen and water temperature. They can tolerate oxygen
levels as low as 3 milligrams per liter and temperatures as
high as 24°C (7591, but they feed less at high temperatures. If your locality is warmer than this, you should deepen your pond to provide some deep, cool pools.
For your purposes, much lower production than that
obtained by commercial growers should be expected. You
shouldn’t attempt to increase production by fertilizing very
mwh, because trout prefer c!ean, clear water. Prod&ion
can be increased by using artificial or natural foods. For
example, if earthworm cultures are available, pile a load
of wormy compost on a Styrofoam float with holes
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punched in the bottom. Worms will occastonally poke
their heads through the holes and this will make alert trout
very happy. Another method is to suspend lights over the
pond at twilight to attract insects, which then fall into the
water.
Trout rarely spawn in these ponds. Since to induce
spawning and to carry out egg incubation requires investment in expensive incubation facilities and a great deal
of knowhow, it is best to buy fingerlings from a dealer.
Plant them in your pond at about 100 to 200 per hectare,
although more is possible if you intend to provide artificial
food. Trout planted in spring or summer as fingerlings can
begin to be caught with hook and line the next spring.
Evey two years or so the pond should be drained and
completely harvested. Thus, stocking will be necessary
again.
With artificial feed, fastest growth is attained with Oregon Moist Pellet (OMP), but these must be stored frozen,
and freezers use considerable energy. If you lack freezer
facilities, a dy feed might be better. Check with a dealer
to find out the pellet size that’s appropriate for your fish.
When feeding, broadcast the feed lightly and evenly so
that all the fish nearby can reach it before it sinks to the
bottom. Do not plop big handfuls in one place because
once a pellet hits the bottom, &out will not eat it.
This food doesn’t have to be wasted, however, if you
polyculture trout with a bottom feeder. Carp have been
used, but they tend to muddy the water, and trout don’t
appreciate this. Spreading stones on the bottom of the
pond can help keep the water clear, but then harvesting
with a net wlU be difficult. Despite these problems with
polycukure, if your water supply remains cold throughout
the year, trout might be one of ffie best species for you to
consider from a c&nay point of view.
Salmon (Solmo solar, ANontic salmon; Oncorhyncius
spp., Pacific salmon): Although this is not on the master
list, we mention it since it is such a delicacy. It is not a
god species for the home fish farmer. Salmon belong to
the same family as trout and, like them, are anadromous
(they spawn in freshwater and mature at sea). Although
trout con grow in freshwater, salmon must mature in brine.
Salmon are cultured intensively, if at all. Like tiout,
spawning is achieved by stiipping; unlike bout, the Pacific
salmon die after spawning. The fry are raised in raceways
until they reach the smelt stage (about two years), after
which they must be put out to sea. Fingerlings which have
been grown experimental!y in cages floating in the ocean
are fed on pellet food for six to nine months and then
harvested. Growth is rapid and this method shows some
promise, but obviously it can be used only in selected
i3WS.

The farm Pond hogram

The nonintensive polyculture systems mentioned above
are often used in ponds developed under the farm pond
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program, a scheme initiated by the government to conserve water and wildlife, which reached its peak popularity
in the 1950s but is still used. Under this program, federal
or state agencies supply and stock noncommercial ponds
one time with bass and bluegill fingerlings, fi:e of charge.
Sunfish or catfish are legal substitutes. Maintenance and
labor is minimal; after a few months, you mc:rely face the
challenge of catching your own pan-sized fish! (Actually,
it’s not quite that easy. j
These ponds are considered “recreational” and,
while they can’t produce enough for commercial purposes, they can contribute significantly to the food supply
for a family living unit. For the purposes of a smali selfsufficient living group in temperate climates, a bass-bluegiJl farm pond culture is considered the best combination.
Production figures of 250 to 450 kilograms per hectare
have appeared, but it has not been made clear whether
or not this is a sustained yield.
Maintenance is minimal once stocking is completed,
but there are several problems. A pond of this nature has
to be fished regularly or it will become overstocked. Poor
pond design has often resulted in toa rapid a flow rate or
floods which wash out the fish. Weeds, while not too dlfficult to control, may require some attention.
Constmcting the Farm Pond
A farm pond is not a backyard undertaking; an area
larger than a quarter of an acre is necessary to produce
sufficient fish biomass. Details of pond construction outlined here are also applicable to any other type of aquaculture that uses ponds. For free technical assistance, contact the Soil Conservation Service. They may be especially
cooperative if you say that you’re planning to use some
of the dam water for irrigation.
The best type of site is probably a depression in a
somewhat broad, gently sloping field. One mistake often
made is selecting a site through which too much water
flows. This surplus flow carries silt into and fish out of the
pond. Depth should be from 2 to 8 feet. Wells or springs
are excellent water sources.
The pond can either be excavated or else constructed
by building levees or dams around a natural depression.
Construction is preferable since drainage can be accomplished without pumping. In general, the dam should be
designed with a 21 slope on both sides. The width of the
base should be about four times the height (plus the width
of the top). The top of the dam can be about 7 to 12 feet
wide. Soil for this purpose should contain a large percentage of clay. In addition, to prevent water seepage, a
clay core wall should be built beneath the dam. This is
done by digging a bench 4 to 10 feet wide down to %atertight” soil and then refiiiing it with a clay soil (see Figures 7.14 and 7.15j. Of cowse, soil for the dam l&elf can
be taken from the pond bed. If your dam is more than 12
feet high, you had better consult a civil engineer. In ad-“tion, don’t forget to include a drain, and maybe even a

spillway. After construction, the dam tends to settle several
inches. You also might check in Chapter 3 for further
discussion of dams. For visual attractiveness and for erosion control, plant your vegetation as soon as possible.
Don’t limit yourself to grass; consider all the possibilities
fruit or nut trees, vegetables, berries-however,
don’t let
the trees shade the pond, since it would cut down the
solar energy input for heat and photosynthesis.
The cost of a dam varies. Soil can be moved with a
dragpan pulled by a team or h‘actor, or be pushed with
bulldozers, or be hauled in trucks. If you own your own
equipment, you can construct a pond fairly cheaply. See
Chapter 3 for more details.
The pond should be 1 to 2 meters deep, except that
there should be a deeper comer to facilitate harvest. If the
pond is any shallower than 1 meter, emergent vegetation
can take root and turn your pond into a marsh. If it’s any
deeper, it might stratify (develop a warm, oxygen-rich upper layer, and a cold, oxygen-poor deeper !ayerj. If it
stratifies, the poisons will build up in the lower layer, so
that when the wind blows again and the pond destratifles,
the poisons will get mixed all over the pond and may kill
your f&h.

interrelated and for most purposes it will be sufficient to
monitor temperature and DO (unless you have problems),
although pH, as discussed in the beginning of this section,
can affect productivity. DO should be measured just before sunrise, when it will be at its lowest. The easiest way
to measure DO is to watch the pond and the sky above.
If flocks of birds take a sudden interest in your pond because the fish are swimming along the surface with their
snouts out, gulping air, you had better start aerating, either
by spraying water into the pond, or even by lumping in
and beating the water with sticks. More quantitative DO
measurements can be obtained with an oxygen probe or
by the Winkler test. Oxygen probes, which are made bji
such firms as Bausch and Lomb or Texas Instruments, are
easy to use (but not cheap)-drop
one end in the water
and read-but
the original calibration requires the Winkler test. The Winkle* test, and other analyses of water
quaiity, require some laboratoy supplies and a place to
store concentrated sulfuric acid. For details on procedures
of water quality tests, see S’tandord Methods for the Examination of Water end Wwtewoter, which is published
by the American Public Health Association.

Weed Control

In California, tie Department of Fish and Game will
provide free first-time stocking for any noncommercial
pond (check your own state agency for local regulations).
A sand and gravel bottom is best for spawning. If your
pond has a mud bottom, good spawning grounds can be
created by adding a few bushels of gravel at ten-foot intervals around the margin of the pond.
Stocking must be done correctly the first time around
or the pond wlU never reach its maximum carrylng capacity. Lwgemoutb bass should be stocked at a rate of 50
to 100 fingerlings per acre, depending on the pond’s fertility; bluegill fingerlings should be stocked at a rate of at
least ten times that of the bass. Pond fertility for ponds
which are not to be fertilized Is based on the soil type. For
example, forest soils support the least fertile ponds, lightcolored soils are intermediate, and black-colored soils
support the most fertile ponds. Table 7.13 summarizes
the guidelines for stocking.
Stocking is done in the spring and, as we have mentioned, can be done free of charge by a federal or state
agency. It is best not to fish for the first year, and only
bluegiU should be taken the second year. Bass do not
reproduce until they are two years old; they should not
be flshed until June of the third year-that
is, after their

Weeds should be kept to a minimum; one suggested
figure is 25 percent or less of the surface area. Since young
bluegill can escape from bass by hiding in the weeds,
‘excess vegetation tends to slow down the growth of bass
and contributes to an overpopulation of competing smaU
bluegill, few of whicl- can grow to edible size. Shallowwater weeds such as cattails and marsh grass must be
puUed out by hand. Lily pods, which root in deep water
but have leaves that rest on the surface, are best controlled
by cuttlny the leaves; some plants also have leaves beneath the surface of the water, which also need to be cut.
Floating plants such as duckweed must be raked out. Filamentous algae can be minimized by successftdly coniroUing the other weeds. And any harvest of unwanted
water weeds is an excellent addition to your compost pile.
Water Quality
You don’t have to be a chemist to monitor water quality. Several factors are important: temperature, dissolved
oxygen (DO), pH, alkalinity, hardness, nuhient levels,
ammonia levels, dissolved solids, and so on; but they are

Figure 7.14

SI~ocklng and Fiihing

A side view of a pond
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Figure 7.15

A possiblepond arrangement.

spawning season. Only bass over 12 inches long should
be taken because overfishing small bass will result in a
high concentration of small bluegill. Table 7.14 provides
a guide for harvesting. it is important that fishing be done
regularly; in spite of the greater attraction that larger bass
have for fishermen, four pounds of bluegill should be
taken for every pound of bass, or the population will fluctuate (see Figure 7.16).
The key word is “well-managed”-unless
you contml
the blcegill population, you’ii end up with a pond full of
siunted bluegill. Because bluegill feed on young bass,
you’ll also have only a few large bass. If this happens,
you’ll have no choice but to drain the pond and start over.
Therefore, you must keep about 20 times as many bluegill
as bass when fishing, and you must fish often. Because
-fable 7.13
Fish species

Laqemouti, Bass
B!uegU
Bhxgiu
Redear
Channel Catfish
Note.:
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Fish Stocking for Unfertilized Pond.’
Black-dored
Soils
1W
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100
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Soils
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emergent plants help young bluegill hide from bass, you
should either remove the plants or lower the level of your
pond so that the plants are out of the pond and the bluegills have less space to hide from the bass. Fertilization
can help produce invertebrate food for bluegills and can
increase your pond’s productivity, but if green scum starts
to cover your pond, stop fertilizing. Polyculturing plant
eaters and bottom feeders with bass and sunfish can take
care of any green scum and can utilize your pond’s production more efficiently.
If your bass and prey fish seem stunted, there probably isn’t enough invertebrate food in the pond. In this
case you should either fertilize in an effort to produce
more food or, if algae is already abundant, stock a planteating minnow such as fathead minnow or gizzard shad.
Or you can restock your pond at a lower rate.
Bass-bluegill combinations work best in warm regions
and places like eastern Oregon where the bass spawn in
spring and the young avoid competition and predation
from bluegills, which spawn in summer. Regardless of the
region you live in, bass-bluegill combinations can be suecessful if managed properly. Redear sunfish are sometimes preferred over bluegills because they produce fewer
young and pose less of an overpopulation threat.
The stability of the pond population can be measured
either by seining and counting or by recording the progress of your fish catch. A desirable population has catches
of both bluegill (at least 6 inches) and bass (one to two
,pounds). Any other yield indicates that one of the species
is overcrowded. If you start to catch crappies, bullheads,

Figure 7.16

A hawsting

carp, buffalofish, suckers, or green sunfish, then potential
problems may develop since these fish compete with bass
and sunfish for food and may also prey on their young.
Carp are excellent fish fo; culture, but they don’t contribute to a bass-bluegill system. They can be used, however,
as substitutes for bluegill to form a bass-carp polycultwe
system.
Pond Fertility
To increase the carrying capacity of yaw pond, fertilizers for algal growth can be used. Since algae form the
base of this aquatic food chain, in theory, more algae will
yield more and larger fish. Fertilizing is a difficult technique to control, however, whether it be in the form of
organi,c wastes or inorganic compounds. To repeat a few
points made earlier, decomposition of organic waste (including organic fertilizer) uses up oxygen and this oxygen
depletion may kill fish. Or fertilizing can oveniimulate
algae and aquatic plants; their subsequent decomposition
also causes oxygen depletion and kills fish. Sometimes
only a green algal scum (rather than a zooplankton
bloom) results. An important point to remember is that
carp are much more tolerant of both low oxygen concentration and high turbidity than bass or bluegill; consequentiy, fertilizer can be used with carp more successfuUy
than with the latter two species.
Using a pump or some similar device to add oxygen
to fertilized water would eliminate the problem of oxygen
depletion, or so it would seem. Then an unlimited amount
of fertilizer could be added safely and fish production

pointer
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would be correspc&ingly greater; but, in fact, such success does not follow automatically. As fish become overcrowded, they display a great susceptibility to disease.
Further information on the farm pond program can
be found in two publications listed in the Bibliography, by
the California Department of Fish and Game and the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, from which much of the above
material was drawn.
Mmicultere

,;
:1
ii,;,,
,~
:~;,

The prospect of farming the oceans for food has been
widely discussed for many years. Marlculture is best carried out in protected salt water in a salt-water pond,
slough, or protected bay. Tidal flow would be the most
likeiy source of circulation, although pumps could be used
in some cases. If circulation is adequate, a pond of only
one-quarter of an acre is fine for most martculture operations, some of which are so productive that we wonder
why there isn’t more research in this field. In the United
States, there are legal restrictions on the use of public
waters; this limitation may explain the lagging research,
to some degree. By and large, mariculture practices require a combined sense of art, science, and experimentation, and the harvests should be considered useful food
supplements rather than staples. Explore the possibilities
if you live near the ocean.
Invertebrates
In the United States, more is known about culturing
invertebrates than vertebrates. A difficulty with aU mariculture, and particularly invertebrate culture, ls that the
animals undergo a sequence of different !awal stages before maturity; each stage requires special (often unknown)
environmental conditions. Nonetheless, we can discuss a
few of the more prominent crops.
Crustaceans:
Crusiaceous animals grow by molting
(shedding their exoskeletc-$4, a process which wastes a lot
of energy; thus their food conversion efficiency is low. In
most counties, shrimp culture consists of opening a sluice
gate at high tide and letting the water (which hopefully
contains shrimp) flow into a pond. The gate is then closed
and any shrimp present are trapped. Captured shrimp
grow in the pond until they are harvested. Yields of 300
to 800 kg/ha-yr are reported, but these yields can fluctuate dramatically. Only the kuruma shrimp of Japan is
cultured intensively, and this culture invo!ves very close
attention to the water quality and the feeding at each stage
of the shrimp’s life cycle.
Malaysian prawns are often mentioned as a promising
food source for culturing since they are durable and live
in everything from brackish concentrations to fresh watet.
Unlike many invertebrates, they can be raised in captivity
from egg to adulthood. For food, larval prawns require
brine shrimp and fish eggs; older prawns eat small pieces
of meat. Control of the temperature and salinity of the
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water is necessary for all life stages. Malaysian prawns can
be polycultured with numerous types of herbivorous fish.
Biuolve Mollusks: Bivalves are filter feeders and require
no additional feeding. They also are adept at concentrating pollutants in their biomass at toxic levels, so know the
quality of your water. The two most popularly cultured
bivalves are oysters and mussels. Site selection is vital in
bivalve culture; they like areas with high algal productivity,
strong tidal currents, and few violent waves.
Free-swimming oyster larvae metamovhose
and settle on a solid surface. The young, settled oysters (“spat”)
then grow to maturity. The trick in oyster farming is to
catch the spat, which requires that you be in the right
place at the right time; your local government biologist
can advise you on improving your chances. Spat are
caught by putting out the shells of other bivalves as tempting solid surfaces on which the spat hopefully will settle.
These shells are either piled I 27the bottom or suspended
from rafts. Maintenance consists of checking for predators
and cleaning off silt. Estimated yields are around 50,000
kg/ha-yr for rafts and 500 kg/ha-yr for bottom culture.
Mussel culture is similar to that of oysters, but the
larvae are caught using rope rather than shells. Th’! rope
is spiraled around a stake driven into the bottom. Mwels
sometimes get so heavy and crowded along it that they
fall off; thinning is necessary periodically. lnvironmental
requirements are the same as for oysters. Production in
the Galiclan bays of Spain, where conditions are evidently
perfect, reaches the astonishing figure of 600,000 kg/hayr Unless conditions in your neighborhood are really perfect, don’t expect yields like that; many other places, in
fact, get very low yields.
Fish
Several different species of marine fish have been
cultured commercially as a food source. Among these are
yeUowtaU, Pacific mackerel, sardines, anchovies, milkfish,
and mullet. The two major species are mullet and yellowtail, and a description of the practices by which they are
currently raised adequately illustrates the status ofRhe art.
Neither species is native to America (and can’t be cultured
here), but the techniques used in their culture can be
applied to native fish if you’re enterprising.
Mullet: Mullet are brackish-water %h which also can survive in fresh water. Spawning can be induced only by
injectIons of carp pituitary, and even if spawning is
achieved, the fry seldom last a week. Culturing is still
experimental and utterly dependent on getting advanced
fry from fishermen. In Israel, these fry are planted in fertilized ponds with carp and tilapia. The best yield from
these ponds was 1155 kg/ha-yr, 44 percent of which were
mullet. Culture in other countries is less complicated and
consists of blocking off bays, letting the fish grow, and
then harvesting.

Yellou~mi!: Yellowtall are pelagic fish of the Western Pacific which also cannot spawn in cap:iviQ Lalvae are
picked up at sea and sold to fry specialists, who sell the
fry in turn to cultmists. In Japan, yellowtail are kept in
floating nets and are fed reject shrimp and fish. Reported
production is incredible, reaching 500.000 kg/ha-yr. The
major obstacle to yellowtail culture in the United States is
that they aren’t available here; consequently, fry cannot
be obtained. There are other likely pelagic species
off American waters, but it’s still an unresolved question whether or not these other crops can be grown in
captivity
Algae
Culturing algae (freshwater or marine) in ,n enclosure-for
example, a small blocked bay or a backyard
tank-can
add another layer to the recycling operations
of a small community. Algae can grow on the soluble
nutrients in wastewater from your anaerobic digester. Not
only can algae be used to remove certain pollutants from
your water, buf when harvested, they can be used as
compost, fertilizer, animal feed, or fuel to cycle back into
the digester. Such a scheme has been proposed by Golueke and Oswald in Berkeley (see Bibliography). Using
algae as a tertiary treatment for seconday effluent of domestic wastewaterx has also been proposed by J. H. %$ther and his coworkers, Details of the characteristics of
the effluent from the digester, its use in algae production,
factors affecting algal yields, and the biochemical characteristics of algae can be found in “Oxidation Ponds”
(Chapter 5).
Solar Algae Ponds
Several interesting aquaculture experiments with a strong
ecological focus and designed with self-sufficiency in mind
are presently in progress. For the last several years, the
New Alchemy institute, on Cape Cod, Massachusetts, has
put quite a bit of effort into such explorations. The mc;:.?
conceptually unique one is described below. The following discussion is intended to illustrate one possible Nture
development rather than to outline projects for you to
tackle. Details are available from the Journal of the New
Alchemists, volumes 2 through 6.
Quite suitable for a large backyard. solar algae ponds
are basically 5 feet in diameter by 5 feet high and are
constided
of fiberglass-reinforced polyester. An important quality is that they are light translucent. For insulation,
dead air space is provided by a second cylinder of the
same material separated by a circumference of old garden
hose. Both the top and bottom can be insulated with sty~
ofoam. Design and construction details are given in volume 6 of the Journal of the New Alchemists. The principle
behind these above-ground ponds is that within a given
volume of water, the surface area avaUab!e for collecting
solar energy is greatly increased since the sides as weU as
the top are exposed to the light. This should also have a

cascading effect by increasing the ultimate productivity of
the body of water. In addition. when used indoors, they
also serve as passive solar coll,ectors, especially effective
in winter in the higher latitudes when the sun’s rays are
low
The outdoor ponds at NmewAlchemy are placed on
top of white marble chips and in front of curved white
walls which serve as solar reflectors to increase the
amount of solar eners collected in the ponds (Figure
7.17). The indoor ponds a!ie placed adjacent to a rock
heat storage unit and face south. They are inside the Ark,
a bioshelter conceptuaUy designed to utiliie solar energy,
contain living space, and produce fish and plant crops, all
in an ecologically integrated manner (Figure 7.18).
The ponds support a dense phytoplankton cornrnunity which supplies the fish with food. in addition, supplemental food is necessary; the recommended list includes comfrey, a leafy plant high in protein (35 percent);
insects caught with a buy light; earthworms; rabbit feed
(20 percent protein); and trout feed (40 percent protein).
Problems requiring management are low dissolved oxygen and accumulation of toxic waste products such as
ammonia. Photosynthesis, which produces oxygen, prevents anoxic conditions, but in conventional ponds it occurs only in the upper regions which receive iight; if circulation is poor, the lower regions of the pond can become
anoxic. Since photosynthesis takes place throughout the
water column in these above-ground ponds, low oxygen
is less of a problem. Management of low oxygen, when
necessay, requires aeration (such as bubbling with an
airstone) after sunset. To prevent accumulation of wastes,
bottom waters can be siphoned off and replaced with fresh
water, or a continuous inflow-outflow system can be devised.
These solar algae ponds have yielded impressively

Fistare 1.17

Solar dgae ponds pairedm nom OI wnne wan
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Growth was at a slower rate than ir. the summer, but they
survived very well through a New England winter.
The appealing thing about these aquaculture ponds
is their potential manageability, Certainly, a problem with
one of these ponds (2.3 cubic meters) that required draining and restocking would be much less of a disaster than
with even a small V-hectare pond (250 to 500 cubic meters!. This is also true regarding any management of the
water quality of the pond. Future results from the New
Alchemists should be watched for.

Figure 7.18

Solar algaeponds againstrock storagewall

high production figures. In a polyculture experiment with
tilapia, Chinese big head, and Israeli and silver carp, 3.8
kilograms per square meter were produced over a 3
month period. Thii translates into 152,000 kilograms per
hectare per year, 10 times higher than any other documented Pond production. Despite these data, unfortunately, the experiment does not yet imnslate into a satisf@g meal, since the size of the individual fish is quite
small (most were less than % pound), and this was attained with quite a bit of supplemental feeding. Thii may
be partly due to the very small initial size of the stocked
fish (the tilapia were sometimes less than 0.2 grams) and
the short growing season (usually June to October).
Worth noting, however, is the fact that temperate
water species could be overwintered in the outdoor
ponds. Israeli, Chinese big head, and silver carp were
grown from November to April, during which time they
almost doubled their size. Supplemental feeding was
given, but no extraneous source of heat was necessary.
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For further information relating to specific aquacultural problems, try contacting these sources: the Fiih
Farming Experimental Station of the U.S. Fish and WildXfe Service (PO. Box 860, Stuttgart, Arkansas 72160);
your county agricultural extension agent; the Extension
Fish and Wildlife Specialist at your state’s land grant university (even Washington, D.C. has a land grant university); the Marine Advisory Program Extension Agent at
the nearest Sea Grant University (conta~’ the Office of
Sea Grants, 3300 Whitehaven St. NW, Washington, D.C.
20235 for information on the Marine Advisory Program);
and fisheries departments at other nearby universities.
Especially useful sources are periodicals such as The
Commercial Fish Farmer, Aquaculture and the Fish
Farmer, The Progressiue Fish-Cultrrri.9, and Aquaculture
Digest (which summarizes articles from other periodicals
and alphabetizes them by topic). Other sources include
consultants, fish farmers, and equipment di&ibutors. As
we mentioned earlier, for information on marketing contact Marketing Specialist (currently James Ayers), National Marine Fisheries Service, No. 1 Union National
Plaza, Suite 1160, Little Rock, Arkansas 72201.
And so this chapter, like the .whole book, is a beginning. Food, with all of its processes, possibilities, delightful
mysteries, and mmifications, is a vast subject. You now
have some basic information which you can expand
through further reading and through the process of
“growing your own.” There are new avenues to be explored, avenues which will not unbalance any more of
this earth than h~asalready been thrown awry, which till
not lead to consumption of any more resources than have
already been depleted, which will not waste any more
“waste.” And what is considered “experimental” today
may be common practice in a few years. So grow, harvest,
and enjoy the fruits of your labor!
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Feet/tin.
Btulhr.
Foot-punds/sec.
t:orsepver
Btu.
Horsepower-hours
Centimeter/x.
Mile(nauticall/hr.
Miles(Statutel/hr.
Cdories/sq.cm.
cu. ce”timeten
cu. feet
Gal!ons(U.S..
1iq.
I
Quarts(U.S.,iiq.)
Short ton/acre
Cu. feetlmin.
GaUans(U.S.,liq.)/min.
Candle powerkpherkall
Watt.5
Feet
Inches
YdS
Miledhr.
Angstroms
Centimeters
Kilometers
Y&S
Centimeter/xc
Feet/tin.
Kilometerlhr.
Meters/second
cu. ce”timeter
Centimeter
Pounds(audp.)
cu. centimeters
Cu. inches
Pint(U.S.,
liq.)
cu. centimeters
Cu. inches
Quarts(U.S.,liq.1
KilGgramr
Ounces(avdp.)
cu. feetof water
GaUonsfU.S.,liql
Short ton/acre
Atmospheres
Cm. of mercury(OT)
In.of water(39.:2”Fl
Gallons(U.S.,
liq.)
Liters
Ounces(U.S.,liq.)
PintslU.S..
lia.1

Degkss
sq. feet
Sq. inches
Acres
sq. meters
sq. ce”timeteE
sq. feet
Ames
sq. feet
Sq. miles
sq. feet
Sq. yards
ACIeS
sq. feet

5q. mile;
jq.yards
*
rons.long
II
TO”S(Ill&k)
b”S.
mebicicihedare
Tonsfshod)
I)
Watts
I,

wattdsq.cm
Wati-hours
*
Yards

2.590
9(or 3 x 3)
0.83613
1016
2240
loo0
2204.6

Sq. kilometers
sq. feet
sq. meters
Kilogmms
Poundskxdp. I
Kllcgams
Poundsfavdp.)

0.446
907.2
2000
3.4144
0.05691
14.34
0.001341
1
3172
3.4144
860.4
o.cYx341
3
0.9144

Short ton/acre
Kilograms
Pounds(avdp.)
Btu./hr.
BtU./miIl.
Cafories/min.
HOrsepnuer
Joulelsec.
Btulsq. fcotlhr.
Btu.
calories
Horsepower-hours
Feet
M&E

INDEX
For oddirionol
information.
see the listinr~
of manufacturersand products and theBibfiogmphiesfollowingindiuidual
chopten.

Absorber plate,111-112; efficiency
factor,
112 (Fig.4.21).118
Actiw solarheating,187-206; airsystems,
202-206: collector
sizing,
190-194,
203-204; distibution
loops.195-198.
204-205; economics. 191.206-208: and
heatpumps. 2OlL202; liquidsystems,
188-201; pump sizing,
198-201: storage
considerations,
194-195, 206
Adobe, 29. 117 (Table4.36)
Agriculture,
324. 346-766: and climate;
defined,346347; experimentalsystems
in,365: siteconsideration.
351-352: See
alsoCornposting;Farm ponds; Fish
breeding;Fishponds; Grains;Vegetable
gardening
Aircirculation,
See Ventilation
Airconditioning,
21-23; See alsoCooling
Airdensitycorrectionfactors.
44-45, 45
(Table3.41
Airsystems;202z206: collectors,
109, 110
(Fig.4.181,204 (Fig.4.121):ducts.204
(Fig.4.122).205 (Table4.48);f-chart,
;ZNll;orage,195 (Fig.
4 108),206 (Fig.
Airtemperature.and heat+mnsfer,14. 20;
rwm, 15, and ventilation.
22, and wall
color,
25: See alsoHuman comfortwne;
Thermal comfort
Algae,anerobicdigestion
of,272:
harvestingof,294-295; nihogen content
of,258; nutrition
needs of.287: in
oxidationponds, 286-288, 286 (Figs.
5.27,5.28);and photosynthesis.
286;
proteinyieldsfrorx1.287:
culturing
of,365:
and fishbreeding,363; in food chains,
324: as food forfish.
355356. 354
(Table7.10):in sole;algaepox&.
3h5-366
Altemztingcummt, defined,36
Alternators
and generetors,
56-58
Anaerobic bacteria,
See Methane-forming
bacteria
Anaerobic contactprocess,253
Anaerobic digestion,
carbonlnitrcgenratios
for,258-259, 259 (Teble5.7.5.8),
defined,198; detentiontime calculations
for,263-266, feed slurryconsiderations,
260-26% inhibiting
substancesin,258;
safetyfactorin,‘266;solidsretentiontime
cakulatkms for,263-266; stagesof,252.
252 (Figs.
5.2;53): temperature
considerations,
265-266; toxicmaterials
in.258; volatile
acidsin,253. See also
Bio-ges:IFeedslurry,
Methane digester;
Methane-forming bacteria
Anemometers, 50-53; do-it-yourself,
50-52, mechanical counter,50; remote
readout.50
Antifreeze,
132-134
Aqua privy,282-283,283 (Fig.2.23)
Aquifer,
defined.300, 300 (Fig.6.11
Arcades,28
Architecture,
940; buildingmaterielsfor,
27-30; and climate,13-23 pas&n; and

cultural
norms. 9-10: sitedeterminant in,
10-13; so&logical implications
of.3. See
alsoCeilingsand roofs;House design:
Walls:Windows
Artifice1
lighting,
24-26. 24 (Fig.2.40).25
(Fig.2.41,Tables 2.1,2.21
Auxiliary
back-up, in airbased systems.
202; in domestic hot weta, 127; energy
costs,168; in liquidspxe heating,190; in
wind systems.62-63
Azimuth angle,98
Banki-Michell
turbine,85
Baseboard heaters,195-197
Batteries,
in hydroelectric
systems,78-79:
withphotovolteics,
69-71. 72-75: in wind
systems.58-61
Bees and beekeeping,336-337.337 (Fig.
7.7)
Berries,
327-328; blackberries
and
raspbenies,327; blueberries.
327; gmpes,
327-328; nutritionai
value.328 (Table
7.2);shawberries.327
Biochemicaloxygen demand (BOD),
defined.287: and wastewater.287
Biod&nic/Fkench fntensive
gardening,
342%345. 343 (Fig.7.9).343 (Table7.7)
Bio-gas,and carboninihogen ratio,
258%259,259 (Table5.8);chemical
analysis
of,250; and digester
performance,272; estimatingCO, in,
272-273; and gas stomge, 268-269; and
naturalgas,251: pressuresforappliances.
250; from totalsolids,
255-257,257
(Table5.6);from volatile
solids.
257
(Table5.5).See alsoNaturalgas
Black chrome, 113, 119 (Fig.4.28)
Blackwater,
defined,274
Breadbox water heater,127-128
Breastwheels,86. 87 (Fig.3.47).89
Buildingmaterials,
adobe, 28; for
fireplaces,
26; gresses.30; low cost,27;
mmmed
earth,28; skinand fabric,
30;
snow, 30; sod, 29: wood, 30. See also
Insulation;
Windows, heatlossthrough
Cadmium sulfide
solarcells,
68
CapacLy factor,
defined,48; for
photovoltaics,
71, 73-75,;forwind
systems,48, 49 (Fig.3.141
Carbon/Nitrogenratios,
253-260, 259
(Tables5.7,5.8).266, 272
Casablanca.See Manure
Caves, 28
Ceilingsand roofs,heat lossthrough,15
(Fig.2.9)
Chemical oxygen demand (COD),
263-264; defined,263
Chickens,332-334, 333 (Figs.
7.4.7.5!
Chillchaser,198
Climatedate,146-148; degree-days,217
(App. 48); desig” temperatures,
210
(Aa”.
4AI
~__~
~~~I
CliuusMulhum, 279-281. 279 (Fig.
5.20),
280 (Fig.5.21).340

Cloudinessindex (Kt).102, 237 (App. 4F)
Coefficient
of pelformance (COP). 201
Collectors,
solar,109-126: absorberplate,
109Ull; air,109, 110 (Fig.4.18).204
(Fig.4.1211:build-your-own,241-245:
coatings.
112-114; compound parabolic,
125-126 (Fig.4.40);efficiency,
117-120:
evacuatedtube. 124-125 (Fig.4.36);
glazing,
114-115: installation.
115-116;
plumbing, 121-123
Compost, 280
Cornposting,337-340: materials
for,
337-339. 338-339 (Table7.4);methods
of,339-341; pH factorfor,337; process
of,340
Compost piles.
339
Compound paraboliccollector,
125-126
(Fig.
4.40)
Conduction heat hansfer,139, 143,
148-150
Contmllen, airsystems,202 in domestic
water systems,131; in liquidsystems,189;
two-stagethermostars,
190
convection,139, 143, 150-151
Canvenion factors.
97 (Table4.1)
Cooling,170-171, absorptioncycle,114,
118, 120 (Table4.12),124: cool pools.
179 (Fig.4.841;coal tubes,185; earth
shelteredhouses, 185,-187;overhangs,
180-181; ventilation,
179, 181, 185
Costs.of auxiliayheal.,
168; of building
materials,
27; of cliws multmm, 277, 281;
of fertilizer,
251; of hydraulicrams, 313,
of methane digesters,
251: of naturalgas,
251; of pumps. 312-313; of septictanks,
285; of solarstills,
306307: of water
storagetanks,316
cows, 335336
Crib dams. 90, 91 (Fig.3.52)
Crops, 324; See eisoVegetables,berries.
trees,
grains
Cross flowturbine,85
Crustaceans,364
Cut-inwindspeed. definition,
47
Dams, 89-90
Dams and reservoirs:
and pollution,
315;
forwatersupply,302. 315
Dams, forfarm pands, 360-361
Da”ieue rotor,
55
Declination,
solar,
97, 98
Degree-days,and annual heatingload,
166-167; definition
of,147; modified
base, 167; tabulation,
217 (App. 48)
Digestoreffluent.
See supemetent
Digestersludge.See sludge
Digestible
solids,
composition of raw
materiels,
256 (Table5.4);i!efined,
256-257
!Xect current(DC), defined,36
Directgainsystems,174-181; overhang
design.180-181; preliminaryglazingarea.
174-175; solarload retiemethod,
175-177; thermal mass. 177-179
Dissolvedoxygen, 361, in ponds

371

Domestic water heating.See Solar
domestic water heating
Double envelope how. 185
Drainage fields,
285
Drainage patiemr.11
Dminback systems,134, 135 (fig.4.49)
Draindawn systems.134-136,189
Ducts,circular
to rectangular
equivak?nts,
205 (Table4.48);sizing.
204 (Fig.4.122)
Duval valve.136
Earthfill
dams, 90 (Fig.
3.50)
Earth shelteredhousing.185-187
&,I~,
basicprinciples,
323-324
Economics, capital
recoveryfactors,
65
(Table3.11,;cash Bows. 207-208;
payback periods.206-207: of
photovoltaic
systems,67-72; of solar
systems.206-208; of wind systems,
a-66
Elechiccircui’s.
35-38
Electric
fans.22-23
Hectical energy requirements,38-41: of
appliances.39 (Table3.21
Electricity.
from the wind, 41-67: from
photovoltaics,
67-75: from a sh-eam.
75-80
Energy efficiency,
of houses.166; of
photovokaics,69; of thermalcollectors,
117-121: of waterwheelsand turbines,
76
(Table3.16);of wind energy systems,45
EvapwatV;n, forcooling,179: from pools,
140-141: from skin,144
f-chart,
forairsystems,203-204: for
domestic water.194: flawratecorrection.
203; forliquidsystems,193-194: storage
corrections.
195
Far,,,
ponds, 360-364. 363 (Fig.7.141,
363 (Fig.7.151
Feed sluny,260-263; carbon/nitrogen
ratios
for,258; chemicaloxygen demand
(COD) of,263; defined,254; moisture
contentcalculations,
260-262; particle
sizefor.262-263; pH levelsfor,2631
pipingfor,267
Fertilizer,
bicdynamic/FrenchIntensive
method, 342; chemicalsas,337:
greywater.E,341; human waste as
271-273; in fishponds, 350,363; sludge
as,251,271-272,273,340.347;
supernatartt
as,270, 273
M factor,
68, (Fig.3.47).69
FIm coefffcient,
151, 153 (Table420)
F&as See Water purification
Fueplaces,26 (Rg~ 2.421,27 (Fig.2.43)
Fireprotection.
See water supply needs
FEh ponds, 360-364; harvestingof,362,
(fig.7.16,Table 7.14);monwxltures in,
347; pol~c;cultures
in,347-348, (Fig.7.12);
stockingof,361-363, (Table7.13);tvpes
of.351-352, (Fig.7.13)
Fsh raissg.354 (Table7.10);basic
principles,
347-348; cap, 356-357;
cd&h, 35359:
clams,353355;
crayfish,
356; fertilizers
for,350,363:
fertility
in,363; 363 (Tables7.16);habitats
for,351353; largemouthbass,358,361,
363; mullet,364; salmon, 360; sunfish,
357358; tflapia.
355356; trout,
359-360; yelId,
365. See alsoFarm
ponds; FEh ponds; Marfcuhure
Fwed solids,
defined,256

372

fluidparameter,118
Fluorewent light.
24
Food chains,323-324, 324 (Fig.7.1)
FoEsi,
fu& 2
Fruit,
nutritional
value of,328 (Table7.2);
trees,
329331, 329 (Table7.3)
Gallium arsenidesolarcells,
68
Gear ratio,
in hydra systems.87-88; in
lvlndsystems,56
Generatorsand alternators.
56-58; in
hydroelectric
systems,78
Glazing,forcollectors.,
114-l 15; in passive
systems,172-175; U~ualues.156 (Table
4.22)
Goats.335
Grains.331-332; buckwheat,331: ccom.
325,332; oats,331; rye,331; wheat. 331
Gravitydams, 90, 91 (Fig.3.541
Greenhouses. 184-185
Grqmter. 341-343; defined,274;
comparison with tapwaterand irrigation
water.341 (Table7.6);in greenhouse.342
(Fig.7.8);uses~of,
275
Greywater systems,276-278; Aquasaver
systems.277-278, 278 (fig.5.16);Clivus
multmm mashwater mughing filter,
277;
greasetrap,
277, 277 (Fig.5.131;
operationof,276277; storagetank,277,
277 (Fig.5.14).See Blackwater;soils
Groundwater, 11, 300-302
Hard water and water softnan,229,
316317, 320, 320 (Fig.6.24)
Heat exchangers.air-to-air,
151-152; and
coUectorheat removal factor,
193; in
~~lledorloops,189; effectiveness,
197;
water-tc
a*, 190
Heat loss.by buildingenvelope.152-158;
conventionaldwelling,162-163; hot tubs,
139; infilhation,
151~152,160-161; slabs
and basements, 158-U%
superinsulated
how, 163-166; swimming pools.
139-142; to vmheated spaces,157-158
Heat pump. 201-202
Heat removal factor,
defined.119; with
heatexchawers. 193
Heat storage-&t&x, da algaeponds,
.3f/366
Heat transfer,
by airexchange. 151-152;
by conduction,139, 143, 148-150; by
conver~tion,
139, 143, X50-151; by
e,apc,,ation,
140; by radiation,
140, 143,
1tio-151
Hest tmnsfercwfficient(U),of colkxto~,
11.6;of dmcwxs.l!j6(Table4.23);of mass
walk, 183 (Table4.38);of various
tictural elements,232 (App. 4E); of
window and skyli#s.,156 (Table4.22).
See alx,Thermal r?slstance
Heat tranrfer/loss
in buildings:
14-18
passim,material;
for,20 IFigure2.28):
and
shade, U-17, 16 [Fig.2.13),17 (Figs.
2.14 through 2X); and surfacearea. 15,
15 (Fig.2.9);and temperature,14. See
alsoCeilingsand roofs;doors;fleas.
Insulation;
wall% windaws
Heating,cultural
norms of,10; of methane
digesters,
264-265
Heinzding, I.L. Y, 1
High head hydroeleckic,77 (Fig.3.36)
Holes,in semicondudon, 67

Hot tubs.solar,138-139. (Fig.4.54)
Hot water c+is.190, 197-202
Hot water s+tems. See Solar domestic
water heating
House design.and climate,13-14; and
domesticanimals,3; fireplaces
in,26-27;
insulation
for,14-15; 15 (Fig.2.8);
interior
coloring,
25, 25 (Fig.2.1);lighting
in,24-26, 24 (Fig.2.401,25 (Fig.2.41);
materials
for,27-28; orientation
of,
16-23 passim;sitedeterminantsin,
10-13, 11 (Figs.2.1,2.2,2.3).12 (Figs.
2.4,2.5);ventilation
in.22-24 (Figs.
2.38.2.39);and wind, 21-23.21 (Figs.
2.30,2.31);22 (Figs.
2.32 through 2~36).
23 (Fig.2.37);forwindows, 15-20, 18
(Figs.
2.21,2.22).See alsoCeilingsand
rook; walls;windows
Human comfort zone, 13, 13 (Fig.2.7)
Human waste5and clivusmullrum.
279-280. 340; detentiontime for,
271-272; as fertilizer,
271-273
Humidfiy and airtemperature,13; and
ventilation,
23-24 (Figs.
2.38,2.39)
Humidity and comfort,144-146; and pool
heatloss.140
Humus. 282. See Comp.xt
Hydraulicmm, 313314
(Figs6.18,6.19)
Hydraelechicsystems.75-911 conduits,
81-83: dams, 89-90; estimating
water
b,,s, 80-81; legalcontidemtions,91;
power available,
75-77; storageof energy,
7?-80; q,stems considerations,
77-80;
turbines,
75-77, 83-86; water wheels,75,
86-89
Hydroponics,346 (Fig.7.11)
lncandwent lamps. See Artificial
lighting
Inffl@ion,151-152, 16C-161,160 (Table
4.26)
Infiltration
galleries,
water.301302,302
(Kg. 6.3)
Insolation.
w-106. average.104-105
(Table4.6):clearsb, lW, 222 (App. 40
critical,
120; extmterrestrial,
105 (Table
4.7);percentof possible,101 (Table4.4);
and shading,106-108
lrwlatio”in couectors.115-116; on
tindnus, 173-174. See alsoThermal
resistance;
Thermal conductMy
fnsdation,thermal,in buildings,
14-15
pmsim; materialsfor,15, farmethaw
diyester,
forroofs.23; and ventilation,
22-23. SW atsoThermal conductivity;
thermalresistance
Intensive
gardening BicdynamiclFrench
method, 342345
Inwrters.41, 42, 61-62. !lee&I
Synchronous invertas
i,,dei~ 275-276. See lNa!ersupply
Inieip

and farming.Se2 Water supply

Mrines. see outhauw
Lightingstandards.25 (Table2.2)
Livestock,
332. See alsoChicken,cows,
gw&, rabbi&
Livestockunit,defined,255
Logarithmictables,290-291
Lw head hydrwkxbic, 77 (Fig.3.35).See
alsoW&wheels

Manure, comparativeanimalproductionof.
254-256, 255 (Table5.21:dry weight of,
defined,256: freezedried,256; gas
productionfrom. 257.257 [Table5.5,
5.6);moistureand solidscontentin,
256-257, 256 (Table5.4);nitrogenin.
256259, 256 (Table5.4).259 (Table
5.7);particle
stzeof,262; totalsalids.
defined,255; urinein,255-258, passim;
vdati,esdids,defined,256, 263 See also
Feed sluny:organicw&es
Manure green,340
Martculture,
364-365
Mass walls,181-184
Methane digester,
costsof.251; defined.
250; designof,Z-253
(Fig.5.5);
detentiontime calculations,
263-266;
feed sluny in.254, 260-262; fixedcover
for.267. 267 (Fig.5.8);floating
cover for.
267, 267 (Fig.5.9).269 (Fig.5.11);gas
pressurein.269; insulation
of,265-266
ioad!ngratesfor.267-268: organicwaste
breakdown in,252. 254; operationof,
26’7-268:peifotmance characteristics
of,
272Z273; >roducb of,268-270, 269
(Fig.5.10);safetyrequirements,273; seed
for.268; solidsretention
time in,
26&Z&5; tank volume in.266-267;
tempemhm
considemtions,
265-266;
toxicmaterials
in,258, 273. See also
Anaerobic digestion;
Methane forming
bacteria:
sludge;supematant
Methane. and airmixing,267-268;
applianceuse ratesof,250 (Table5.1);
productionof.252-254. 257 (Table5.5);
solubility
of,269; storage,269; safety
considerations,
272. See alsoBio~gas
Methane-forming bacteria,
252-254;
characteristics
of,252-253; detention
time for,263-266; and detergents.
253-254; mesophtlic.
265-266; nutrients
for,254-255; pH levels
far.263;
thermophtfic,
264365
Naturalgas,250
Nikgen, and algaegrowth,286; in fecal
matter.254-259 passim
Nomads, 28
Nut(s),nutitionalvalueof.328 (Table7.2);
lxees,331
Ohm’s law,36
Organic farming.Se% Vegetablegardening
Organic wastes,animal productionof,255
(Tables5.2,5.3);t todegradable,
defined,
263; carboninitrwen contentof.
258-260, 255 (Table5.4),259 (Table
5.7,5.8);conversionto methane,
251-253; typesof,252-253~ See also
Humm
wastes;Manure; Vegetablewastes
Outaassino.116
Ou&ouses, 281-282
Overhangs, 180%YE1
Ovenimt wheels,86. 87 (Fig.3.46),88-89
Oxidationponds, 285-295, algae in,
286-287. 286 Kos. 5.27.5.281.287
(Fig.5.29).294-?95; bac~ertain,
285-287; climatein,288-294:
constmctianai,294; depth calculations
for,288-292; hazardsof.285-286;
maintenance of,294; and was:ewater,
285

Passives&r heating,170-187, directgain,
274-281; double envelope.185; eartlshelteredhousing.185187: greenhouses,
184-185; windows. 172-174
Payback calculations,
206-207 (Fig.4.124)
P&on wheel, EC-85
pH in sds forfishponds. 349-350, 361
pH levels.
formethane~forming bacteria.
263
Phase change materials.
182
Photovoltaics,
67-75; annual petioonnance
of,71-72; arrays,69-71: as battery
chargers,69-71, 72-75; capacityfactors.
71. 73-75; economics of,67. 74-75;
maximum power potnt.68; withsynchronous inverten,72 (Fig.3.33);temperaturedependence, 69; theoryof,6768;
voltage-current
charactertstics.
6%69
Pitprivies,
281-282. 282 (Fig.
5.22, Table
5.13)
Plantwastes.See vegetablewastes
Ponceletwheels,86, 87 (Fig.3.48)
Power, electrical.
defined,36; measurement
of.39-40: peak demand, 41
Pressuredrop. in collectors,
123 (Fig.
4.33,;in conduits,82-83 in copper
tubing.199 (Table4.45);forpump sizing,
198-201
Primitive
architecture.
28-31
Pruning berries,
327; grapes,329 (Fig.
7.2);hea, 330 (Fig.7.3)
Pumps, water.307-315. handpowered.
309-310. 303 (Fig.6.11),310 (Fig.6.12);
hydraulicmm, 313-314. 314 (Figs.
6.18,
6.19):motor-powered, 310-311, 311
(Fig.6.15);performance characteristics
of,
310-311, 313, 313 (Table6.4).314 (Fig.
6.191;sting techniques,198-201
Rabbits.334-335, 334 (Fig.7.6)
Radiation.heat transfer,
139. 140, 143,
ECI, 151; mean radianttemperahxe, 145.
See alsoInsolation
Rated windspeed, definition,
47
Reactionturbines,
86
Reflecttvity,
18
Refrigerators,
energy consumption.40-41
Resistance,
&ctical. 36; lossesin tire,
36-38; thermal,152
Reverse returnplumbing, 122
Rock storage,202, 205-206
Savonius rotor,45, 55 (Fig.3.20)
Seasonal heatingrequirements,166-168
Selective
surfaces,IL-114
septic tanks,283-285; co* of,235;
designrequirements,2&‘-284;
distribution
box in,285 (Fig.5.26);
drainagefields
for,285, 283 IFig;.
5.2,4);
hazardsof,283
Shade. on coffectors.
106-109: forca,lins.
170; overhangs, 18%181; 17-20 pass&:
17 (Fig.2.19);19 (Fig.2.241,20 IF&t.
7 771,
-.-.
Shading coefficient,
172-173, 173
(Table4.34)
Shc~rkix”itcurrent,68
Siliconsolarcells.
See Photovohaics
Sitesurveys,forsolarthermal,106-109
forwind, 54-55,
Skylights,
19, 19 Jig. 2.27)
Sludge,270-272; algae,272; defined,
270; as fertilizer.
250, 269: and human

waste.269; pipingfor.268: removal of,
268; seed for.268: from septictanks,
2&284:
soilabsorptionof.271-272;
shatification
in digester,
26p (Fig.
5.10).
and super&ant. 268. 271
Soils,
characteristics
ot,275; classification
of.276, 276 (Table5.11);forirrigation.
275-276; rateof infiltmtion
into,
275;
particle
stzedistribution,
275. See also
Greywater systems
Solarassisted
heat pump, 201-2C2
Solarcells.
See photovoltaics
Solardomestic water heating,126-139;
with antifreeze,
132-134; breadbox.
127-128, (Figs.
4.41, 4.42);drainback
systems.134. 135 (Fig.4.49);draindow,,,
!,34-136 (Figs 4.50, 4.52);with hot tubs,
138-139; one-tank systems,132:
recirculation
freezeprotecttoil,
131; sizing,
136-138, 194; in space heatingsystems.
189,202
Solarenergy in food chains,324
Solarenergy availability,
seasonalvariation
of,288. 289 (Table5.14):and solar
heatingsystems,19-20
Solarheatcollectaxas algaeponds.
365366
Solarheatgain factors(SHGFI, 172 (Table
4.331
Solarheatingfraction.
176, 184
Solarlighting,
18-19. See alsoWar
energy availability;
sunlight
Solarload ratio,
definition
of.175: far
directgain systems, 175-177; formass
~wall
systems.183-184
Solarvats beating,170-209, active
systems.187-209 directgain,174-181;
double envelope house. 185; earth
shelteredhousing,W-187;
greenhouses,
W-185;
passivesystems,170-187;
windows, 172-174
Solarstills,
303-307; costof,307; design
and construction
of,305-306: 304 (Figs.
6.5,6.61,305 (Figs.
C6.8,
6.9).306 (Table
6.2);output of,304305, 307 (Fig.6.10)
Solarswimming pool heating,139-142.
139 (Fig.4.55);heat pump assisted.
201-202
Solidsretention
time (SRTI. defined,264
Space heating.See Solarspace heating
Springs,as water source,302-303.303
(Fig.6.4)
Storage.See Thermal storageand batteries
Streams.wllution of.302-303: as a water
source.’
302-303
Sunlight,
and house design,17-20 ,xxsim;
foroxtdationpmds, 288
Sunsp& valve,136
Superinsulatedhouses. 163-166
Supematant, 270-271; defined.270; pH
levels
in.263; removal of,268, 270; from
septictanks.285; slurryeffects
on. 270;
solidscontentof,260-261; from twostagedigester,
268; uses of,270
Swimmina cools.See Solarnvimmins“.wol
heating”
S.--L----ils
y”c”r” I” iw;artcrs,
in hydroelectric
systems,80; with photwoltaics,72 (Fig.
3.33):in wind systems,43-44
Tanks,storage.in methane digesters.
266-267; in water supply systems,
315317

373

Thermal comfort.13-14, 13 (Fig.2.7)
Thennaf conductivity
(k).149-150:
definition,
149; of matedais.143 !Table
4.191.228 (App. 4Dl
Thelma, nmss, 177-179; storagewalls.
181-184
Thermal resistance
(RI.152-155. See also
Heat transfer
coefficient
Thermal storage,forairsystems.205. 207
(Fig.4.123);fordomestic hot water.127;
in liquidspace heating.189: in passive
systems,181-i&1
Thermal stiatifkatior,
in water heaters.127;
in rock storage.202
l-me, equaton of,99 (Fig.
4.5);solar,
98-99
Tip-speed-ratio.
defined,55: and power
coefftcient.
56 (Fig.3.211
Topography, 11
Totalsolids,
defined.255; gas praduction
from, 256-257. 257 (Table5~6)
Towers,28
T~nsmittance-absorptance,
114: offaxis.
i15 (Fig.4.23);and fLchxt.193
Trees.328-331: dwarf.330-331; fruit.
329-330. 329 (Table7.3).layering.
32%
nui,331; piming. 329, 330 (Fig.7.3)
Trombe walls,181Ll84
Turbines,75-77 (Fig.
3.34).83: Ban&
Michell,
85; efficiency
of,76: Pelton
wheel, 83-85; reactionQ.e, 56
Vegetablegardening.alfalfa
sprouts.325:
beans. 325: beets,325; berries,
327-328;
broccoli.
325: cabbage. 325; cal~ots,
325;
celery,
325; chard,325; corn,325-332;
cucumber, 325: eggplant,325; grapes,
327; herbs.34-345
(Table7.91;lettuce.
326: melons, 326; onion. 326; peas, 326;
peppen, 326; pestcontrolfor,344-345;
plantingperiodsfor,326 (Table7.1):

radishes,
326; spinach.326: sprouts,325:
soybeans.326; squash,326; tomatoes,
327. See alsograins.Intensive
gardening,
Trees
Vegetablewastes,b&gas from,256-258:
infeed slurry,
258: nitrogencontentof.
259
Ventil*tion.
foraqua privy,282: for&us
mu!tmm. 279-280: coolina.179. 181.
185; titk heat exchanger,k2; ii ho”&
design,22-24. 22 (Fig.2.361,23 (Fig.
2.37).24 (Figs.
2.38, 2.39)
Vermiculite,
i5
Volatile
solids,
defined,255-256; gas
oroductionfrom. 257 (Table5.5)
tioltage,
defined,36; o&n circuit:
68
Voltageregulators,
42. 50-58

Walls,heat !ossthrough.24; and house
orientation,
21; and shade, 16-17, 17
(Figs.
2.14. 2.15):and ventilation,
23
Waste disposal.
See Waste-handling
systems
Waste-handlingsystems,249-295: clivus
muttin. 279-281; greywstersystems,
274-279: methane disesters.
24.9-273:
outhouses.281-282; &d&n
ponds,
285295; septictanks,283-285
Wastewater,domestic productionof,274
(Table5.9),287; and oxidationponds,
287
Water,domestic “se of.274 (Table5.101
Water heating.See Solardomestic water
heating
Water pollution,
299-303 passim,315.
316-318
water power systems,75-91. see *Is0
Hydroelechicsystems
Water purification,
by chlorination,
301,
317-318, 318 (Fig.6.20):and filtration.

318320, 319 (Figs.
6.21, 6.22).320
(Fig.6.23)
Water so”rces.299-307. 300 fFi”.6.11:
and groundwater,300-302; &,~rai&,ll
collecton.
303; and solardistillation.
303-307: and surfacewata, 302-303.
See alsoSprings:slrearns;
wells
Water storagetanks.315-316. 316 (Table
6.5)
Water supply needs, 299 (Table6.11,
307-309. 308 (Table6.3). 312314. See
alsoHot-watersystems.household
Water supply systems,299320; pumping
systemsfor,307-314; storagefacilities
in,
315317; and water sources,300307;
and water purification,
316-320. See also
Dams and resewoirs;pumps, uater
Water table,defined.300; in house
~onshll~tion,
11, 11 (Ftg.2.1);and pit
pnvies,281-282; and septictanks,285
‘Watewheels,75, 86-89: breasttype.86.
87 (Fig.3.47).89: designcalculations,
88-89; efficiency,
76; overshot.86,
88-89: Ponce@ 86: undershot,86-89
Wan-hour meters,39-40
Weir measurements. 80-81
Wells.300-301. 300 (Fig.6.11,301 (Fig.
6.2)
Windbreaks. 13, 20-21, 21 (Fig.2.31)
Wind energy conversion,41-67; capacity
factors,
48-49; economics of.63-66;
paver inthe wind, U-46; system
options,42-44; theoretical
efficiency.
45;
siteselection.
54-55: rotors,
5.5-56;
storage,
58-61; what isavailable.
63. 64
(Table3.10)
Wind measurements. 49-53
Windows, heat lossthough, 15-16, 16 (Fig.
2.10)
Wind velocity
durationcurves.47-48
Wire characteristics.
37; lows in,36-B

